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ABILA 
IDENTIFICATION 
Abila, one of the cities of the Decapolis, is known in Arabic as Quailibah. It is 
located about 15 km (c. 9.5 mi.) north-northeast ofthemoderncity oflrbidin 
northern Jordan and about 4~5 km (3 mi.) south of Wadi Yarmuk. In 
relation to other nearby Decapolis cities, it is 18 to 20 km (11-12 mi.) east 
of Gadara (Umm Qeis), 9.5 km (6 mi.) north of Capito lias (Beit Ras), and 
about40 km (25 mi.) northeast ofPella. These Decapolis cities, together with 
ancient Hippos (Sussita), Dium, Scythopolis (Beth-Shean), Gerasa (Jerash), 
andPhiladelphia('Amman), seem to haveformedasolid block. Thatthiscity 
is Abila of the Decapolis is supported by ancient writers (Eusebius and 
Jerome) who place Abila 12 Roman miles east ofGadara, by the persistence 
ofthe name Tell Abila for one of the mounds at the site into modern times (see 
below), and by a stone inscription found on the site in 1984 that included the 
Greek name ABIAA. Ptolemy (Geog. V, 14), in the second centurycE, listed 
northern Jordan's Abila separately from the Lysanias Abila (west of Da
mascus). Surface sherding in 1980 showed that the site of Abila had a long 
archaeological history (from about 4000 BCE to 1500 CE), and excavation 
from 1980 to 1990 has confirmed this. Abila probably became part of the 
Decapolis at some time between Alexander's conquest and the zenith of 
Seleucid power (that is, c. 198 BCE). Polybius (Hist. V, 69~70) states that 
Antiochus III conquered Abila, Pella, and Gadara in 218 BCE. The New 
Testament Gospels mention the Decapolis (Mt. 4:25; Mk. 5:20, 7:31 ), but no 
Decapolis city is named specifically. 

The name of the site from the fourth millennium to the first half ofthe first 
millennium BCE is not clear; however, it may have been a combination of the 
Semitic word abel (in Hebrew 7:;)1;(, "meadow" and in Arabic, "grow green") 
and an accompanying noun. It is to be noted that several ancient cities with 
lush meadows and productive agricultural lands connected with the Jordan 
River and the Jordan Valley water system had the noun abel in their 
names-Abel-Beth-Maacah (2 Sam. 20:14~15; 1 Kg. 15:20; 2 Kg. 15:29) 
north of the Sea of Galilee, just west of the Jordan River; Abel Meholah 
(Jg. 7:22; 1 Kg. 4: 12) in the Jordan Valley south ofBeth-Shean; Abel Shittim 
(Num. 33:49) in the Jordan Valley east of the Jordan River and north of the 
Dead Sea; and Abel Keramim (Jg. 11:33) near modern Na'ur and in a wadi 
system leading down into the Jordan Valley and the Jordan River. Abila, 

Umm el-'Amad 
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with its perennial spring water and surrounding fertile agricultural land, is 
also connected with the Jordan River system: its water flows into theY armuk 
River and then into the Jordan River, just below the Sea of Galilee. 

DESCRIPTION 
Abila of the Decapolis consists of two mounds: Tell Abila in the north and 
Khirbet Umm el-'Amad (the Ruins of the Mother of the Columns) in the 
south, with a large saddle depression between them. The area of the site is 
roughly 1.5 km (c. 1 mi.) long from north to south and 0.5 km (0.3 mi.) wide 
from east to west. Extensive surface ruins can be seen on Tell Abila, including 
an acropolis wall along the southern rim of the mound, to the north of which 
are the remains of a large Byzantine basilica. On the northern slope of Tell 
Abila are the ruins of a 5-m-high city wall. 

Down the slope of the northern rim ofKhirbet Ummel-'Amadis thecavea 
of an ancient theater, with the ruins of a basilica on a ledge directly to the east. 
On the crest ofUmm el-'Amad are the remains of a large rectangular build
ing, once thought to be a temple but now shown to be another Byzantine 
basilica. 

In the saddle area, just to the north and northeast of the theater cavea, are 
the massive ruins of a structure( s ). Farther east an ancient road runs east over 
an ancient bridge in Wadi Quailibah (on the east side of the site), through 
which a stream runs north to Wadi Yarmuk. The stream issues from the 
spring 'Ain Quailibah, which is located in the wadi at the bottom of the 
southern slope of Umm el-'Amad. Wadi Abila is north of the site. The 
necropolis cemetery areas are located along the wadis, mainly to the 
east, as well as to the south and north. 

There is evidence of three underground aqueducts: the Khureibah aque
duct, which courses through the hill just to the south of 'Ain Quailibah (at the 
base of Umm el-'Amad's southern slope), and two Umm el-'Amad aque
ducts, which run north from' Ain Quailibah under the eastern ledge of U mm 
el- 'Amad (the upper aqueduct runs 1-3m higher up the ledge than the lower 
aqueduct) toward the central saddle depression. 

SURVEY AND EXCAVATION 
The site of Abila of the Decapolis was unknown for several hundred years 

Abila: (left) city plan; 
(right) map of the 
excavation areas and 
cemeteries. 
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2 ABILA 

General view, looking west: (foreground) 
Wadi Quailibah; (background) the theater 
and, at Tell Umm el- 'Amad, the basilica. 

until U. J. Seetzen visited it in 1806; 
later, in 1888, G. Schumacher spent a 
few days here, describing and drawing 
what he saw. In 1978, major inquiry 
began at Abila when W. H. Mare of 
Covenant Seminary, St. Louis, Mis
souri, visited Abila while preparing 
an overview of several Decapolis ci
ties in northern Jordan and southern 
Syria. In 1978, the site was uninhab
ited, except for groups of wandering 
Bedouin; parts of the site were being 
farmed. 

In 1980, in cooperation with the 
Jordan Department of Antiquities 
and A. Hadidi, its director general, 
W. H. Mare surveyed the site to de
termine its periods of occupation. The 
investigating team used a time-con
trolled transect surface-sherd-collec
tion technique in spaced north-south 
transects across the site. 

Abila was inhabited at various 
times from the Neolithic and Chalcolithic periods to the Early Bronze 
Age; on through the Middle Bronze and Late Bronze ages; the Iron 
Age; the Hellenistic, Roman, and Byzantine periods; and into the Umayyad 
and other Islamic periods. The heaviest concentration of finds was from the 
Byzantine and Umayyad periods, with lesser concentrations from the Ro
man period, Iron Age II, and Early Bronze Age. Evidence from the excava
tions, which were conducted every second year from 1982 to 1990, under 
Mare's direction, generally confirmed the findings of the 1980 survey. 
TELL ABILA. The 1982-1990 excavations at Tell Abila concentrated on 
what in 1980 was called the public building (area A), located just to the 
north of the acropolis wall; excavation was also carried out in the areas 
to the immediate east and west of the building, as well as on the exposed 
section of the city wall on the northern slope of the mound. Extensive ex
cavation of the "public building" exposed sizable portions of a triapsidal 
sixth-century CE basilica (the apses were on the east), about 32 by 18m, built 
on and in connection with an earlier building (a temple or an earlier church). 
The basilica's foundations were extensive; below them a probe reached Early 
Bronze Age loci. Rows oftwelve columns each flanked the nave, which, along 
with its side aisles, was paved with opus sectile lozenges of red and white 

limestone and white marble. To the west, beyond the entrance, an extensive 
mosaic floor in a geometric pattern was found. Just adjoining the basilica to 
the east and northeast, a trench 7 to 8 m deep (area AA) was excavated; earlier 
Roman and Hellenistic walls and soil loci (as evidenced by the pottery) were 
uncovered. In the deeper parts of the trench Iron and Bronze Age walls and 
pottery were found, with a predominence of Middle and Early Bronze loci 
and pottery sherds. Additional evidence from periods prior to the Byzantine 
were found in an expansion of this deep probe to the east. At the northern city 
wall on the northern slope of Tell Abila, a probe (area F) was put in per
pendicular to and inside the 5-m-high wall, to test its construction and date: 
the evidence showed that the wall had been added to in the Byzantine and 
Umayyad periods. However, based on associated pottery found in the earlier 
courses, down to its foundation course, the lower part of the wall dated to the 
Hellenistic and Iron ages. 
TELL UMM EL-'AMAD. On Umm el-'Amad, the southern mound, at the 
location of a number of surface architectural fragments (a structure Schu
macher suggested was a temple), excavation from 1984 to 1990 revealed a 
seventh-century CE triapsidal basilica (41 m long and 20m wide) with two 
rows each oftwelvecolumns flanking the nave. Both the nave and the two side 

Columns of the basilica (restoration) at Umm el- 'Amad. 
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Umm el- 'Amad: plan of the basilica. 
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Area K: plan of the loculi tomb. 
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aisles were paved with opus sectile lozenges; some sections had a special 
design executed in red and black limestone and white marble. Evidence 
at the entrance to the basilica pointed to one large central door and two 
flanking doors. Here the area was decorated with a large red Euboean marble 
column; a porch with four massive columns extended farther west. Extensive 
sections of mosaic in geometric designs and some with floral heart motifs 
were found in the porch area and in the side rooms on the south of the basilica. 
This basilica also seems to have been built on the foundation of an earlier 
structure. 
THE SADDLE DEPRESSION AREA. In the saddle depression between the 
two mounds, a graduated terraced area had contained a commercial center, 
at least in Roman and Byzantine times. At the theater cavea (area B), con
siderable excavation from 1986 to 1990 revealed that a large Umayyad 
building was built there subsequently. A number of architectural fragments 
from classical times were reused in the Umayyad structure. Also found in the 
debris were the foot of a large marble statue, two marble altar screens, and a 
large marble column (from Naxos) with Christian crosses carved into it. In 
front of the cavea an extended 65-m section of a well-preserved Byzantine 
basalt street with curbstones was excavated; this basalt street had been laid 
over an earlier limestone plaza/street that extended south toward the 
cavea. The basalt street was evidently a part of an auxiliary decumanus that 
branched off from the main decumanus east-west street that ran from the 
bridge on the east up to the western vault, over which the cardo maximus 
street ran north-south. 

Just to the north of the cavea, excavation began in 1990 at the perimeter of 
the ruin ofthe large building( s) (area C) in an attempt to determine its nature 
and use. Preliminary investigation suggests that this complex oflarge stone 
blocks was a bath/nymphaeum. The two Umm el-'Amad underground 
aqueducts running north toward these installations supports the proposal. 

About 75 m northeast of the theater cavea, not far west of the bridge in 
Quailibah, surface evidence showed the outline of another larger 

probably 50 to 60 m east-west by 20 to 30 m wide. Excavations 
E)in 1990 began to expose a well-defined central apse on the east, a 

large basalt pier/column surmounted by a basalt Ionic capital and other 
basalt column drums and Ionic capitals, an extensive altar screen installa-
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Tomb complex with sump and loculi. 

tion, and tentative evidence pointing to individual side apses. The evidence 
suggests that this basilica was a cruciform structure. 
THE CEMETERIES. Extensive tomb excavations were conducted along 
Wadi Quailibah at Abila from 1982 through 1990. Sixty-four burial sites 
were excavated and studied (in areas H, J, K, L, and M; the last area, M, is 
located on Umm el-'Amad,just south of the theater cavea). These included 
tombs, graves, and one columbarium. The tomb types include those with a 
central chamber with loculi or arcosolia radiating around it-sometimes 
there was a combination of both. Some central tomb chambers had sumps 
in them, and often the loculi or arcosolia were plastered over and painted. 
Sometimes shaft graves were dug and stone sarcophagi were also used. From 
the types of the tombs, from their frescoes or lack of them, and from the 
quantity and kind of grave goods, it is projected that there were at least three 
strata of society living at Abila in the Roman-Byzantine period. Tombs with 
extensively frescoed walls and ceilings and quantities of well-made grave 
goods point to an affluent class; unfrescoed but central-chambered tombs 
with loculi and/or arcosolia and moderate amounts of grave goods point to a 
large middle class; and the simple shaft graves with few or no grave goods 
point to a less affluent laboring class living at this Decapolis site. The presence 
of several inscribed crosses on the walls of some tombs, the evidence of food 
offerings (tomb L15), the presence of columbaria (L4), and the presence of 
small bronze bells to ward off evil, for example, point to a strong religious 
emphasis at Abila. The majority of the tombs thus far investigated have been 
from the Late Hellenistic, Roman, and Byzantine periods. Two tombs were 
considerably earlier: Hl3, Middle Bronze/Late Bronze; and HlO, Late 
Bronze/Iron Age. 
THE AQUEDUCTS. In 1982, the Khureibah aqueduct was discovered, 
investigated, and mapped; water was brought from the south, from 'Ain 
Khureibah, toward 'Ain Quailibah through its sinuous 2.5-km course. Judg
ing from the construction technique and engineering inscription, this aque
duct was dug in the Roman period. In the 1984 season, the two Ummel
'Amad aqueducts, running north from 'Ain Quailibah 1,400 m toward the 
saddle, were discovered and investigated. Evidence from the construction 
techniques, pottery corpus, and inscriptional material points to different 
periods for their construction. The upper aqueduct was probably cut in 
the Roman period and used through the Byzantine period; the lower aque
duct was cut in the Roman period, or earlier (because it cut through pre
Roman tombs), in the Hellenistic or Persian period or the Iron Age, and used 
into the Byzantine period. 

G. Schumacher, Abila of the Decapolis, London 1889; Briinnow-Domaszewski, Die Provincia Arabia; 
H. Bietenhard, ZDPV79 (1963), 24-58; G. W. Bowersock,JRS61 (1971), 219-242; A. Spijkerman, The 
Coins of the DecapolisandProvinciaArabia,Jerusalem 1978; W. H. Mare(etal.), BA 44(1981), 179-180; 
45 (1982), 57-58; id., LA 31 (1981), 343-345; 34 (1984), 440-441; 37 (1987), 397-400; 38 (1988), 454-457; 
40 (1990), 468-475; id., Near East Archaeological Society Bulletin n.s. 17 (1981), 5-25; 18 (1981), 5-30; 21 
(1983), 5-68; 22 (1983), 5-64; 24 (1985), 7-1 09; 25 (1985), 35-90; 26 (1986), 5-70; 27 (1986), 25-60; 28 
(1987), 35-75; 29 (1987), 31-88; 30 (1988), 29-106; 31 (1988), 19-66; 32-33 (1989), 2-64; 34 (1990), 2-
41; 35 (1990), 2-56; 36 (1991); id., ADAJ26 (1982), 37-83; 28 (1984), 39-54; 29 (1985), 221-238; 31 (1987), 
205-219; 35 (1991), 203-221; id., AJA 88 (1984), 252; 91 (1987), 304-305; 93 (1989), 260; 95 (1991), 314-
315; id., Archiv fur Orientforschung 33 (1986), 206-209; id., Akkadica Supplementum 3 (1986), 114, 232; 8 
(1989), 472 -486; id., RB 96 (1989), 251-258; M. J. Fuller, Abila Reports, Florrisant Valley, Mo. 1986; id., 
Abila oft he Decapolis: A Roman-Byzantine City in Transjordan 1-2 (Ph.D. diss., Washington Univ. 1987; 
Ann Arbor 1991); R. H. Smith, Pella of the Decapolis 1-2, Wooster, Ohio 1973-1989; A. McNichol eta!., 
Pella in Jordan 1, Canberra 1982; A. Barbetand C. Vibert-Guigue, Les Peintures des necropoles Romaines 
d'Abila et du nord de Ia Jordanie (Bibliotheque Archeologique et Historique 130), Paris 1988. 

W. HAROLD MARE 
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ABU GHOSH 
THE NEOLITHIC SITE 
Th¢Neolithic site of Abu Ghosh lies 700 m above sea levelin theJudeanHills, 
northwest of the modern village of the same name, some 15 km (9 mi.) 
southwest of Jerusalem (map reference 160.135). 

In 1928, R. Neuville examined several flint implements and stone vessels 
that were collected on the surface at the site. A few exploratory trenches 
yielded meager results, however. In 1950, J. Perrot excavated a larger area (70 
sq m) and uncovered a stratum one meter thick. Comparative analysis was 
done between the material collected here and that from the Pre-Pottery 
Neolithic layers at Jericho-at that time the only Middle Eastern site re
ported to display stratified Neolithic layers. Excavations were resumed at the 
site from 1967 to 1971, under the direction ofM. Lechevallier, on behalf of 
the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique. A geophysical survey ofthe 
site was also conducted. The site was first tested by means of exploratory 
trenches and later excavated in an area of 600 sq m. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
The following stratigraphy of the site was determined on the basis of the 
excavations: 

Layer A: surface layer, with a 0.3-m-thick layer of terra rossa and coarse 
gravel, containing mixed material (flints and Byzantine-Arab pottery). 

Layer B: archaeological layer, with a 0.5-1.1-m-thicklayer of gray organic 
soil with angled flints. 

Layer C: sterile layer of red clayey soil on bedrock. 
The architectural remains exposed close to the surface were badly dam

aged by ancient pits dug into them, as well as by tree roots. Three building 
levels have been distinguished, but structures could be identified only in the 
middle level. The buildings are rectangular and the walls are built of two faces 
of field stones. The best-preserved structure (6.5 by 6 m), which was built 
twice, contained a polished white plastered floor edged with a band of red 
paint. Another structure, also with a plastered floor, had a row of three 
cubicles (0.8 by 1 m) along the southern wall, which may have been used 
for storage. A kind of enclosure, with a walll8 m long, was also uncovered in 
this layer; it contained the remains of pavements, stone-lined pits, and 
hearths. 

The remains of thirty skeletons 
were found. Only a few burials could 
be clearly identified. Two adults were 
found under the plastered floor of the 
first structure. One of them was with
out a skull; only the lower jaw was 
lying nearby. A group burial of five 
individuals, interred in various peri
ods, was also found. The bottom bur
ial was of an adult male and was clear
ly undisturbed. Above it were the ske
letons of two young males and that of 
a child whose bones had been pushed 
aside to clear a space for the last burial, 
of an adult male. All the skeletons 
were in a flexed position. Anthropo
logical analysis showed that they be
longed to a brachycephalic (short
skulled) population, like that found 
at Jericho. 

The faunal remains recovered from 
the site include bones of wild boar, 
cattle, goat, deer, and gazelle. Over 
half of the bones are those of 
goats, possibly at a proto-domesti
cated stage (as indicated by gender 
and by age at time of death). 

The inhabitants' material culture is 
shown by the flint tool assemblage, a 
few polished axes, and bone tools re
covered from the site. The flint indus
try was characterized by the use of 
brown, white, and sometimes violet 
(probably heat-treated prior to shap
ing) flints. The flint assemblage in
cludes denticulated sickle blades ( 40 
percent); arrowheads of various 

Abu Ghosh: general view of the Neolithic 
site. 

types with tang, wings and notches (Helwan and Jericho points), or foliated 
(Amuq points). Arrowheads were made by abrupt retouch or pressure flak
ing. Burins, borers, and end scrapers were also found. The assemblage also 
consists of polished-edged amygdaloid axes, small parallel-edged axes, and 
picks. Obsidian finds are few: one arrowhead and several bladelets. 

Other finds include fragments of polished limestone bowls, fiat plates, 
basins, cupmarks, querns, and several pestles (a few of them made of ba-
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Architectural remains in layer B. 

salt). The bone tools mainly include awls, the remains of a spatula, and one 
needle. Other finds include a zoomorphic figurine of unbaked clay, several 
greenstone and turquoise beads, a limestone pendant, and several worked 
cowry shells. Apart from some late (Byzantine) sherds that were out of 
context, no pottery was found at the site. 

The information acquired from the geophysical survey and the excava
tions suggests that the site covered about 2,000 sq m. The structures ex
cavated had been permanent buildings, but it is unclear whether the "sto
rage cubicles" were attached to them. The small settlement seems to have 
been of a sedentary type. This is supported by indications of goat domes
tication and the evidence for sowing and harvesting activities (the large 
number of sickle blades and querns), even though no charred cereal seeds 
were traced. No organic material for radiocarbon dating could be collected 
at Abu Ghosh, but the types of houses, burial customs, faunal remains, and 
the flint tool industry (as compared with other Middle Eastern Neolithic 
sites) can be dated to the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B period (early seventh 
millennium BCE). 

The Abu Ghosh site is attributed to the middle to late phase of the Pre
Pottery Neolithic B, as attested by the small axes and the semipolished 
amygdaloid axes, characteristic of the period's later phase. Evidence of 
later occupation, also within the Neolithic period, is inferred from the pre
sence of pressure-flaked arrowheads and several denticulated sickles. 

Main publications: M. Lechevallier, Abou Gosh et Beisamoun: Deux gisements du VIle mil!enaire avant 
d'he Chn?tienne en Israe1 (M€:moires et Travaux du Centre de Recherche Pr€:historiques Franyais de 
Jerusalem 2), Paris 1978. 

Other studies: J. Perrot, Syria 29 (1952), 119-145; id., IEJ 17 (1967), 266-267; 19 (1969), 115-116; id., 
RB 75 (1968), 264-266; 76 (1969), 421-423; R. J. Braidwood and G. R. Willey, Courses toward Urban 
Life, Chicago 1962, 147-164; A. Biran, CNI 19/3-4 (1968). 43; 20/3-4 (1969), 46; G. Dollfus and 

Reconstruction of the Early Arab caravanserai. 
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Eastern section of the Crusader church. 

M. Lechevallier, Syria46 (1969), 277-287; M. Lechevallier, I£120 (1970), 222-223; 21 (1971), 226-227; 
id., BTS 132 (1971), 6-8; id., RB 78 (1971), 406-407; 79 (1972), 399-400; Weippert 1988 (Ortsregister); 
G. 0. Rollefson, Paleorient 15/1 (1989), 168-173. 

MONIQUE LECHEV ALLIER 

LATER PERIODS 
In addition to the excavations of the prehistoric site, two other excavations 
were carried out at Abu Ghosh: 

·I. In 1923, the Benedictine Fathers excavated two tombs from the Her
odian period. The entrance to tomb A had three steps, with the burial 
chamber slightly sunken in the center. In tomb B, a rolling stone was found 
at the end of a short corridor; the tomb itself consisted of a shaft with 
elliptically shaped trough graves behind partitions on three of its sides. 

2. In 1941, and more extensively in 1944, the Ecole Biblique et Arche
ologiqueFranyaiseinJerusalem, underthedirectionofR. de VauxandA. M. 
Steve, excavated the area east and south of the Benedictine monastery, 
situated west of the village near the Crusader church above the spring. 
They also investigated remains of Roman installations around the 
spring. The following structures were found in this area. 
ROMAN RESERVOIR. A reservoir (16.25 by 20.7 m) from the Roman 
period was uncovered. Two stepped passages hewn in the rock led to the 
reservoir. The steps are still in use in the crypt of the Crusader church. The 
reservoir was used by the detachment ( vexillatio) ofthe Tenth Roman Legion 
(Legio X Fretensis), which was stationed on the Roman road ascending to 
Aelia Capitolina by way of Colonia (Mo{':a; in Arabic, Qalunya). 
CARAVANSERAI. The main buildings of the caravanserai date to the time of 
the Abbasid dynasty. It was built east of and tangential to the Roman 
reservoir. The plan is that of an open courtyard surrounded by vaulted 
arcades with pointed arches. The courtyard has a wide entrance on the 
north, near which was the main road to Jerusalem. In the center of the 
courtyard a small pool was built beneath a pavilion roof, whose corners 

Plan of the Crusader church. 
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were supported by pillars. Water was conveyed to the pool from the Roman 
reservoir, and water flowed from the pool through a channel to a thick-walled 
reservoir. According to the excavators, there was yet anotherreservoir on the 
north side of this one. A trough was connected to it on its north side, near the 
road that passed the caravanserai. 

On the south and east sides of the courtyard, vaulted rooms were built 
behind the arcades. A flight of steps led to the fiat roof above the arcades and 
apparently also to rooms on the second story. A small mosque, with the 
mii).rab pointing to Mecca, was built in the southwestern corner of the 

Pottery assemblage from the Crusader and Mameluke periods. 

courtyard's arcades. On the northeastern side of the mosque thick founda
tions (1. 78 by 3m) cut through the adjacent arcade, which were probably the 
base of the mosque's minaret. In the southeastern corner of the arcade a 
cistern was dug under the courtyard. Beyond the staircase was another, 
smaller paved courtyard (3.25 by 7.5 m) that served the adjoining rooms. 

The excavators concluded that the caravanserai was built in about the 
mid-ninth century. This estimate was based on the following information: a 
comparison with other buildings from the time ofthe Abbasids; the use of the 
measurement 1 foot equals 54 em in planning the building; and a date in a 
fragmentary Kufic inscription found at the site in 1902. The caravanserai 
continued in use up to the time of the Crusaders. 

The two main groups of pottery found at the site are attributed to the 
Abbasid period: glazed ware decorated with floral and geometric designs in 
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brown, purple, and jasper, as well as monochrome glazed pottery with 
"'"''rQt,.-,.n· and plain pottery with band burnishing and white or white

vessels (mostly jugs with flat bases and cylindrical bodies)-the 
nPC·•w<ITlrm is incised in various geometric patterns. Also found were lightly 

sherds of large bowls and jars with incised decoration, which continue 
Rv7<Hlti'r lP tradition. The white ware is very similar to pottery found at 

el-Mafjar. 
.._.,,u"''-'•"· In 1142, the village (which was then considered to be Emmaus of 

Testament) and all its lands were granted to the Order of the 
which held it until 1187. The Crusaders built a church above 

the Roman reservoir. Most of the church survives (it was partly restored at 
the end of the nineteenth century). The eastern reservoir of the Early Arab 
period was turned into a great vaulted hall (7.5 by 14.25 m). A window was 
cutin its south wall and a cooking stove installed in the northeast corner. The 
cistern in the corner of the arcade was used as ·a toilet. 
RESTORED CARAVANSERAI. Between 1350 and 1400, the Mamelukes 
restored the caravanserai. They vaulted over the entrance, added rooms near 
it on the north, enlarged the western wall of the vaulted hall, and built a new 
mosque in the eastern part of the courtyard. The building continued in use in 
this form until the fifteenth century. 
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The Crusaders and Mamelukes used the same kind of pottery: vessels with 
yellowish-brown slip and brown-purple geometric decorations in such de
signs as parallel lines, broken lines, triangles, lozenges, squares, and check
ered patterns. A common vessel is the jug with a long, wide neck and strainer 
and a globular body on a flat or ring base. The vessels are richly decorated 
over most of their area. Also typical are glazed sherds with geometric motifs, 
sometimes decorated under the glaze. The lamps and other finds are typical 
of the period. The excavations at Abu Ghosh are of special importance 
because the detailed classification of its pottery was used to verify the results 
of the excavations at Khirbet el-Mafjar and at 'Atlit, forming a bridge 
between them. 

General: BTS 132 (1971). 
Second Temple period: F. M. Abel, RB 34 (1925), 275-279. 
The church: L. Mauss, L'Eglise de St. Jeremie d Abou Gosh, Paris 1897; R. de Vaux, RB 53 (1946), 
125-134; A. Carr-Weyl, Crusader Art in the Twelfth Century (ed. J. Folda), Oxford 1982, 214-243; 
E. Grabiner, MdB 61 (1989) 31-36. 
The Arab caravanserai: R. de Vaux, Bulletin d'Etudes Orientales II (1945-1946), 13-30; R. de Vaux and 
A. M. Steve, Fouilles d Qaryet el-Enab (Abu Gosh), Paris 1950. 

MICHAEL AVI-YONAH 

ABU HAWAM, TELL 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tell Abu Hawam was an ancient harbor city within the limits of modern 
Haifa, on Israel's Mediterranean coast. Midway between Cyprus and the 
Nile Delta, it was a major commercial center in the latter half of the second 
and most of the first millennia BCE. Progressive silting in the Acco bay has 
preserved its archaeological remains from sea erosion. By taking into ac
count changes in sea level and tectonic movements, the evolution of the 
coastline can be measured and dated for historical periods. The ancient 
maritime installations are today some 1.5 km (1 mi.) inland. 

The site is composed of one settlement, two necropolises, and three an
chorage facilities. It commanded both the Kishon River estuary and the road 
crossing the country from Shiqmona to the Jordan Valley, via Megiddo and 
Beth-Shean. Protected from the prevailing winds by Mount Carmel, it of
fered a natural shelter to local fishermen and seafarers: sweet water springs at 
the foot of the mountain and no submerged rocks in the sandy bottom to 
endanger boats. 

The settlement (map reference 15215.24520) covers at least 10 a. A 3-m
high, roughly rectangular platform extends under the present water table and 
sea level. At the beginning of this century, its nearly 8-m-high acropolis was 
thought to be the tell; it stood over a marshy creek, isolated between two 

rivers, the Kishon and Wadi Salman. Both cemeteries are within a radius of 
one kilometer from the ancient town. Rock-cut tombs with multiple burials 
are recorded on the northern slope of Mount Carmel, at about 100m above 
sea level (map reference 151.144~145). Individual burials, dug in the sand 
(m.ap reference 154.245) and scattered over some 80 a. are well preserved 
between 3 and 4 m above sea level. They may have been part of an earlier 
regional necropolis shared with Tell Na]J.al, 4 km (2 mi.) east of Tell Abu 
Hawam. The settlement originally bordered the beach and offered a bay-type 
anchorage to the north. To the southwest, between the Carmel and the tell, 
the still waters of a lagoon were a haven until the first millennium. To the east, 
the Kishon estuary was more exposed: combined marine and river silting, 
when it could no longer be technically mastered, led to the abandonment of 
the site. 

Thecurrentname of AbuHawam, a nineteenth-century English transcrip
tion, seems to derive from the Arabic huwam, alluding to windwhorls. Wadi 
Salman may recall the Talmudic town of Salmona, which is identified with 
the Mutatio Calamon mentioned in the 333 BCE Itinerarium Burdegalense. 
On the fourth-century BCE Pseudo-Scylax list, the reading" Akschaph city of 
Tyre," between Acco and the Carmel, may reflect a Persian period meton
ymy: Tell Abu Hawam being in the long run the satellite of an inland center, 

Tell Abu Hawam: Haifa Bay in 1926, from Mt. Carmel toward Acco to the north. 
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possibly the 15-m-high unexplored Tell Nal:;ml. Finally, in the light of the 
recent excavations, [Shihor-]Libnath, near Mount Carmel, at the western 
boundary of the tribe of Asher (Jos. 19:26), is a likely suggestion. Both 
biblical words would be of Egyptian origin: the Shihor (the Nile Delta) 
applies to the mouth of the Kishon, and a Canaanite town named Ra
bant, equated by some scholars with a Rabana listed at Karnak under 
Thutmose III, is quoted at Medinet Habu in the reign of Ramses III. 

EXPWRATION 
Archaeological and geomorphological surveys and excavations at the site 
have all been prompted by urban development projects. The Mandatory 
Department of Antiquities ordered five rescue interventions. The first, in 
1922, was at the Mount Carmel necropolis, directed by P. L. 0. Guy and 
G. M. Fitzgerald, and then at the tell: in 1929, by L. A. Mayer and N. 
Makhouly; in 1930, by Makhouly followed by D. C. Baramki and A. Vi
lensky; and in 1932-1933, by R. W. Hamilton and L. Soria!. The Israel 
Department of Antiquities and Museums initiated two rescue opera-

tions: in 1952, by E. Anati and M. Prausnitz at the maritime cemetery, 
and in 1963, by Anati andY. Olami on the tell. 

The general picture that has emerged from the partially published data was 
that an occupation began on the mound in about 1400 BCE. It comprised the 
Late Bronze IIA- B, Iron 1-IIA (-B?), and Persian periods, with traces of 
settlement in the Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine, and medieval periods. 
Hamilton distinguished five strata of settlement: V (the lowest), Late Bronze 
Age; IV and III, Iron Age I-II; II, Persian period; and I (the top stratum), a 
mixture of Hellenistic to Arab finds. Guy assumed that the settlement ori
ginally was closer to the seashore, a fact confirmed by Anati for the Late 
Bronze Age. As stressed by A. A vnimelech, the geomorphological changes in 
the area of Abu Hawam have involved the Kishon since prehistoric times. 
However, scholarly opinions have diverged regarding the founding and 
duration of Tell Abu Hawam, its function and size, and the identity of 
its inhabitants. 

A methodic revision of the early excavations was carried out with the 
support of the Ecole Biblique et Archeologique Fran9aise in Jerusalem 
by J. Balensi, M.D. Herrera, and G. Finkielsztejn. Under the Centre Na
tional de Ia Recherche Scientifique, a feasibility study was undertaken in 
1984 by Balensi, Herrera, S. Bunimovitz, and Z. Lederman. In 1985-1986, 
stratigraphic verifications were directed on the tell by the Centre de Re
cherche Fran9ais in Jerusalem under Balensi, in cooperation with the Casa 
de Santiago de Jerusali:n, under Herrera, and with the Center for Maritime 
Civilizations at Haifa University, under M. Artzy. In 1985-1986 in coor
dination with the archaeological research, A. Raban, M. Inbar, and I. Ga
lanti undertook geomorphological probes for the Center for Maritime Stu
dies at Haifa University. Later, the Israel Department of Antiquities initi
ated further controls, in 1988 under Raban and in 1989 under S. Yanke
levitch. 

A detailed map of the topography of the Haifa Plain in the 1920s, surveyed 
for the Jewish National Fund by J. Traidel, had been left unpublished. The 
dimensions of the larger settlement were reevaluated by Balensi and corro
borated by Raban's finds. On the northern, western, and southern edges of 
the tell, marine-as opposed to brackish or marshy-deposits added to what 
was understood about ancient anchorage facilities. A few traces of Middle 

Left: original topography of the tell; 
(below) location of the 1929-1989 
excavations. 

[%=] Mandatory Dept. of Antiquities excavations 

1929, 1930, 1923-1933 

Bronze II, Late Bronze I, and Iron Age 
IIB-C occupations had been detected 
in the overall studies by the previous 
excavators. The new excavations ap
pear to have confirmed them, while 
uncovering in-situ remains from the 
Greco-Persian period. 
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EXCAVATION RESULTS 
Hamilton's stratigraphic divisions, 
still in use, needed chronological ad
justments. While his levels II through 
V roughly matched the archaeological 
periods in stratigraphical order, the 
subdivisions had been labeled in 
chronological order. Adding to the 
complexity, the content of the phases 
and the respective dating of each stra
tum were repeatedly questioned and 
reformulated by various scholars. A 
common grid and an absolute level
ing system now correlate all excava
tions on the tell, based on the field 
observations of these writers. 
THE LATER PERIODS: STRATUM 
I. Stratum I is a collection of a few 
stratified Hellenistic remains and la
ter chance surface finds. The Mount 
Carmel necropolis showed reuse. F ol
lowing Guy's 1922 survey, an illegal 
quarry on the acropolis provided the 
archaeologists working in 1929 with 
a stratigraphical section: strata A 
through C dated to the Roman and 
Hellenistic periods, with one or two 
destructions. From the extensive ex
cavations in 1930, a hoard of Tyrian 
coins was published by C. Lambert. 
Selected artifacts and architecture 
(including the site's cache building) 
from the 1930 excavation's stratum 
I Hellenistic level were integrated in 
the Persian stratum II of the subse-
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quent 1932-1933 campaigns. From the unpublished remainder of data from 
the earlier excavations, Finkielsztejn was able to confirm faint Roman and 
Hellenistic activities (terra sigillata and Rhodian and Cnidian stamped am
phora handles from the third and second centuries BCE). External evidence 
from nearby Shiqmona, Acco, and Tell Keisan, for example, indicates that 
towns expanded to lower lands then. Because the ancient settlement's north
ern limits are unknown and the Kishon haven lies unexplored about 500 m to 
the northeast, conclusive evidence for identifying Tell Abu Hawam with 
Sa!mona/Mutatio Calamon awaits additional fieldwork. 

Stratum 

liB 
IIA 

IIIB 
IliA 
!VB 
IVA 
VC 
VB 
VA 
VI 

Periods represented on the tell (acropolis area) Date (BCE) 

Surface mixed debris 

Fortified city 
Regional granary 
Gap of occupation(?) 
Renewed planning 
Fortified city 
Public buildings 
Three-room houses 
New settlement 
Cyclopean fortifications 
Quarrying and terracing 
Maritime trade, etc. 

Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine, 
medieval 

Late Persian (-Early Hellenistic?) Late 4th cent. 
(Neo-Babylonian?-) Persian 5th-4th cent. 
Assyrian, Babylonian 7th--{ith cent. 
Iron II (A-), B-C lOth-late 8th cent. 
Iron IIA 
Iron I/IIA 
Iron IB 
LB liB/Iron I 

LB (IB/) IIA-B } 
LB IB 
MB II, LB I 

lOth cent. 
I lth-l Oth cent. 
lith cent. 
13th-12th cent. 
Mid-15th-
13th cent. 
16th-15th cent. 

Periods represented in the necropolises 

(MB II?), LB (I0), LB IIA-B; Iron (!?), Iron II, Neo-Baby1onian 

or Early Persian, Roman-Byzantine 

THE PERSIAN PERIOD: STRATUM II. The Early Excavations. There
mains exposed in 1930 and 1932-1933 concern the site's sole acropolis. 
Two main phases were distinguished. The earlier one, stratum Il(a), was 
poorly preserved, although rich in finds. The later one, stratum II(b ), re
flecting design in planning and construction, was fortified. A casemate wall 
with offsets crowned the top of the mound, identified only in the southeast. A 
flight of steps ascended the hill from the southwest. A central street ran east
west (still in use in the Hellenistic period); at its edge was a 30-m-long 
building. Most of the rubble walls were reinforced by sandstone ashlar 
pillars built in the header-and-stretcher technique. This feature, commonly 
designated as Phoenician, is reminiscentoflsraelite Megiddo IV. In contrast, 
the previous structures made use of monolithic pillars. The entire stratum 
yielded a substantial domestic pottery repertoire, reused Greek pottery, and 
a large number of square-shouldered jar fragments. The excavator's dating 
was the late sixth to the early fourth centuries. 
Reevaluations and Revision. Stratum II was reviewed by E. Stern, who pin
pointed the reuse of the Mount Carmel necropolis in the sixth century or 
early in the Persian period. He interpreted the stratum IIA mixed debris as a 
destruction level on the tell, possibly related to the war in which Egypt 
opposed Persian power, in about 380 BCE. From the absence of Hellenistic 
coins in the stratum liB cache, he inferred an abandonment of the site 
corresponding to Alexander's conquest in 332 BCE. Taking into account 
the unpublished data, Finkielsztejn understood the presence of deep, large 
silos (the so-called refuse pits) as already implying, in stratum IIA, a regional 
economic policy. Urbanization had been progressive in stratum liB, with 
signs of preliminary leveling and the reuse of building material (including 

Urn decorated in the 
Phoenician style. 
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Tell Abu Hawam:facing Wadi Salman and the Mediterranean to the north ( 1932-
1933). Iron II ashlars reused in a Persian period wall edging the street. 

sandstone ashlars). A second street ran north and parallel to the first one, 
with an access to the acropolis from the eastern lowland; both strengthened 
the idea of a planned city. Whereas the finds reflected a continuous occupa
tion on the tell since the beginning of the fifth century, the coin hoard reflected 
a lifetime savings (390-335 BCE). Imports had come from Cyprus, Attica, 
and the Aegean islands. The transitional period from Persian to Hellenistic 
was elusive for lack of closely datable finds in a fifty-year span. 
The New Excavations. The 1985-1986 fieldwork demonstrated that most of 
the fortifications originally attributed to the Iron Age stratum III were not 
earlier than the Persian period: the northern "formidable" bastion's outer 
Wall, its northwest offset rubble wall, and the southern "ramshackle city 
wall." The latter appeared to be the substructure of an inner ramp leading 
to the top of the mound (stratumiiA), matched by anouterrampthatreused 
part of the Late Bronze city wall. Moreover, while an outer circuit wall 
(uncovered in 1963 to the west) may have protected the lowland, the acro
polis had been surrounded by a stone glacis (mentioned but undated in 1929; 
now stratum liB); the latter was provided with a drainage system. Some of 
the earthworks involved in establishing this nearly 15-m-wide fortification 
complex did not appear to predate the middle ofthe fourth century BCE. Five 
conclusions were drawn. 

1. The large economic loss represented by the wrecked jars (as witnessed 
anew by the fills) favored Stern's proposal of a major destruction at the end of 
stratum IIA. 

2. This catastrophe was turned into an opportunity in stratum liB: an 
extensive leveling was enforced on the acropolis that served the launching of 
a Hippodamic city, as suggested by Finkielsztejn. 

3. Beyond being a mere regional granary, the considerable quantities of 
standardized jars represented the maritime Phoenician trade. Thus, because 
the settlement was revived in spite of the marshes growing to the southwest, a 
built harbor on the Kishon was a recurrent basic necessity. 

4. Far from being in decline, Tell Abu Hawam became a new strategic 
stronghold (at the maritime border of the Achaemenid empire?). 

5. Whether or not there was a destruction, a gap of occupation or a transfer 
oflocation of the settlement to mark the transition between strata II and I was 
left open. 
THE IRON AGE IIA-C: STRATUM III. With reference to biblical and 
Egyptian history, the stratum III finds contributed to the establishment 
of synchronism between Israel and its neighbors: Phoenicia, Cyprus, and 
the Aegean world. The Mount Carmel cemetery developed near the fortified 
settlement. 
The Early Excavations. At first, synchronism between Israel and its neigh
bors was based on a presumed early abandonment of the site thatJasted until 
the Persian period. This gap in occupation was detected in 1929 (following 
stratum D, dated to c. 1000 BCE). In the 1932-1933 excavation, the Iron Age 
stratum III seemed clearly defined between two destruction layers: a thick 
upper one, below stratum II, and a lower one, above part of stratum IVB. 
According to Hamilton, it embodied more than a single phase of construc
tion. One of them, headed by building 27, was presented as being transitional 
with stratum IV(b); a later one, complex 13-21, which showed "obvious 
unity of planning and orientation," was singled out as "the III period." 
Pillars were used in some of the rubble walls. The ovens and the finds, 
including iron objects, suggested domestic and agricultural activities. 

Seals found within and below stratum III were of Egyptian Twentieth and 
Twenty-first dynasty types. The pottery repertoire included black-on-red 
ware and (Phoenician) "Samaria" fine ware; however, the later inland types 
of the (Israelite) Samaria thick ware were absent from Tell Abu Hawam. 
Thus, the end of stratum III was dated to the turn of the tenth century. The 
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Incised signs on rims of cooking pots, 
stratum III, Iron Age I!, 

upper destruction layer was conjec
tured to have resulted from an Egyp
tian invasion by Shishak I (Twenty
second Dynasty). Two Greek, Thes
salian imports were studied by W. 
A. Heurtley; the Greek Proto-Geo
metric period was understood to be 
roughly contemporary with the Is
raelite United Monarchy. Confirmed 
by external evidence, this approxi
mate synchronism is still valid. 
Reevaluations of the Published Data. The 1932-1933 dating of stratum III 
(1100- 925 BCE) was, however, much debated. Focusing on its end, opinions 
ranged from the late tenth century (W. F. Albright, G. VanBeek, G. E, 
Wright, and Anati), to the middle of the ninth century (Y Aharoni and 
R. Amiran), to the end of the ninth century (B. Maisler-Mazar and Anati 
at a later stage), down to the middle of the eighth century (N. Coldstream), 
and even to the seventh century BCE (L. H. Vincent). Two types of arguments 
were used, archaeological and historical. The former focused on the Med
iterranean synchronism; it took into account both the Cypro-Geometric III 
period (linked to the problem of provenience and the chronology of the 
black-on-red wares) and the Greek Proto-Geometric and Geometric per
iods (in relation to the Tell Abu Haw am imports-redefined as Cycladic Sub
Proto-Geometric). The latter argument was rooted in biblical history: King 
David's conquest, King Solomon's building policy, Aramean southern in
cursions, and Assyrian occupation. 
Revision of the Excavation Data. Herrera demonstrated the need for astra
tum III subdivision. Her stratum IliA corresponded to the earlier remains 
stratigraphically linked to the British stratum IV(b); it showed the late 
appearance of the Cypro-Phoenician black-on-red ware. Her stratum IIIB 
comprised the complex ( 13- 21) showing a few sandstone ashlars and later 
poorer structures; it yielded the first occurrences of the Cypriot white-paint
ed III pottery and ofthe "Samaria" fine ware, a variety of the Phoenician red
slip family that was also represented. Accordingly, the beginning of Hamil
ton's "Period III" could not be earlier than Cypro-Geometric III, at the end 
of the Iron Age IIA (an advanced date in King Solomon's reign). 

Furthermore, the ceramic assemblage in this stratum finds its best parallels 
at Israelite, Phoenician, and Cypriot sites, mainly in the second half of the 
eighth century BCE (Tell el Far'ah VIID, Hazor VI-V, Samaria V-VI, and 
Tell Keisan 5, among other sites). A third Aegean import, a Greek Middle II 
to Late Geometric skyphos-a period related to the destruction ofl:lama and 
Samaria by the Assyrians, was also found in this stratum. The end of stratum 
III could not then have been earlier than the latter half of the eighth century 
BCE. Yet, the possibility of even later finds, as suggested by a seventh-century 
Judean cooking pot, was still to be considered. 
The New Excavations. The 1985-1986 excavations confirmed a remark by 
Hamilton that most of the cyclopean rampart originally published as a Late 
Bronze stratum V repair was not earlier than the Iron Age II. Traced west
ward, its destruction level yielded standing jars and sandstone ashlars: they 
allowed a correlation with Tyre VIII-IXand Beth Shean V. Moreover, partly 
sealed by the (ex-stratum III) northern "formidable" bastion's outer wall, a 
ramp connected the acropolis to the lowland. Between its polygonal external 
retaining wall and an outer circuit wall, 5 m away, were two superimposed 
floors. The finds from the upper one roughly matched Herrera's stratum IIIB 

Stratum V "cyclopean" city wall, as rebuilt in the Iron IIA. 

and those of the lower one, including late bichrome ware, her stratum IliA. 
In the tell's northwestern quadrant, the Iron Age outer circuit wall was not 

plundered before stratum liB. It seems never to have existed to the west 
where, sloping down into the brackish water, there was a ramp built with 
thick hydraulic mortar (first exposed in 1963). The latter, understood by 
Balensi to be a kind oflanding stage or slipway, was in use at least until the 
destruction of the acropolis rampart. Yet, three arguments militated against 
the southwestern quadrant of the tell as the stratum III transit place, if there 
was one, for international trade: the domestic nature of the occupation on the 
higher land left no space for storerooms; the presumed modest size of the 
water ramp; and the secondary fluvial environment of the ramp's loca
tion-because it was not on the Kishon River. 

Confirming the continuity of occupation between strata IV and III, as 
suggested by Hamilton, the following conclusions were drawn. 

1. The layout of strong fortifications in stratum IliA meant that Tell Abu 
Hawam had a strategic function from the start of the Iron Age II, at the time 
of the Israelite United Monarchy. 

2. Stratum IIIB (starting with Hamilton's "Period III"), was chiefly con
temporary with the divided monarchy. Keeping in mind the question ofKing 
Solomon's gift of the Cabul region to Hiram ofTyre (1 Kg. 9:13), Tell Abu 
Hawam seemed to have enjoyed some specific features of Israelite regional 
culture, in addition to coastal Phoenician material culture. 

3. Considering, with Raban, that the sea level appears to have subsided in 
the first millennium BCE, the eastern half of the tell, adjacent to the Kishon 
estuary, became of primary importance for maritime activities. 

4. Part of the Late Iron Age remains had been destroyed or reused, as was 
apparent in the content of the Late Persian glacis, which vouched for the 
beheading of the acropolis. Therefore, in agreement with Herrera's former 
conclusions, the end of stratum III was maintained at about 750-725 BCE. 
IRON AGE IB (filA): STRATUM IV. Stratum IV, overlooked in spite of its 
unusual architecture, combined both coastal and inland features at the 
assumed time of Israelite sedentarization and Israel's royal establishment. 
The Early Excavations. Hamilton believed that occupation had been con
tinuous from strata V to III. Two phases were distinguished that seemed 
parted by one thick burned layer. Stratum IV(a), the earlier, comprised 
standard three-room houses with a nonaxial doorway; over heavy founda
tions, the rubble walls were one meter thick with block-bonded corners. 
Stratum IV(b) showed the intrusion of building 32; it was constructed 
in a similar technique but seemed to have a public character, considering 
its larger size. Storage galleries with pillars built in their partition walls 
abutted it; Hamilton reported that its material culture was "closely related 
to that of the subsequent period," stratum III. 

To the east, temple 30 was presented both as destroyed by fire before the 
construction of building 32 and as transitional with the previous stratum, 
V(b ). Retaining the orientation of an earlier sanctuary (see below, temple 50), 
it yielded an upright pillar with a bulging top notched toward sunrise. At the 
foot of the latter was a gilded bronze statuette ofSyro-Egyptian type (known 
from Shechem, Beth-Shemesh III- II, and Beth-Shean V). No iron artifact 
was discovered among the stratum IV finds. Although the imports did not 
seem to differ from those of stratum V (Mycenean III and Late Cypriot II 
periods), Phoenician bichrome pottery was common in the galleries. The 
seals, including two conical ones, ranged from the Egyptian Eighteenth to the 
Twentieth dynasties. The 1932-1933 conjectured dating was 1230 to 1195 to 
1100 BCE. 

Reevaluations of the Published Data. On the one hand, the end of stratum IV, 
matching that ofMegiddo VIA (Albright) or Tell Qasile X (Maisler-Mazar), 
was lowered to the beginning ofthe Iron Age IIA. On the other hand, because 
of the apparent lack of Philistine material, a gap in occupation in the twelfth 
century was suggested between strata V and IV (Maisler-Mazar and Anati). 
Yet, because the strong three-room houses had already appeared in stratum 
V, as had the Iron Age IB Phoenician bichrome vessels (C. F. A. Schaeffer 
and Balensi), such a gap, if any, had to be looked for within stratum V(b ). 
Revision ofthe Excavation Data. During the appraisal by Balensi and Herrera 
of the early excavations, a stratigraphic ambiguity was underlined on Ha-



milton's section: the thick burned layer, supposedly parting strata IV(a) and 
(b), was caused by two superimposed fir~ in the northwest (involving also 
some of the strata Vb and III structures) Furthermore, the alignments and 
the construction technique showed tha building 27 (stratum IliA) was a 
later extention of building 32. Therefo~, while the link between Hamilton's 
stratum IV(b) and the stratum III earli remains was reinforced, the spacial 
and social organization of the stratum V settlement was clarified. The three
room houses, at first scattered, had1clustered in parallel rows before the 
construction, in two stages, of aj public building. Among the small 
finds, the bronze fan-shaped razor~ like those used by shepherds, belonged 
to the phase of scattered buil~i -§orne of them showing monolithic pillars. 

In the unpublished stratu V(b and IV pottery corpus were a few Philis
tine sherds. With Phoenician 1c rome vases not earlier than Late Cypriot 
IIIB, the local productions run from Iron Age IB to the beginning of IIA 
(with similar material at Megiddo VIA-VB, Beth-Shean upper VI-lower V, 
and Tell Keisan 9a-c)~nsequently, Tell Abu Hawam stratum 
IV-including the stratu V(b latest remains plus the early ones from 
stratum III-was redated to a out 1100 to 950 BCE. 

The New Excavations. The 1985-1986 excavations uncovered a continuous 
sequence of five superimposed phases, ranging from the end of the Late 
Bronze Age to the beginning of the Iron Age II. The two lower ones corre
sponded to Hamilton's stratum-V(b) earlier remains and the three upper 
ones, to stratum IV proper. The latest of these installations, like all the 
previous ones, had been destroyed by fire. Its finds comprised Philistine 
bowls, hand-burnished thick red-slip ware, and a variant of the "Ashdod 
ware" sometimes called proto-black-on-red (found also at Tell Qasile X, Tel 
Masos II, and Tel Miqne-Ekron IV). In this latter phase, the settlement's 
northern ramp was provided with an inner retaining wall. Made of rubble, 
including unhewn sandstone, it was strengthened by mortar (partially ex
posed in 1932-1933 and 1963 as a stratum V repair of the city wall). Intruded 
on by the external retaining wall of the Iron Age II ramp, this installation was 
understood as the first stage of public construction; it matched Hamilton's 
stratum IV(b). 

Confirming Hamilton's report, the continuity observed between strata V 
and III excluded the possibility of a twelfth-century gap of occupation. Five 
conclusions were drawn. 

1. The very beginning of stratum IV was marked by the appearance of 
three-room houses and the occasional use of monolithic pillars. The source of 
such building material implied the plundering of the former cyclopean for
tification. This feature had been globallypartofstratum V(b)-asif only due 
to warfare at the end of the Late Bronze Age II. 

2. Taking into account the site's peculiar environment (a seeming rise in sea 
level, see below), this stratum IV or Iron Age IB destruction of the city wall 
revealed building activities by uninspired settlers. From this dramatic 
change, it was inferred that some Egyptian control might have lasted until 
the beginning of the Late Cypriot IIIB, at the turn of the twelfth century 
(stratum Vb). 

3. The three-room house type had been common in the Fertile Crescent 
since the Hittite New Kingdom. Its presence here may reflect the arrival of a 
sedentary group, migrating southward under Aramean pressure, beginning 
in 1100 BCE. Yet, by reusing temple 30, this population showed basic affinities 
with the former stratum V(b) inhabitants. 

4. The pillared buildings, associated with a sedentarization process, were 
most frequent at inland Israelite sites. On the coast, Tell Abu Hawam suf
fered episodic fires, one of them significant: it marked the end of temple 30 
and the appearance of a public building and storage galleries. This phenom
enon may reflect a change in the regional political situation. 

5. In the ancient haven of Tell Abu Hawam,local inland products were 
used, as well as those from northern Phoenicia and southern Philistia. Al
though contacts with Cyprus were scarce (and difficult, as witnessed in the 
Twenty-first Dynasty's Wenamun adventures), coastal maritime trade was 
progressively renewed. 
LATE BRONZE AND EARLY IRON AGE lA (-B): STRATUM V. An out
standing witness to the boom in international commerce, Tell Abu Hawam 
also brings insights into the complex problem of the Sea Peoples. Many 
contradictory theses have their roots in the early concise excavation reports. 
The Early Excavations. The 1932-1933 stratum V was understood as the 
original settlement; it corresponds to the 1929 stratum F (c. 1400 BCE). 

Planted on a low sand dune, its sediments accumulated at the edges of 
the site, whose slopes were steep. Hamilton distinguished two phases, 
separated by the destruction of the earlier fortifications. The upper stratum, 
V(b ), saw the first rather late occurrence of the three-room plan, like the one 
from building 61 (now part of stratum IV); the above-mentioned temple 30 
stood to the east; to the west, reusing some of the prominent citadel walls, 
complex 66 had a latrine installation (?). The earlier stratum, V(a), was 
characterized by a ("cyclopean") city wall built of large blocks of gray 
limestone from Mount Carmel. It enclosed two public buildings: the cita
del, inasimilarstyleand partlytracedatitslowercourses, and temple 50. The 
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latter had been called the Red Building in the field because of the oxidized 
iron content of its rubble. It was a small rectangle buttressed on its long sides; 
inside was a circular fireplace lined with flat stones and white mortar; four 
large stones suggested a roof. As a whole, the stratum V domestic remains 
were densely sequenced, although scanty. 

The stratum's other goods were exceptional in quantity and quality, how
ever. A series of figured faience goblets have parallels at the most famous 
towns in the ancient Near East: Ur, Ashur, Mari, Ugarit, Enkomi. The 
number and variety of Mycenean III (fragmentary) imports was remark
able. Few ofthe Late Cypriot I and II vessels were restorable; nonetheless, the 
excavator thought that the culture of the settlement had been mainly Cy
priot. Among the Canaanite pottery, the typical commercial jars had roun
ded shoulders. The seals were Syro-Hittite, Mittanian, Cypriot, Mycenean, 
and Egyptian in style, including one Hyksos-type scarab; a bead and two 
scarabs bearing the cartouche of Amenophis III were out of context. Ha
milton's dating was conjectural: 1400 to 1230 BCE. The construction of the 
fortifications was associated with that pharaoh (in the Eighteenth Dynasty); 
its "early" destruction in the Late Bronze Age, with Seti I (beginning of the 
Nineteenth Dynasty); and the end of stratum V with the arrival of the Sea 
Peoples, under the reign of Merneptah (before the Twentieth Dynasty). 

Whereas the foundations of the citadel were laid on the surface of the sand, 
those of the sanctuary seemed deeper. No trace of earlier occupation was 
detected apart from a thin, ashy layer; it extended below the lower structures, 
with one exception-temple 50; however, because this thin bed of earth and 
ash covered the apparently sterile sand, it was considered to be part of 
stratum V. During the Israelis' 1963 verifications, having exposed fireplaces 
with remains of seafood below the citadel, Anati proposed to subdivide 
stratum V into three phases: stratum VA, a temporary settlement of fish
ermen covered by wind-blown sand; stratum VB, the fortified city uncovered 
by Hamilton; and stratum VC, a short reoccupation in the Egyptian Twen
tieth Dynasty. 

Faience figured goblet. a Janus head, end of LB. 
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LB II tombs from the Kishon harbor cemetery (1952 excavations). 

Reevaluations and Revision. THE TELL. The dating of stratum V has often been 
questioned. In view both of the earliest traces of occupation and the begin
ning of the settlement, opinions ranged from the early to the late sixteenth 
century (Balensi and L. Gershuny) to 1500 (Schaeffer) and 1400 (Mazar); 
they hovered between the fifteenth and fourteenth centuries (Anati) and went 
down to 1300 BCE (Maisler-Mazar and Anati at a later stage). The cause of 
the destruction of the fortifications could have been natural-a fourteenth
century earthquake (Schaeffer)-or human--due to roving Sea Peoples 
(Maisler-Mazar and Anati). The end of phase V(b) was thought by Mais
ler-Mazar and Anati to be connected with the close of the Late Bronze Age, 
alluding less to Merneptah than to the reign of Ramses III, in the Twentieth 
Dynasty. However, the presence of • 
some Iron Age IB Phoenician hi
chrome ware was also noted by 
Schaeffer and Balensi. 

No consensus was reached on 
which culture or civilization had pre
sided over such an odd foundation on 
Canaanite "sand," either. Hamilton 
had dropped hints about Cypriots 
and Egyptians in the Eighteenth Dy
nasty. The proposal by Maisler-Ma
zar and Anati of an Egyptian founda
tion as a naval base of the Nineteenth 
Dynasty remained unchallenged for 
thirty years, until J. M. Wein
stein-apart from the suggestion by 
A. Harif that it was a Mycenean em
porium. A provenience analysis of one 
hundred selected Aegean imports was 
made in the early 1970s. It demonstra
ted that the material had originated 
mainly from the Argolid, implying 
that a substantial part of the Myce
nean repertoire had been specially 
produced for export to Cyprus or the 
Near East. In other words, "market
ing" was already being practiced on a 
1,000- to 1 ,500-km range across the 
Mediterranean in the fourteenth and 
thirteenth centuries BCE. The main 
local channel was maritime Haifa/ 
Tell Abu Hawam. 

Superimposed LB and Iron I temples, view 
from the east (1932-1933 excavations). 

THE NECROPOLISES. At the Mount Carmel cemetery, the presence in tomb 
VII of base-ring ware pottery suggested that the necropolis, located near an 
isolated ancient quarry, was in use before the Iron Age II. The small depres
sion sunk in the floor of several of these rock-cut caves (a feature to be 
distinguished from raised side platforms) is reminiscent of similar installa
tions commonly found on Late Bronze Age Cyprus. The maritime cemetery 
offered a clear geomorphologic sequence contemporary with the Canaanite 
Late Bronze II. The burials, dug into the moving sand dunes covering the 
loam of the Kishon River's former bed, are positive clues to the location of 
the seashore in the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries BCE. That this ne
cropolis might have extended toward the tell proper, or served as a quarry in 



stratum VA, could explain the scant Middle Bronze traces found there out of 
context. The area situated between the mound and the Kishon harbor cem
etery corresponds to the position of the unexplored ancient harbor of Tell 
Abu Hawam. 
The New Excavations and Related Studies. Notwithstanding Hamilton's 
correct interpretation of two major phases, the 1985-1986 controls con
firmed Anati's use of three subdivisions for stratum V. It helped to clarify 
the history of the Late Bronze cyclopean fortifications-from construction 
to destruction. 

PALEOENVIRONMENT. It was important to determine the ancient topogra
phy of the surroundings. Raban concluded that the site originally experi
enced a period in which the sea was low and the ground marshy; that the water 
had gradually risen in the thirteenth century; and that it had peaked at least 
0.5 m above the present average sea level late in the twelfth century BCE. To 
counteract this natural event, an underwater pavement had been laid of 
reused rubble, exposed west and south of the acropolis. Thus sealed, the 
earlier sandy sea floor sloped downward, yielding pottery vessels covered 
with oyster shells; it passed at 2m below sea level at 40 m outside the walls in 
the direction of Mount Carmel, 250 m away. In addition, in 1986, Artzy 
observed that, whereas the Mediterranean beach had expanded to the north 
(silting), marine fauna had covered the foot of the stratum V city wall south of 
the acropolis. To determine whether the mound had been an island or a 
peninsula required appropriate excavations to the east; however, it became 
clear that some kind of a lagoon had stood between Mount Carmel and the 
ancient town in the second millennium BCE (below the later Wadi Salman). 
As proposed by Balensi and Herrera, this southwestern anchorage doubled 
the harbor capacity offered by the mouth of the Kishon to the northeast. 

STRATUM vc. Before the end of the Late Bronze liB, in a first stage corre
sponding to the upper level of the 1963 published sequence, the settlement 
had extended over the stone rampart and been burned. Mycenean III (A2/) B 
and Late Cypriot II (B-) Cl-2 vessels were shown to have been in use; 
Canaanite jars tended to be more functional in shape, with a carinated 
sloping shoulder and a reinforced bottom; thumb marking on handles had 
begun. This installation was intruded on by a breach across the city wall, 
giving access to the beach. Implying that the former gateway (67) had been 
blocked (an enigmatic, chambered buttress was uncovered in 1932-1933), it 
reset the location of all the superimposed northern ramps until the Persian 
period. While a few conspicuous handmade pottery examples occurred 
among the refuse, pepper-and-salt wheel-made ware developed. Late Min
oan IIIB imports and some (so-called Minyan) gray-burnished wheel-made 
ware in the Trojan VIH/VIIA style also appeared (as at Lachish and Tel 
Miqne-Ekron VIllA). 

Cypriot base-ring tauromorphic 
vessel, LB. 

Wall hanging, LB. 
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These two subphases matched most of Hamilton's stratum V(b) remains, 
among them complex 66, the rich loci 51 and 58, and a last reuse of temple 50. 
The next settlement was characterized by a new orientation: temple 30 and 
loci 52, 54 and 56 N; it saw the introduction of Phoenician bichrome ware in 
the mid-Iron Age IB and, with it, the oldest appearance of Baltic amber in the 
country (Late Cypriot IIIB). The prototypes of this stratum VC material 
culture were not so much of Aegean as of Cypriot origin, with even stronger 
features from the Fertile Crescent (such as gilded Syro-Egyptian statuettes 
and the disc-based oil lamp). 

Apart from the "constructive" northern breach, no destruction or repair 
of the cyclopean rampart was detected. However, the presence of domestic 
structures on the upper part of the mound marked a change in the urban 
pattern. This arrival of new populations corresponded to the Sea and Land 
Peoples phenomenon alluded to in contemporary Egyptian records. The 
material culture uncovered at Tell Abu Hawam, different from that ofPhi
listia proper, can be traced across the Esdraelon Plain in the direction of 
Beth-Shean and its satellites (such as at Taanach or Tel Dothan, tomb 1). 

STRATUM VB. Sprung from a single concept, the city wall and the northern 
buttress of the citadel were bound from the start of their construction. The 
building method of stone buttress 68, shaped like part of a truncated pyr
amid, was skillful: stepped courses with concave layers to ensure the best 
distribution of forces. The foundation blocks of the fortress proper were laid 
on a drainage layer of sandy clay mixed with limestone chips and pebbles. 

North of gateway 67, burned domestic installations abutted the inner face 
of the city wall (the lowermost levels of the 1963 sequence). The two main 
subphases seemed parted by a natural destruction (a violent sea storm?). The 
1.6-m-thick stone rampart was then reinforced inward with a wide stone 
pavement (c. 3 m). Above it was a two-story building, complex 69, that 
yielded a series of Canaanite round-shouldered commercial jars containing 
cereals, fish, and Late Cypriot liB (-C) and Mycenean IIIA2 imports. Below 
it, the pottery remains were characterized by over 40 percent of Late Cypriot 
(IB-) IIA-B imports, most of them undecorated, small, open shapes. 

On the sandy seashore, among river gravel stained by bitumen, traces of a 
bronze scrap industry were common. Stone anchors of various shapes and 
rocks were recovered, ranging from about 20 to 250 kg. Two of the anchors, 
made of Mount Carmel limestone, were unfinished, having been broken in 
the drilling process. They attest to early maritime industrial activities at Tell 
Abu Hawam. First understood as a drain or door socket in 1932-1933, the 
use of these objects was identified in 1963 by H. Frost. This was the first land 
deposit of stratified stone anchors found in Israel. 

STRATUM VA. On the tell, cut by the foundation trench of the rampart, close 
to 50 percent of the pottery remains were Cypriot imports (about two thirds 

Two faience rhytons, LB. 
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Commercial storage jars with lids from 
complex69,stratum VB, LB II ( 1985-1986 
excavations). 

of which were monochrome thin ware 
and the rest decorated cooking caul
drons and other more classical types). 
They reflected the Late Cypriot IB 
horizon-including some rare, al
though clear, first occurrences of 
base-ring II and white-slip II wares. 
Accordingly, the construction of the 
cyclopean fortifications could not be 
earlier than the reign ofThutmose III 
or the Late Bronze IB (parallel to Ge
zercave lOA and theTe!MevorakhXI 
road sanctuary). 

Below the citadel, the 4-m-high 
light-colored sand dune looked ster
ile to the naked eye in summertime. 
A closer examination of the capillary 
fringe by Balensi and others led to the 
discovery of its artificial structure, 
which was some kind of coffering 
down to water level. Tongue-shaped 
fills of clayish sand had been con
tained by walls made of bricks of san
dy clay; the latter had been capped by 
stones whenever they were exposed to 
weathering or sea erosion. This pres
ence of clay explained Hamilton's remark that dry sand gave way to mud in 
the rainy season. Microfauna! analysis confirmed that the building material 
originated from a highly brackish quarry context: an estuary or a lagoon, 
down to 5 m below sea level. In short, the volume of the terraced earthworks 
reflected, above water level, the extent of a water channel or mooring basin 
set up at the foot of Mount Carmel. 

L. Gershuny's notions of a small fort contemporary with Anati's proposed 
temporary fishermen's settlement had to be dismissed. Supporting the south
eastern corner ofthe citadel, the 2-m-wide buttressed stone wall, proposed as 
an older fortification, was shown to be the outer revetment of a mud-brick 
terrace wall. The lower, clayish fills that formed the sloping substructure of 
that intermediate terrace needed their own stone belt against the surrounding 
water-the cyclopean circuit wall, sunk there at 0.5 m below the present sea 
level. Furthermore, the early and new excavation grids, based on magnetic 
north, were correlated with geographic north. The stratum V southern tamp 
had been oriented toward proper east, whereas temple 50, slightly off, point
ed toward sunrise in early summer. Such a cosmic orientation, with access 
from a waterway, matched Egyptian religious symbolism and illustrates the 
ideal prescriptions for the establishment of a sanctuary. It was proposed that 
temple 50 be interpreted as the solar shrine ofRabant. The original site thus 
combined maritime architecture with the image of a primeval mound emerg
ing from the holy lake of Horus: the Shihor of the Hebrew Bible. 

The following conclusions were drawn. 
I. Anati's stratum VA plus VB equaled Hamilton's stratum V(a). They 

reflect a single sophisticated plan, with a layout grid based on the cubit; they 
were achieved in two main stages, starting with quarrying and terracing, 
under the prime protection of a solar sanctuary (a cult lasting until the end of 
stratum IV A, in the Iron Age IB). 

2. In paleoenvironmental terms, the role of the fortifications was to con
solidate the installation against natural erosion (as opposed to human en
mity). Considering the skill of the architect, the engineering requirements 
needed, and the amount of labor involved, the building project implied a 
strongly organized political power. 

3. Confirming Maisler-Mazar's proposal, Tell Abu Hawam appeared to 
have an Egyptian foundation, although not from the Nineteenth Dynasty (as 
rightly questioned by Weinstein), but of the Eighteenth Dynasty (as hinted at 
by Hamilton). Aharoni's identification of Tell Abu Hawam as the biblical 
[Shihor-] Libnath was subtantiated by the new excavations. 

4. Tell Abu Hawam fulfilled three main functions: religious, economic, 
and strategic (the latter being linked to the former). Whereas the (late) 
maritime trade with the Mycenean world amounted to less than one percent 
of the finds, the quantitative data revealed the major importance of Cyprus 
(copper). 

5. Contemporary with the progressive decline of international maritime 
trade, two waves of Sea and Land Peoples settled at Tell Abu Hawam. Their 
material culture, including pepper-and-salt pottery ware, combined Ca
naanite and Cypriot traditions with new characteristics from the Fertile 
Crescent. Remembering that the tribe of Asher did not join the famous 

A 250-kg stone anchor reused 
as a door socket in Iron IB 
( 1932-1933 and 1985-1986 
excavations). 

battle 'at the waters of Megiddo (J g. 5: 17), the probablility of Asherites 
dwelling on the coast among Canaanites (J g. I :33), such as at cosmopolitan 
RabantjRabana, is to be considered. 

Identification: Conder-Kitchener, SWP l, sheet V; Abel, GP 1, 470-471; 2, 347-348; Aharoni, LB, 139, 
237-238; E. Lipinski, RB 78 (1971), 86; J. Briend, Tell Keisan (1971-1976), Paris 1980, 5-11, no. 51; 
A. Lemaire, Atti del II Congresso Internazionale di Studi Fenici e Punici, Rome 1991, 131-150. 
Main publications: P. L. 0. Guy, BBSAJ 5 (1924), 47-55; id., PMB 1 (1924), 47-55; R. W. Hamilton, 
QDAP3 (1934), 74-80; 4(1935), 1-69; E. Anati, 'Atiqot 2 (1959), 89-102; id.,/EJ13 (1963), 142-143; id., 
Archaeology 16 (1963), 210-211; J. Balensi, "Les Fouilles de R. W. Hamilton a Tell Abu Hawam, Niveau 
IV et V: dossier sur l'histoire d'un port Mediterraneen durant les ages du Bronzeet du Fer (?1600-950 av. 
J. C.)" (Ph.D. diss., Strasbourg 1980); M.D. Herrera, "Las Excavaciones de R. W. Hamilton en Tell Abu 
Hawam, Haifa. El Stratum III, Historia del Puerto Fenicio durante los Siglos X-VIII a. de C." (Ph.D. 
diss., Cantabria 1990). 
Other studies: W. F. Albright, A AS OR 21-22 (1934), 6, no. 2; W. A. Heurtley, ibid. 181; L. H. Vincent, RB 
44 (1935), 416-437; C. F. A. Schaeffer, Stratigraphie comparee et chronologie de l'Asie Occidentale, 
Oxford 1948, 179-183; B. Maisler (Mazar), BASOR 124 (1951), 21-25; G. W. VanBeek, ibid. 28; 138 
(1955), 34-38; E. Anati, RB7l (1964), 400-401; M. Avnimelech, 'Atiqot2(l959), 103-105; E. Stem, JEJ 
18 (1968), 213-219; A. Harif, PEQ 106 (1974) 83-90; I. Perlman, Acts of the Archaeological Symposium: 
The Mycenaeans in the Ancient Mediterranean, Nicosia 1973, 213-224; R. L. Palmer, Archaeological 
Analysis of LHIIIB Bronzes at Tell Abu Hawam (Master's thesis, Fullerton 1979; Ann Arbor 1985); J. M. 
Weinstein, BASOR 238 (1980), 43-46; L. Gershuny, ZDPV97 (1981), 36-44; J. Balensi, BASOR 257 
(1985), 65-74; id. (and M.D. Herrera), RB92 (1985), 82-128; id., Society and Economy, 305-311; id. (et 
al.), Transeuphratene 2 (1990), 125-136; A. Raban (and J. Balensi), ESI 4 (1985), 1-2; id. (and I. Galanti), 
IEJ37 (1987), 179-181; id., ES/9 (1989-1990), 21-22; M.D. Herrera (and J. Balensi), Levant 18 (1986), 
169-171; id., Je Simposio Biblico Espana/, Valencia-Cordoba 1987, 41-53; 1991, 33-51; R. A. Kearsley, 
BASOR 263 (1986), 85-86; Weippert 1988 (Ortsregister); G. Finkielsztejn, RB 96 (1989), 224-234. 
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ABU SALIMA, TELL (SHEIKH ZUWEID) 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tell Abu Salima (map reference 0646.0708) was the fifth and last site to be 
excavated in southern Palestine by the British excavator W. M. F. Petrie. The 
mound is situated near Sheikh Zuweid in northern Sinai, some 2.5 km (1.5 
mi.) from the seacoast. Petrie excavated there for three short seasons in 193 5-
1936, under the auspices of the British School of Archaeology in Egypt. 
Today there are no remains at the site, for whatever earth was left unexca
vated by Petrie was removed by the local inhabitants to improve their fields. 

Petrie identified Tell Abu Salima with Hellenistic Anthedon, mentioned in 
several ancient sources; however, the accepted identification of Anthedon is 
at map reference 098.106, north ofGaza. This agrees with the description of 
Anthedon in some sources as being located between Gaza and Ashkelon 
(Pliny,NHV,68;Ptolemy,Geog. V, 15,2; and Josephus, War1,20, 3,among 
others). The identity ofT ell Abu Salim a during the Hellenistic period is as yet 
unknown. R. Reich has recently suggested that the site was the kiiru (com
mercial center, or marketplace) in Egypt, referred to in Assyrian inscriptions 
from the second half of the eighth century BCE (see below). 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
Petrie excavated the northeastern part of the site, exposing, recording, and 
removing a quarter of its total area. He was able to identify twelve strata of 
buildings and floors, ranging in date from the mid-fourteenth to the first 
century BCE. Among the more notable finds, aside from potsherds repre
senting the entire sequence of the above-mentioned periods, were large 
numbers of amulets and scarabs, mainly from the first millennium BCE, 

along with Achzib (red slip) ware from the tenth century BCE; small stone 
incense altars from the Persian period; and a large quantity of triple-bladed 
arrowheads, Rhodian and other stamped handles, and sherds bearing Ara
maic inscriptions, from the Hellenistic period. 
THE ASSYRIAN FORTRESS. The major discovery was made in stratum G, 
where the northeastern wing of a fortress was exposed. The walls of this 
fortress were built of sun-dried mud bricks; several rooms, arranged along 
the sides of a courtyard, were identifiable. The structure was surrounded by a 
wall whose foundations were staggered outward, forming a sort of glacis. 
Petrie ascribed the wall to stratum H, but a critical scrutiny of the remains has 
shown that it belongs to stratum G. The wall also served as a retaining wall, 
whose function was to raise the levels of the floors in this stratum some 2 
meters above the surface. 

Petrie himself noticed the exceptional nature of one of the rooms of stra
tum G, identifying it as a temple. The temple's holy ofholies (2.89 m by 4.42 
m) survived; it was paved with square baked bricks. Leading to the holy of 

holies was a broad staircase, built of similar bricks. As yet, this is the only site 
in Palestine where bricks of this type have been discovered in a stratum pre
dating the Roman period. 

Petrie ascribed the temple to the Babylonian period. Reich, relying on the 
Assyrian features of the temple's structure, has suggested an earlier date, 
namely, the eighth century BCE, or the Assyrian period. In his view, the site 
was the location of an Assyrian fortress that served as a center for the 
Assyrians' control and administration of the kiiru, which they had estab
lished here, near the Egyptian border, to guarantee the region's military and 
political stability. 

See also Sinai: North Sinai. 

Main publications: W. M. F. Petrie and J. C. Ellis, Anthedon, Sinai (British School of Archaeology in 
Egypt and Egyptian Research Account 42nd Year 1936), London 1937. 
Other studies: T. N6ldekeandJ. Gildemeister, ZDPV7 (1884), 140-142; A. Alt, ibid. 49 (1926), 236-242; 
F. M. Abel, RB48 (1939), 539; 49 (1940), 224-227; G. 0. Matsson, Numismatic Circular 64/1 (1956), 9-
10; R. Reich, IEJ 34 (1984), 32-38; Weippert 1988, 499, 694, 715. 
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Tell Abu Salima: northeast wing of the Assyrian fortress. 

ABU TUWEIN, KHIRBET 
IDENTIFICATION 
Khirbet Abu Tuwein is an Iron Age II site, situated on the western slopes of 
the Hebron Hills, northwest ofKefar 'E~yon (map reference 1585.1193). The 
site was discovered in 1968 in a survey conducted in the region by Z. Kallai 
and A. Mazar. The site has two components: a large, single structure on the 
summit of a high hill overlooking the Shephelah and the Valley ofElah and a 
group of houses built on the sheltered saddle at the foot of the hill. 
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Khirbet Abu 
Tuwein: plan of the 
fortress. 

EXCAVATIONS 
THE FORTRESS. The fortress at the top of the hill was excavated by Mazar 
in 1974-1975, on behalf of the Institute of Archaeology at the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem. The excavations uncovered an isolated, one-per
iod building (29.5 by 31m). It had thin outer walls and corners built of huge 
boulders. The building contained a large, open central courtyard. The rooms 
surrounding the courtyard were divided into smaller chambers by long rows 
of monolithic stone pillars-sixteen on the north side and eight on the east. 
The partition walls incorporating these pillars divided the rooms into even 
smaller compartments. The building was entered through a gate chamber 
containing a bench and a side guardroom. A cistern with a capacity of 
approximately 400 cu m was found outside the building. 

The building's floors were composed ofbeaten earth and rock and showed 
no signs of repair. Homogeneous stone debris was found on the floors. 
Although the floors yielded no finds, the sherds collected in the building 
date mostly to the Iron Age II (eighth-seventh centuries BCE) and some to the 
sixth and fifth centuries BCE. The sherds found in the houses at the foot of the 
hill date to the Iron Age alone. It thus appears that the central building and 
the nearby village coexisted in the Late Iron Age. After the destruction of the 
village during the downfall of the Judean kingdom, the central building 
continued in use, from the Babylonian period to the beginning of the post
exilic period. This may reflect the continuity of the local Jewish population 
(mostly poor peasants-"the vinedressers and plowmen" [Jer. 52:16]) in 
Judah, even after the destruction of Jerusalem. 

The central building may have served as a fortress or an administrative 
center. This barren area was difficult to cultivate and to travel across, and 
there were no large settlements in the region. The fortress was probably 
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Northern wing of the fortress, looking east. Southwest corner of the fortress. 

manned by a garrison to secure the roads between the major towns of the 
Shephelah and the string of settlements along the edge of the hill region, and 
perhaps even to ensure a continuous line of vision for the transmission of fire 
signals relayed from the Shephelah to the vicinity of Jerusalem. Other for
tresses with similar functions have been found in archaeological surveys 
north of Khirbet Abu Tuwein at Khirbet Tibna (map reference 
1547.1224), on the ridge above Wadi Fukin (map reference 1594.1228), 
and in other, more distant, areas of Judea. 

A. Mazar, IEJ24 (1974), 276; id., RB 82 (1975), 266-268; id., BA 45 (1982), 167-178; id., PEQ 114 (1982), 
87-109; BAR 9/2 (1983). 6-8; Weippert 1988, 614f. 

AMIHAI MAZAR 

ACCO 
IDENTIFICATION AND HISTORY 
The ancient city of Acco is to be identified with Tel Acco (Tell el-Fukhar, the 
Mound ofPotsherds) on the Mediterranean coast, about 13 km (8 mi.) north 
of Haifa. The name Acco appears in various forms in the most ancient 
sources as well as in modern ones, leaving no doubt as to its identifica
tion. Acco is one of the few coastal cities in Israel located next to a natural 
bay. The mouth of the Acco River also served as an anchorage for the city. In 
antiquity, Acco was located at the junction of two important routes--the Via 
Maris (the coastal highway) and a lateral road leading to the Mediterranean 
Sea from Syria and Transjordan--andas a result became one of the country's 
principal coastal cities as early as the beginning of the second millennium BCE 

onward. 
The first mention of Acco probably occurs in the Execration texts of the 

Egyptian Middle Kingdom. The king of Acco, who bore the West Semitic 
name Turi-Ammu, appears as one of the local rulers threatening Egyptian 
rule on the coast of Canaan. A scarab found at Tel Acco before the site was 
excavated also belongs to the Twelfth Dynasty. Acco is mentioned frequent
lyin Egyptian documents from the Late Bronze Age. Thutmose III includes it 
in his roster of conquered cities, and it is mentioned thirteen times in the el
Amarna letters. From these letters it is evident that Acco played a major role 
in the feuds among the cities in Canaan. The city was subsequently conquered 
by Seti I and Ramses II. Its conquest by the Ia tter pharaoh is commemorated 
in a relief in the Karnak temple. Acco at that time was a principal port city, as 
is attested by U garitic and Akkadian documents in which it is listed among 
the cities of Canaan. The city is also referred to in one of the letters found at 
Aphek, which probably dates to the thirteenth century BCE. 

In the Bible, AccoismentionedinJudges 1:31: "Asherdidnotdriveoutthe 
inhabitants of Acco, or the inhabitants of Sidon." According to 1 Kings 
9:11-13, Solomon granted twenty cities in the Galilee to Hiram, king ofTyre. 
In David's time (Joab's census, 2 Sam. 24:7), the northern border of the 
Israelite kingdom extended as far as the fortress of Tyre. From these re
ferences it can be inferred that, atleastduringthe reignofDavidand the early 
part ofSolomon's reign, Acco belonged to the United Monarchy. In the Iron 
Age II, in the eighth and seventh centuries BCE, Acco was an important 
Phoenician city. Assyrian documents indicate that it rebelled against As
syria and was conquered by Sennacherib. Esarhaddon mentions the city and 
Ashurbanipal states that it was conquered and razed and its inhabitants 
expelled. 

From the time ofCambyses, according to Greek sources, Acco was one of 

the military and administrative centers of the Persian Empire, playing an 
important strategic role in the wars between Persia and Egypt. Henceforth, 
Greeks lived in the city and, from the middle of the fourth century BCE, it was 
known by its Greek name, Ake. 

Acco's prosperity in the Persian period continued following its surrender, 
without resistance, to Alexander the Great in 332 BCE. In the time of the 
Diadochi, it changed hands several times; it remained under Ptolemaic rule 
from the time of the reign of Ptolemy II. It was he who turned it into a polis 
and named it Ptolemais. According to the papyri of Zenon and other docu-

Map of the Acco region: the city and the mound. 
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Aerial photograph of the city of Acco and its harbor. 

A corner of the sea wall and the lighthouse, looking north. 

ments, Acco was an important commercial city. After the Syrian wars, at the 
end of the third century BCE, it became a Seleucid city that was briefly known 
as Antiochia Ptolemais. During the reign of Alexander Balaas, it served as 
the king's fortress and second capital. At the time of the Maccabean revolt, 
Acco was hostile to the Jews, but neither Simon the Maccabee's attack on the 
city, nor Alexander Jannaeus' subsequent siege, succeeded in capturing the 
city. In the first century BCE, the city went from hand to hand several times; it 
wasonlyunder Pompey, in 63 BCE, that it became autonomous and subject to 
the suzerainty of the Roman proconsul in Syria. 

Julius Caesar visited Acco in 47 BCE, and from that date until the time of 
Alexander Severus (229-230 CE), the city counted its years by an era begin
ning with Caesar's reign. In 39 BCE, King Herod landed at Acco and made it 
the starting point for his campaign of conquest of the territories granted him 
by the Romans. The emperor Claudius refounded the city and improved 
upon its port. In the time of Nero, the city became a Roman "colony" in 
which soldiers discharged from the Third, Fifth, Tenth, and Twelfth legions 
were settled. 

During the First Jewish War (66-70 CE), the inhabitants of Acco were 
again hostile to the Jews. Josephus Flavius reports the massacre there of 
about two thousand Jews. In the second year of the revolt, Vespasian made 
the city his military base. He set out from Acco to suppress the rebellion in 
Galilee. 

Christianity spread early among the inhabitants of Acco. Paul spent a day 
there.during his third voyage. The city's first known bishop was Clarus (190 
CE). 

In Talmudic and Mishnaic times, Acco served as the Galilee's harbor, and 
ships belonging to the head of the Sanhedrin set out from here with its goods. 
It was the port that received many rabbis as visitors and, even though the city 
was considered outside the boundaries of the Holy Land for the returnees 
from the Exile in Babylon, several rabbis settled here. 

Acco surrendered to the Arabs in 636 and resumed its ancient Semitic 
name. In its shipyards, which had existed since the Byzantine period, the first 
Umayyad caliph Mu'awiya (661-680) built a fleet to invade Cyprus and for 
his expeditions to North Africa. In the ninth century, Ibn Tulun ruled Acco 
and rebuilt the port, which was later taken by the Crusaders. Its remains 
survive to the presenttime. In 1104, the Crusader king Baldwin I captured the 
city with the help of the Genoese fleet. In 1187, the city fell to Saladin but was 
retaken in 1191 by Richard the Lion-Heart and Philip Augustus, king of 
France, during the Third Crusade. From that time until 1291, it was the 
capital of the Latin kingdom because Jerusalem was not restored to Crusader 
rule. The city was under the direct rule of the king; a high official (a viscount) 
governed it in his name. The military orders had their headquarters and 
monasteries here in their own quarters: the Order of Saint John (the Hos
pitallers) in the center of the city; the Knights Templar at the southern end 
(near the present lighthouse); the Teutonic Knights in the east; and the Order 
of Saint Lazarus at the northern end, in the suburb of Montmusart. The 
Italian colonies (Venetian, Genoese, and Pisan) were settled around the 
harbor. Much merchandise passed through the port of Acco on its way 
to and from the Near and Far East. The city prospered, and its population 
grew to some fifty thousand inhabitants. 

In 1292, the Mameluke sultan el-Malik el-Ashraf captured the city and 
razed it. The Druze emir, Fakhr ed-Din, rebuilt part of the city at the begin
ning ofthe seventeenth century. In the eighteenth century, the city was ruled 
by Dhaher el-'Amr (1750-1775) and Al;J.medel-Jazzar(l775-1804). Dhaher 
el-'Amr rebuilt the city wall, which is the present inner wall. Jazzar Pasha 
built the Great Mosque (1781) and the Turkish bath (l:lammam el-Basha). 
Both these rulers and Jazzar's successor, Suleiman Pasha, built a "citadel" in 
the center of the city above the ruins of the large Hospitallers' convent from 
the Crusader period. 

MOSHE DOTHAN, ZEEV GOLDMANN 

TELACCO 
IDENTIFICATION above sea level. Bedrock is 12 to 15m above sea level. The river's course 
The mound of Tel Acco (map reference 1585.2585) is situated about 700 m probably shifted in antiquity, so that the riverbed originally was closer to the 
from the Mediterranean Sea on the northern bank of the Na'aman River mound. The southern part of the mound was destroyed in the last few 
(Bel us). It covers an area of about 50 a., and its highest point is about 35m centuries by the construction of the modern city west of the mound, where 
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Aerial photograph of Tel Acco. 

the city was located from the Persian period onward. Other parts of the 
mound were also severely damaged when their buildings were plundered 
or as a result of intensive agricultural activities. 

EXCAVATIONS 
There was no systematic excavation at the site of Acco before 1973. Between 
1973 and 1989, twelve campaigns were conducted, first as a joint project of 
the Center for Maritime Studies and the Department of the History of 
Maritime Civilizations at Haifa University, with the cooperation of the 
Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums and the Israel Exploration 
Society. The excavations were directed by M. Dothan, with the assistance of 
A. Raban and M. Artzy. The later seasons were conducted as a joint project 
of the Center for Maritime Studies, the University ofMarburg (Germany), 
and the Israel Exploration Society. Nine areas were examined on the mound 
(A, B, AB, C, F, G, H, K, and S), directed by D. Conrad; one at the foot of the 
mound (N); and several in the new city (D, E, E1, L, and M), under the 
direction of A. Ritterspach and N. A. Silberman. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
Soundings were made in several parts of the mound, but some of the strata 
were so poorly preserved that it was impossible to distinguish them in all the 
areas. Nevertheless, in the areas in which bedrock was reached (except for 
areaS), the earliest remains belong to the Middle Bronze Age IIA or liB and 
the latest to the end of the second century BCE. Several areas also contained 
ruins from the Roman period and the Middle Ages. In a step trench dug to a 
depth of 10m in area C, on the southern, destroyed edge of the mound, 
thirteen strata were uncovered, the earliest of which dated to the Middle 
Bronze Age liB. This may indicate the location of the southern limit of the 
city in the Middle Bronze Age IIA. In 
area S, not far from area C, on the 
other hand, only Early Bronze Age 
IIA remains were encountered. 
THE FORTIFICATIONS. The exam
ination of the fortification system of 
the ancient city was concentrated 
mainly in the northern part of the 
mound. There, the excavations ex
posed the inner and outer slopes of 
a rampart in areas Band AB. In these 
areas not only were the city's main 
defenses uncovered, but also what 
may have been the fortress on the 
acropolis. In area F, on the northeast
ern side of the mound, the city gate 
from the Middle Bronze Age IIA was 
unearthed. 

The defense system was based on a 
rampart of beaten earth (terre pisee). 
The earliest rampart was erected on 
the southern edge of the mound, and 

Map of excavation areas on the mound and 
in the city. 

as the city expanded northward, additional superimposed ramparts were 
added on the north. This earliest rampart was composed of clay (!;amra). It 
served as the base for a cyclopean wall (c. 3.5 m thick) found so far only along 
the northern slope of the mound. The wall, built of huge boulders, was 
preserved to a height of about 2.5 m. A mud-brick wall, plastered on the 
outside, was constructed on top of this wall. A glacis was built on top of it. 
The mud-brick wall (c. 2.5 m thick), which has been exposed so far for a 
distance of about 20 m, is built in segments with recesses between them. A 
tower extends beyond it on the eastern side. A stone-built staircase with 
nineteen steps leads from the top of the second rampart to the top of the 
wall. It is not clear whether this is the enclosure wall of the acropolis or the 
northern wall of a huge fortress built on the summit of the site. In the third 
phase of the defense system, a mud-brick fortress (building A) was erected 
inside the mud-brick wall. About 9 m wide and 14m long, it was preserved in 
parts to a height of more than 3 m. Its eastern end is buried deep under the 
highest part of the mound and has not yet been exposed. 

The first two phases of the city's fortifications date to the Middle Bronze 
Age IIA. The fortress (building A) was probably founded at the end of this 
period, but its main period of use was the Middle Bronze Age liB. The 
structure was two stories high. On the ground floor, an elaborate stone
built tomb contained the burial of a woman and two children. A large 
amount of pottery, some jewelry, and scarabs had been placed in the 
tomb. In front of the fortress, on the north side, was another rampart. 
It contained a large amount of pottery, including Cypriot White-Painted 
ware III and IV. The last phase of the city's defenses in area A was a rampart 
dating to the Late Bronze Age II. It overlay the remains of the fortress. 

The rampart system extending along the mound's northwest and north
east slopes was also examined in areas F, H, and K. Its date was conclusively 
established in area H, where the upper rampart contained hewn and built 

Section through the rampart on the northern slope. 
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The sea gate: (below) plan of the excavations; (right) reconstruction. 

tombs. The majority of the tombs were from the Middle Bronze Age IIC, but 
some were from the Late Bronze Age I. Two ramparts were uncovered in area 
F. A sea gate was built inside one rampart, and adjoining it were the buildings 
composing the gatehouse. The sea gate (c. 20m long), was composed of two 
chambers and three pairs of asymmetrical pilasters. Four stone steps led up 
to the gate, whose opening was too narrow for the passage of wheeled 
vehicles. The forechamber was built of stone coated with plaster. Remains 
of a mud- brick bench extending along the wall suggest that this chamber had 
served as an entrance room and meeting place. The second chamber, which 
was built of mud brick and was preserved to a height of more than 3m, was a 
guardroom two stories high. On the floor of the gate and on the floors of the 
three levels of the city inside the gate were numerous pottery fragments. They 
attested that this part of the defense system was in existence only during the 

Aerial photograph of area AB, looking east; MB and LB remains. 
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Middle Bronze Age IIA. At the end of this period, the gate was filled with 
sand. It seems likely that in the following period, the Middle Bronze Age liB, 
changes took place in the city plan and the size of the fortified city decreased. 

In addition to the fortifications described above, in the last seasons of 
excavation evidence was also found of a rampart on the northeastern side of 
the mound (area K). No clear remains of a rampart were uncovered on the 
mound's southern slope, as most of that side had been destroyed. It may 
never have had a rampart at all, because the early settlement was situated 
close to the northern bank of the Na'aman River and the surrounding 
swamps. There may have been an open lagoon on the southern side that 
ships could pass through, making a defensive rampart superfluous. 

At the southern end of the western rampart, a postern was found built of 
large dressed stones. The gate was in the shape of a rectangular chamber with 
a stone-paved floor and a gabled roof. It was 2m high on the outside and 1.6 m 
high on the inside. It apparently was used for drainage, although it may also 
have been a secret passage. 
EARLY BRONZE AGE I. In areaS, only one season of excavations has so far 
been conducted, on a very limited scale. The foundations of stone walls and 
several pits that may have been used as silos were exposed. Pottery fragments 
and flint tools uncovered on two superimposed floors date the floors to the 
earliest phases of the Early Bronze Age I. However, a date in the transition 
period between the Chalco lithic period and the Bronze Age is also possible. 
This occupation consisted of a small agricultural settlement that ceased to 
exist after the first phase of the Early Bronze Age. The reason it came to an 
end is unknown, but it may have been connected to a geological change that 
caused a prolonged period of high tides and substantial damage to the 
mound's southern side. The site was probably reoccupied only after re
newed urbanization on the coast of Canaan in the Middle Bronze Age IIA. 

MB pottery jug. 
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Pottery assemblage from tombs, 
MB liB-C. 

MIDDLE BRONZE AGE IIA. Most of 
the remains from this period belong to 
the fortification system found in areas 
AB, B, F, and H (see above). Inside the 
city, in area AB, the earliest rampart 
was strengthened on the inside by a 
retaining wall parallel to the slope 
and by another, tangential retaining 
walL The space between the walls was 
filled with sand and brick fragments. 
Above the inner slope of the rampart 
were the remains of the earliest occu
pation-two burials of children inside 
Middle Bronze Age IIA jars. In one of 
the burials, that of an infant, the skull 
was found lying on a stone fishing 
weight. The jars were decorated, one 
with ocher and the other with an in
cised geometric design. Because the 
jars and juglets found in one of the 
graves belong to a later phase of this 
period, it can be assumed that the city 
was founded in an earlier phase. In area AB, the excavation has not yet 

.,~>-c., reached the settlement's floor leveL The only place on the mound in which 
~\\.0- ,.r- the early phases of the Middle Bronze Age IIA have been encountered so far 

8; is the three floor levels inside the gate in area F (see above). 
\a>-<: t' MIDDLE BRONZE AGE liB-C. The city's area in the Middle Bronze Age 
\.:.!;::-> / ,c.- IIB-C was small and seems to have been confined to the acropolis. There, 

~'\:'> ,__'>excavations have so far exposed Middle Bronze Age liB remains mainly in 
-,~ - ., the fortress (building A) discussed above. In addition to the built tomb found 

r ~ry in the fortress, several other tombs from the period were found in the ram-
~ part's outer and inner slopes. The tombs in the outer slope continued into the 
~ following phase (Middle Bronze Age II C), from which there are also built 

Postern (concealed entrance) in the rampart, southwestern part of the mound. 

and pit tombs, including a rare type of stone-vaulted tomb from later in the 
period. These tombs, especially those in area H, contained a rich assortment 
of finds: in addition to local and imported pottery, some from Anatolia, they 
contained weapons, scarabs, and various types of jewelry. In areas A and AB, 
several stone-lined pits, which served as silos and drainage pits, were found 
inside buildings. The inner slope of the rampart was filled with refuse, in
cluding numerous animal bones and the almost complete skeleton of a 
donkey. In area C, a potsherd with Hyksos seal impressions was found 
in the lower phase of the settlement. 
LATE BRONZE AGE I. Buildings and burials from the Late Bronze Age I 
were found in areas A, F, and H. In area C, two building phases were 
distinguished. In the upper phase, part of a mud-brick building was 
found; in it was an oven covered with a 60-cm-thick layer of ashes mixed 
with lumps of burned plaster that had fallen from the walls. The ashes 
indicate the destruction of the site at the end of the period. 

In area A, in an elaborate ashlar tomb, bichrome ware and "chocolate-on
white" ware were found among the pottery. An Egyptian ivory box in the 
shape of a boat with a duck's head and a tiny duck attached to the lid may also 
be attributable to this period. The box was preserved inside a pit dug into the 
ruins of the Early Bronze Age I settlement in area S. A Proto-Canaanite 

Area AB, looking north; remains of the LB and Sea Peoples settlement. 
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inscription, which has been read as kt, was incised on the handle of a pottery 
vessel. 
LATE BRONZE AGE II. Remains of numerous structures from the Late 
Bronze Age II, mainly craft and agricultural installations, were found. 
Among the latter were stone silos. The floors of several of these structures 
were plastered and contained mortars and stone vessels. Cavities had been 
cut into a number of the floors. Several cesspits with stone walls were also 
found-one of them, dug to a depth of about 2.5 m, reached the level of the 
Middle Bronze Age liB. In area A, a large stone structure was excavated that 
contained a thick layer of crushed murex shells, indicating that purple dye 
was probably produced here. In areaK, only the upper level ofthis period has 
been reached. Aside from local and Cypriot pottery, the stratum also con
tained a bronze figurine of a deity-probably Reshef-and a pottery mold 
for casting Astarte figurines. 

In a sounding in area G, segments of stone walls were uncovered that 
appear to have belonged to a huge building. Remains of stone buildings were 
also found in area F. One contained a deep pit with murex shells for the 
production of purple dye. The building remains attest to the existence of a 
well-planned, prosperous city in this period on the west side of the mound 
where, however, only a small section has so far been examined. Acco's trade 
links with Cyprus and the Aegean islands are attested to by the large amount 
ofMycenean and Cypriot pottery fragments and scarabs-mostly from the 
Eighteenth and Nineteenth dynasties-unearthed in graves and in building 
debris from this period. 

No fortifications ascribable to the Late Bronze Age II were found, aside 
from the last phase of the rampart, which was composed almost entirely of 
sand. Nor was the city gate of the period found; according to the Karnak 
relief, it was destroyed by Ramses II. 
END OF THE LATE BRONZE AGE II-BEGINNING OF THE IRON AGE. 
The fortress (building A), as was noted above, ceased to function at the 
beginning of the thirteenth century BCE, in the reign of Seti I or Ramses 
II. Several burials were found in its ruins. On top of the building remains and 
to the south (area AB), workshops were built at some later time-as well as 
stone silos, granaries, and a pottery kiln. This area was unprotected from 
outside attacks, aside from what the high ramparts afforded. On the basis of 
the finds, which include Cypriot type II and Mycenean IIIB pottery, this 
occupational phase should be dated to the second half of the thirteenth 
century BCE. 

Within a relatively short period, a new population seems to have arrived in 
the area that made use of several of the existing installations. A cesspit was 
dug into one of the walls ofbuilding A, for example. It contained sherds from 
the end of the Late Bronze Age II and Iron Age I. In areas A and AB, no 
evidence of a transition from the Late Bronze Age liB to the Iron Age lA 
could be distinguished. The later remains were revealed primarily in the thick 
ash deposits near the workshop installations and inside the granaries. Near 
one of the kilns, pottery fragments were found in situ. The baked half of a 
Mycenean IIIClb bowl lay on the floor of the kiln; the other halfwas im
bedded in a deposit of debris. Nearby were sherds of the same or a similar 
type; numerous fragments of bronze and copper vessels on a charred flag
stone pavement, alongside two burned and charred clay smelting crucibles 
that still had remains of copper adhering to their inner walls; fragments of the 
clay blastpipes (tuyeres) through which air was forced into the furnace in the 
smelting process; and copper slag and fragments of flawed metal vessels that 
were apparently destined for recycling. To the west of these installations the 
lower part of a unique pottery vessel with extremely thick sides was found; it 
contained crushed murex shells. 

In area H (west of area AB), in the contemporaneous stratum, a pit 
containing a group of complete local pottery vessels was uncovered. All 
of the vessels dated to the end of the thirteenth and beginning of the twelfth 
centuries BCE. Confirmation for these dates was also provided by Mycenean 

Mold for casting jewelry, transitional period between LB and Iron Age. 

Fragment of a krater with a 
swan motif, Sea Peoples 
settlement. 
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IIIC and similar pottery, which cannot be later than the transition from the 
thirteenth to the twelfth centuries BCE, and by a scarab ofT a-U sert, widow of 
Seti li and queen of Egypt from about 1207 to 1200 BCE, found next to the 
workshop area. Thenameofthisqueenisalsoencounteredonafaiencevessel 
from Deir 'All a in Transjordan. Another important find in area H was a stone 
vessel in the shape of a mortar that apparently served as a portable altar. On 
one of its sides was an incised drawing of rowboats or sailboats. 

The occupants of Acco in this period (in areas A, B, and AB) were ap
parently engaged mainly in crafts. They built their homes on top of the 
ramparts, which had by then lost their defensive character. Area F, on 
the northwestern edge of the mound, also had an occupation level from 
this period containing Mycenean IIIClb pottery. In area K, remains of 
the material culture of this period were discovered at the bottom of a trial 
trench. The archaeological finds-the workshop installations, pottery kilns, 
remains of the purple-dye industry, and incised drawings of ships on the 
altar-all seem to attest to the arrival, perhaps by sea, of a new population 
group in the city in the time of Seti II or shortly afterward. The main source 
for the ethnic composition of this population is the Onomasticon of Amen
em-Opet (c. 1000 BCE). It mentions that the Sherden, one of the Sea Peoples, 
dwell on this part of the coast of Canaan, north of the territory of the skl. 
IRON AGE IB-IIA. Only meager remains from the Iron Age IB-IIA (ele
venth and tenth centuries BCE) have been uncovered so far. Acco's impor
tance in this period may have reached a low point. In area AB, the stone 
foundations of several buildings were found. There was a new pottery kiln, 
but several of the installations from the previous strata were reused. Phoe
nician pottery-including "Achzib" ware, black-on-red ware, and early 
types of Cypriot white-painted ware-is part of the ceramic assemblage 
from this period in Acco. 
IRON AGE liB-III. From the ninth century BCE onward, renewed building 
activity took place at Acco. In area A, a solid stone wall, aligned east to west, 
apparently was a retaining wall for the fill and straightened the slope of the 
rampart inside the city. From this period until the Persian and Hellenistic 
periods, the city's "crater" was filled in: the inner rampart disappeared and 
the settlement was built on horizontal layers above the fill. Although the 
excavations did not reach this stratum in every area, most of the construction 
seems to have been residential. Sections of ashlar construction point to the 
existence of at least one public building, however. 

Several of the buildings showed two phases of use. A large rectangular 
mud-brick building on stone foundations had walls up to 1.2 m thick. An
other building, which may date to the ninth century BCE and remained in use 
in the Assyrian period, had a solid mud-brick wall that was preserved to a 
height of seven courses. This building was destroyed by fire that left a 1-m
thick layer of ash in its wake. 

Another building, containing numerous rooms and dating to the first 
phase of this period, is preserved to a height of four courses. It was also 
destroyed by fire. The destruction of the lower phase was probably the result 
ofSennacherib's conquest of Acco in 701 BCE; the destruction of the upper 
phase should probably be associated with Ashurbanipal's military expedi
tion. 
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Plan of strata 5-4 in area A, Persian period. 

11!l$':)ij Stratum 4 

c::::::J Stratum 5 

Other sections of the mound also show signs of intensive building activity 
in the Iron liB-III period. In the northwestern section of area H, on the slope 
of the mound, the remains of stone construction (a casemate wall?) may have 
been part of the city's defense system. Solid stone foundations uncovered in 
area F probably belonged to a large building. In area K, where most of the 
finds are dated to this period, the remains of a residential and workshop 
quarter were uncovered: stone foundations, parts of mud-brick superstruc
tures, and an oval mud-brick kiln, plastered on the outside, with a central 
brick column supporting it. Here, too, on top of the early rampart were the 
remains of a stone and mud-brick fortification whose exact plan is not yet 
clear. 
PERSIAN PERIOD. After the Babylonian period, of which only scanty 
remains survive, Acco entered a period of prosperity. At least two occupa
tion strata have been discovered. In the Persian period, Acco's commercial 
and administrative center may have moved closer to the coastal and port 
area. A large public building uncovered in area A was constructed partly of 
hewn stones and contained a court and a large complex of rooms. It re
sembles administrative buildings found at contemporary centers in the coun
try, such as Lachish and Tell Qasile. It, too, apparently functioned as a 
Persian administrative center. Its contents, which included imported pot
tery, mainly Attic ware, are attributed to the time ofCambyses. A building to 
its north may have been in use throughout the Persian period. One 'Of its 
rooms was bisected by a row of four columns; a pit discovered in its floor 
contained cult objects-zoomorphic and anthropomorphic statuettes and a 
fragment of a bowl with a Phoenician inscription on both sides. The seven
line inscription refers to an administrative order according to which votive 
offerings were to be brought to the temple of Asherath (ml!nx). This building 
was most likely the administrative center of the nearby temple, which was 
almost entirely destroyed in the Hellenistic period. In addition to the wealth 

Attic red-figured krater. 

ofPhoenician finds in the Persian strata, including the fragment of an incised 
inscription in lapidary script on stone, the buildings and installations con
tained Greek pottery, mainly Attic: a complete krater, numerous sherds of 
skyphoi, lekythoi, and other vessels. They attest to a strong Greek influence 
on the material culture of Acco in the fifth and fourth centuries BCE. This 
influence is especially marked in the buildings and installations in area F, 
situated opposite the sea. Near one of the buildings constructed in the 
Phoenician method of alternating headers and stretchers and field stones 
is a kind of bothros(genizah) built of stone. It had around, flat stone slab a tits 
base (diameter, 1m) on which a large number of vessels were found. One of 
them was an Attic "red-figure" bell krater, almost intact, decorated with a 
depiction ofHeracles. The architectural remains uncovered in the residential 
areas, such as area K, show clear signs of city planning. The houses, courts, 
numerous silos, and ovens constructed on the same plan continued in use into 
later periods. One outstanding example is a stone cistern coated with a layer 
of excellent plaster. Preserved in its entirety, it continued in use into the 
Hellenistic period. 
HELLENISTIC PERIOD. At least two strata (3 and 2) from the Hellenistic 
period were excavated at Tel Acco, mainly in areas A and K and to a lesser 
extent in areas F and H. Both strata clearly exhibit city planning. Several of 
the buildings, mostly from the Early Hellenistic period, display the Phoe
nician building technique of sections of ashlar headers and stretchers inter
spersed with field stones. 

Left: Phoenician inscription, Persian 
period. 

Right: tombstone bearing the name 
of Pharaoh Akhoris, 29th Dynasty 
(393-380 BCE). 



Strata 2 and 3 were severely damaged by looting and agricultural activity 
in later periods. It was, however, possible to distinguish spacious courts 
equipped with numerous cooking ovens. These were probably all residential 
quarters, with the exception of an administrative building in area A, which 
was constructed on a plan similar to that of a building from the Persian 
period. Rich finds were exposed in all the areas: pottery, stone and metal 
objects, figurines (mainly female), and a mixture of local and imported, 
mostly Greek, objects. Despite the period's impressive remains, the evidence 
indicates that most of the population of Acco at that time lived in the Hel
lenistic town-whose Greek name was Ake, and later Ptolemais-off the 
mound. Judging from the finds in all areas on the mound and the stamp 
impressions on the handles of amphorae, several of which are Rhodian, the 
latest Hellenistic settlement on the mound was destroyed and the site aban
doned close to the end of the second century BCE. 
LATE PERIODS. Above the Hellenistic remains, and sometimes mixed with 
them, are isolated finds from the Roman and Byzantine periods, indicating 
an urban settlement of some kind on the mound then. Buildings from Cru
sader Acco, which are known from historical sources, have disappeared from 
the mound, except for several pits, parts of undressed-stone foundations, 
and an isolated building. In area H, the foundation of a stone building, 
perhaps a tower, may date to the time of Saladin. In area Bl, at the bottom 
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ofthe mound's northern slope, close to the Acco-Safed road, is the lower part 
of a vaulted ashlar building, apparently from the Middle Ages. In Ottoman 
times, it was the "Posta," or post office. From that time onward, the mound 
was plundered, laid bare, and abandoned by its inhabitants, which is how it 
was depicted in the drawings made during Napoleon's siege of Acco in 1799. 

Early periods and excavations on the mound: R. Giveon, Studii suit Oriente e /a Bibbia (P. G. Rinaldi 
Fest.), Genoa 1967, 147-153; id., lmpactofEgypton Canaan, Freiburg 1978, 90-96; id. (and A. Lemaire), 
Semitica 35 (1985), 27-32; id. (and T. Kertesz), Egyptian Scarabs and Seals from Acco.from the Collection 
of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums, Freiburg 1986; ibid. (Reviews), Bibliotheca 
Orienta/is 45 (1988), 567-568.~ Discussions in Egyptology 19 (1991), 83; M. Dothan (with D. Con· 
rad), IEJ 23 (1973), 257-258; 24 (1974), 44-49, 276-279; 25 (1975), 163-166; 26 (1976), 207-208; 27 
(1977), 241-242; 28 (1978), 264-266; 29 (1979), 148-151, 227-228; 31 (1981), 110-112; 33 (1983), 113-
114; 34 (1984), 189-190; 35 (1985), 81-94; id., RB 82 (1975), 84-86, 566-571; 83 (1976), 274-278; 85 
(1978), 92-94; 86 (1979), 441-444; id., BASOR 224 (1976), 1-48; id., Fest. R. Hecht, Jerusalem 1979, 131-
141; id. (with A. Raban), BA 43 (1980), 35-39; id., AJA 86 (1982), 262; id., BAlAS (1984-1985), 45-49; 
id., ES/3 (1984), 1-2; id., Studies in Sardinian Archaeology 2, Michigan 1986, 105-115; id., Society and 
Economy, 295-303; id., AASOR 49 (1989), 59-70; D. N. Freedman, ASOR Newsletter (Nov. 1976), 5; 
I. Perlman, 4th Archaeological Conference in Israel, Jerusalem 1976, 15; H. G. Stigers, Near East 
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M. lnbar and D. Sivan, Paleorient 9 (1983), 85-91; D. Conrad, Michmanim 2 (1985), 19-24; id., 12th 
Archaeological Conference in Israel, Jerusalem 1986, 33-34; M. Artzy, BASOR 266 (1987), 75-84; id., 
Report of the Department of Antiquities, Cyprus, 1988/1, 181-186; MdB 56 (1988), 51; A. Raban, Society 
and Economy, 260-294; Weippert 1988 (Ortsregister). 

EXCAVATIONS IN THE MODERN CITY 

During the first seasons of excavation on the mound, several trial soundings 
and salvage excavations were also carried out in the modern city of Acco, 
under the direction of M. Dothan, assisted by N. A. Silberman. 
AREA D. In 1974, the Acco expedition conducted a salvage excavation on 
Derekhha-Arba'a Street, about 650m west of the mound and 250m from the 
bay. An area of80 sq m was excavated and nine strata were uncovered to a 
depth of 5 m. Above bedrock, which is kurkar here, was a stratum of set
tlement (9) from the Persian period. No building remains were unearthed, 
perhaps because only a small section was exposed. The discovery oflocal and 
Attic ware, including sherds of a "red-figure" krater, indicate that this 
settlement was founded not later than the fifth century BCE. In the following 
stratum (8), a solid wall of ashlars and field stones was found preserved to a 
height of2.5 m. The finds in this stratum point to a date in the second phase of 
the Persian period. The next two strata (7 and 6) belong to the Hellenistic 
period. To the early Hellenistic period is ascribed a section of a tower con
structed of dressed stones, attached to a wall I m thick. In the later Hellenistic 
period, this structure was not in use, and a plastered cistern was built next to 
it. This stratum can be dated by its contents, particularly the nearly fifty 
Hellenistic coins from the mid-second century BCE. In the following stratum 
(5), few signs of building could be distinguished, but the Eastern terra si
gillata ware discovered is evidence that the site was inhabited in the Early 

Roman period. In stratum 4, the Byzantine period, the main find was a street 
paved with square kurkar slabs, beneath which clay drainpipes had been 
installed. Above the Byzantine remains, an Umayyad stratum of settlement 
(3) was uncovered with a street containing a network of reservoirs and canals. 
Fragments of a partition of marble slabs dated to the Byzantine period were 
also found. In the stratum overlying it (2), the end of a huge public building 
from the Crusader period was uncovered. Its dimensions could not be es
tablished because the building extended beyond the excavated area. It was 
built of kurkar faced with marble slabs. The charred wooden beams and 
pottery strewn on its floor suggest destruction by fire. In the building, a 
fragment of a glass goblet was found incised with part of a Latin inscription 
and a cross. The building, which was only partially cleared, may have been a 
church. The uppermost stratum (1 ), directly below surface level, yielded 
remains of a stone installation, possibly a reservoir, from the Ottoman 
period. 

The sounding in area D confirmed that a flourishing settlement existed in 
the Persian period on the strip ofland running along the coast of Acco. The 
numerous remains from the Byzantine and Umayyad periods attest to the 
existence of a prosperous city in those times as well. The public building from 
the Crusader period suggests that in Crusader times the walls of the city were 
situated farther east than was once believed. 

Acco-Ptolemais: excavations in area E, the corner of the Hellenistic fortification: (left) overview: (right) plan; (lower left) the rounded tower. 
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Above: Hellenistic arrowheads found on the floor of the fortifications; (below) lead 
slings tones with scorpion patterns from the fortifications pavement. 

AREA E. Area E is about 350m east ofTel Acco, near one of the city's major 
springs. Salvage excavations were conducted there from 1974 to 1976 fol
lowing the discovery of building remains and a tombstone with a Greek 
inscription. The area was only partially excavated because of the local in
dustrial plants. Nine strata were exposed, from the Persian period to the 
beginning of the Ottoman period. 

In the earliest stratum, which lay slightly above groundwater, fragments of 
jars from the Persian period and Attic ware from the fourth century BeE were 
uncovered. In the following stratum, a section of the foundations of a wall 
belonging to a round tower (c. 18m in diameter) was preserved to a length of 
about 21m. The foundations, built of ashlars laid in headers, are about 3m 
wide and are preserved to a height of one or two courses. In the following 
phase, two walls were added to the tower, forming a right angle on the south 
and east sides. The walls (c. 2.5 m wide) were also built of stones laid in 
headers. The two lowest courses, which projected slightly beyond the wall, 
formed the foundation, and in most places two additional courses were 
preserved. These building remains probably belonged to the defense system 
of Acco's outer wall. That system also included a fortress that faced south
west and protected the city from attack from the Coastal Plain. The closest 
parallel to the plan of the tower and headers construction method is the 
Hellenistic tower at Samaria. 

In the following stratum, a plastered floor covered with fallen debris and 
about one hundred bronze arrows and lead sling bullets suggest that the 
structure might have been a storehouse for weapons and ammunition. Along 
the eastern wall were cooking pots equipped with lids and filled with earth 
and ashes. The ceramic evidence, including a "Megarian" bowl, points to a 
date for the stratum at the end of the third and beginning of the second 
centuries BCE. This pottery assemblage may have been part of a group 
of cultic vessels. A catapult stone on the floor was probably hurled there 
during one of the battles in the "Syrian wars" between the Ptolemies and the 
Seleucids. In the overlying stratum, the plan of the building was changed: its 
southwestern corner was rounded and the space between the walls was paved 
with pebbles. The top of the round tower was apparently dismantled at the 
end of the second century BCE. 

In the next stratum, most of the building was covered with sand. In Ves
pasian's time (69-79 CE-a tetradrachm from his time was found in this 
level), the structure apparently ceased to function as a fortification. A bath
house stood here in the Roman period: remains of a hypocaust were un
covered. On top of the ruined tower a solid stone platform was erected whose 
function is unknown. Potters' workshops from the Byzantine period were 
found in this area. From the Crusader period, a solid ashlar wall was ex-

cava ted whose foundation was at the level of the present-day groundwater. 
This was a sloping wall, built on top of a fill, and it served as a glacis, enclosing 
and covering earlier building remains. Near it a fragment of a large stone 
cross was found. The wall apparently belonged to part of a fortified structure 
that stood outside the walls of Acco in the Crusader period. One of its 
functions may have been to guard the city's water supply, obtained from 
nearby springs. 

In the uppermost stratum of area E, a circular stone structure (5 min 
diameter) apparently a lime kiln, was uncovered. Near it was a cistern also 
built of stone. These installations were probably in use in the Mameluke 
period; the pottery in their debris is dated to the beginning of the Ottoman 
period. 
AREA El. In 1979, a salvage excavation was conducted in area El, adjoining 
area E and to its east. The excavation extended for 50 sq m and reached 
groundwater. Fragments of jars from the Persian period were uncovered in 
the earliest stratum. The stratigraphy above it has not been fully clarified, but 
the lower strata contained remains from the Persian and Hellenistic periods. 
The most important building remains in this area come from the Crusader 
period. An ashlar-built wall, preserved to a height of eight courses, was found 
to be part of a vaulted room with a plastered floor. Nearbyweretheruins of a 
pottery kiln and a plastered installation. These remains may have been part 
of a subterranean complex that supported the building, a complex undoubt
edly connected with the Crusader buildings uncovered in area E, to the west. 
AREAL. On Ben-Ami Street in Acco, near the junction of the Haifa-Na
hariya road, part of a large public building was cleared in a salvage excava
tion carried out in 1978. Its stone walls had been built using typical Helle
nistic construction methods. Near the walls and inside hollows in the floors 
were numerous figurines of a woman holding a jar on her head and Helle
nistic clay lamps. This may have been the northern part of a Hellenistic 
temenos from the third and second centuries BCE, most of which is probably 
buried beneath the modern road. 
AREA N. A salvage excavation was conducted in 1979 at the foot of the 
northwestern edge of the mound. It uncovered a wall (6 m wide) that be
longed to a monumental building constructed of ashlars laid in headers that 
was preserved to a height of two courses. To its north a pavement made of 
stone slabs bore the track marks of metal-covered wheels. This may have 
been a ceremonial road leading to the monumental building. Its continuation 
probably extends beneath the floor and concrete walls of the modern soccer 
field nearby. The meager finds mainly include pottery from the Hellenistic to 
the Late Roman periods. A fragment of a figurine of a woman carrying a 
vessel on her head, of the type found in the temenos in area L, was also 
uncovered here. 

MOSHE DOTHAN 

Within the precincts of the modern city, the following sites had been pre
viously excavated: 
HELLENISTIC-ROMAN GRAVES. In 1950, R. Amiran directed an exca
vation in Housing Project C, on behalf of the Israel Department of Anti
quities. Several types of burials were discovered: graves without receptacles; 
burials in clay coffins, sometimes placed in a plastered tomb; and burials in a 
built tomb with floors of dressed flagstones, occasionally containing a wood
en coffin. 
TWO HELLENISTIC GRAVES. Two graves in the Amidar Housing Project 
were excavated by Z. Goldmann in 1953, on behalf of the Israel Department 
of Antiquities. The graves belong to a large cemetery situated north ofT ell el
Fukhar (Tel Acco ). They were built oflarge flagstones and were oriented east 
to west. They date to the third to second centuries BCE. Among the finds were 
bronze cosmetic vessels. 
LATE BRONZE GRAVES AND LATER GRAVES IN ACCO-MAN
SHIYEH. Five graves were excavated in 1955-1956 by S. Levi in Acco-

Coins minted in Acco-Ptolemais: (left) from the time of Nero, 54-68 CE; (right) 
from the time of Trajan, 98-114 CE. 



Plan of the refectory and its vicinity. 

1. Underground passage; 2. Turkish bazaar; 3. El-Bosta; 4. f:lammam ei-Basha; 5. Unexcavat~d hall; 
6. Refectory 

Manshiyeh, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities. Of the graves 
discovered, one belonged to the Late Bronze Age; two were Hellenistic
Roman; one was Roman-Byzantine; and one dated to the Middle Arab 
period (twelfth century). The Late Bronze Age grave was a simple infant 
burial. The Hellenistic-Roman graves were built oflarge, dressed flagstones. 
In the Roman-Byzantine grave, fragments of a large clay coffin were found. 
In another Hellenistic-Roman grave built of!arge flagstones, excavated by 
Goldmann in 1956 at the same site, about 110 fragments of a gilt bronze sheet 
were found. 
SEASHORE CEMETERY. In 1961-1962, excavations were carried out by an 
Italian expedition under the direction ofM. T. Fortuna. About two hundred 
graves were cleared, most of which had been dug in the sand. Only a few were 
built of dressed kurkar. Three periods could be identified. About one-third of 
the graves were from the end of the Persian or the beginning of the Hellenistic 
period (second half of the fourth century BCE) and most were dug deep in the 
sand or the kurkar. The body was placed on its back with the face turned to 
the east. The few finds from the graves included Early Hellenistic juglets and 
lamps. A few graves from the Hellenistic period (third to first centuries BCE) 

were also found. Two fragments of plastered kurkar tombstones belong to 
this period. 

Hellenistic and Roman graves make up about 60 percent of the total 
number of graves in the cemetery. The majority of them were in very poor 
condition. Nails were found, suggesting burial in wooden coffins. Many of 
the graves contained offerings of glass vessels, including unguentaria. Two 
graves contained some thirty-seven glass bottles. 
THE HELLENISTIC CITY WALL. Sections of the city wall of Hellenistic 
Ptolemais were discovered in different places by Goldmann. One section of 
the wall was exposed at a depth of 1.8 m when drainage ditches were dug in 
Trumpeldor Street. The wall is 3 to 5 m thick and runs north to south. At the 
southwest corner ofBen-Ami and J abotinsky streets, the Hellenistic wall was 
discovered at a depth of I m. It was also found in a ditch dug east ofthe Acco
Nahariya road. Remains of two parallel city walls were discovered south of 
Ben-Ami Street, between Weizmann and Jabotinsky streets. In 1956, on 
Trumpeldor Street, Goldmann cleared the remains of a bath, an abat
toir, and a glass furnace dating to the Roman period. 
BATH. The pink plastered walls and floors of a Byzantine or an Early Arab 
bath were found very close to the surface. The pink color was achieved by 
adding crushed pottery to the plaster. On the north side oft he bath, a pool ( 15 
m long) was found. Its walls were built of rough boulders arranged in alter
nate courses oflarge and small stones. Only a few centimeters beneath this 
were the remains of an earlier, Roman bath with grayish-white plaster. 
Nearby, to the west, were four or five walls belonging to a large building 
that was also constructed in alternating courses oflarge and small stones. The 
floor of the building was covered by a great quantity of animal bones. It was, 
undoubtedly, one of the buildings called boverie (abattoir) on the Marino 
Sanuto map (from the end of the thirteenth century). 
GLASS FURNACE. A glass furnace was discovered near the east side of the 
abattoir. It consisted of a container for the molten glass built on the rock out 
of dressed kurkar and coated on the inside with crude glass and a fireplace 
hewn in the rock below, to a depth of 3m. In this area it was possible to 
distinguish two strata: a Crusader stratum, to a depth of 1.3 m, and a Hel
lenistic-Roman stratum, to a depth of 3 m. In and around the furnace was a 
thick layer of ash containing a large quantity of Hellenistic-Roman sherds. 
The opening on the eastern side of the rock was apparently the firing cham
ber. Only a few sherds were found here. 
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HELLENISTIC TEMPLE. A small Hellenistic temple was revealed in 1959, 
when S. Applebaum, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities, 
excavated at the proposed building site for a post office. Prior to the ex
cavation a complete Greek inscription had been found, dedicated to Zeus 
Soter, on behalf of King Antioch us VII Sidetes, by the chief secretary of the 
Seleucid army and district governor, in 130-129 BCE. The inscription un
doubtedly belonged to the temple. Opposite the temple, on its south side, the 
foundations of a long narrow building were discovered (2.5 m wide)-per
haps a barrack, workshop, or stable. An elephant bone was found here. The 
building seems to have been part of the military installations of the later 
Seleucid kings. 

The temple was destroyed in the Roman period, (not before the first 
century BCE). There had been a water supply system to the north of it. 
When the water channels were no longer in use, workshops were built 
in their place that remained in use until the third century. The orientation 
of all these buildings is east to west. In the Byzantine period, another building 
with a plastered floor was erected over the remains of the workshops, with a 
southeast-northwest orientation. In the Arab period, pits were dug into the 
Byzantine stratum, disturbing the stratigraphy. Among this excavation's 
noteworthy finds are forty stamped Rhodian jar handles dating to between 
220 and 100 BCE; seventy-three bronze coins, four ofthem Hellenistic and the 
rest later; many Attic, "Megarian," and terra sigillata sherds; and the hand of 
a marble figure. 
THE REFECTORY OF THE ORDER OF SAINT JOHN (THE "CRYPT OF 
SAINT JOHN"). The "Crypt of Saint John," excavated between 1955 and 
1964, is one of the many large subterranean halls under the present govern
ment hospital. It was full of an earth and stone fill, which extended above the 
capitals of the thick round columns. This fill was brought into the halls in the 
eighteenth century in order to prevent them from collapsing under the weight 
of the new stories that the pashas of Acre were then building on top of the 
halls for their citadel. 

Originally this hall was situated above ground level, and its popular 
designation "crypt" is a misnomer. From the shape of the two-aisled hall 
and from the existence of three chimneys on the eastern wall (two added 
outside the wall and one within), it was concluded that this building served as 
a refectory. The hall is built in the transitional style, from Romanesque to 

Refectory of the Order of St. John, mid-12th century CE. 
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Fleur-de-lys ornament on corbel in refectory. 

Gothic. In the middle of the hall heavy cross-rib vaults spring from a row of 
three huge columns, each almost 3 m in diameter. 

Two fleurs-de-lys were carved on consoles in the refectory, one in its 
northeast corner and one in the southeast corner. They may prove that 
the building was erected in about 1148, the year in which Louis VII, leader 
of the Second Crusade, resided in Acre and most probably established the lily 
as the arms of the French kingdom. 

The floor level of the hall is about 2m above bedrock. It was built on top of 
earlier remains and formed a kind of cellar. On the west a quarry was dis
covered, indicating that the Crusaders had cut their building stone on the 
spot. On the south side appeared a wall built much deeper than the level of the 
Crusader columns. It seems to belong to the Hellenistic-Roman period. On 
the east side-beyond the western column-350m of an underground pas
sage were cleared. It led north to the 
city walls and south to the port. Partly 
cut through the rock and partly built, 
the passage was at a level lower than 
the columns of the hall. 

The earliest finds on the floor of the 
passage are Hellenistic-Roman. Since 
the passage was reused by the Crusa
ders, the two periods could be clearly 
distinguished. At the point where the 
tunnel passes beneath the outer 
(southern) wall of the hall, its level 
was raised considerably by the Crusa
ders. That is, its ceiling "climbed up" 
to 30 em above the floor level of the 
hall. At the place where the hall and 
the corridor joined, the Crusaders in
stalled a kind of communicating win
dowin the tunnel by placing in the wall 
a large stone with a semicircular niche 
along its whole length. 

The Crusaders' entrance to the tun
nel was situated just outside the south
ern wall of the hall below street level. 
The entrance was a square shaft built 
of well-dressed stones. All the other 
Crusaders' additions were similarly 
built, in contrast to the rubble stones 
of the Hellenistic-Roman period. 
THE EL-BOSTA HALLS. Six parallel 
underground halls-called el-Bosta 
by the local inhabitants-open 
through large gates southward into 
a courtyard and northward toward 
the street through windows. In the 
fifth hall a gate was built into the 
street instead of a window. This plan 

Plan of the Crusader city. 

Relief of symbols of SS John and Mark 
from the Crusader church. 

of parallel halls opening onto a court
yard is similar to the typical design of 
a khan (caravanserai), and the six 
halls seem to be the northern wing 
of a large khan, dating to the Fati
mid period (eleventh-twelfth centu
ries). A large horseshoe arch, spring
ing from the southern edge of the 
eastern wall of the khan, forms the 
beginning of a portico around the 
courtyard, which is poorly pre
served. 

Above the northern side of the el
Bosta building in its second story 
(today the ground floor), an ornate 
gate that certainly belongs to the ori
ginal structure was preserved. The 
gate was constructed with alternate 
courses of dark and light stone. Its 
pointed arch is formed by parallel 
radiating teeth. Strips of carved dec
oration run on either side of the gate 
and are reminiscent of typical Fati
mid wood carvings of the eleventh 
and twelfth centuries. Beyond the 
six halls of el-Bosta there is another 
single hall in the courtyard, perhaps a 
small mosque. 

The halls of el-Bosta were used in Crusader times as an infirmary and 
appear as such on the map of Marino Sanuto. Traces of Crusader and 
Turkish repairs and rebuildings are noticeable in many places. The ceil
ing-beginning from the third hall-was reconstructed by the Crusaders 
in the shape of cross vaults made of brick-sized stones, whereas the original 
ceiling was built of large, dressed stones in the lower part of the vault and 
progressively smaller ones toward the top. The original ceiling was preserved 
only in the tunnel vaults of the two facades of the building, toward the street 
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The second hall of el-Bosta during its cleaning. 

to the north and toward the courtyard to the south. 
Of the two remaining halls, the original vault is almost entirely preserved in 

the first hall. In the second many repairs are evident. In the single hall of the 
courtyard, the original (double) tunnel vault has been preserved in large part. 
During excavations a complete Latin inscription was discovered in the single 
hall. It is a memorial inscription for the eighth master of the Order of Saint 
John, Pierre de Vieille Brioude. The date ofhis death is mentioned~October 
17, 1242~along with several historical facts of the time: the release of the 
count of Montfort together with many other barons from "Babylonian" 
captivity in Egypt and the rebuilding of the walls of Ashkelon by Richard of 
Cornwall. 

Remains of a large Byzantine building were discovered under the existing 
walls in all the halls except the first. The most substantial find made under the 
eastern wall of the fourth hall is a cross-shaped fragment of a Byzantine 
pillar. These remains apparently belong to a monastery that once stood at the 
same site. 

ZEEV GOLDMANN 

Hellenistic to Early Arab periods: S. Applebaum, IEJ 9 (1959), 274; M. T. Fortuna, lstituto Lombardo di 
Accademia di Scienze e Lettere, Rendiconti, Classe Lettere 98 (1964), 171-182; id. eta!., ibid. Memorie, 
Classe Lettere 29 (1966), 441-577; id., Journal of Glass Studies 7 (1965), 17-25; R. Frankel, 'Atiqot 17 
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Crusader tombstone: the deceased is seen praying to a saint wearing episcopal 
garments, perhaps St. Nicholas, 1290. 
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Crusader memorial inscription from el-Bosta, 1142 CE. 

THE PERSIAN GARDEN 
IDENTIFICATION 
In 1971, during the quarrying of kurkar near the Persian Garden (el-Bahja), 
north of Acco (map reference 1591.2610), a Late Bronze Age cemetery was 
discovered with five undisturbed graves and several grave groups that had 
been partially damaged during modern construction work or in earlier 
periods. That same year excavations were carried out at the site by G. Edel
stein, assisted by Y. Ben-Yosef, on behalf of the Israel Department of Anti
quities. The graves had been dug at a depth of0.2 to 1.2 m below surface level, 
and the bodies were laid in an extended position in a pit dug into the sand. 
Three graves contained a single burial and one contained two burials. An
other grave, with the richest contents, contained three superimposed burials. 
Near the bodies were numerous funerary offerings, including jewelry and 
cylinder seals. To mark the burial, a large storage jar, in several cases covered 
with a bowl, was placed higher up in the grave. Rings were laid near the 

deceased's fingers, pottery was strewn around the body, and personal pos
sessions, such as cylinder seals, were placed near the chest. 
GRAVE B3. Grave B3, which had the richest funerary offerings, contained 
three skeletons. The upper skeleton was that of a male, with the head oriented 
to the north. Below it was the skeleton of a female, with the head to the south. 
The lowest skeleton was of a male, with the head to the north. Several large 
pottery vessels were placed around the grave: two were storage jars covered 
with Cypriot "milk bowls." About half of the pottery in the grave was local; 
the remainder was mostly imported Cypriot and Mycenean ware. The fu
nerary offerings included many metal objects: weapons, arrowheads, a 
bronze mirror with a handle in the shape of a nude woman, a trident, and 
a plaque with the figure of a nude goddess in relief. There were also cylinder 
seals, gold beads, stone weights, and other small objects. Of special interest 
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Above: Egyptian bronze mirror 
from grave B3; (right) gold ring 
inlaid with scarab bearing Hathor 
head and uraei. 

are a gold ring and a clay bead bearing the cartouche of Amenhotep III. 
GRAVE A2. Grave A2 contained the bones of a single individual laid in an 
extended position, with the head oriented north. Two large storage jars were 
placed near the head and two jars near the feet. The funerary objects included 
pottery (about half of which was imported), numerous metal objects, a silver 
seal, a cylinder seal, and twenty-one stone weights. 
GRAVE Cl. Grave Cl, which was disturbed, contained a single skeleton 
surrounded by storage jars. Here, too, there were many stone weights, two 
of them bronze, in the shape of animals; a Mycenean kylix; and two Egyptian 
pottery vessels. 

Bronze daggers and spearheads from the Persian Garden graves. 

Clay larnax. 

Cylinder seal in Syro-Mittanian style. 

GRAVE C2. Grave C2, partially damaged during earthworks, contained an 
overturned larnax (clay coffin) surrounded by pottery and small objects. 
Fragments of the skulls of two skeletons, one a male and the other appar
ently a female, were found. 
GRAVE A3. Grave A3 was also disturbed. It contained the remains of a 
child's skeleton, some pottery, and small objects. 

Pottery and bronze objects were found scattered throughout the exca
vated area, but no human skeletal remains were associated with them. In the 
section cut during the kurkar quarrying, pottery and a large number of metal 
weapons-including swords, arrowheads, and spearheads--could be dis
tinguished. 

SUMMARY 
The form of the graves and the homogeneous nature of the finds in all the 

The Persian Garden: trident, sword, pottery vessels, and the skull of a young man 
from grave B3. 
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burials indicate that the cemetery was in use for only a short time. The pottery 
found dates to the fourteenth century BCE: the Cypriot ware belongs to white
slip II and base-ring II of the Late Cypriot IIA-B period and the Mycenean 
pottery is the Late Helladic IIIA1-2 type. The scarab set in the ring and the 
clay bead, bearing the name of Amenhotep III provide a terminus post quem 
for the graves, which belong to the same period. 

No settlement dating to the fourteenth century BCE has been found so far in 
thevicinity;TelAccoisabout 11 km(7mi.)away. Thelargeamountofluxury 
goods and imported objects accompanying the burials is evidence of the 
wealth of the deceased, but the graves themselves are simply pits dug in 
the sand. Only the grave containing the larnax-a type of coffin commonly 
found in graves in Crete-is of a different character. Of special significance 
are the weapons, which suggest that some of the individuals interred here 
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were soldiers. The large amount of stone weights may indicate that there are 
also merchants buried among them. The objects from the Aegean islands, 
Cyprus, Egypt, and Syria that were found alongside local objects strengthens 
this assumption. It is possible that the deceased were traveling merchants, 
guarded by soldiers on their journeys, who met with sudden death. Although 
the homelands of the deceased are unknown, their grave goods reflect the 
international culture and close trade relations existing among countries in 
the Near East in the fourteenth century BCE. 

G. Edelstein, RB 80 (1973), 570-572; S. Ben-Arieh and G. Edelstein, Akko: Tombs Near the Persian 
Garden ('Atiqot 12), Jerusalem 1977; ibid. (Reviews), PEQ 112 (1980), 63.-- BASOR 248 (1982), 72-74. 

SARAH BEN-ARIEH 

MARITIME ACCO 
IDENTIFICATION 
From the Persian period onward, Acco's port was located in the part of the 
bay that today also serves as its harbor. Prior to this period, the lower part of 
the Na'aman River functioned as its harbor. This can be inferred from 
statements made by Pliny and Josephus that the Na'aman was the source 
of the sand used in glass production and that the sand was loaded onto ships 
that entered the river channel. The earliest city built on Tell el-Fukhar (Tel 
Acco) was undoubtedly located close to the harbor, which was the basis of its 
economic prosperity. Geomorphological studies reveal that, in the Bronze 
Age, seawater penetrated from the south, southeast, and west into the low
lying area at the foot of the mound. At that time the area was a peninsula with 
a bay to its west (at least up to the junction of the Acco-Safed road), an 
estuary in a submerged riverbed to its south, and a lagoon connected to this 
inlet to its east. With the city's gradual expansion to the west, toward the 
peninsula on which the Old City of Acco stands today, maritime activities 
were transferred to the bay on the east. 

UNDERWATER EXPLORATION 
The buildings of the port preserved above the water course (the Tower of the 
Flies and the southern breakwater) have been mentioned in documents and 
depicted in paintings and on maps since the Middle Ages. In the mid-nine
teenth century, a bathometric survey of the harbor's sea bottom was made by 
Mansel, for the British Royal Navy. He marked the submerged rampart 
between the Tower of the Flies and the northern shore. The first archae
ological underwater survey of the area was conducted by members of the 
Israel Undersea Exploration Society in the summer of 1964, under the direc
tion of E. Linder. In 1965, during construction of the new breakwater, trial 

soundings were made by this group in preparation for a detailed mapping of 
the building remains under water. Exploration of the harbor continued into 
the following year, with special emphasis on examining the foundations of 
the Tower of the Flies. The expedition also searched for shipwrecks in the 
area outside the harbor. From 1976 to 1978, several seasons of underwater 
excavations were conducted (while Tell el-Fukhar was being excavated) on 
behalf of the Center for Maritime Studies at Haifa University and the Under
sea Exploration Society, also under Linder's direction. The foundations of 
the structure beneath the Tower of the Flies were partly exposed and trial 
trenches were dug in the rampart between the tower and the north shore. A 
trench was dug across the tip of the southern breakwater, and remains of a 
shipwreck from the time ofNapoleon's siege were discovered at the entrance 
to the harbor. In 1983, when the port was being deepened, remains of the 
cargo of two ancient boats were discovered: one from the fourth or fifth 
century BCE and the other from the first century CE. 

SURVEY RESULTS 
PERSIAN AND HELLENISTIC PERIODS. Remains of the earliest mar
itime construction were discovered on the sea bottom, in the area between the 
Abu Christo Restaurant and the southern breakwater. At a depth of80 em, a 
double course of ashlars (0. 6 by 0. 5 by 1.2 m) laid as headers was exposed. The 
pottery recovered included a fragment of a Phoenician bowl with a frag
mentary inscription dating to the second half of the sixth or beginning of the 
fifth century BCE. The first building phase of the southern breakwater, which 
was originally more than 330m long and 12m wide, should probably also be 
ascribed to this period. The breakwater was constructed against the south
eastern end of the kurkar ridge; it extended, in a shallow curve to the east, to 

Aerial photograph of Acco harbor: the new jetty structure covering the remains of the ancient harbor. 
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Plan of Acco harbor. 

protect an area of water more than 25 
a. to its north. The breakwater was 
constructed on a pebble base (laid 
on the sandy seabed at a depth of 
about 3 m) of courses of ashlars laid 
in headers without bonding material. 
Each course was 0.55-0.6 m high. The 
stones in the lowest course were left 
uncut and were sunk into the pebble 
base. The size of the stones and their 
method of construction are nearly 
identical with those in the ports of 
'Atlit, Tyre, and Sidon, and they most 
likely predate the Hellenistic period. 
The two faces of the wall were abso
lutely vertical, and it could therefore 
be used both as a quay and as a pier for 
loading and unloading cargo. Judging 
from the remains, openings were left 
at the stem of the breakwater on the 
west. The water flowed through them 
to create a current along the shore of 
the bay in the direction opposite that 
of the shifting sands, most likely for 
the purpose of flushing the harbor 
floor and preventing siltation. 

N 

~ 

About 70 m east of the tip of the breakwater f.tands the structure known as 
the Tower of the Flies. Under this tower an ashlar ledge (17-18 m wide) 
extends northeast-southwest over a distance of about 60 m. Its northeastern 
part is preserved almost up to the present waterline. The surviving upper 
course is built of ashlars laid in headers similar to those in the outer face of the 
breakwater. Such building stones also can be seen in the foundation of the 
structure exposed on its southwestern edge, at a depth of about 6 m. 

The structure's eastern face was almost completely exposed in the excava
tions of the seabed. It was found to be constructed of a combination of 
headers and stretchers of irregular heights and widths. In this respect it 
somewhat resembles the ancient quay of the port of Sidon, which is dated 
to the Hellenistic period. The earliest potsherds retrieved from the excava
tion from the bottom of the Tower of the Flies can also be attributed to this 
period. The building beneath this tower probably served as a pier for loading 
and unloading. It may have been a kind of emporium or free port for foreign 
trading vessels. A similar artificial island is found near the island north of the 
port of Sidon. 
ROMAN PERIOD. There are signs that the sea level in the Roman period was 
somewhat higher than in the previous period, making it necessary to raise the 
level of the pier on the breakwater. Traces of this additional structure can be 
seen in the giant course ofhuge ashlars laid astride the breakwater (12m long; 
cross section of width 1.5 by 1.5 m). The stones were set at intervals of about 
one meter, and formed a series of openings at sea level. These openings, 
which were bridged by the pier above them, allowed the waves to enter the 
harbor and to create a water surplus inside the basin. As the water circulated 
back to the sea through the entrance, it flushed the accumulated silt. The size 
of the stones and the fact that their method of construction conformed with 
that of the pier's arched structure, as depicted on a Roman coin of the second 
century CE, suggests that this building phase should be attributed to the 
harbor's repair during the reign of Claudius or Nero. The large amount 
of pottery from the first century CE, retrieved during the deepening of the 

The Tower of the Flies, looking east. 

m 

Section through the southern breakwater. 

port in the summerofl983, attests to intensive maritime activity in the port in 
that period. 

No building remains have been found so far in Acco's port that can be 
attributed to the Late Roman or Byzantine period. 
PORT OF IBN TULUN. From 868 to 884 CE, the existing sea walls were 
utilized and the port was enclosed on the east. According to archaeologists, 
two immense deposits of debris should be attributed to the port of this time: 
one rampart (c. 400 m long) that connected the Tower of the Flies with the 
shore to its north and another rampart that extended northward from the 

Isometric reconstruction of the Tower of the Flies, looking north. 
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eastern end of the breakwater for a distance 
of about lOOm. Thetwo,eachmorethan30m 
wide, were composed of small ashlars and 
rubble, and fragments of columns in second
ary use; they are preserved to a height of 3 m 
or more above the sea bottom. A trial trench 
cut through the eastern rampart revealed 
building remains of ashlars bonded with 
mortar. The ceramic finds included a mix
ture of pottery fragments from the Byzan
tine and Early Arab periods. 
CRUSADER PORT. In the Crusader period, 
there was a considerable drop in sea level (to 
at least 1.5 m below the present waterline). 
Evidence for this lower level is provided by 
the discovery on the sea bottom, at a depth of 
about 1 m, of floors belonging to dwellings 
from that period. The floors were found east 
of the Abu Christo Restaurant. In this period 
a thin wall was built along the entire stretch of 
the breakwater, blocking the openings be
tween the large stones from the Roman 
period. Remains of this wall were exposed at 
various points along the breakwater. The 
wall's small ashlars were joined by iron 
clamps, which also secured them to the edges 
of the huge blocks from the Roman period. 
Two buildings were preserved on top of the 
breakwater: on its inner side, above the west
ern rampart oflbn Tulun, were the remains of 
a massive building, probably a defense tower; 
on its southern, outer side was a stone-paved 
floor (5 by 6 m) that was probably the foun-

Figurehead from a 19th
century ship, possibly after a 
13th-century model. 

dation of another tower or the southern end of the same defensive system. 
The two lowest courses ofthe Tower of the Flies are constructed according to 
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the same method and standard. A more massive wall, found on the seabed, 
connects the breakwater with the round tower in the southern, outer corner 
of the Khan el-'Umdan. This tower's foundation also contains courses that 
were joined with iron clamps. North of the tower, at the base of a late wall 
(from the time ofDhahir el-'Amr?) that reaches up to it, a channel (c. 9 m 
wide) extends westward into the city. This may have been the entrance to the 
inner basin (the Genoese anchorage?) that was excavated at the foot of the 
eastern edge of the kurkar ridge, in the southern part of the Khan el- 'Umdan. 
Another inner anchorage, outside the harbor, was apparently prepared by 
the Pisans, who cleared the remains of the breakwater near its stem and 
rebuilt the western anchorage of the original Phoenician port. This ancho
rage could be entered from the south by small boats, which could sail up to the 
Khan esh-Shuna, the commercial center of the Pisan Quarter. There was 
another inner anchorage on the northwest side of the harbor, near the Khan 
esh-Shawarda: the arsenal, or the Darsena. The entrance to this basin is 
today marked by the only surviving Crusader tower in Acco harbor-Burj 
es-Sultan, at the southern corner of the khan. Accounts by eighteenth-cen
tury travelers still mention that sea water penetrated the city at this spot and 
that boats were repaired here. These repairs were probably carried out in 
shipyards that continued the tradition of the Byzantine shipyards operated 
by the caliph Mu'awiya (c. 670). 
EIGHTEENTH AND NINETEENTH CENTURIES. The Tower of the Flies 
and the Crusader wall above the breakwater were repaired in the time of 
Dhahir el-'Amr and of Pasha A}J.med el-Jazzar. Remains of these repairs 
include stretches of field stones and mortar with round holes, into which 
marble and porphyry columns (from Caesarea?) were set for mooring boats. 

History: N. Makhouly and C. N. Johns, Guide to Acre (lac. cit.); B. Dichter, The Maps of Acre (loc. cit.); 
D. Jacoby, Studi Medievali 20 (1979), 1-45. 
Surveys and excavations: E. Linder and A. Raban, Marine Archaeology 1975, 63-67; M. Dothan, 
BASOR 224 (1976), 37-45; A. Raban (and E. Linder), IJNA 7 (1978), 238-243;; id., Archaeology 36/1 
(1983), 60-61; id., Harbour Archaeology, 37-44; id., Michmanim 5 (1991), 17-34; id., The Mediterranean 
Continental Margin oflsrael(eds. Y. Mart and B. Galil), Haifa 1991, 24-30; HUCMS Reports 2 (1979); 
10 (1984); 16 (1989); HUCMS News 8 (1982), 4; 9 (1983), 4; IJNA 12 (1983), 268; 15 (1986), 261; Hecht 
Museum, Mound and Sea: Akko and Caesarea Trading Centers, Haifa 1985. 

AVNERRABAN 

PLAIN OF ACCO 

IDENTIFICATION 
The fertile Acco Plain, crossed by important roads throughout history, 
contained numerous settlements in antiquity. This entry deals with two 
partially excavated mounds in this area: Tel Ma'amer and Tel Regev. (See 
the separate entries for Tell Abu Hawam, Beth ha- 'Emeq, Tel Bira, and Tell 
Keisan.) 
TEL MA'AMER. Tel Ma'amer (Tel Geba-Shemen, Tell el-'Amr) is situated 
on a natural ridge (c. 250m long) in the narrow passage between the Jezreel 
Valley and the Acco Plain (map reference 159.237). A fortress, whose for
tifications are visible on the surface, stood at the north end of the ridge. About 
one acre of the mound was fortified. The Kishon River passes at the foot of 
the eastern and northern slopes and then turns westward. 

In 1922, excavations were conducted on the mound under the direction of 
J. Garstang, on behalf of the British School of Archaeology in Jerusalem. 
The excavators cut five sections in an attempt to locate the gateway of the 
stronghold and investigate the fortifications. The depth of the archaeological 
strata did not exceed 2.5 m. In several places, Iron Age remains were dis
covered on the surface of the rock. The pottery found dates to the Middle 
Bronze Age II, the Late Bronze Age I, the Iron Age (ninth and eighth centuries 
BCE), and the Hellenistic period. In 1959, A. Druks, on behalf of the Israel 
Department of Antiquities, excavated shaft tombs on the southern slope of 
the ridge, where he discovered abundant pottery from the Middle Bronze 
Age II (corresponding to Megiddo, strata XIV-XIII). 
TEL REGEV. Tel Regev (Tell el-Harbaj), situated north ofKefar I:lassidim, 
about 400 m west of the foothills of the lower Galilee hills, rises 12m above 
the plain (map reference 158.240). Its area is about 8 a. The Z,ippori Valley 
passes the foot of its southern slope; its catchment area is the Beth Netofa 
Valley. The Kishon River flows north of the mound. J. Gars tang, on behalf of 
the British School of Archaeology in Jerusalem, conducted trial excavations 
both on the mound and in the cemetery east of it. On the strength of the 
pottery finds, the fortifications, and other remains, the settlement can be 
ascribed to the Early Bronze Age III, Middle Bronze Age I, Late Bronze Age 
I-II, and Iron Age I. In a later survey, Hellenistic pottery was also found on 
the surface of the mound. 

Tel Ma'amer: J. Garstang, Joshua-Judges, London 1931, 296-297; Abel, GP 2, 343-344; B. Mazar, 
HUCA 24 (1952-1953), 80; BBSAJ 2 (1922), 14-15. 
Tel Regev: BBSAJ 2 (1922), 12-14; 4 (1924), 45-46. 
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ACHZIB 
IDENTIFICATION AND HISTORY 
Ancient Achzib was an important city that was settled from the beginning of 
the Middle Bronze Age until the Crusader period. Its remains are located on 
a mound south of the Nal)al Keziv (Wadi Qarn)estuary, 14km(9mi.)north 
of Acco on the Mediterranean coast (map reference 1598.2727). The site's 
ancient name was preserved until 1948 by the village ez-Zib. Achzib was 
located along the Via Maris, which together with the site's natural defenses 
contributed to the city's development. The ancient city was well protected by 
the Mediterranean Sea on the west, a natural bay on the south, Nal)al Keziv 
on the north, and by a fosse on the east that connected the river with the bay. 
To the east of the mound is a spring. 

Achzib is mentioned in the Bible as a Canaanite city that the tribe of Asher 
failed to inherit (Jos. 19:29; Jg. 1:31). Assyrian sources relate that Senna
cherib conquered the city along with Sidon and Acco during his third cam
paign to Phoenicia and Palestine in the year 701 BCE. Greek and Roman 
sources, including Josephus (War I, 257), record the name "EKomniX, a city 
on the Phoenician coast. The identification of the site with Achzib is based on 
topographical information drawn from the above sources, as well as from 
Eusebius, according to whom Achzib was located on the road to Tyre, 9 miles 
from Acco (Onom. XXX, 12); similar details were given by the Traveler of 
Bordeaux. According to the Tosefta (Ter. 2: 13), Achzib had a Jewish com
munity and a synagogue. Arab geographers referred to it as a fortified city, 
and the Crusaders called it Casali Umberti. 

EXCAVATIONS ON THE MOUND 
In 1963-1964, excavations were carried out in five areas of the mound, under 
the direction of M. W. Prausnitz, on behalf of the Israel Department of 
Antiquities and the Oriental Institute of the University of Rome. In the 
main excavated area, at the foot of the Crusader fortress in the center 
of the mound, public buildings from the Hellenistic and Roman periods 
were uncovered. Among the finds was a stela of the baetyl type, bearing 
a depiction of a temple facade with a goddess in its center. This type of stela is 
known from Punic colonies in North Africa, as well as from the central and 
western Mediterranean Basin. 

In the northeastern part of the mound, a 40-m-long, east-west trench was 
cut. At its eastern end, fortifications from the beginning of the Middle Bronze 
Age liB (mid-eighteenth century BCE) were uncovered. The city at that time 
was surrounded by a beaten-earth rampart. A revetment, about 5 m high and 
composed of several layers of earth, and an inclined, exterior stone wall 
coated with clay supported the rampart and served as a glacis. A deep fosse 
was dug at the foot of the glacis to protect the approach to the city. Fresh
water springs, found in the fosse, had virtually turned the city into an island 
surrounded by a rampart. 

These Middle Bronze Age liB fortifications were destroyed at the begin
ning of the Late Bronze Age. The Late Bronze Age sherds found on the 
mound indicate the renewal of building activities. By the end of the Late 
Bronze Age, the defenses were again destroyed. During the Iron Age, the city 
expanded eastward, beyond the rampart. The Iron Age fortifications have 
flot yet been examined. 

Fragments of wall brackets as well as of typical "Sea Peoples" pottery were 
found infavissae dating to the end of the Late Bronze Age and the beginning 
of the Iron Age. Structures and installations from the beginning of the Iron 
Age (twelfth century BCE) were found adjacent to the rampart. The exca
vators paid special attention to storerooms from the Iron Age and the Persian 
period. Rows of storage jars were discovered along the walls of the buildings, 
several of which bore the inscription, "To my Lord the King," indicating the 
royal function of the storerooms. 

Achzib: fragment of jar bearing the inscription "Adonimelech," 6th century BCE. 

In thefavissae and rooms dating to the end of the Iron Age were pottery 
figurines of women holding musical instruments. Several rooms from the 
Persian period yielded pottery figurines of horses, cats, and bears. Only 
isolated sherds of the red-slipped and well-burnished pottery, known from 
the site's cemeteries and termed Achzib ware, were found in occupation 
strata from the eighth to seventh centuries BCE. 

THE CEMETERIES 
From 1941 to 1984, salvage excavations, under the auspices of the Man
datory and later Israel Department of Antiquities, were carried out in four 
cemeteries at Achzib. Between 1941 and 1944, I. Ben-Dor carried out a 
salvage excavation in the eastern and southern cemeteries. In 1954, Z. Gold
mann excavated the eastern cemetery only. From 1957 to 1984, Prausnitz 
conducted nine seasons of excavations in four cemeteries: the northern 
cemetery; the cemetery on the mound, at the foot of the city wall; the south
ern cemetery; and the eastern cemetery. In 1988, the excavations in the 
southern cemetery were resumed by E. Mazar, on behalf of the Institute 
of Archaeology at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. In 1990 Mazar also 
conducted a salvage excavation in the eastern cemetery. 
THE CEMETERY ON THE MOUND. The cemetery on the mound con
tained tombs dating to the Middle Bronze Age, the Iron Age, and the Ro
man-Byzantine period. Especially noteworthy are the cist tombs constructed 
oflong, well-dressed stone slabs, dating to the beginning of the Iron Age. The 
tombs contained remains of individuals or of couples buried in a supine 
position. They were interred with flasks and juglets, hand-burnished and 
decorated with circles and stripes that were black or bichrome in red, brown, 
and black on white. These vessels are known from Cyprus. However, their 
irregular hand burnish and shape differ from the imported types and indicate 
their local manufacture. An ivory bowl, cylinder seals, bronze bowls, and 
other bronze vessels, such as a double axe head, a spear, and a fibula dating to 
the eleventh century BCE, were also found in the tombs. Enclosure walls were 
uncovered above the surface of these cist tombs. 
THE NORTHERN CEMETERY. The northern cemetery is located north of 
the mound, on the northern bank of the Nal)al Keziv estuary. Salvage 
excavations were carried out here between 1980 and 1988. Four strata were 
uncovered: stratum A, the uppermost, dates to the Middle Ages and the 
Crusader period; stratum B, to the Hellenistic period; stratum C, to the 
Persian period; and stratum D, to the end of the Iron Age (seventh to the 
beginning of the sixth centuries BCE). In the lowest stratum, a sanctuary with 

a long, fallen rectangular stone col
umn was found. The column appar
ently served as a huge upright ma~~eba 
and later as an altar. Surrounding the 
stone were kraters filled with charred 
bones, "passed through fire." Crema
ted bones from the Late Iron Age on
ward were also found in large jars. 

Adjacent to the sanctuary, bodies 
were found buried in a supine posi
tion, with small tombstones marking 
their graves. Some of these tomb
stones bore stylized engravings and 
inscriptions in Aramaic. Storage 
jars, bowls, and jugs were found 
alongside them. During the fifth cen-

Decorated pottery jugs, Iron Age. 
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Figurine of woman kneading dough, Iron Age. 

tury BCE, the practice of cremation at Achzib apparently came to an 
end, and the central area of the cemetery was no longer used as an 
"infernal platform" (bamat Tophet). This cemetery demonstrates, 
like the "burning" enclosure of the goddess Tanit at Carthage, the 
genesis and continuity of Phoenician funerary rites in the three hun
dred years from the eighth to fifth centuries BCE. At Achzib, these 
customs began to change early in the Persian period. 
THE EASTERN CEMETERY. The eastern cemetery yielded cist 
tombs dating to the Late Bronze Age and the Roman period. Scores 
oflron Age shaft tombs were also deeply hewn out of the rock of the 
kurkarridge ofGesher ha-Ziv, the earliest of which date to the eleventh 
century BCE. The early tombs (eleventh to eighth centuries BCE) have a 
shaft descending to the door of the burial chamber. In one ofthe burial 
chambers, remains of two to three hundred bodies were found, piled 
almost to the ceiling. Together with the bones, sherds from more than 
four hundred vessels were found: juglets, jugs (among them decanters 
of Achzib ware), and bowls. The ma
jority ofthe vessels are red-slipped and 
burnished, including "Samarian" 
bowls. The plan of the tombs is iden
tical to that oflsraelite tombs from the 
tenth to eighth centuries BCE. 

The later shaft tombs, dating from 
the eighth to sixth centuries BCE, are 
different. Their shafts appear deeper, 
and the burial chambers have benches 
along three of their walls. Steps lead 
down to the chambers' entrance, 
which is blocked by thick, finely hewn 
stone slabs. Jugs and storage jars were 
found in front of the slabs. The de
ceased were laid on the benches along 
with burial offerings, such as pottery 
and personal belongings. In one of the 
Late Iron Age shaft tombs, a loculus 
was carved above one of the benches, 
and a pit was carved in the center of the 
chamber. 
THE SOUTHERN CEMETERY (MI
NET EZ-ZIB). Near the seashore 
rock-cut and built tombs were 
found. Usually, a shaft leads to the 
entrance of the burial chamber. The 
rock ceiling was cut open to build a 
superstructure or platform above the 
chamber. At the surface level of this 
platform a table altar and pottery in
cense vessels were found, as well as 

Right: excavated grave with one 
jar left on the body, 8th-7th 
centuries BCE; (below) tomb finds 
from the southern cemetery. 

Cremation krater covered with lid and sealed with mud clay, 
9th-8th centuries BCE. 



goblets, bowls, and jars necessary for the funerary rite. In the burial cham
bers, the bones of two to three hundred bodies were found. They apparently 
belonged to several generations of one family, whose remains were interred in 
the tenth to seventh centuries BCE. The pottery in the burial chamber dates to 
the tenth to seventh centuries BCE, and mainly includes flasks and juglets 

Tomb in southern cemetery: (above) interior; (below) general view. 
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made of pink clay with a white slip and decorated with black on white, and red 
circles and stripes. These vessels were vertically and horizontally burnished. 

Single burials and kraters containing cremations dating to the ninth to 
seventh centuries BCE were found in the southern cemetery. Most of the 
kraters contained the burned remains of humans and animals, as well 
as the deceased's personal belongings, such as seals and scarabs. The krater 
was buried in a sand pit. The red-slipped and stone-burnished jugs and 
decanters, called Achzib ware, were found alongside the kraters. In the 
course of this period, the same monochrome vessels were also decorated 
with red and black stripes on red or on a well-burnished light brown. 

Stelae stood above the graves, and occasionally were inscribed with the 
name of the deceased. Hearths, bowls, and jars were also found adjacent to 
the burial. This repertoire of vessels follows traditions similar to those man
ifested by the funerary rites and memorial services associated with the monu
mental rock-cut and built family tombs from the mid-ninth century BCE 

onward. 

MOSHE W. PRAUSNITZ 

RECENT EXCAVATIONS 
THE SOUTHERN CEMETERY. From 1988 to 1990, the Jerome L. Joss 
expedition, directed by E. Mazar, conducted three seasons of excavations 
in the southern cemetery atAchzib, on behalf of the Institute of Archaeology 
at the Hebrew University ofJ erusalem. In area A, at the northeastern part of 
the site, dozens of pit graves and three shaft tombs, all of which were rock -cut 
and had been exposed in previous excavations (in 1941 by I. Ben-Dor and in 
1958 and 1960 by Prausnitz), were reexamined. In addition, sixteen more 
shaft tombs were discovered in a new area adjoining the previous site. Typ
ically, these tombs consist of a vertical entrance shaft that leads through a 
square opening into the burial chamber. The tombs are not uniform either in 
size, internal plan, or orientation. All were found robbed; only three con
tained any remains in situ. 

An examination of the bones, a few of which were burnt, revealed that the 
tombs had been used repeatedly and were probably family tombs. Among 
the finds were considerable quantities of pottery, jewelry, ivories, scarabs, 
figurines, and weapons. One tomb contained arrowheads and three clay 

figurines of warriors mounted on 
horses, probably indicating that a small 
local garrison was stationed at Achzib. 
Judging from the finds, the tombs were 
in useduringtheeighth to seventh centuries 
BCE. 

In area B, in the northern part of the site, 
a few centimeters beneath the surface, a 
damaged pit grave from the Middle 
Bronze Age II was discovered. It con
tained the lower half of a jar with a com
plete dipper juglet in it. 

In area C, in the northwestern section of 
the site, 15 m from the chamber tomb ex
cavated by Prausnitz in 1980, another 
tomb (1.7 by 2.7 m and 1.65 m high) of 
the same kind was found, sealed with a 
rolling stone. It was built of smoothly 
dressed and well-laid ashlar blocks. Four 
large kurkar slabs were laid across the 
width of the room to form the ceiling. 
A hole had been bored through the cen
ter. The hole, found sealed with a big peb
ble, had a ceremonial use in which drinks 
were given to the dead. Its appearance here 
manifests the last stage of existence of this 
ancient cultic rite: this tradition is seen in its 
most developed form in the Late Bronze 
Age tombs at U garit. The tomb contained 
dozens of skeletons in primary or second
ary burials. A particularly interesting find 
was a clay hull's head with truncated 
horns, similar to one found at the site 
in 1941. The tomb was in use from the 
tenth to seventh centuries BCE. 

A cist tomb from the eleventh century 
BCE was uncovered southwest of the cham
ber tomb.lt was built of irregularly shaped 
stones and contained three burials, pot
tery, and a silver plaque. 

Northwest of the chamber tomb descri-
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bed above a cist chamber tomb was exposed, similar in size to the two 
chamber tombs but built in the style of the cist tomb. It contained a few 
dozen burials, mainly secondary, with a large quantity of pottery. The finds 
imply that the tomb was in use during the tenth to ninth centuries BCE. 

Architecturally, the tombs known to date from the southern cemetery at 
Achzib represent typological and chronological continuity from the eleventh 
to the seventh centuries BCE. 

THE EASTERN CEMETERY. In the summer of 1990, this writer conducted 
a salvage excavation in the eastern cemetery at Achzib, on behalf of the 
Institute of Archaeology at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and the 
Israel Antiquities Authority. The excavated area was approximately 200 
sq m, at the foot of the kurkar ridge northwest of Kibbutz Gesher ha
Ziv. Seventeen graves from the second century CE were uncovered. All but 
two of them-an infant burial and a burial in a stone sarcophagus-were cist 
tombs. All were oriented east to west. Most were single burials. Two of the 
graves contained two children each, and one grave contained the remains of 
nine individuals of various ages. The most common funerary gifts found were 
glass vessels, invariably laid at the deceased's feet. The prevalent types are 
candlestick bottles, bottles, plates, and bowls. 

All the deceased, presumably ordinary residents of Achzib, were treated in 
the same way: primary burial in a stone tomb, placed in a supine position, 
with the head toward the east. A coin was placed in the deceased's mouth and 
a few decorated vessels and personal ornaments were arranged beside the 
body. 
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ADER 
IDENTIFICATION 
The extensive ruins at Ader are situated on a hill7 km (4.5 mi.) northeast of 
Kerak, in Jordan, about 30 km (19 mi.) south ofDibon (Dhiban). The site is 
divided by a depression into a small mound and a large mound and is 
occupied at present by the town of Ader. The earliest reference to the locality 
is found in Stephan us of Byzantium: "Adara, a large village between Char
acmoba [Kerak-Moab] and Areopolis [Rabbah]." A medieval tax list from 
Beersheba also mentions Ader as a garrison post. In Abu Sarna's biography 
of Saladin, Ader is referred to in the account of Lejjun's expedition against 
Reginald of Chatillon (Kerak) in 1184. 

EXPWRATION 
U. J. Seetzen discovered Ader and was followed here by J. L. Burckhardt. 
Both were impressed by the menhirs (stone pillars) that were then still in situ. 
A. Musil (1907) gave the first detailed description of the site. In 1924, W. F. 
Albright and M. G. Kyle directed the first survey expedition at the site. 
Photographs and sketches were made; the Byzantine inscriptions they tran-

Ader: one of the menhirs. 

scribed were later published by A. Alt. Early in 1933, the site was resurveyed 
by N. Glueck. Later that year, the American Schools of Oriental Research, in 
cooperation with the British School of Archaeology in Jerusalem and the 
Trans jordan Department of Antiquities, initiated excavations at Ader and at 
nearby Balu'a. The Ader expedition, directed by Albright and R. G. Head, 
lasted only two weeks; the excavators found that the remains of the ancient 
temple discovered in the 1924 survey had been destroyed during a building 
boom in the town. They therefore confined their activity to exploratory 
excavations in other parts of the site. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
AlbrightandHeadundertookanexploratoryexcavationonthelowerpartof 
the mound, north of the wall that encompasses the large mound. The ex
cavated area was 10 by 4 m and extended down to virgin soil. Three occupa
tionallevels were distinguished. The earliest, level III, contained potsherds 
dating to the end of the Early Bronze Age. These were embedded in a thin 
layer of yellow clay. The excavators also assigned to this period a shaft tomb, 
cleared on the small mound, in which they found similar potsherds and a 
number of flint blades. The same type of potsherds was found in the inter
mediate level (II), as were others assigned by the excavators to the beginning 
of the Middle Bronze Age I. All these potsherds were scattered among 
collapsed clay bricks that bore traces of a conflagration. In the uppermost 
level (1), which contained many potsherds from the Middle Bronze Age I, two 
brick walls on stone foundations and the corner of a structure destroyed by a 
great conflagration were uncovered. 

In the northwest corner of the wall surrounding the large mound, some 
masonry and fragments of walls were found. The excavators ascribed them to 
the Iron Age II, the period to which Glueck had dated the sherds he found 
there. 

The city wall itself was built in the second to the third centuries CE. One of 
its excavated corners contained a room with a tomb beneath its floor. In this 
Roman level, in which Nabatean potsherds were also found, the excavators 
distinguished two stages of construction. Among the debris of stones cover
ing the room, they found a carved stone bearing what they believed to be a 
Hebrew inscription from the Byzantine period. A tower protruding from the 
general line of the city wall was uncovered near the eastern corner. This 
tower, built in the Late Roman period, had a fine front wall of ashlar. 
Its upper courses, which receded somewhat from the lower ones, are part 
of the tower that had been repaired in the Byzantine period. 

The excavations failed to clarify the character or to determine the date of 
the most interesting structures in Ader, the temple and the menhirs. Accord
ing to the statements of various investigators, the menhirs seem to have been, 
on average, 4 m high, I m wide, and 0.4 m thick. One menhir is still in situ not 
far from the temple. Three others were found lying on the ground near the 
sanctuary. 

In the course of the excavation at the assumed site of the destroyed temple, 
an excellently built wall was uncovered, but the excavators were unable to 
establish with certainty whether it had belonged to that edifice. According to 
the sketch made during the survey of 1924, which is for the most part an 
unreliable reconstruction based on conjecture, the temple (25 by 22m) con
sists of three halls built on an approximately east~west axis. The entranceway 
(10m wide) was in the middle of the western wall and contained two steps; a 



menhir stood on one of them. The halls narrowed in the direction ofthe cella, 
and the walls of the central hall seemed to protrude somewhat on the south 
and north sides. Near the temple the investigators noticed an altar of offer
ings-a smoothed stone slab with two round depressions. The temple at 
Ader, insofar as the above sketch is reliable, consisted of a succession 
of broad halls on a longitudinal axis, similar to the Middle Bronze Age 
temples found at U garit, Razor, Megiddo, and at other sites. Menhirs were 
also found at Lejjun, in the vicinity of Ader, near the temples at Byblos, and at 
Tell Huweira in northeastern Syria. 

The division into three stages (levels 111-1) used by some excavators to 
distinguish between the end of the Early Bronze Age and the beginning of the 
Middle Bronze Age appears somewhat inaccurate, even according to the 
evidence given in the last report. The potsherds found in levell, an early phase 
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of the Middle Bronze Age according to the above division, are mostly bur
nished with a reddish-brown slip, a technique unknown at that time in 
Palestine. However, other potsherds from this level do belong to this per
iod. It should also be noted that many of these sherds have relief decorations, 
typical of the Middle Bronze Age I pottery gathered in site surveys in Tram
jordan and the Negev. 
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MOSHE KOCHAVI 

'AFULA 
IDENTIFICATION 
The mound of 'Afula is situated within the modern town of 'Afula in the 
western Jezreel Valley (map reference 177 .224). Only a small part of the early 
settlement is preserved, most of it having been destroyed in the course of 
modern development works. Its original area was approximately 6 a., but 
remains of the settlement, especially the graves at the edges of the mound, are 
scattered over a wider area. The mound stands some 11 m above the sur
rounding area. Excavations have indicated that the settlement was not 
continuous (see below), but that may be due to the amount of previous 
destruction. 

The origin of the name 'Afula is evidently Semitic-ophel ("citadel"). The 
name may have been mentioned in the Egyptian Execration texts of the 
nineteenth century BCE (no. E-42), and it may be identical with 'Apr 
(Apl) in the list of Thutmose III (no. 53), which cannot be identified with 
any other known city in the Late Bronze or Iron ages. The city developed 
mainly during the Early and Middle Bronze II ages; later, it was evidently a 
small settlement in the territory of Manasseh, one of the "daughters" of 
Megiddo (Jos. 17:11). It is apparently identical with the Arbela ofEusebius 
(Onom. 14, 20) and Afel in the Middle Ages. 

EXCAVATIONS IN THE NORTHERN AND CENTRAL PARTS 
OF THE MOUND 
In 1926 and 1931, E. L. Sukenik supervised work at the northern edge of the 
mound and at other parts of the site, under the auspices of the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem. In 1937, during the construction of a water tower 
about 300 m north of the center of the mound, Sukenik, assisted by N. 
Avigad, carried out a trial excavation. Among the pits dug (A-K) to ex
amine the deep layers, the important ones were A, B, D, E, F, and H. 
Numerous graves were found from the settlement's early strata. Among 
the nineteen graves uncovered, two were from the Early Bronze Age 
III, six from the Middle Bronze Age II, nine from the Late Bronze Age 
II, one from the Hellenistic, and one from the Roman periods. 

The first settlement on the site belonged to the Ghassulian culture. The 
remains of this settlement were discovered at a depth of about 3 m. Frag
ments of churns, cornets, fenestrated pedestals, and fan scrapers were found. 

The remains from the next settlement were dated to the end of the Chalco
lithic period or the beginning of the Early Bronze Age I (depending on the 
definition of these periods). The preserved building remains included a wall 
made of plano-convex bricks and an oven. Vessels characteristic of the 
period were found on the floors of the houses-gray-burnished carinated 
bowls with knobs and jugs with everted rims. 

The next period of settlement is dated to the Early Bronze Age I. Among 
the pottery found were hole-mouth jars with ledge handles. The most com
mon decoration is the band slip. In the Early Bronze Age II, an important 
group of pottery is decorated with pattern combing. The Early Bronze Age 
III is represented by Khirbet Kerak ware: burnished jars, stands, and lids, 
found mainly in graves. Among the few finds from the relatively short phase 
at the end ofthe Early Bronze Age IV and the Middle Bronze Age I, pottery 
with folded ledge handles is particularly noteworthy. Cooking pots with 
perforations below the rims evidently date from the beginning of the Middle 
Bronze Age IIA. The graves from the Middle Bronze Age II, especially the 
Middle Bronze Age liB, were rich in finds and included Tell el-Yahudiyeh 
juglets. In the graves from the Late Bronze Age II, the vessels imported from 
Cyprus are especially important. From the Late Bronze Age II down to the 
Hellenistic period, there is a gap in this area ofthe settlement and graves from 
the corresponding periods are not found. 

During exploration in the area of the mound, an oil press from the By
zantineperiodandaCrusader-Ayyubidsquarefortwerefound. Thefortwas 
19mlongwith walls preserved in places toaheightof5.5m. Stone coffins had 
been reused in sections ofthe fort's dressed -stone walls. The excavators dated 
the building to the Mameluke period. However, according to the stratum I 
finds in the excavations on the mound-which correspond to the period of 
the fort-it probably should be dated to the eleventh to thirteenth centuries 
CE (see below). 

Although the most important finds were discovered in the graves, it is also 
possible to trace the history of the settlement through the less numerous finds 
discovered in the strata beyond the citadel. The settlement outside the walls 
developed mainly in the Chalco lithic and Early Bronze ages. It is important 
to note that the Chalcolithic stratum with Ghassulian finds lay beneath the 
stratum that held the gray-burnished pottery. This was the first evidence for 

'Afula: Khirbet Kerak ware, EB Ill. 
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the correct stratigraphical sequence of these finds. After the Middle Bronze 
Age I, the area outside the citadel was turned into a cemetery, and until the 
Roman period settlement was limited to the mound itself. 

EXCAVATIONS IN THE SOUTHERN PART OF THE MOUND 
I. Ben-Dor excavated the southern part of the site from June to September 
1950 and from March to April 1951; M. Dothan excavated from May to 
December 1951. Both were assisted by Y. Shapira. The excavations were 
carried out on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. 
Only partial results have been published. However, the history of settlement 
at Tel 'Afula can be reconstructed from these excavations. The excavations 
established the stratigraphy in the southern part of the mound, from ex
ploratory soundings and from finds in the graves, from the end of the Chal
colithic period to the Late Middle Ages. 
STRATUM X, LATE CHALCOLITHIC PERIOD (OR BEGINNING OF 
THE EARLY BRONZE AGE 1). Stratum X is represented mainly on the 
northern and southern flanks of the excavated area. Two pits dug in virgin 
soil were discovered; apparently they had served as granaries. The southern 
pit (1.75 min diameter and 0.4 m deep) is lined with stones. Nearby was a 
hearth with many sherds in its ashes. The northern pit (1.45 min diameter and 
depth), also lined with stones, contained a layer of ashes in which animal 
bones and many potsherds were found. Characteristic of the pottery finds 
were gray-burnished carinated bowls with knobs. 
STRATUM IX, EARLY BRONZE AGE I. The finds in stratum IX were 
meager and occurred mainly in the center of the excavated area. Stone 
wall foundations were discovered, preserved to a height of 0.3 m. Many 
sherds typical of the period were found scattered over the surface in the 
central section of the excavations. The most noteworthy ceramic finds were 
jars decorated with a band slip. 
STRATUM VIII, EARLY BRONZE AGE III. No clear building remains 
attributable to the Early Bronze Age III were found. However, pottery 
vessels typical of the period, especially of the Khirbet Kerak type, occurred 
among the Early Bronze Age IV finds. Thus, the buildings discovered in 
stratum VII probably stand on foundations belonging to stratum VIII. 
STRATUM VII, EARLY BRONZE AGE IV. In stratum VII, remains of 
buildings with a clear plan were discovered for the first time. The founda
tions of eight buildings were found, probably parts of one large complex. The 
rooms are almost square; the largest is about 5 mlong. The foundations, built 
of large, rough stones, are very narrow (c. 0.3 m). Two ovens were also 
discovered. The pottery included many jars with folded ledge handles. 
STRATUM VI, MIDDLE BRONZE AGE I. The stratum VI settlement was 
erected on the ruins of stratum VII. Its remains consisted chiefly of three 
pottery kilns. The transition from stratum VII to stratum VI could be es
tablished clearly because one of the kilns was built on the foundations of 
walls from the previous stratum. Moreover, a pit dug in the ground had 
damaged one of the earlier buildings. The largest of the three kilns was oval 
(2.1 by 3.45 m) and was preserved to a height of 1.5 m. Its upper part was 
vaulted. One of its sides, with two brick piers projecting from the wall, was 
well preserved. A pier segment from 
the opposite side also survived. It can 
therefore be surmised that four piers 
supported the vault and the ceiling 
and perhaps the ledges on which the 
pottery was placed to be fired. 

In the pit (1.8 min diameter and 0.5 
m deep) that damaged one of the walls 
of stratum VII, several skeletons of 
boars were found. The pit may have 
been an oven, for it contained a large 
quantity of ashes. Because the skele
tons were complete, it is likely that 
they represent a burnt offering. 
STRATUM V, MIDDLE BRONZE 
AGE liB (HYKSOS PERIOD). The 
main buildings in stratum V were 
found in the northern sector of the 
excavated area. The remains indicate 
that they belonged to a carefully plan
ned settlement. Segments of two 
streets were found, one of which was 
preserved to a length of 15 m, with an 
average width of 1.5 m. Buildings and 
courtyards stood on both sides of the 
streets. North of these streets, a build
ing complex was discovered. One of 
the rooms measured 5 by 7 m. In the 

Pottery workshop, late EB and early MB. 

southwestern section of the excavations was a pit (c. 1m in diameter and 1. 5 m 
deep) that contained many sherds of unfired pottery, mainly Tell el-Yahu
diyeh ware. The vessels were to be fired in the kiln of the nearby potter's 
workshop and were probably thrown into the pit as refuse. Fired pottery of 
the same type was found not far from the edge of the pit. These vessels are of 
the Tell el-Yahudiyeh, "Hyksos" type, and this was the first evidence that 
such pottery was produced here and not imported. 

In the central and northern parts of the excavated area, thirty-eight graves 
were found, most of which are assigned to the Hyksos period. Several belong 
to a later phase, however, as they were dug into the buildings of the stratum. 
The bodies were placed in a flexed position; their orientation differs from 
grave to grave. A row of identifying stones was found on several graves. 
Among the funeral offerings were bowls and juglets typical of the Hyksos 
culture. Jars were also found in some graves, as well as scarabs, weapons, and 
toggle pins. Some of the bowls placed next to the bodies contained traces of 
food. 
STRATUM III, IRON AGEIA-B. Stratum III was uncovered in a strip almost 
25m long in the southwestern part of the mound, about 0.5 m below the 
surface. In some places it was possible to distinguish two phases (B and A), 
based on changes in the building, new flooring, and a variety of other evi
dence. The main building was built of brick walls on stone foundations and 
included at least four broadrooms surrounding three sides of a large court
yard. One of the rooms was bisected by a row of four columns. Similar 
buildings have been found at Tell Qasile (stratum X) and Tell el-Far'ah 
South (building VE), where they date to the Philistine period, and at other 
sites. Granaries, a kiln, and a board game made of a stone tablet with 
perforations were also discovered in this stratum. One of the cemeteries 
on the eastern edge of the mound is also attributed to this period. 

The pottery of phase IIIB continued the local pottery tradition of the very 
end ofthe Late Bronze Age. Thus, some Cypriot sherds were found alongside 
pottery characteristic of the beginning of the Iron Age. This pottery has been 
dated accordingly to about 1200 to 1150 BCE. Phase IliA can be dated by the 
appearance of Philistine pottery (including a unique jug). At the same time, 
vessels like those from the previous phase continued to be made, including 
storage jars with ridged necks and shallow cooking pots with collared rims. 

The settlement in stratum III was destroyed in the second half of the 
eleventh century BCE, perhaps in the time of King Saul. It apparently lay 
in ruins between strata III and 11-fromapproximately the last quarter of the 
eleventh century to the mid-ninth century BCE. Above stratum III no build
ing remains were found, except for a pottery kiln. However, there were many 
sherds, including Samaria ware, indicating the existence of a relatively mod
estlron Age II settlement. In the excavated area, very few remains were found 
from the Persian to the Early Roman periods. 
STRATUM II. Few remains of buildings were discovered in stratum II, for it 
was leveled when the stratum I buildings were erected. The Roman stone 
coffins reused to build the walls of the Crusader(?) fortress east of the ex
cavation belong to stratum II. On the basis ofthe finds, this stratum should be 
attributed mainly to the second and third centuries CE. Remains from the 
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Byzantine period are scant, but a settlement of sorts undoubtedly existed on 
the mound then. 
STRATUM I. There are two phases for stratum I, mainly in the excavations' 
central and northern sections. The buildings in the main phase (IB), include 
one with dressed-stone foundations. There were at least three rooms on one 
side of a central wall, and a portico on the other. Two cisterns were found 
south of the building. Characteristic of both phases of stratum I are painted 
or glazed vessels decorated with geometric designs and graffiti. This stratum 
is to be assigned to the Crusader and Ayyubid periods-from the eleventh to 
the thirteenth centuries. 

SUMMARY 
The settlement at Tel' Afula, from its inception at the close ofthe Chalco lithic 
period untilitsendin the Middle Ages, wasnotcontinuous-especiallynotin 
the southern part of the mound. However, additional soundings have re
vealed finds from periods not represented on the mound, limiting the gaps in 
the settlement's history. The following sequence of the strata can now be 
established: 

Stratum 

II 
IliA 
IIIB 
IV 
v 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
X 

Period 

11th- 13th cent. CE 

2nd- 4th cent. CE 

Iron IB 
IronIA (c. 1200-1150 BCE) 

LB II 
MB liB 
MBI 
EB IV 
EB III 
EB I 
Late Chalcolithic 
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AI 
IDENTIFICATION 
Biblical tradition places Ai in the territory of Ephraim, east of Bethel (Gen. 
12:8, Jos. 7:2). Two sites in the vicinity of modern DeirDibwan, 3 km (2mi.) 
east of Beitin (Bethel), were suggested by E. Robinson in 1838 as possible 
locations of biblical Ai. Et-Tell (map reference 1747.1472) was the obvious 
choice, but Robinson preferred Khirbet Khaiyan at the southern edge of 
Deir Dibwan. A third ruin, Khirbet Khudriya, located 2 km (1 mi.) east of 
Deir Dibwan, was proposed by V. Guerin in 1881. 

W. F. Albright published a paper in 1924 advocating et-Tell as the site of 
Ai. His survey of the region east of Bethel convinced him that no other 
proposed site could possibly date to the time of the Israelite conquest. The 
etiological tradition that Joshua "burned Ai, and made it for ever a heap of 
ruins [tell]" (Jos. 8:28) seemed to support his position. Albright's identifica
tionhas not been seriously challenged. Et-Tell, in the view of this writer, is the 
site of Ai. 

Et-Tell wasacityof27.5 a., settled in the Early BronzeAgeiB (c. 3310BCE) 
and occupied until the Early Bronze Age IIIB (c. 2400 BCE), at which time it 
was destroyed and abandoned. At the beginning of the Iron Age I (c. 1220 
BCE), a 2.5-a. unwalled village was established on the acropolis area of the 
ancient ruin. It was occupied until about 1050 BCE, and then abandoned. It 
was never resettled. 

EXCAVATIONS 
THEGARSTANGSOUNDINGS. The first brief excavation atAijet-Tell was 
conducted by J. Garstang in the fall of 1928. Eight trenches were dug along 
the southern and western parts of the Early Bronze Age city, five against the 
outer face of the city fortifications and three inside, near the sanctuary and 
acropolis sites. The only report from this excavation was a three-page sum
mary and sketch plan filed with the Mandatory Department of Antiquities at 
the conclusion of the work. Garstang' slater assertion that Late Bronze Age 
pottery-specifically, the wishbone handle of a Cypriot bowl-was found in 
this excavation is not mentioned in his summary report, and the relevant 
finds cannot be located. 
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Ai: map of mound and its environs. 

THE ROTHSCHILD EXPEDITION. The second excavation project at Ai 
was the Rothschild Expedition, led by J. Marquet-Krause in three cam
paigns from 1933 to 1935. Her untimely death in July 1936 abruptly termi
nated the work. She wrote two preliminary reports. Her husband, Y. Mar
quet, compiled a register of pottery and objects from the expedition records 
and in 1949 published it, the two preliminary reports, and an album of 
photographs, plans, and drawings of artifacts. 

The Rothschild excavations were confined to the upper part of et-Tell, 
between contours 835 and 850. Most of the initial expedition in 1933 was 
concentrated in the acropolis area at contour 850, the highest part of the 
mound. Some clearing of the sanctuary site west of the acropolis was carried 
on, and the Early Bronze Age tombs east of the mound were excavated. But 
1933 was mainly "the year of the palace," as Marquet-Krause designated the 
acropolis building. 

An unusually long and productive six-month campaign in 1934 allowed 
considerable expansion of the excavations. The Iron Age village on the east 
terraces near the acropolis and the lower-city fortifications near contour 835 
were discovered and explored. The main discoveries of 1934, however, were 
the sanctuary and a rich find of alabaster and pottery cult objects. 

The 1935 campaign was one of consolidation and extension of the lower 
city and Iron Age village areas. Fortifications were exposed in the lower city, 
but the postern, with its elliptical tower, was the most significant discovery. A 
large area of the Iron Age village was cleared inside contour 850, confirming 
beyond doubt that the Iron Age I houses were built on the ruins of the Early 
Bronze Age III city with no intervening occupation strata. For biblical 
scholars, this campaign was "the year of the Iron Age village." For persons 
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interested mainly in the Canaanite city, however, it was "the year of the 
postern," because this was the first entrance found to an Early Bronze Age 
city in Canaan. 
THE JOINT ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXPEDITION TO AI. The third archae
ological project at Ai was directed by this writer from 1964 to 1970. The 
expedition was sponsored by the American Schools of Oriental Research in 
cooperation with other research institutions. Five major expeditions were 
fielded by 1970, followed by two small problem-solving operations in 1971 
and 1972 in areas already open. 

Eight sites were opened at et-Tell in areas adjacent to the Marquet-Krause 
excavations and in new areas along the lower eastern fortifications of the city: 
site A, the sanctuary and citadel; site B, the Iron Age village; site C, the lower
city fortifications; siteD, the acropolis; and site G, the lower-city residential 
area, all above contour 835. Sites H, J, and K were new areas against the lower 
eastern walls of the city. 

Four other sites at a distance from et-Tell were opened to seek evidence 
bearing on the location of the biblical city of Ai. Khirbet Khaiyan, located at 
the southern edge ofDeir Dibwan, was excavated in 1964 and 1969 as site E. 
It was found to be a Byzantine settlement, the earliest datable evidence being 
coins of 68 CE on bedrock. Khirbet Khudriya, east of et-Tell, was excavated 
in 1966 and 1968 as site F; it was also a Byzantine settlement, possibly a 
monastery. Tombs adjacent to the settlement yielded pottery and objects 
from as early as the first century BCE. 

Salvage excavations were conducted in 1969, 1970, and 1972 at Khirbet 
Raddana (q.v.), at the northern edge of modern Bireh, with sites designated 
R and S. This project was begun because hewn pillars of two Iron Age I 
houses, contemporary with those at site B atet-Tell, had been exposed during 
the construction of a road in Bireh. The evidence of these houses, it was 

thought, would supplement and perhaps illuminate the Iron Age village at et
Tell. Preliminary study indicated that the sites were indeed contemporary 
and culturally related. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
In summary chart form, the results are as follows: 

Period Stratum Significance 

Pre-Urban EB IB Founding of unwalled village 
EB IB II Village occupation and destruction 

Urban A EB IC III First major walled city of 27.5 a. 
Urban B EB IIA IV Remodeling phase of city buildings 

and fortifications 
EB liB v Destruction phase of same 

(by earthquake, apparently) 
Urban C EB IliA VI Reconstruction of entire city 

and fortifications 
EB IIIB VII Remodeling phase of city buildings 

and fortifications 
EB IIIB VIII Destruction of entire city 

and abandonment of site 
Iron Age Iron IA IX Settlement of unwalled village 

above contour 845 
Iron IB X Remodeling; abandonment of site 

Chronology 

3100-3000 BCE 

3000- 2860 BCE 

2860- 2720 BCE 

2720-2400 BCE 

1220-1050 BCE 

EARLY BRONZE AGE lB. An unfortified village was established at Ai in 
about 3100 BCE on the upper terraces, above contour 835. Remains of simple 
village houses have been found underneath the first city walls at sites A and C, 
as well as inside the walls at sites A and D. The village was 200m long, making 
it larger than the Iron Age village built in about 1200 BCE and as large as many 

Aerial view of the main structures: temple, palace, and city wall. 
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of the cities of the Iron Age II, a period 
of prosperity and expansion. 

There were no inhabitants at Ai 
prior to the settlement in the Early 
Bronze Age IB, so the village seems 
to have received the overflow popula
tion from other sites, together with an 
increment of newcomers. The arti
facts at Ai reflect a mingling of for
eign and indigenous elements that 
must have occurred in the region be
fore the village was established, be
cause the village was settled after the 
decline of Chalcolithic culture by a 
people already amalgamated. Chalco
lithic influences are evident in angular 
jar neck and rim forms, as well as in 
angular bowl forms. Foreign, or new, 
influences appear in carinated plat
ters, hole-mouth jars with inward
rolled rims, and painted decorations 
ofline-group designs. In one instance, 
the new line-group decoration charac
terizing the Early Bronze Age IB ap
pears on a thin, tapered jar rim, a form 
carried over from the Chalco lithic by 
the indigenous population. 

The people at Ai buried their dead 
in caves on the northeastern slopes of 
the hill on which they lived, and the 
tomb deposits reflect the mingling of 
cultures already noted. The earliest pottery from tombs B, C, F, and G is 
closely related to that from Jericho, tombs A-94, level II-A; A-13, levels 11-1; 
and K-2, phase II, characterized as Proto-Urban B by K. M. Kenyon. This 
may indicate that the settlement at Ai grew out of movements into the hill 
country by way of Jericho. 

The new elements in the village culture at Ai eventually dominated in later 
periods as the Chalcolithic influences faded. This was brought about by 
successive migrations of people from the same general region in later 
times, which reinforced the new cultural influences and added new fea
tures. Their ultimate place of origin is to the north of Canaan. J. B. Hennessy 
suggests a local origin for the Early Bronze Age IB tradition, but P. Lapp 
points out a closeness to the Ciradere tradition in Anatolia, assigned to the 
Early Bronze Age IB on the basis of stratigraphy at Alishar Hiiyiik. This 
Anatolian origin places the Early Bronze Age IB migration in the succession 
of an earlier Early Bronze Age lA movement from eastern Anatolia and 
Syria, recognized by Hennessy, and possibly as far north as southern Russia, 
as suggested by Lapp. 
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EARLY BRONZE AGE IC. A planned, walled city enclosing 27.5 a. was 
constructed at the beginning of the Early Bronze Age IC (c. 3000 BCE). 

Components of the city that are now known are the impressive acropolis 
building at siteD, an industrial area at site C, a residential area at site G, and 
four city-gate complexes located at sites A, K, and J and in Marquet
Krause's lower city. 

The acropolis complex at siteD dominated the Early Bronze Age IC city. 
Central in the complex was a large rectangular building (c. 25m long), built of 
large, uncut stones and with walls 2m thick. An entrance, now lostto erosion, 
apparently opened toward the east in the broad wall of the structure, possibly 
into a large courtyard. Five flat-top columns inside the building supported 
the roof of the large hall in the interior. G. E. Wright argued that this building 
was a temple, against the theory ofMarquet-Krause that it was a palace. The 
former view is supported by later discoveries. 

It now seems certain that the same structure, rebuilt in the Early Bronze 
Age IliA, was a temple. First, two alabaster bowls, like those found in the 
Early Bronze Age IIIB sanctuary at site A, were discovered in the Early 

The acropolis temple (palace, according to Marquet-Krause): (left) general view; (right) plan. 
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Three EB I vessels. 

Bronze Age IliA rooms of the acropolis building. Second, a large complex of 
rooms, almost equal in overall size to the central building, has been defined 
on the west side. This adjoining structure was built on a smaller scale, but two 
parallel rows of small columns allowed the roof to span about as wide an area 
as that in the temple. A bench, characteristic of houses in the Early Bronze 
Age, was constructed against the temple's west wall, which supported the 
roof of the second building on the east side. This second building undoubt
edly was the residence of the ruler at Ai in the Early Bronze Age IC. 

Third, a 2-m-wide enclosure wall, constructed in distinct sections around 
the east side of the acropolis complex, fortified the residence of the ruler. The 
enclosure seems to join a fortified tower. The enclosure continued in use in the 
Early Bronze Age II, but the royal residence inside was constricted in size, 
making the complex larger in the Early Bronze Age IC than at any later 
period. 

Four gates have been discovered in the Early Bronze Age IC city. Three of 
them-the citadel, postern, and corner gates-were one meter wide, con
structed straight through the wall. The walls on each side of the postern 
passage were 3m high when excavated, so it is probable that the passage was 
roofed to stabilize the sides and to add to the security of the gate. The fourth 
gate at Ai-the valley gate at site J-was only partially excavated in its Early 
Bronze Age IC phase; the northern half was in the balk, but the exposed part 
was more than one meter wide, indicating that it was larger than the others. 

The first three gates were fortified either by elliptical or semielliptical 
towers in the Early Bronze Age I C. The citadel gate was secured by a tower 
on its south side, with one straight face along the approach road leading to the 
gate and an elliptical face on the opposite side. The elliptical tower also 
fortified the postern. A large circular tower at the southeastern corner 
of the city, site K, fortified the corner gate. All of the towers were exter
nal, built against the outer face of the city walls. 

Comparative analysis of the Early Bronze Age IC pottery forms and 
decoration places this phase in the same cultural context as Jericho phases 
L-K in areas E-III-IV, tomb A -1 08; some elements ofGarstang's level V and 
tomb 24; tomb 14 and periods 1 and 2 at Tell el-Far'ah (North); Lapp's first 
urban phase at Bab edh-Dhra'; andArad stratum III. In a wider context, the 
artifacts in this phase relate to the Late Gerzean and Early First Dynasty in 
Egypt, Late Amuq F in Syria, and the Jemdet Nasr period in the Upper 
Euphrates Valley. 
Summary. The Early Bronze Age IC city was inhabited by a substantial 
element of indigenous people whose pottery culture is rooted in the Chal
colithic period. This indicates that the village population in the Early Bronze 
AgeiB probably was absorbed by the newcomers in the Early Bronze Age IC. 
However, the radical change evident in the new city and in the imaginative 
planning behind its construction indicates that new leadership was imposed 
from the outside. Antecedents of this culture can be traced to coastal and 
northern Syria, as well as southern Anatolia. 
EARLY BRONZE AGE II. In about 2860 BCE, the first great period at Ai was 
abruptly terminated by violent destruction. The citadel was stormed and 
burned by an unknown enemy, and the acropolis buildings were burned to 
the ground. Scorched stones on top of the citadel and a blanket of ash in the 
acropolis area underlying the Early Bronze Age II buildings attest to the fury 
of the destruction. 

New leadership seems to have been imposed upon the population of Ai, 
and the city was rebuilt in the third major phase of its history. The con
struction evidence of this phase is assigned to the Early Bronze Age IIA on the 
basis of stratified parallels with phases K-ii-H in areas E-III-IV at Jericho; 

some elements of Arad strata III-II; and periods 2-3 at Tell el-Far'ah 
(North). In the context of the Near Eastern culture area, this relates to 
the Late First Dynasty in Egypt, from Djer (Albright) or Den (Hennessy 
and Lapp). To the north, this phase correlates with Amuq Gin northern 
Syria and Byblos III as the sequences are arranged by H. Kantor, although 
her high chronology is not supported by the carbon-14 assays of materials 
from Ai. 

The culture of the new regime at Ai contrasts with that of its predecessors. 
Buildings were repaired and modified, and the fortifications were widened 
and strengthened. Building C at site A, called a sanctuary by Marquet
Krause but probably a dwelling, was remodeled, and a courtyard was added 
in the east. The citadel gate was closed by an addition of about 0. 75 m to the 
width of wall C, and the postern was closed and discontinued. The lower-city 
gate, located at Marquet-Krause's locus 242, was constructed in wall B, 
presumably because the place was more easily fortified than the pos
tern. The temple at site D seems to have been rebuilt, and the quarters 
west of the temple were reconstructed to about half the size of the previous 
building. A wall with curved corners, laid between the two rows of columns in 
the center of the Early Bronze Age IC structure, enclosed the residential 
quarters of the acropolis complex on the west side. All these modifications 
can be described as functional, ad hoc structures with a tendency to retrench
ment. 

Two distinctive new pottery forms suggest the origins of the new people. 
The first is a carinated bowl with an outward-curving rim; the second is a jug 
with a tall, cylindrical neck and high loop handle. These vessels appear to be 
common at Tell el-Far'ah (North) in the late Early Bronze Age IC, but 
appear at Ai at the beginning of the Early Bronze Age IIA. The authentic 
bowlformisnotfoundatArad,althoughlocalimitationsoccurinstratumii. 
Most significant, however, is the appearance of the carinated bowl in phase 
K-ii of the mound at Jericho, which is the destruction layer of the Early 
Bronze Age IC city. This suggests that the people associated with the cari
nated form had something to do with the termination of Early Bronze Age IC 
Jericho; the presence of the form in the construction layers of the Early 
Bronze Age IIA at Ai indicates that the same people may have participated 
in its violent overthrow. 

A movement from north to south in Canaan is indicated by the pottery, 
supporting the conclusion that the transition from the Early Bronze Age IC 
to the Early Bronze Age IIA at Ai was brought about by local conflict rather 
than by an intrusion from the outside. Ultimately, outside influences can be 
traced to northern Syria and the coastal cities, but those elements seem to 
have settled in northern Canaan first. 

A disaster of massive proportions brought the Early Bronze Age II city to 
an end. At every excavated site the buildings and walls were in ruins, and 
there was generally evidence of fire. Building Bat site A collapsed, depositing 
a half meter of roof-fall and brick debris on its floors. Fire, trapped under the 
heavy fall, smoldered with enough intensity to break down stone walls into 
calcined masses. Up to one meter ofbricky ruins covered houses at site C, and 
thick layers of ash lay on the floors of the acropolis complex. The total 
destruction of everything standing seems to have been caused by an earth
quake. Evidence of this is strongest at site D, where a rift in the bedrock 
through the temple room extends through the north wall, and the stones tilt 
into the break. The curved wall on the west side of the temple was shifted, and 
when it was rebuilt in the Early Bronze Age IliA, the angle of tilt westward 
was preserved in the reconstruction. 

Because the general destruction terminated the Early Bronze Age II city, 
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pottery and artifacts from this phase are assigned to the Early Bronze Age 
liB. The pottery horizon compares with phases J-G in areas E-III-V and 
tomb A-127 at Jericho and periods 3-5 at Tell el-Far'ah (North), although 
period 5 probably terminated after the destruction at Ai. 

A conspicuous new kind of pottery appears in the Early Bronze Age liB at 
Ai. The prevailing form is a smalljuglet of pinkish-orange and light-greenish 
ware, decorated with alternating horizontal and wavy lines and suspended 
triangles. This is the Abydos ware known from discoveries at Saqqara in 
Egypt. Other examples occur atJericho in tomb A-127, in the Kinneret tomb, 
and at other sites. A similar decoration appears on large jars at Arad in 
stratum II. North of Canaan, a crude form of the same decoration is 
found, for example, at Judeideh in Syria, in Amuq phases G and H. 

The Early Bronze Age liB city at Ai was probably destroyed before the end 
of the Second Dynasty. A group of four carbon-14 assays yields a date of 
about 2720 BCE for the termination of the city, or about twenty years before 
the beginning of the Third Dynasty. 
EARLY BRONZE AGE IliA. The Early Bronze Age III spans some three 
hundred years and includes two major phases of city fortifications and 
buildings. The Early Bronze Age IliA at Ai is a distinct period of construc
tion, occupation, and destruction, dating from about 2700 to 2550 BCE. After 
the paralyzing destruction of the Early Bronze Age liB city, both houses and 
fortifications required rebuilding. The construction seems to have moved 
slowly. The city wall at site A was rebuilt first; then the houses inside the walls 
were built against it. Erosion in the doorway of an Early Bronze Age liB 
house suggests that twenty years may have elapsed between the rebuilding of 
the walls and of the houses inside. A minimum period of rebuilding would 
therefore be about twenty years, or from 2720 to 2700 BCE, and a maximum 
could be as much as forty years. 

There is positive evidence of Egyptian involvement in rebuilding the city. 
The evidence is twofold. First, there are construction features in the Early 
Bronze Age IliA temple at site D that are best understood if attributed to 
Egyptian craftsmen. Foremost among these are the raised-top column bases 
in temple A, which superseded the fiat-top bases in temples C and B. The 
sharply defined rectangular top of the former was shaped by sawing four thin 
grooves 3 em deep into the fiat -top base. All the stone outside the grooves was 
then chipped away to the bottom of the cut, leaving the center rectangle 3 em 
above the base. Copper saws capable of shaping the raised-top bases are 
known in Egypt from the reign ofDjerin the First Dynasty butarenotknown 
outside Egypt. 

Another Egyptian feature is the manner of construction ofthe 2-m wall of 
hammer-dressed stones in temple A. The stones are shaped roughly to the 
size of bricks and laid in mud mortar throughout the thickness of the wall. 
This unique way of building a wall of stones without a rubble core is Egyp
tian, dating to the beginning of the Third Dynasty. 

The bricklike stone wall of temple A at site D was only the core; a so
phisticated plastered surface finished the structure on the inside. Mud mor
tar, like that between the stones, formed the first layer over the wall. This was 
covered by a thick layer of !;amra, or red clay, mixed with straw for a binder. 

Paved pool, EB Ill. 
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The finishing layer was fine white plaster over the !;amra, extending to a floor 
made of the same material. Piers of stones set on the raised-top bases prob
ably were plastered in the same manner, giving the temple interior an ele
gance that points to Egyptian influences. 

Additional evidence of Egyptian involvement is the imported alabaster 
and stone vessels found in the ruins of sanctuary A at site A. These vessels 
have been associated with First and Second Dynasty parallels in Egypt, and 
many researchers believe that they were brought to Ai before the time of 
sanctuary A-the Early Bronze Age IIIB. A careful study ofthe Early Bronze 
Age IliA building at site A that precedes sanctuary A reveals no evidence of 
cultic vessels or installations. In fact, the building seems to be a dwelling with 
a courtyard. On the other hand, two alabaster bowls made of materials like 
those in sanctuary A were recovered by Marquet-Krause from the Early 
Bronze Age IliA phase of the temple at site D. R. Amiran later restored the 
bowls, and she has shown that both are indeed from the temple. Thus, there 
are cult vessels from temple A in the Early Bronze Age IliA, suggesting that 
the alabasters in sanctuary A, dating to the Early Bronze Age IIIB, were 
moved from temple A to the sanctuary in the transition from Early Bronze 
Age IliA to IIIB. 

There may also be evidence of Egyptian involvement in the construction of 
the water reservoir at site Kin the Early Bronze Age IliA, but this cannot be 
demonstrated yet. The reservoir was built inside the southeast bend of the 
city wall, closing off the corner gate. The system, deceptively simple, con
sisted of an open, kidney-shaped reservoir built above ground level but 
designed to capture rainwater channeled from the upper city. 

Careful engineering is evident in the structural features of the reservoir. 
The stone-paved floor was closely laid on a backing of !;amra, which becomes 
practically impermeable when moist. Also, large stones were set into a thick 
dam of !;amra to prevent erosion of the dam's face. There was one meter of 
clay behind the upper part of the dam; a thick bed of clay supported the lower 
part. To provide runoff for any leakage from the dam, a fill ofloose stones was 
placed between the !;amra and the city wall. The reservoir has a calculated 
capacity of more than 1,800cum, being 25m wideand2.5 mdeep. The depth 
changes with the rise in the bedrock to the west, and the east-west size varies 
because the installation is fitted into the corner of the city wall. A study of 
water consumption made in an arid region in Lebanon in the 1950s revealed 
that people there got along very well on one cubic meter of stored water yearly 
per capita. With the added supply of the small spring in Wadi el-Jaya at Ai, 
the city could have supported a minimum population of about two thousand 
inhabitants in the Early Bronze Age IliA. 

Two gates from the Early Bronze Age IliA city are known. The Early 
Bronze Age II valley gate had been blocked by an erosion-control dam 
similar to the one at the reservoir, and a new and smaller gate, fortified 
by two towers, was constructed on top of the blockage. A second gate was 
located at site C, in the southern wall of the city. Only the east side of this 
southern gate remains; the west side was apparently broken down, along with 
more than 10m of the city wall, in the assault on the city that terminated the 
Early Bronze Age IliA phase. 
EARLY BRONZE AGE IIIB. Some revolutionary changes seem to have 
occurred at Ai in the transition from the Early Bronze Age IliA to IIIB 
(c. 2550 BCE). Those changes must be attributed to external influences
specifically to influences from the north of Canaan associated with the 
Khirbet Kerak culture. 

That the city was captured is evident in the broken wall west of the south 
gate at site C and in the signs of intensive burning at the citadel fortifications 
of site A. A new city wall was constructed against the outer face of the Early 
Bronze Age IliA rampart, making the combined Early Bronze Age IIIA-B 

Column base from the EB III temple in area D. 
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fortification 8 m wide at site H, where the excavated structure still stands 7 m 
high. The south gate was closed and discontinued, but the valley gate at site J 
was rebuilt and continued in use as a minor entrance. No other Early Bronze 
Age IIIB gate has been discovered. 

The most remarkable changes occurred at sites A and D. As noted pre
viously, an Egyptian-inspired temple was constructed at siteD in the Early 
Bronze Age IliA. At the beginning of the Early Bronze Age IIIB, the ala
baster and pottery cultic vessels were moved from the temple and installed in 
the building known as sanctuary A at site A. The temple building at siteD was 
apparently remodeled into a residence for the new ruler of Ai. The temple 
complex served as a fortified temple and royal residence from its beginning in 
the Early Bronze Age IC. In each successive phase of rebuilding the complex 
was constricted-with only the temple maintaming a constant size. In the 
Early Bronze Age IliA, the earlier enclosure wall around the site was aban
doned, and the outer walls of the royal quarters of the Early Bronze Age II 
phase became the fortified enclosure. 

In the Early Bronze Age IIIB, the rooms around the central temple build
ing seem to have been filled with debris, making the temple hall the last 
remaining habitable space on the acropolis. In this situation, either'the 
cult or the ruler had to move. Because 
the cultic apparatus was discovered at 
site A in newly prepared surround
ings, it is apparent that the cult was 
moved. 

There are additional reasons for 
reaching this conclusion. First, the 
building known as sanctuary A seems 
to be a remodeled domestic dwelling, a 
kind of ad hoc sanctuary. The altar in 
area III (Marquet-Krause's room 
133) was actually built in the court
yard of the house located in area II 
(Marquet-Krause's room 116). This 
court area was probably not roofed 
in the sanctuary phase, but area II 
on its south, where most of the cultic 
vessels were found, was covered. Area 
II was the "holy ofholies," ifthere was 
one, and entrance was gained via the 
courtyard. Second, the transfer of im
ported Egyptian cultic vessels from 
the temple to a remodeled house re
flects a downgrading of Egyptian in
fluence. A study of the sanctuary ar
tifacts reveals a large number ofKhir
bet Kerak and northern-oriented ob
jects, especially in association with the 
altar and holy of holies, implying a 
reorientation of the cult in the Early 
Bronze Age IIIB. These objects in-

Pillared building, Iron I. 

elude the pottery votive cups Marquet-Krause found on the altar and 
in various rooms, which are paralleled by cups from Beth-Shean XII
XI, in the context of predominantly Khirbet Kerak ware. The decorated 
bone tubes and cups, whose closest parallels are found in Syria in the Early 
Bronze Age III, where the Khirbet Kerak culture was dominant, are more 
examples of the same trend. In fact, the carved tubes from Ai resemble a find 
from tomb F-4 at Jericho, which occurs in a context of authentic Khirbet 
Kerak ware. Both Amiran and Hennessy have shown conclusively that the 
small stand, or plaque, found in the sanctuary assemblage is also northern
oriented, with parallels at Beth-Shean and Khirbet Kerak in Canaan and at 
Judeideh and Ta'yinat in Syria. 

Sanctuary A therefore represents a most curious amalgam of Egyptian 
and Khirbet Kerak cultic objects, housed in ad hoc structures at site A. The 
primary fact is that Egypt lost whatever influence it had at Ai in the Early 
Bronze Age IIIB. The incumbent ruler at Ai, meanwhile, seems to have 
accepted halfheartedly the cultic influence of the new, northern-oriented 
powers in Canaan and at the same time sought to secure his city and personal 
residence. The 8-m-wide city walls and excessively buttressed royal residence 
on the acropolis reinforce the observation of a local peasant worker who 
helped uncover the 7-m-high fortification at site H. "The people who lived 
here," he observed, "were afraid." 

Violent destruction overtook the city in about 2400 BCE, during the Fifth 
Dynasty. No definite identification of the aggressor has been made, but a 
scene in the tomb of Inti at Dishasha, Egypt, depicts the capture of a Ca
naanite city, and a mutilated inscription names two cities, neither of which 
can be identified. If the city at Ai was taken from the control of Egypt in the 
Early Bronze Age IliA, during the Fourth Dynasty, it would be among the 
first cities targeted for recapture in any Egyptian campaign to regain control 
of Canaan. Possibly, the Egyptians did take the city, but it was never rebuilt, 
because the "dark age," which is what Wright calls the Early Bronze Age IV, 
descended upon the land with the appearance of nomadic invaders from the 
desert. 
IRON AGE I. The site of Ai was abandoned and left in ruins after its destruc
tion in about 2400 BCE. Albright suggested that Bethel was settled by people 
displaced from Ai. In any case, the site of Ai lay in ruins until about 1220 BCE, 

atthe beginning oflron Age I, when people from the north or east established 
a settlement on the terraces below the acropolis, down to contour 854. By that 
time, the name of the original city must have been lost, for the name "Ai," 
which undoubtedly dates from the Iron Age I village, seems to be a popular 
designation of the mound as a regional landmark. The settlement at Ai was 
one of many established in the region at about the same time, apparently by 
people who moved in and occupied sites that had been abandoned or stra
tegic places where no previous settlements existed. The Iron Age village at Ai, 
therefore, was settled as part of a large influx of newcomers, who apparently 
met with little or no resistance. 
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Several distinct characteristics of the new culture are evident at Ai. First, 
the village was not fortified, a characteristic found at most of the other 
contemporary sites. The walls of the Early Bronze Age stood at Ai, but 
they were not secure. The new village occupied about 2.5 a. of the acropolis 
area, while the ancient walls surrounded the 27. 5-a. site. There is no evidence 
that any attefupt was made to repair the Early Bronze Age walls, probably 
because the small number of people in the village could not possibly defend so 
large a site. 

Second, the houses were characterized by pillars, or piers, a technique of 
construction first pointed out by Albright at Bethel. At Ai the outer walls of 
the houses were constructed of parallel courses of field-stone masonry, with a 
core of rubble and earth stabilizing the center. However, the inner walls had 
hewn pillars, or piers, of stacked stones supporting long, transverse wooden 
beams at intervals of about 1.25 m; the interstices between the pillars were 
closed with rubble walls. The beams were about 25 em thick, evident in a 
preserved aperture in a house wall, and their lower side was about 1.6 m 
above the floor surface. Apparently, wooden slats were laid across the beams 
to seal the roof. 

Third, four arch constructions were found in house walls. The arches 
ranged from 0.8 to 1 m high and usually joined a small room to a larger 
one. In one case, the arch may have joined a small enclosure for animals with 
the main house. At Ai the arch is a distinctive feature of the houses in this 
period. 

Fourth, the houses at Ai depended largely upon cisterns for a water supply. 
The meager spring in Wadi el-J aya, half a kilometer away, was an additional 
source, but every house in the village had its own cistern, hewn in the soft 
Senonian chalk of the acropolis area. 

An appreciable sophistication is evident in the construction of the cisterns. 
The houses at Ai and at other Iron Age I sites were located only where the 
Senonian layers are found, indicating that the settlers arrived with experience 
in cistern building. This chalk becomes practically impermeable when wet. 
Because the only evidence of plaster is in cisterns reused in the Byzantine 
period, it is assumed that the newcomers did not plaster their cisterns. Water 
was captured by surface channels and from roofs. It appears that the cistern 
openings were equipped with traps that would catch the larger impurities in 
surface water. Two cisterns are visible in one of the rooms. The larger cistern 

the center of the room was connected to the larger one by a small aperture 
near the top of the cavity. Water, therefore, filled the large cistern and 
impurities settled to the bottom before the small one was filled by the over
flow. This arrangement provided cleaner drinking water in the small cistern. 

Fifth and last, the people at Ai were farmers and shepherds. An Iron Age I 
agricultural terrace was excavated at site G, suggesting that the terraces 
below contour 854 were probably cultivated. Stone saddles, querns, mor
tars, pestles, and one iron point attest to the agricultural dimension of village 
life, and numerous bones of goats and sheep in every house indicate the 
possession of flocks. One cistern containing Iron Age I pottery was found 
in the bottom of the valley leading to the Jordan Valley. No settlement was 
nearer than Ai, so the cistern must have been cut for shepherds to use in 
watering their flocks. 

Two phases of the Iron Age village have been defined in both the houses 
and pottery. These are actually two subphases of one major building period 
because the same houses continued with minor modifications, such as the 
blockage and relocation of doors, repair of walls, and resurfacing of floors. 

The characteristic pottery of the first phase of the construction of the 
houses is the long, collared-rim storage jar with a high, flaring rim. This 
form is common at all the earliest Iron Age I sites in the region. A low-profile, 
collared-rim jar and one with a beveled rim and no collar characterize the last 
phase. No burnished pottery has been found, so the village must have ter
minated at some time in the eleventh century, in about 1050 BCE. It is possible 
that the abandonment occurred after a minor battle, as slingstones were 
found on the floors ofhouses. There is no evidence, however, that the village 
was burned; on the contrary, the houses seem to have been left standing. 
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Arched entrance found in one of the houses in the Iron I village. 
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'AINGHAZAL 
IDENTIFICATION 
The large Neolithic site of 'Ain Ghazal is located in Wadi Zarqa, midway 
between 'Amman and Zarqa. Situated on the slopes of the longest drainage 
area in Jordan, the absolute elevation ranges from 699 to 725 m above sea 
level. The settlement straddles the 300-mmisohyet, taken to be the lower limit 
of rainfall for dry farming. The spring at 'Ain Ghazal was one of many 
freshwater sources that fed the once permanent Zarqa River, although 
recent demands on water have changed this waterway to a seasonal drainage 
area. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Six seasons of excavation (1982-1985, 1988-1989) have sampled approxi
mately one percent of the more than 30-a. extent of the ancient town, while 
twentieth-century construction may have destroyed up to 20 percent of the 
community's original area. More than forty radiocarbon dates provide a 
solid chronological framework for understanding the development of the 
Neolithic settlement. Four principal occupational phases are recognized at 
'Ain Ghazal: (1) Middle Pre-Pottery Neolithic B, (2) Late Pre-Pottery Neo
lithic B, (3) a final Pre-Pottery Neolithic phase (called the Pre-Pottery Neo
lithic C), and (4) the Yarmukian phase of the Pottery Neolithic period. 
Paleolithic artifacts collected by the Neolithic inhabitants indicate visits 
to the locality as early as the Late Acheulean period. After the Neolithic 
abandonment of the town, the site was essentially unoccupied until a By
zantine farmstead was established here. 
MIDDLE PRE-POTTERY NEOLITHIC B (7250-6500 BCE). The earliest 
structures at 'Ain Ghazal clustered on the west bank of the Zarqa Riv
er, just upstream (south) from the spring. Artificial terraces were cut into 
the hillside to provide level foundations for houses. The earliest construc
tional phases included large rectangular, possibly single-roomed dwellings ( 5 
by 5 m or more) with circular hearths incorporated as integral parts of the 
floors. In the later phases of the Middle Pre-Pottery Neolithic B, houses 
consisted of two to three rooms, some of them spacious (5 by 5 m). General
ly, however, the rooms became smaller over time. The interior surfaces of the 
stone walls were coated with mud mortar, over which a thin (c. 3-5 mm) layer 
of pure lime plaster was applied. Floors included a substantial basal com
posite of sand and gravel mixed with lime plaster, finished with a fine la
minum of pure lime plaster that was burnished to a high gloss. 

Small fragments of wall plaster from the earlier Middle Pre-Pottery Neo
lithic B period indicate that red ocher was used to decorate walls in some way, 
although preserved segments are too small to determine the nature of the 
designs. Floors did not receive much decorative attention until about 9800 
BCE, when inhabitants used a finger-painting method in a variety of designs. 
Some floors were coated entirely with red pigment, others had parallel lines, 
and still others show "clouds" of repeated "commas"; two floors had inter
secting and converging linear patterns that recall the stylized feathers ofbirds 
depicted in the "vulture shrines" at <;atal Huyuk in Anatolia. 

At the beginning of the Middle Pre-Pottery Neolithic B, 'Ain Ghazal was a 
small hamlet between 2 and 5 a. in area, although the lucrative ecological 
situation and the combined farming-hunting-goat-herding economy pro
vided for a sustained and healthy 
growth in population. By 6600 BCE, 

the village had reached 10 to 12 a. 
in extent, and within the following 
century Middle Pre-Pottery Neolith
ic B houses were also constructed 
across the Zarqa River, on the east 
bank. Agricultural fields provided 
peas, lentils, wheat, barley, and 
chick-peas; additional food from 
wild sources included figs, pista
chios, and almonds. Domesticated 
goats provided up to 50 percent of 
the protein in the diet, although hunt
ing still played a major role in provid
ingmeat and variety in the daily menu. 
More than forty-five wild species have 
been identified so far, reflecting the 
rich ecotone of nearby forest, park
land, steppe, desert, and riverine re
sources. In decreasing order of impor
tance, these species included gazelle 
(two to three species), cattle, pig, 
hare, carnivores (especially fox), and 
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'A in Ghazal: site map showing the south field (SF), central field ( CF), east field 
( EF), and the far northwest ( FNW) sections. The dashed line indicates the 

approximate boundaries of Neolithic construction. The black squares and rectangle 
show the location of the three MPPNB statuary caches. 

tortoise. Among the birds, meat eaters were dominant. Fish were probably 
abundant in the Zarqa River, but so far only a few specimens have been 
recovered, despite the excellent bone preservation at the site and the screen
ing of all excavated sediments. 

The Middle Pre-Pottery Neolithic B chipped stone tools at 'Ain Ghazal 
reflect traditions of manufacture seen at contemporaneous Jericho and 
Beidha, dominated by burins of simple production and projectile points 
that were relatively massive. Bone tools were common, and they appear 
to conform to one or two tool kits associated with sewing and weaving. 
(The charred remains of a woven mat of spun fiber were found on the floor 
of one house.) Imported material included basalt from the Mafraq region for 
grinding stones; Anatolian obsidian; asphalt from the Dead Sea; shells from 
both the Mediterranean and Red seas; minerals used for jewelry, such as 
copper ore from Wadi Feidan and carnelian from Wadi Rum in southern 
Jordan; "alabaster" from the Wadi el-I:Iasa region; and turquoise from the 
Sinai. A number of fired potsherds from near the end of the Middle Pre
Pottery Neolithic B period attests to a stumbling experimentation with 
ceramic technology, and substantial numbers of fragments of white-ware 
vessels occur during this time. Hundreds of small fired and unbaked clay 
geometric objects are to be interpreted as accounting tokens. 

Small clay figurines are also a prominent aspect of the Middle Pre-Pottery 
Neolithic B artifact inventory. Well over a hundred animal figurines are 
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overwhelmingly dominated by cattle, although there are also a few goats, a 
dog, and either a couple of wild pigs or onagers. Two "ritually killed" cattle 
figurines were recovered side-by-side from a pit beneath a house floor: each 
had been pierced in the chest and head by three small flint bladelets. 

Human figurines include a variety of types. Robust fertility figurines with 
characteristic rocker -stamped designs are distinctive at' Ain Ghazal, and no 
parallels are known in the rest of the Levant. Other figurines are so stylized 
that their sex is not determinable, yet they represent a powerful spectrum of 
artistic expression. It is noteworthy that, in all but one case, human figurines 
consistently occur as heads without bodies or bodies without heads, par
alleling the decapitation burial style of the 'Ain Ghazal residents. This 
suggests that the figurines were ritually "killed" when their owners 
died. The most prevalent burial style was flexed, decapitated, and placed 
beneath a house floor or in the courtyard. A ruder burial mode occurred in 
holes cut into trash deposits in a variety of postures, but with the skulls always 
intact, suggesting a lack of postmortem respect. Clusters of skulls have been 
found in subfloor caches, and three plastered skulls have been recovered. 
Infants less than a year old or so were invariably buried with their skulls 
intact, although often these interments were associated with circumstances 
that suggest ceremonial rituals. The most imposing objects from Middle Pre
Pottery Neolithic B 'Ain Ghazal are human figures made of lime plaster. 
Similar in construction technique and overall style to the fragmentary re
mains found at Jericho, well-preserved busts and statues representing at least 
thirty-three individuals were found in three caches at' Ain Ghazalin 1983 and 
1985. One statue is older than 7100 BCE, and dates of6710 and 6770 BCE were 
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A cache of four adult skulls from 'A in Ghazal. The two on the right retained plaster in 
the eye sockets and maxillary regions. The skull on the right also bore a thin line of 

asphalt eyeliner. 

obtained for the 1983 cache. While all of the larger figures (c. 90 em high) 
appear to be adult males and females, the smaller busts seem to represent 
both adults and children. These objects of reverence can be interpreted as 
mythological ancestors. 
LATE PRE-POTTERY NEOLITHIC B (6500-6000 BCE). The close of the 
Middle Pre-Pottery Neolithic B period witnessed a dramatic change in the 
settlement. In approximately 6500 BCE, in a very short period of time, the 
village doubled in size (reaching c. 25 a.), a phenomenon that argues for a 
sudden influx of people into the community from the surrounding country
side, The reasons for this population explosion remain speculative. 

The area sampled by excavation that is attributable to the Late Pre-Pottery 
Neolithic B is relatively small, yet some major changes are notable when 
compared to the Middle Pre-Pottery Neolithic B period. In terms of houses, 
for example, the floor plan was altered considerably. Although no complete 
house has been excavated yet, a series of small rooms (c. 2 by 2m) opened 
onto a larger central room; the former appear to have been storage and work 
rooms, while the latter served as the principal living area. The use of lime 
plaster on the floors and wall surfaces continued, and although red ocher was 
still used for decoration, there is no longer any evidence of the finger-painting 
method of application. 

Agricultural products were unchanged from the earlier period. In terms of 
animal husbandry, domestic dog appears early in the Late Pre-Pottery Neo
lithic B, and cattle were domesticated by 6000 BCE. Wild animal species 
declined considerably, reflecting a degradation of the environment and the 
consequent reduction of species variety. 

Stone and bone tools show strong similarities to their Middle 
Pre-Pottery Neolithic B counterparts in terms of form and tech
nique of production, although there are distinctive changes in the 
size of projectile points (shorter and narrower) and the specific 
types of burins. 

Burial practices were unchanged from the Middle Pre-Pottery 
Neolithic B period. Due to the restricted size of the excavated 
Late Pre-Pottery Neolithic B areas, few human and animal fig
urines have been recovered, and jewelry is also poorly represent
ed. The same holds true for the presence of exotic materials such 
as minerals, shells, and obsidian. 
PRE-POTTERY NEOLITHIC C (6000-SSOO?BCE). The nearly 2 
m ofPre-Pottery Neolithic C cultural deposits represent a major 
departure from almost all aspects of the Middle and Late Pre
Pottery Neolithic B phases. Houses were semisubterranean, 
sometimes using Middle or Late Pre-Pottery Neolithic B floors 
that were encountered in the construction process. One complete 
Pre-Pottery Neolithic C structure was square (c. 4 by 4 m). A 
doorway opened onto a corridor that bisected three transverse 
chambers, essentially dividing them into small cells (c. 1.5 by 1m 
each) that evidently served as storage and working areas. The 
walls were almost as thick as the rooms were wide, and they 
probably supported an upper story of flimsier construction, 
although no certain evidence has been recovered. A ramp paved 
with flagstones led down alongside one exterior wall to the door
way. In overall configuration, the structure is strikingly similar to 
the Beidha II-III houses described by D. Kirkbride. The pro
duction of lime plaster so characteristic of the Middle and Late 
Pre-Pottery Neolithic B phases was reduced considerably in the 

The upper layer of the plaster human statuary cache found in 1983 that contained a minimum of25 Pre-Pottery Neolithic C. It was replaced increasingly by the 
statues and busts. Scale is 50 em long. production of /:tuwwar, a form of mud plaster that incorporates 
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ground chalk as a rna jor constituent. Red ocher continued to be used for floor 
decoration, although no specific designs were retained in the often poorly 
preserved fragmentary remains. 

It is difficult to interpret the growth of 'Ain Ghazal during this period, even 
though the site reached up to 32 to 35 a. by the end of the Pre-Pottery 
Neolithic C period. It is not clear, for example, if the eastern section of 
the site was still occupied then. It is also not certain if housing density 
increased, decreased, or remained essentially unchanged in the first half 
of the sixth millennium. Population demands on the environment in the 
Pre-Pottery Neolithic C appear to have necessitated major changes in the 
economic sphere. The agricultural component is enigmatic, for charred seeds 
have not been recovered in any of the numerous flotation samples taken from 
Pre-Pottery Neolithic C deposits. Sickle blades decrease substantially in 
terms of the percentage of the tool kits, but this may simply reflect a change 
in harvesting methods. Indeed, the numerous sickle blades from the Pre
Pottery Neolithic B phases may have been used principally to collect reeds 
and not to harvest cereals and other farm products. 

The contribution of hunting to the diet decreased precipitously by the 
beginning of the Pre-Pottery Neolithic C period, with domesticated species 
constituting 90 percent of the animal bones, including goat, cattle, pig, dog, 
and perhaps sheep. This reflects a continued degradation of wild habitats in 
the vicinity of the site, especially for animals that preferred forest and park
land environments. As a consequence, wild species dropped to only about 
fifteen in number, dominated by steppe and desert animals, such as gazelle 
and onager. 

There were also radical changes in ritual in the Pre-Pottery Neolithic C 
phase. Although subfloor burials continued to be popular, the Pre-Pottery 
Neolithic B practice of skull removal disappeared, suggesting a diminished 
importance of ancestor veneration. Multiple burials in the same pit also 
occur frequently for the first time, and the presence of pig bones in many 
of the burials indicates, perhaps, the rise of some totemic relationship. Hu
man and animal figurines also decline in numerical importance, increasing 
the distinctions between the Pre-Pottery Neolithic .Band Pre-Pottery Neo
lithic C world views. 

External relations, as reflected by the presence of exotic materials, were 
also altered during the Pre-Pottery Neolithic C phase. Although Anatolian 
obsidian chips occur in fair numbers, the material is smoky gray in color, in 
contrast to the dominant deep black obsidian of earlier periods ;«' Ain 
Ghazal. (No specific sourcing results have yet been obtained.) Mother
of-pearl pendants show a strong relationship to the Red Sea area, but the 
use of Wadi Feidan copper ores disap~\ared almost completely, as did the 
use of Sinai turquoise. In their place, "Dhabba marble," from the nearby 
steppelike region of Wadi Jilat, was used in great quantities for bead pro
duction. 
YARMUKIAN PHASE (5500?-5000? BCE). The presence of incised and pain
ted pottery signals the presence of the Y armukian phase of the Pottery 
Neolithic period. But in contrast with earlier hypotheses of migrations 
of pottery-making peoples into the southern Levant from outside the 
area, the excavations at 'Ain Ghazal have demonstrated that there was 
a transition from the aceramic to the ceramic Neolithic, and that this was 
a local phenomenon that took place in a relatively short period of time. In one 
Pre-Pottery Neolithic Chouse, "porch walls" were added to a semisubter
ranean entrance. Beneath them were several undecorated sherds that tech
nologically are indistinguishable from Yarmukian wares. This example was 
repeated in other instances, including other houses, courtyard walls, and 
courtyards plastered with ~uwwar. 

It appears that Yarmukian pottery production underwent several phases 
of development in a brief span of time. The earliest pottery was undecorated 
and altogether crude, although later a red slip and red paint were used. The 
latest phase included cartouched and banded herringbone designs, often in 
combination with red paint/slip. The latest phase also produced fineware in 
addition to coarseware, although it is possible that fine ware emerged with the 
appearance of painted decoration. 

For the earliest Yarmukian occupation (perhaps better defined as the 
"transitional aceramic-ceramic phase"), little appears to be different from 
the Pre-Pottery Neolithic C phase, with the exception of the absence of any 
human burials. Thus, permanent structures were still used, and a combined 
farming-and-herding economic base was practiced with little supplementa
tion of hunted animals. With the appearance of decorated Yarmukian pot-

tery, on the other hand, there are substantial differences in the life-styles of 
the 'Ain Ghazal occupants. Rectangular walled structures continued to be 
erected, although it is not certain if all of them represent living quarters; 
some, at least, may have been courtyard enclosures and even animal pens. In 
one instance, a large courtyard enclosure included an exterior fireplace 
outside a pattern of postholes, suggesting that a tent or an open-walled 
shade structure had been constructed. By the end of the Y armukian 
phase, curvilinear stone alignments around repeated episodes of puddled 
floors argue convincingly for temporary structures, consistent with seasonal 
visits to the site, probably during the summer. 

The use of plaster ended abruptly with the beginning of the Yarmukian 
period. No evidence of lime plaster manufacture is available, nor is the 
presence of ~uwwar attested after the Pre-Pottery Neolithic C. Mud mortar 
appears to be the only material employed by the Yarmukians. One building, 
however, stands out as an exception for the use of plaster by them. Inveterate 
pit diggers, the Yarmukians evidently came upon a buried Late (or Middle?) 
Pre-Pottery Neolithic B house floor that they put to good use. The rectan
gular structure was cleared and then modified by erecting a horseshoe
shaped addition at the south end of the two-roomed(?) house. Decorated 
Y armukian potsherds littered the floor; the surface outside the walls was also 
covered with broken pottery. The exclusive appearance offineware (espe
cially bowls and cups) suggests that this semisubterranean building served a 
public function, although the nature of this use remains unknown. 

Ritual practices among the Yarmukian inhabitants are poorly under
stood, despite the fact that the volume and area sampled by excavations 
are larger than for any of the other periods investigated so far. A few human 
animal and human figurines have been recovered, including the head of a 
"coffee bean" specimen identical to those from Mun]J.ata (I:Iorvat Mini).a) 
and Sha'ar ha-Golan. However, to date, not a single Yarmukian burial has 
been found, although numerous scattered fragments of human bone have 
turned up in Yarmukian deposits. (This is attributed to the Yarmukians' 
persistent practice of digging pits that disturbed Pre-Pottery Neolithic Band 
C burials.) The absence of human burials within the site boundaries, so 
characteristic of the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B and Pre-Pottery Neolithic 
C periods, implies that 'Ain Ghazal had ceased to represent a focal point 
of social identity, a circumstance substantiated by the lack ofpermanent 
dwellings after about 5400 BCE. 

CONCLUSIONS 
'Ain Ghazal's favorable environmental setting permitted the development of 
one of the largest population centers in the Neolithic period, a town that was 
one of the foci ·of cultural innovation and communication in the seventh and 
sixth millennia. Artifactual and faunal analyses suggest that the patterns of 
growth and decline at 'Ain Ghazal were related to the cumulative effects of 
the delicate natural balance of the vicinity having been disturbed. 
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IDENTIFICATION 
The site of Tell el-'Ajjul (map reference 0934.0976) lies some 6 km (4 mi.) 
southwest ofGaza on the northern bank of the silted estuary ofNal;lal Besor 
(Wadi 'Azza). Although partly obliterated on its western flanks by encroach
ing dunes, and denuded as far as the southern corner by seasonal floods, the 
mound (28 to 33 a.) has retained a roughly rectangular plan. 

W. M. F. Petrie concluded that Tell el-'Ajjul had been the site ofGaza in 
the Middle Bronze and part of the Late Bronze ages. It is more probable, 
however, that ancient Gaza was located within the confines of the modern 
city, where a sounding uncovered remains from the Late Bronze and Early 
Iron ages. Thus, Tell el- 'Ajjul was at one time identified with Beth 'Eglayim, 
which Eusebius describes as a village on the coast, eight miles from Gaza 
(Onom. 48:19). A. Kempinski has since suggested that the site be identified 
with biblical Sharuhen (Jos. 19:6). 

EXCAVATIONS 
Tell el-'Ajjul was the third site excavated by the British School of Egyptian 
Archaeology afterTellJemmehand Tellel-Far'ah (South). Work continued 
here under Petrie's direction from 1930 to 1934, with an additional short 
season under field directors E. H. Mackay and M. A. Murray in 1938. 
Reports were published in a series of five volumes called Ancient Gaza. 
MIDDLE BRONZE AGE I. Although a Chalco lithic and Early Bronze Age 
settlement was found by J. L. Starkey on the southern bank of Wadi 'Azza, 
nothing of these periods was reached at Tell el-'Ajjul. Nor was anything 
found on the mound from the subsequent period, called the Copper Age by 
Petrie, which is represented by large cemeteries east and west of the mound. 
Petrie and Starkey were the first to recognize that the contents of cemeteries 
1500 and 100-200 represented a culture new to archaeology at that time. 
Petrie named it the Copper Age because of the number of copper weapons he 
found in the tombs. Since then, however, other names for this period have 
been substituted-Middle Bronze Age I or Intermediate (Early-Middle) 
Bronze Age (following K. Kenyon's terminology). In the same years, 
1930 to 1934, W. F. Albright uncovered stratified deposits at Tell Beit Mir
sim containing pottery ofthe same type, which was later found at many other 
sites in Syria and Palestine. 
Tomb Types and Pottery. The burial customs of the Middle Bronze Age 1 
were extremely varied. In the western cemetery 1500 (not to be confused with 
cemetery 1500 on the mound, published in Ancient Gaza 3), the predominant 
tomb plan was rectangular, containing-as a rule-single, intact, crouched 
burials. Jars found with them were exclusively flat-based vessels, often with 
vestigial ledge handles and with or without a spout. In cemetery 100-200, 
east of the mound, most of the tombs had rounded shafts and chambers, 

Tell el-'Ajjul: mound and excavation areas. 

although some retained rectangular cutting for the shaft alone. Some burials 
were intact, but in most cases the bones had been disturbed or scattered. Few 
of the jars had ledge handles. The burials were accompanied by shallow 
bowls and deep cups. 
Metal. A striking difference between the two cemeteries is the presence of 
daggers-often the only offering-in cemetery 1500, whereas in the larger 
cemetery, 100-200, only two examples were found. In a study of these 
weapons, Kenyon noted that the tombs lined with stone, rubble, or 
brick-which formed a concentrated block in the center of the group
each contained a dagger. This suggests that they may be among the earliest 
tombs in the cemetery. The so-called poker-butt spears found in the eastern 
cemetery derive from a type known in Mesopotamia in the Early Dynastic III 
period. They also occur in western Asia toward theendofthe third millennium 
BCE. Ornaments were confined to a few beads for which Petrie noted Egyp
tian Old Kingdom parallels. 
Date. In general, the date ofthesecemeteries falls within the range of the First 
Intermediate Period in Egypt, from about 2300 to before 2000 BCE. 

MIDDLE BRONZE AGE II TO LATE BRONZE AGE. The earliest deposits 
so far discovered on the mound were burials cut in marl or sandstone on 
either side of a gulley near the north corner. It is possible that erosion 
destroyed some intervening burials; the builders of the first palace therefore 
constructed a revetment to arrest the damage here. 
Burial Types and Burial Customs. Detailed study of the burial customs and 
grave finds has revealed that the single burials can be divided into six phases 
within the Middle Bronze Age II, developing from a crouched to an extended 
position. The earliest tombs were rectangular. Groups 1 and 2 have affinities 
with C. F. Schaeffer's cultural group porteurs de toques. Group 3 was re
markable for the concentration of angular carinated bowls also found at Tell 
Beit Mirsim G and F, Tel Aphek, and Razor. 

There was a break in continuity between groups 3 and 4, when the first 
flared carinated vases and the first piriformjuglets appeared with two scarabs 
of non-Egyptian design. The pottery from group 5 shows links with the 
earliest layers of the contemporary tombs excavated at Jericho from 
1952 to 1954. The characteristic vessels at Jericho, such as the pedestal 
vases, are hardly represented at 'Ajjul. 

Included in group 6 is the burial of a child wearing gold ornaments that was 
found under a corner of palace II. This burial may represent a foundation 
deposit heralding the most prosperous period at' Ajjul, the seventeenth and 
sixteenth centuries BCE. 

Single burials were practiced in the palace courtyard cemetery, as they had 
been in the preceding Middle Bronze Age I. However, a variation in the 
orientation of the graves and the position of the bodies was found between 
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Equid burial: (right and left) human burials and funerary offerings, MB JIB. 

the groups. Outstanding are the two-chambered tomb of a warrior and one 
similar to it in the eastern cemetery; both contain metal weapons. With some 
exceptions, the trend of single burials continued throughout later phases of 
the Middle Bronze and Late Bronze Age cemeteries at 'Ajjul. 

In addition, a rare class of tombs forming a compact group was found 
north of the upper tunnel in the eastern cemetery, and other tombs were 
disposed around the eroded fringes of the mound itself. A few tombs were 
rectangular, but the majority were circular pits from 2.5 to 4 min diameter. 
The bodies of three to eight occupants were laid in alcoves scooped in the 
sides of the pit, but the main space in several cases was filled by the partially 
dismembered skeleton of an equid. 

Near the mouth of the upper tunnel was a curious deposit of limbs in 
articulation, including ass, gazelle, horse, ox, and human. Other bones were 
scattered on top of a pit dug into the walls of forts III and IV; the bones may 
have been the remains ofafeastfollowingthe sacrifice of a horse. This custom 
is also found in the warrior tomb mentioned above, but its occurrence is 
rarely recorded elsewhere on the Syro-Palestinian littoral. It appears more 
commonly in Asia Minor. The deliberate dismemberment ofhuman bodies is 
obvious in pit TCH, burial1702, where two heaps of bones were found, with 
skulls placed separately in a row; some of them lacked a lower jaw. 
The Southern Town. A settlement may have existed on the southern end ofthe 
mound during the Twelfth to Thirteenth dynasties. A carnelian bead bearing 
the name of Amenemhet and scarabs of Egyptian officials, as well as a 

statuette of Khentiu-ka, all point to this period, although it seems that 
none of the buildings in the area can be dated so early. A layer of burning 
sealed off Petrie's "Twelfth Dynasty" town (level III, block B-D) from his 
"Fifteenth Dynasty" buildings (level II, block A). 
Defense Systems. The expansion of the city began with the digging of the 
fosse, its soil banked to a height of3 m around the top of the slope. Traces of 
early buildings on stone foundations were found in the southeast quarter. 
From a small town, the site was soon transformed into a vast enclosure, 
nearly twice as large as Megiddo. It was defended on at least three sides by a 
fosse 6 m deep, best preserved on the west. The fourth side may have been 
sufficiently protected by the estuary at the foot of the slope. These defenses 
differ from numerous other enclosures, for they were merely cut out of the 
marl or sandstone, and no constructional packing-and consequently no 
plaster or stone facing-was required. A wall ofblack brick was found on top 
of the slope on the northwest side, presumably contemporary with palace III 
and partly built of the same material. 

Almost midway along this side, a road cut the line of the fosse and led up to 
the mound from the direction of the sea. It was in this vicinity that most of the 
small stone weights, averaging half an ounce (14 gr), were found, in no less 
than eight standards of unit. Petrie interpreted this as pointing to an inter
national trade in spices or precious metals. The main and original entry was 
apparently in the center of the northeast side, facing modern Gaza, where a 
strip of marl some 7.62 m wide was not removed for the fosse. It formed a 
convenient causeway entrance, edged with a balustrade of round-topped 
stones. 
Tunnels. Emerging from the causeway and extending some 152m into the 
plain were curious tunnels, fewer than 2m in depth, with openings at intervals 
in the roofs. As Petrie has stated, the plan of the tunnels was obscured by 
denudation, and their purpose is unknown. In this writer's view, they could 
have been connected with an irrigation system similar to the qanats of the 
Iranian plains. The tunnels must predate the cutting of the fosse. They 
remained partially open, although not necessarily in use, until the Eight
eenth Dynasty, as shown by the Egyptian drop-shaped pottery in the fill. 
CITY LEVELS 111-11. Once the defenses were complete, a city plan was laid 
out along orderly lines. A ring road encircled the city within the line of the 
fosse, flanked by buildings. Another thoroughfare ran diagonally from the 
southeast to the northwest corners. A branch road took a circuitous route 
toward the same point. 

After a fire destroyed buildings at the southern end, the population seems 
to have moved toward the northeast, where a great building program was 
carried out. The main structure, GER, was planned around a large pit. The 
purpose of the pit is not understood, for there were already several wells 
nearby. East of the pit was a small court containing a round tomb with alcove 
burials, similar to those containing the skeletons of equids. It is difficult to 
decide which came first, the tomb or the building. The street plan of level II 
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followed the line of its predecessor, although the ring road was narrower and 
access to the great pit was not retained. Two parallel lanes, which ran from 
east to west and led to the palaces, are best seen on the level II plan. Pre
occupation with ablutions, both domestic and ceremonial, is particularly 
marked in block A, built about this time to the west of the southern town. 
Besides the "shrine," AF, there were several plastered areas sloping to a 
sump, as well as decorative pavements laid in seashells. 
Palaces. Massive orthostatic slabs of sandstone with rougher blocks between 
them formed the foundation of palace L The stone was no doubt excavated 
from thefosse, and both constructions were probably successive stages in one 
coordinated plan. The first building measured 43 by 55 m (or 2,000 sq m, by 
Albright's calculation), but it may be incomplete on the west, and the south 
side may have undergone two phases of construction or repair. A small room 
at the northeast corner had a sloping plastered floor and a jar sunk in the 
ground to catch water. 

In its present incomplete state, the plan of palace II was small compared 
with palace I, although it may once have extended to the edge of the mound. 
The yellow-brick walls without stone foundations were half as thick as in the 
preceding building. Palaces III and IV seem like fortresses, as Albright 
observed. The thickness of the walls suggests that they may have been mas
sive fragments of the defense system at the highest point of the mound, from 
which the garrison could command a view of the coastal road from the north. 
Associated with palace III was an isolated brick tower or a cenotaph. The first 
hoard of gold jewelry was found on the floor of a paved chamber in it, 
including a set of bracelets and two toggle pins. Palace (or fort) IV was 
a restoration ofiii and was chiefly remarkable for the nearby pit containing 
equine bones. 
Pottery. Plain pottery, both above and below the burned layer in the southern 
town, has much in common, although it lacks the characteristic features of 
earlier Middle Bronze Age II deposits elsewhere. Gray-burnished and other 
decorated juglets appear, but the most striking innovation is the bichrome 
pottery, boldly painted in black and red with bands and metopes containing 
bulls, birds, and fish. 
Jewelry. Tell el-'Ajjul ranks among the places that produced the most gold 
work in the coast lands of western Asia. Electrum and silver were also 
employed, and even lead was occasionally used to make ornaments and 
amulets. 

Such sudden signs of wealth followed a period of exceptional poverty in 
personal adornment, and for the first time the mixed population of 'Ajjul 
wore pendants, earrings, and bracelets, elaborately made in sophisticated 
techniques. Solid-gold toggle pins were richly fashioned, and one of the finest 
pieces was found in a single grave containing several scarabs, including one 
naming Aa-user-Re (Apophis), last of the great kings of the Fifteenth Dy
nasty. He reigned for more than thirty years and was still alive at the begin
ning of the reign of Al,lmose, who triumphed over him soon after 1570 BCE. It 
is clear, therefore, that at least some of the gold work was made before the fall 
of Avaris (Zoan), the Hyksos capital. Another scarab of the same king 
confirms that the buildings of level II, block A, were abandoned at about 
the same time. 
Seals and Cylinders. No other site in the country has produced so many 
inscribed seals, mostly scarab shaped. About 62 percent of the scarabs came 
from city levels, including graves; 28 percent were found in the northern 
cemeteries; and 10 percent are cylinders fairly evenly divided between city 
and cemeteries. All but about 15 percent bear designs current in the Middle 
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General view of building remains, southern part of the mound, during the excavations. 

Bronze Age, and the remainder are datable to the Eighteenth Dynasty. The 
sequence of royal names begins with a cylinder seal of Amenemhet III (c. 
1842-1797 BCE). Neferhotep I is represented by two scarabs (c. 1740-1730 
BCE), and Ma-ib-Re Sheshi ofthe Fifteenth Dynasty, who reigned for about a 
decade shortly after 1674 BCE, by nine scarabs. Lesser monarchs of the 
Sixteenth Dynasty fill in the gap between Ma-ib-Re Sheshi and Aa
user-Re, who contributes the best evidence available for the flourishing 
of gold work at 'Ajjul. This would seem to precede the desertion of building 
block A, which probably took place at the end of the same reign. Grave 1165 
also produced a scarab that, for the first time, represented an animal re
sembling a horse. 

From the beginning ofthe Eighteenth Dynasty, there are no royal scarabs 
from the mound, and there is only a single piece, naming Amenl;wtep I ( 1546-
1526 BCE), from the cemeteries. However, part of a jar, impressed with the 
cartouches ofHatshepsut and Thutmose III during their coregency, which 
ended in 1483 BCE, testifies to an Egyptian presence at the site. The jar 
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fragments probably came from the debris of palace III. Thutmose III and his 
immediate successors are well represented in the northern cemeteries, and 
from Tutankhamen there is a splendid gold signet ring. The last royal name is 
that of Ramses II, showing that the cemeteries were still in use until at least 
1200 BCE. 
IRON AGE AND LATER SETTLEMENT. Albright suggested that palace V 
might belong to the tenth century BCE. If so, it would be the only Iron Age 
building on the mound. Apart from a few iron arrowheads, there are no 
recognizable objects ofthe period on the mound, although some graves in the 
cemetery contained Cypro-Phoenician black-on-red IIIjuglets and pottery 
of Philistine derivation. 

Hellenistic and Roman pots and part of a funerary inscription dated to the 
year 666 ofGaza (603 CE) are among the few remains oflater ages. Painted 
pottery from the Late Arab period and glass bangles found near the mound 
and along the coastal dunes testify to a flourishing community sometime 
between the thirteenth and fifteenth centuries CE. 

SUMMARY 
The site of the great city of Tell el-'Ajjul was chosen not for reasons of 
defense, but because it was situated at the junction between important trade 
routes, with access to the sea. Burials in two large cemeteries indicate that the 
northern bank of Wadi 'Azza was already settled before 2000 BCE; however, 
no trace has yet been found of contemporary dwellings. Most of the mound is 
still unexcavated, but the earliest building remains so far recovered date from 
the early Middle Bronze Age II. The last graves in the same area, which was 
later occupied by the courtyard of palace I, date from the end of the Twelfth 
Dynasty. About this time a settlement was established on the southeast 
corner of the mound. The inhabitants left clear traces of their contacts 
with Egypt. The great period of the site began with the construction of 
its earthworks, planned on a large scale and completed with dispatch. Stones 
dug from the fosse were used for the foundations of the first palace and for a 
temenos wall, and houses were built in an orderly array flanking a ring road 
and lining diagonal streets leading toward the palace. At much the same time, 
a monumental building, GER, was erected on the mound's landward side. 

The domestic buildings were constructed in two phases, both within the 
Thirteenth to Fifteenth dynasties. The first phase came to a sudden end in a 
conflagration, that left a thick layer of ash. Graves, dug in the debris shortly 
afterward, were particularly numerous in block G; the phase is well dated by 
scarabs naming Neferhotep, Sheshi, and lesser kings of the Sixteenth Dy
nasty. Before long, the former buildings in block G were repaired and rebuilt, 

and a further complex of rooms was constructed over the ashes of the old 
town near the southeast corner, which continued in use until the reign of Aa
user-Re (c. 1570 BCE). 

Some walls were standing to a height of 3m, so it can be assumed that the 
rooms were deserted but not destroyed. The relationship between the south
east buildings and the so-called palaces near the northwest corner cannot be 
clarified on stratigraphic or architectural grounds, due to denudation and 
insufficient excavation. However, it seems that during the occupation of the 
first and second palaces, bichrome ware and the presumably contemporary 
gold work were in use. That distinctive pottery hardly penetrated into Egypt, 
and the application of granules onto gold plate was a technique that, while it 
flourished in the later Twelfth Dynasty, was missing in the jewelry of Queen 
Al;l-l;lotep, mother of Al;lmose. It is not surprising that both these skills, so 
foreign to Egypt, did not reappear there until the later years ofthe Eighteenth 
Dynasty. 

The first four kings of the Eighteenth Dynasty (c. 1570-1504 BCE) were not 
represented by scarabs from the mound at 'Ajjul, and no buildings can be 
dated with certainty to their period. One reliable fact that can suggest the date 
of the jewelry is a gold toggle pin discovered in a grave containing a scarab 
naming Aa-user-Re, in whose reign the buildings of block A were deserted. 
Whatever menace was at hand, the inhabitants had time to hide their valu
ables in expectation of an attack. The region was left unoccupied thereafter. 

The next signs of occupation were concentrated near the northwest corner. 
Joint cartouches of Hatshepsut and Thutmose III prove an Egyptian pre
sence during their coregency, which ended in 1483 BCE. The quantities of 
both leaf-shaped bronze and copper arrowheads from the upper levels are 
clear signs oflater enemy action, perhaps during Thutmose III's first Syrian 
campaign. Apart from the fragments of a Mycenean IIIA2 krater scattered in 
area LA, few traces remain of Eighteenth to Nineteenth Dynasty pottery or 
structures on the mound. It must be assumed that either they were swept 
away by wind and rain, or the main population had by then moved to the site 
of modern Gaza but continued to bury their dead in the long-established 
cemeteries. 

OLGA TUFNELL 

Since Tufnell's publication of her and Petrie's concept of the stratigraphy 
and chronology of Tell el-'Ajjul, major developments have taken place, 
affecting how the site is to be understood. Without minimizing Petrie and 
Tufnell's contributions, those developments are integrated here. 

Albright's sharp criticism of Petrie's work at 'Ajjul created a setback in 
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understanding the important role of that excavation. Although Albright 
correctly tried to sychronize the stratigraphy and finds at 'Ajjul with other 
sites excavated in Palestine in the late 1930s, he overemphasized the point 
that the huge destruction of 'Ajjul's city II was the result ofThutmose III's 
campaign in Canaan. Albright leaned heavily on an axiomatic chronological 
peg that Megiddo stratum IX, with its rich bichrome ware deposits, was the 
city Thutmose III conquered and thus that Tell el-'Ajjul's city II, which had 
the same pottery, must also have been destroyed by that pharaoh. 

An analysis done by H. J. Kantor, Tufnell and C. Epstein in the 1950s and 
1960s of the bichrome pottery and its chronology clearly showed that this 
ware already appeared at the end of the Fifteenth (Hyksos) Dynasty. It also 
became clear that bichrome ware was very rare during the reign ofThutmose 
III and that its duration was at most until the end of the sixteenthcenturyBCE. 
These new data enabled Stuart and Kempinski to reevaluate the stratigraphy 
and chronology of'Ajjul. Both reached similar chronological and historical 
results. Because Tufnell's part of this article dealt with the cemeteries and 
graves, the following will be a short treatment of the city's stratigraphy and 
history. Some points do not totally agree with Tufnell's concept of the 
stratigraphy, particularly her summary of it in the chart. 
PRE-CITY III. Some remains of the Early to Middle Bronze Age village were 
found by Petrie on the tell (Petrie's Copper Age), but most of it was razed by 
the builders of city III. This settlement has to be connected with the ceme
teries from the Early to Middle Bronze ages. 
EARLY CITY III. The early stage of city III is mainly represented in the 
"courtyard cemetery" and by some houses west of palace I, where a spouted 
jug of the type found in the royal tombs at Byblos (dated to the late Twelfth 
Dynasty) was found. Most of the structures belonging to this early phase 
were razed by the builders of palace I. 
City III: Palace I. The main layout of city III~its roads, gate and fortifica
tion system~was set at that period. Petrie and Tufnell (see chart) were misled 
by the absolute leveled heights of the kurkar hill and therefore thought that 
the southern areas (A, B-D, F, and E-T) were settled first and that the 
population later moved to the center ofthe mound. However, because there 
isanascenttothepalacearea(c. 700-900in.,or 18-23m), "lowerG," P,and 
palace I have to be connected with city III in the rest of the areas on the 
mound. The foundation of this city can be attributed to the time of Ne
ferhotep I, one of the last strong kings of the Thirteenth Dynasty, who 
still had some commercial and political interests along the Syro-Palestinian 
coast. Two scarabs of his were found in the site's lower strata. There seems to 
be a partial destruction at the end of city III; in some areas, this destruction 
was manifested by burned layers (see chart). 
City II: Palace II. City II was erected on the same outlines as city III. It is still 
not clear whether the destruction of city III also affected the palace; it is 
possible that, at least at the beginning of city II, palace I was still in use. Later, 
during the rule of the Fifteenth Dynasty, when the importance of the local 
dynasty was diminished, a smaller palace-fort, built using Egyptian tech
niques, was erected (palace II). The date of the foundation of city II~about 
1670 BCE~is testified to by the scarabs ofMa-ib-Re Sheshi found in some of 
the areas in the city's building deposits. The destruction can also be dated, 
however, with the help of scarabs in destruction deposits and graves, to the 
period soon after the reign of Aa-user-Re (Apophis)~that is, after the fall of 
Avaris (Tell ed-Dab'a), in about 1570 BCE. There are some synchronisms 
with Tell ed-Dab'a: in its stratum D2, bichrome ware, as well as pottery 
similar to that from' Ajjul stratum II, was found. There are other similarities 
between both sites (burial customs and architecture). City II is also the city of 
the gold hoards that reflect the economic and politicalimportance of' Ajjul at 

Cartouche of Hatshepsut 
on storage jar, 
15th century BCE. 

the end of the Fifteenth Dynasty. 
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City II was probably destroyed by the armies of Al,lmose, and there is a 
tendency by some scholars to identify it with Sharuhen. 
City I: Fort III. The remains of the last city are badly preserved. The ex
cavated fort (Petrie's palace III) contained an important find: the double seal 
impression ofThutmose III and Hatshepsut found in its upper debris. This 
find, together with those mentioned above, contradicts Albright's assump
tion that city II/palace II were destroyed by Thutmose III. The material 
remains of city I belong to the Late Bronze Age I. 
Forts IV-V. The decline of the city in the Late Bronze Age I (end of the 
fifteenth century) brought almost total abandonment to the site. The only 
remaining structure was a fort, of which two phases remained: the earlier 
phase (IV) belongs to the fourteenth century BCE and the latest (V) to the 
thirteenth and twelfth centuries BCE. They controlled the coastal road to 
Gaza, as well as the eastern entrance to the lagoon, where a new harbor was 
erected at Tell Zanem. 

AHARON KEMPINSKI 
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'ALI, TEL 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel 'Ali is situated in the central Jordan Valley, at the confluence ofNal,lal 
Yavni'el and the Jordan River, about 1.5 km (1 mi.) south of the Sea of 
Galilee(mapreference2027.2342). Thesitewasexcavatedfrom 1955 to 1959 
by M. Prausnitz, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and 
Museums, and in 1989-1990 by Y. Garfinkel, on behalf of the Institute 
of Archaeology at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. In the last forty 
years, the site has been subjected to various development projects that have 
badly damaged it and its archaeological remains. The original surface and 
topography as seen on maps from the British Mandatory period are now 
quite unrecognizable. They show, for example, a sheikh's tomb that no 
longer exists. The digging of fish pools (subsequently filled in), the con
struction of oxygenation pools for the local sewage system, the laying 
of a central water pipe leading to reservoirs and to a subterranean irrigation 
network, and intensive agricultural activity, including annual plowing and 

harrowing, damaged the site. The area excavated by Prausnitz in the 1950s 
cannot be identified today. 
THE 1955-1959 EXCAVATIONS. Prausnitz excavated in three areas: 

AREA A. A small probe in the northern part of the site. 
AREA B. A main area at the center of the site. 
AREA c. An area in the southern part of the site, excavated under the 

supervision ofV. Sussman, including a section (2.5 by 10m) that revealed 
six occupational stages. 

Prausnitz distinguished seven stratigraphic stages. From top to bottom, 
they comprise: 

1. Stratum lA, containing sherds of churns and large clay vessels deco
rated with bands of thumbprints, defined by the excavator as Ghassulian 
Chalco lithic. 

2. Stratum IB, containing pottery, stone-lined silos, and basalt chalices, 
defined by the excavator as Early Chalcolithic. 
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Tel 'Ali: plan of the excavations of strata 
JA and lB. 
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3. Stratum 1 C, which yielded bow-rimmed storage jars decorated with red 
and black burnish, defined by the excavator as Pottery Neolithic, apparently 
parallel to the Wadi Rabah phase. The plan published from this stratum 
showed several rectangular structures, including one with two adjoining 
rooms. 

4. Stratum 2, with a flint assemblage including sickle blades with coarse 
denticulation, characteristic of the Sha'ar ha-Golan phase. Three groups of 
pottery that are completely different from the Sha 'ar ha -Golan pottery were 
also found. The incised herringbone decoration set within a frame that is 
typical of Sha'ar ha-Golan ware does not appear at Tel 'Ali. 

5. Stratum 3: Pre-Pottery Neolithic B. 
6. Stratum 4A: Pre-Pottery Neolithic B. 
7. Stratum 4B: Pre-Pottery Neolithic B. 
Prausnitz's publications show that several well-known phases can be 

discerned here, such as the Ghassulian Chalcolithic (stratum lA), the Wadi 
Rabah phase (stratum 1 C), and the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B (strata 3 and4A-
4B). He also described two other phases whose nature is less clear: stratum 
lB, found in a stratigraphic context between the Wadi Rabah and Ghas
sulian phases, which contained silos lined with stone slabs and basalt chal
ices, features not known from Wadi Rabah sites; and stratum 2, found in a 
stratigraphic context between the Wadi Rabah and Pre-Pottery Neolithic B 
phases. It yielded flint tools characteristic of the Sha 'ar ha-Golan phase, such 
as sickle blades with coarse denticulation. However, as noted, the pottery 
from this stratum completely differs from that of the Sha'ar ha-Golan phase. 
Clay or pebble figurines, also characteristic of Sha'ar ha-Golan, are absent 
here as well. Because the ceramic assemblages from the different strata have 
not been published, it is impossible to check, confirm, correct, or reject 
Prausnitz's conclusions. It is also not clear what characterizes the two less 

Rear: stratum 3 walls; (center) scale marker on stratum 4 floor. 

1. Grooved stream pebble with a pattern of straight lines, area D, stratum 4B; 
2-4. Flint knife and sickle blades from stratum 4; 

5-6. Neolithic pottery fragments with incised decoration. 

3 

4 

well-defined strata, and they cannot be compared to assemblages from other 
sites. 
THE 1989-1990 EXCAVATIONS. Garfinkel's excavations uncovered two 
new areas (D and E). Altogether, about 300 sq m were excavated. 
Area D. Area D, excavated in the 1989 season, covers about 200 sq m. Two 
occupational strata, one above the other, were found here, above virgin soil. 

STRATUM m. Stratum Dl is characterized by pits, silos lined with stone 
slabs, basalt chalices, pottery, and flint tools. The pottery includes very 
simple types: deep bowls, hole-mouth jars, and storage jars. The vessels 
are characterized by handles that widen markedly at their juncture with 
the vessel's body. The decorative techniques include broad red stripes 
on the rim, stripes of paint drizzled down the vessel from its top, incised 
and impressed decoration and, occasionally, slip and burnish. 

STRATUMD2. Stratum D2 yielded remains of structures and pits. No pottery 
was found. The flint tools included sickle blades with deep, coarse denticula
tion and medium-sized arrowheads. Two limestone pebbles, smoothed and 
engraved with various patterns, were also found; they are of a type hitherto 
unknown at Neolithic sites in this country. 
AreaE.AreaE,excavatedin 1990, isabout200msouthofarea D. A 10-by-10 
m area was excavated. Two occupation strata were exposed, one above the 
other, but virgin soil was not reached. 

STRATUM El. Stratum El yielded carefully built rectangular structures and 
broad walls. An infant burial in a storage jar was also found. The ceramic 
repertoire is characteristic of the Ghassulian Chalcolithic and includes 
sherds of both large and small churns, large and small deep bowls, 
hole-mouth jars, various storage jars, and a sherd from a huge pithos, 

Tel 'Ali, area E: upper occupation stratum from the Chalcolithic Ghassulian phase. 



of a type characteristic of the central Jordan Valley. 
STRATUM E2. An earlier occupational stratum, E2, contains part of a re

sidential structure with two rooms and an open courtyard with a flat basalt 
mortar. The pottery from this stratum is identical to that found in stratum 
Dl. 
SUMMARY 
Incorporating the data from both the early and new excavations suggests the 
scheme of occupational phases shown in the following table. Because Praus
nitz's stratigraphic framework is still largely acceptable, his numbering 
system for the strata has been retained. The data from the new excavations 
permit a clearer description of the nature ofthe rna terial culture in each stage 
and correct a number of errors: 

STRATUM lA (GHASSULIAN CHALCO LITHIC). The settlement in stratum lA was 
a densely built-up village composed of rectangular structures. 

STRATUM lB. Stratum 1 B differs both from the Ghassulian Chalco lithic and 
the Wadi Rabah phase. The stratum is also known at Tel Beth-Shean, in 
stratum XVIII and the pits beneath it, as well as from strata at Tell esh
Shunah, TellAbui:Iawil, and Telles-Sa'idiyehet-Tal;tta. Itisaculturalphase 
that has not yet been clearly defined. A clean ceramic assemblage from this 
stage, as well as other important characteristics of the material culture, such 
as silos lined with flat stone slabs and basalt chalices, has been isolated at Tel 
'Ali. 

STRATUM lC (WADI RABAH PHASE). Stratum lC has not yet been found in the 
new excavations, but it is known from Prausnitz's reports. 

STRATUM 2. Stratum 2 had no pottery, but it did yield a mixed flint assem
blage with some features characteristic of the Pottery Neolithic Band others 
typical of the Sha'ar ha-Golan phase. Following the recent excavations at 
'Ain Ghazal and the underwater site at Maritime 'Atlit, the term "Pre-Pot
tery Neolithic C" has come into use. Sites from this stage date from the first 
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half of the sixth millennium and constitute a transitional stage between the 
Pre-Pottery Neolithic and the Pottery Neolithic. 

Although Prausnitz reported three groups of pottery in stratum 2, it seems 
from his description that the sherds in fact came from strata 1 Band 1 C. Thus, 
the main difference in the conclusions reached in the new excavations is in the 
removal of these sherds from stratum 2. 

STRATA 3 TO 4B. Strata 3 to 4B have not yet been reached in the new ex
cavations but seem to represent a Pre-Pottery Neolithic B settlement. 
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'AMMUDIM, I:IORVAT 
IDENTIFICATION 
I:Iorvat 'Ammudim (Khirbet Ummel- 'Amed) is in the Galilee, in the eastern 
Beth Netofa Valley (map reference 1886.2466). In the summer of 1979, 
excavations were carried out at the site's synagogue under the direction 
ofL I. Levine, with the participation of E. Netzer, on behalf of the Institute 
of Archaeology at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and with the assis
tance of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. Their aim was 
to establish the building's dimensions, date of construction, and the phases of 
its existence; five trial trenches were dug for this purpose. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Area A, in the center of the eastern aisle of the synagogue, was excavated 
down to bedrock to a depth of 85 em. Because the entire area had been 
robbed, there were no remains of floors, walls, or benches. 

Area B, in the synagogue's north
eastern corner, was excavated to de
termine the building's dimensions. 
Only the foundations were revealed, 
but they were sufficient to confirm pre
vious estimates of the size of the syn
agogue. The excavators exposed tra
ces of the foundations of the northern 
and eastern walls, as well as a projec
tion from the walls (ca. 70 em wide), 
that probably supported benches. 

Area C, in the southern part of the 
synagogue, revealed neither remains 
of a floor nor any traces of the south
ern end of the building's stylobate or 
of stones from its facade. In the middle 
of the southern section, at the en
trance, a few stones were found arran
ged in a square. These stones could not 
have served as a base for the Torah 
shrine; they were probably part of 
an installation in a later stage, when 
partitions were built in the southeast
ern section of the synagogue as well. 

In area D, in the northwestern cor
ner of the nave, near the only column 

lforvat 'Ammudim: general view of the 
synagogue, looking north. 

still standing, the excavators unearthed a small section of a mosaic floor a few 
centimeters above bedrock. Its proximity to bedrock and the lack of large 
paving stones imply that the mosaic was part of the synagogue's original 
floor. This was further confirmed by the fact that elsewhere the mosaic floor 
was higher than the stylobate, indicating that the builders intended the floor 
to cover the stylobate. Only in a few places at the southern end of the 
synagogue was the floor level lower than the stylobate; there, however, 
the reason may have been some change in the surface level due to an earth
quake or erosion. Here and there the stylobate was found to be roughly 
hewn-yet another indication that it was not intended to be left exposed. 

The few sherds found in the fill under area D were all from the third and 
fourth centuries. Four coins found in the fill were also from this period: one 
coin of Claudius Gothicus (268-270), two of Probus (276-282) and one of 
Maximianus Herculeus (293). The building was, thus, probably erected 
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toward the end of the third century. 
In area E, in the western part of the synagogue, most of the aisle, including 

a well-preserved mosaic floor, was uncovered. The floor ends 3.15 m from the 
stylobate, indicating the original presence of a wall, since dismantled by 
robbers. There may have been benches along the wall. In most of the area 
the level of the mosaic floor was higher than that of the stylobate. The mosaic 
was not uniform. The northern section was composed of plain white tesserae 
while the southern section featured intricate geometric patterns in black, 
white, red, blue, and orange. 

A fragmentary inscription in Aramaic was found in the southern section of 
the mosaic. Five lines were preserved: 

[ 1m[ 
n':J:t~:m1[ 
ill)Nmo[ 

nm'1[ 

Of the legible words, n':J:!IJ (tblh) means "a section of a floor"; n·nN ('grh) 
could mean "reward", "upper story" or "roof'; however, the reading is 
uncertain. The word tblh appears in only two other synagogue inscrip
tions-both at Kafr Kana (Cana), about 10 km (6 mi.) from I:Iorvat 
'Ammudim. A possible reconstruction of the inscription, as proposed by 
J. Naveh, is: 

[Remember well]/[ ... son of Ta]n!:J[um] 

[who made th]is pavement 

[of mosa]ic and roof 

[May he be b ]lessed 

[Amen Selah] 

[m1m[n l:J. ... 1 I [:J.D':J l':J11 
ilJ:J.I:l ill[ il 1:J.Y1 1 
ill)N1 no[ ~>tJ~1 1 
nm'1[:J. n':J Nnn1 

[ ilJtJ )DN 1 

The mosaic at I:Iorvat 'Ammudim is of excellent workmanship, as is the 
monumental lintel with carved lions that once adorned the synagogue's 
facade. 

Almost all the sherds found above the level of the mosaic floor are dated to 
the Early Byzantine period (fourth century). It would seem, therefore, that 
the synagogue was in use for one hundred years, at most. 

SUMMARY 
The excavations have unearthed concrete evidence for the date of the syn
agogue-the end of the third or the beginning of the fourth century. This 
conclusion is in accord with the finds from the synagogues at Khirbet She
rna', Meiron, and Gush I:Ialav, which were also built at about the end of the 
third century. 

If the mosaic was indeed the original floor, this synagogue was the earliest 
and one of the only synagogues of the Galilean type (q.v. Synagogues) to 
have a mosaic floor; in almost all other synagogues of this type the floors were 
made oflarge paving stones. The synagogue was built at a time when stone 
carvings and mosaics were popular embellishments. The former were most 

The synagogue: section of the mosaic floor in the western aisle. 

common in the second and third centuries, while the latter were dominant in 
the Early Byzantine period. 

As mentioned, the synagogue at I:Iorvat 'Ammudim was probably in use 
for a short period only, as most of the finds above the floor date to the Early 
Byzantine period. There were no indications of sudden destruction. The site 
seems to have been abandoned toward the end of the fourth or the beginning 
of the fifth century, as were other settlements in the Galilee. 

Koh1-Watzinger, Antike Synagogen, 71-79; Goodenough, Jewish Symbols 1, 199-200; N. Avigad, 
Rabinowitz Bulletin 3 (1960), 62-64; F. G. Hiittenmeister, IEJ28 (1978), 109-112; L. I. Levine, ASR, 78-
81; id., IEJ32 (1982), 1-12; id., Recherches Archeologiques en Israel, 227-231; D. Adan-Bayewitz, IEJ32 
(1982), 13-31; D. Chen, PEQ 118 (1986), 135-137. 
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'AMUD, NAI)AL 
IDENTIFICATION 
Nal)al 'Amud runs from the southeastern slopes of the high mountain block 
ofMeiron into the Sea of Galilee, from an elevation of91 0 m above sea level 
to 212m below sea level. This average drop of 51 m per km exposes Cen
omanian and Turonian-Senonian rock (in the upper and middle parts of the 
channel, respectively), and rock from the Eocene era in the lower part of the 
channel, where cliffs rise 200m above the channel bed before its debouch
ment into the Ginnosar Plain. The many caves observed in these cliffs are the 
result of karstic activity. 

EXCAVATIONS 
The first excavation here was carried out in 1925-1926 by F. Turville-Petre, 
who was district officer of Tiberias for the Mandatory government. His 
excavations in the Zuttiyeh and Emireh caves drew considerable archae
ological attention to this region. In the course of time, new sites were dis
covered and excavated in the cliffs in the lower part of the wadi. 
ZUTTIYEH CAVE. The Zuttiyeh Cave (19 by 15 by 10m) is located in an 
impressive cliff (map reference 1976.2525) that faces southwest. The first 
excavations here, carried out by Turville-Petre in the 1920s, fell short of 
present scientific standards. Further, limited excavations were undertaken 
in 1973 in the remains of the strata left from his excavation. The reexcavation 
was carried out within the framework of the Project for the Survey of the 
Jordan Valley of the Israel Academy of Sciences and was directed by 0. Bar
y osef. The stratigraphy published by Turville-Petre in 1927 follows. 

Stratum 1 (c. 1.2 m thick): pockets of white and gray ash containing Early 
Bronze Age sherds. 

Stratum 2 (c. 0.9 m thick): blocks of limestone that fell from the cave's 

ceiling and reddish cave sediments containing abundant Paleolithic flint 
tools. 

Stratum 3 (c. 3m thick): a sandy deposit with pebbles, gravel, collapsed 
blocks, and a few flint implements. A sterile sandy-clay layer was found 
beneath this stratum. 

Turville-Petie's most important discovery was a skull fragment that he 
reportedly found below the Paleolithic stratum. It was first defined as Nean
derthal but is currently considered archaic Homo sapiens. 

The 1973 excavations were carried out in three places near the cave's 

Zuttiyeh Cave: fragment of a Neanderthal skull, frontal and side views. 



'Amud Cave: plan showing location of human remains. 

0 Old excavation 

[] 1991·1992 excavation 

entrance, where blocks ofbreccia (fossilized cave sediments) were preserved. 
The breccia portions excavated were at different heights and were not con
tiguous; all the softer deposits had been removed in the course of the earlier 
excavations. In spite of this, a clear stratigraphic sequence was found in at 
least two of the areas. A Mousterian flint industry characterized by a high 
frequency ofLevallois flakes and cores was found in the upper part; the lower 
part contained a flint industry defined as Acheulo-Yabrudian (also known 
today as theM ugharan tradition), characterized by thick side scrapers with a 
stepped, scalelike retouch that creates a thick, semiabrupt retouched edge. 
Several hand axes were also found. 

Because the area of each breccia portion excavated was so small (1 by 1m, 
at most), the tool samples are not large. Nevertheless, their stratigraphic 
division is clear and indicates that two industries are represented at the 
Zuttiyeh Cave: the lower one resembles that from the Tabun Cave (stratum 
E) and the upper one resembles Mousterian assemblages from various sites 
elsewhere in the country. 

The skull fragment found at the bottom of the strata should be assigned to 
the Acheulo-Yabrudian culture; it is the earliest known skull yet found in 
Israel. A new anthropological examination of it has revealed that it belongs 
to the type known today as archaic Homo sapiens-that is, the earliest stage 
in the development of modern man. 

Uranium-thorium dates have shown that one of the stalagmitic crusts 
below the Mousterian strata is about 93,000 BP, whereas the earlier strata 
date to about 150,000 to 140,000 BP. These dates are now considered mini
mal, and the fragmentary skull is to be dated to about 250,000 to 300,000 
years ago. 

OFER BAR-YOSEF 

EMIREH CAVE. The Emireh Cave (8 by 6 by 10m) is located in an isolated 
cliff some 100m east of the debouchment of the wadi into the Ginnosar Plain 
(map reference 1987.2573). It was excavated by Turville-Petre in 1925. He 
noted that the prehistoric occupation in the inner part of the cave had been 
disturbed by later settlements (including a Roman burial nearby). However, 
in other parts of the cave and on the terrace in front of it, two prehistoric 
occupation layers could be detected. The upper horizon contained both large 
and small stone blocks, Paleolithic flint implements, and late potsherds. The 
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lower occupation layer (70 em thick, on average) was somewhat clayey, dry, 
and hard. Here, flint and chert implements were found with fossilized animal 
bones. 

Turville-Petre recognized the lithic artifacts as characteristic of the Mous
terian and the European Aurignacian. D. Garrod, who reexamined and 
reanalyzed the collection, defined it at first as a mixed assemblage, but 
later changed her mind and described it as characteristic of the early phases 
of the Upper Paleolithic. 

The industry found in the lower layer of the Emireh Cave contains ele
ments of the Mousterian culture, such as Mousterian points, side scrapers, 
and radially prepared Levallois cores. Other elements typical of the Upper 
Paleolithic include end scrapers on blades, Font-Yves points (now called el
Wad points in the Levant), and Emireh points. The latter, Levallois points 
with bifacially thinned butts, were claimed by Garrod to be the "guide fossil" 
of the earliest stage (stage I) of the Levantine Upper Paleolithic, in spite of 
their low numbers at sites attributed to this phase (only four such points were 
discovered at Emireh; six at Abu I:Ialka in Lebanon; one at et-Taban in the 
Judean desert; and only five in layers F-G at el-Wad). Such elements are 
today acknowledged as characteristic of transitional assemblages between 
the Middle and Upper Paleolithic in the Levant-for example, like that at 
Boqer Tal).tit in the Negev desert. 
'AMUD CAVE. The 'Amud Cave is located near the natural rock column on 
the right side of the wadi (map reference 1972.2530), some 35 to 40 m above 
the channel bed. It was discovered in 1960 by a Japanese archaeological team 
from the University ofTokyo. Two seasons of excavations were carried out 
here, in 1961 and 1964. Archaeological deposits ranging in age from the 
Middle Paleolithic to the Arab periods were found in the chamber of the 
cave and on the 20-by-25-m terrace extending in front of it. An area of 58 sq m 
was excavated on the upper and middle parts of the terrace, while a 13-sq-m 
test trench was dug on the lower terrace. The deposits were divided into two 
formations, A and B, according to cultural remains and sedimentological 
facies. 
'Amud A. The A unit at the 'Amud Cave constitutes the upper part of the 
sequence and contains pottery dating from the Bronze Age to the Arab 
period. It is divided into two subunits. 

AI (0.7-1.2 m thick) is composed mainly of brownish, porous soil, with a 
large amount of rubble and limestone blocks, and is poorly stratified. It is 
distributed all over the surface of the cave and terrace, thinning out toward 
the lower part of the slope. The artifacts found in this horizon consist of 
pottery and flint implements, undoubtedly derived from the Paleolithic 
layers underneath the A unit. 

A2 includes all the deposits found inside the circular pits, and its thickness 
varies accordingly. The sediment is light gray, with no observable stratifica
tion, and is usually devoid of blocks and rubble. Potsherds tended to con
centrate at the bottom of the pits. The deposits in A2 were apparently 
accumulated by waste dumping in late periods. 
'AmudB. The 'Amud Cave B unit represents thecave'sPaleolithicdeposits. It 
was encountered in all parts of the excavated area, although it was disturbed 
in places where the A2 pits cut into it. Its cumulative thickness in all parts of 
the cave is 3.5 m; it is thickest in the middle terrace, where it reaches about2 m, 
and gradually thins out toward the cave on the upper terrace. It is truncated 
on the lower part of the terrace. 'Amud B is divided into four subunits, the 
stratification of which is recognized due to intercalating beds of calcareous 
silt, concretions, and black soil. 

Bl is the uppermost layer, whose distribution is confined to the cave and the 
upper terrace. It is covered unconformably by A1 or A2 sediments and 
attains a maximum thickness of 1.1 m at the entrance to the cave. It is 
composed of loose calcareous silt containing abundant limestone rubble 
and is poorly stratified, except for thin and discontinuous calcareous con
cretions. 

B2 (maximum thickness, 1.2-1.3 m) was recognized mainly on the middle 
terrace, where it is characterized by frequent intercalations of calcareous 
concretions and black soil. A somewhat different facies of this member was 
recognized on the upper terrace, where B2 lies on the bedrock and is com
posed oflight gray, loose calcareous silt rich in small limestone rubble. The 
maximum thickness on the upper terrace is about 0.8 m. 

B3 is a rubble bed whose average thickness is 35 em. It occurs only on the 
middle terrace. This layer is composed of poorly sorted, angular, and loose 
rubble that is white to orange in color. It contains no faunal or lithic remains. 
This layer was most probably produced by the natural disintegration of the 
surrounding limestone rock. 

B4is the basalmemberofthe 'Amud stratigraphic column, unconformably 
overlain by B3. It was recognized in the test trench on the lower terrace, where 
its upper part is cemented into breccia and no stratification can be observed. 
Flint implements abound in the lower horizon. The distribution of B4 ex
tends to the lower part of the middle terrace, where it is seen as light-gray 
sandy silt with intercalations of black soil and concretions. Its thickness here 
is 50 to 70 em. 
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Lithic Finds. The lithic assemblage of unit B included typical Mousterian 
elements (retouched Levallois and Mousterian points and side scrapers) with 
Upper Paleolithic tool forms (burins, end scrapers, borers, and carinated 
scrapers). A unique type of truncation, the chamfered piece, known only 
from Upper Paleolithic sites in Lebanon, was claimed to appear in the' Amud 
assemblage. The common flaking technique was, however, the Levallois 
technique, characteristic of Mousterian assemblages. It appears predomi
nantly in its unipolar convergent mode-most suitable for the production of 
elongated, laminar, or pointed blanks-which results in typical leaf-shaped 
flakes, short points, and blades. The assemblage was interpreted as a single 
industrial cycle and was claimed, due to the high proportion of Upper 
Paleolithic tools, to be a transitional industry between Middle and Upper 
Paleolithic industries. Later analyses have shown that some stratigraphic 
variation among the members of 'Amud B does occur, that the chamfered 
pieces are only broken flakes, and that the industry can be compared to well
dated Levan tine Middle Paleolithic assemblages. The industry should there
fore be considered to be purely Mousterian. 
Fauna. Only a small number of faunal elements could be identified to the 
species level. Among them are remains of gazelle, fallow deer, bovids, equids, 
pig, and fox. 
Human Remains. The skeletal remains of four individuals were discovered in 
the excavation. 'Amud I is the almost complete skeleton of an adult male; it 
was discovered near the top of layer Bl. Although badly preserved, this 
individual was recognized, based on the morphology of the cranium and 
face, as well as pelvic elements, as a Neanderthal, albeit not a classic one. The 
flexed position in which it was discovered and the fact that it was found in 
articulation strongly suggest that this was an intentional burial. Other ske
letal remains include the right maxilla of an adult male(' Amud II), originat
ing from layer B2; the alveolar part of a right maxilla, a part of a deciduous 
molar, a right temporal bone, and fragments of a temporal bone of an 
approximately four-year-old infant ('Amud III), also from B2; and the 
pyramidal part of a right temporal bone of a three-year-old infant ('Amud 
IV), found in B4. 
Chronology. Attempts to date the Paleolithic horizon at 'Amud radiome
trically (by carbon-14, fission track, and ionium growth in fossil bone) were 
unsuccessful. Based on the assumed transitional nature of the lithic assem
blage and on comparison of the faunal elements with other sites-mainly the 
long sequence at Ksar Akil in Lebanon-'Amud B has been dated to the 
period of the transition from the Middle to Upper Paleolithic. Dates from 
Boqer Tal)tit and Ksar Akil place this transition at about 45,000 years ago. 

Research at 'Amud was renewed in 1991 by a joint expedition from the 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Tel Aviv University, and the Institute of 
Human Origins in Berkeley, California. The discovery of four additional 
individuals was reported after the first two seasons. Of these, one(' Amud 6) 
was a neonate, found in a late fill and dated by carbon-14 tests to the Early 

Arab period. Two other individuals were recovered from layer B 1. 'Amud 5 is 
a six- to eight-month-old baby, represented by isolated skeletal elements, and 
'Amud 8 is a child about eight years of age, represented by a deciduous upper 
molar. 'Amud 7, an eight-month-old Neanderthal baby, was unearthed from 
layer B2. This individual is represented by an articulated partial skeleton, 
including the skull and mandible. This latter individual was undoubtedly a 
burial, with a red deer maxilla resting on its pelvis, possibly as a burial gift. 
Preliminary thermoluminescence (TL) dates suggest an occupation at about 
50,000 years ago. 
SHOV AKH CAVE. The Shovakh Cave is situated some 600 m upstream from 
the 'Amud Cave (map reference 1975.2536). It was excavated in 1962 by S. 
Binford of the Oriental Institute in Chicago. The excavation showed that the 
prehistoric remains in the foremost, well-lit part of the cave were damaged in 
the Arab period when the cave's inhabitants cleaned it and installed plaster 
floors. The original thickness ofthe Paleolithic layers was estimated to have 
been some 1.2 m, judging from the poor remains left in sunken areas in the 
floor. The Paleolithic remains in the dark, rear part of the cave were better 
preserved. The brown cave sediment, sealed in parts by stalagmites, did not 
contain any pottery. Underneath this brown layer, a breccia containing lithic 
implements and faunal remains was discovered. 

The excavator noted the absence ofhearths and oflithic waste products in 
the rear of the cave. The lithic assemblage was composed mainly of retouched 
tools, many of which were made using the Levallois technique. The assem
blage typologically conformed with the typical Mousterian in France, as 
defined by F. Bordes. Technologically, this designation is based on the 
appearance of medium to high frequencies of Levallois elements; typolo
gically, the assemblage is characterized by side scrapers, notches and den
ticulates, and some Upper Paleolithic burins and end scrapers. Binford 
suggested that intrasite variability and spatial patterning existed here. Ac
cording to her interpretation, the rear of the cave was a discard area, whereas 
daily activities had taken place in the cave's lighted area. 

ERELLA HOVERS 
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ANAFA, TEL 
I.DENTIFICATION 
Tel Anafa is situated in the upper Galilee at the base of the Golan Heights in 
the fields ofKibbutz Shamir (map reference 2105.2868). The site lies near the 
crossroads of the north-south trade route through the Jordan and Massyas 
valleys with the east-west road from Damascus to Tyre. In the Late Helle
nistic and Roman periods, this constituted one of the major outlets to the 
west of the immensely profitable transdesert trade route. The mound is small 
(c. 110 by 160m) and rises some 10m above the surrounding plain. Although 
excavations have shown that the mound was occupied almost continuously 
from the Early Bronze Age through the first century CE, the best-preserved 
and most impressive remains belong to the Late Hellenistic era, when the 
occupants of the mound appear to have profited greatly from their location 
near the trade routes. At that time the mound served as the acropolis of a 
larger town, part of whose walls was discovered in the early 1970s while 
digging the foundations for a fishpond. There is still no evidence for the 
ancient name of the town in Hellenistic times; the presence of several other 
Hellenistic settlements in the nearby I:Jula Basin makes it impossible to 
identify the tell confidently with any particular Hellenistic settlement men
tioned in the literary sources. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Nine seasons of fieldwork have been carried out at Tel Anafa in two series of 
excavations. The first series, sponsored by the Museum of Art and Archae
ology of the University of Missouri, under the direction ofS. S. Weinberg, 
was in the field for five seasons between 1968 and 1973; the second series 
fieldedfoursummercampaignsfrom 1978 to 1981 and was jointly sponsored 
by the Kelsey Museum of the University of Michigan and the Museum of Art 

and Archaeology of the University of Missouri. Weinberg and S. Herbert 
were the co-directors of the second series. 

In the nine years of excavations, approximately 1,000 sq m of the mound 
were dug to depths of as much as 5.8 m, although the average depth of 
penetration was about 2.5 m. The earliest habitation levels reached in the 
deeper probes belong to the Middle Bronze Age II, but pottery found in 
terrace fills and other secondary deposits bears witness to the occupation of 
the site in the Middle Bronze Age I and the latter part of the Early Bronze 
Age. Nowhere on the mound was sterile soil or bedrock reached. When, in the 
early years of the excavation, it became clear that there were more than 3m of 
Hellenistic accumulation, well stratified into several major architectural 
phases, the decision was taken to concentrate on the Hellenistic re
mains, opening large areas to clarify the extent and plan of the Hellenistic 
buildings. In the first series of excavations, work was carried on in four main 
areas: 

1. A step trench down the south slope, where superimposed houses from 
the Hellenistic and Early Roman periods were uncovered and, below these, 
paved roadways from the Iron and Bronze ages. 

2. The northwest area where, below an Arab cemetery, houses of Early 
Roman and Late Hellenistic date were found. 

3. Theeast-centralarea, wherethesouthernpartofalarge buildingofLate 
Hellenistic date with elaborate stuccoed wall decoration was uncovered. 

4. The northeast area, where about 15m ofthe Hellenistic enclosure wall of 
the mound were exposed, together with part of a later porticoed structure 
built over and making use of the enclosure wall as a foundation. 

The first series of excavations defined the site's major occupation phases 
and established its importance as a flourishing and exceptionally well-pre-
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Tel Anafa: general view, looking east. 

served settlement in the Late Hellenistic era. The great quantity of luxury 
products-thousands of molded glass bowls, numerous metal vessels and 
ornaments, molded lamps, and fine red-slipped pottery-testify to the set
tlement's great wealth and its participation in the far-flung Hellenistic trade. 
The small area opened in the first series (about 5 percent of the available 
surface) and the eroded condition of the upper levels made it impossible, 
however, to restore the plan or understand the function of the Late Helle
nistic stuccoed building. It also caused serious problems in sorting out the 
chronology and interrelationship of the buildings in the uppermost strata. It 
proved particularly difficult to distinguish between the latest Hellenistic and 
earliest Roman occupation levels. 

The second series of excavations was undertaken in 1978 to explore the 
Late Hellenistic stuccoed building and to clarify the chronology of the Late 
Hellenistic and Early Roman levels. From 1978 to 1981, work concentrated 
on the mound's north-central sector, between areas 3 and 4 of the first series. 
Approximately 40 percent of the Late Hellenistic stuccoed building's esti
mated area was exposed, providing definitive evidence for the building's late 
second-century BCE construction date and a subsequent first-century CE date 
for the architectural phase above it. The presence of scattered Arab struc
tures in the uppermost levels was also documented. 

-
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HELLENISTIC AND ROMAN BUILDINGS. The northern half of the 
mound is dominated by the substantial remains of a large Late Hellenistic 
stucco building (c. 38 sq m). Its walls are a mixture of cut limestone ashlar 
blocks and basalt field stones and are preserved in a few instances to a height 
of more than 2m. They were held together in some places by the Greek dry
masonry technique of swallowtail clamps and rectangular dowels sealed with 
lead. The irregular rubble and ashlar construction was faced with painted 
and gilded column capitals. The plan of the building can be restored as suites 
ofroomsonfour sides opening onto a central courtyard (9 by 12m). There is a 
majorpavedentrance on the northwest. A bathcomplexalongthe east side of 
the courtyard bears witness to the inhabitants' luxurious standard ofliving. 
The bath complex consists ofthree rooms: the southernmost was the working 
area for heating the water, and the middle and northern rooms were for 
bathing and dressing. The bathing room contains a large plaster basin for the 
he a ted water and a decorated mosaic floor. The mosaic (2. 3 by 3. 5 m) was the 
first found in situ at Tel Anafa; it is made of black diorite and white marble 
tesserae (1-1.5 sq em). Its design is edged with a black border; the interior is 
divided into three panels of unequal size by black bands running north
south. The westernmost panel contains a checkerboard design; the other 
two panels are decorated with curvilinear motifs in the manner ofHellenistic 
random mosaics. Excavations under the mosaic and plaster basin revealed a 
primitive hypocaust system of mud-brick pillars. The pillars were separated 
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Left: plan of the Late Hellenistic buildings; (above) plan of the stuccoed building. 
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Stone-walled ovens; the flues are made from 
the necks of amphorae, 2nd century BCE. 

by heating channels that ran under
ground from a stone firing pit in the 
southern room. 

The evidence of the numerous coins 
and stamped amphora handles found 
at Tel Anafa points to a date late in the 
third quarter or early in the fourth 
quarter of the second century BCE for 
the original construction of the Late 
Hellenistic stuccoed building. A coin 
of Alexander Zebina (128-125 BCE) 
found in the construction fill of the 
bath's southern room is the latest 
find under any of the building's origi
nal floors. Also present under these 
floors were small amounts of Eastern 
terra sigillata A wares. A massive lev
eling and terracing operation took 
place with the construction of the 
Late Hellenistic stuccoed building, 
obliterating earlier architectural re
mains. Earlier Hellenistic structures 
are preserved in only a few spots. These take the form of boulder walls 
with pebble floors and are tentatively dated to the third century BCE and 
associated with the coins of Ptolemy II and III found at the site. Hellenistic 
black-slipped wares and Parthian green-glazed pottery were found in the 
Early Hellenistic fills. 

In the first quarter of the first century BCE, the Late Hellenistic stuccoed 
building underwent substantial alterations, in which it was cut into a number 
of separate units. First, a large building with thick rubble walls was built over 
its northeastern corner. Shortly thereafter, the north building was built up 
against the west wall of the northeast building. At the time the north building 
was constructed, the paved entrance on the northwest was blocked and the 
Late Hellenistic stuccoed building's western rooms were realigned; in addi
tion, the floor levels of the western rooms and central courtyard were raised 
about 0.5 m and paved with basalt. The bath remained in use throughout 
these remodelings. Coins of independent Tyre and Sidon and Rhodian 
stamped amphora handles of period VI (108-80 BCE) date the alterations 
to the first quarter of the first century BCE. 

Although the area as remodeled in the first century BCE is less grandiose in 
plan, both the architecture and the finds show that this was still a period of 

great prosperity and Greek influence. Both the north and northeast buildings 
are relatively large and spacious structures; the former is decorated with 
painted stucco, albeit simpler than that on the Late Hellenistic stuccoed 
building; imported luxury products, such as Late Hellenistic red wares and 
molded glass bowls, are still abundant in these levels; stamped amphora 
handles of period VI (108-80 BCE) are common; and Hellenized coins 
of first-century BCE independent Sidon are the largest single issue at the 
site. There are no signs that this period of prosperity was brought to an 
end by military conquest or violence. Although there are some signs of 
fire in the houses on the south slope, there is no general layer of conflagration 
on the site. The archaeological record instead shows a picture of abandon
ment and the gradual decay of the Hellenistic buildings. The evidence of the 
coins and the stamped amphora handles suggests strongly that this aban
donment took place early in the second quarter ofthe first century BCE. Of the 
278 coins found at TelAnafa, only one must be dated between 75 BCE and the 
early years of the first century CE; none of the 122 stamped amphora handles 
found in the excavations need be dated after 80 BCE. 

The site was resettled early in the first century CE, probably under the 
impetus of Herod Philip, whose coins appear in and under the walls of this 

Bath complex of the stuccoed building, looking east. 



phase. The buildings of this period are much smaller and simpler than their 
Hellenistic predecessors: the most common plan is a long and narrow two
room structure built of undecorated rubble. The walls of this phase are 
sometimes founded directly on the preceding Hellenistic structures and 
often use blocks robbed from the earlier walls. In addition to the Herod 
Philip coins, Early Roman lamps with a molded discus and sigillata wares in 
Early Roman shapes date this occupation phase to the first century CE. By the 
end of the first century CE, the site was again abandoned and never reoccu
pied in any major way. 

SUMMARY 
The results of nine seasons of excavation show the site of Tel Anafa to have 
been occupied almost continuously from the Early Bronze Age through the 
first century CE. The large and deeply founded buildings of the Late Helle
nistic era disturbed and largely obscured the remains of the earlier habita
tions, but give a vivid picture of a rich, Hellenized settlement in Late Seleucid 
times. The evidence ofthe coins and stamped amphora handles together with 
the architectural remains of the Hellenistic levels indicates that there was a 
minor Ptolemaic settlement on the site in the third century BCE. This was 
succeeded in the second half of the second century BCE by a prosperous 
Seleucid settlement that took an active part in the trade of the Late Seleucid 
empire and flourished through the first quarter of the first century BCE. The 
chaotic conditions surrounding the disintegration of the Seleucid empire 
probably led to the site's abandonment some time shortly after 75 BCE. 

The mound was reoccupied in the early years of the first century CE as 
part of the reorganization of the Galilee under Herod Philip, whose capital 
was at nearby Caesarea Philippi (Banias). It was again abandoned toward 
the end of that century and was not reoccupied in antiquity. 
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Ashlar stone decorated with painted and gilded stucco, 2nd century. 

Bronze head of the god Pan. 

Two bronze ladles, 
2nd century BCE. 
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Red-slipped pottery vessels, Late Hellenistic period. 
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'ANIM, I:IORVAT 
IDENTIFICATION 
I:Iorvat 'Anim (map reference 1562.0846) is situated on a hill685 m above sea 
level, 19 km ( 12 mi.) south ofHebron, east ofthe ancient road from Eshtemoa 
to the Beersheba Valley. The relatively low hill is surrounded on most sides by 
wadis. Only in the northeast is it linked by a saddle to a higher ridge to its 
north. The identification of the site with biblical Anim (Jos. 15:50), also 
mentioned (according to Y. Aharoni's reading) in an Arad ostracon 
(no. 25), is based on its Arabic name, Khirbet Ghuwein et-Tal,J.ta (el-Ghar
biyya) on its location, and on the pottery found here. The site has also been 
identified with western Anaia from the Roman-Byzantine period, mentioned 
by Eusebius: "And in Daroma there is a very large Jewish village, known as 
Anaia, nine miles to the south of Hebron" (Arad ostracon, no. 84)-in 
contradistinction to eastern Anaia, which was a Christian village in the 
same period, now identified with nearby Khirbet Ghuwein el-Fauqa 
( esh-Sharqiyya). 

EXPWRATION AND EXCAVATION 
The first scholar to suggest the identification of Khirbet Ghuwein et-Tal,J.ta 
(el-Gharbiyya) with biblical Anim was E. Robinson, who visited the site in 
the 1830s. In 1863, it was examined by V. Guerin, who described the remains, 
chief of which was an Israelite fortress. M. Kochavi examined the site in the 
course of the Emergency Survey of 1968, confirming the identification with 
biblical Anim and Byzantine Anaia. Z. Meshel, in a survey of the Yattir 
region in 1976-1977, supplied additional data about the Byzantine remains. 
In 1986-1987, Z. Ban carried out a thorough survey of the site and identified 
the location of a synagogue from the Byzantine period. Subsequently, in 
1988-1989, an excavation was carried out, under the direction ofZ. Ban and 
D. Amit, on behalf ofthe Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums, the 
Jewish National Fund, and the Kefar E:(':yon Field School. 
THE SYNAGOGUE. The synagogue consisted of a prayer hall, a narthex, 
and a courtyard with rooms adjoining it on both sides. The prayer hall was 
rectangular (14.5 by 8.5 m external measurements) and oriented south
north, toward Jerusalem. The walls, of ashlar masonry, were preserved 
to a height of 3.5 m. The two entrances were set in the eastern wall, con
forming to the law: "Doors of synagogues may be pierced only to the east" 
(Tosefta, Meg. 4:22). Both entrances survived to their entire height, includ
ing the lintels. The floor ofthe hall was paved with square flagstones, beneath 
which were remnants of an earlier mosaic floor. 

Approximately one-quarter of the area of the hall, at its northern end, was 
taken up by the bema, which extended for the entire width of the hall. The 
existing remains indicate an imposing structure, consisting of columns with 

decorative capitals, a marble chancel screen, and a central flight of stairs that 
probably led to an aedicula in the middle of the northern wall, where the Ark 
of the Law was placed. A tan earlier stage, the synagogue had a simpler bema, 
whose remains were still visible beneath the stones of the large bema. Along 
the western wall was a single stone bench. 

, Like the synagogues in its vicinity-at Eshtemoa, Susiya, and Ma'on 
(phase I)-the roof of the hall at 'Anim was not supported by columns, 
as was usual in contemporary synagogues and churches. 

This feature, together with the eastern location of the entrances, is one of 
the characteristics of synagogues in the southern Judean Hills. Lacking 
columns, the roof, which probably consisted of a gabled wooden frame, 
rested on the outer walls of the building. It was covered with tiles, many 
of whose fragments were found in the excavation. 

The southern wall apparently contained a large arched window that ad
mitted sunlight into the hall. At night the hall was illuminated by hanging 
clay and glass lamps, whose remains also were found in the excavation. 

The narthex, fronting the entrances to the hall, was approximately 2m 
wide. It was paved with a colored mosaic in geometric patterns. Sections of 
the mosaic have survived, but most of it was destroyed by late building 
activity (in the Arab period). Among the surviving parts of the mosaic 
was a corner of a dedicatory inscription in front of the main (northern) 
entrance; however, the fragment is so small that not a single letter can 
be deciphered. A row of columns separated the narthex from the courtyard 
to its east. The courtyard was an unroofed, stone-paved rectangle ( 4 by 7 m), 
with a cistern in the center that was used by worshipers for ablutions. Ad
joining rooms on the north and south were used for various communal needs. 

The entire architectural complex as described was bounded on the east by a 
retaining wall built on the slope of the hill. The wall made it possible to level 
the courtyard and its rooms. The main entrance to the synagogue was pre
sumably in this wall. It would have been reached by steps, which have not 
survived. 

The synagogue has been dated from the material finds--coins, lamps, and 
pottery-to the fourth to seventh centuries CE. In the seventh century, fol
lowing the Arab conquest, the building ceased to function as a synagogue. 
From that time until the recent past, it underwent various changes. It was 
used by the site's Arab residents who introduced modifications and addi
tions. 

Robinson, Biblical Researches, 204; Y. Aharoni, Arad Inscriptions, Jerusalem 1981, 50-51; Z. Ilan and 
D. Amit, ESI 7-8 (1988-1989), 6-8. 
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APHEK (IN SHARON) 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Aphek (Tell Ras el-'Ain) lies on one of the country's main crossroads, 
near the source of the Yarkon River, about 12 km (7.5 mi.) east of Tel Aviv 
(map reference 143.168). The name Aphek already appears in the nineteenth 
century BCE Egyptian Execration texts. However, the site's identification is 
based mainly on the topographical list ofThutmose III, where it is located 
between Lod, Ono, and Jehud to the south and Socoh to the north. It is also 
mentioned in a topographical list of Amenhotep II. In the Bible, Aphek is 
mentioned in the list of conquered Canaanite cities (Jos. 12:18, etc.) and as 
the base from which the Philistines set out to fight Israel (1 Sam. 4:1, 29: l ). In 
a document of the Assyrian king Esarhaddon, and in an Aramaic letter from 
the early sixth century BCE apparently sent from Ekron, it is referred to as a 
city on the way to Egypt. In the Hellenistic period, the city ofPegae occupied 
the mound. It was expanded by Herod the Great and renamed Antipatris, 
after his father. Josephus (War II, 513) mentions the tower of Aphek as a 
refuge for JewsfromAntipatrisduringthe First Revolt (66-73 CE). The name 
Antipatris became Abu Butrus in the Early Arab period. The village on the 
mound was later called 'Auja, after the Arabic name of the Yarkon River. 
The Ottoman fortress, which still stands on the mound's summit, was built in 
the sixteenth century and called Binar Bashi. 

PRE-1960 EXCAVATIONS 
In 1923, W. F. Albright conducted a survey on the mound that yielded 
Middle and Late Bronze Age pottery, as well as Iron Age I sherds. In his 
opinion, these confirmed the identification of the site with Aphek. Hellenistic 
and Roman pottery was also found. In 1935 and 1936, two areas and two test 

pits were excavated under the supervision of J. Ory, on behalf of the Man
datory Department of Antiquities, on the north side of the mound, in con
nection with installations for the projected Jerusalem water supply. 
AREA 01. In area 01 (42 by 18m), dug on the upper part of the north slope, 
Early Bronze Age I and Middle Bronze Age II pottery was uncovered, as well 
as sections of two city walls ascribed to these periods. However, the informa
tion obtained regarding the exact stratigraphic relation of the pottery con
texts to the walls was inadequate. The wall ascribed to the Early Bronze Age I 
is2.5 m wide; it is builtofuniformlyhewnrubbleon virgin soil, anditappears 
to have been subsequently repaired with brickwork. The city wall ascribed to 
the Middle Bronze Age II (traced for 13 m) is about 4 m wide and built of 
brick. It runs along the line of the earlier wall but at a generally higher level. 
AREA 02. Area 02 (c. 42 by 12m) was excavated at the northern limit of the 
mound, about 40 m west of area 0 l. The lowest stratum reached contained 
four built graves and two open graves dating to the Middle Bronze Age IIA. 
The built graves are rectangular-2.2 m to 2.6mlong, 0.75 to 1m wide, and 
0.6 to 0.9 m deep (one, evidently the burial of a child, is smaller). All are 
oriented east-west, the dead being buried with their heads to the east and 
their knees bent. Only the long sides of the rectangular grave pits were lined 
with masonry (three to five courses of partially dressed stones). The short 
sides were not faced. Large stone blocks laid transversely formed the roofing. 
The graves had recesses in one of the long walls in the bottom course. In one 
grave, two such recesses were found containing bones and pottery. Accord
ing to the excavator, this testifies to a secondary burial in these graves. 
Among the vessels found in the built graves is a group of jugs with painted 
geometric designs of triangles filled with a net pattern (on the shoulder). This 



style of ornamentation is often considered evidence of a possible connection 
between the Middle Bronze Age IIA pottery and Khabur ware. 

In the stratum above the graves, a brick wall on a rubble foundation was 
uncovered. Its width is uncertain. The wall, which overlay one of the built 
graves, is dated by the pottery found above its foundation to the Middle 
Bronze Age liB. It can be assumed thatthis wall and the brick wall uncovered 
in area 01 form parts of the same city wall. Late remains, including a massive 
Byzantine wall (traced for 19 m) and a lime pit (or kiln) of undetermined 
(perhaps medieval) date, disturbed the upper Middle Bronze Age liB stra
tum. 

The only information given by the excavators regarding the two test pits 
was that an Egyptian scarab ascribed to the Thirteenth Dynasty was found in 
one of them (at a level corresponding generally to that of the built graves) and 
that no pottery from the Late Bronze and Iron ages was found. 

EXCAVATIONS IN 1961 
Further excavations were carried out in 1961 by A. Eitan, on behalf of the 
Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. These were in three areas 
(I-III) along the foot of the mound's southeast slope. 
AREA I. In area I, near the mound's southeast corner, a thick ash layer 
containing flints, bones, and Early Bronze Age I pottery was uncovered 
0.3 to 1.5 m below the surface, probably on virgin soil. No building remains 
were found. A grave pit containing a single burial and a few pottery vessels 
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dating to the Middle Bronze Age II and a pit (penetrating the Early Bronze 
Age I ash layer) with several Late Bronze Age II bilbils were uncovered. Early 
Bronze Age I and Late Bronze Age II finds were discovered only in area I. 
AREA II. Area II is a 60-by-6-m section along the foot of the slope, about 150 
m north of area I; two strata were distinguished here. In the lower one, a 
paved strip 5 m wide, built of rubble laid closely together and bordered on 
both sides with large stones, was probably a section of a paved road that led 
toward the mound (possibly to a gate). A bronze bowl and other objects were 
found together, somewhat lower, at the edge of the road. They had probably 
been deposited in a pit. 

The upper stratum consists of surface rubble, forming what seems to 
be a rough pavement that extends all over the excavated area. The pottery 
found on the pavement is predominantly Middle Bronze Age II, but it is 
mixed with some Iron Age pottery. Pottery, coins, and other objects belong
ing to the Hellenistic, Roman, and Byzantine periods were also found in area 
II, but not in a clear stratigraphic context. A builtcist tomb, uncovered at the 
southeast edge oft he area, contained a single burial with remains of a wooden 
coffin and a few objects dating to the first or the second century CE. 

The Late Bronze and Iron Age pottery from areas I and II, although not 
found on the mound proper, indicated some occupation at the site during 
these periods. The conclusion reached from the previous excavation-that 
there was a gap from the sixteenth century BCE to the Hellenistic period
should be corrected accordingly. 

Aphek: aerial photograph of the northwest corner of the mound. 
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Map of the mound, excavation areas, and general plan of the principal remains. 
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AREA III. In this area, situated on the lower part of the slope between areas I 
and II, the remains of a mausoleum from the Roman period were found. Built 
and paved with ashlar masonry, it consists of a burialchamber(3.5 by 3.5 m), 
whose walls are 1.2 m thick, an anteroom ( 4. 7 by 3m), and an open courtyard 
(10 by 8.5 m). A stairway descending to the courtyard gave access to the 
mausoleum from the west. A large stone sarcophagus was found standing on 
the floor ofthe burial chamber, which was surrounded, along three walls, by a 
built bench, or shelf, one course high. A wide recess in the southern wall, 

together with the shelf along it, formed a raised platform on this side of the 
chamber. Its entranceway, in the opposite wall, leading from the anteroom, 
was provided with a sliding door, as indicated by the channel cut in the 
threshold stones, extending into the hollow wall to the west. 

The eastern facade of the anteroom, entirely open to the courtyard, served 
as an entrance to the complex. Several ornamented stones, belonging to an 
arch that stood above the entrance, were found lying on the threshold. A built 
cist tomb containing a stone sarcophagus was discovered underneath the 
courtyard pavement, in front of the anteroom facade. 

A layer of ash 0.5 m thick and the broken objects found scattered every
where show that the mausoleum came to a violent end. Only the cist tomb 
containing the stone sarcophagus escaped destruction. The objects found in 
it, mainly glass vessels, date to the late first century or first half of the second 
century CE. Fragments of four other sarcophagi of the same type, found 
mostly in the burial chamber, probably stood on the shelves and in the recess 
before being smashed. 

The finds in the mausoleum are divided chronologically into two groups. 
Apart from the sarcophagi and the finds in the cist tomb, the earlier group, 
dating from the end of the first century or the first half of the second century 
CE, consists mainly of glass vessels, possibly from the broken coffins. In the 
later group, dating from the second half of the third century to the first half of 
the fourth century CE, amphorae and storage jars (found mostly in the 
anteroom) are more common. According to the finds, the mausoleum was 
built in the late first century or early second century CE and existed for 150 to 
200 years, until its violent destruction, which occurred in the late third or 
fourth century CE. 

ABRAHAM EITAN 

EXCAVATIONS IN THE 1970s AND 1980s 
From 1972 to 1985, thirteen seasons of excavations were conducted at Tel 
Aphek, on behalf of the Institute of Archaeology at Tel Aviv University and 
the Petal). Tiqva municipality. The Israel Exploration Society, Cornell Uni
versity, Allegheny College, Baylor University, Rice University, and the 
Baptist Theological Seminary of New Orleans also participated in several 
of the seasons. The excavations were under the direction ofM. Kochavi and 
P. Beck. From 1973 to 1978, a regional archaeological survey was conducted 
in the upper basin of the Yarqon River on behalf of the Institute of Archae
ology at Tel Aviv University and the Archaeological Survey oflsrael, under 
the direction of I. Beit-Arieh, R. Gophna, M. Kochavi, D. Eitam, and I. 
Finkelstein. As part of this project, excavations were carried out at 'Izbet 
~artah and at Tel Dalit. The survey's main conclusions are presented here, in 
conjunction with the results of the excavations at Aphek. Eight areas were 
excavated on the mound. 
AREA A. From 1972 to 1976, area A, located on the northwest edge of the 
mound, was excavated and Early Bronze Age II strata were reached. This 

Jugs with geometric 
decoration, from MB 
1/A built tombs. 



MB IIA bottle. 
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area ofthe mound, bordering the springs of the Yarqon River, was damaged 
both by water erosion and human activity, so that the strata were truncated 
on their northwest side. They were labeled as follows: 

Stratum Period Finds 

A-1-2 Ottoman 
A-3 Byzantine Structures 
A-4 Roman Structures 
A-5 Hellenistic Structures and fortress 
A-6-7 Iron II Pits 
A-8 Iron I Structures 
A-9 LB II Pits and winepresses 
A-10 LB I Pits and winepresses 
A-ll MB liB Structures and tombs 
A-12 MB IIA-B Structures and burial jars 
A-13 MB IIA Ruins of palace II 
A-14c-a MB IIA Palace II 
A-15-17 MB IIA Structures and installations 
A-18-19 EB II Dwellings 

AREA B. From 1972 to 1974, area B, which cuts through the fortifications at 
the north end of the mound, was excavated. The excavations reached down 
to virgin soil. The following strata were uncovered: 

Stratum Period Finds 

B-1 Ottoman 
B-2 Late Roman Robber trench 
B-3 MB liB Palace III 
B-4 MB IIA Wall repairs 
B-5 MB IIA City wall and structures 
B-6 MB IIA Dwellings 
B-7 EB II Fragmentary floors 
B-8 EB I City wall and structures 

General view of area B: (right) the figure is standing on the EB wall; (foreground) the figures are standing near the MB IIA wall; 
(left) remains of the MB liB palace III. 
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AREA X. Between 197 5 and 1983, area X was excavated. This is the acropolis 
of Aphek, located in the courtyard of the Ottoman fortress. During the 
construction of the fortress and the leveling of the courtyard area, the earlier 
strata were severely damaged (and in certain places were completely re
moved). The foundations of the fortress overlaid the walls of the Middle 
and Late Bronze Age palaces. Palace I and the strata below it were uncovered 
only in an exploratory trench. The following strata were uncovered: 

Stratum Period Finds 

X-1-2 Ottoman period 
X-3 Byzantine period Tombs 
X-4 Roman period Fortress 
X-5 Hellenistic period Fortress 
X-6 Iron II Structures 
X-7 Iron I Structures 
X-8 Iron I (lOth cent. BeE) Silos and structures 
X-9 Iron I (11th cent. BCE) Ash layers in open area, 

Philistine pottery 
X-10 Iron I (11th cent. BeE) Philistine pottery 
X-11 Iron I (12th cent. BCE) Dwellings 
X-12 LB (13th cent. BCE) Egyptian governor's 

residence (palace VI) 
X-13 LB II Palace V and cultic installation 
X-14 LB I Palace IV 
X-15 MB liB Palace III, phase B 
X-16 MB liB Palace III 
X-17 MB IIA Palace I, phase B 
X-18 MB IIA Palace I 
X-19 MB IIA Fill and preparations 

for palace construction 
X-20 MB IIA Dwellings 

AREA C. Between 1973 and 1982, area C, at the center of the mound, was 
excavated. Trial trenches were added. Remains from the later periods were 
well preserved in this area. The excavators reached the strata preceding the 
establishment of Antipatris only in test pits. The following strata were un
covered: 

Stratum Period Finds 

C-1 Early Arab Large public building 
C-2 Byzantine Dwellings and city wall 
C-3 Late Roman Carda and shops 
C-4 Early Roman (Herodian) Carda lined with shops 
C-5 Hellenistic Dwellings 

(3rd-2nd cent. acE) 

C-6 Hellenistic Dwellings 
(4th-3rd cent. BCE) 

C-7 Hellenistic 
C-8 MB 

AREA D. In 1973, 1976, 1981-1982, and 1984, area D was excavated. It is 
situated at the south end of the mound; and scattered trial trenches were 
added to the excavation area. This area was part of the city in the Early 
Bronze Age, the Middle Bronze Age, and the Late Roman period. In the 
other periods, the area contained isolated buildings, installations, and pits; it 
served mainly as the agricultural area of the settlement, which was then 
concentrated in the northern part of the mound. The following strata were 
uncovered: 

Stratum Period Finds 

D-1 Byzantine to Early Arab 
D-2 Late Roman Odeon, cardo, dwellings 
D-3 Hellenistic Isolated building 
D-4 Iron Installations 
D-5 LB Pits 
D-6 LB IIA Occupation strata 
D-7 EB Occupation strata 

AREA F. Excavated in 1974, area F is a test pit in Aphek Park, 250m north of 
the mound. Remains from the Persian and Hellenistic periods were found 
here. 
AREA G. Excavated in 1975 and from 1983 to 1985, Area Gis situated at the 
southwest end of the mound. In 197 5, a built tomb from the Late Bronze Age 
II was uncovered. In 1983-1984, the excavation area was expanded in order 
to permit maximum exposure of the Early Bronze Age strata. The following 
strata were uncovered: 

Stratum Period Finds 

G-1 Ottoman 
G-2 Late Roman Dwellings 
G-3 Early Roman Dwellings 
G-4 Hellenistic Installations 
G-5 Iron Installations and pits 
G-6 LB (13th cent. BCE) Built tomb 
G-7 MB liB Tombs 
G-8 MB IIA Pottery kilns 
G-9 EB II Dwellings 
G-10 EB II Dwellings 
G-11 EB II Dwellings 
G-12-13 EB I Public building (fortification?) 

and dwellings on virgin soil 
G-14 Chalco lithic Pit dug in virgin soil 

AREA H. Area His a test pit in the center of the mound. A house from the Late 
Roman period was discovered here. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
CHALCO LITHIC PERIOD. The earliest remains discovered on the mound 
are from the Ghassulian phase of the Chalco lithic period. Sherds were found 
in the pit dug in virgin soil on the southwest slope of the mound (area G). 
Settlements contemporaneous with this stage of Chalcolithic culture were 
also found at Wadi Rabah, about 2 km ( 1 mi.) east of Aphek, and at Fejja, 5 
km (3 mi.) to the west. 
EARLY BRONZE AGE. The earliest architectural remains from the Early 
Bronze Age date to the last phase of the Early Bronze Age I. These were 
unearthed only in the two areas in which the excavations reached virgin soil: 
area Gat the southwest end of the mound and area Bon its northwest slope. 
In these two areas, portions of the city's fortifications were found along with 
dwellings built on virgin soil. In area B, a 12-m section of the city wall was 
cleared. Thewall(2.5m thick)was builtofbricklaidon three stone courses. A 
similar method was employed in the construction of the residential buildings, 
situated some distance away from and parallel to the wall (stratum B-8). In 
area G, at the edge of the mound, a building (10m long) with walls 1m thick 
was found, built on virgin soil. It has not yet been determined whether this 
was a tower in the city wall or another public building. In this area inside the 
wall, two occupation strata ( G-12 and G-13) were uncovered. Remains from 
this phase were also found in other excavation areas (01 and E), and it can be 
assumed that the entire mound was already occupied in this period. The 
"early wall" discovered by Ory in area 01 belongs to this period and is a 
continuation of the city wall from area B. The pottery finds from this phase 
are very similar to the Early Bronze Age I assemblage from Tell el-Far'ah 
(North). 

Architectural remains and pottery finds from the second phase of the Early 
Bronze Age were discovered in most of the excavated areas on the mound. 
The most complete architectural remains were found in area A, in which a 
residential quarter of broadhouses was uncovered. The foundations and 
floors of the houses were built of river pebbles. The entrances to the 
houses, which faced each other, gave on to the streets passing between 
them. The general impression is that this is part of a planned city (strata 
A-19 and A-18). In area G, three strata (G-11-G-9) of Early Bronze Age II 
dwellings were found. The early structures in this phase (stratum G-11) were 
built directly over the tower of the preceding phase. The ceramic assemblage 
is distinguished by the relative a bun dance of fine carina ted bowls, as found in 
contemporary strata at Tellel-Far'ah (North) and atAi. Imported Egyptian 
vessels appear for the first time. Although a few sherds of the Khirbet Kerak 
type were also found, there were no occupation strata from this stage. 

The regional study showed that small, single-period settlements were 
established in the vicinity of Tel Aphek in the first phase of the Early Bronze 
Age, along the border between the hill country and the Coastal Plain. These 
settlements disappeared in the second phase, and the fortified satellite set
tlements of Aphek (such as Tel Dalit) were established in the hill country. 
With the decline of Aphek in the third phase of the Early Bronze Age, the 
satellite settlements also ceased to exist. Only a few Middle Bronze Age I 
(Early Bronze Age IV) sherds were found. A rich cemetery from this period 
was excavated near Kibbutz I:Iorshim, about 10 km (6 mi.) northeast of 
Aphek. 
MIDDLE BRONZE AGE. After a long occupation gap, the site was resettled 
at the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age (Middle Bronze Age II, according 
to them ore common terminology), at the start of the second millennium BeE. 
Remains from the first phase (Middle Bronze Age IIA) were found through
out the area of the excavations. This was undoubtedly Aphek's high point as 
the urban center of the central Coastal Plain. Four phases of development 
were distinguished in the city of this period. 

PHASE A. The first phase is marked by the beginning of settlement, before 
the construction of the public building and the city wall (strata X -20, B-6, and 



probably the installations in stratum A-17). Most of the sherds in the fill, laid 
in order to level the area for palace I (stratum X-19), also came from this 
phase. The pottery finds are characterized by storage jars and bowls with 
white slip, painted decoration on the vessels, and a large number of plastic 
decorations. Red slip and burnishing are absent. 

PHASE B. In phase B, the city was consolidated. The first palace was built on 
the acropolis (strata X-18 and X-17), and a new city wall was constructed 
(stratum B-5) on the slope of the mound. The dwellings in area A (strata A -16 
and A-15) belong to this phase. Palace I was built on a fill almost 3m thick; 
only a small section of its northern wing was excavated. Its walls are uni
formly thick (1.2 m) and are built of a single course of stones overlaid with 
bricks. A cooking oven was found in its open courtyard and a second one 
close to the wall in area B. A large room, containing only storage jars, 
probably served as the palace storeroom. A general renovation was carried 
out in stratum X -17 of the palace, during which its floors were raised by about 
0.8 m. A few simple graves and burial jars were found beneath the floors and 
in the area between the palace and the city wall. A stretch of the wall was 
cleared (c. 25 m long). The wall (3.5 to 4 m wide) had two watchtowers 
supporting it on the side of the steep slope. The wall's stone base is eleven 
courses high where it crosses the valley that separates the acropolis from the 
city. It has a drainage opening built of unusually large stones. The upper 
portion of the wall was brick. Four stages of occupation levels associated 
with this wall were discovered. The buildings in area A probably belonged to 
the poorer classes; the walls were built directly over the remains of the Early 
Bronze Age buildings, and they are smaller and their finds scantier than those 
of their predecessors. 

PHASE c. Palace I was eventually abandoned, and palace II was built in area 
A, about 100m west of its predecessor. Fundamental repairs were made in 
the city wall, and a new stone foundation was laid. The builders of the wall 
compensated for the slope's steep gradient by dividing the wall into sections, 
each of which was built at a different height, with a watchtower buttressing it 
from the outside. Palace II consists oflarge courtyards coated with hydraulic 
plaster. Its western and northern ends were completely eroded, although the 
area cleared totaled 7 50 sq m. The thickness of the exterior walls is 1.2 m, and 
of the inner walls 0.8 m. Infant burial jars were found underneath the floors 
(which were replastered after the interment). In stratum A-14 three building 
phases were distinguished, during which the palace area was extended and 
the floors raised. The pottery from this phase excels in the beauty of the finish 
of the vessel, its red slip, and its high burnish. Several ofthe built graves found 
byOryin area02 are to be ascribed to phase B (tombs 2, 4, and 5), and several 
others to phase C. These unique tombs were probably the graves of the 
inhabitants of palaces I and II. 

PHASE D. The last, transitional phase of the Middle Bronze Age IIA dates to 
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the eighteenth century BCE. Palace II was abandoned at this time, and on its 
ruins a residential quarter was rebuilt, with a small cemetery nearby (stratum 
A-12). Most of the burials were of infants in jars. Many of the characteristics 
ascribed to the Middle Bronze Age liB pottery are already discernible in the 
vessels of this phase. Three kilns in which these vessels were fired were found 
in area G. 

The thickness of the strata of the settlement and its expansion over the 
entire area of the mound attest to the importance of Aphek in the Middle 
Bronze Age IIA. The identification of the site with the city of Aphek men
tioned in the later Execration texts appears quite reasonable in light of the 
results ofthe excavations. In the survey of the Yarkon Basin close to Aphek, a 
few unfortified settlements from this period were discovered. It may be 
assumed, however, that the area under Aphek's control extended far beyond 
those settlements, to the boundaries of Gezer in the south and to the Nal;tal 
I:Iadera basin in the north, and that sites such as Tel Poleg, Tel I:Iefer, and 
Khirbet Zureiqiye were among its fortified satellites. 

In the Middle Bronze Age liB, the city began to recede to the northern part 
of the mound. Area X was chosen once again for the construction of a palace 
(palace III), which may already have been erected during phase D of the 
preceding period. Palace III was built on the remains of palace I with a new 
plan, but with the same general orientation (stratum X-16). This palace is 
noteworthy for its massive foundations, built of extremely large stones 
quarried in the hills several kilometers to the east of Aphek. In order to 
prevent the sinking of the muddy ground-a factor that may have been 
the cause of the shift in the location of the palace in the preceding peri
od-the new foundations were laid at a depth of2.5 m. The northern outer 
wall of the palace was built midway down the slope, a short distance in from 
the city wall of the preceding period. 

This outer wall stood exposed on the slope of the mound, and its large 
stones were robbed for secondary use in the Late Roman period (stratum 
B-3). The wall parallel to it on the south was built on the foundations of 
palace I, and the north wall of the Ottoman fortress was in turn built directly 
over it. Only the northern wing of palace III was cleared. It extends over an 
area of approximately 2,000 sq m. In its center was a large hall with an area of 
150 sq m. Its ceiling was supported by two large columns more than one meter 
in diameter. The floor of the palace was made of waterproof plaster 25 em 
thick. In a later phase (stratum X -15), changes and repairs were carried out in 
the palace: in the northeast corner of the large hall, a dais (3 by 2m) was built 
ofbricks surrounded by a frame one stone thick; the stones were well dressed. 
The dais stood within a room whose brick walls overlaid the floor of the 
previous phase of the palace. This apparent cult room had a series of rooms 
with entrances and steps leading to it. Palace III was destroyed in a con
flagration in the mid-sixteenth century BCE. Apart from palace III, only a few 
remains from this period were found in the other excavated areas: in area A 
several tombs and remains of dwellings (A-ll) were found, and in area G a 
grave built of bricks surrounded by several simple tombs (G-7) was uncov
ered. There were no traces in the other excavated areas from this period. 

Although no contemporary sites were found in the regional study, Middle 
Bronze Age sherds were uncovered at Fejja. Sites such as Tel Mikhal and Tel 
Gerisa were undoubtedly satellites of Aphek's, which maintained its status as 
a center of power in the area until it was destroyed in the conquest of Canaan 
by the pharaohs ofthe Eighteenth Dynasty, in the mid-sixteenth century BCE. 

The following is a summary of the Middle Bronze Age at Aphek: 

Area X: (above) entrance with plastered steps leading to the "cultic room" in palace 
III, second phase, MB liB; (left) rooms with a white plaster floor in palace III, 
stratum X-16. MB liB. 
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Phase Area A Area B Area X Other Areas 

A Installations Poorly built structures Poorly built structures 
B Private buildings Erection of city wall Palace I City wall in 01, 

early tombs in 02 

c Palace II Repair of city wall Abandonment Late tombs in 02 

D Private buildings, Erection of palace Early pottery 
cemetery III (?) kilninG 

E Buildings Palace III Palace III, phase A Late pottery 
and tombs kilns in G 

F Buildings Palace III Palace III, phase B Tombs in G, 
and tombs public building 

in 02 

LATE BRONZE AGE. In the Late Bronze Age, the settlement on the mound 
encompassed only the acropolis and its environs. Palace IV (stratum X-14) 
was built in the Late Bronze Age with the same general orientation as that of 
the Middle Bronze Age palaces. Most of the area above the central hall of 
palace III was not rebuilt, and stone-faced drainage channels crossed it. On 
the site of the cult room of palace III, a round pit (1 m deep and 2 m in 
diameter) was excavated. The walls and floor of the pit were faced with stone, 
and in its center was a gigantic stone with polished sides. In the space between 
the stone and the walls of the pit scores of intact pottery vessels were found, 
mostly simple bowls, with a few vessels of other types. The pottery dates to 
the fifteenth and fourteenth centuries BCE, the end of the period in which the 
pit was in use. This may indicate continuity of the cultic place, a well-known 
phenomenon in Canaanite culture. 

Palace V (stratumX-13)was builtin thefourteenthcenturyBCE with anew 
general orientation and with no connection to the palaces that had preceded 
it. The conquest of Aphek during the time of Amenhotep II may be asso
ciated with this highly significant change. The palace had large stone-paved 
courtyards that were crossed obliquely by drainage channels. In front of the 
northern outer wall, a row of columns stood on a stylobate. Palace V was 
badly damaged by the builders of the Egyptian governor's residence (palace 
VI, stratum X-12), and its plan cannot be fully reconstructed. 

PALACE VI, THE RESIDENCE OF THE EGYPTIAN GOVERNOR (STRATUM X-12). The 
governor's residence was built at the southwest corner of palace V. Instead of 
a spacious palace with courtyards, halls, and rooms, it was a public, fortress
like structure only about400 sq m. Its walls were uniformly thick (1.4m), and 
it had at least two stories. Its walls were built of stone up to 2m in height, 
above which bricks were used. A paved ramp led to the building from the 
north toward a well-defended gate. Beyond the gateway were two entrances: 
one led to the halls, storerooms, and ground-floor rooms, and the other to the 
staircase leading to the second story. The upper story was apparently res
idential. This was a typical fortified palace, similar to other Egyptian gov-

Egyptian ring 

L~tter from 
Ugarit 

ernors' residences built at key locations in Canaan during the period of 
Egyptian rule (at Beth-Shean, Tell el-Far'ah [South], Tel Sera', Tel 
Mor, and Deir el-Balal).). The structure was destroyed in a violent confla
gration; its debris rises to a height of 2m. "Canaanite" storage jars and a 
collared-rim pithos were found on the ground floor. Egyptian bowls were 
found in the debris of the second story. In addition to utensils used in daily 
life, the following written documents were found among the debris. 

Egyptian documents: I. Blessing to the god Amon-Reinscribed on a faience ring. 
2. Faience dedicatory plaque, a foundation offering to the 

temple of Isis, on which the name of Ramses II appears. 
Hittite document: 3. Seal impression (bulla) of a Hittite prince. 
Lexicons in cuneiform script: 4. Fragment of a trilingual lexicon in Akkadian, Sumerian, 

and Canaanite, with the names of liquids in the three 
languages. 

5. Fragment of a bilingual lexicon in Sumerian and Akkadian 
or Canaanite. 

Administrative documents: 6. Fragment of a cuneiform tablet, listing large quantities--
one thousand, six hundred, etc. 

Fragments only: 
7. Tablet with an unfinished inscription. 

8-9. Small fragments in Akkadian script. 
Letters: 10. Fragmentary letter concerning trade matters. 

II. Complete letter from Ugarit, found with number 7 above, 
written in Akkadian and addressed to the Egyptian 
governor in Canaan; in the letter a request is made to 
purchase wheat. 

No Late Bronze Age building remains were found in the other excavation 
areas; however, in areas D and A, as well as in Eitan's excavations, pits and 
tombs from this period were uncovered. In area G, a built grave was cleared 
that contained eight skeletons, pottery, and bronze vessels contemporary 
with the governor's palace. Two well-preserved winepresses were discovered 
in area A. They were dug in the ground and their sides faced with stone and 
coated with waterproof plaster. They are identical in size and in plan, and 
their treading areas lie parallel to each other. Each of their storage pits had a 
capacity of 3,500 liters. Seven plastered steps led to the bottom of the sed
imentation pit, where Canaanite storage jars were discovered. The finds and 
the debris of palace VI, which covered the winepresses, enabled the exca
vators to date the presses to the period of the Egyptian governor's palace 
(strata A-9 and X-12). 

Late Bronze Age Aphek, which is mentioned in the time ofThutmose III 
and Amenhotep II as a Canaanite city-state, probably became an Egyptian 
fortress during the time of Ramses II, as did nearby Jaffa. The economic
agricultural activity in the city was centered on the governor's palace. This 
palace was destroyed in battle, as indicated by the arrowheads found in its 

debris and the conflagration that consumed it. The archaeolo
gical finds contain no data revealing the identity of its destroyers; 
it is possible, however, that the palace was destroyed by the new 
inhabitants, who settled on its ruins. 
THE IRON AGE. Two residential quarters from the phase fol
lowing the destruction of the governor's palace (stratum X-11) 
were found on the acropolis: one to the north of the ruins of the 
governor's residence and the other to its east. Ruins still covered 
the area, and a large retaining wall was erected to prevent them 
from collapsing into the eastern residential quarter. In the north
ern quarter, there were three square buildings identical in size 
and plan. Each was divided into a back room, occupying about 
one-third of its area, and a paved front room, which may have 
served as a courtyard. These buildings closely resemble those 
found at Tell Abu Hawam, which also lie above the remains 
of Late Bronze Age strata. In the eastern quarter, the remains 
of superimposed structures were found whose plans are difficult 
to reconstruct. Fishhooks, lead weights from fishing nets, and a 
turtle shell were found in them. The residents thus seem to have 
earned their livelihood from fishing in the Y arkon and its 
swamps. The identical nature of the remains above the ruins 
of the last Late Bronze Age stratum at Aphek and at Tell Abu 
Hawam attest to a similar history in this period. One of the 
groups of Sea Peoples who dispersed along the coast at the 
beginning of the Iron Age may have colonized both sites. 

Isometric reconstruction of the Egyptian governor's residence, 13th century BCE. 

Strata X-10 and X-9 are characterized by large quantities of 
Philistine pottery. Only a small part of the Philistine settlement at 
Aphek was uncovered in the excavations because most of the 
area ascribed to that period was not built up. In stratum X-10 
there were many pits, and stratum X-9 is characterized by an 
open area containing many layers of ash-remains of organic 
materials. Noteworthy among the finds are the heads of Ash
dada-type statuettes and a fragment of a clay tablet containing 
an inscription in an unknown and as yet undeciphered script. It 
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General view of the Egyptian governor's residence (palace VI). 

may be the script used by the Philistines. Judging from the finds, this was not 
a fortified city but merely a Philistine stronghold. 

In stratum X-8, part of a four-room house was cleared. The bases of its 
columns are round stone drums; the columns themselves were probably 
wood. Silos faced with clay or stone are characteristic of stratum X-8. They 
are 0.8 to I min diameter and at times 2m or more deep. The silos were dug 
over the entire excavated area of the acropolis, and for the most part cut 
through to the floors of the early palaces. The contents of one silo were seven 
storage jars, two jugs, an Egyptian bowl, and seven arrowheads. These 

materials date the silos to about 1000 BCE, the time of the abandonment of 
nearby 'lzbet ~artah, where silos like these existed in the twelfth and eleventh 
centuries BCE. The resettlement of Aphek at the beginning of the tenth 
century BCE can be explained as the beginning of the Israelite settlement 
in the Yarkon Basin in the time of King David. 

The Israelite settlement atAphek developed in the second half of the tenth 
century BCE. Only isolated walls from that period survived in the acropolis 
area as a result of Ottoman construction. Two four-room Israelite houses 
wereexcavatedinareaA(stratumA-8)thathad been violently destroyed. On 

Inscriptions from the Egyptian governor's 
residence: (left) fragment of the bilingual 
lexicon; (center) fragment of a Hittite 
bulla; (right) inner side of the letter from 
Takuhlina, governor of Ugarit. 
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the floors of the houses and in a silo in their courtyard many pottery 
vessels were found that date the destruction to the end of the tenth 
century BCE----<:aused perhaps by Pharaoh Shishak's campaign in 
Canaan. Included among the finds were ten chalices with traces of 
soot, a figurine of a woman with a tambourine, and other unusual 
vessels. 

Coin of Antipatris, first half of 3rd century CE. Bronze oil lamp from stratum D3, 
Hellenistic period. 

Only a few remains from the Iron Age II were found in the area of 
the acropolis (strata X-7 and X-6). Sherds from this period were 
found in pits and next to installations in various excavation areas 
(C, D, E, and G). In the Iron Age, settlement was concentrated on 
the northern part of the mound. Some of its remains were removed 
during the construction of the Ottoman fortress; other traces were 
buried under the camp of the Jerusalem water project at the north
eastern corner of the mound. 
THE PERSIAN PERIOD. No remains from the Persian period were 
found on the mound; however, a single residential house (the 
"farm") was unearthed in area F on the plain north of the 
mound. Similar "farmhouses" can be found mostly in the hill coun
try east of Aphek. 
THE HELLENISTIC PERIOD. Remains from the Hellenistic period were 
found in areas A, C, D, and X. Isolated buildings were cleared in most of the 
excavated areas. The main part of this settlementwas apparently in area C, in 
which three Hellenistic occupation strata (C-7-C-5) were found beneath the 
Roman strata in the exploratory trenches. This was a planned settlement 
whose houses were erected along a main street running north-south. The 
plan of the settlement was hippodamic, and it continued to be built in 
accordance with these principles throughout the Hellenistic and Roman 
periods. The western end of a fortress from the Late Hellenistic period 
was unearthed in area A (stratum A-5). (Its eastern wing was completely 
destroyed by the construction of the Ottoman fortress.) A well from this 
period in area X may belong to this fortress; it is possible that it was part of the 
"Jannaeus line" discovered by J. Kaplan along the Yarkon River (q.v. Tel 
Aviv). It seems that the central settlement in the region in the Hellenistic 
period was located on the mound of Aphek. Thus, it is this site that should be 

~ Herodian period 
BJ Late Roman period 

4 

Area C: (above) plan of the buildings from the Roman period; (below) isometric 
reconstruction of the mansion, Late Roman period. 

identified with the Pegae mentioned in 
documents from the period, and not the 
nearby site at F ejja, which preserves the 
ancient name. The so-called farms in the 
hill country in the hinterland of Aphek 
reached the apex of their development 
in this period. 
THE ROMAN PERIOD. According to 
the ancient sources (see above), Antipa
tris was built by Herod in 9 BCE; the finds 
in area C, however, indicate that the 
town already existed in the fourth cen-
tury BCE. During the time of the Herodian dynasty, the city's main street was 
paved with flagstones arranged in a herringbone pattern, and there were 
shops on both sides of the car do. In each shop a front room opened onto the 
street, and a back room served as a storeroom. In the shops and in the space 
between them and the pavement, small clay casks were found that were used 
to store merchandise and to display it to passersby. The Herodian city 
extended over about two-thirds of the mound, in its northern part, exceed
ing the bounds of the Hellenistic city. A new fortress (stratum X-4) was built 
on the acropolis. The commercial quarter was destroyed in a conflagration, 
apparently in the wake of the measures taken to impose order by Cestius 
Gallus and Vespasian. Many finds from the period preceding the destruction 
of the Second Temple were found in the ruins (stratum C-4), among them 
coins minted by the Roman procurators and Agrippa. There are also a few 

Coins from shops along the cardo, 1st century CE. 
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Area D: the odeon in stratum 2, Late Roman period. 

coins from years 1 and 2 of the First Jewish Revolt. Stone vessels of the 
"measuring cup" type common atJewish settlements attest to the presence of 
a Jewish population in Antipatris at this time. 

Antipatris recovered slowly from its destruction, but it flourished once 
again during the time of the Severan dynasty. In the Late Roman period 
(stratum C-3), the city also extended over the southern part of the mound, 
regaining its Middle Bronze Age IIA dimensions. The car do was extended to 
the southern end of the mound (in area D) and a street perpendicular to it was 
found in area G nearby. Next to the entrance to the city in the south, the 
construction of a small theater (odeon), pagan in nature, was begun, ap
parently in the time ofthe emperor Julian. Its stage, or scaena, was supported 
by ten arches, most of which were preserved. The paving of the orchestra was 
not completed, however, nor were more than two rows of seats built. The 
circle of seats was divided by three sets of stairs. Only the foundation of the 
eastern wall (scaena frons) was built. The unfinished theater was destroyed in 

Area D: southern end of the cardo in stratum 2, Late Roman period. 

363 CE by an earthquake that completely leveled Antipatris, as seen in the 
archaeological and literary evidence. 

In the center of the city there was a paved forum, north of which was the 
commercial quarter. In the Late Roman period the cardo was widened, but 
there were shops only on the western side of the street. Facing them on the 
eastern side of the cardo, was an insula containing a large mansion and 
ancillary buildings. Rainwater was channeled through pipes running under 
the street to plastered pools. The mansion, built in the style of Roman houses 
in the East, contained a central courtyard surrounded by rooms. Twelve 
mosaic panels with various patterns were unearthed here. 

Signs of the destruction at Antipatris from the earthquake of 363 CE are 
visible in all the excavation areas. Many parts of the city were destroyed and 
abandoned; in many places, domestic vessels were found in situ under the 
ruins. Antipatris is mentioned many times in the Mishnah and Talmud as a 
border city between the continuous Jewish settlement to its south and the 
gentile settlement to its north. It was the capital of the hyparchy of the same 
name, and during the time of Elagabalus it even minted its own coins. The 
milestone recording the distance from Antipatris found in the survey un
doubtedly belongs to this last period of prominence. 
THE BYZANTINE PERIOD. Remains from the Byzantine period were 
found in area C (stratum C-2): a fortified structure built above the forum 
pavement and a wall encompassing the adjacent residential quarter hint at 
the existence of a small military settlement. The entrances to the odeon were 
blocked with stone walls in this period. In the contemporary sources, Anti
patris is mentioned as a city in ruins or as a way station. 
THE UMAYYAD PERIOD. One large building belongs to the Umayyad 
period; its remains are located in area C, south of the Roman mansion. 
Only its northern part has been cleared; the walls' foundations (2 m thick 
or more) are preserved. Rooms built around a courtyard and a corner tower 
give some idea of its plan. It may be assumed that these are the remains of the 
Umayyad palace mentioned in contemporary sources. 
THE OTTOMAN PERIOD. Tel Aphek is mentioned in Crusader sources as 
an estate in the seigneury of the lbellins, whose stronghold was in the tower of 
Mirabel, close to the mound. No remains from this period were found in the 
excavations. From 1572 to 1574, the Ottoman fortress, Binar Bashi, was built 
on the summit of the mound, where its ruins are still visible. Its walls en
compassed the ancient acropolis of Aphek. The fortress is square and had 
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four corner towers, three of which were square and one octagonal. It was 
entered through an indirect gate in the center of the western wall. Rooms 
were built along its walls as barracks for the soldiers, stables, and storerooms. 
In the center of the fortress's courtyard, a small mosque was erected with its 
own courtyard, which was enclosed by a stone wall. The mosque and court
yard were surrounded by twenty additional rooms used as dwellings. The 
construction of the Ottoman fortress, which extended over an area of2 a., 
destroyed or damaged earlier strata on the mound, which is attested by 
contemporary documents. According to the sources, the fortress existed 
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and held the second largest gar
rison in Palestine. It was the Ottoman authorities' main base for overseeing 
the coastal road between the Carmel Range and Gaza. 

SUMMARY 
The excavations at Aphek -Antipatris revealed the history of a city on a main 
crossroad that has been occupied continuously for about 5,000 years, since 
the beginning of the Early Bronze Age to the present. Its location is the main 
reason for its continuity and for the wealth of written testimony mentioning 
it, beginning with the Execration texts. Large cities, of 25 a. or more, were 
located on the mound in the Early Bronze Age, the Middle Bronze Age IIA, 
and the Late Roman period; in other periods settlement was restricted to the 
northern part of the mound, and at times it was occupied only by a palace
fortress. The centrality of the site to the country's road system and to Egypt's 
administration of Canaan is attested by the written documents found in the 
Egyptian governor's residence. The powers that ruled the country after the 

period of Egyptian domination also took steps to ensure their control of the 
site. 
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APOLLONIA-ARSUF 
IDENTIFICATION 
Apollonia-Arsuf is located on a cliff overlooking the Mediterranean Sea, 
northwest ofHerzliya. Remains of a fortified city extending over an area of 
about 22 a. are clearly visible at the site. The city includes a Crusader fortress 
(map reference 13191.17804) and a port on its northwest side. There was also 
an anchorage south of the port. In its period of greatest prosperity, the city 
enclosed an area of almost 150 a. The city's water supply was maintained for 
the most part by numerous cisterns that collected rainwater. The city was 
founded in the Persian period, when it was probably known as Arshof; this 
name has been preserved since the Early Arab period as Arsuf. It probably 
derived from the Phoenician god Reshef, as first pointed out by C. Clermont
Ganneau. He also noted the similarity with the Greek god Apollo, after 
whom the city Apollonia was named, in the Hellenistic period. In the Cru-
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sader period the city was known in the corrupt form, Arsur. The identifica
tionofthecitywasestablished by A. Relandin the eighteenth century. On the 
Tabula Peutingeriana, Apollonia is clearly shown on the coast between Jaffa 
and Caesarea, at a distance of 22 miles from Caesarea (its exact position). 

HISTORY 

Apollonia is mentioned for the first time by Josephus as a coastal city held by 
Alexander Jannaeus (Antiq. XIII, 15, 4). In 57 BCE it was rebuilt by Gabinius 
(War I, 8, 4). It is also mentioned by Pliny (N.H. V, 69) and by the geographer 
Ptolemy (Geog. V, 15, 2). In the Byzantine period, it is referred to by Ste
phanus of Byzantium (as Apollonia, 13) and other writers. Its identification 
with Sozusa is problematic because Stephan us of Byzantium speaks of them 
as two different cities. Its identification with Aftoria has also not been pro
ven. Apollonia is not mentioned in the Talmud. 

The city was taken by the Persians in 614 CE and a short while later by the 
Arabs. The Samaritan chronicler Abulfatl).i (LXXX) mentions the existence 
of a Samaritan community in the city up to the time of the Arab conquest and 
speaks of the great suffering it endured during the rioting of 809 CE. The 
question of a possible identification with Rashpin, mentioned in the Adler 
Chronicle, should be reexamined. Arsufis mentioned by Arab geographers 
from the ninth century onward. From these accounts it appears that it was 
one of the thirteen major cities in Palestine, a fortified and densely populated 
city, and possessed a marketplace. It was a center for redeeming Muslim 
prisoners and the seat oflslamic religious scholarship, especially in the eighth 
and ninth centuries CE. 

Arsufwas taken by the Crusaders in 1101 CE, after a previous abortive 
attempt to capture it in 1099. Initially crown property, it later became a 
seigniory. It was located near the scene of the famous Battle of Arsur, 
in which the Crusaders, led by Richard the Lion-Heart, prevailed over the 
army of Saladin in 1191. Thecitybecamepartofthedomainofthe House of 
lbelin in 1217, at which time its walls and fortress were strengthened. The 
fortress, with its walls and towers, is depicted on two seals of its lords from the 
thirteenth century. The city was given to the Hospitallers in 1261, and it was 
conquered by the sultan Bay bars in 1265 and razed to its foundations, never 
to be rebuilt. 

EXPWRATION 
The first detailed descriptions of the city's ruins are recorded in reports by 
V. Guerin and the British Survey ofWestern Palestine. The latter also drew a 
plan of the city. Over the years, fragments of statues, inscriptions, and other 
finds have been collected at the site. The first excavation was a salvage dig 
carried out in 1950, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities, by 
P. Kahane and I. Ben-Dor. They cleared graves and installations for manu
facturing glass, oil presses and winepresses in the northern part of the site. In 
1962 and 1976, the remains of a church with a mosaic floor and an inscription 



Pottery figurine heads from the Persian period. 

were examined in the southeastern part of the city (q.v. Churches). In 1977 
and 1981, soundings were made inside the fortified city and the fortress, 
under the direction of I. Roll and E. Ayalon. Since 1982, Roll has excavated 
in the western and southern parts of the city and in the fortress, on behalf of 
the Institute of Archaeology at Tel Aviv University. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
EARLY FINDS. Neolithic flint tools and a scant amount of pottery from the 
Early Bronze Age I were collected on the surface of the site. A number oflron 
Age II potsherds was discovered at the bottom of area H. 
THE PERSIAN PERIOD. The earliest occupation level, which was concen
trated on the cliff above the seashore, dates to the Persian period. The 
remains from this period consist of four phases of settlement uncovered 
in area H, a large deposit of pottery in area D, and infant jar burials in 
the northern part of the city. Of special note are the numerous imported 
Greek vessels, among them an Attic bowl with a Phoenician inscription 
mentioning the god Eshmun, heads of figurines, and some twenty Phoeni
cian coins, almost all of them Sidonian. The large number of murex shells 
attests that the inhabitants were employed in the production of purple dye. 
The city was also a Phoenician trading station. From the Hellenistic set
tlement, which occupied the same area, deposits of pottery and murex shells 
were uncovered in area D, indicating that the production of purple dye 
continued into this period. A grave was cleared in the southern part of 
the city. 
THE ROMAN AND BYZANTINE PERIODS. The Roman settlement was 

located mainly in the southern 
part of the city, near the anchor
age. Two phases of settlement 
from the second century CE were 
uncoveredinareaE.Abovethese 
remains lay a large deposit of 
third-century pottery, including 
imported ware from Italy and 
North Africa, jars with painted 
inscriptions, and a pottery zoo
morphic vessel in the form of a 
ram. A colored mosaic floor 
from the fourth century CE was 
uncovered near area H. A large 
collection of mostly "Samari
tan" lamps of the third to fourth 
centuries CE, one of them deco
rated with a seven-branched me
norah, was discovered in the 
eastern part of the city. 

In the Byzantine period, dur
ing the sixth and seventh centu-
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Pottery oil lamp decorated with seven
branched menorah, Late Roman period. 

ries, the city expanded over an area of about 150 a. The main finds from this 
period include installations for processing agricultural produce and work
shops. Olive- and winepresses were uncovered in the 1950 excavations on tlie 
north side of the city and on the south side in area E and to its north. Kilns 
used for glass production were discovered in the northern part ofthe city, and 
additional installations were found in areas Band D. In strata X and IX in 
area B, buildings were found on either side of a street. Near the church on the 
southeast, a large cistern was preserved in its entirety; two of its walls were 
decorated with crosses in relief. 
THE EARLY ARAB PERIOD. In the Early Arab period, the area of the city 
was reduced to 22 a., but it was better planned and its houses more densely 
built. At the very beginning ofthe Arab period, the city was enclosed by a wall 
one meter wide, whose outer face was strengthened with buttresses. A moat 
was dug in front of it. The city gate, protected by two semicircular towers, was 
on the east side of the city. Houses, dated by their finds to the second half of 
the seventh century CE, were uncovered along the wall in areas E and H. In 
area B, a complex of buildings was found on either side of a street oriented 
north to south. Eight phases of use, covering the duration of the Early Arab 
period, were distinguished in these buildings. The buildings in stratum VIII 
display continuity from the Byzantine period onward. 

In stratum VII, the entire area was rebuilt, and rooms that were uniform in 
plan and entered through pairs of piers stood on either side of the street. 
These rooms, which contained ovens and other installations, were probably 

The natural anchorage and the built Crusader harbor north of it. 
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stores or workshops. The continuation of the street 
and its buildings was uncovered in area C, attesting 
that the site had been subject to comprehensive 

Fragment of a glazed bowl, Crusader period. Stream pebble wz'th Arabic inscription in relief 

urban planning, probably at the time of 'Abd 
el-Malik (685-705). The buildings also remained 
in use in stratum VI and then suffered great 
damage. Clearly, this stratum terminated in violent 
destruction, perhaps in the 809 CE riots following 
the death of I:Iarun er-Rashid. The ninth-century 
settlement of stratum V was rebuilt with minor 
changes. The rooms were then smaller and inner 
courtyards were added. The same buildings and 
street continued in use in strata IV-I, in the tenth 
and eleventh centuries, although they show that 
there had been a gradual decline in construction 
standards. Rich and variegated finds were uncov
ered here, including glazed pottery in a variety of 
colors, vessels with black-on-white decoration of 
Mesopotamian origin, bone and metal objects, os
traca, pendants, and seals. The large number of 
tools and nails points to the extensive use of wood 
for construction. In the industrial zone, on the 
north side of the city, glass continued to be manufactured for a little long
er, but the winepresses went out of use. 
THE CRUSADER PERIOD. In the Crusader period, the city walls and some 
of the buildings along it that were uncovered in areas E and H underwent 
repair. The finds in areas B, C, and D reveal that the city center was no longer 
urban in character but was an open expanse paved alternately with stone 
slabs and plastered floors. The Crusader fortress was surrounded by a dou
ble-wall system with semicircular and square towers which enclosed an area 
of 65 by 45 m (c. 0.75 a.). It was strengthened by a retaining wall and 
surrounded by a moat. On the west side of the fortress was a don jon with 
a vaultedhall(7 mhigh). The first story and the foundations of an octangular 
room on the second story were preserved in their entirety. An elongated hall 
with a rounded east wall on the east side of the fortress may have served as a 
chapel. At the base of the fortress was a small port built with quays and corner 
towers. It was entered from the southwest. A hewn tunnel led from the 
fortress to the port; another tunnel (c. 90 m long) led south, from the fortress 
to the moat. 

Area B: Early Arab street, looking north. 

The finds from this period include well-made glazed pottery, some im
ported from southern Italy, Constantinople, and north Syria; bone and 
metal ornaments and jewelry; and local and European, as well as Ayyubid 
coins. The destruction of the city by the Mamelukes is attested in the ex
cavations of the city and the fortress by signs of destruction: conflagration 
layers and ballista stones. The meager amount of coins and pottery from the 
time of Bay bars indicates the existence of a small garrison in the city in the 
final chapter of its history. A hoard of silver and gold coins from the sixteenth 
century was found among the debris of the northern city wall. 

SUMMARY 
Apollonia-Arsuf presents a picture of continuous occupation from the Per
sian to the end of the Crusader periods. From the time of its foundation, and 
especially since the Byzantine period, it was a port and commercial and crafts 
center. It developed into a large city and was the only port in the southern 
Sharon Plain. 

Arsuf seals of the Crusader rulers of Arsur. 

Area E: a paved street and a house adjoining the city wall, Crusader period, 
looking east. 
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ARAD 
IDENTIFICATION AND HISTORY 
Arad, an important city in the Negev desert in the Canaanite and Israelite 
periods, has been identified by most scholars with Tel 'Arad, about 30 km 
(18.5 mi.) east-northeast of Beersheba (map reference 162.075; but see be
low). Arad is mentioned in the Bible as a fortified Canaanite city in the eastern 
Negev: 'The king of Arad, who dwelt in the Negeb," prevented the Israelites 
from penetrating directly from the Negev into the Judean Hills (Num. 21:1, 
33:40). Aradappears in the list of conquered Canaanite cities (Jos. 12: 14), but 
nothing is said about its conquest, except that "the descendants of Hobab 
[the Kenite]," Moses' father-in-law (Jg. 4:11), "went up with the people of 
Judah from the city of palms into the wilderness of Judah, which lies in the 
Negeb near Arad; and they went and settled with the people [Amalekites]" 
(Jg. 1:16). 

Because an Israelite sanctuary was found at the excavated site, it can be 
assumed that the Kenite clan related to Moses is mentioned in connection 
with some focal bamah (high place) that became a royal Israelite sanctuary in 
the days of Solomon. Arad also appears in the list of the cities of southern 
Judah (Jos. 15:21-reading Arad for Eder) and in Pharaoh Shishak's list of 
cities drawn up after his campaign in the fifth year of Rehoboam's reign: 

Jfgrm 'rd rbt 'rdn-bt Yrflm (nos. 107-112), that is, "The flagarim [citadels] of 
greater Arad and of the house of Yeru]]am (Jerahmeel)." 

There is no further literary information about the site, except for the 
testimony of Eusebius (Onom. 14, 3), who mentions a village named 
Arad, situated four Roman miles from Moleatha (identified with Khirbet 
Keseifeh) and twenty miles from Hebron, distances that agree with the 
location of Tel 'Arad. 

The mound, which has retained its ancient name (Tell 'Arad in Arabic), 
dominates the plains of the eastern Negev. The small mound (the upper 
citadel), with its deep stratification, rises prominently above an extensive 
area of low hills (the lower city). The bedrock crops up in many places. 
Because the site lacks a spring or well, its water supply depended entirely 
on the storage of rainwater in cisterns. The site stands on a hill of Eocenic 
rock that contrasts strongly with the white Senonian rock characteristic of 
the region. Because Eocenic rock is impervious to water, the cisterns were 
capable of retaining water, making the site well suited for settlement in 
antiquity. 

YOHANAN AHARONI 

THE CANAANITE CITY 
Eighteen seasons of excavations were carried out in the Early Bronze Age 
city. The first five seasons (1962-1966) were sponsored by the Israel Explora
tion Society, the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums, the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem, and the Israel Museum. The sponsors of the fol
lowing thirteen seasons (1971-1978 and 1980-1984) were the Israel Museum, 
the Israel Exploration Society, and the Israel Department of Antiquities and 
Museums. The expedition was headed by R. Amiran. 

The site lies 570 m above sea level, at the northeastern corner of the Arad 
Valley. The hill rises some 40 m above the surrounding loess plains, a bowl
shaped configuration with high margins and a shallow center. Its unique 
topography, formed by a wadi cutting into it, was probably one of the factors 
that promoted settlement. It facilitated the maximum drainage of runoff 

Arad: plan of the city; 
(below left) Israelite 
citadel. 
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rainwater into the center of the city and created a convenient, natural re
servoir for storing the rainwater thus collected. A clear indication that the 
city plan was based on this naturally created water-supply system is that the 
city wall runs along the watershed for most of its length (the exception occurs 
in the east, where the ground was eroded by the central riverbed). An addi
tional factor favoring the choice of the site was undoubtedly the hill's chalky 
material, which furnished a convenient and easily quarried building 
material. 

The present average annual rainfall here is 170 mm, classifying the climate 
as semiarid. However, there is abundant proof that the climate was more 
humid in the Chalcolithic and Early Bronze ages, up to the mid-third mil
lennium BCE. 

EXCAVATION AREAS AND STRATIGRAPHY 
During the first seasons, the areas of excavation were distributed throughout 
thesiteinordertodetermineitsextent, nature, and stratigraphy. AreasH, N, 
and K are located adjacent to thecitywall on its western and southern flanks; 
area M is on the southeastern flank, near the depression; area R is in the 
northeastern corner; and areaS is in the northwestern corner. AreaL is in the 
middle of the northern slope, while area T is on the western slope, near the 
central depression. In the second series of campaigns, work concentrated on 
enlarging areas KandT. The aim was to study the residential area inK and 
the public buildings in T, where excavation had already begun in the earlier 
campaigns. In the eleventh season (1976), extensive excavations were under
takenin the area of the reservoir and the buildings around it (area M). In the 
sixteenth season (1982), a new area (W) was opened on the northeastern side 
of the wall; part of the Herodian settlement, which is represented on the high 
mound by a massive fortified tower, was uncovered here above earlier re
mains. 

The city was found to have five principal strata, with sublevels and local 
changes. The basic objective of the excavations at Arad was to obtain as clear 
a picture as possible of the site in its initial period of urbanization (stratum 
II). The picture gained of the earlier strata (V-III) is therefore more frag
mentary. 
STRATUM V. Stratum V belongs to the Chalco lithic period. The settlement 
resembles the Chalco lithic settlements in the Beersheba Valley: small villages 
varying in size and concentration. At Arad, these villages extend over the 
site's hill and nearby hills. Although this settlement has been assigned to the 
Beersheba culture, no subterranean dwellings were found-only pit dwell
ings-possibly because the loess layer at Arad is very shallow. The pits found 
at Arad may be considered foundations; the superstrw;:t:ures were made of 
perishable materials. Str.at:um V produced evidence oftwophases. An as yet 
unsettled question regards the transition from the Chalco lithic settlement 
(stratum V) to the Early Bronze Age I settlement (stratum IV): was the 
transition continuous, or did it involve a gap? The view held by most scho-
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Iars, is that two phases can be distinguished in the Early Bronze Age: an early 
phase (Early Bronze Age lA) and a late one (Early Bronze Age IB). As the 
material found at Arad resembles that of the Early Bronze Age IB, stratum 
IV has been assigned to this later phase. However, it has also been suggested 
that the differences among the various Early Bronze Age I assemblages are 
not chronological but regional, indicating that stratum IV at Arad probably 
covered a longer period of time. 
STRATAIV-1. Strata IV to I represent the city's history from its beginnings in 
stratum IV to its final destruction in stratum I. Materially, they follow each 
other with no apparent gap and with no changes in the population's ethnic 
composition. 
Stratum IV. Stratum IV is represented by an unfortified village, whose 
remains were found all over the city. The finds under the wall's foundations 
were of particular chronological significance. The settlement was dated to 
the Early Bronze Age lB. Its traces were found both in rock caves and in 
building remains. The Egyptian pottery here indicates that trade between 
Egypt and Canaan, in general, and Arad, in particular, had already begun. 
The most important find in this context was a fragment of an Egyptian jar 
with a serekh inscribed with the name ofNarmer, the last king of the "0" 
Dynasty, at the end of the predynastic era. This inscription confirms the 
synchronism of Egyptian and Canaanite chronologies: the Early Bronze Age 
I, which on the whole was coeval with the Naqada II and III periods, included 
the reigns of the last pharaohs of the 0 Dynasty (Narmer and I:Ior-aJ::ta), 
whereas the Early Bronze Age II began (as proposed by W. F. Albright) in the 
reign of Pharaoh Djer of the First Dynasty. Trade with Egypt continued 
throughout the city's history (see below). 

The full extent of the stratum IV rural settlement is unknown. At any rate, 
it was probably the population of this settlement, perhaps assisted by new
comers from elsewhere, that established the next settlement-the first urban 
settlement at Arad (stratum III). Stratum III seems to follow immediately 
upon stratum IV, without any chronological gap or ethnic change in the 
population. 

Only one burial cave, outside the city wall, that belongs to stratum IV, has 
been found so far. The cave contained eleven skeletons; pottery, stone, and 
copper vessels; and beads of various materials. One skull showed evidence of 
a trephination (an operation on the skull)-one of the earliest such opera
tions known. 

Stratum III. The city wall was erected in stratum III, the earliest of the city 
strata, as were buildings in all parts of the city. The reservoir was also 
installed, surrounded by a complex of public buildings; the sacred precinct 
and the palace were built. The "Arad house," a type of broadhouse (see 
below), figured prominently in this stratum. Thick conflagration layers 
found throughout the site attest to stratum III's destruction in an enemy 
attack. 
Stratum II. Despite the destruction, stratum II probably followed imme
diately upon stratum III without a chronological gap or population change. 
The typical building style of the city houses in stratum III continued to 
dominate stratum II as well, and the same was true of the material cul
ture. The destruction of the city in stratum II may be attributable to climatic 
causes, such as a gradual decline in natural precipitation, which probably 
assumed serious proportions toward the middle of the third millennium; 
Egyptian encroachment on southern Sinai in the early years of the Third 
Dynasty, which undermined Arad's former primacy as a major trading 
center for copper from Sinai; or to political unrest throughout Canaan 
due to an influx of Transcaucasian peoples to the Near East. 
Stratum I. Stratum I was a sparse settlement, consisting mainly of survivors 
squatting in the ruined city after its destruction. 

Stratum 

v 
IV 
III 
II-I 

Period and Date ( BCE) 

Chalcolithic, 4th mill.- 3300 
EB IB, 3100-2950 
EB II, 2950-2800 
EB II, 2800- 2650 

CITY PLAN 

Parallels in Egypt 

Badarian and Naqada I 
Naqada III 
I st Dynasty: I:Ior-aJ:!a or Djer to Den 
Den to end of 2nd Dynasty 

A large, walled settlement, some 25 a. in area, with a population estimated at 
2,500 to 3,000, presupposes a definite city plan and orderly city government. 
The length of the city wall (not all of which has been excavated) was ap
proximately I ,200 m; it contained gates, posterns, and towers. Two gates, 
two posterns, and eleven towers were excavated. The wall, which was foun
ded on bedrock, ran along the watershed, excluding the southeastern and 
eastern sides, where the inner riverbed cuts into the hill (see above). It was 2.4 
m thick and built of two shells of lightly dressed, large stones, with a fill of 

Aerial view of the Israelite citadel and the Canaanite city, looking south. 



View from the lower city northward to the 
Israelite citadel. 

small stones. The two gates are not 
alike. The western gate had a wide 
opening (2.3 m) and a semicircular 
tower adjoining it on the north. Ad
joining one side of the southwestern 
gate was a rectangular tower, which 
was built on the remains of a semicir
cular tower from stratum III. Most of 
the towers were semicircular-only a 
few were rectangular. The original 
towers were semicircular; the rectan
gular ones were built in stratum II on 
the ruins of semicircular towers from 
stratum III. The distances between the 
towers were not uniform, presumably 
because they were determined by the 
view each commanded. The total 
number of towers in the wall is esti
mated at thirty to forty. 

The city's overall plan, its network of streets, and functional division into 
different districts attest to a centrally imposed plan: two networks of streets, 
one peripheral, following the contours of the hill, and the other radial-all 
the streets in this network excavated to date led down to the central reservoir. 
Along the main street descending from the western gate stood the public 
buildings: the sacred enclosure, the palace, markets, and open areas. 

The house now known as the Arad house-a typical broadhouse dom
inates all the buildings of the cities in strata III-I. Its architectural elements 
recur with stereotypical regularity in all the city buildings, whether private or 
public: benches along the walls; a stone base for a wooden pillar in the middle 
of the room, to support the roof; and a door invariably pierced in one of the 
long walls of the room, with a stone socket to its left. In some rooms a stone 
was found projecting from the ground to the right of the door, enabling the 
door to be locked from the inside. The benches stood 30 to 40 em above the 
floor; a person entering the room descended one, two, or three steps; the 
width of the door was 60 to 70 em; and the rooms measured 3.3 to 4.3 by 5.1 to 
7.3 m. The roof was fiat, as evidenced by the stone base for the pillar that 
supported the roof. Further evidence for the shape of the roof comes from a 
pottery model of a house found at Arad, shaped like a typical broadhouse. In 
addition, the local dry climate did not demand a sloping roof. Building 
material was quarried from the edges of the hill or from nearby hills. One 
quarry was discovered and excavated on the southern slope at the foot of the 
city. It probably dated to the period of the erection of the wall-stratum III. 
RESIDENTIAL QUARTER. The residential area was in the southern part of 
the city, in the area of the knee-shaped bend in the wall and along the wall 
itself, between the southwestern and western gates (areas H, N, and K). The 
basic unit was a main room, a smaller side room (sometimes two, perhaps 
used as a storeroom or kitchen), and a courtyard. An abundance of broken 
pottery was found on the floors of the houses, together with many other 
objects, such as various implements of flint, bone, copper, and stone (mortars 
and grinding stones), and great quantities of charred grain and seeds and 
animal bones. In the courtyards were different kinds of silos, and circular or 
square elevated platforms with stone edges, some of which served as bases for 
silos, others as work areas. 

Area K produced an instructive demonstration of the development of 
construction at Arad. In stratum 
III, on either side of a lane leading 
to a postern in the wall, there were 
two large houses (1 and 2) that are 
similar in size and shape. Changes oc
curred in both after the stratum III 
destruction. The outer walls of house 
1 continued in use in stratum II, but a 
partition divided its interior into two 
rooms. House 2 fell into disuse, as did 
the lane; a stone wall was built on top 
of them, enclosing a new courtyard 
(3). The interior changes in house 1 
and the abandonment of house 2 
should be explained by the changes 
of sociological and economic spheres. 
PUBLIC BUILDINGS AREA. A large 
section of the city was set aside for 

Houses and streets of an EB II residential 
quarter. 
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Plan of area K: city wall with semicircular towers. houses, and streets. 

public buildings, from the western gate to the vicinity of the reservoir 
in the heart of the city. The northern edge of this section is still unexca
vated. The public buildings can be divided into several units: markets and 
bazaars, the palace, and the sacred precinct. The Arad house archetype, 
which essentially characterizes the Early Bronze Age II throughout this 
country, dominates the architecture of the public buildings as well. 
Market Area. The location and nature of the market area near the city gate 
and the palace indicate its probable public and commercial function. It 
consisted primarily of two large buildings, whose walls were shallower than 
usual, and a spacious open area. The contents of the two buildings were 
unusual: a large quantity ofpithoi, as against a small amount of other types of 
pottery. This section has emerged to date only in stratum II. 
Palace. The palace was a closed complex of interconnected rooms, cells, 
inner courts, and lanes. Its western side, with no windows or doors, had 
no communication with the area to the west. An impressive, broad entrance 
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Streets and buildings at the southern edge of the city. with cooking stoves. The location of the complex-between the city gate and 

e north, probably the main entrance, provided access to the palace from 
et. A smaller entrance in the south opened into a narrow lane, 

d for another entrance on the east. The interior con
ain room at the heart ofthe palace, an exedra, 

-- · ~r the entrance to the exedra a large, 
· may have been used for the 
e building, and as such attests 

io the usual appurtenances, the 
-large, flat stones placed on the 

; a shallow, circular depression. A 
Je room; traces of white plaster on 

Attached to the wall. 
i were four rooms, perhaps living 

Aected. At the northwestern corner 
in it. Along the northern side, east 

perhaps storage or service rooms. 
ll storeroom, full of various utensils. 

the reservoir and near the sacred precinct-support the conjecture that it was 
the seat of the central city government. Lacking any hint as to the type of 
government (king or priest-king), the excavators called the complex a palace. 
The preceding description refers to the palace in stratum II. At this stage of 
the excavation, it is assumed that the palace was first built in stratum III. 
Stratum I is not represented at all. 
Sacred Precinct. The sacred precinct was situated north of the street des
cending from the western gate to the reservoir; a large square separated it 
from the reservoir buildings. It was a self-contained complex, surrounded on 
all sides by walls and fences. Four units were discernible: large twin temples, a 
service building adjoining it on the north, small twin temples, and a cer
emonial building. Following is a description of these units in stratum II. 

LARGE TWIN TEMPLES. These are two halls, each opening onto courtyards on 
their east; the two courtyards open onto a common street or public square. 
The northern hall was divided into three parts: the hall itself, a side room, and 
a cell opposite the door. A large altar with an adjoining cell stood in the 
courtyard. In the cell was a large and magnificent basin. The southern hall 
was not subdivided; benches were built along its walls, and in the south stood 
a smoothly dressed dolomite ma~~eba (stone stela). This hall was found full of 
pottery. Adjoining its courtyard was a room that also contained great quan
tities of pottery, an abundance of grain, and a mace head that was probably 
used ritually. 

SERVICE BUILDING. The service building north of the large twin temples 
included a courtyard, with four rooms opening onto it. Its precise function 
could not be determined. 

SMALL TWIN TEMPLES. The small twin temples were similar in plan to the 
large twin temples: each hall had an adjoining courtyard and the courtyards 
were separated by a wall with a communicating doorway. In the courtyard of 
the northern temple was a stone altar; there may have been an altar in the 
southern courtyard, too. Beneath the floor of the southern temple was a 
dedicatory offering consisting of a jug, three juglets, a hole-mouth jar and 
lumps of bitumen. 
Ceremonial Building. The ceremonial building received its name because of 
its large size and its very large courtyard. It comprised a hall facing the 
courtyard on the east and another room that also opened onto the court
yard. In a special cell, to the left of the entrance to the large hall, was a laver, 
made from a single stone. Along the southern wall of the courtyard were a few 
cells. 

The twin temples at Arad resemble the Early Bronze Age I twin temples at 
Megiddo. The basic broadroom plan also appears in the acropolis temple at 
Ai and in the Chalcolithic temple at En-Gedi. The sacred precinct at Arad 
recalls similar precincts in Sumerian cities in this period and earlier. The laver 
is also a common element in Sumerian temples. 
THE RESERVOIR AND SURROUNDING BUILDINGS. This section is 
unique both for its location in the depression at the heart of the city and 
for its peculiar shape: a belt of buildings enclosing the reservoir on three 
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sides-south, west, and north. There were no buildings on the east, where 
there was probably a dam to confine the water. The area marks one of the city 
planners' major achievements: the buildings in the surrounding belt fit to
gether carefully, frequently in such a way that the technical sequence of their 
construction is clearly visible. The builders successfully coped with the chal
lenge of building on an incline. The buildings around the reservoir can be 
divided into five blocs, separated by streets. 
Southern and Western Blocks. The southern and western blocks are similar. 
Each includes small units of similar size, consisting of a main room, a side 
room, and a courtyard. The rooms in these units are smaller than those found 
in areas Kand H; they may have been workshops for industries that required 
readily available water (such as tanning). The units in the western block were 
built against a common rear wall. An opening pierced in the middle of this 
wall led to the lane that linked the area of the palace and the buildings to its 
east with the reservoir. The plan of the southern block was less obvious, as it 
was more severely damaged later by Herodian construction. There are few 
differences in the plans of the blocks between strata III and II. Nowhere in 
this section was a trace found of stratum I. 
Water Citadel. Thewatercitadelis a large building(l8 mlongand 9.5m wide) 
in the northern part of the belt of buildings; it may be the oldest structure in 
this section. Its plan and construction were unparalleled anywhere in the 
ancient city. Its outer walls were very thick (1.5-1.7 m) and its inner walls 
were also thicker than usual (1-1.2 m). This large rectangular space was 
divided into five long, narrow halls, with beaten earth floors. Its walls were 
largely found in ruins; none ofthe doors into the building or between the halls 
were preserved. This ruinous condition should be attributed mainly to the 
plundering of the masonry in the Iron Age and even more so in the Herodian 
period. On the assumption that water was a most valuable commodity, and in 
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the absence of any more apt term, the excavators nicknamed this building the 
water citadel. However, it is not inconceivable that it had some other func
tion, such as a storehouse. Little pottery and few other finds were unearthed 
in the citadel. It had the same plan in strata III and II. 
"Water Commissioner's" House. A unit whose plan in stratum III was com
prised of a large main room that opened into a system of three adjoining 
courtyards built down the slope with partition walls between them was re
usedinstratumii. The centralcourtyard'sentrancefacedastreetdescending 
toward the reservoir. Two side rooms opened into the lower courtyard. All 
three courtyards were paved in stone-the only example of this kind of 
paving discovered at Arad. In stratum II, the two lower courtyards and 
the two side rooms were no longer in use. The street adjoining the unit 
could be closed by a gate, as indicated by two stone sockets found overlying 
one another, one in each stratum. The plan of the unit resembled that of the 
residential units in area K; because this was the only good-sized house near 
the reservoir, the excavators nicknamed it the Water Commissioner's House. 
Eastern Building. Another large residential unit was found on the eastern side 
of the street. Its southwestern part was destroyed by Herodian construction 
of a pool and a mikveh. The building's basic plan did not change from 
stratum III to II, except that in stratum III the entrance faced east, while 
in stratum II all the building's details indicate that it was entered from the 
street on the west. 
Reservoir. The original shape of the reservoir was obscured by building 
activities and the digging of a well in the Iron Age and by its reuse in the 
Herodian period. From the available evidence, it was an open pool whose 
water was confined by a dam built on the east. The reservoir was about 1,000 
sq min area. Surface runoff drained into it from all parts of the city by way of 
the radial streets, all of which ended in the reservoir. The Iron Age well dug in 
the center tapped the upper groundwater. No other structure from that 
period was found here. The water pumped from the well was probably 
transported on pack animals to the channel outside the western wall of 
the citadel, from which it flowed into a large cistern (capacity, 250 cu 
m) in the citadel's courtyard. The well was cleaned and reused in the Her
odian period, when storage and irrigation installations were built around it. 
Particularly worthy of note was a large pool and an adjoining mikveh. Also 
found were parts of two very large buildings. The Herodian masonry pre
sents evidence of two stages. 

THE CITY'S ECONOMY 
The finds at Arad attest to a highly diversified economy: agriculture, various 
handicrafts, and trade with Egypt, southern Sinai, and other Canaanite cities 

The twin temples: altar and basin in the courtyard. 
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Left: EB II Egyptian storage jar, 
1st Dynasty; (below) platter from 
the EB II temple. 

and settlements. This variety of economic activity attests to professional 
specialization, social stratification, and Arad's central position in southern 
Canaan. 
Agriculture. Great quantities of charred grain and seeds of different species, 
as well as sickle blades, found in all parts of the city, provide evidence of 
multifaceted agricultural activity. Among the plants represented were bar
ley, wheat, peas, lentils, chick peas, flax, and olives. The flax was imported 
from areas richer in water. The botanist M. Hopfhas conjectured that the 
principal food prepared at Arad was wheat and/or barley cooked with flax 
seeds. 
Livestock. Large quantities of sheep and goat bones were found, indicating 
that these were the main livestock raised at Arad. A small quantity of cattle 
bones was also discovered, as well as ass bones-asses were the sole means of 
transportation in these early periods. 
Domestic Trade and Handicrafts. Many grinding and milling tools were 
found in the city's houses. On the basis of comparative ethnology, it is 
assumed that the mortars were used to separate the chaff from the barley 
and wheat grains, while the millstones were used for milling and shredding. 
Evidence of such domestic trades as spinning, weaving, and sewing is pro
vided by spindle whorls of clay, stone, and bone, as well as by bone needles 
and shuttles. Beads and shells were found in some rooms, in various stages of 
manufacture, together with flint and copper awls and drills. Although the use 
of copper was increasing, flint implements were still the main working tools. 
The large assemblage of tools includes sickle blades, fan scrapers, drills, and 
awls. The "Canaanean" sickle blades and the fan scrapers, made of tabular 
flint, were brought to Arad as finished products. Workshops in which such 
tools were made have been discovered in the Negev Hills. Many other im
plements were manufactured from the local flint. 
Commercial Ties with Southern Sinai. Surveys and excavations in southern 
Sinai in the early 1970s, directed by I. Beit-Arieh, revealed settlements con
temporary with Arad, whose material culture was strikingly similar to 
Arad's. Petrographical analysis by J. Glass also attests to ties between the 

two regions, proving that many of the Arad cooking pots originated in 
southern Sinai; conversely, various vessels found in southern Sinai could 
be traced by petrographical data to Arad.lt seems that a Canaanite popula
tion, perhaps even mainly from Arad, traded regularly with the indigenous 
inhabitants of southern Sinai, who worked the local copper deposits. Arad's 
prosperity at this time was probably closely bound up with the development 
of the copper industry and the increasing use of copper tools; Arad was 
apparently a center for the marketing of copper tools throughout Canaan. 
Commercial Ties with Egypt. The ties between Egypt and Arad in the Early 
Bronze Age I have already been mentioned. In the Early Bronze Age II these 
ties were strengthened, and Egyptian jars, some of them very large, reached 
Arad along the trade routes. These vessels undoubtedly arrived in Arad as 
containers, but scholars have as yet been unable to determine what com
modities they contained. As to exports, it seems fairly certain that olive oil 
was the principal product exported from Canaan to Egypt, along with 
bitumen from the Dead Sea. Large quantities of Canaanite pottery have 
been found in the pharaonic tombs of this period. 
Commerce with Canaanite Cities. Clear evidence was unearthed for trade 
with other cities in Canaan. Typical Canaanite pottery, made of nonlocal 
clay, was discovered at Arad, indicating that it had been brought here from 
other sites within the radius of Canaanite civilization. Two examples, ritual 
in nature, are particularly notable: a large jar with a snake in relief, and a 
platter found in the southern hall of the large twin temples. 

ARAD AS URBAN CENTER 
Surveys conducted in the vicinity of Tel 'Arad revealed that the ancient city 
was surrounded by small settlements: I:Iorvat Tov, I:Iorvat Deragot, I:Iorvat 
Bi?:, Samar, and Small Tel Mall,J.ata. These rural communities were undoubt
edly dependent to some degree or another on the large city of Arad, and vice 
versa. Arad was, in fact, the only large city in the Negev in the Early Bronze 
Age, while small communities dotted the area and southern Sinai. There 
presumably were strong ties between this ramified network of settlements 
and Arad-Southern Canaan's only urban center. 

POTTERY 
The great quantities of pottery unearthed at Arad admit a comprehensive 
typological classification into six principal categories: 

I. Large storage vessels: pithoi, necked jars, hole-mouth jars, pedestal jars. 
2. Cooking and other utensils for food preparation: hole-mouth cooking 

pots, hole-mouth jars, and kraters. 
3. Serving ware and eating and drinking vessels: platters, large bowls, 

globular amphoriskoi, cup-bowls, and wide-necked globular jugs. 
4. Small storage vessels: medium-sized jars, high jugs and amphoriskoi, 

narrow-necked juglets, and small juglets. 
5. Lamps: bowl-shaped lamps. 
6. Decorated vessels: shoulders of vessels were decorated with bands 

composed of dotted triangles or rhombi; the triangle was sometimes re
placed by an arch. Vessels were painted in various shades of red, the color 
also commonly used for the slip on the lower part of the vessel. 

RELIGIOUS LIFE 
Evidence of religious and ritual life at Arad was provided by the complex, 
spacious sacred precinct, which may not have been the only one in the city. 
The ritual stela discovered in an inner room of the palace indicates that the 
people of Arad worshiped the forces of nature. Animal figurines and statu-
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and settlements. This variety of economic activity attests to professional 
specialization, social stratification, and Arad's central position in southern 
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as well as sickle blades, found in all parts of the city, provide evidence of 
multifaceted agricultural activity. Among the plants represented were bar
ley, wheat, peas, lentils, chick peas, flax, and olives. The flax was imported 
from areas richer in water. The botanist M. Hopfhas conjectured that the 
principal food prepared at Arad was wheat and/or barley cooked with flax 
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Livestock. Large quantities of sheep and goat bones were found, indicating 
that these were the main livestock raised at Arad. A small quantity of cattle 
bones was also discovered, as well as ass bones-asses were the sole means of 
transportation in these early periods. 
Domestic Trade and Handicrafts. Many grinding and milling tools were 
found in the city's houses. On the basis of comparative ethnology, it is 
assumed that the mortars were used to separate the chaff from the barley 
and wheat grains, while the millstones were used for milling and shredding. 
Evidence of such domestic trades as spinning, weaving, and sewing is pro
vided by spindle whorls of clay, stone, and bone, as well as by bone needles 
and shuttles. Beads and shells were found in some rooms, in various stages of 
manufacture, together with flint and copper awls and drills. Although the use 
of copper was increasing, flint implements were still the main working tools. 
The large assemblage of tools includes sickle blades, fan scrapers, drills, and 
awls. The "Canaanean" sickle blades and the fan scrapers, made of tabular 
flint, were brought to Arad as finished products. Workshops in which such 
tools were made have been discovered in the Negev Hills. Many other im
plements were manufactured from the local flint. 
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Sinai in the early 1970s, directed by I. Beit-Arieh, revealed settlements con
temporary with Arad, whose material culture was strikingly similar to 
Arad's. Petrographical analysis by J. Glass also attests to ties between the 

two regions, proving that many of the Arad cooking pots originated in 
southern Sinai; conversely, various vessels found in southern Sinai could 
be traced by petrographical data to Arad. It seems that a Canaanite popula
tion, perhaps even mainly from Arad, traded regularly with the indigenous 
inhabitants of southern Sinai, who worked the local copper deposits. Arad's 
prosperity at this time was probably closely bound up with the development 
of the copper industry and the increasing use of copper tools; Arad was 
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was the principal product exported from Canaan to Egypt, along with 
bitumen from the Dead Sea. Large quantities of Canaanite pottery have 
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clay, was discovered at Arad, indicating that it had been brought here from 
other sites within the radius of Canaanite civilization. Two examples, ritual 
in nature, are particularly notable: a large jar with a snake in relief, and a 
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Cultic ma~~eba engraved with two human figures. 

ettes, made of clay or local stone, found in various rooms, reinforce this 
conclusion. 

CULT STELA. A small stela, made ofthe local chalk, was found near a column 
base in the main room of the palace. Incised on it were two identical human 
figures, one reclining in a frame, the other upright. Significantly, in place of a 
human head, the figures have some kind of plant motif-an ear of grain or a 
branch. The stela presumably illustrates a scene from the myth of the god 
Tammuz, expressive of the endless cycle of nature: dormant for half a year, it 
revives and flourishes in the second half. 

STORAGEJARWITHSERPENTRELIEF.Aserpentisportrayedononestoragejar 
as winding around the whole vessel: its head on the shoulder and its tail near 
the base. Three incised lines in its mouth may represent tongues. The jar has 
no parallels in this country, although the snake itself is a common ritual motif 
dating back to early antiquity. 

SEALS. The excavations unearthed a rich variety of cylinder and stamp 
seals. In addition to finished seals, some seals were unfinished or had been 
broken in the process of manufacture. They were all made of the local chalk, 
indicating a well-developed local industry in the sphere of religion and art as 

well. P. Beck, who examined the seals, related them in style and engraving 
technique to the north Syrian, Irano-Mesopotamian sphere in these peri
ods-the Jemdet Nasr and Early Dynastic I periods. 

JEWELRY. A good many jewels were discovered at Arad-mainly beads of 
various shapes, and pendants; two hoards of jewelry were found, one in a jug 
and the other in a juglet. The beads are made of seashells from the Red Sea 
and the Mediterranean, and of carnelian and other stones. The pendants are 
mostly mother-of-pearl. 

SUMMARY 
Arad was abandoned in about 2650 BCE, and the site of the Canaanite city 
remained unoccupied. This explains why the remains of the Canaanite city 
were better preserved than those at other contemporary sites in the country. 
In the Early Bronze Age II, Arad was the economic and cultural center of a 
dense network of small communities in the vicinity that also maintained 
commercial ties with Egypt. Arad's contacts with the copper mines in south
ern Sinai suggest that the city's vigorous development was largely due to the 
copper industry, for at that time copper was in great demand-the entire 
civilized world was hungry for copper products. The "copper road" between 
Arad and the Sinai sites may have been one ofthe international routes linking 
Canaan and Egypt. In respect to its spiritual life, Arad belonged to the north 
Syrian Irano-Mesopotamian world, despite its strong commercial ties with 
Egypt. 
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RUTH AMIRAN, ORNIT ILAN 

THE ISRAELITE CITADELS 

After a gap of some I ,500 years, a new settlement was established at Arad, on 
the high mound on the southeastern ridge surrounding the ancient city. The 
first settlement apparently dates to the late twelfth to the early eleventh 
centuries BCE. It was unfortified and clustered around a bamah and an 
altar. Twelve strata of occupation were uncovered (see below); remains 
of the Early Bronze Age city were reached in several of the excavated areas. 

Stratum Period Approximate Dates Buildings 

Arab 10th-16th cent. CE Graves 
II Early Arab 7th- 8th cent. CE Inn 
III Early Roman 70-100 CE Citadel 
IV Hellenistic 3rd- 2nd cent. BCE Tower and settlement 
v Persian 5th-4th cent. BCE Settlement (pits) 
VI Iron IIC Early 6th cent. BCE Citadel 

(Jehoiakim to Zedekiah) 
VII Iron IIC 7th cent. BCE Citadel 

(Manasseh and Josiah) 
VIII Iron IIC Late 8th cent. BCE (Hezekiah) Citadel 
IX Iron IIC Late 8th cent. BCE (Uzziah) Citadel 
X Iron liB 9th cent. BCE (Jehoshaphat) Citadel 
XI Iron IIA Late lOth cent. BCE (Solomon) Citadel 
XII Iron I Late 12th-early lith cent. BCE Settlement 

The six Israelite citadels are the largest and strongest structures on the site. 
The earlier citadels measured about 50 by 55 m; the later ones were somewhat 
smaller. The earliest fortress (stratum XI) was surrounded by a casemate wall 
with projecting towers at the corners and two towers on each side. It was 
erected on an artificial fill (0.5-1 m thick) that was heaped up to level the area 
and increase its height. The entrance was in the northeastern corner. This 

citadel was destroyed in Shishak's campaign in 925 BCE. The stratum X 
fortress, from the ninth century BCE, was surrounded by a 4-m-thick solid 
wall, with small insets at intervals of9 to 10 m.lts entrance was in the middle 
of the eastern side. The wall continued in use in strata IX to VII. In stratum 
VII, only part of the thick wall was reused, and parallel inner walls were 
added to reinforce it. The last Israelite fortress (stratum VI) was also en
circled by a casemate wall with projecting towers, similar to the citadels at 
Kadesh-Barnea and I:Iorvat 'Uza. In a number of stratum VI walls, dressed 
stones were found with margins that had been trimmed with a toothed adze, 
while the center was left rough and unworked. These stones appear to have 
come from walls of earlier strata (VIII-VII). 

The large quantities of vessels and other artifacts found on the floors of 
strata X and IX indicate the economic prosperity of those periods. The 
numerous perfume bottles in stratum IX testify to a well-developed perfume 
industry. This stratum was probably destroyed in an Edomite raid in the 
campaign of Rezin, king of Aram, and Pekah, king oflsrael, against Judah 
(734 BCE; see 2 Kg. 16:5; 2 Chr. 28:5). Stratum VIII was destroyed in Sen
nacherib's campaign in 701 BCE. Some 90 percent of the pottery in this 
stratum resembles that from Lachish stratum III and Beersheba stratum 
II. Stratum VII was destroyed at the end ofthe seventh century BCE. Stratum 
VI was destroyed at the end ofthe First Temple period (587-586 BCE). Traces 
of conflagration and the intact vessels found on the various floors suggest 
that all six citadels were destroyed by sudden attacks. These frequent de
structions were an important aid in dating the different strata. 
BUILDINGS IN THE CITADELS. In strata XI to IX, the citadel area con
tained storerooms and industrial installations, as well as residential quarters. 
A hoard of silver ingots and small pieces of jewelry was found in a small jug in 
the industrial area of stratum XI. This is the same area in which the perfume 
industry was uncovered in stratum IX. 



Sanctuary. A sanctuary was found in the northwest corner of the citadels. 
Although its construction was assigned to stratum XI, its beginnings can be 
traced to the bamah and altar erected here in stratum XII. The altar had been 
placed in the middle of the unfortified settlement. The sanctuary consists of 
three successive rooms: the hall (a broadroom); the sanctuary, containing a 
small niche facing west; and the holy of holies. The temple is oriented east
west, as was the Solomonic Temple in Jerusalem. The walls of the temple in 
general and of the holy ofholies in particular were covered with thick plaster, 
some of which was in an excellent state of preservation. Three steps in the 
holy ofholies led to a raised platform, one of whosema~~ebotwas found in the 
debris of the holy of holies. The stela was one meter high; its sides were 
smoothed and painted red. Two other stones, found built into the walls 
of the holy ofholies, were no longer used as ma~~ebot in the area's last stage. 

Standing on the last step were two stone incense altars (0.4-0.51 m high); 
burned organic matter was found in their shallow, concave tops, probably 
the remains of incense of vegetable origin. In the courtyard was a 5-by-5-
cubit altar (2.5 by 2. 5 m), built ofbricks and unhewn field stones. Its top was a 
plastered surface (assigned to stratum IX), with a channel to drain the blood 
of the sacrifices. To the left of the stratum X altar, a built cell with a door led to 
the courtyard. In this cell was aclayincense stand with lotus-leaf decorations. 
At the foot of the altar two small, incised flat bowls were found. On one of 
them the Hebrew letter p (qoj) was incised and on the other a ritual symbol 
similar to those found on Herodian stone vessels from Second Temple period 
Jerusalem. A. Rainey has suggested that the second symbol might be the 
letter:;, (kaj); together the symbols are the initials of the Hebrew words for 
"holy, of the priests." In its size and construction, the Arad altar resembles 
the altar in the sanctuary in the desert described in Deuteronomy 27:5. It may 
have been built according to the plan of the original altar in the Temple in 
Jerusalem (2 Chr. 6:12). 

The temple at Arad, a royal Israelite citadel, was the first Israelite temple 
discovered in an archeological excavation. It remained in use until stratum 
VII, with small modifications introduced at various timesinstrataX through 
VII. Under Hezekiah (stratum VIII), the sacrificial altar went out of use, but 
the hall and the holy ofholies remained; they, too, were buried by the debris 
of the incense altars, probably following the religious reforms instituted by 
Hezekiah (2 Kg. 18:4, 18:22).1tis significant that the temple was built on the 
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Plan of the citadel. 
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(lOth century BCE) 

site of a ritual site from stratum XII. Its plan and contents leave no room for 
doubt that it was a Yahwistic-Israelite temple, established in the tenth century 
BCE and destroyed in the religious reforms initiated by King Josiah. 
EPIGRAPHIC FINDS. The abundant epigraphic material discovered at 
Arad, both in Hebrew and in Aramaic, is of particular significance. 
Hebrew Ostraca. One hundred and seven Hebrew ostraca were found, most 
written in ink, but some incised (three were discovered in 1976 and deci
phered by Rainey). Some of the ostraca from the temple bearnames of special 
interest, such as names of the priestly families, Pashhur and Meremoth, 
mentioned in the Bible (Jer. 20:1; Ezra 8:33). Five seals of the commanders 
of the citadel were found. One (no. 1 08) specified the names of three gen
erations-grandfather, father, and son-the first time such a detailed gen-

Aerial view of the citadel. 
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Pottery assemblage from stratum VII found in situ. 

Altar for burnt offerings in the temple. 

ealogy was found in this country. In stratum IX fragments of a bowl were 
found on which the letters llY (Arad) were incised seven times from left to 
right (in mirror writing). Ajar found in the last ofthe Israelite citadels bore an 
inscription in two lines: "on the third of the month of +IJ" (n~ nl' nl!l71!1::t), 
possibly referring to the old Hebrew name of a month. 

A large proportion of the epigraphic material is dated to about 600 BCE. 
Some consisted ofletters written to the commander of the citadel, Eliashib, 
son of Eshiahu, dealing mainly with the distribution of food-bread, wine, 
and oil-to the mercenaries serving 

Holy of holies in the sanctuary, end of 9th century BCE. 

Persian period stratum (see below) and in contemporary pits. The inscrip
tions indicate that Arad was still fulfilling a largely military function: the 
inscriptions again dealt with the distribution of foodstuffs. Some refer to 
cavalry and the transportation of goods on horses and asses. In the Persian 
period, according to J. Naveh, who published the period's ostraca, the citadel 
at Arad was a way station and supply center for cavalry soldiers and their 
horses-part of a communications network with stations situated all over the 
Persian empire. 

Two Greek ostraca from the Hellenistic period were found at Arad. Five 
Arabic ostraca bearing very fragmentary inscriptions were also found. 
POTTERY. The Israelite settlement at Arad, in place from the tum of the 
twelfth century BCE to the destruction of the First Temple ( 587~ 586 BCE), has 
been thoroughly excavated; as a result, it is possible to formulate an un
ambiguous typological sequence for its pottery. This sequence indicates that 
pottery forms did not necessarily change from one stratum to the next, 
contrary to what might have been expected; indeed, many vessels main
tained the same forms for many centuries, with practically no changes. 
Nevertheless, a relative chronology of the pottery can be constructed. Dom
inating the earliest strata were red-brown slip and hand burnishing on bowls 
and jugs. At the beginning ofthe period most rims were straight or thickened, 
some with bar handles and some with long sides. In time, thickened rims 
became folded rims, which were common in bowls from stratum X to stratum 
VII, with a depression beneath the rim. These bowls are typical of sites in 

here (probably Kittim). One letter 
(no. 18) referred to "the House of 
YHWH" (nm> n>::t); Y. Aharoni 
considered this a reference to the Tem
ple in Jerusalem. Another ostracon 
(no. 24) reported an emergency and 
instructed the recipient to send rein
forcements to Ramat Negev against 
an Edomite attack. Many of the os
traca contained only fragments of 
lines or isolated words. The oldest 
of the ostraca attest to the develop
ment ofHebrew epigraphy in antiqui
ty. 
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Aramaic and Other Ostraca. Eighty
five Aramaic ostraca were found in the 
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Judah and the Negev in the ninth to sixth centuries BCE. Cooking pots also 
display a similar process of slow, gradual changes in shape. At the beginning 
of the period open, shallow cooking pots, with profiled or carinated rims, 
coexisted with closed cooking pots-that is, single-handled jug-pots. The 
changes in the two types were slow. In stratum X (ninth century BCE), open 
cooking pots are found, in shapes familiar from other sites in the Israelite 
kingdom (at Hazor beginning in stratum VII). 

LATER PERIODS 
After the last Israelite citadel was destroyed, the site was abandoned for some 
time. Settlement on the high mound seems to have been renewed on the 
Persian period, in the fifth century BCE. It was probably a fortress 
again, but a smaller one than before. It was destroyed in the Hellenistic 
period. The principal find from the Persian period was the group of eigh
ty-five Aramaic ostraca. 

At the top of the mound, in the center of the courtyard of the Israelite 
citadels, a strong tower was built in the third century BCE (stratum IV). It was 
surrounded by several rooms. The tower itself is square (12 by 12m) and 
stands on a platform (19 by 19m) whose foundations are laid on bedrock. 
The earlier remains were destroyed in this area in the course of its construc
tion. To all appearances, this is one of the Hellenistic towers built along the 
highways and the frontiers, such as the flup11oc; (pyrgos) at Tel Mall:.mta 
mentioned by Josephus (Antiq. XVIII, 147). The tower was evidently de
stroyed in the second century BCE. 

Stratum III is a Roman fort (c. 25 by 50 m), consisting of a central court
yard with rooms on three sides. On the basis of the scanty material found on 
its floors, including two Greek ostraca, it has been dated to approximately 
the first century BCE. It thus appears to have belonged to a network of 
fortifications of the Limes Palaestinae and to have gone out of use com
pletely when the Romans conquered the Nabataean kingdom in 106 CE. 

It is surprising that no remains from the Byzantine period were found at the 
site. Apparently, the fort was not resettled, and its buildings gradually de
teriorated. The Byzantine village mentioned by Eusebius seems to have been 

Fragment of a bowl bearing the letters wp (w1p), meaning "holy." 
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situated on one of the hills in the vicinity. It was only at the beginning of the 
Arab period, in the seventh century, that the Roman fort was repaired and 
enlarged and new buildings were added to it (stratum II). These new build
ings, which include three courtyards surrounded by rooms that cover an area 
of approximately 45 by 45 m, were probably used as an inn for wayfarers. 
Besides the stoves and the usual domestic utensils, two ostraca were found 
with Kufic characters. A hoard of glass vessels was concealed in a chamber in 
the wall in a corner of one of the rooms. The buildings were destroyed in 
about the eighth century. The hill was then used for a long time as a Bedouin 
cemetery (stratum I). 

SUMMARY-IDENTIFICATION OF ARAD 
The findings unearthed by the excavations again raise the question of whe
ther this site is to be identified with ancient Arad. Because no remains of the 
city were found from the Middle and Late Bronze ages, it is impossible to 
identify the site with Canaanite Arad. Several theories have been proposed to 
solve this problem. It has been suggested by B. Mazar that Canaanite Arad 
was not a city but rather the name of the entire district, which would account 
for the designation "in the Negebnear Arad" in Judges 1:16. The bible states 
that the king of Arad smote the children oflsrael in Hormah (Num. 21:1). 
According to Mazar, Hormah was the city where the "king of Arad" resided 
and should probably be identified with Tel Mall)ata(Tell el-Mill)), 12 km (7 .5 
mi.) southwest ofTel Arad. This is also the place where the district's principal 
wells are situated and where remains from the Bronze Age were uncovered. It 
is perhaps also the place ha-ra-la-ma mentioned in the Egyptian Execration 
texts and in a contemporary inscription from the Sinai mines. In the Iron 
Age, theclanofHobabtheKenite, Moses'father-in-law,settledin the Negev 
of Arad. The clan built a cult place on Tel Arad, around which the settlement 
developed in the course of time. 

Y. Aharoni assumed, however, that the biblical story of the conquest of 
Hormah was based on an ancient tradition from the Middle Bronze Age liB, 
aocording to which the citadels at Tel Masos (which he identified with Hor
mah) and Tel Mall)ata (that is, Arad) were conquered and destroyed. In the 

Two ostraca from 
the temple: (right) 
Meremoth; (below) 
Pashhur. 

Left and right: 
ostraca from 
Eliashib's 
archives; the 
one on the left 
mentions "the 
house of 
YHWH." 
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1. Two seals: "to Eliashib son of Eshiahu." 
2. Ostracon "to Naf;um-on the 24th of the 

month." 
3. Aramaic ostraca from the Persian period. 
4. Bow/fragment on which the name "Arad"" is 

scratched seven times (in mirror writing). 

Iron Age, the Jerahmeelites settled south of Arad, which is the Jerahmeelite 
Negev (I Sam. 27:10). The clan ofHobab erected its temple on a high hill 
commanding the entire district. In building the network of forts in the Negev, 
Solomon did not content himself with fortifying oldArad. He also built a new 
citadel there. The place was chosen for its strategic importance, as it com
mands the main highway to Edom and Elath, and also because of the tradi
tional sanctuary. Beginning in Solomon's reign, the place became a royal 
temple, to which an important place was allotted in the citadel. Proof for this 
is to be found in Shishak's list, which mentions two citadels (~agarim) named 
Arad: Arad Rabbat, the chief citadel (Tel Arad); and Arad of the house of 
Yrl).m, whichisAradoftheJerahmeelites(Te!Mall).ata). V. Fritz conjectured 
that the biblical references to the conquest of Arad are etiological, aimed at 

Bronze figurine of a crouching lion. 

explaining the existence of the ruins of the Early Bronze Age settlement on 
the mound. 

N. Na'aman has suggested a different identification for Hormah. Follow
ing Mazar, he denied that the biblical tradition describes the conquest of the 
city of Arad; in his view, the biblicalaccount(Num. 21: 1~3)refers to Hormah 
and not to Arad. Arad is mentioned once more in the Bible in connection with 
Hormah, together with the Judean Desert in the "Negeb near Arad" (Jg. 
I: 16~17). BecausetheJudeanDesertand theNegevaretwodifferentregions, 
some scholars considered this verse to be corrupt. Essentially, however, it 
refers to two traditions~the conquest ofHormah and at the same time the 
settlement of the Kenites near Arad. The two traditions are apparently 
ancient and were combined by later editors, who associated Arad with 
Hormah, just as the same names were put together by late editors in Joshua 
(12:14) and Numbers (21:1~3). Na'aman argued in favor of Albright's iden
tification ofHormah in the western Negev, near Ziklag, suggesting Tel I:Ialif, 
east of Tel Sera' (Ziklag). 
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York 1967, 89-100; id., BTS92 (1967), 8-16; id., BA 31 (1968), 2-32; id., Ariel24(!969), 21-36; id., New 
Directions in Biblical Archaeology (eds. D. N. Freedman and Q. C. Greenfield), Garden City, N.Y. 1969, 
25-39; id., PEQ 102 (1970), 80; id., An like Welt4j2 (1973), 24-31; id., Orient and Occident (C. H. Gordon 
Fest., ed. H. A. A. Hoffner, Jr.), Kevelaer 1973, 1-8; id., Archaeology (Israel Pocket Library), Jerusalem 
1974, 24-32; B. Mazar, JNES 24 (1965), 297-303; Y. Yadin, IEJ 15 (1965), 180; V. Fritz, ZDPV 82 
(1966), 331-342; id., BASOR 241 (1981), 61-73; S. Yeivin, American Academy for Jewish Research, 
Proceedings 34 (1966), 141-154; id., IEJ 16 (1966), 153-159; C. Nylander, ibid. 17 (1967), 56-59; M. 
Naor, American Academy for Jewish Research, Proceedings 36 (1968), 95-105; G. W. Ahlstrom, Religious 
Syncretism in Antiquity (ed. B. A. Pearson), Santa Barbara 1975, 67-83; J. Campbell, BA 40 (1977), 34-
37; Z. Herzog, Temples and High Places in Biblical Times, Jerusalem 1977, 22-24; ibid., Jerusalem 1981, 
120-122; id., Expedition 20/4 (1978), 38-43; id., TA 7 (1980), 82-89; id., BASOR 254 (1984), l-34; 267 
(1987), 77-79; id., BAR 13/2 (1987), 16-35; B. Brandl, Israel Museum Journal 3 (1984), 76-79; M. 
AharoniandA. F. Rainey, BASOR258 (1985), 73-74;BuriedHistory21j1 (1985), 3-17; N. Na'aman, TA 
12 (1985), 91-92; 0. Zimhoni, ibid., 63-90; A. Mazar and E. Netzer, BASOR 263 (1986), 87-91; 
D. Ussishkin, IEJ 38 (1988), 142-157. 
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MIRIAM AHARONI 

ARBEL 
IDENTIFICATION AND HISTORY 
The ancient settlement of Arbel is located in the eastern Lower Galilee, on the 
summit of Mount Nittai, to the north of Nal;.al Arbel (map reference 
1955.2467). The site is mentioned in the Bible only once, in the prophecy 
of Hosea (10: 14), as Beth-Arbel. Arbel was the residence ofNittai of Arbela, 
the colleague of Joshua ben Peral;.iah-the second "pair" of early Torah 
scholars mentioned in theMishnah(Avot 1, 6-7; !fag. 2, 2)duringthe Second 
Temple period. During Bacchides' campaign against Judea, fortified caves 
called "Mesaloth in Arbela" were captured (1 Mace. 9:2), and when Herod 
fought the Galilean Zealots, the Hasmonean loyalists fortified themselves in 
Arbela (Josephus, Antiq. XIV, 415-430; War I, 305-313). References to 
rabbis who visited Arbel or studied here attest to there being a beth 
midrash (a place of study). The ninth of the priestly watches, Jeshua-Nis
raf, resided in the city. Arbel was noted for its grain and its flax, from which 
the local inhabitants wove linen. In the Talmud and piyyutim and in the 
Salvation literature of the sixth and seventh centuries CE, the valley of Arbel is 
mentioned as the place in which the redemption would begin, after a decisive 
battle there. Travelers' accounts and descriptions of the tombs of the right
eous record the traditions that this was the burial site of Nittai of Arbela; 
Dinah, the daughter of Jacob, and several of her brothers; Seth the son of 
Adam; Rabbi Zeira; and the exilarch Hezekiah. A few travelers mention the 
remains of a magnificent synagogue here, ascribed to Nittai of Arbela or to 
Rabbi Simeon bar Y ol;.ai. 

After the Crusader period, settlement at Arbel seems to have declined. The 
Ottoman tax lists indicate that at the end of the sixteenth century it was 
displaced by the nearby settlement of I:Iittin and its name distorted to Irbid. 

EXPWRATION 
The synagogue at Arbel was described by E. Robinson in 1852. Fourteen 
years later, the Palestine Exploration Fund expedition conducted one of its 
early surveys at Arbel and published a site plan. About forty years after that, 
H. Kohl and C. Watzinger excavated here. Their excavations were conduc
ted in the northern and northeastern parts of the synagogue's prayer hall and 
possibly in the southwestern part of the building. 

At the end of the 1960s, the building was reexamined by N. Avigad, on 
behalf of the Hebrew University. He proposed that the niche in the southern 
wall is an organic part of the building and not the mil).rab (prayer niche) of a 
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mosque, as the earlier excavators thought. In 1971, Z. Yeivin drew a plan of 
the building that differed from previous versions: in place of a longhouse with 
a north-south orientation, he proposed a transverse building, comprising 
only part of the visible ruins, with an east-west orientation. 

In 1987-1988, restoration and preservation of the building and its envir
ons, courtyard, and ancillary rooms were begun, under the direction of Z. 
Ilan and A. Izdarechet. 

THE SYNAGOGUE 
The synagogue was erected at the center of the settlement and not on the 
highest spot. The building was constructed of limestone, whose light color 
was in contrast to the village houses, which were built of dark basalt. It is 
noteworthy, however, that several basalt architectural elements were found 
both in the building and in its debris. They may have come from the other 
public building (see below), butitis possiblethatafewwereusedin the second 
phase of the synagogue, for at least part of the pavement in front of its main 
entrance was made of basalt slabs. 

The building is basilican in shape and oriented north-south. It contains 
three rows of columns in the form of a U. Each of its northern corners had 
columns with heart-shaped bases, as was common in buildings with three 
rows of columns. The synagogue has an exterior length of 20.35 m and a 
width of 18.5 m. The internal length of the prayer hall is 19m and its width 
17.7 m. These measurements relate to the state of the walls in the later phase; 
it is possible that in its earlier phase the building extended anadditional4m to 
the south. Because of the incline, the building was constructed on two levels. 
In order to create the platform needed for construction, a subterranean 
vaulted chamber was built beneath its northern part. The exterior arch 
of the vault of the chamber is 83 em wide. 

There may have been a bema in front of the southern wall, for in the later 
phase of the building such remains are visible. 

The arrangement of the benches in the hall is unique. Along the east and 
west walls there is a platform 1.4 m wide in front of the benches. Another four 
benches were constructed toward the center of the hall that occupy most of 
the area of the aisles. Only two benches were found along the northern wall. 
The benches-more than the usual number-also served as steps down to the 
floor of the hall, which was about 1.5 m lower than the threshold of the main 
entrance in the east. 
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Arbel: plan of the synagogue in its earlier (left) and later (right) phases. 
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A special installation, resembling a charity chest, was built into the eastern 
part of the synagogue's north wall. The chest was hewn out of a single stone 
and is 1.48 m wide, 1.35 m high, and 1.1 m deep. Its sides are about 15 em 
thick. Access to the chest through a small opening with a door on its north 
side (outside the building) may indicate the community's desire to enable 
members to contribute anonymously. The facade of the building and its main 
entrance were on the east. This feature was quite rare in Galilean synagogues 
and is found at only a few places, such as Sasa, I:Iorvat Sumaqa, and Beela 
(Ma' oz I:Iayyim). At Arbel there was a good reason for installing the entrance 
in the east: to place the door on the south would have required extensive 
quarrying. 

The main entrance to the synagogue at Arbel is also unique because it is 
made of a single stone, including its threshold,jambs, and lintel. It is probable 
that the block of stone was already standing on the spot and was hewn into 
shape. Thus, a unique monumental gate, which is 3.55 m high, was erected. 
The visible height of the rock-cut threshold is 55 em; it is undoubtedly much 
higher, because it is partly submerged in the ground. The width of the 
entrance is about 3.5 m, and its door span 1.89 m. The lintel's design is 
striking: it is very high (c. 1 m), and it has a shallow relief with a pattern 
of circles that differs from the usual grape motif, although it is executed 
similarly. There presumably was a window in the facade of the building 
like those found in the synagogues at Capernaum and Khirbet ed
Dikke-with attached half-columns and a gabled lintel. Similarly, several 
of the bases are different in type and size, perhaps attesting to different stages 
in the building's repair and restoration. The capitals used in the first story are 
of the Corinthian order; the Corinthian capitals are not identical. 

Columns that are narrower than those from the first story and stone drums 
that were carved as Ionic half-columns attached to the inside ofthe wall were 
also found in the ruins of the synagogue. Kohl and Watzinger correctly 
ascribed these items to a second story, whose columns were crowned with 
Ionic capitals. It is possible that this story already existed in the early phase. 
Three of its sides-the west, north, and east-included a gallery, as indicated 
by the existence of the northern row of columns. This row completed the U 
form. Intercolumnar pierced screens were reconstructed along the galleries 
by Kohl and Watzinger. It is possible that the screens were slotted into the 
column found in the building with a groove cut along its length, but no screen 
fragments have been found. There apparently was a Doric frieze on the upper 
part ofthe second-story walls, that was carved with triglyphs and metopes; a 
few of its stones were also found in the building. 

The sections of light yellow decorative plaster found in the synagogue 
suggest that the walls of the hall were plastered on the inside. Illumination 
was probably provided by both glass and clay lamps; only a few fragments of 
each have been found. The roof was covered with clay tiles laid on a frame of 
wooden beams. The beams had been laid in small sockets cut into the upper 
course of the walls. 

East of the synagogue's facade and south of a vaulted room (possibly a 
storeroom) is a large courtyard whose entrance appears to have been on the 
east. The courtyard may also have served as what is called in rabbinic Ian-

Entrance in the synagogue's facade: (above) reconstruction; 
(right) remains in situ. 

guage a "door within a door"-that is, as an antechamber or an entrance 
room, as well as a place of assembly for the community. To the west of the 
building a wall surrounds a sort of courtyard containing a number of rooms 
adjoining the building. This may have been a study room, a hostel, or a 
storeroom. 
THE DATE OF THE FOUNDATION OF THE SYNAGOGUE AND ITS 
PHASES. Coins found at the site suggest that the synagogue at Arbel may 
have been founded in the second century CE, as were other synagogues in the 
Galilee. Of the 140 coins found in the synagogue itself, one is of Alexander 
Jannaeus (106-73 BCE), one of Antoninus Pius (138-161 CE), and one of 
Maximianus (286-305). Most are from the fourth to the fifth centuries and 
include coins of Constantine II, Valentinian, Theodosius II, Marcian, 
Anastasi us, and Zenon. There is also a coin from the Early Arab period, of 
the Caliph Hisham of the Umayyad dynasty (724-743), and a Mameluke 
coin (thirteenth and fourteenth centuries). However, because the coins 
were found on the surface, not in the excavations, they cannot be used for 
precise dating. Chronological conclusions about the building cannot be 
deduced from the isolated numismatic finds from before the fourth centu
ry. M. Fisher, who studied the synagogue's architectural details, dates it to 
the fourth century onward. According to the numismatic and architectural 
finds, therefore, the foundation of the synagogue, or the stage at which it 
received its present plan, should be ascribed to the fourth century, along with 
other synagogues in the Galilee. 
The Intermediate Phase. There appears to have been an intermediate building 
phase for the synagogue that is reflected in the mosaic pavement laid over the 
stone paving. This began a process that intensified in the building's later 
phase: as the hall's paving was raised, parts of the bases and benches were 
covered. 
The Later Phase. Significant changes were made in the later phase. The 
synagogue was apparently rebuilt on the ruins of the previous building, 
as indicated by the many artifacts found in secondary use, mainly in its 
south wall (which incorporated bases, columns with a heart-shaped sec
tion, beams, and a capital) and in the south wall of the courtyard. On some 
of these items remains of a plaster coating can be seen that was probably 
added to prepare them for their new use. The following are the main changes 
in the later stage: a round niche for the Torah ark was constructed in the 
southern wall, with a bema in front of it for the reading of the Torah-a 
characteristic feature in the later synagogues; an entrance was opened in the 
north wall; and a new stone pavement was laid that raised the level ofthe hall. 
The Niche. The construction ofthe round niche and the door in the north wall 
are apparently related to the principle that worshippers should face Jeru-



Arbel: reconstruction of the early phase of the synagogue. 

salem. The door thus directly faced the direction of prayer-a characteristic 
of synagogues at the end of the Byzantine period. The synagogue at Arbel is 
the northernmost of the synagogues with niches, a feature completely absent 
from the synagogues in the Upper Galilee. This may be an indication of the 
regional nature of synagogues in the country. The niche extends outward 
from the south wall. It is 1. 53 m deep, its preserved height is 1.6 m, and its wall 
is 70 em thick. Its pavement is higher than the hall's, and in order to remove 
the Torah scrolls from the ark in the niche it was probably necessary to 
descend one or two steps from the bema. 

Within the hall, to the east and west of the niche, the tops ofbroad walls can 
be seen. They are joined on the north by a flimsy wall about 50 em thick, 1.5 m 
from the south wall. These may be the remains of a bema that was in use at the 
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same time as the niche, possibly a continuation of the bema from the previous 
phase. It is estimated that it was 5.5 mlong and2.7 m wide. It is to this bema 
that several marble items may belong-a fragment of a smooth colonnette, 
two fragments of columns decorated with a carved spiral, a fragment of a 
(screen?) panel about 3 em thick, and a carved limestone screen column. A 
narrow room to the south of the building should be ascribed to the bema and 
niche complex; it may have been a storeroom. 
The Northern Entrance. The existence of a northern entrance to the syna
gogue is indicated by a high threshold stone. Although it was found in pieces, 
it was in situ at the center of the north wall, facing the niche. 

The synagogue appears to have been destroyed in the mid-eighth century 
CE, as indicated by the Umayyad coin already mentioned. Other coins from 
the eighth century and from the eleventh century onward were also found 
elsewhere in the settlement. It is possible that after the destruction of the 
synagogue and the community in the eighth century, the site remained 
desolate for two to three hundred years, until it was resettled in the Ayyubid 
period. 

THE SETTLEMENT AND THE CEMETERY 
The remains of the settlement extend over a rocky area of about 25 a. at the 
top of the slope and descend into the Arbel Valley (Wadi el-I:Iamam). The 
settlement was narrow and extended over the length of two to three rock 
terraces. To its east are the ruins of another public building. The settlement 
had several sources of water. 

The cemetery was between the settlement and the Arbel Valley. Among its 
various burial installations were several dozen sarcophagi and rock-cut 
tombs. Dozens of different-sized rock-cut tombs also were found on the 
slope to the north of the settlement. Another group of tombs was found 
on Mount Arbel, to the east of the site, where there also were large quarries in 
ancient times. A rock-cut tomb in the northern slope contains large loculi. 
Carved on its facade, above the entrance, is an eagle with outspread wings 
whose head has not been preserved. 

ZVI ILAN, AVRAHAM IZDARECHET 

AROER (IN JUDEA) 
IDENTIFICATION 
Aroer is in the Negev desert, approximately 22 km (14 mi.) southeast of 
Beersheba (map reference 1479.0623), on a natural hill that rises about 
50 m above the plain. It is about 5 a. in area and has a depression in its 
north side. Aroer in the Negev is mentioned only once in the Bible, in 1 
Samuel 30:28; in the Septuagint, it also appears in Joshua 15:22. In 
1838, E. Robinson proposed an identification, based on the similarity 
of the names, with the mound near Nal).al Aroer. Although this proposal 
was generally accepted by many scholars, it was not corroborated by the 
results of excavation on the mound, which failed to uncover any remains of 
permanent occupation prior to the seventh century BCE. 

EXPWRATION 
In 1975, excavations were carried out 
at the site on behalf of the Nelson 
Glueck School of Biblical Archaeol
ogy at the Hebrew Union College in 
Jerusalem and the Israel Department 
of Antiquities and Museums, under 
the direction of A. Biran and R. Co
hen. This was followed by shorter 
campaigns from 1976 to 1978 and 
in 1980-1981, and by further excava
tions by Biran in 1981 and 1982, on 
behalf of the Nelson Glueck School 
of Biblical Archaeology. The excava
tions were concentrated mainly on the 
summit of the mound: in area A in the 
south; area B in the north; area D in 
the center; and area Y in the west. In 
the first season, several squares were 
opened on the mound's eastern slope 
(area C), and in 1977 soundings were 
made in the plain near Nal).al Aroer 
(area F). 

Aroer (in Judea): general view of the 
mound, looking west. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
Remains of occupation from the end of the First Temple and the end of the 
Second Temple periods were excavated on the summit of the mound. In area 
C, a large building was uncovered from the end of the First Temple period. 
Twenty-five silos from this period were also examined. One, excavated next 
to the building and ascribed to the seventh century BCE, contained a sherd 
with three letters in Hebrew, perhaps representing the word shalosh (three). 
In area F building remains were found, apparently from the Early Arab 
period. In a survey carried out during the excavations, several Chalcolithic 
sherds were found on the northwestern slope and a Rhodianjar handle was 
found on the western slope. 
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THE IRON AGE. Three strata from the Iron Age were distinguished at 
Aroer. 
Stratum IV. An offset-inset wall (135 mlong) was cleared in its entirety on the 
east side of the mound. It consisted of five offsets and four insets. The offsets 
were from 12.5to 15m long and the insets 14to 18.5mlong. Thewallwas4m 
wide at the offsets and 2.2 to 2.4 m wide at the insets. It was plastered, and a 
stone-faced earthern rampart was built against it. Sections of the wall were 
also uncovered on the north and west sides. Two walls in the south (2.2 m 
wide and 4 m apart) may have been part of the piers of the gate. The wall 
enclosed an area of about 2.5 a., but because remains from the Iron Age 
extended beyond the wall on the east and south, the settlement in this period 
seems to have covered an area of about 5 a. 

Due to the position of the wall on the summit and the hill's steep incline and 
bare rocks, the inhabitants found it necessary to place a layer of pebbles along 
the wall's inner face, to provide a level surface for the dwellings built against 
it. This building method was also observed elsewhere on the mound where 
there were difficult topographical conditions. 

Of the first phase of occupation (stratum IV), buildings were uncovered 
mainly along the wall and in the center of the mound. The pottery in this 
stratum included high-necked jars whose body widens toward the base; a 
pithos with a shoulder and pronounced carination; thin, light-colored bowls 
with sharp carinations below the rim that form a sort of shoulder; a cup made 
of white clay; a closed krater; and a krater with an incised rim and four 
handles that extend to the shoulders. Most of the stratum-IV pottery be
longs to types common atJudean sites in the Iron Age II; it also includes types 
with parallels in occupation strata dating to the seventh century BCE-such 
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Plan of the mound and excavation areas. 

Part of the eastern offset-inset wall. 

as Ramat Ral)el VA and En-Gedi V. Stratum IV also contained pottery with 
Assyrian affinities, but Assyrian influence was generally more marked in 
stratum III. It thus appears that the foundation of Aroer and the construc
tion of its city wall took place in the first half of the seventh century BCE. 

According to the Bible, the Judean king Manasseh placed "captains of 
war" in all the fortified cities of Judah and built the wall of Jerusalem (2 Chr. 
33:14). He may also have planned to strengthen the southern border of his 
kingdom as part of his efforts to gain freedom from Assyrian subjugation. 
Aroer may have been the southernmost fortress in his kingdom. 

Stratum IV and its wall do not seem to have been of long duration, but 
Aroer was not abandoned. No gap in occupation can be distinguished 
between strata IV and III. 
Stratum III. The tradition of stratum IV's material culture continued into 
stratum III, at which time it seems that peace reigned in the country. The city 
of Aroerwas then unfortified and its borders extended. On the southwest side 
ofthe mound, houses and silos were built above the remains of the wall; in the 
east, where the southern end of the wall is still standing, a terrace was built on 
the slope ofthe hill. The terrace is rectangular-14m wide (toward the east) 
and 50 m long-and follows the line of the wall. The stone walls ofthe terrace 
were partially excavated in the north and on the east, where the terrace is 8 m 
high. The area of the occupation layer on the terrace was about 700 sq m, but 
only a narrow strip along the wall is preserved. At least two phases of 
occupation were found on the terrace. Two elongated rooms with a row 
of four columns belong to the earlier phase. The columns stand between the 
western room (2.25 by 5. 7 5 m), which adjoined the wall, and the eastern room 
(6 by 3m). A column composed of four stone drums, uncovered with a large 
ceramic bowl lying next to it, belongs to the second phase. The entrance to the 
room was on the north. Also found here were various installations, such as 
ovens and a bath, as well as jars, cooking pots, kraters, and an Astarte 
figurine. The terrace, which was partially cleared in area B, may belong 
to stratum III, at which time the settlement also expanded southward, 
to area A. The buildings and silos uncovered on the southeast slope of 
the hill (area C) may also belong to this stratum. 

Judging from the finds in stratum III (seventh century BCE), it was a period 
of prosperity for the town. Aroer, which was situated at a crossroads in the 
Negev, was apparently at that time an administrative center. It shows signs of 
the influence of the Assyrian conquest and ofEdomite influence from the east 
(the conquering Assyrian army also reached Edom). These influences are 



Bone plaque topped by a 
proto-Aeo/ic capital design. 

also evident in the finds. A rich pottery assemblage dating to stratum III was 
uncovered. A silo in area B contained complete vessels-bowls, kraters, 
juglets and bottles, lamps, pilgrim flasks, jars, hole-mouth jars, and the 
head of an Astarte figurine. Similar finds were also uncovered in other 
parts of area B. Of special note is a bone plaque with four rows of 
holes: three rows with ten holes in each and a row with twelve holes. The 
top of the plaque is shaped like a proto-Aeolic capital and has three addi
tional holes. This plaque may have been a calendar or some sort of board 
game. 

The occupants of stratum III in area A continued to use the existing 
buildings, making minor additions and raising the walls and floor le
vels. One of the rooms had an entrance 0.5 m wide, in the eastern 
wall-with doorjambs consisting of stone drums (the walls themselves were 
constructed of brick on stone foundations). In addition to the pottery as
semblage, stratum III contained a rich collection of special finds. These 
included Astarte figurines, a jar handle with a two-winged lamelekh 
Ziph stamp (two other lamelekh stamps were found elsewhere in the excava
tion), two miniature altars, a four-shekel weight (28 mm in diameter and 30 
mm high), a seal decorated with the head of a bull and sheaves of wheat, a 
horse figurine, spatulas, a glass fragment with a diamond design that has 
parallels in the Assyrian palace ware from the seventh century BCE at Nim
rud, and a seal bearing the inscription lqosa (belonging to Qosa) with the 
figure of a cherub above it. The theophoric element in the name of the owner 

Edomite seal with the inscription "belonging to Qosa." 
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of the seal-Qos, an Edomite god-is known from names such as Qosgaber, 
which appears in Assyrian records. 

As was noted above, the material culture of stratum IV continued into 
stratum III, but in this stratum a stronger Assyrian, as well as Edomite, 
influence is noted. The pottery has parallels at Nimrud, Tell Jemmeh, 
in the Adoni-nur Tomb near 'Amman, and at Bozrah and Sal;lab, also 
in Jordan. This indicates that the stratum should probably be ascribed 
to the mid-seventh century BCE, or somewhat later. The evidence is the 
name Qos in the lqosa seal, the fragment of Assyrian glassware, and the 
pottery showing Assyrian-Edomite influence. Several ostraca uncovered 
in the excavations are also attributed, on the basis of their script, to the 
seventh century BCE. On one ostracon the name Pashhur appears. It does 
not appear in the Bible before the seventh century BCE. On two other ostraca, 
the letters p, 1, I!J, and y can be read. 
Stratum II. Stratum II, the last Iron Age stratum, consists of two phases. In 
the early one, a fortress or tower was built on the summit (in area A) to protect 
the settlement (end of the seventh and beginning of the sixth centuries BCE). 

The exact nature of this fortification cannot be established because later 
Herodian construction covers it. Evidence of Aroer's prosperity at the end 
of the Iron Age is confirmed by the diversity of the pottery assemblage: large 
kraters, mortaria,jugs, lamps with a high base, cooking pots, pilgrim flasks, 
hole-mouth jars, other jars, decanters, animal figurines, and weights. On the 
basis of these finds, which have parallels at Lachish II, En-Gedi V, Me?ad 
I:Iashavyahu, Ashdod VI, and Arad, stratum II can be dated to the end of the 
seventh and beginning of the sixth centuries BCE. 

Although the stratum II pottery from areas A and B belongs to the same 
material culture, area A yielded a much larger number of special vessels, of 
which only rare examples were found in the other areas. This is the decorated 
pottery known as Edomite ware, which also has parallels at Bozrah and at 
Tell el-Kheleifeh in Jordan, among other sites. The decoration consists, for 
the most part, of black and red-brown parallel bands, sometimes with ver
tical lines between them, and geometric designs-triangles and net decora
tions-below them. Small bowls and incense burners have painted bands on 
the rim and body. A thinner, finer band decoration is also found on the body 
of bowls with indentations on the rim. Especially noteworthy is a fine bowl 
that imitates Assyrian silver bowls with rosette designs. The Edomite pottery 
belonged to the last phase of stratum II. With the Babylonian conquest, the 
Israelite settlement at Aroer ceased to exist. 

Because no remains prior to the seventh century BCE have been uncovered 
so far in the excavations atAroer, the problem of its identification in the time 
of King David still exists. One possibility is that the "elders of Aroer" 
mentioned in 1 Samuel are simply elders of nomadic tribes, like those found 
in the area today. If, however, Aroer was a permanent settlement then, it is 
possible that it should be identified with Tell Esdar, situated about 1.5 km (1 
mi.) northeast of Aroer. 
THE HEROD IAN PERIOD. After a gap of about five hundred years, Aroer 
was again occupied. Although a few Hellenistic potsherds, as well as two 
coins of Antiochus III, were discovered, they are not evidence of actual 
settlement. Occupational remains from the Herodian period were found 
in areas B, D, andY on the summit, however, and the walls of buildings 
from the period can be distinguished on the surface level in unexcavated 
sections. These walls were built above or adjoining the building remains from 
the Iron Age. The town in this period was about 2.5 a. in area and did not 
extend beyond the area on the summit that had been enclosed by a wall in the 
Iron Age. No later remains were uncovered in areas A or C. 

In the Herodian period, the town does not seem to have been fortified. It 
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Aroer (in Judea): Herodianfortress. 

was, however, protected by a fortress 
erected at the southeastern end of the 
hilL The fortress (12.7 by 11.4 m) was 
constructed of ashlar blocks with mar
ginal drafts and prominent bosses. Its 
entrance, which contained four 
rooms, was on the west. The rooms 
were interconnected and the door
jambs were found with holes for 
bolts. The rooms were filled with deb
ris of large stones, indicating that the 
fortress was probably two stories 
high. The floor was composed of 
small stones overlaid with beaten 
earth. In a conflagration layer on the 
floor a juglet, sherds of cooking pots, 
and jars typical of the first century CE 
were found. Under the floor of the 
southeastern room was a subterra
nean domed room filled with debris 
of large stones. On its floor were a 
Herodian jar, sherds, and an astra
con with an Aramaic inscription, ap
parently a list of salaries paid to the 
local farm workers. 

The fortress was approached from 
the north. In the first phase of its ex
istence, it had two walls on the north side of the entrance. In its second phase, century CE was found-jars, measuring cups, and lamps-as well as glass 
itwasreinforcedwithadditionalwalls.Acourtyard(c.35by40m)wasadded fragments and coins. On the beaten-earth floor of another room, at the 
later. The walls of the later phases were plastered inside and out. The north southeast end of the courtyard, lay charred wooden beams, a complete 
wall of the courtyard consisted of well-dressed ashlars plastered on both juglet, lamps, bronze vessels, a bronze mirror, a bronze umbo-the central 
faces. Two rooms were built against the south side of this walL On the floors boss on a shield, Nabatean sherds, and a coin of the Roman procurator 
of these rooms and in an ash layer above them pottery typical of the first Antonius Felix, of the year 59 CE. 

Cellar vault in the Herodian fortress. 

The settlement in the Herodian period seems to have been a single-period 
occupation for the most part, although there are signs of another, poorer 
settlement. The precise nature of the Herodian settlement is not yet known, 
but a storehouse cleared in the northern part of area B, numerous dwelling 
rooms in the center and on the west and east sides of the site, the rich pottery 
assemblage, glass vessels (including a decorated fragment of a Sidonian cup 
with two letters of the word KAT AXAIRE), and coins convey the impres
sion of a prosperous town. Two coins of the Year Two of the First Jewish 
Revolt-that is, of the year 67 CE-may mark the end of settlement in the 
town of Aroer. There is some evidence for the occupation of the site as late as 
the Bar-Kokhba Revolt. Who built the town and the fortress of Aroer in the 
Herodian period cannot be stated with certainty at this point. One possibility 
is Agrippa. Two of his coins from the sixth year of his reign were uncovered 
here, and he is said to have owned a pyrgos-a fortress or tower-at Mall;lata, 
about 10km(6mi.)northofAroer. If, however, the fortress dates to an earlier 
period, it may have been constructed by Herod, as part of his efforts to 
strengthen the southern border of his kingdom. 

A. BiranandR. Cohen,IEJ25 (1975), 171; 26(1976), 139-140;27 (1977), 250-251; 28 (1978), 197-199; 31 
(1981), 131-132; 32 (1982), 161-163; id., RB 83 (1976), 256-257; 84 (1977), 273-275; 85 (1978), 425-427; 
86 (1979), 465-466; 89 (1982), 240-245; id., ESII (1982), 4-6; 2 (1983), 5-6; A. Biran, BAR 9/2 (1983), 
28-37; A. Lemaire, Semitica 30 (1980), 19-20; id., VT38 (1988), 220-230; Weippert 1988 (Ortsregister). 
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AROER (IN MOAB) 
IDENTIFICATION 
The site of Aroer, which the Bible (Jos. 12:2, 13:9, 16; Dt. 2:36, 3:12, 4:48; 2 

10:33; J and the Mesha Stela (line 26) cite as being situated on 
River is actually located at Khirbet 'Ara'ir, 4 km (2.5 

t!l<:ba-K.era.k highway on the northern slope of Wadi 

clearly show that Aroer was never a town or 
llfl.1e!l!C<llly positioned fortress guarding the King's 

(Jer. 48:19). Little is known of Aroer's 
it was first occupied after the Israelite con

whosettled on the plain north of the Arnon (1 

Chr. 5:8). Aroer remained in the possession of the Israelites throughout the 
period of the Judges (Septuagint version, J g. 11 :26) and the United Mon
archy. It marked the southern boundary of the Israelite territories in Trans
jordan. In the wake of the successful campaigns of King Mesha (c. 850 BCE), 
Aroer, which was then in existence, was annexed to the Kingdom of Moab. 
As related on the Mesha Stela, the king made the highway in the Arnon and 
"built Aroer." 

A short time afterward, in the second half ofthe ninth century BCE, the king 
of Syria, Hazael, conquered "the territory oflsrael: from the Jordan east
ward ... from Aroer, which is by the valley of Arnon, that is, Gilead and 
Bashan" (2 Kg. 10:32-33). Aroer remained in Syrian possession until the fall 
of Damascus during the Assyrian expansion (732 BCE). According to Jo
sephus (Antiq. X, 181 ), the destruction of the Aroer fortress took place in the 



Aroer (in Moab): northwest trench at the 
end of the third excavation campaign 
(August 1966). 

course of Nebuchadnezzar's cam
paign against Moab (582 BCE). After 
that, Aroer was rebuilt only partially 
and used transitorily. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Members of the Spanish Center, Casa 
de Santiago, in Jerusalem, under the 
direction of E. Ohivarri-Goicoechea, 
carried out excavations on the site of 
Aroer during three seasons (1964-
1966). Six archaeological levels were 
uncovered. Level VI, the earliest, is 
composed of two phases of occupa
tion: VI-B, from the Middle Bronze 
Age IA (c. 2250-2050 BCE); and 
VI-A, from the Middle Bronze Age 
IB (c. 2050-1900 BCE). Level VI-B shows evidence of a seminomadic occu
pation in which agriculture was practiced. The domestic utensils (pottery and 
flint implements, for example) represent an evolutionary continuation of the 
Early Bronze Age III. In level VI-A are the remains of very rudimentary 
domestic constructions in stone; the pottery includes clear examples of the 
so-called Palestinian calicifon:rl ware, from the time of the Amorite inva
sions. 

After a gap in settlement that lasted throughout the Middle Bronze Age II, 
Aroer was again inhabited toward the end of the Late Bronze Age and the 
beginning of the Iron Age (level V). To this phase belong the houses dis
covered in trench D, loci 206 and 208, and the passage flanked by the strong 
walls of locus 204 that formed part of the complex of the Israelite fortress 

Outer northeastern wall of the fortress of Mesha before the excavations. 
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conquered by King Mesha of Moab. The new fortress (level IV), which was 
built by this king over the earlier one, occupies an area of 50 sq m. It is 
constructed of very solid masonry and includes three parallel circumvallat
ingwalls: an exterior one, 2m wide; an interior one, which served as a buttress 
to the central area of the fortress; and an intermediate wall, 1.5 m thick. The 
two inner passages running between these three walls were filled with the 
debris of former buildings, thus forming a defensive structure of great 
strength. The southeast and southwest sides of the fortress were built 
on the steep cliffs of the Arnon, which served as a natural glacis. An addi
tional double defense wall was put up on the northwest side, which faces the 
plain and is consequently more vulnerable. As at Dibon, at Aroer King 
Mesha built a reservoir, in an artificial basin in front of the northwest wall 
of the fortress, to store rainwater. 

From the seventh to the third centuries BCE, Aroer experienced further 
abandonment. The period coincided with the domination of the Qadarites 
and Lil;yanite nomads over this region. The abundance ofHellenistic pottery 
(level III) testifies to a new occupation during the third and second centuries 
BCE. The few houses and remains of two farms within the fortress area 
indicate the seminomadic character of the Hellenistic settlement. 

During the Nabatean period (level II, first century BCE- first century CE), 

the population increased. To this period belong four excavated houses and 
most ofthe cisterns that surround the ruins of the fortress, some of which are 
still in use. The absence of monumental buildings, however, underlines the 
fact that during the Nabatean period Aroer had already lost its former 
strategic importance. After the Roman conquest of the Nabatean territories 
by Cornelius Palma in 106 CE, Aroer was again partially inhabited during the 
second and third centuries CE. Although the houses of this period (level I, loci 
111-113 and 300) present a greater architectural unity, they no longer form 
the nucleus of a stable, permanent settlement. 

N. Glueck, AASOR 14 (1934), 49; 18-19 (1939), 246-250; id., The Other Side of the Jordan, New Haven 
1970,32,34, 142, 147, !53; R. W. Dajani, ADAJI! (1966), 105; E. Olavarri, BTS72(!965), 2-3; id., RB72 
(1965), 77-94; 76 (1969), 230-259; P. W. Lapp, The Dhahr Mirzbaneh Tombs, New Haven 1966, 95; id., 
NEAT, Ill, 129; S. Mittman, ZDPV85 (1969), 63-75; W. G. Dever, NEAT, !50, 162-163; id., BASOR 
210 (1973), 37-63; K. Prag, Levant 6 (1974), 69-116; P. Kaswalder, LA 34 (1984), 25-42; Weippert 1988, 
188, 619. 
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ASHDOD 

IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Ashdod, about 6 km (3.5 mi.) south of modern Ashdod, is inland from the 
Mediterranean Sea (map reference 118.129). It is difficult to determine the 
exact extent of the mound because the remains of the ancient settlement were 
partly destroyed by the cultivation of its fields over many generations and by 
building activity on the site. The two main parts of the mound can be clearly 
distinguished: the acropolis, with an area of approximately 20 a., and the 
lower city, with at least 70 a. The mound is about 50 m above sea level and 
rises about 15 mabovethesurroundingarea. Ashdod was amajorcitymainly 
in the Late Bronze and the Iron ages. Its name is preserved in the name of the 
Arabvillageoflsdud, 14.5km(9mi.)northeastofancientAshkelonand6km 
(3.5 mi.) southeast of modern Ashdod. 

HISTORY 
The city and its inhabitants are first mentioned in several written sources 
from the Late Bronze Age II discovered at U garit. An Akkadian text relates 
that a merchant, Sukuna, received six garments and other merchandise, 
including two thousand shekels (weight) of purple wool from Ashdod. This 
indicates that Ashdod was a textile center from which purple dyed garments 
were traded in the Late Bronze Age II. An alphabetic text from U garit names 
an Ashdodite, Aryn, who belonged to a group of tin merchants. Among the 
long list of Ashdodites (add[y]) mentioned in U garitic texts, most seem to be 
West Semitic, while a few maybe Hurrian. The Ashdodites never appear as a 
separate legal entity in the documents, perhaps indicating that they were 
merely maritime traders who happened to operate in Ugarit. Another Ak-
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Ashdod: aerial view of the excavation areas. 

kadian document from U garit provides evidence that three Canaanite cities 
were involved in trade with U garit-Acco, Ashkelon, and Ashdod. How
ever, only the Ashdodites are known to have both traded with U garit and to 
have lived there or in its port town, Minet el-Beida. 

Although Ash dod is not directly mentioned in Egyptian sources from the 
New Kingdom, it seems that the inscription engraved on a fragment of the 
city's gate relates to one of the Amarna letters (no. 263). Ashdod is also 
mentioned in the list of place names composed by the Egyptian Amen ope in 
the eleventh century BCE. Ash dod appears many times in the Bible: "Ashdod, 
its towns and its villages" is included in the list of the cities of Judah (Jos. 
15:47), but the date of this source is controversial. Nothing is said in the 
Masoretic text of Judges 1:18 about its conquest, but according to the Sep
tuagint version of this passage, it can be argued that Ashdod was conquered 
by the tribe of Judah. Ash dod was almost always a non-Israelite town, being 
one of the five cities of the "rulers of the Philistines" (Jos. 11:22, 13:3). The 
Ark of the Covenant was brought to the temple of Dagon at Ashdod (I Sam. 
5). Uzziah, king ofJudah, broke down "the wall of Ashdod; and he built cities 
in the territory of Ashdod and elsewhere among the Philistines" (2 Chr. 26:6). 
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Ashdod: map of the mound and excavation areas. 

The judgment of Amos on Ashdod (Am. 1 :8) probably relates to the same 
period. Isaiah (20: I) states that Sargon, the Assyrian king, sent Tartan (his 
commander-in-chief) against Ashdod and he conquered the city. This epi
sode and the relations between Assyria and Ashdod are described in detail in 
the Assyrian prism inscription of the annals and in the display inscription of 
Sargon II. 

According to Assyrian sources, Ash dod revolted against the king of As
syria. During the Assyrian military reprisal, Azuri, king of Ashdod, was 
dethroned and replaced by his brother, in 712 BCE. One year later, Ashdod 
again revolted, under the leadership of Iamani (a Greek, probably from 
Cyprus), and Sargon once again put down the revolt. The rebel fled to 
Egypt, the town was conquered and sacked, and the territory of Ashdod 
was annexed by the Assyrians. 

The kings Mitinti and Ahimelech are known to have governed Ash dod as 
vassals of Sennacherib and Esarhaddon of Assyria. Herodotus (II, !57) 
relates that, after the downfall of Assyria, the city was besieged by the 
Egyptian king Psamtik I for twenty-nine years. It is possible, in light of 
the letter from Me:(:ad I:Iashavyahu, that King Josiah ruled the city for 
some time. When the Babylonians conquered the country, the king of Ash
dod was taken prisoner and the region became a Babylonian province. The 
destruction of Ashdod in the Babylonian period is referred to by the prophets 
Jeremiah (25:20), Zephaniah (2:4), and Zechariah (9:6). After the return of 
the exiles from Babylon, the Persian province of Ash dod became an enemy of 
Judah, although some men of Judah married Ashdodian women, as reported 
in the book ofNehemiah (13:23-24). Silver coins from this period were found 
bearing the city's name . 

The history of the city in the Hellenistic and Roman periods, when it was 
known as Azotus, is well documented, especially in the books of the Mac
cabees and the works of Josephus. Jonathan the Hasmonean demolished the 
temple ofDagon in Ashdod (I Mace. 10:84 ). The town was held by Alexander 
Jannaeus at the beginning of his reign (Josephus, Antiq. XIII, 395), and it is 
thus assumed that the city was conquered by John Hyrcanus. Pompey se
parated the city from Judea (Josephus, War I, 156), and Gabinius recon
structed it (War I, 165-166). Herod was granted Ashdod by Augustus. He 
willed it to his sister Salome, who left it to the empress, Livia. It thus became 
part of an imperial estate. During the First Jewish Revolt, Ashdod surren
dered to Titus (War IV, 130). Eusebius speaks of Azotus as being only "a 
townletofacertainimportance" (Onom.18, 20:11, 22). BythattimeAshdod
y am, the harbor city (Azotus Paralius ), had begun to replace the inland city 
(Azotus Mesogaeus) as a local center. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Nine seasons of excavations have been carried out so far (1962, 1963, 1965, a 
small-scale sounding in 1967, and from 1968 to 1972), first as a joint project 
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ofthe Pittsburgh Theological Seminary, the Pittsburgh 
Carnegie Museum, and the Israel Department of Anti
quities and, after 1965, as a joint project of the last two 
institutions. During the two early seasons D. N. Freed
man, J. Swauger, and M. Dothan directed the excava
tions. After 1965 Swauger and Dothan headed the 
project, with Dothan as director of excavations. In 
the first season, excavations were conducted in four 
areas: A, B, C, and D. Area B is a continuation of 
area A. However, at the beginning of the excava
tions, the level of area A was 6 m higher, because the 
upper section of the mound containing area B had been 
removed by modern settlers. In the second season 
(1963), excavations were carried out in areas A, B, 
D, and G, and during the third season (1965) in areas 
D, G, H, and K. Trial soundings were also made in 
areas E and F, to determine the extent of the 
mound. Small-scale soundings in area D were conduc
ted in 1967. 

Cylinder seal and its impression, Early Babylonian period, 16th century BCE. 

Areas G, H, and K were the main areas of work 
during the fourth and fifth seasons. In 1969, area 
M was also opened. Areas M and G were further ex
cavated in 1970. WorkonareaMcontinuedin 1971 and 
1972. Areas A, B, G, H, and K are on the acropolis; areas D, C, and Min the 
lower city; and area Eon a hill northeast ofthe acropolis. Area F forms a part 
of a cemetery located approximately 1.5 km (1 mi.) east of the mound. 
Altogether more than 1.5 a. (6,500 sq m) were excavated. 

The following chronology has been established based on the correlation 
between the strata in the various areas and the stratigraphy on the mound. 

Stratum Period 

Byzantine 
II Roman 
III Herodian 
IV Hellenistic 
v Persian 
VI-IX Iron II 
X Iron I-II 
XI-XIII Iron I 
XIV-XVII LB II 
XVIII LB I 
XIX-XXII Apparently LB I 
XXIII MB IIC 

THE MIDDLE BRONZE AGE II AND THE LATE BRONZE AGE I. Al
though scattered sherds dating to the Chalcolithic period and the Early 
Bronze Age were found on the mound, the first fortified city, built on bed
rock, dates to the Middle Bronze Age II C. The soundings in area G, in the 
northern part of the mound, show that Middle Bronze Age remains are partly 
concealed within the mound well below stratum XVIII, and that the estab
lishment of the city dates from Middle Bronze Age IIC (c. 1650-1600 BCE). 

A fragment of a massive brick gate from this period was found in area G. 
The gate was built on the straight-entry plan and has a pair of piers on both 
ends of its parallel walls, narrowing the passage to 3.5 m. Short walls sup
porting the gate on both sides were anchored in a glacis that was preserved to 
a height of about 40 em. This layout is similar to that of the east gate at 
Shechem, belonging to the same period. The finds point to the second half of 
the seventeenth century BCE for the establishment of these defenses, probably 
in the days of Apophis I. 

The acropolis was apparently surrounded by a strong brick wall. Only the 
foundation trench was preserved in area B, on the edge ofthe occupied area in 
the lowest stratum (XVIII). During this period the lower city was not oc
cupied, and there was probably a fosse outside the wall. In area G, a building 
was found above the Middle Bronze Age IIC gate. It therefore seems that 
from the Late Bronze Age I onward, the gates must have been farther north 
and had eroded. The scant finds from the Late Bronze Age I strata include 
bichrome pottery and imported Cypriot ware. 
LATEBRONZEAGEII. Thenextfourstrata(XVII-XIV)belongtotheLate 

Area G: MB IIC and LB II strata. 
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Area G: isometric reconstruction of MB IIC gate. 

/' ......... 
.... .... 

Bronze Age II (c. 1450-1230 BCE). In stratum XVII, sections of some brick 
buildings and stone pavements, perhaps from courtyards or streets, were 
uncovered in area B. On the strength of the pottery finds, including local 
painted ware and Cypriot imports, this stratum can be dated to the end ofthe 
fifteenth century BCE. The buildings and pottery in strata XVI and XV are 
similar. A large public(?) brick building was discovered (walls 60-70 em 
thick), consisting of rooms built on two sides of a central courtyard. The 
finds, characteristic of the fourteenth century BCE, included pottery, scarabs, 
and figurines. The last phase of the Late Bronze Age (stratum XIV) is scarcely 
represented here. Because this stratum is situated on the surface level of area 
B, it was heavily disturbed in modern periods. Only some floors and grain 
silos are preserved. 

In area G, strong brick fortifications or buildings that may have been 
fortified continued through strata XVII to XIV, with only minor changes 
in plan. They consisted of three parallel lines of rooms and courts. The brick 

walls (1.2 m wide) stood on high stone foundations. In one of the courts, a 
plastered cistern was found that collected rainwater from the roofs and 
conveyed it through a channel to another deep cistern. The plan of this 
complex resembles that of the Egyptian "residencies" uncovered at anum
ber of Canaanite sites from the period. A fragmentary stone doorpost, 
inscribed with the name of the Egyptian governor who probably resided 
in Ashdod, must have originated in this building. 

In the small section cut in area H, brick houses belonging to the last 
Canaanite city were uncovered. Finds include Mycenean pottery and local 
ware from the thirteenth century BCE. The city in this stratum (XIV) was 
destroyed and was for the most part covered by a thick conflagration layer. 
This destruction in the late thirteenth century is similar to that observed in 
stratum VII at nearby Tel Mor, the harbor of ancient Ashdod. 
IRON AGE I. The main finds from the early Iron Age I were uncovered in 
areas A, G, H, and M. In area A, the transition between the Late Bronze Age 
II and Early Iron Age is indicated by a thick layer of ash covering the last Late 
Bronze Age II remains (stratum XIV). Stratum XIIIB is transitional. Philis
tine remains clearly begin in stratum XIIIA. A similar situation occurred in 
area H, where stratum XIV is separated by a destruction layer from stratum 
XIII. Part of the fortifications in area G were destroyed, and structures 
replaced some of the walls. This does not necessarily imply that the entire 
city of Ashdod was destroyed at the end of the Late Bronze Age. However, 
the discovery of a number of stratified Mycenean IIICl sherds (starting in 
stratumXIIIB), usually dated to about 1200BCE, may indicate that a wave of 
Sea Peoples preceded their great invasion and subsequent settlement asso
ciated with the eighth year ofRamses III. Such movements may be reflected 
in the stratigraphy at Ashdod. The first wave would have destroyed part of 
the Canaanite city (stratum XIV) in the last quarter of the thirteenth century 
BCE. The second wave would have brought about Philistine rule chiefly in the 
first quarter of the twelfth century BCE. The Philistine city seems to have 
flourished mainly in strata XII and XI. 
Area A. In the limited area of the Early Iron Age strata XI and X excavated in 
area A, sections of a fortress were discovered. Only the northern part of this 
rectangular structure is preserved; the southern part stood on the level that 
has disappeared in area B. The fortress's brick walls (c. 1.25 m wide) are 
preserved in some places to a height of 2 m. A part of the wall probably 
belonged to its western gate tower. The main floor of the fortress dates to the 
eleventh century BCE and contained pottery characteristic of that period, 
including Philistine ware. This fortress, which probably stood inside the city 
and was surrounded by a wall, was built by the Philistines in the twelfth 

Area G: Iron I bowls in situ, stratum XII. 



Area H: Iron I apsidal building, stratum 
XII. 

century BCE and continued to exist
with some changes-through the ele
venth century BCE. It was destroyed at 
the beginning of the tenth century BCE. 

Area G. In area G, the main Philistine 
stratum (XII) was uncovered. It was 
built following the short-lived period 
(stratum XIII), in which houses and 
cult installations were erected in the 
area that had previously been an 
open space, partly covering the forti
fied walls. The inhabitants reused the 
remains of the Canaanite fortified 
building and adapted it to their de
fense line; they created a casemate 
wall with a group of rooms and courts 
beyond it that served mainly as work
shops. In one of these, dozens of intact 
clay mostly decorated vessels were 
found, some of which belong to the 
Mycenean tradition (type IIIC), ap
parently brought from the eastern 
Mediterranean. 
Area H. Area H contained three Phi
listine strata. A section of the well
planned Philistine city containing 
two building complexes divided by 
a street was uncovered in this area. 
The northern complex consisted of 
a small apsidal structure that may 
have had a ritual use. To the north 
of it were a row of rooms and a large 
hall with two stone bases that prob
ably originally supported columns. In 
addition to the Philistine pottery, 
many small objects, including jewel
ry, were found in the rooms. The sin
gle most significant object from the 
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Area G: larnax (coffin) in secondary use in stratum XII, Iron I. 
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Left: fragment of a decorated Philistine 
krater, 12th century BCE; (right) seal 
depicting a lyre player, end of the 
11th century BCE; (below) Mycenean IIIC1 
sherds, 12th century BCE. 

Philistine strata (XII) in area H was a figurine of a seated woman that forms 
part of a throne. This figurine probably represents a Philistine goddess whose 
prototype seems to be the figurines of the Mycenean Great Mother. Two 
seals were also found: one of them (stratum XII) was engraved with signs 
similar to the Cypro-Minoan script used in Cyprus and the eastern Med
iterranean in the thirteenth and early twelfth centuries BCE; the other (stra
tum XIII), in addition to signs has representations of men and animals. in the 
Aegean style. The seals are among the earliest written evidence found in a 
Philistine context. 

Area H: figurine of a 
seated goddess 
( Ashdoda), stratum 
XII, 12th century BCE. 

AreaM. In the middle of the eleventh century BCE, the city of Ash dod spread 
outside the acropolis, first as a small settlement in the lower city (area M, 
stratum XB), where it is evidenced mainly by the presence of several kilns. 
Area M was later (in stratum XA) enclosed within a fortified area. Two solid 
towers stand at the entrance to the gate in the east, while two chambers are 
joined to each tower in the west. Most of the walls were built of sun-dried 
bricks, but in several places the walls were strengthened with stone. The gate 
is 13.7mlongand 16.2m wide, and the passageway is4.2m wide. A wall(5m 
wide) was attached to the gate's southern tower. Pottery finds indicate that 
the gate was destroyed in the first half of the tenth century, perhaps at the end 
of the reign of King David or during the expedition of Pharaoh Siamon, in 
about 960 BCE. 

Three superimposed ovens were found opposite the passageway in the gate 
inside the city. They were in use in a transitional stage between the gate of 
stratum X and a later gate in stratum IX. No building remains related to the 
transitional stage have yet been found. The fortifications in area M probably 
lay in ruins for some time in the tenth century BCE, during which the set
tlement here was unfortified. The next fortified lower city belongs to the Iron 
Age II. 
IRON AGE II. Relatively few significant remains from the Iron Age II were 
found on the acropolis. In area A, some of the walls of the Philistine fortress 
were reused at this time. In area G, a fragment of a brick wall was found that 
probably encircled the acropolis. A section of a well-planned city from the 
tenth century BCE was uncovered in area K. The consecutive strata (X-VI) 
had a central street and drainage channel. The houses facing the street were 
built on stone foundations. 

The most significant areas in this period were uncovered in the lower city. 
A large gate in area M (stratum IX) is located south ofthe earlier (stratum X) 
gate. Built of unbaked brick on a stone foundation, this gate consists of two 
towers with three chambers each. Hewn and dressed stones were used in the 
corners of the gate; a gateway ( 5 m wide) passes between the gate's two towers 
and continues into the city. The gate measures 20.5 by 18.25 m. It seems that 
the chambers in the first story of the towers were sealed off from the passage
way, at least in its earliest stage, and the entrance to them was from within the 
city. A wall (8.7 m wide) north of the gatecontinuesforatleast40m and then 
narrows to 5 mas it continues south of the gate. The gate's plan and mea
surements are similar to gates found at Gezer, Megiddo, and Razor, which 
are linked with the building activities ofKing Solomon. However, those gates 
have an additional chamber in front of their three divisions that is lacking in 
the Ashdod gate. The additional width of the walls at Ashdod may be due to 
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Area M: plan of the Iron Age gates. Area M: ashlar construction in corner of the north gate tower, end of lOth century BCE. 

11th century BCE 

lOth century BCE 10 m 

their being solid brick, rather than casemates on stone foundations, as in the 
other three cities. The first phase oftheAshdod gate in area M probably dates 
to the last third of the tenth century BCE. It may have been destroyed by King 
Uzziah of Judah. 

The Iron Age II city was also well represented in area D (in strata IX-VI). 
The three uppermost strata were surrounded by a brick wall (c. 3m thick) that 
probably was an inner wall of the lower city in this area. The remains of 
stratum IX included the brick foundations of a large building and some 
additional floors on which pottery, now called "Ashdod" ware, was 
found. This distinctive ware--red-burnished vessels decorated with black 

N 

j 

Area D: (above) plan and (below) general view of temple in stratum VIII, 
8th century BCE. 

"The Stand of the 
Musicians," Iron II. 
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Figurine of a musician, 8th 
century BCE. 

Pottery kiln with hole-mouth jars, 8th century BCE. 

Two fragments of a stela of Sargon II. 

bands-appeared in other areas in stratum X, immediately after the extinc
tion of the typical Philistine pottery. The richest strata in this area were VIII 
to VII. 

In stratum VIII, a small temple consisting of several rooms was discov
ered. Attached to one of the long sides of the main room was a rectangular, 
plastered brick structure that may have served as an altar. Near it, and in the 
adjacent rooms, a large quantity of cult objects, such as pottery figurines of 
domestic animals, was found, most of them kernoi, used for libations in the 
temple. The many male and female figurines that were uncovered probably 
belonged to miniature clay offering tables. Plaque figurines, especially of 
females, were also found. Some ofthe stratum VIII finds were in pits contain
ing refuse and ash in stratum VII, as well as on the surface near the temple, 
mainly because deep plowing had turned up part of stratum VIII. There is no 
doubt, however, that the finds belong to stratum VIII, which was destroyed 
at the end of the eighth century BCE. Groups of skeletons and bones in 
secondary burials, some of them with funerary offerings, were found in 
several places. The remains belong to some three thousand individuals who 
probably died in Sargon Il's conquest of the city. 

Besides the evidence from biblical and Assyrian sources, three fragments 
of a basalt stela found in the area of the acropolis bear witness to this 
destruction. The inscription on the stela in Assyrian cuneiform shows it 
to be a duplicate of the type of victory stelae found in the Assyrian capi
tal, Dur Sharrukin (Khorsabad). Although the names of Ashdod and its 
ruler were not found on these fragments, it can be assumed that they were 
mentioned on the stela found at Ashdod. It was the practice of the Assyrian 
kings to inscribe the names of conquered towns and their rulers on their 
victory stelae. 

In area D, stratum VII (first half of the seventh century BCE), the potters' 
quarter was preserved, with its street and houses and courtyards used as 
workshops. Its main feature was pottery kilns, mostly of the elongated type, 
some preserved with their air vents. Hole-mouth jars were found in one of 
them. Stratum VII was probably destroyed by Psamtik I of Egypt. 

On the acropolis an inscription in Hebrew characters-which reads ln!l[ n] 
(the potter )-was found incised on a fragment of an eighth-century BCE jar. 
The discovery at Ashdod of additional inscriptions in the Hebrew script of 
the Iron Age II on such objects as a ns'f weight, a possible beqa 'weight, a pym 
weight, and a jar handle stamped with a lamelekh inscription and the royal 
symbol (one of a few lamelekh stamps found outside the kingdom of Judah) 
suggests trade and possibly even a closer relationship between Ashdod and 
Judah, mainly in the seventh century BCE (Ashdod strata VII-VI). Ashdod 
may even have been conquered by Judah in the days of Josiah and remained 
in the kingdom until his death in 609 BCE. 
THE PERSIAN PERIOD {STRATUM V). Remains from the Persian period 
were uncovered in the second season of excavations, mainly in area A, and in 
the third and fourth seasons, in area K. Most of the remains in area A were 
destroyed when the Hellenistic buildings were erected. Only a few walls of 
buildings and a deep fosse near the edge of the Philistine fortress were 
discovered. The fosse may have been dug in the Philistine period. How
ever, it was cleaned at a later time, for the earliest objects discovered in 
it belong to the Persian period. Uncovered in area K were the stone founda
tions of a large public building, which may have been the administrative 
center in this period. So far, only four large halls have been excavated. 

Besides local pottery typical of the Persian period, this stratum also con
tained Attic ware (especially black -figured), jewelry in the Persian style, and 
an ostracon with an Aramaic inscription. The ostracon describes the quan
tity of wine delivered in the name of Zebadiah. Paleographically, this in
scription, which may be written in the Ashdodite dialect known to Nehemiah 
(Neh. 13:24), can be dated to the beginning of the fourth century BCE. 



Achaemenid-style gold earring, 
Persian period. 

THE HELLENISTIC PERIOD. The Hellenistic buildings in area A-which 
penetrated deeply into the strata of the Persian period and of the Iron Age II, 
destroying them in the process-belong to a city showing careful town 
planning. Streets in the excavated section were laid out between groups 
of buildings. The main building probably belonged to the city's agora. Its 
stone walls were built with a special technique employing brick foundations. 

Ostracon bearing the 
inscription "wine delivered in 
the name of Zebadiah," 5th 
century BCE. 
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In the main room, large pottery Jars, similar to Rhodian wine jars, were 
discovered. An altar found in a corner of the room suggests that the corner 
was used as a place of worship. The altar was formed by two fiat stones that 
served as feet and a third stone laid across them to form the top. Two 
miniature stone altars were found nearby, as well as weapons and a lead 
plaque probably representing a deity with a fish tail. These finds, dated 

Area A: general view of buildings from the Hellenistic period. 
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Ashdod: bronze figurine of a predatory 
animal, Hellenistic period. 

mainly to the end of the second century BCE, were in a deposit of ashes that 
may be related to the destruction of the town by the Hasmoneans. Among the 
coins in the deposit, the latest was acoin of Antioch us VIII dated to 114 BCE, 
thereby establishing a terminus post quem date for John Hyrcanus' conquest 
of the city. 
THEROMAN,BYZANTINE,ANDEARLYARABPERIODS.InareaA, the 
general layout of the Hellenistic city was also maintained in stratum III, 
which dates mainly to the Herodian dynasty. The pottery included an abun
dance of terra sigillata and Megarian wares. With the destruction of this 
stratum, probably during the First Jewish Revolt ( 67 CE), Ashdod's period of 

greatness came to an end. The stratum II city dates to the Late Roman and 
Byzantine periods. Because it was situated close to the surface, few remains 
were found. Most ofthe buildings were small. A pit full of ashes and of debris 
from workshops was cleared. The remains of some houses were found in the 
uppermost stratum (I). These were also heavily damaged due to their prox
imity to the surface. The remains of houses, grain silos, and various agri
cultural installations (such as winepresses) show that Ashdod had declined 
and that, by the end of the Byzantine period and the beginning of the 
Umayyad dynasty, it was only a large village. The semiagricultural settle
ment spread to the hill opposite the acropolis (area E). A marble slab with 
Jewish symbols may have belonged to this settlement. Another marble 
fragment with the beginning of a Samaritan inscription and a Samaritan 
talisman are evidence of a Samaritan population at Ashdod at this time. 
Ashdod, which for two thousand years had been the capital of a kingdom, a 
province, and an independent city, lost its importance in the Byzantine 
period and never regained its previous splendor. 

Main publications: M. Dothan et al., Ashdod 1 (1962) ('Atiqot 7), Jerusalem 1967; Ashdod 2-3 (1963-
1965) ('Atiqot 9-10), Jerusalem 1971; Ashdod 4 ('Atiqot 15), Jerusalem 1982. 
Other studies: H. Tadmor JCS 12 (1958) 79-80; M. Dothan, IEJ 12 (1962), 147-148; 13 (1963), 340-342; 
14 (1964), 79-95; 15 (1965), 259-260; 18 (1968), 253-254; 21 (1971), 175; 22 (1972), 166-167, 243-244; 23 
(1973), 1-17; id. (with D. N. Freedman), RB 71 (1964), 401-405; 74 (1967), 78-80; 79 (1972), 419-421; 
id., BTS 71 (1965), 8-16; id., Archaeology 20 (1967), 178-186; Ashdod 4 (Review), Archiv fiir 
Orientforschung 33 (1986), 113-114; id., New Directions in Biblical Archaeology (eds. D. N. Freedman 
andJ. Greenfield), Garden City, N.Y. 1971, 16; id., BA 40 (1977), 38-39; id., Proc., 6th World Congress of 
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MOSHE DOTHAN 

ASHDOD-YAM 

IDENTIFICATION 
The site of Ashdod-Yam is on the Mediterranean coast about 5 km (3 mi.) 
southwest of Tel Ashdod, one of the five cities of the Philistine Penta polis, 
and about 2 km (1.2 mi.) south of modern Ashdod (map reference 
1140.1314). Archaeological surveys carried out by this writer since 1940 
revealed a large, semicircular, rampart-like structure in the southern part 
of the site. 

Ashdod-Yam is mentioned only in documents from the time of Sargon II 
(742-705 BCE), in connection with his campaign against the kingdom of 
Ashdod in 713 BCE to depose the usurper who had seized rule in Ash
dod. According to the documents, this usurper, called Iamani by Sar
gon, fortified three cities in the kingdom of Ashdod in great haste: Ashdod 
itself, Gath, andrAshdod-Yam. The last was evidently intended to serve as a 
rear base for the main city in times of danger. Because neither earlier nor later 
fortifications were discovered at the site, the uncovered wall and glacis (see 
below) are most certainly those erected by Iamani. 

Ashdod-Yam: plan of the site, showing location of trenches 1-10. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Several excavations were conducted at the site by this writer from 1965 to 
1968, on behalf of the Tel Aviv-Jaffa Museum of Antiquities. Ten sections 
were made in the rampart-like structure and at its foot. In three of these 
sections the city wall was revealed.lt was retained on the inner and outer sides 
by two earthen glacis. The wall (3.1 m thick) was built of reddish sun-dried 

Brick city wall, 8th-7th centuries BCE. 
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Ashdod- Yam: Crusader fortress. 

brick. The outer glacis was made of varieties of earth common to the region, 
mainly sand and kurkar. The outer glacis was evidently intended to resist 
assaults by siege engines and battering rams, whereas the inner glacis coun
tered the pressure on it. 

On the basis of the pottery, two periods of occupation can be distinguished 
at the site. The earlier, which includes the period of the construction of the 
fortifications, dates to the second half of the eighth century BCE. The later 

dates to the seventh century BCE, when the fortifications were no longer in 
use. 

H. Tadmor, JCS 22 (1958), 70-80; J. Kaplan, IEJ 19 (1969), 137-149; L. Y. Rahmani, ibid. 37 (1987). 
133-134. 

JACOB KAPLAN 

ASHKELON 
IDENTIFICATION AND HISTORY 
Ashkelon is situated on the Mediterranean coast, about 63 km (39 mi.) south 
of Tel Aviv and 16 km (10 mi.) north of Gaza (map reference 107.119). 
Astride fertile soil and fresh groundwater, Ashkelon is ideally suited for 
irrigation agriculture and maritime trade. The port was founded on an 
underground river, which about fifteen million years ago flowed above 
ground into a great salt lake. Later in prehistoric times, sands from what 
became the Nile Delta washed up and over the Coastal Plain of Canaan, 
forming at different times a series of north-south ridges ofloosely cemented 
sandstone (the local bedrock known as kurkar). These sands buried the 
prehistoric river channel, which carries fresh water along its underground 
aquifer from the eastern foothills (Shephelah) to the beaches of Ashkelon. 
Dozens of wells tap the underground water source, some 20 m below the 
modern surface. The oldest well excavated at Ashkelon dates to about 1000 
BCE. In the past, as today, these fresh waters transformed Ashkelon into a 
veritable oasis and garden spot. 

An arc of earthworks, 2 km (1.2 mi.) long and in places 40 m high, encloses 
ancient settlements spanning six thousand years, from the Chalco lithic to the 
Mameluke periods. At times (Middle Bronze Age II, Iron Age I-II, and 
Persian, Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine, and Arab periods), the cities were 
extremely large for the Levant-more than 150 a. in area, with perhaps as 
many as fifteen thousand inhabitants. Today, the ruined ramparts of Ash
kelon enclose the Yigael Yadin National Park. William ofTyre provides this 
eyewitness account of the defenses of Ashkelon in the twelfth century CE. 

[Ascalon]lies upon the seacoast in the form of a semicircle, the chord or diameter of which 

extends along the shore while the arc or bow lies on the land looking toward the east. The 

entire city rests in a basin, as it were, sloping to the sea and is surrounded on all sides by 

artificial mounds, upon which rise the walls with towers at frequent intervals. The whole is 
built of solid masonry, held together by cement which is harder than stone. The walls are 

wide, of goodly thickness and proportionate height. The city is furthermore encircled by 

outworks built with the same solidity and most carefully fortified. 

There are four gates in the circuit of the wall, strongly defended by lofty and massive 

towers. The first of these, facing east, is called the Greater Gate and sometimes the Gate of 

Jerusalem, because it faces toward the Holy City. It is surmounted by two very lofty 

towers which serve as a strong protection for the city below. In the barbican before this 

gate are three or four small gates which one passes to the main entrance by various 

winding ways. The second gate faces west. It is called the Sea Gate, because through it 

people have egress to the sea. The third to the south looks toward the city of Gaza ... , 

whence it takes its name. The fourth with outlook toward the north is called the Gate of 

Jaffa, from the neighbouring city which lies on this same coast. 

(William of Tyre, A History of Deeds Done Beyond the Sea, 

[tr. E. A. Babcock and A. C. Krey], New York 1943, pp. 17, 22) 

Ashkelon or, better, Ascalon (in the classical sources), lent its name to a 
special variety of onion (caepa Ascalonia) grown there and exported around 
the Mediterranean to many Roman cities (Strabo XVI, 2, 29; Pliny, NH XIX, 
32, 101-107). Its name is still retained in a variety of onion known as scallion. 
'Asqelon (with prosthetic aleph) apparently took its name from the old 
Northwest Semitic, probably Canaanite, word *lql, meaning "to 
weigh," from which the word shekel comes. 

This apt name for a commercial seaport, together with the names of three 
of its rulers, is already attested in both the earlier and later Egyptian Ex
ecration texts ofthe nineteenth and eighteenth centuries BCE. Ashkelon was a 
mighty city throughout the Middle Bronze Age II. It might have contributed 
to the Semitic takeover of Egypt during the Second Intermediate period (c. 
1650-1550 BCE), when the Hyksos (or Canaanites) ruled Egypt. Like other 
cities in southern Canaan, Ashkelon suffered severe destruction in the after
math of the "Hyksos expulsion." 

During most of the Late Bronze Age, Ashkelon remained under Egyptian 
suzerainty. In the fourteenth century BCE, Yidya, ruler of Ashkelon, sent at 
least seven letters to the Egyptiancourtatel-Amarna (nos. 320-326, 370). He 
promised to provide bread, beer, oil, grain, and cattle for Pharaoh's troops. 
In another letter, Yidya is accused of provisioning Pharaoh's enemies, the 
'Apiru (no. 287). In yet another, Yidya is asked to send glass ingots 
(el;lipakku) to Egypt. In the late thirteenth century BCE Ashkelon, Ge
zer, Yanoam, and the Israelites rebelled against Merneptah (recorded in 
the Israel Stela, c. 1207 BCE). A relief at Karnak, originally ascribed to 
Ramses II but recently attributed to his son Merneptah, depicts Egyptian 
troops assaulting Ashkelon (identified in the hieroglyphic legend), while 
Canaanites, inside the fortified city (or citadel) set on a hill (or tell), pray 
for mercy. The first Philistine inhabitants of Ashkelon did not arrive until 
about 1175 BCE, early in the reign of Ramses III. 

The Onomasticon of Amenope (early eleventh century BCE) lists Ashkelon 
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as a Philistine city, together with Gaza and Ashdod. Ashkelon is mentioned 
in the Bible as a member of the Philistine Pentapolis, or league of five cities, 
each ruled by a seren (Jos. 13:3; 1 Sam. 6:4, 6: 17). According to Deutero
nomic tradition, Ashkelon was allotted to the tribe of Judah but not con
quered (Septuagint, Jg. 1:18). During the period of the Judges, Samson's 
exploits took him to Gaza and Ashkelon. After the Philistines guessed his 
riddle, Samson paid off his bet by killing thirty men of Ashkelon, stripping 
them of their wardrobes and giving their clothes to the Philistines who 
answered the riddle. 

The most famous biblical reference to Ashkelon is from David's elegy over 
the death ofSaulandJonathan, which begins: "Tellitnotin Gath, publish it 
not in the streets (Hebrew lju:;ot) of Ashkelon; lest the daughters of the 
Philistines rejoice" (2 Sam. 1 :20). The Hebrew word commonly translated 
"streets" probably means "bazaars" or "marketplace," again alluding to the 
commercial prominence of the Philistines' major seaport. 

After the Assyrian monarch Tiglath-pileser III invaded Philistia in 734 
BCE, Mitinti I, king of Ashkelon, acknowledged his suzerainty, but shortly 
thereafter he revolted. He was replaced by his son Rukibtu, who headed a 
pro-Assyrian regime. Ashkelon remained loyal to Assyria until late in the 
eighth century BCE, when Sidqa usurped the throne in Ashkelon and joined 
Hezekiah, king of Judah, in an alliance against Assyria. Together they 
deposed Padi, king of Ekron, who, like Mitinti of Ashdod and Sillibel 
of Gaza, had remained loyal to Assyria. In 701 BCE Sennacherib brought 
an end to the rebellion by restoring Padi to his throne. He deported Sidqa to 
Assyria and replaced him with Sharruludari, son ofRukibtu, who had earlier 
followed a pro-Assyrian policy. However, Ashkelon lost and never regained 
part of its kingdom, which at one time included Jaffa, Bene-Berak, Azor, and 
Beth-Dagon. This region (near modern Tel Aviv) was annexed to the As
syrian province in the north. 

In the seventh century BCE Ashkelon was ruled by Mitinti II, son ofSidqa, 

a vassal of Esarhaddon and of Ashur bani pal. After the decline of the As
syrian empire in the West, first the Egyptians (in the time ofPsamtik I) and 
then the Babylonians gained ascendancy. In 604 BCE, Nebuchadnezzar 
destroyed Ashkelon and led Aga', the last king of Philistine Ashkelon, into 
exile in Babylon. The sons of Aga', sailors, and various nobles received 
rations from Nebuchadnezzar. Herodotus (I, 103-106) reports that Scy
thian soldiers sacked the temple of Aphrodite Ouriana (the Celestial Aph
rodite) at Ashkelon, which was considered by the Greeks to be the "oldest 
temple consecrated to this deity." Because Scythians served in Nebuchad
nezzar's army, it is possible that Herodotus singled out this episode to 
epitomize the general destruction of Ashkelon by the Babylonians in 
604 BCE. 

Mopsus, seer and hero of the Trojan War, reached Ashkelon and died here 
(according to the fifth-century BCE Lydian historian Xanthos). Under the 
Persians, Ashkelon became a "city of the Tyrians" and the headquarters of a 
Tyrian governor(Pseudo-Scylax, Periplus I, 78, latefourthcentury BCE). The 
Phoenicians curried favors from their Persian overlords by providing naval 
power and maritime wealth. Coastal cities as far south as Ashkelon grew rich 
from Phoenician commerce. In classical tradition, Ashkelon was known for 
its large lake, sacred to the goddess Derketo, or Atargatis (Diodorus Siculus 
II, 4, 2-6). 

After the death of Alexander the Great, first the Ptolemies ruled Ashkelon 
and then the Seleucids (c. 198 BCE). The city retained its autonomy through
out the Hasmonean period, although Ashkelon was threatened but not 
destroyed (as Ashdod was) by Jonathan the high priest (1 Mace. 10:84-
87, 11 :60). During the Hellenistic period some Phoenicians from Ashkelon 
lived abroad in Greek cities, such as Piraeus and in Thessaly (third-century 
BCE inscriptions on marble stelae). The famous Letter of Aristeas (c. 150 BCE) 
mentions Ashkelon, Joppa (Jaffa), Gaza, and Ptolemais (Acco) as harbors 
for maritime trade. 

Aerial view of Ashkelon: (I) Roman city; (2) the mound; (3) the harbor. 



General plan (numbers correspond to the quadrants excavated by the Levy 
expedition). 

Al. Iron I (Philistine) mud-brick tower; A2. MB DC mud-brick tower; B. Glacis; 
C. Sanctuary of the Silver Calf (MB IIC); D. Northern fortification line of MB II, 
Iron, Hellenistic, Byzantine, and Islamic cities; E. MB II gate(?); F. Medieval stone 
masonry glacis; G. Jaffa Gate; J. Santa Maria Viridis (Byzantine church); K. Barbican 
of Jerusalem Gate; L. Fatimid houses (Grid 37); M. MB II-LB II, Iron I-II remains 
(Grid 38 Lower); N. Villas and Bathhouse (Grid 38 Upper); 0. Severen Forum 
(Garstang's Senate Hall and Peristyle); P. Medieval towers and fortification line; Q. 
Maqam el-Khadra (Shrine of the Green Lady); R. Persian period warehouses and "Dog 
Cemetery"; S. Persian period buildings and "Dog Cemetery"; T. Byzantine church; U. 
Site of ancient theater; V. Sea Wall and Gate; W. Gaza Gate 

During the first century BCE, Ashkelon minted its own silver shekels, which 
bore the dove, the symbol ofTyche-Astarte and symbol of the autonomous 
mint. The Greek inscription on the coins reads: "Of the people of Ascalon, 
holy, city of asylum, autonomous." Ashkelon had not only the most active 
mint in the country, it was also a banking center. A certain Philostratus from 
Ashkelon gained fame as a prominent banker. Antiochus of Ashkelon be
came head of the Academy in Athens, where he tried to reconcile the phi
losophies of Plato, Aristotle, and the Stoics. Dorotheus of Ashkelon com
piled a lexicon of Attic Greek. According to Julius Africanus (cited in Eu
sebius, HE 1.6.2, 7.11), Herod the Great was born in Ashkelon and his 
grandfather had been a hierodule in the temple of Apollo here. When Herod 
became king, he bestowed great honors on his birthplace by building "baths 
and ornate fountains ... with colonnades (peristula) remarkable for their 
workmanship and size" (Josephus, War I, 21, 42). He also built a palace in 
Ashkelon for Emperor Augustus. When Herod died, Augustus bestowed it 
upon Herod's sister, Salome (Antiq. 17, 11, 5). 

During the First Jewish Revolt, Ashkelon defended itself against attacks 
from the Jewish rebels. In the period of the Mishnah and Talmud (second
fifth centuries CE), Ashkelon was home to many Jews; however, the city had a 
reputation for being outside the halakhic borders of the "land of Israel." 
Talmudic sources refer to the market and gardens around Ashkelon. During 
the Roman period, both Ashkelon and Gaza were famous for their inter
national trade fairs. Ashkelon was a center of exchange for thewheattrade. It 
also produced henna, dates, onions, and other garden crops for export. The 
Severan dynasty took an active interest in Ashkelon and reorganized the city 
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according to Roman plan, while encouraging the survival (and revival) of 
Phoenician cults, such as that of Tanit (Phanebalos). 

In the Byzantine period, Ashkelon flourished as a major center of export 
for wines from the Holy Land. It also became a port of call for Christian 
pilgrims. Here they could view wells believed to have been dug by the biblical 
patriarch Abraham (Origen, Contra Celsum, 4.44, and Eus., Onom. 168 = 

Puteus Pacis of Antoninus Martyr, c. 560 CE = Bir Ibrahim oflbn Battuta). 
By 536 CE Ashkelon was the seat of a bishop. Ashkelon surrendered to Caliph 
Omar in 636, but the Byzantines did not actually evacuate the city until640. 
According to the Arab chroniclers, Ashkelon became a beautiful and de
lightful city once again. 

The Fatimids dominated Ashkelon until 1153, then the Crusaders cap
tured and held it until1187, when, after his decisive victory at the Horns of 
Hattin, Saladin retook Ashkelon. In 1191, during the Third Crusade, led by 
Richard the Lion-Heart, the Crusaders once again conquered Ashkelon, but 
not before Saladin himself reduced the city and its harbor to rubble. Several 
Arab sources recount the agony of the self-destruction. The following year, 
Richard partially rebuilt Ashkelon and then, by mutual agreement with 
Saladin, dismantled it once more. In 1240 Richard, Duke of Cornwall, 
built a last redoubt. Thirty years later, the Mameluke sultan Baybars de
stroyed his castle. 

HISTORY OF EXCAVATIONS 
In 1815, H. Stanhope led an expedition to Ashkelon in search of buried 
treasure. She uncovered a large peristyle basilica(?) (known only from Da
vid Robert's 1839lithograph of Ashkelon), as well as a statue of a cuirassed 
soldier, probably a Roman emperor. On her orders the statue was smashed, 
but not before her personal physician made a sketch of it. A "twin" of the 
statue was recently discovered in Roman Beth-Shean. Both the statue and the 
basilica(?) probably belong to the Severan period. 

The first scientific excavations were conducted in 1921-1922 by J. Gar
stang and his assistant, W. J. Phythian-Adams. Garstang discovered a large 
Roman building he thought was a combination bouleuterion and peristyle 
built by Herod the Great. However, this structure and its statuary also belong 
to the early third century CE reorganization of Ashkelon under the Severan 
dynasty. Phythian-Adams cut one step trench on the north side of the south 
mound (el-Khadra) in grid 38 of the Harvard University excavations, and 
another on the seaside between grids 50 and 57. He discovered Bronze and 
Iron Age Ashkelon and correctly identified aspects ofPhilistine culture in the 
stratified sections. From the 1930s to the present, various salvage operations 
were undertaken by the Mandatory and Israel Department of Antiquities. 
Their most noteworthy discoveries from the Roman-Byzantine period are a 
painted Roman tomb (excavated in 1937 by J. Ory), two basilican churches in 
Ashkelon-Barnea (one excavated by Ory in 1954 and the other by V. Tzaferis 
in 1966-1967), and two marble sarcophagi with sculptured reliefs found in 
1972 in Ashkelon-Afridar. From earlier periods, a Neolithic site on the shore 
of Ashkelon was excavated by J. Perrot and J. Hevesy in 1955. The discovery 
of a major Early Bronze Age I settlement at Ashkelon-Afridar and the 
soundings there by R. Gophna (and B. Brandl) are extremely impor
tant. The Leon Levy Expedition has been conducting the first large-scale 
excavations at Tel Ashkelon since 1985. The excavations are sponsored by 
the Harvard Semitic Museum, Cambridge, Massachusetts, and directed by 
L. E. Stager. The Leon Levy Expedition has recovered cultural sequences 
from the fourth millennium BCE through the thirteenth century CE. The 
results of these excavations constitute much of the following survey of 
Ashkelon. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
NEOLITHIC PERIOD. The Neolithic settlement on the shore yielded re
mains of round huts (diameter, 1.5-3 m) and bell-shaped silos (diameter, 1-
1.5, and 0.9 m deep). Flint and bone tools, stone vessels, pierced shells, and 
mother-of-pearl ornaments were found. Animal remains include ox, sheep, 
goat, and pig, as well as fish bones. The stone tools bear the trace of close ties 
with the Paleolithic tradition. There are indications of concomitant cultural 
ties and relations with sites in the country and in Lower Egypt. 
CHALCO LITHIC PERIOD. The earliest ceramics attested at Tel Ashkelon 
are cornet bases found in a thin layer at the south end of grid 57. They were in 
a secondary context. No primary deposits from the Chalco lithic period have 
yet been discovered. 
EARLYBRONZEAGE.Potteryfromlaterfillsindicatessettlementthrough
out the Early Bronze Age 1-111. Impressed-slashed ware (Umm Hamad 
ware) and grain-wash and gray-burnished wares from the north suggest 
a settlement at Tel Ashkelon contemporary with Early Bronze Age I Ash
kelon-Afridar 2 km (1.2 mi.) to the north. Already Ashkelon must have been 
a seaport linking Egypt and Mesopotamia via Byblos and northern coastal 
Syria in the mid- to late Early Bronze Age I. Located on the Way of Horus 
(later known as the Way of the Philistines, and still later as the Via Maris), 
Ashkelon also served as a way station on the overland route along which 
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Northern rampart, looking west: 
(foreground) the Sanctuary of the Silver 
Calf 

donkey caravans transported copper, 
bitumen, and other Canaanite pro
duce to Egypt. 

There are substantial Early Bronze 
Age II-III remains on the north 
mound, of which only one room with 
mud-brick walls has thus far been ex
cavated (grid 2). Olive-oil jars of me
tallic combed ware--handmade ves
sels with patterned combing often 
covered with a thin white slip--were 
abundant, as were oil separator vats. 
By the Early Bronze Age II, Ashkelon 
had become an important seaport on 
the Byblos run. There is a hiatus of 
occupation during the Middle 
Bronze Age I, and then settlement re
sumes with vigor in the Middle Bronze 
Age IIA. 
MIDDLE BRONZE AGE. The artifi
cial earthwork that fortified the Mid
dle Bronze Age IIB-C city was exca
vated on the north slope (grids 1, 2, 
and 9). The topography of the site 
suggests that this earthwork contin
ued for about 2 km (1.2 mi.) and 
formed the base of an enormous fortification system that surrounded Ash
kelon throughout much of its history. Four phases ofthe Middle Bronze Age 
IIA-C glacis construction have been excavated (grid 2), but the earliest 
phases have not yet.been reached. The earliest of the four glacis surfaces 
was faced with mud bricks; the three later slopes were lined with field stones 
(kurkar) and capped with a 0.1-m-thick layer of clay. The incline of the 
rampart's outer slope varied from 35 to 40 degrees. By the Middle Bronze 
Age IIC, the rampart stood about 15m high and was more than 30m thick at 
the base. Glacis 1 and 2 were contemporary with a partially excavated city 
gate and with two superimposed 7-m-wide streets flanked by mud-brick 
walls. Attached to the gate, and built on the inner slope of the stone-lined 
glacis 2, was a 3-m-wide mud-brick wall that may have served as part of the 
fortification system. Later in the Middle Bronze Age II, when glacis 3 and 4 
were in use, this gate was replaced by a mud-brick tower and the northern 
entrance to the city was relocated farther east. Contemporary with the last 
Middle Bronze Age II C glacis (glacis 4) was a large mud-brick tower (7. 5'by 
14m) built along the crest of the rampart, overlooking the Sanctuary of the 
Silver Calf(see below). These massive ramparts, with thick, sloping embank
ments, often surrounded by a moat, were designed to counter the besiegers' 
tactic oftunneling, mining, and sapping to undermine the fortifications or to 
enter the city clandestinely. 

The Sanctuary ofthe Silver Calflay off to the side of the roadway that led 
from the sea into the city; it was bonded into the lower flanks of the stone
lined rampart. Inside one of the magazines of the sanctuary, along with 
Middle Bronze Age IIC pottery, an exquisitely crafted statuette of a silver 
calf was found, a religious icon associated with the worship ofEl or Ba'al in 
Canaan and, later, with Yahweh in Israel. The calf was found largely intact 
and inside a beehive-shaped pottery vessel, apparently a model shrine rep
resenting a byre. A doorway raised slightly above the floor is just large 
enough for the calf to pass through. Hinge scars on the doorjambs indicate 
where a separate clay door had once been fitted into place. The bull calf 
stands 10.5cmhigh,is 11 cmlong,and weighsabout400 g. Its body was made 
of bronze and cast solid, except for the right foreleg and left hindleg, which 

Schematic section of northern rampart, looking west. 

were cast separately and joined to the rest of the calf by tenons inserted into 
the body and riveted in place. The horns, ears, and tail were made of forged 
copper and inserted into the body. The calf was once completely covered with 
a thick overleaf of pure silver, cut into ten or more parts and wedged into 
grooves running along the back and underside of its body and around its 
neck. The anatomical detail and naturalistic rendering ofthe silver calf make 
it one of the finest examples of Canaanite metalwork. 

Middle Bronze Age IIA-C pottery deposits and installations found on the 
south mound (grids 50, 57, and 38 [lower]), as well as the projected line of the 
fortifications, indicate thatAshkelon was among the largest cities (more than 
150 a.) in Canaan and Syria in the Middle Bronze Age (ifthe fortification line 
has been properly projected) and already a thriving seaport. 

During the Middle Bronze Age IIA, a merchant brought a hematite cyl
inder seal to Ashkelon from the Old Assyrian colony ofKanesh in Anatolia 
(Kiiltepe Karum II). The seal is decorated with three scenes: a charioteer 
(lower left), a bullaltar(upper left), and a presentation scene to aking(right). 
This is the farthest south cylinder seals of this type have been found. The 
archaeology of Ashkelon in the Middle Bronze Age II-its large size and 
prosperity-provides a context for the concern the Egyptians expressed 
about the kings of Ashkelon in the Execration texts. Recent neutron activa
tion analyses of pottery indicate that the Canaanites (better known as the 

Shrine model and silver-coated 
bronze calf, MB II. 



Burial of a girl in a brick
lined vault, LB I. 

Hyksos) who settled in Avaris (Tell ed-Dab'a) either came from or had close 
ties with southern Canaan, including Ashkelon. The fortifications and the 
Sanctuary of the Silver Calf were destroyed at the end of the Middle Bronze 
Age II, probably by the Egyptians, in the aftermath of the Hyksos expulsion 
(1550 BCE). 
LATE BRONZE AGE. Very limited exposures of the Late Bronze Age I-II 
horizons have been excavated. A series of courtyard surfaces, silos, bread 
ovens, and burials characterize the excavations in grid 38 (lower). One of the 
Late Bronze Age I burials (c. 1500 BCE) provided new data on burial customs. 
An adolescent female was interred in flexed position in a mud-brick-lined 
vault covered with wooden boughs and coated with plaster. At her shoulder 
were two toggle pins for fastening her burial garment and at her midsection, 
three Egyptian scarabs and an ivory roundel. Other burial offerings included 
a red-polished Syrian flask, two Cypriot base-ring juglets, and two bowls, 
one filled with a food offering of a lamb or goat chop and a small bird, perhaps 
a dove or a partridge. At the foot of the vault was a sunken pithos for liquid 
libations, a Cypriot red monochrome bowl, and a Late Bronze Age I hi
chrome tankard. Nearby, a small child was buried, along with two Cypriot 
base-ringjuglets, in a brick-lined vault. The custom of intramural burial in 
mud-brick-lined vaults represents a continuation of the Middle Bronze Age 
II Canaanite (Hyksos) mortuary tradition known from the Levant and the 
Egyptian Delta. 

In the sections dug by Garstang and Phythian-Adams, Nineteenth Dy
nasty alabaster vessels and a basalt statue with a hieroglyphic inscription 
were found, as were several Cypriot and Mycenean sherds. Thus far, no Late 
Bronze Age fortifications have been discovered, although the Karnak reliefs 
ofMerneptah depict either a fortified city (sitting on a tell) or a citadel within 
the city. In the seaside section (grids 50/57), Phythian-Adams found a major 
destruction separating stage V (Late Bronze) from stage VI (Philistine and 
Hellenistic). Whether this represents a citywide destruction by the Egyptians 
(in which case the Philistines took over a deserted city) or by the Sea Peoples 
remains to be seen. No clear evidence of a major destruction has appeared in 
grid 38 (lower). Throughout most of the Late Bronze Age, the city seems to 
have been under Egyptian suzerainty. A musician by the name of Kerker 
played in the temple ofPtah of Ashkelon (as indicated on one of the Megiddo 
ivories). Ashkelon, along with Gezer, Yanoam, and the Israelites, revolted 
against the Egyptians in about 1210 to 1207 BCE. 
IRON AGEl. From about llSOor 1175to604BCE, the Philistines dominated 
the city. By the late twelfth century BCE Ashkelon had expanded to urban 
proportions, including fortifications on the north slope-such as the mud
brick tower (5.5 by 10.5 m) protected by a mud-brick-lined glacis-and 
occupational layers as far south as grid 50. The fortifications continued 
in use throughout the Iron Age II and protected a Philistine seaport, not 
of 15 a. as Gars tang suggested, but of 150 a. Ashkelon, like Miqne-Ekron and 
Ashdod, was a large, heavily fortified Philistine city. 

The recent excavations have documented stratigraphically the sequence 
from monochrome (Mycenean IIIC: 1 b) to bichrome ("Philistine") pottery. 
Beneath the floors of a large public building, with thick stone column drums 
(two of which had been looted) lay an earlier building. On its floor was the 
earliest (monochrome) Philistine pottery yet discovered at Ashkelon: cari-
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nated bowls with strap handles and bell-shaped bowls, decorated with an
tithetic spirals, horizontal bands, net-patterned lozenges, and tongue-and
wing motifs on the exterior and horizontal bands and spirals on the interior. 

More than 150 cylinders of unbaked clay, slightly pinched at the waist, 
were found on the floors of the two successive twelfth-century BCE buildings. 
Some of the cylinders were still lying in place along the walls in alignments 
that suggested they had been dropped from vertical weaving looms. Al
though the cylinders are not typical Levantine pyramidal loom weights 
with perforated tops, their use as loom weights is strengthened by their 
association with concentrations of textile fibers (isolated by water siev
ing) on the same floors. Similar unperforated cylindrical loom weights were 
also discovered at Miqne-Ekron in the same period. On Cyprus, at Enkomi 
and Kition, this same type of weight (there called a reel) appeared in twelfth
century contexts where weaving was being done. Other examples appear on 
the Mycenean mainland at Tiryns, Pylos, and Mycenae itself. Like the 
monochrome pottery in the lower building of grid 38 (lower) and the hi
chrome in the pillared building above, the unbaked cylinders point to the 
Mycenean world for the homeland of the Sea Peoples in general, and the 
Philistines in particular. 

The first generation of Sea Peoples, namely the Philistines, who settled 
Ashkelon, Ashdod, and Ekron, were producing Mycenean IIIC:l (mono
chrome) pottery made from local clays. No great interval of time separates 
the occupants ofthe earlier weaving room from the later one, when Philistine 
bichrome pottery was in vogue. The sequence of pottery styles does not 
indicate that a pre-Philistine group of Sea Peoples occupied the cities of 
the Pentapolis before the Philistines arrived. Rather, Philistine bichrome 
represents a development from the more widespread M ycenean IIIC: 1 style 
to a distinctive regional style (a hybrid of local Canaanite, Egyptian, and 
other ceramic traditions) centered in Philistia. It was not the first generation 
of Philistine immigrants (c. 1175-1150 BCE), but the second or third gen
eration of, by then, well-established Philistines, who produced Philistine 
bichrome at Ashkelon and throughout the Pentapolis. 

The arrival of the Philistines brought a shift in animal production and 
consumption. There was a sharp increase in pigs, attested not only at Ash
kelon but also at Tel Miqne-Ekron and at Tel Batash-Timnah, whereas pigs 
were absent, and sheep and goats predominated, in Iron Age I highland 
settlements, such as Ai, Khirbet Raddana, and Mount Ebal, usually con
sidered to be Israelite. Another hallmark oflsraelite culture, the collared-rim 
storage jar, was absent from Iron Age I Ashkelon, as well as from other 
predominantly Philistine settlements. 
IRON AGE II. A continuous sequence of Iron Age II occupation (tenth
seventh centuries BCE) was documented in grid 38 (lower). Part of an eighth
century house with a subterranean grain silo in the courtyard was found next 
to a street with a drain. Refuse from the silo yielded imported Phoenician 
pottery and a rich collection of fish bones. Phoenician fine wares included 
red-polished bowls, cream-polished bowls, and thin bowls of Samaria ware. 
Twelve different kinds of saltwater and freshwater fish were identified (listed 
here from most to least numerous): Nile perch (Lates niloticus), mouth 
breeders (Cichlids-St. Peter's fish), gray mullets, sea breams, African cat
fish (Clariids ), croakers, groupers, sharks and rays, bonitos and tunas, parrot 
fish, catfish, and carp. The parrot fish was probably imported from the Red 
Sea in dried form. Other marine fish could have been caught in the Med
iterranean coastal waters in depths of up to 1OOm. Although no longer found 
in Israel, Nile perch was probably available then in coastal rivers and la
goons. The presence of the African catfish could indicate swamps in the 
region, its preferred habitat. 
PERSIAN PERIOD. Deposits 2 to 3 m thick, representing several phases of 
architecture and including a large repertoire of imports, make the Persian 
period one of the richest at the site, especially on the south mound. On the 
north side of the south mound, in grid 38, 3m ofPersian period strata overlay 
the Philistine strata. The Persian period sequence began with monumental 
ashlar buildings (phase 14, as yet only partially excavated) and continued 
with at least four more phases of architecture, culminating in a major de
struction in about 300 BCE. Rooms in the destroyed building were filled with 
burnt debris from the collapsed mud-brick superstructures, which buried 
basket-handled amphorae and many other items, including a linen bag filled 
with several Phoenician silver coins from the fourth century BCE. 

Evidence of the same citywide conflagration was found in grid 57. There, 
five phases and subphases of Persian occupation marked the period, begin
ning with a monumental building, dated about 500 BCE (phase 6). It was 
followed by a dozen dog burials (phase 5) and three phases of architecture, 
such as street-front workshops (phases 4A-C), and culminating in a massive 
destruction. Shortly before the destruction, the inhabitants of one of the 
buildings secreted a hoard of silver coins and a silver bracelet. The coins were 
tetradrachms bearing the portrait of Alexander the Great. Nearby was a 
laurel leaf diadem of gilded bronze with side pieces of gilded bone. Several 
late-type basket-handled amphorae stored on the second floor of one of the 
buildings collapsed onto the first; the basement was filled with burnt bricks, 
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Persian period structures near the sea. 

rubble, and pottery from the late 
fourth century BCE. 

Perhaps the best evidence indicat
ing that Ashkelon was a major sea
port throughout the period is the ser
ies of warehouses in grid 50. The ear
liest of these (phase 9) was an impres
sive building (c. 30 by 10m) with at 
least six almost identical magazines, 
each with about 30 sq m of storage 
space on the ground floor. Most of 
the magazines had been emptied, but 
one still contained several Phoenician 
amphorae, undecorated Attic black
glazed ceramics as well as red-figured 
and black-figured wares. Also stored 
in the same magazine were the sea pula 
of a camel (the raw material from 
which fine bone artifacts were manu
factured), the imprint of a basket that 
had contained red ocher, and brown 
umber from Cyprus. 

At some time in the first half of the 
fifth century BCE, the use of this part of 
the port city changed dramatically. 
Because the large warehouse had 
been stepped, or terraced, down to
ward the sea, the western half of the 
building's stone foundations lay at a 
lower level than those of the eastern 
half. Before the next warehouse 
(phase 6) was constructed, the wes
tern half of the old warehouse was 
gradually leveled with a series of rub
bish-laden fills. This seaside real estate 
was then converted into the largest 
dog cemetery known in antiquity. 
Of the more than eight hundred par
tial and complete dog burials exca
vated, most (80 percent) were concen
trated in this area. The dog cemetery 
probably extended at least another 
100 m south, where another dozen 
intact dog burials and the partial ske
letons of forty-six more were found in 
similar, contemporary fills (phase 5 in 
grid 57). In the late fourth century BCE some dogs still received special burials 
in grids 50 and 38 (upper). 

Each dog was carefully placed on its side in a shallow pit. Its legs were 
flexed and its tail tucked in around the hindlegs. The dog was then covered 
with earth taken from the fills, which contained a mixture of cultural debris. 
Both males and females are present. The high proportion of puppies (c. 62 
percent) in comparison with subadult and mature dogs suggests a mortality 
profile similar to modern urban dog populations. This profile, the care with 
which the dogs were interred, and the lack of butchering marks suggest that 
the dogs died of natural causes, not from an epidemic or from human inter
vention. The Ashkelon dogs were of medium height (averaging c. 53 em) and 
build (average weight, c. 14 kg). There is no evidence for selective breeding; 
the morphology ofthe animals is best described as Pariah Dog-the regional 
adaptation of domestic canids to the Old World arid belt. The dogs could 
have been used in the hunt to pursue game. 

The prime location of their burial ground inside the city and the careful 
attention given to the interment of newborn puppies as well as of mature dogs 
express a human concern beyond that of mere companionship: the dogs were 
probably revered or regarded as sacred animals. Of the several plausible 
cultural links that could be made with the variety of peoples that lived 
in or visited Ashkelon in the fifth century BCE-Greeks, Egyptians, Per
sians, and Phoenicians-Phoenician culture was predominant and a likely 
source for the phenomenon. A contemporary Phoenician text (CIS 86, dated 
c. 450 BCE) from Kition, Cyprus, refers to dogs (klbm) and puppies (grm) 
performing some unstated services in Phoenician temples there. In Meso
potamia, the goddess ofhealing, Gula-Ninisina, was associated with sacred 
dogs, known for their curative powers. Perhaps the sacred dogs and puppies 
buried at Ashkelon were part of a healing cult connected with a Phoenician 
deity. 

The predominance of Phoenician material culture at Ashkelon in the 

Persian period is evident from the Phoenician inscriptions found: several 
ostraca bearing Phoenician personal names (late sixth to fourth centuries 
BCE), and an East Greek bowl incised in Phoenician script with 'gm, or 
"cakes." Religious insignia, the "sign ofTanit," in the form of three bronze 
and two bone pendants (found in fifth- and fourth-century BCE contexts), 
attest to the presence of her cult. Later, in the Roman period, the goddess 
appears on coins, minted exclusively at Ashkelon, as Phanebalos, a trans
parent Greek transcription of pane Ba'al, or "face of Ba'al," a favorite 
epithet in Phoenician and Punic for Tanit. The iconography of these Pha-

Dog burial, Persian period (the plaster casting is modern). 



Bone and bronze Tanit 
symbols, 5th-4th centuries 
BCE. 

nebalos coins suggests that an impressive temple to Tanit still stood in 
Ashkelon in the Roman period. From the fourth century BCE, Sidonian 
coins of Abd'ashtart I (Straton I, 375/374-361 BCE) reached the warehouses 
in grid 50. At the same time, Ashkelon was minting its own coins if, as seems 
likely, those bearing the abbreviation aleph-nun (the so-called Philisto-Ara
bian series) refer to Ashkelon. And as already mentioned, Phoenician am-

Figurine of a praying man and a calf-shaped 
weight found in a smith's workshop, Persian 
period. 

phorae and the late type ofbasket-han
dled amphorae (perhaps Levan tine) 
dominate the ceramic repertoire. 

The material culture of the Greeks is 
well represented in the sixth to fourth 
centuries BCE. Sixth-century BCE depos
its have yielded a few Corinthian im
ports, including aryballoi (mid-sixth 
century) and Ionian cups. A Greek 
(Chalcidian) war helmet (sixth-fifth 
centuries) was retrieved from the sea 
at Ashkelon. In the fifth century BCE, 
Attic imports predominate and include 
black-figured (late) and red-figured 
pottery, such as the Athenian owl 
cup. Greek graffiti frequently occur, 
scratched on black-glazed vessels; a 
few Greek cooking pots also appear. 
Italic red-figured imports arrived in the 
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fourth century BCE and, later still, West Slope ware 
from Athens. Cyprus exported a fifth-century BCE 
Cypro-Classicallimestone head of a male youth. 
Egypt provided numerous beads, scarabs, amulets, 
and bronze statuettes. A fourth-century BCE 
bronze figurine of the Egyptian god Osiris, found 
in stratified deposits, helps date the cache of twen
ty-nine bronze figurines and eleven weights (in-
cluding four zoomorphic ones) discovered by 

Red-figured Attic "owl cup," Ory. The statuettes comprise various types: two 
450 BCE. are of men, in local Canaanite style; one is a weight 

shaped like a crouching ram, in the Mesopotamian 

Ivory comb decorated in the Achaemenid style; on one side is a hunter on horseback with an ibex 
under its hooves, and on the other side, warriors and a lion. Below the two scenes is a procession of lions, 

style; and the rest are statuettes of Egyptian deities 
and figures. It seems that most of the statuettes had 
been gilded. 

Cultural remains of the Persians themselves are 
very rare in the Levant. Two Achaemenid artifacts 

Persian period. Figurine head in Cypro-Classical style, 5th century BCE. 
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Hoard of silver 
tetradrachmas and a 
bracelet. The image 
of Alexander the 
Great appears on the 
coins. 

were found in the current excavations: a fifth-century BCE scale weight 
consisting of a lead filling encased in decorated bone and weighing one 
karsha, a Persian unit of weight, with a value equal to ten silver she
kels; and a beautifully carved ivory comb. A hunting scene, depicting a 
hunter on horseback and a recumbent ibex beneath the horse, was carved 
on one side of the comb; on the other, there is a combat scene in which two 
heroes, wearing long robes, thrust their swords into a standing lion: The 
bottom register of both sides portrays a procession oflions. The sides of the 
comb were pared down in antiquity. 
HELLENISTIC PERIOD. Following the destruction of Ashkelon in about 
300 BCE, three insulae of villas were built in grid 38 (upper). This basic 
architectural plan remained in use until a bathhouse was installed in the 
fourth century CE. A second-century BCE cistern in one of the villas con
tained Rhodian and Italic transport amphorae and fine wares from Greece, 
Italy, and Chios. Under the so-called bouleuterion, Garstang found a Hel
lenistic colonnade, built of ashlar masonry, leading toward a hollow, prob
ably the site of a Greco-Roman theater. 
ROMAN PERIOD. The theater's stones, except for one marble seat found 
nearby, were all robbed. Nevertheless, the step-

Relief of Nike, 
goddess of victory, 
standing on the 
heavenly globe 
supported by Atlas; 
part of the 
decoration of the 
Severan forum, 3rd 
century CE. 

ped circular depression, later identified as the Below: tetradrachma of the city of Ashkelon, second 
Well of Peace (which Antoninus Martyr descri- half of the Jst century BCE. 

bed as having been made "after the manner of a 
theater") and the Well( s) of Abraham, seems to be 
the best candidate for the ancient theater. A bone 
token from the first to second centuries CE found 
here was probably a theater ticket. Carved on one 
side is a Greek inscription, phamoles, with the 
Roman numeral VIII above the name and a 
Greek eta (which also has the value of eight) be
low. On the other side were carved multistoried 
buildings, the architectural logo of the Roman 
city. 

Garstang excavated the most impressive build
ingatAshkelon(locatedinhisfields61-67 =grids 
40 and 47). He identified the structure as a com
bination apsidal bouleuterion and peristyle, 
which he thought Herod the Great had built. 
The building is 110 m long and about 35 m 
wide. In the center was an open, rectangular 
courtyard, surrounded by a portico (peristyle) 



Two sides of a bone plaque, apparently an entrance ticket to the theater, 
1st-2nd centuries CE. 

with twenty-four columns on each side and six at each end. The columns once 
stood more than 8 m high, including their Corinthian capitals. The columns, 
sculpture, and wall facing were made of imported marble. On the south side 
of the building was an apse (c. 15m in diameter) flanked by square rooms. 
Gars tang reconstructed tiers of seats in the apse, but on the basis of very little 
evidence. The entrance to the apse was flanked by two marble pillars carved 
in relief. They depict Victoria-Nike, goddess of victory, holding a wreath and 
a palm and standing facing the front on a globe supported on the shoulders of 
Atlas. Another marble pillar found in the apse represents the Egyptian 
goddess Isis with the infant Horus. These and other statues-the "Crouch
ing Aphrodite,'-' a complete statue of Hermes, a bust and head of Pan, a relief 
of Pan and a nymph, and a portrait of a Roman empress-suggest a con
temporary program of decoration for the building executed during the 
Severan dynasty, probably in the early third century CE. The style of the 
capitals also supports this date, rather than Garstang's Herodian attribu
tion. In three Greek inscriptions found at this spot, two Roman citizens, 
Aulus lustulius Tances, a centurion of the Tenth Legion, and Tiberi us Julius 
Micio, a citizen of Ashkelon, are honored by the council and people of 
Ashkelon (boule and demos). A third-century inscription bears the legend 
"Prosper Ashkelon, prosper Rome." The impressive basilica uncovered by 
Stanhope (located somewhere in grids 31 and 32) also dates to the Severan 
era. It seems preferable to interpret Garstang's bouleuterion-peristyle as a 
small forum with a basilica nearby. In fact, the organization of Roman 
Ashkelon bears a striking resemblance to the New Forum, which Emperor 
Septimius Severus built along the harbor of his birthplace in Leptis Magna. 

Of the graves of the period, the painted tomb excavated by Ory in 1937 
deserves special mention. The tomb, entered by descending three steps, 
consists of a single room with a round vault (4.1 m long, 3.56 m wide, 
and 2.45 m high). The rear wall and the vault are covered with painted 
stucco. The vault is decorated with a vine trellis forming medallions. In 
one of these a bust of a woman is represented; others include a dog chasing 
a gazelle, a Gorgon mask, harvest scenes, doves and gazelles, and Pan playing 
a pipe. Beneath the vine are painted, square panels separated by bands, to 
imitate marble. Between them is an oval shield framed by wavy-line fillets in 
the corners. On the back wall are painted two seated nymphs against a Nil otic 
landscape of reeds and lotus blossoms on which birds are perched. Each 
nymph holds a reed in her left hand, while her right hand rests on a reversed 
amphora from which water pours into a brook in which they dip their feet. To 
their left, an ox drinks from the stream, and on their right a crane. Cichlid fish 
ofthe genus Tilapia swim in the water. On the north wall are faint traces of the 
figures of a man and a woman, painted on either side of the door. Perhaps 
these figures represent the owners of the tomb. The excavator dated the tomb 
to the fourth century CE. 

Lead coffins apparently made in Ashkelon are dated to the Late Roman 
period. Colonnettes divide the long sides of the coffins into panels, on which 
Hermes is represented. The panels at the short sides also show the figure of 
Hermes beneath an arch decorated with a Gorgon's head. The coffin lids are 
covered with a design of vine tendrils. Other designs include rosettes, lions, 
and boars. The coffins are dated to the third and fourth centuries CE by a coin 
from the reign of Constantine. A vaulted tomb of the same period, published 
by J. H. Iliffe, yielded gold jewelry, glass and pottery vessels, and a bronze 
cross. 

Two marble coffins with elaborate reliefs on their sides, apparently dating 
to the third century CE, were discovered inAshkelon-Afridar. On one of them 
was a representation of the Rape ofProserpine and, on the other, a battle of 
Greeks and Gauls (according toM. Avi-Yonah) or Greeks and Trojans 
(according to Stager). 
BYZANTINE PERIOD. In the fourth century CE, a bathhouse was built over 
the earlier Roman villas, obliterating the three insulae in grid 38 (upper). In 
the sixth century CE, it, in turn, was replaced by a monumental apsidal 
building. The bathhouse underwent several repairs and at least one remo
deling. In the early phase, the tub was larger and flanked at each corner by 
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Relief of Isis and Horus; part of the Severan forum's decoration, 3rd century CE. 

heart-shaped columns made of stuccoed kurkar. A tabula ansata in the plain 
mosaic floor contained a badly damaged, illegible inscription. However, in 
the next phase, when the tub was smaller, another inscription, in Greek, also 
inside a tabula ansata, was written on the outer face of the tub's plaster rim 
just above the place where the earlier floor inscription had been located. Both 
inscriptions probably said the same thing. The later one read: eiselthe apo
lauson kai [ ... ], "Enter, enjoy, and ... "Less felicitous was the refuse that 
clogged the bath's sewer system in the sixth century CE; it contained the 
skeletons of nearly one hundred infants, who had been tossed into the drain 
immediately after birth, victims of infanticide. 

Ashkelon was a bustling seaport in the Roman-Byzantine period. The 
Leon Levy Expedition has identified more than 130 different types of trans
port amphorae that reached Ashkelon from Spain, Italy, North Africa, 
Crete, the Aegean, and the Black Sea region. This is in addition to more 
than thirty different types of fine wares, including Cypriot, Italian, African 
red slip, Egyptian, and Coptic tablewares. In the Late Roman period, Ash
kelon was exporting the so-called Gaza jar (it was being manufactured at 
dozens of sites, including Ashkelon, from south of Gaza north to Ashdod) 
filled with local wines. This transport amphora has been found throughout 
the Mediterranean and in Europe as far as London, Trier, and in the Crimea. 
The appearance of these jars abroad matches the period when Byzantine 
authors mention wine exported from the region of Gaza and Ashkelon to the 
entire Christian world. 

Two churches from the Byzantine period were excavated in Ashkelon
Barnea ( q. v. Churches). The remains of a synagogue, fragments of decorated 
lattice, the pedestal of a column bearing a relief of a seven-branched me
norah, shofar, and ethrog are also dated to this period. 

Chancel screen fragment with Jewish symbols from the synagogue. 
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ARAB AND CRUSADER PERIODS. In the Fatimid period (tenth-twelfth 
centuries CE), the fortifications of Ashkelon were rebuilt on a grand scale for 
the last time (these ruins are usually attributed mistakenly to the Crusaders). 
Well-built houses were set along narrow streets (grid 37). Each had a small 
pool or garden in the courtyard. In the destruction debris and fill next to one 
of these houses, four exquisite pieces of22-karat gold jewelry were recovered. 
All belong to the same larger ensemble and were once attached to a softtextile 
and worn as a belt or a sash. Each of the four pieces showed a combination of 
filigree and granulation techniques, to which gold beads were then added. 
The intricate decorative design includes paisley, almond-shaped, S-shaped, 
and heart-shaped motifs. 

Of the five churches in Ashkelon in the Crusader period, four were Latin 
and one, Santa Maria Viridis, by name, was Byzantine, or Greek. Before the 
recent excavations, this church was thought to be located next to the sea (in 
grid 50), near a weli known as Maqam el-Khadra, or "Shrine of the Green 
(Lady)," from which the southern mound took its name. The excavations 
proved that Santa Maria Viridis was located on the opposite side of the city, 
just inside the Jerusalem Gate, on the south side. Built originally as a basilica 
in the fifth century CE, its six Aswan granite columns supported a gallery and 
a pitched roof. From the apse (at the east end), water flowed through a lead 
pipe and into a settling basin before reaching a marble-lined cruciform 
baptistery sunk into the earliest marble floor. The church continued in use 
throughout the Arab period, until the Fatimids converted it into a mosque in 
the tenth century. It was restored as a central-plan Byzantine church when 
the Crusaders conquered Ashkelon. Only four of the original columns were 
reused, suggesting a cruciform vaulted ceiling above the apse. Frescoes were 
added to the central apse and two side niches. Above the robbed-out bench 

and bishop's chair (cathedra) in the central apse were frescoes of four saints/ 
bishops reading Greek scrolls, each scroll containing excerpts from the 
sermons of Saint John Chrysostom. It is likely that the church, along with 
many other parts of Ashkelon, suffered from the extensive destruction car
ried out by Saladin in 1191. Near the Jerusalem Gate there are remains of 
undermined and uprooted towers. Roman columns and other debris that 
Saladin'smen used to fill in the medieval harbor, to render it unusable for the 
Crusaders, now lie on the beach and under water. 
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'ATLIT 
IDENTIFICATION 
The promontory on which the Crusaders' castle of'Atlit stands is situated 30 
km (19 mi.) south of Haifa (map reference 144.234). The ancient site extends 
over an area of nearly 200 a. to the east and south. It is bounded on the west by 
the Mediterranean Sea, on the east by the road beyond the kurkar ridge 
running parallel to the coast, on the north by Nal;la1 Oren (Wadi Dus
trey), and on the south by a line across modern 'Atlit from east to 
west, about 400 m south of the railway station. This area comprises the 
site of settlements-the remains of cemeteries, agricultural areas, quar
ries, and fortifications-from ancient and medieval times. 

HISTORY 
Although the name is not mentioned in the Bible, 'Atlit has been identified 
withKartahofZebulun (Jos. 21 :34) because in Roman timesitwas partofthe 
site called Certha-a name apparently derived from the Phoenician qarth 
(city). It might have corresponded to the Sidonian colony of Ader or the 
Tyrian colony whose name was to be forgotten (Sarfata, Sarfat?), between 
Carmel and Dor, mentioned in the fourth-century BCE travel book (Peri
plus) ofPseudo-Scylax; this concurs with the fact that numerous Phoenician 
graves have been found at 'Atlit. During the Romanperioditmayhave been 
called Adarus or Bucolon Polis and was included within the territory of the 
port ofDor, which in the fourth century CE was transferred from Phoenicia to 
Palaestina Prima. The boundary between these two areas started at Mutatio 
Certha (Kartah), a staging post first mentioned in the fourth century by the 
Bordeaux Pilgrim (19: 1 0), which stood on the site where the Crusaders' first 
fort was later built-that is, at Khirbet Dustrey. 

Khirbet Dustrey is situated 2 km (1 mi.) east of the castle where the kurkar 
ridge is intersected by a rock-cut defile traditionally called Bab el-'Ajal (Gate 
of the Carts). Dustrey no doubt preserves the Crusader name Le Destroit or 
Districtum (detroit in modern French), alternatively Petra Incisa (Cut 
Rock). The actual rock cutting, however, is much older than the Crusader 
period: the Phoenician letters 'A Tare cut on a hewn rock. This inscription 
has been taken as a boundary mark for a Phoenician settlement also called 
'Atlit, but this name is not attested before the Arab period. Even if it is a 
Semitic revival, it has not been found among known Phoenician names. 

During the Crusaders' conquest (1099), the defile was the haunt of high
way robbers. The Knights Templar (who were formed c. 1118) therefore 
established a fort or police post, the ruins of which are still visible. They built 
their castle on the promontory during the Fifth Crusade in 1218, as a step 
toward controlling the coastal road and recovering Jerusalem, which had 
been lost in 1187. The castle was named Pilgrims' Castle after the Crusaders 
(peregrini or "pilgrims"), who aided the Knights Templar and the Teutonic 
Knights in building it. Despite menacing movements by the enemy, the castle 
was completed while the main army of that Crusade was engaging the Mus
lims at the siege ofDamietta in Egypt (1218-1221). The Templars, with their 

European revenues and permanent organization, made it one of the great 
fortresses of the age and manned it until the Latin kingdom collapsed in 1291. 

Fortification began in 1218 with the digging of a wide ditch across the 
promontory. The work took six weeks, during which time springs of fresh 
water were found between two ancient walls of considerable length, along 
with a hoard of ancient coins of unknown origin. 

In six months, the two great towers and the wall between them were finished, 
as well as its internal passage "so wonderfully contrived that armed horsemen 
can go up and down the steps," as Oliver of Cologne wrote in 1218. In its 
second year, the castle twice defied attack; in its third year, when besieged in 

'At/it: plan of the site. 



Abore: Crusader castle, view from the sea; 
(right) western wall of the large Crusader 
tower. 

force (in October 1220), its crossbow
men inflicted such loss on the enemy 
that they were forced to withdraw. In 
the next few years, the plan ofthe castle 
took on its final form. The main, east 
facade was doubled by the addition of 
a wall with three towers; it was then 
further strengthened by a low wall 
along the outer edge of the fosse. Two 
vaults were added to the original pair 
of great towers, one above the other; 
one of them is still visible on the east 
wall of the north tower. The promon
tory was enclosed on both sides as far 
as the rocks, and a chapel, hall, and 
other quarters were built in the for
tress. The hall (palatio) was used to 
feed four thousand people daily dur
ing the siege of 1220. The lofty halls 
surmounting the great towers, the 
round church (which was just as lofty 
but more elegantly constructed), and 
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the conventual buildings beside the sea-all vaulted in stone--seem to have erallevels, with bent or straight entrances and sliding iron doors above the 
been added in the middle of the thirteenth century, judging by their French gateway (herse, portcullis), by machicolation in stone (machicoulis, 
Gothic style. Sometimes threatened after 1220 but not again attacked ser- meurtriere) or in wood (hourd, breteche), and by numerous very long slits 
iously-even by that formidable Mameluke sultan Malik edh-Dhahir Bay- (loopholes, archieres) in recesses large enough for two or three cross bowmen 
bars, who spared the castle when he sacked the town in 1265-it was one of the (three hundred were in action during the siege in 1220). The facing of the walls 
last strongholds to be abandoned after Acre fell in 1291. For fear that it might with rusticated sandstone blocks-so large that "two oxen could hardly pull 
be reoccupied, the Mamelukes dismantled the castle's defenses. Yet, there was each one" and the bombardment of 1220 could shift "not one from its place" 
still very much to impress the traveler, 
until the Turkish governors began 
stripping away the masonry to use 
as facing on the modern sea wall of 
Acre. The severe earthquake of 
1837 caused still greater ruin. 

MILITARY ARCHITECTURE 
OF THE CASTLE 
The castle broadly consisted of two 
concentric rings, with the inner com
manding the outer. In addition, three 
lines of defense on the east could com
mand the front from successive tiers. 
Such a system of parallel supporting 
lines, strengthened by salient towers, 
was essentially Byzantine, best known 
from the triple land walls at Constan
tinople. But perhaps the Templars 
modeled the parallel supporting lines 
on the triple town walls that had con
fronted them at Damietta, whose sys
tem would fit the defenses of the east
ern front in its final form here. The 
Templars elaborated on it with pas
sages and bridges connecting the sev-

Remains of Crusader buildings on the 
northern coast. 
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Plan of the Crusader castle. 

20 

1. North outer gate; 2. South outer gate; 3. Fosse; 4. North gate tower; 5. Middle gate tower; 
6. South gate tower; 7. South great tower; 8. North great tower; 9. North vault; 10. North ha11; 
11. Northwest hall; 12. Northwest tower; 13. Western vault; 14. Southwest hall; 15. South hall; 
16. Octagonal church; 17. Western crypt; 18. Southern crypt; 19. Southern outer court; 20. Inner 
court; 21. Pier 

(as noted by Oliver ofCologne)-is, like the internal work, as handsome as 
any masonry in the proud Syrian tradition. Founded at sea level, 'Atlit was 
secure against undermining, which had caused the downfall of the strongest 
castles inland. So long as it could be supplied through its harbor, this castle 
was impregnable against siege. 

EXCAVATIONS 
The Mandatory Department of Antiquities undertook excavation at 'Atlit 
under the direction of C. N. Johns between 1930 and 1935. At that time the 
castle was still inhabited, and work was thus confined to the area of the 
eastern defenses and adjacent town. The excavation produced evidence 
of much older occupation, ranging from the end of the Middle Bronze 
Age to the Byzantine period. 
ANCIENT MOUND. The medieval town was built at thefootofthecastle, on 
a sand-covered kurkar ridge that runs 
north-northwest to south-southeast. 
The central platform of the castle may 
well cover the summit of the mound. 
In digging foundations for a museum 
about 100 m from the castle, three 
distinct levels of occupation were en
countered: (1) the lowest, at a depth of 
4 m, representing the transition from 
the Middle to Late Bronze ages, as 
dated by pottery vessels that were 
found in situ, including a jar with a 
child's burial; (2) at 2.25 m, from the 
Persian and Hellenistic periods, as re
presented by masonry and potsherds 
ranging from about the fifth to the 
second centuries BCE; and (3) at 75 
em, from the Crusader period, with 
ruins of a house, pottery, metal ob
jects, and coins. Here and at the foot 
of the northern edge of the hill near the 
beach was some material from an oc
cupation intermediate between 1 and 
2, comparable with stratum III at Tell 
Abu Haw am (the Iron Age). Also near 
the beach, coins lodged among the 
footings of a gateway showed that 
occupation continued until the fifth 
century CE. The fact that level2 repre-

Hall on the lower level, apparently the 
refectory. 

Ceiling of the refectory. 

sen ted only part of an occupation from the Persian period became clear from 
the burials discovered in the southeastern cemetery (see below). There is 
evidence, then, for successive occupations whose accumulated remains have 
raised the ridge east and south of the castle like a mound at least as extensive 
outside the castle fosse as it could be inside. The ancient walls uncovered 
during the digging of the fosse in 1218 may well have bounded an older town 
or citadel that may have stood on the promontory at some remote time before 
the Crusader castle. This promontory sheltering a sandy beach offered just 
such a situation as the Phoenicians used to choose overseas for a trading post 
or colony. 
ANCIENT CEMETERY. So far as the cemetery on the rocky ridge beyond the 
southeast end of the mound has been explored, it ranges from the seventh 
century BCE to Hellenistic times. The earliest burials were cremated, like 
those at most Phoenician colonies, and were accompanied by pottery unu
sual in this country but typical ofPhoenician sites in Cyprus and farther west, 
where it seems to date from the eighth or seventh century BCE. A scarab found 
with one of these burials probably dates to the seventh century BCE. The next 
series of burials are inhumations, in rock-hewn shaft graves, like those 
subsequently found at Achzib (q.v.). The burials at 'Atlit are later, mainly 
from the fifth and fourth centuries BCE, and not, in any case, before the sixth 
century BCE. This has been shown by associated Phoenician silver coins, 
Attic pottery, Egyptian amulets, and scarabs in Egyptian, Mesopota
mian, archaic Greek, or mixed style. One scarab has Phoenician or Aramaic 
letters. The hero Heracles is depicted on some of the seals, not only in typical 
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Aerial view of the cemetery. 

Greek attitudes, but also like a Mesopotamian god or hero, holding a lion in 
one hand and raising his club in the other. 

An incomplete bronze figurine of an Egypto-Syrian deity was found else
where on the site. The attitude is as Oriental as that of the lion-slaying Persian 
king on the reverse of the fourth-century coins of Sidon found here. Yet, 

some of the scarabs, like the fifth-century coin types ofPhoenician colonies in 
Cyprus, combine this pose with the usual attributes of the Greek Heracles. 
Other subjects resemble those on gems from the Phoenician cemetery at 
Tharros in Sardinia. 

Objects marking the women's graves, such as jewelry, glass, and pottery 
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Northern great tower, which stood to a height of 33 m. Rock-hewn graves in the ancient cemetery. 

of a wall and fosse protecting the suburb--or town as it thus became-a long 
rectangle roughly 600 by 200 m. About 9 a. were habitable. Built of large 
masonry like the castle, the town wall probably stood 7.5 m above the fosse, 
the same height as the tower in the sea at the north end. That tower is the only 
part surviving at almost its full height, the rest having been pulled down to 
half height or less. Besides a small foot gate, the wall had three main gates, 
wide enough for carts, that were approached by bridges across a fosse about 2 
m deep. Two, if not three, had a portcullis and, therefore, an upper stage. 
Hence, they stood no fewer than 11 m above the fosse. Built some time after 
the siege of 1220, the town was sacked in 1265. 
CHURCH, TIDRTEENTH CENTURY. The small church found near the east 
wall showed remains in the nave of stone benches for the congregation. 
Beyond the west wall was the start of another bay that was never comple
ted. The stone vaulting would have risen to a height of 16m-using for 
comparison the nearly contemporary churches at Famagusta in Cyprus. 
STABLES, TIDRTEENTH CENTURY. The clearing of a large compound 
against the south wall of the town disclosed that it had contained stabling for 
about three hundred animals, with stores and rooms for grooms, cowmen, 

Glazed Crusader bowl. and blacksmiths. The stables have stone mangers for nearly fifty horses and 
continuous troughs for about 250 cattle. All the stables were one-storied, 

were Phoenician or local. However, some of those marking the men's graves with fiat roofs carried on beams of pine and cedar. They had been destroyed 
had bronze arrowheads that might have belonged to Greek mercenaries who by fire, and the debris contained buried pottery, glass, iron horseshoes, and 
served the Persians in the generation before Alexander's conquest-some tools. Also in the debris were coins that, by comparing them with those found 
cultural fusion if not actual intermarriage having foreshadowed the event. above the debris, date the fire fairly closely to the attack of 1265. 
CRUSADERS' FORT, TWELFTH CENTURY. The first tower built by the BATHHOUSEINTOWN, TIDRTEENTHCENTURYORLATER. The only 
Templars was pulled down as the siege 
of 1220 began, partly by the Templars 
themselves and finally by the enemy, 
leaving only its rock-cut emplace
ment. The sandstone rock is cut, leav
ing a base of only 90 em for the walls. 
Likewise, the base for a rectangular 
tower and steps is reserved at the sum
mit. According to the dimensions of 
its foundations, the tower may well 
have risen some 20 m. Two cisterns 
are hewn near the tower and eighteen 
mangers in the walls ofthe enclosures, 
which would suggest that the post nor
mally numbered from six to nine 
mounted men. 
CRUSADERS' FORT AND TOWN, 
THIRTEENTH CENTURY. A simi
lar outpost with a square tower and 
adjacent stabling has been found 
on the cemetery ridge about 500 m 
south-southeast of the castle, overly
ing the ancient shaft graves already 
noted. This became the corner tower 

Remains of the stables, which could 
accommodate about 300 animals, with 
store- and workrooms, 13th century. 



Crusader tombstone of a builder. 

substantial building so far uncovered is the bathhouse in the northeastern 
part of the city. This was a plain vaulted stone structure like the traditional 
Arab houses inland. It contained a disrobing room, with wide benches 
around the walls and a basin in the middle, and a sweating room next 
to it. This Oriental arrangement may be the result of renovations in Ma
meluke times. 
CRUSADERS' CEMETERY, THIRTEENTH CENTURY. Beside the road 
from Khirbet Dustrey lies an enclosed cemetery of some 1,700 Christian 
graves. The few carved tombstones are typically thirteenth century; they are 
nameless, as was then usual in western Europe, but marked with a cross and 
sometimes with an emblem that shows the man's status or occupation. Most 
of the built-up graves had their original cover made in imitation of a fiat or 
gabled tombstone, and some are marked with a cross. 
Glazed Pottery, Thirteenth Century. In the cemetery and in the town, the 
distinctive pottery was glazed tableware of two different classes of manu
facture. The more numerous example is slipware in which designs of birds, 
shields, formal leaves, or purely conventional patterns were incised (sgraf
fiato) on a light-buff slip and tinted with pigments that burned copper green 
or yellow brown under a transparent glaze. Varieties of this ware were 
widespread in the Near East, but subsequent finds at el-Mina, at the Cru
saders' port of St. Simeon near Antioch, and in Cyprus indicate that those 
places are the sources of much of the 'Atlit ware. The other class has painted 
animal subjects-such as birds, fish, lion, deer, or human figures-outlined 
in purplish black, and tinted either with blue or russet brown; or else it has 
arabesques in purple black, some with a touch of red, or even birds painted in 
colors that resemble the slipware, all under a clear tin glaze. Hardly known 
until it was found here, this ware was also found or noted in Syria, Greece, 
and Sicily. While it is definitely thirteenth century here and at el-Mina, and it 
is coming to be regarded as the prototype of that gay Italian ware called 
majolica, its place of manufacture has still to be determined. 

Ancient sources: Abel, GP 2, 414; K. Galling, ZDPV 61 (1938), 80ff. 
Medieval sources: Jacobi de Vitriaco, Historia Orienta/is, ed. Bongars, Gesta Dei per Francos, Hannover 
1611, 1131; R. Rohricht, Testimonia Minora de Quinto Bello Sacra, Geneva 1882, 99-101; id., Zeitschrift 
fur Kirchengeschichte 15 (1895), 569-571; Oliverus Scholasticus, Historia Damiatina, Tubingen 1894, 168 
,244, 254, 290; Jacques de Vitry, Lettres, Leiden 1960, a.!. 
Other Western sources: P. Deschamps, Les Chateaux des Croises en Terre Sainte 2, Paris 1939, 24-34. 
Arabic sources: R. Hartman, Encyclopaedia of Islam 1, Leiden 1960, 737. 
Topography aud archaeology: R. Pococke, A Description of the East 2/1, London 1745, 57; Conder
Kitchener, SWP 1, 293-300; E. Grafvon MU!inen, ZDPV31 (1908), 167-186; C. Enlart, Les Monuments 
des Croises 2, Paris 1928, 93-96; Deschamps (Joe. cit.); C. N. Johns, Guide to At/it, Jerusalem 1947; 

Finds from the tombs of the Persian period: 
(above) blue-glass vessel decorated with 
wavy lines; (right) black-figured Attic 
lekythos; (below) necklace and amulet. 
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A. Ronen andY. Olami, 'At/it Map (Archaeological Survey oflsraell), Jerusalem 1978; ibid. (Review), 
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C.N.JOHNS 

MARITIME 'ATLIT 

IDENTIFICATION 
The built harbor of 'Atlit is located north and northeast of the thirteenth
century Crusader fort. This enclosed area of water is protected by the cliff of 
the promontory and the low coastline to the east. To the west are a pair of 
rocky islets, while to the east the bay extends to the mouth ofNal).al Oren, a 
distance of approximately 800 m. The southern bay of 'Atlit is the second 
largest along the Mediterranean coast of Israel and is relatively protected. 
Nonetheless, this bay was apparently not suitable enough for the installation 
of moles and quays. Moreover, the western approach to the bay was not only 
difficult, but dangerous, owing to the strip of reefs at its entrance and its 
orientation with respect to storm waves. 

The identification of the site's ancient name and history is uncertain, and 
there is no documented reference to an active harbor here. After the destruc
tion of a terrestrial settlement in the fourth millennium, when the coastline 
was much farther west and the area was in essence an intensively farmed clay 
trough, settlement was renewed on the eastern part of the rocky promontory 
and on the coastal embankment up to the present outlet ofNal).al Oren. At 
that time, the enclosed area between the fort and the outlet ofNal).al Oren
which today is covered by seawater-was higher and drier, a fact that is 
evidenced by graves from the Middle Bronze Age II found on the sea floor 
between the Crusader graveyard and the outlet ofNal).al Oren. The harbor of 
that settlement may have been in the river course that is today beneath the 
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Plan of the 'Atlit harbor and site. 
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sea. This submergence was the result of an active fault line. It caused the area 
west of the present coastline and the north side of the fort to slump, resulting 
in the retreat of the coastline 1 km (0.6 mi.) to the east. Archaeological and 
geomorphological evidence gathered on the sea floor indicates that·this 
slumping continued at least until the end of the second millennium BCE. 

The construction of the harbor is apparently related to the settlement 
of Sidonians in the region during the second half of the tenth century 
BCE. Remains of this settlement were exposed east of the Crusader cemetery 
near the shoreline, on top of the remains ofthe Middle Bronze Age settlement 
and cemetery. 

EXPWRATION 
The remains of the harbor were first located in 1963, during an underwater 
survey by a team from the Underwater Exploration Society of Israel. The 
initial mapping and trial excavations continued for two years, as part of the 
'Atlit Map Survey of the Archaeological Survey oflsrael. In the years that 
followed, surveys and trial excavations continued. A check was made of the 
relationship between structures found along the shore and the gate discov
ered by C. N. Johns's excavations near the northern paterna, east of the 
Crusader fosse. Additionally, the remains of a settlement from the tenth 
to sixth centuries BCE were exposed east of the Crusader cemetery. The 
remains of cargoes were discovered in the harbor and to its east. Among 
these finds were the ram of a warship from the Hellenistic period; bronze 
objects from the Late Iron Age, Persian, and Hellenistic periods; and the 
remains of the ammunition from a Mameluke warship, including can
nons and copper helmets. In 1976, an underwater excavation, directed by 
E. Linder and A. Raban of the University ofHaifa, exposed theharborworks 
down to their foundations. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE REMAINS 
THE PHOENICIAN HARBOR. The harbor in the northern bay is the only 
Phoenician harbor along the coast oflsrael with sufficient remains to permit 
an investigation of Phoenician building methods and harbor engineering 
prior to the Hellenistic period. This harbor was connected to the southern 
settlement, which lay between the water and the Phoenician cemetery ex
cavated by Johns, by an ashlar-paved embankment that led from the shore to 
the gate exposed at the foot of the Crusader paterna. Only the passageway 

and two square towers remained of the gate, all of which were built of ashlar 
headers. Johns assumed that they were much older than the Crusader struc
tures. Possibly this gate was related to the long defensive lines exposed when 
the builders of the Crusader fort excavated the fosse across the width of the 
isthmus in 1218. 

The ramp leading from the gate to the shore is connected to the western 
edge of the quay, which is constructed of headers (1 by 0.5 by 0.5 m). This 
quay extends eastward, along the shoreline, for a distance of 38m. A course 
ofheaders of double length extends from the eastern edge northward into the 
sea, and a parallel line of headers continues to its east, at a distance of 10m. 
This construction is apparently a mole (100m long and 9.8 m wide) built of 
two walls of headers with a mixed ashlar and rubble fill. Another wall of 
headers closes the tip of the mole. Abutting this enclosure wall is a rectan
gular tower (12 by 20m), also constructed of headers. The water depth at the 
base of this tower is approximately 4 m. 

At the shoreline, east of the mole's base, are two large structures, of which 
only the foundation course has survived. The ceramic finds exposed during 
trial excavations at the base of these two structures date to the sixth to fifth 
centuries BCE. Approximately 6 to 7 m west of this mole and about 30m to the 
north of its base is a square ( 4 by4 m) structure of similar ashlar masonry. The 
construction technique and the dimensions are identical to the towers on 
both sides of the gate on the southern shore. The tower and mole are built on 
mud, and thefoundationcourseislaidona bed of pebbles twice as wide as the 
mole. 

The other section of the harbor is in the northwest, adjacent to the pair of 
rocky islands. A rectangular structure was built on the southernmost island; 
its base was quarried into the rock, although its southern portion has sur
vived in two or three courses of ashlars in a headers construction. In anti
quity, this island was connected to the fort promontory by a stone-built 
embankment. 

The northern island is slightly more distant, and between it and the south
ern island is an inlet (20m wide, 2-3m deep). The sea floor of this inlet 
revealed no evidence of construction or building stones to indicate that it had 
been closed or bridged across at any time in the past. Nevertheless, when the 
harbor was constructed and functioning, the inlet was presumably narrow
er-nearly 2,500 years have passed, during which time the breaking waves 
have eroded the rock and widened the gap. 

On the eastern edge of the abrasion shelf on the northern island, a quay was 
built whose base sits on the sea floor and whose top "completes" the level of 
the abrasion shelf. The quay is 43 m long and from its northern corner a 
headers wall continues eastward, creating the inner side ofthe northern mole, 

Westward view of the south side of the Phoenician harbor. 



View of the islands on the north and 
northwest side of the Phoenician harbor. 

or breakwater, which is identical in 
construction and width to that on the 
southern shore. This mole continues 
for a length of 130 m, and in some 
places four to five courses have sur
vived up to the present level of the 
sea. These courses are built solely 
of headers, and in the surviving sec
tions ashlar construction continues 
along the entire width of the mole. 
On the western side, closer to the is
land, the foundation courses were laid 
on a rocky sea floor that was inten
tionally quarried and leveled. It is un
clear how it was technically possible to 
accomplish this feat at a depth of more 
than 2m in the midst of the sea. Abut
ting the eastern tip of the mole is a 
rectangular tower identical to the one 
on the southern mole. A large pile of 
fallen ashlars south of the northern 
mole's eastern edge may cover an ad
ditional structure. 

On the western side of the promon
tory on which the Crusader fort is 
built, in the same exposed area where 
the sea waves have cleared the rubbleofthewestern Templar halls, is a section 
of earlier layers whose base is on bedrock at an elevation of 1.2 to 2.1 m above 
sea level. In the lowest layer, sections of walls have survived along with 
pottery from the eighth to third centuries BCE. These remains indicate that 
the Phoenician settlement extended westward along the entire area of the 
peninsula. At the same site, near the waterline, is a quarry in which several 
semihewn ashlars remain; their dimensions are identical to those used to 
construct the harbor moles. 

Bronze swan-shaped weights in the Mesopotamian style. 
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The general plan of the harbor is thus composed of two similar, although 
separate wings. Each wing has a quay with a mole perpendicular to one side. 
The moles acted as breakwaters but are constructed so that cargo ships could 
anchor along both their sides and use their surface to load and unload goods. 
The moles are similar in construction to those in the southern (Egyptian) 
harbor ofTyre, the southern breakwater of the Acco harbor, and the ancient 
mole discovered at Tabat el-I:Iammam (Sumur?) on the Syrian coast. This 
last example is dated with certainty to the ninth century BCE, although the 

Battering ram from a Greek warship ,found 
close to the eastern entrance to the harbor. 
Hellenistic period. 

Bronze horse bit. LB axheads from the submerged cemetery. 
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'Atlit harbor appears to have been constructed some two to three hundred 
years later. Neither underwater surveys nor trial excavations have produced 
finds predating the end of the seventh or early sixth century BCE. The Hel
lenistic and Roman pottery on the sea floor is quite limited. The separation of 
the harbor into two wings enabled a distinction to be made between the 
"home quays" (for Sidonian or other Phoenician ships) and the "free 
quay," or emporium, for foreign vessels, which transshipped using light
ers, as at the harbors of Sidon and Acco. 
SHIP REMAINS AND CARGOES. On the inner side of the northern mole, 
somewhat south of its base, concentrations of broken amphorae were found 
near a group of basalt stones that had been used as ship's ballast. Among the 
concentrations it was possible to distinguish two principal cargoes with 
typical Phoenician biconic amphorae. The amphorae originated in the area 
of Tyre and Sidon and date to the end of the fifth century BCE. A third 
concentration was a cargo of large basket-handled amphorae from the 
mid-fifth century BCE, whose origin is apparently the Syrian coast or Cy
prus. Another cargo contained fifth-century BCE wine amphorae from Sa
mos, Chios, and Cnidus. The fact that these concentrations are from the same 
period and are the latest finds suggests that the harbor was abandoned when 
the cargoes were lost. Another common find is scores of composite, three
hole stone anchors that were found at the foot orin the vicinity of the moles. 
In one case the wooden stakes (of cypress) of an anchor were found in the 
lower holes. This type of anchor was very common at the Phoenician ports of 
Tyre, Aradas, and Kition in Cyprus. 

On the sea floor, in the area east of the harbor, two unique marine finds 
were made: 

1. In the area southwest of the outlet ofNal_lal Oren, part of a cargo was 
found that contained a wealth of copper and bronze objects and utilitarian 
vessels. Among them were parts of a throne, a horse's bit, duck-shaped 
balance pan weights, parts of a balance pan, bracelets, parts of decorated 
kraters, and thewingedfootof a chair. A trial excavation revealed that, under 
a compact layer of clay-which is below the sand cover of the sea floor-large 
parts of the wooden ship's hull had survived. 

2. Approximately lOOm north of the Crusader cemetery, infewerthan4m 
of water, part of the bow of a classical Greek warship was located and 
excavated. The principal surviving find is the ship's bronze-cast ram. The 
metallurgical technique used to cast the ram was very sophisticated; it weighs 
nearly half a ton. It has three prongs and a relatively wide ramming face, 
whose purpose was to break apart the frame of an enemy vessel. The ram is 
decorated on its sides with Dioscuri helmets, a griffin (or eagle), and a trident. 
On its upper side, the ram bears a relief of the caduceus (the staff ofHermes). 
This iconographic assemblage clearly belongs to the Greek mythological 
world. Typologically, it permits a date in the Hellenistic period (c. 200 BCE). 

The bow of the ship is made of silver fir (common in northern Greece and 
Italy, but absent from the forests of the eastern Mediterranean), oak; and 
cedar. Carbon-14 dating of the wood produced a fourth-century BCE date. 

AVNER RABAN, ELISHA LINDER 

PREHISTORIC SITE ON THE SEA FWOR 
The Maritime 'Atlit site is an in situ, submerged Pre-Pottery Neolithic set
tlement off the Mediterranean coast, dating to the very end ofthe seventh and 
the beginning of the sixth millennia BCE. It is the largest and best preserved 
prehistoric settlement ever found on the sea floor, and the only one known to 
contain in situ burials. The site is located 10 km ( 6 mi.) south of Haifa, 400 m 
north of the Crusader fortress at 'Atlit. It is 300-400 m offshore (3456 E, 
3242.5 N), at a depth of 8-12 m, in the northern bay of 'Atlit. The site is 
bordered by a peninsula on the south and a submerged kurkar ridge on the 
west. The archaeological material is embedded in the upper layer of the clay 
that fills the trough between the eastern edges of the submerged ridge and the 
coastline. 

About twenty thousand years ago, the last Ice Age reached its peak. Soon 
afterward, the melting ice caused a rise in sealevel that resulted in a significant 
reduction of coastal plains throughout the world. By the beginning of the 
Holocene, however, in about 8000 BCE, the Mediterranean was about 30m 
lower than its present level. 

Much oflsrael's coastal plain was covered by swamps. During this period, 
tectonic tilting and climatic changes caused some of the swamps to dry up, 
giving way to coastal settlement. The sea continued to rise and cover greater 
areas of the coast. The early settlements were eventually inundated, and new 
ones were established along the retreating shoreline. 
EXCAVATIONS. Excavations at Maritime 'Atlit were carried out each 
September from 1984 to 1991 by the Israel Antiquities Authority and the 
University ofHaifa, under the direction of E. Galili. In view ofthe limitations 
imposed by an underwater site-short exposures and the disintegration of 
finds by sand movement during storms-the primary efforts were directed to 
recording and rescue. Foundations of several rectangular structures were 

Location of the prehistoric site at Maritime 'At/it. 
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discovered throughout the site. In the open areas between the structures, 
paved surfaces and circular features were found. The foundations of the 
structures range from 50 to 100 em in width and are generally made of 
two rows of boulders with smaller stones between them. Some of the walls 
are built of stones set vertically in the clay, but in most cases the stones are laid 
horizontally. A few squares were excavated inside structures 13 and 9, to a 
depth of 60 em. Three courses of stones were exposed in the clay, in addition 
to the two courses above its surface. 
Workshop (feature 35A). Three dense concentrations of flint were noted on 
the surface, some 80 em apart. Eight square meters were excavated in this 
area in 1 0-cm spits. A large quantity of flint artifacts was collected, and as the 
excavation proceeded it became clear that the three concentrations were in 
fact only one, some 30 em thick and 2.5 sq m in area. 
Well Structure (no. 11). On the surface, a cylindrical installation (diameter, c. 
1.5 m) with walls built of undressed stones was found. Four courses survive 
above the clay surface and others descend for several meters into the clay. 
Excavation of the structure revealed that the part above the clay surface 
contained small pebbles and seashells. Immediately beneath the surface, the 
sediment inside the structure consisted of soft clay mixed with organic ma
terial. It contained hundreds of thermally fractured limestone pebbles, an
imal bones, stone and bone tools, waterlogged and carbonized plant re
mains, and a few fragments of human bone. Excavations were extended 
to a depth of 5 m below the sea floor. Of this, the lowermost 1.5 m are 
set into the kurkar bedrock. The fact that the bottom of the well is at present 
about 16m under the sea indicates that sea level must have been at least 16m 
lower when the well was used. 

Among the structures, no. 15 is exceptional. It consists of a wall made of 
baked clay bricks that is 20m long, 120 em thick, and preserved to a height of 
80 em. Its position, parallel to and near the ancient bed ofNal_lal Oren, may 
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General plan of the submerged Neolithic site. 
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indicate that it was built to protect the village from river flooding during the 
winter months~a function suggested by 0. Bar-Yoseffor a wall at Jericho. 

A number of circular pits (diameter, 1-2m), built of large (15-30 em) 
stones, was discovered at the site. These may have been used as storage pits or 
water holes. Smaller circular features are characterized by the smaller stones 
(5-10 em) that were used to construct them. The function of these structures 
is not yet clear. A 5-sq-m platform made of semiconvex baked clay bricks, 
that covers a dense layer of unidentified ancient plant fiber (probably flax), 
was found a few meters southeast of structure 10. 

Many hearths (diameter, 50-140 em) were discovered around or inside the 
structures. They are generally built of small stones in a circular pattern and 
contain bones, charcoal, baked clay bricks, and, sometimes, a brittle white 
plaster. A large concentration of domesticated emmer wheat grains and 
hundreds of fish bones were found near structure 10. 

Five carbon-14 dates were obtained for the site, taken from a number of 
locations: 

8000 ± 90 BP (Pta 3950) 
8140 ± 120 BP (RT 707) 
7670 ± 85 BP (RT 944A) 
7610 ± 90 BP (RT 944C) 
7550 ± 80 BP (Pitt 0622) 

charcoal (branch) 
charcoal (branch) 
charcoal (wheat) 
charcoal (branches) 
charcoal (wheat) 

(near structure 13) 
(near structure 13) 
(near structure 10) 
(near structure 10) 
(near structure 10) 

The Maritime 'Atlit lithic assemblage includes components of different 
kinds: surface collections made during survey work (tools only); excavated 
material from the well (tools only); and random samples from a dense con
centration of flint (feature 35A, waste and tools). 

Several kinds of flint were used for knapping, all originating in the nearby 
Mount Carmel region, some 4 km (2.5 mi.) to the east. The sample from the 
feature 35A assemblage consists of8, 7 55 artifacts and is dominated by flakes 
(flake to blade ratio, 1 :77). About half of the twenty-five cores are bipolar and 
the rest are uniplatformed or broken. The ratio of core to core-trimming 
elements is almost 1:4. Core-preparation debitage (ridge-blades) dominates 
the latter group, while core-rejuvenation elements (core tablets) are scarce 
(ridge-blade to core-tablet ratio, c. 1 :3). Altogether, 155 tools were studied, 
of which over half were collected on the surface of the site. Overall, there is a 
conspicuous dominance of arrowheads and spearheads (47 of 149), sickle 
blades (31), and bifaces (21). Notched pieces and denticulates appear in small 
quantities and scrapers and burins are almost absent; however, there are 
some bifacially flaked knives and strangled blades. Byblos and' Amuq points 
are dominant and include subtypes characteristic of post-Pre-Pottery Neo
lithic assemblages. The sickle blades are very similar but include no typical 
Pre-Pottery Neolithic finely denticulated examples. Most of the blades are 
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deeply denticulated and exhibit fiat bifacial retouch; some are truncated. 
An early sixth-millennium date for this assemblage may be concluded 

based on the arrowheads dominated by 'Amuq points and some Byblos 
points, which appear as well. The bone tools found include spatula frag
ments, blade handles, fragmented points, a needle with a drilled eye, and 
awls. Stone utensils include bowls in various shapes-among them deep and 
fiat bowls made of carefully worked hard limestone and large, crudely 
worked sandstone bowls. In addition, there were a few grinding stones 
and stones with biconical holes pierced in the center. The latter may have 
been used as sinkers for fishing nets. 

The ornamental objects found include two decorated bones with the 
engraved heads of unidentified animals; a small, fiat, trapezoidal stone plate 
adorned with four sets of parallel grooves; broken stone bracelets; a conical 
anvil stone with parallel grooves; a broken stone figurine; two stone pebbles 
with an incised grid of scratches; a quartz figurine or pendant; and a lime
stone phallus. 

Fifteen human skeletons have been discovered at the site, providing in
sight into some aspects oflife in a Neolithic coastal village. The burials are 
located close to or within dwellings-the latter was a common practice in the 
Pre-Pottery Neolithic period. Most of the skeletons were found in single 
graves with the skulls intact. In one case, however, the burial of an adult and a 
child was situated near the dwellings. Some of the skeletons were in primary 
burial, always in a flexed position; other burials consisted of concentrations 
of disarticulated bones that probably represent secondary burials. The ske
letons were in varying states of preservation from almost complete and intact 
to only a few bone fragments . 

The skeletal remains indicate that the villagers' health was quite poor. All 
individuals show various degrees of dental hypoplasia, one had signs of 
spondylolysis, and another probably suffered from congenital kyphosis. 
Severe dental attrition, probably caused by the processing of ropes or lea
ther straps, is also evident. 

The Maritime 'Atlit village was situated in a very favorable location with a 
number of vital resources in its vicinity. Coastal lagoons probably provided a 
suitable environment for fishing. Wheat could be grown on the fertile, 
drained swamp ground, and vegetation probably covered the kurkar ridge 
east of the village with suitable pasturage for animals. 

Because no pottery is present at Maritime 'Atlit, a Pre-Pottery Neolithic 
designation is appropriate. In a series of later sixth- to fifth-millennia sub
merged sites in the same area, pottery was found in abundance. A pre
Yarmukian date has been suggested for Maritime 'Atlit, considering the 
lithics, which are reinforced by the five radiocarbon dates on charcoal and 
seeds: four fall between 6050 and 5600 BCE and one a little earlier (6140 BCE, 

uncalibrated). 
Because there are only very few radiocarbon dates available for early 

pottery assemblages and the latest aceramic dates, such as those from Tell 
Ramad, are very late in the seventh and early sixth millennia, an early sixth
millennium date is assigned with confidence to the Maritime 'Atlit assem
blage. Note should betaken, too, oftherecentlyexcavated 'Ain Ghazal(q.v.) 
layer designated Pre-Pottery Neolithic C, which also presents a post-seventh 
millennium aceramic assemblage. Maritime 'Atlit may well represent an
other Pre-Pottery Neolithic C site. 

The large quantities of fish bones found at the site (mainly triggerfish) 
indicate that at least some of the Maritime 'Atlit inhabitants were fishermen. 
Because triggerfish are not found close to the shore, they could only have 
been exploited with appropriate offshore fishing technology. In addition to 
their fishing activities, the Maritime 'Atlit villagers engaged in intensive 
hunting and probably practiced some form of incipient domestication, a 

Structure II in the process of excavation. 
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Maritime 'At/it: flexed burial. 

phase preceding full domestication, which would include selective breeding. 
The faunal assemblage is dominated by goat ( 45 percent), followed by cattle 

(43 percent) and pigs (9 percent). Scanty remains of mountain gazelle (3 
percent) and deer (0.3 percent) were also identified. Pending the results 
of a detailed metrical analysis, the morphological evidence suggests that 
the goat and cattle remains at the site are those of wild species. These con
clusions should be viewed with caution, however, due to the relatively small 
sample sizes and the methodological difficulties in discriminating between 
wild and domestic animals. 

All previous evidence for Pre-Pottery Neolithic B wheat cultivation comes 
from inland sites (Jericho, 'Ain Ghazal). Maritime 'Atlit is the first site to 
supply substantial evidence for wheat cultivation by coastal inhabitants of 
the southern Levant. 

SUMMARY 
It can be generally concluded from the evidence that the subsistence base of 
the prehistoric inhabitants of Maritime 'Atlit was complex and included 
farming, incipient herding, hunting, and fishing. These probably enabled 
year-round occupation and optimal use oflocal resources. Concentrations 
of specific finds (fish bones, wheat, and flint artifacts) may reflect different 
activity areas within the site. The possible reasons for the abandonment of 
the site could have been the continuous changes in sea level and shoreline and 
the resultant contamination of freshwater wells with salt water. 
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'AVOT, I:IORVAT 
IDENTIFICATION 
I:Iorvat 'Avot, located at the head of Nal)al Avivim in Upper Galilee, oc
cupies a small round hill on the steep east bank of the ravine (map reference 
1933.2763). The hill, a limestone formation covered mostly by a basalt flow, 
apparently attracted ancient settlers because of a number of seasonal springs 
that drain into a small natural pool formed by the basalt on the south slope. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Two short seasons of excavations were carried out in 1980-1981 by E. Braun 
on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums, with the 
later participation ofS. Gibson. Work centered on the lower western slope of 
the terraced hill. The evidence of sporadic occupation in at least five periods 
uncovered in the excavations is summarized below. 
PERIOD 5: EARLY BRONZE AGE I OR II. Remains from the end of the 
Early Bronze Age I or the beginning ofthe Early Bronze Age II represent the 
earliest ccupation of the site. They include ceramic vessels and flint sickle 

Terrace 
wall 

~~---

~· 

blades that were found in associa
tion with a curvilinear wall seg
ment. 
PERIOD 4: MIDDLE BRONZE 
AGE II. Evidence of human activ
ity on the terrace in the Middle 
Bronze Age II is limited to an in
fant jar burial and what appears 
to have been a pit grave. The latter 
was partly uncovered in a shallow 
pro be beneath a floor from period 3. 
It is unclear whether the Middle 
Bronze Age II graves represent a 
sedentary occupation at I:Iorvat 
'Avot or merely its use as a ceme
tery. 

/forvat 'Avot: schematic plan of the buildings on the western terrace, Iron I. Collared-rim pithos. 
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lforvat 'Avot: western terrace with Iron I buildings, built into the hillside. Pithos with wide neck and truncated base, 
decorated with wavy lines. 

PERIOD 3: IRON AGE I. Substantial structural remains from the Iron Age I 
were encountered over the entire western slope, in several closely superim- PERIOD 2: PERSIAN PERIOD. Remains of a massive building from the 
posed building strata. Additional occupation phases in the relatively shallow Persian period were found on the ruins of an Iron Age I dwelling. Two 
deposits account for the confusing stratigraphy. One of the best-preserved mortaria with high ring bases and fragments of several storage jars, similar 
structures, a small rectangular room with stone walls (70-80 em thick) is to materialfrom stratum II at Razor, were found on the floor of the building. 
preserved to a maximum height of 1.1 m. Built into the hillside, its four Theabandonmentofthisstructuremarkstheendofsedentaryoccupationon 
unbroken walls form a kind of cellar, entered from above. Several enor- the western slope. 
mous, almost complete pithoi were distributed in the fill in such a way PERIOD 1: MAMELUKE PERIOD ONWARD. Terracing walls, field divi
that they must have tumbled down from an upper story. This building ders, animal pens, and large dumps of field stones (field clearance?) from the 
appears to have been part of a ring of similar structures that, end to thirteenth century to the present cover parts of the hill's western slope and 
end, create a peripheral wall around the occupied portion of the terrace. summit. A number ofBedouin-style burials, intrusive in the early strata in the 

Large quantities of pottery were found in situ on the floors of these struc- form of stone-lined trough graves containing single extended burials, with
tures. Typical is one type of pithos with a wide neck, a stump base, and a out grave goods, were also found. These different aspects of human activity 
raised, wavy-line decoration virtually unknown south of the Upper Gali- on the terrace suggest a nonsedentary, perhaps seasonal, and certainly spora
lee-althoughithasalso beenfoundinlronAgellevelsatMountAdir, Sasa, die occupation and use of the site's resources. The fragments of glazed 
Tel Dan, and Tyre. The distribution of these distinctive and highly stylized pottery, usually found close to the surface, suggest a date beginning no 
vessels at contemporary sites may reflect some form of ethnic population earlier than the thirteenth century CE. 

distribution, although the evidence for this is still too sparse to form a 
hypothesis. Another type of pithos was found that is well known from E. Braun, IEJ 31 (1981), 107-108; id., PEQ 121 (1989), 1-43. 

Razor XII and other Iron Age I sites in Israel. It is sometimes referred 
to as a Galilean version of the collared-rim jar. ELIOT BRAUN 

AZEKAH 
SITE AND IDENTIFICATION 
Tell Zakariya (Azekah) stands on a high hill at the northern end of a ridge 
about 9 km(5.5 mi.)northeastofBeth Guvrin, in the Judean Shephelah (map 
reference 143.123). The mound is some 400 m above sea level and 117m 
above the Vale of Elah, which skirts the hill on the north and east. The 
western slope is also quite steep, but to the south it is linked to the ridge 
by a mountain saddle. The mound is fiat-topped, and only its southeastern 
section rises approximately 6 m above the level of the ridge. The top of the 
mound is triangular and attains the sizable proportions of 330 by 170 m. 

In the middle of the nineteenth century, J. Schwartz identified Tell Za
kariya as the site of Azekah on the basis of written sources. F. J. Bliss, who 
excavated the site, could not decide whether it should be identified as Azekah 
or as Socoh, because both towns, as well as the Vale of Elah, figure in the 
David and Goliath narrative (1 Sam. 17). Bliss advanced the view that the 
name had been transferred at a later date from Azekah to Khirbet Shuwei
keh, some 6 km (3.5 mi.) farther south in the Vale ofElah, whereas biblical 
Socoh might conceivably be in the area ofT ell Zakariya. However, since the 
discovery of a large Israelite site at Khirbet 'Abad (adjacent to Khirbet 
Shuweikeh), Tell Zakariya has become generally accepted as the site of 
the town of Azekah. 

HISTORY 
Azekah is first mentioned in the story of the flight of the five Amorite kings 
whom Joshua defeated at Gibeon and "smote them as far as Azekah" (Jos. 
10: 10-11). DuringDavid'sencounterwith Goliath, the Philistines camped in 
the Vale ofElah between Socoh and Azekah. The town lay within the con
fines of the northern Shephelah district of Judah (Jos. 15:35). Rehoboam 
(922 to 915 BCE) fortified Azekah and included it within the defensive system 
constructed after the division of the United Monarchy (2 Chr. 11:9). 

An Assyrian inscription now in the British Museum mentions Azekah in 
connection with a military campaign in Palestine. H. Tadmormaintains that 
the inscription refers to Sargon II's expedition in 712 BCE against Iamani, 
ruler of Ashdod. The inscription reads, inter alia: "In the city of Azaqa (a-za
ka-a) his stronghold, which is situated in the mid[st of the mountains ... ] 
located on a mountain ridge like a pointed dagger[ ... ] [it was made like an 
eagle's] nest and rivaled the highest mountains and was inac[cessible ... ] [ ... 
even for siege ra]mps and for approaching with battering rams, it was [too] 
strong .... " 

Still later, Azekah and Lachish are mentioned as the last fortresses in 
Judah to withstand the Babylonian onslaught (Jer. 34:7). A similar item 
of information appears in one of the Lachish letters (no. 4): "He would 
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Plan of the mound and fortress. 

1. Entrance to the lower city; 
2. Entrance to the acropolis; 
3. Fortress; 4. Cistern; 
5. 6. 

know that for the signal stations ofLachish we are watching, according to all 
the signs which my lord gives because we do not see (the signals of) Azekah." 
The town was conquered by Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon, apparently in 588 
BCE, a short while before the fall of Jerusalem. 

With the return from exile, several families from the tribe of Judah re
settled in Azekah (Neh. 11 :30). Sources from the period following the de
struction of tlie Second Temple indicate that Azekah was still in existence. 
Eusebius located Azekah between Eleutheropolis (Beth Guvrin) and Jer
usalem (Onom. 18:10), a possible reference to Khirbet al-'Almi, east of Tell 
Zakariya. The Medeba map, however, which dates to the second half of the 
sixth century CE, calls the area BE0ZAXAP, or Beth Zachariya, the present
day Kefar Zekharya, which has given its name to the mound. On the map 
near the indication of the village, a large church is depicted with a portico and 
three apertures on the upper section of its facade. Behind the facade a 
semicircular court is represented, also encompassed by a stoa. Above the 
drawing is the inscription, "The monument of Saint Zacharias." The ele
gance of the structure led M. A vi-Y onah to conclude that it was both new and 
famous at the time the map was executed. In his view, the court of the church 
was believed to contain the prophet's tomb, which, in accordance with the 
usual practice, was separated from the adjoining church. In the Byzantine 
period the Christians may have confused the prophet Zechariah with the 
father of John the Baptist, hence the splendid shrine dedicated to him. The 
structure is first mentioned by Antoninus of Placentia in 570 CE. 

EXCAVATIONS 
TellZakariya was excavated in thecourseofthree seasons in 1898-1899 (with 
a total working period of four months), under the auspices of the Palestine 
Exploration Fund. The work was carried out under the direction of F. J. 
Bliss, assisted by R. A. S. Macalister. The expedition originally intended to 
excavate mainly at Tel Z:afit (Tell e~-Safi). However, because the license 
granted by the Ottoman authorities permitted them to excavate an area 
of 10 km square, the expedition also excavated the nearby mounds of Tell 
Zakari ya and Tell Sandal).anna (Mareshah and Tell J udeideh). Tell Zakariya 
was the first to be excavated. 

The results of the excavations of these sites were published in a compre
hensive report in 1902. Bliss described the excavation, and the summary of 
the finds was compiled by Bliss and Macalister. 

Work was undertaken in four sections of the mound: 
1. At the southwestern end of the mound, building foundations were 

examined that proved to be those of three towers (6-6.5 m long) built 
of rough stones bound with clay. There were no traces of a wall connecting 
the towers. This led the excavators to conclude that the towers constituted 
individual forts intended to protect this side of the mound, which was more 
susceptible to attack than the other sides. Although rubble walls were found 
in the vicinity of the towers, the excavators thought they were retaining walls 
built to buttress the foundations of the towers, which were close to the sheer 
slope of the mound. Preceding the towers were a chamber and a flight of stairs 
leading to it. On the basis of the depth of the foundations and some ceramic 
finds, the towers were assigned to the Roman-Byzantine period. 

2. Uncovered on the elevated southeastern section of the mound was a 
rectangular fortress-a shape that may have been determined by topograph
ic conditions-with towers at each corner. Additional towers stood at the 

middle of the western and northern walls, and perhaps the eastern wall as 
well. The fortress gate was not discovered, although several doorways inside 
the towers were found. The entrance levels varied in height, and it thus seems 
that the fortress interior was not of equal height throughout. The founda
tions of the fortress and tower walls rested on bedrock. The parts beneath 
ground level were built of rubble or fiat stones bound with a mortar made of 
clay and gravel and set at uneven levels. Above ground level the walls were of 
ashlar, with marginal dressing, laid in straight courses. The rear of each tower 
was attached to the fortress wall without forming an integral part of it (except 
in one instance). Although the builders intended to construct towers of equal 
length, small discrepancies are noticeable (9.15-10.75 m); this is also true for 
the projections ( 4. 7 5-5.45 m). The walls were of rough stone, although ashlar 
was used for the corners. The thickness of the walls was 1.9 to 2.5 m. Bliss was 
of the opinion that the towers were a later addition to the fortress, whereas 
Macalister assumed that the fortress and towers had been constructed at the 
same time by different groups of masons. Both attribute the construction of 
the fortress to Rehoboam (2 Chr. 11:9). 

3. Half of the fortress area was excavated. Bedrock was reached at a depth 
of approximately 6 m. The excavators were at a loss both to attribute the 
buildings and other remains to various periods, and to determine the exact 
number of periods. Although they distinguished four main occupation peri
ods, these are not certain. Period A is clearly defined by pottery of the type 
they called late pre-Israelite (see below), which was discovered in rock hol
lows. It was impossible to attribute the pottery to any of the structures. 
Among the objects found was a vessel containing assorted Egyptian jew
elry, including two scarabs, one with the name ofThutmose III and the other 
of Amenhotep II. Period B is a plastered floor slightly above bedrock, with 
handles containing lamelekh impressions with the two-winged scarab. In 
period C, which the excavators considered to be later than period B, another 
plastered floor was discovered that contained similarly stamped jar handles 
but with the four-winged scarab. Period D had several rock-hewn tombs the 
excavators assigned to the Roman period. In them were found Seleucid, 
Roman, and Byzantine sherds, as well as several graves close to surface 
level considered to be of Arab origin. 

4. A trial pit, approximately 30 by 20m, wasdugin thecenterofthemound, 
where bedrock was reached at no more than 4 m. The pottery consisted 
mainly of sherds from the "Late Pre-Israelite" and "Jewish" periods (fol
lowing the terminology used by the excavators). Because "Seleucid" pottery 
was extremely rare and no Roman-Byzantine sherds were uncovered, the 
excavators concluded that the mound was deserted in that period and only 
the fortress area was settled. Stone containers of various sizes, with stone 
paving between them, were found in the" Jewish" stratum and are believed to 
have been employed in oil production. The finds led the excavators to con
clude that the settlement had lasted, with short interruptions, from about 
1500 BCE until the Byzantine period. Generally speaking, the finds agree with 
the literary sources. 

W. F. Albright examined the pottery tables published in the excavation 
reports and suggested the following amended dates: 

Period Bliss-M acalister Albright 

"Early Pre-Israelite" C. ?-1500 BCE C. 3000- 1800 BCE 

"Late Pre-Israelite•• C. 1550-800 BCE 1800-1000 BCE 

"Jewish'' C. 800- 300 BCE 1000- 587 BCE 

"Seleucid" C. 300- 0 BCE 400-100 BCE 

Albright agreed with the excavators concerning the dating of the later 
periods. Today it is possible to introduce additional revisions in the chro
nology of the various structures on this site. The excavators, as stated, 
attributed the fortress to Rehoboam and dated the three towers at the south
western extremity of the mound to the Roman-Byzantine period. On the 
other hand, S. Y eivin assigned the construction of the fortress to the period of 
the Judges, and the towers, which in his opinion form part of the city wall, to 
Rehoboam. It was Rehoboam, he believed, who also had the fortress re
paired. Israelite fortresses of similar construction have since been found at 
Kadesh-Barnea, I:Iorvat 'Uza, and Arad (among others), although from a 
later date. Because the various types of lamelekh seal impressions can now be 
definitely assigned to the end of the eighth century BCE, it can be assumed that 
the fortress was erected at that time. 

Main publications: Bliss-Macalister, Excavations, passim. 
Other studies: F. J. Bliss, PEQ 31 (1899), 10-25, 89-111, 170-187; 32 (1900), 7-16; R. A. S. Macalister, 
ibid. 31 (1899), 25-36; 32 (1900), 39-53; D. C. Baramki, QDAP 4 (1934). 109-110; H. Tadmor, JCS 12 
(1958), 80-84; W. F. Albright, The Archaeology of Palestine, Harmondsworth 1960, 30-31; R. Noth, 
Biblica 41 (1960), 41-63. 
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AZOR 
IDENTIFICATION AND HISTORY 
Tel Azor is situated some 6 km (3. 5 mi.) southeast of Jaffa, on the main road 
from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem (map reference 131.159). The name of the site is 
preserved in the Arab village of Yazur. It should be identified with Azor 
mentioned in the Septuagint (J os. 19:45), where it appears among the cities of 
Dan, in place of Jehud in the Masoretic text. It is also mentioned in an 
Assyrian inscription relating Sennacherib's conquest of Azor, one of the 
cities of $idqa, king of Ashkelon. The mound itself, at whose summit the 
ruins of a Crusader fortress (Chateau des Plains) stand today, has not yet 
been excavated. However, a survey of the site revealed traces of settlement 
from the Chalcolithic period onward. 

THE CEMETERY 
The cemetery at Azor, which contains tombs from the Chalcolithic, Early 
Bronze I, Middle Bronze II, Late Bronze, and Iron ages, extends over a wide 
area of kurkar hills south and west of the mound. Its boundaries cannot be 

thoroughly examined because most of the cemetery is now underneath the 
buildings of modern I:Iolon's industrial area. The information gathered over 
the years about the cemetery was found both by chance and in salvage 
excavations. The excavations, conducted at the site following the construc
tion ofthe modern buildings, revealed an extensive cemetery whose rich finds 
indicate that it may have served more inhabitants than those of the small 
mound of Azor. Excavations were carried out by J. Perrot and M. Dothan (in 
the 1950s); Y. Shapira, R. Gophna, A. Druks, A. Ovadiah, and M. Broshi (in 
the 1960s); A. Ben-Tor, M. Broshi, 0. Negbi, and E. Ayalon (in the 1970s); 
and E. Ayalon and S. Fani (in the first half of the 1980s). There is still much 
information to be gained from the results of the various excavations, for only 
a small portion of the finds has been compiled in final reports. 
CHALCO LITHIC OSSUARY TOMBS. The hewn burial cave in which the 
ossuaries were found is located in the center of the modern settlement, 100m 
south of the highway, at the edge of a kurkar quarry. Excavations were 
carried out by J. Perrot following the caves's accidental discovery in 

1958. The cave was dug 4 minto the 
kurkar. The main, oval chamber (7 by 
11 m) is entered from the east through 
a vertical shaft and a short, inclined 
passage. When the cave was hewn, 
a pillar was left in its center to support 
the ceiling. In the northern and north
eastern walls seven ossuaries were 
found on a wide stone bench in front 
of three shallow niches. 

After the cave's initial period of use 
(levels 9-8), ossuary burials no longer 
appear (level 7). It was subsequently 
abandoned as a burial place. The cen
tral pillar was removed and the cave 
was used occasionally as a shelter 
(level7-4). The ceiling later collapsed 
(level3) along with surface rubble and 
sherds. The collapse created a depres
sion in the ground that became part of 
a semisubterranean dwelling (locus 
C). The pottery from this new use dif
fered from the pottery with the ossu
aries; it includes types well known 
from sites like Zeita, Gezer, and Lach
ish, usually ascribed to a transitional 
stage between the Chalco lithic period 
and the Early Bronze Age. The tomb 
itself can be dated to about 3500 BCE 

(Middle Chalcolithic). 
The Ossuaries. Some 120 intact and 
fragmentary ossuaries were found 

Chalcolithic ossuaries in situ. 

Chalcolithic ossuaries from Azor. 
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General view of burial cave 4, EB I. 

in the tomb. Although they differ from 
each other, their function was the 
same: they are chests made to accom
modate human bones in individual 
secondary burials. The average mea
surementsare0.57m by0.34mand0.5 
m high; a few were smaller. The open
ing is wide enough to insert a skull. 
When the burials here were not in os
suaries (level 7), the long bones were 
deposited on the floor in a bundle, 
with the skull on top. Remains of 
more than one individual in the same 
ossuary are exceptional. 

The Azor ossuaries are classified 
into three groups: rectangular stone 
vats; parallelepedic pottery chests, lo
cally made, whose clay was poorly 
fired; and dome-shaped ovoid jars 
open on the shoulder. The second 
group is by far the most important. 
It is subdivided according to the front 
of the chests, which are rectangular, 
trapezoidal, or ogival. The typical 
Azor ossuary has a rectangular front 
and cut-out sides. Most are decorated: 
with overall red or brown-red painted 
geometric or floral motifs (lines, trian
gles, latticework, palms); or with ap
plied protruding knobs, beaks, noses, or ibex horns; or with incised circles on 
the front. Some chests are zoomorphic; the presence of feet and the general 
modeling of the body recall an animal (sheep, dog, wild boar). Others were 
more like a small house with a gabled roof and walls pierced by rectangular 
windows; the door could be closed with a bolted lid. The dome of jar-shaped 
ossuaries is topped with a kind of mushroom that is sometimes associated 
with horns; a vizor rises above the opening, and the walls around the opening 
are decorated with painted motifs (lines, net). 

The funerary offerings were deposited on the floor of the cave, near the 
chests, never inside. They include bowls; chalices on high, fenestrated stands; 
some spherical small jars with a large neck and a flaring rim above a strainer; 
and models of a fusiform vessel ("churn") typical of the Beersheba culture 
pottery, some with a strainer. 

At the time of its discovery, the Azor tomb added considerably to what was 
known of burial practices in the Chalco lithic period in this country, much of 
it gleaned from cemeteries at Bene-Berak, Ma'abarot, and I:Iadera. Similar 
sites were subsequently discovered at Giv'atayim, Yavneh, Ben Shemen, and 
Palmai).im. Azor confirmed that the geographic center of distribution of 
tombs with ossuaries was probably the Coastal Plain, in the Tel Aviv-Jaffa 
area. This area extends to the foot of the Carmel Range, to Tell el-Far'ah 
(North) near Shechem, to Jerusalem and the Judean Desert, and, to the 
south, to Gaza and the Beersheba area (Shiqmim). 

The rock-cut tombs, the ossuaries, and the secondary burials were intro
duced to this country in the fourth millennium, at the same time and on the 
same cultural horizon as the so-called Ghassulian and Beersheba cultures. 

The link was particularly close between the culture of the Coastal Plain and 
that of the seminomadic agro-pastoralists of the northern Negev desert. 

JEAN PERROT 

TWO EARLY BRONZE AGE I BURIALS. Two burial caves, dug into the 
kurkar hill about 200m south of the highway, were excavated by A. Ben-Tor 
in 1971. 
Cave Plan and Stratigraphy. The two caves (1 and 4) are almost identical in 
plan. They were entered through hewn steps leading to the cave floor. Op
posite the entrance a column formed part of the rear wall of the cave. The 
column protruded about halfway inside the cave, giving it a kidneylike 
appearance. The floor area is about 20 sq m. In both caves three levels 
of use could be distinguished. Funerary offerings were found in all 
three, but human bones were found only in the lowest. Each level is sepa
rated from the next by an earth fill about 50 em thick. The Epipaleolithic flint 
implements found mixed in the earth are evidence that the fill and the ma
terial were brought to the caves from a nearby site especially for this purpose. 
Burial Types. Both burial caves contained the remains of some two hundred 
men, women, and children. The burials were clearly secondary. Not all the 
bones had been brought for burial; hence, the absence of complete skeletons. 
While there were definite indications of cremation in cave 1, no signs of this 
practice were discovered in the neighboring cave, 4. 

The ethnic majority of the bodies were categorized as Mediterranean. In 
both caves, however, some human remains were also ascribed to the African 

EB I pottery vessels. 



race-most likely from Egypt, in light of the finds. 
The Finds. Nearly three hundred pottery vessels 
dating to the Early Bronze Age I were found in 
the two caves. The majority of the vessels belonged 
to the group called Proto-Urban A by K. M. Ken
yon. Almost half ofthese vessels are painted red, and 
some are even burnished. Five vessels decorated 
with brown-red lines belong to Kenyon's Proto
Urban B type. More than half of the closed vessels 
were made by a technique typical of the period
building a vessel out of two pieces. 

The weapons included a limestone mace head, a 
copper spearhead, and two copper daggers. A met
allurgical examination revealed that the tools, or at 
least the metal from which they were made, were not 
local and probably originated in a region north of 
the country. 

The jewelry included more than one thousand 
beads of various local stones (such as limestone, 
crystal, and malachite), imported beads, and beads 
made of imported gems (such as carnelian, ame
thyst, chalcedony, and jasper), including two gold 
beads. Three silver earrings, probably imported or 
made of imported material, are also noteworthy. 

Special mention should be made of the Egyptian 
finds in the two caves. These include three pottery 
vessels, a large flint knife, part of the hoard of beads, 
and a shell from the Nile. The finding of human 
bones of African origin (apparently Egyptian) in 

EB I flint knife, 
Egyptian type. 

these caves indicates that the Egyptian objects already mentioned were 
probably not commercial imports but the personal property of the de
ceased. Egyptian finds are known from other Early Bronze Age caves ex
cavated in the area. These include mostly pottery vessels; especially note
worthy is a stone palette ascribed to the type most commonly produced in 
Egypt and the first of its kind to be found in Israel. The palette was found at 
Azor in a tomb excavated by Druks. Azor is the northernmost site in the 
country in which such an important Egyptian find of this period has been 
uncovered. On the basis of the contents, the two burial caves can be dated to 
the Early Bronze Age I. 

AMNON BEN-TOR 

THE BRONZE AND IRON AGE TOMBS. Excavations in the Bronze and 
Iron Age tombs atAzorwereconducted byM. Dothan in 1958 and 1960, on 
behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. Three areas 
were excavated, two (Band C) next to Perrot's excavations and the third (D) 
on a kurkar hill next to Tel Azor and east of the Tel Aviv-Jerusalem highway. 
Theareaofthehillis about0.75 a., anditstands 3.5mabove the surrounding 
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EB I copper swords and dagger. 

area. 
Area B. Above the ossuary tomb (see above) two occupational levels were 
uncovered. In the lower level, evidence was found of ties between the set
tlement and the Chalcolithic tomb. In the upper level, a round stone con
struction was uncovered that contained objects from the Late Chalcolithic 
period and from the transitional stage to the Early Bronze Age. 

Not far to the north of this cave, another burial cave was discovered, dug in 
the Middle Bronze Age II. In its floor was a burial pit containing pottery from 
this period. From the beginning of the Late Bronze Age down to the Iron Age 
I, the cave served for human and equine burials. Several layers ofhuman and 
equine skeletons were found, men and horses buried side by side. Although 
there was little pottery in the tombs, twenty-one scarabs were found. Except 

Egyptian pottery vessels, EB I. 
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Left to right: Philistine strainer jug, cylindrical bottle, and stirrup jar. 

for those at Tell el-'Ajjul, no other such burials of human beings and horses 
side by side have been discovered in the country. 
Area D. Area Dis the largest area excavated on the site. The earlier tombs on 
the cemetery hill are from the end of the Late Bronze Age, but due to their 
destruction during the Iron Age I, it was impossible to ascertain their nature. 
The pottery found in them was mostly Cypriot, including bilbils, knife-pared 
dipper juglets, and base-ring bowls. 

The majority of the tombs in the cemetery, forty-five of which were ex
cavated, date to the Iron Age I. From the beginning of that period down to 
the ninth century BCE, at least five methods of burial were practiced at Azor: 

I. Burials in pits dug into the ground. The bodies were laid on their backs in 
an east-west position, with the head to the east, facing south. Most of these 
burials are from the twelfth to eleventh centuries BCE. The accompanying 
pottery is mainly Philistine ware, including spiral-decorated bowls with 
horizontal handles attached to the wall and pyxidiform vessels. Found 
in addition to pottery, in one of the Philistine burials, were a bronze mir
ror, an iron bracelet, and a scarab from the Nineteenth or Twentieth Egyp
tian Dynasty depicting J:Iapi, the god of the Nile. 

2. Burials in large pottery jars joined at theirupperparts. On the basis of the 
jar type alone (no other finds were made in the tomb), this kind of burial is 
dated to the eleventh to tenth centuries BCE. 

3. Burials in brick coffins. The coffins are rectangular troughs constructed 

Philistine bottle and jugs. 

Philistine krater. 



Cremation burial, Iron I. 

of unfired bricks laid on their side and covered with larger bricks. The few 
vessels found within them belong to the late phase ofPhilistine ware (eleventh 
century BCE). The skulls from the type I and 3 burials are brachycephalic. 

4. Cremation. A square stone construction about one meter high was 
found around a large store jar. Inside the jar were the charred bones of 
one or two skeletons; above and beneath the jar were offerings, including 
metal and pottery objects. Similar jars were found in stratum X at Tell Qasile. 
On the basis of this and other finds, this type ofburialis assigned to the second 
half of the eleventh century BCE. It can be assumed that this method of burial 
was connected to the appearance of a new ethnic element. 

5. Communal burials. The tombs holding communal burials are sur
rounded by astonefence(c. 2 by 3 mand I mhigh). The bodies and offerings 
were placed in successive layers. These tombs evidently served for the burial 

Above and below: Philistine bowl (top and side views). 

Seal in the shape of 
a Negroid head, 
from the Iron II 
cemetery. 
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of several generations of the same family. The pottery typically consists of 
black and red juglets and Cypro-Phoenician ware of the white-painted, 
black-on-red, and bichrome types. Among the other finds were scarabs, 
conical seals, and an Egyptian amulet. This type of burial is from the tenth 
and ninth centuries BCE. 

In addition to the preceding types ofburials, there were many burials from 
the seventh and sixth centuries BCE on the hill that had been severely damaged 
by theM us lim cemetery at the summit. Among the Iron Age burials, a group 
oflsraelite burial jars has survived, one bearing the Phoenician inscription 
ls1my. 

Among the finds that could not be ascribed to a specific tomb were thick 
bowls with pinched rims, used in copper smelting. Another such find was a 
scaraboid in the shape of a Negroid head, bearing a prancing horse on its 
obverse and dating to the Twenty-sixth Egyptian Dynasty. 

MOSHE DOTHAN 
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BAB EDH-DHRA' 
IDENTIFICATION 
Bab edh-Dhra' is located on the Jordanian side of the Dead Sea, east of the 
Ghor el-Mazra'a and the Lisan peninsula at the southeastern end of the Dead 
Sea. It is situated about 240m below sea level. The site includes a walled town 
on the south bank of Wadi Kerak, extramural occupation in the Sahl edh
Dhra' to the south and east, and a large cemetery 500 m southwest of the 
town. The asphalt road from Kerak to Mazra 'a and Safi passes between the 
town and the cemetery. A modern settlement of four hundred townhouses 
south of the cemetery has been built for employees of the Arab Potash 
Company. 

The site ofBab edh-Dhra' has been discussed in connection with the "cities 
of the plain" (Gen. 13:10-13, 19:28-29) because of the traditional view that 
those cities were located at the southern end of the Dead Sea. W. F. Albright 
conjectured that Bab edh-Dhra' was a ceremonial site for the cities and that 
their ruins were probably located under the shallow waters of the southern 
basin of the Dead Sea. P. W. Lapp interpreted Bab edh-Dhra' as a cultic 
burial ground for the cities. The discovery of four other sites with Early 
Bronze Age cultural materials during a survey of the southern Ghor region 
in 1973 led W. E. Rast and R. T. Schaub to suggest a possible link to the 
biblical cities. W. C. Van Hattem carried this suggestion further by identify
ing Bab edh-Dhra' as Sodom. In an article that analyzes the tradition of 
Sodom, Rast has revised the suggestion that all the Ghor sites were histori
cally linked with the cities of the plain, arguing that the biblical tradition 
centered originally on a pair of cities, Sodom and Gomorrah. The two related 
Early Bronze Age towns of Bab edh-Dhra' and Numeira may thus have 
generated the popular biblical tradition. 

EXPWRATION 
Although extensive ruins in the Sal).l edh-Dhra' were noted by various nine
teenth-century explorers, such as F. de Saulcy, C. L. Irby, J. Mangles, and 
J. W. Lynch, the walled town area was 
not discovered until A. Mallon noted 
it during the 1924 survey of the Ghor 
by the American Schools of Oriental 
Research and the Pittsburgh-Xenia 
Seminary, under the direction of 
W. F. Albright and M. G. Kyle. In 
the published reports on the survey, 
Albright and Mallon included de
scriptions of what they termed an en
closure, several structures outside it, a 
series of supposed cairn tombs scat
tered over the plain, and seven fallen 
monoliths east of the town. 

In 1964, further attention was 
drawn to the site when it was realized 
that pottery that had glutted the an
tiquities markets since 1958 had its 
origin in the cemetery area of Bab 
edh-Dhra'. A sampling of this pot
tery was published by S. J. Saller. 

In addition to the 1973 Rast
Schaub survey mentioned above, 
there have been more recent explora
tions of the Sahl edh-Dhra' region. 
The area just south of the Bab edh
Dhra' cemetery was surveyed in 
1977, before the construction of the 

Bab edh-Dhra': aerial photograph of the 
settlement, looking north. The cemetery is 
located south and west of the road. 

Bab edh-Dhra': plan of the settlement and excavation areas. 

modern township site, by D. McCreery and V. Clark. McCreery published a 
report on the overall results of this survey, and Clark, in a later article, 
discussed the Chalco lithic tumuli. Farther to the east, on the banks of the 
Wadi edh-Dhra', a sounding at a Neolithic site was made by C. Bennett in 
1980. Extensive surveys of the region have also been conducted in connection 
with the 1975-1981 excavations. 



EXCAVATIONS 
LAPP'S CAMPAIGNS. The rediscovery in 1964 of the site's importance 
prompted a series of three excavations-two in 1965 and one in 
1967-sponsored by the American Schools of Oriental Research and direc
ted by P. W. Lapp. Two field seasons, in March and April 1965 and in 
February 1967, focused on various cemetery areas. The majority of the 
tombs and funerary buildings examined were located in cemetery A. Cem
etery B included a series of "tholoi" located on an east-west line along the 
modern road. Several tombs and a funerary building were excavated in 
cemetery C, on the western slopes of the cemetery area as it descends into 
the Ghor. Cemetery D contained only one tomb, approximately 500 m to the 
east of cemetery A. 

Soundings in the settlement area were conducted during the second field 
season, in the fall of1965. Seven fields were opened up, but four of them were 
very limited. The major fields (I and II on the east and IV on the west) were 
plotted in relation to the settlement's defense system. A major stone wall 
dating to the Early Bronze Age III was uncovered at the eastern and western 
ends of the town site. On the east end, an earlier mud-brick wall was exposed 
under the stone wall. The small probes within the settlement (fields III and V
VII) yielded only limited occupational data; however, on the basis of the 
debris indicating a settlement and the defensive walls, Lapp concluded that 
the site represented the ruins of a town, rather than a religious enclosure as 
proposed by Albright. 

In addition to the preliminary reports on the three seasons, Lapp pub
lished two papers interpreting the overall significance of the finds at Bab edh
Dhra'. One study linked the cemetery at Bab edh-Dhra' as a possible cer
emonial burial ground to the cities of the plain. A second traced the origins of 
the first Early Bronze Age settlers of the area to southern Russia and con
nected their migration to Bab edh-Dhra' with the Kurgan movement the
ories of M. Gimbutas. 
EXPEDITION TO THE DEAD SEA PLAIN (EDSP). After Lapp's untimely 
death in 1970, Rast and Schaub, both staff members of the 1967 expedition, 
took over the responsibility of publishing the finalreports of the excavations. 
Their research on Bab edh-Dhra' prompted a new survey of the southern 
Ghor in 1973. The discovery of four additional Early Bronze Age sites 
(Numeira, Safi, Feifeh, and Khanazir) by the survey led to the organization 
of a new expedition, co-directed by Rast and Schaub and devoted to ex
ploring the interrelationship of the sites. 

The expedition is sponsored by the American Schools of Oriental Re
search. Four field seasons at Bab edh-Dhra' (1975, 1977, 1979, and 
1981) and Numeira (1977, 1979, 1981, and 1983) have completed the first 
phase of the expedition. The Bab edh-Dhra' cemetery project is co-spon
sored by the Smithsonian Institution, with D. Ortner as coordinator. A 
second phase of the expedition, concentrating on the sites of Feifeh and 
Khanazir, began in 1989. 

The EDSP has continued Lapp's numbering system. At the town site, 
thirteen new fields have been investigated. Two were located along the 
defenses: field VIII on the line of the southern wall and field XIII on the 
exterior side of the western wall. The earlier field IV on the interior of the 
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western wall was also expanded. Four fields were plotted on the highest areas 
within the town: field XI in the northeast, fields XII and XVIII in the south
west, and field XVI along the northern ridge. The interior slopes of the town 
were examined in fields XIV, XV, XVII, and XIX. Excavation in field IX to 
the south of the town site and field X to the northeast focused on extramural 
occupation. Area F, which contained tombs and occupation, was situated 
west of the defensive line. 

A total of thirty-three shaft tombs and four funerary buildings-most of 
them in cemetery A-dating to the Early Bronze Age have been excavated 
during the expedition's four seasons. Among the tombs from other areas, one 
was excavated in cemetery B, three in cemetery C, and one in cemetery D. 
New areas of the cemetery that were explored were cemetery E, between 
cemeteries A and D, with a single surface burial; area F, west of the town, with 
four tombs; and cemetery G, between cemeteries A and C, with six tombs 
excavated. Two occupation areas were also discovered on the edge of the 
cemetery, designated areas H and J. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 

Settlement pattern 

Sherd scatter 
Seasonal pastoralism 
Village 

Enclosed settlement 

Walled town 

Open settlement 

Field evidence 

Potash site 
Fields H, J 
Fields F, J 
IV, XI~XIII 
XIV 
I, II, IV, XI, XII~XIV, 
XVII, F 
I, II, IV, XI~XIV, 
XVII, XIX, F 
IX, X, XVI 

Period 

Chalco lithic 
EB IA 
EB IB 

EB II 

EB III 

Late EB III~ 
EB IV 

Tomb types 

Tumuli 
Shaft tombs 
Shaft tombs 
Surface burials 
Round buildings 
Round and rectangular 
buildings 
Rectangular buildings 

Tombs with stone-lined 
shafts 

GEOLOGY. The town site is situated on an alluvial fan surface consisting of 
sediments washed out from Wadi Kerak. A major border fault lies just to the 
east of the site and extends north along the shore of the Dead Sea. Geological 
investigation has concluded that during the Early Bronze Age the floor of 
Wadi Kerak was at least 20m above its present level. Postoccupation down
cutting of the wadi has caused dramatic topographic change within the town. 
Two major tributary wadis removed large areas of the occupational levels in 
the center of the town. The upper levels of the natural stratigraphy, on which 
the town was built, include pre-Lisan gravel and sand, Lisan marl, and, in 
some of the higher areas, a fine-grained, cross-bedded sand with gravel 
interbeds at the top of the Lisan marl. 
PALEOLITHIC PERIOD. The earliest evidence of human utilization of the 
Bab edh-Dhra' area was discovered during the 1977 expedition's survey near 
the mouth of Wadi Kerak. Most of the light scatter of material appeared to 
date to the Middle Paleolithic, although there were representative Lower 
Paleolithic tools limited to solitary discards or found in secondary deposi
tion. 
NEOLITHIC PERIOD. Pre-pottery Neolithic is represented at a site at the 
eastern edge ofthe Sahl edh-Dhra', about 5 km (3 mi.) east ofBab edh-Dhra'. 

A series of occupation levels was ex
posed in the sides of a trench cut on the 
west bank of Wadi edh-Dhra', near a 
spring that today is the most abundant 
sourceofwaterin theedh-Dhra' area. 
CHALCOLITHIC PERIOD. Chalco
lithic remains were reported from the 
1977 survey of the potash company 
township site. Among the structures 
dated to the Chalcolithic period were 
several circular stone masses, below 
which were meager human remains 
indicating burials. Nearby were frag
mentary stone foundations of a build
ing. Most of the Chalco lithic material 
appeared to be concentrated in the 
northwestern area of the township 
site, just south of the Bab edh
Dhra' Early Bronze Age cemetery. 
EARLY BRONZE AGE lA. For the 
Early Bronze Age, the EDSP has con
tinued to use the terminology set forth 
by Lapp, with Early Bronze Age lA 
denoting the earliest and Early Bronze 
Age IV the latest phases represented. 

Burial chamber in an EB I shaft tomb. 
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The data for Early Bronze Age lA came predominantly from shaft-tomb 
burials. The Lapp excavations cleared twenty-eight shaft tombs with forty
eight chambers in cemetery A, containing pottery of the Early Bronze Age lA 
type. Six additional tombs with single chambers were located on the slopes of 
cemetery C. The EDSP has excavated twenty-two Early Bronze Age lA shaft 
tombs with sixty-three chambers in area A, and eight tombs in areas C, F, and 
G, with eleven chambers. 

The majority of shafts from the early phase are circular or elliptical in plan. 
Exceptions were three examples with rectangular shafts located in the same 
area of the cemetery. Chambers cut from a shaft varied from one to five. Of 
the fifty shafts excavated in cemetery A, twenty-four had a single chamber, 
five had two chambers, and twenty-one had three to five chambers. The 
chambers varied in shape from circular to square, with flat, slightly 
rounded, or domed roofs and with a diameter between 1.47 and 2.5 m and a 
height between 0.75 and 1.25 m. 

Within the chambers, burials usually consisted of a central bone pile with 
skulls arranged in a line to the left of the bone group, as seen from the 
doorway. The bones were usually disarticulated but partial articulation 
has been observed in several chambers excavated by the EDSP. Traces 
of matting were frequently found under the bone groups. Among the tomb 
objects handmade ceramic vessels dominated. The most frequent shapes 
were wide deep bowls, small deep bowls, large ledge-handled jars, medi
um-sized loop-handled jars, and loop-handled juglets. All of these basic 
shapes occurred in both fine and plain wares. The majority of vessels were 
fine ware with thin sides and a reddish-orange slip that was frequently 
burnished. Decoration, which occurred mostly on bowls and jars, was either 
punctate or a raised, slashed band. The plain ware pots had thick sides, a 
rough surface finish, and, infrequently, a slip. Punctate decoration, generally 
cruder in technique, was also found on these vessels. A few of the forms have 
close parallels in the Jericho Proto-Urban A tombs, but similar groups, 
especially with the distinctive ware and decoration, are not yet known out
side of the Bab edh-Dhra' area. Other objects included stone mace heads, 
shell bracelets, stone jars, beads, unfired clay figurines, and, on rare occa
sions, cloth and wooden objects. 

The only major deviation from the normal burial pattern appeared in a 
small group of tombs containing fully articulated burials. Lapp recorded 
three instances of articulated burials in the Early Bronze Age lA chambers, 
one of which also contained disarticulated burials. During the 1981 season of 
the EDSP, four chambers were found that contained evidence of articulated 
burials. It is clear, however, that some of the articulated burials were still 
secondary-that is, were moved to the tomb chamber from an earlier burial 
before the flesh had completely decayed. 

Cemetery Cis set apart not only by its location at the western edge of the 
cemetery, but by its different tomb types and distinctive pottery. The five 
early tombs excavated by Lapp in this area were located on a steep slope. 
Shallow shafts, some vertical and some cut at an angle, led to single cham
bers, most of which had a wall of stones blocking the opening. With one 
exception, the burials in cemetery C were all disarticulated. Pottery from the 
tombs in this area was predominantly 
different in shape and ware from the 
cemetery A types. Bowls are shallower 
and have a carinated profile; jars have 
taller necks and are generally smaller; 
and most of the pots are red-slipped 
and are frequently decorated with an 
applique of clay dots or a slashed band 
of clay. 

These differences are slight and do 
not challenge other data that clearly 
show that the cemetery A and C shaft 
tombs are at least partly contempo
rary. Typical cemetery A vessels have 
been found in cemetery C tombs and 
vice versa. Three of the cemetery C 
tombs excavated by Lapp had ceme
tery A pot types and three chambers 
excavated by the EDSP, two in cem
etery A and one in cemetery G, had 
cemetery C type vessels. The different 
structural features of the cemetery C 
tombs are best understood as adapta
tions to the slope. One of the cemetery 
C tombs excavated by the EDSP on a 
flat area above the slope had a deep 
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shaft, two chambers, and door openings with blocking similar to the cem
etery A shaft tombs. 

Only eight Early Bronze Age lA chambers were excavated in cemeteries G 
and F, but they offered critical sequential dating evidence. In cemetery G, 
located between cemeteries A and C, two Early Bronze Age lA shaft tombs 
were cleared. One of these (tomb G-5), with two chambers, was located 
directly below an Early Bronze Age IB round funerary building. In area 
F, located slightly to the west of the town site, Early Bronze Age IB habita
tionallevels were found above several collapsed Early Bronze Age lA tomb 
chambers. 

The slight evidence for Early Bronze Age lA occupation is restricted to the 
outer limits of the cemetery area and is best interpreted as seasonal or 
temporary. Lapp reported campsite data from an excavation in the eastern 
area of the cemetery. The 1977 survey of the potash company township site 
south of the cemetery recorded some surface concentrations of Early Bronze 
Age lA pottery. Area H, excavated by the EDSP in 1977 on the high northern 
edge of the cemetery, yielded a midden deposit with heavy accumulations of 
bone and Early Bronze Age lA domestic pottery. During the 1979 season, 
occupation levels with heavy ash layers and Early Bronze Age I domestic 
pottery were observed in the sides of a trench dug to lay a water pipe along the 
modern road on the northern edge of the cemetery area. Excavations there 
(area J) during the 1981 season revealed two habitation levels, both with 
structures with stone wall foundations. The later level is Early Bronze Age 
IB, but the earlier level may have been used in the latter part of the Early 
Bronze Age lA. 

Overall, the evidence of secondary burial patterns, mostly disarticulated 
but some with partial articulation, in the Early Bronze Age lA tombs; the 
consistent basal Early Bronze Age IB occupation in the town; and the lack of 
permanentEarlyBronzeAgeiAhabitationalevidenceleadtotheconclusion 
that during the Early Bronze Age lAthe utilization pattern of the region was 
temporary. It seems likely that there were periodic returns by a pastoral 
group to rebury its dead in a traditional burial ground. The occasional 
articulated burials may be associated with deaths that occurred during these 
visits, or may belong to the end of this period, as a more permanent occupa
tion began to be established. 
EARLY BRONZE AGE lB. Early Bronze Age IB cultural materials and 
occupational levels, some with remnants of stone and brick structures, were 
found at the lowest levels above bed gravel and marl in widely scattered areas 
ofthe site, witnesses to the establishment of village life. The Lapp excavations 
recorded Early Bronze Age IB pottery loci at the lowest levels (below the later 
mud-brick defensive line) in field II. In fields IV, VIII, and XIV, similar loci 
were recorded by the EDSP but were not associated with surfaces or struc
tures. Field XII contained portions of two buildings with mud-brick walls, 
habitational surfaces, and a cobbled hearth. Remnants of mud-brick struc
tures associated with occupational layers and ash accumulation were also 
found in areas XI, XIII, and F. In area J, on the northern edge of the 
cemetery, a building with foundation walls seven courses high made of 
small boulders was uncovered. Mud bricks, plaster remnants, and roof 



debris indicated a substantial building in this area. 
Bab edh-Dhra' is thus part of the pattern of emerging villages that devel

oped throughout Palestine during the Early Bronze Age lB. Because the 
cultural material of these villages suggests vestiges of the area's earlier in
digenous Chalco lithic populations, the available data seem to favor a theory 
of local rather than foreign origin for this phase of the Early Bronze Age 
culture in Palestine. 

The Early Bronze Age IB tombs show some continuity with Early Bronze 
Age lA types but also display innovation. Four shaft-tomb chambers, two 
surface burials, and two round mud-brick funerary buildings containing the 
distinctive painted line decoration of the Early Bronze Age IB have been 
excavated by Lapp and the EDSP. Three of the shaft tombs had single 
chambers with disarticulated burials. The fourth shaft-tomb chamber 
(A lOON), containing articulated and disarticulated burials, apparently 
reused an Early Bronze Age lA chamber after the earlier bone group and 
objects were cleared out. Two surface burials with Early Bronze Age IB 
pottery were located directly over the shafts of the Early Bronze Age lA 
tombs. The two round burial houses represent the most distinctive shift in 
burial pattern. Both houses were similar in size (3.5-3.7 min diameter), with 
entryways flanked by orthostats and lintel stones and a threshold with a step 
down to the floor of the chamber. The latest burials in one house were 
articulated; this was probably the practice in both houses, as earlier burials 
were moved aside after the flesh had decayed. One of the houses also revealed 
extensive burning, and three of the crania in it had head wounds inflicted by a 
sharp weapon. These features, along with the consistent, extensive, and thick 
ash-layered areas associated with the Early Bronze Age IB occupational 
levels, raise the possibility of a violent end to the Early Bronze Age IB 
occupation. 
EARLYBRONZEAGEIC.AsuddenterminationoftheEarlyBronzeAgeiB 
phase may be seen as supporting the positions of Lapp and J. A. Callaway, 
both of whom argued for a foreign imposition of the Early Bronze urban 
culture, beginning with Early Bronze Age IC. On the other hand, the evi
dence for cultural continuity between the Early Bronze Age IB and II, 
including the burial practices and artifact typologies, is compelling. The 
EDSP has found no solid evidence for an Early Bronze Age IC phase at 
Bab edh-Dhra'. 
EARLY BRONZE AGE II. The first clear signs of an emerging urban culture 
appear in the Early Bronze Age II. Enclosure walls defining the town area are 
built and large buildings are constructed on the high areas of the town site. 
Substantial development along with population growth clearly characterize 
this phase. 

The topography of the town site area, erosional factors, and the massive 
presence of the Early Bronze Age III stone wall have contributed to the 
difficulty of tracing the full extent of the Early Bronze Age II town 
wall. Two east-west natural ridges approximately 100m apart border the 
town site area on the north and south. During the Early Bronze Age II, the 
low valley area on the east between these ridges was closed off with a sub
stantial mud-brick wall. Major segments of this wall (wall B), 2.5 m wide, 
constructed on basal gravel and preserved nineteen courses high in places, 
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were exposed by the Lapp excavations in fields I and II. Wall B was under
neath the later and larger stone wall (wall A) of the Early Bronze Age III, 
which followed the same line. A separate mud-brick structure at least 5 by 5 
m, located to the east and possibly connected to wall B, may have been a gate 
tower associated with the wall. Excavations by the EDSP along the southern 
and western defensive lines and on the northern ridge have uncovered no 
other traces of a defensive wall datable to the Early Bronze Age II. The deep 
erosional cuts through the northern ridge and the steepness of the slope 
above Wadi Kerak in this area are probably responsible for the lack of 
any defensive wall traces in the central portion of the northern side of the 
site. On the south, in field VIII, the Early Bronze Age III stone wall was built 
on the ridge directly on the natural marl. On the west, in field IV, the founda
tions of the Early Bronze Age III wall were cut into Early Bronze Age II 
debris layers. Two walls of an Early Bronze Age II mud-brick building and a 
courtyard were recorded; one of the walls runs directly under the later Early 
Bronze Age III stone wall, but no signs of an Early Bronze Age II defensive 
wall appeared. West of the Early Bronze Age III town wall, in field XIII, 
another Early Bronze Age II mud-brick wall one course wide ran perpen
dicular to and below the Early Bronze Age III town wall. It is possible that the 
subsequent construction of the Early Bronze Age III wall on the west re
moved all traces of the mud-brick wall. In this case, it is possible to surmise 
that the Early Bronze Age II town would have utilized the natural ridges on 
the north and south as defensive lines and closed off the low areas on the east 
and west with walls. A second possibility is that the entire area was enclosed 
and the subsequent construction of the Early Bronze Age III wall obliterated 
the traces of this wall, except for the remaining segments at the eastern end. 

The two highest areas on the site, at the southwest and northeast, began to 
be utilized as public areas during the Early Bronze Age II. In the southwest, 
overlooking the Dead Sea, the construction of the first of two major sanc
tuary buildings uncovered in field XII occurred during this period. The 
foundation of this broadroom structure (12 by 6 m), was built of small 
to medium stones, plastered on their exterior surfaces. Five large wooden 
columns positioned on pedestals spaced along the center of the building 
supported its roof. On the northwest, overlooking Wadi Kerak at the high
est area of the site, the earliest phase of a large building excavated in field XI, 
with at least four rooms and several subphases of use, may belong to the latter 
part of the Early Bronze Age II. The size and location of the building, 
together with other features-such as the placement of benches along the 
walls of several rooms and the scarcity of domestic pottery-support the 
interpretation that it served as an administrative center. 

Toward the center of the town, domestic and industrial areas are asso
ciated with deep cultural debris, although some of the depth is due to filling to 
level off the steep slopes of the interior. The lowest levels reached in field 
XVII, 3m below the surface, revealed two well-built stone foundation walls 
of a late Early Bronze Age II structure bordering a courtyard area. The 
courtyard contained a deep clay-lined silo and the remnants of two wooden 
clay-lined vats. In a 7-m-deep trench in field XIV, four subphases were 
associated with Early Bronze Age II materials. A series of mud-brick 
walls, one preserved ten courses high, were built directly on marl sur-

faces. At the beginning of the Early 
Bronze Age II, a major leveling of 
this area took place that was represen
ted by 1.5 m of fill sealing the Early 
Bronze Age IB levels. 

In the cemetery, the earliest part of 
the Early Bronze Age II revealed a 
continuation of the burial practices 
of the Early Bronze Age lB. A large 
circular chamber entered through a 
slab-lined doorway (tomb A4) con
tained early phase II vessels. Also, 
a round mud-brick funerary building 
with walls sloping inward in a beehive 
shape (tomb A56) included two layers 
of Early Bronze Age II burials with 
evidence that primary burial was the 
normal pattern. A third funerary 
building with predominantly Early 
Bronze Age II forms had straight 
walls with rounded end walls (tomb 
A42). Because at least four of the 
large rectangular funerary buildings 
utilized throughout the Early Bronze 

Field XIX: EB III retaining walls. 
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EB Ill funerary building. 

Age III also contained Early Bronze 
Age II pottery types, it seems probable 
that these buildings must already have 
been built in the Early Bronze Age II 
phase. 
EARLY BRONZE AGE III. The town 
reached its greatest development in 
the Early Bronze Age III. A 7 -m-wide 
continuous wall with stone founda
tions and a mud-brick superstructure 
was constructed around the western, 
southern, and eastern sides of the site. 
On the east and south, the footing of 
the wall was placed on steps cut into 
the natural marl; in general, the de
fense system followed the natural con
tours of the site. Traces of the same 
wall along the northern side have 
been found only at the northeast and 
northwest ends, and the disappear
ance of the wall across most of the 
north appears to have been caused 
by the severe erosion described pre
viously. The defensive wall was built 
in sections with transverse faces be
tween 7- to 15-m intervals, a possible earthquake-protection device. Flat 
conglomerate stone, cut from a local quarry, was used as a bedding layer for 
the mud-brick superstructure. The major gate on the west provided direct 
access to what appears to have been a plaza dominated by the higher sanc
tuary area to the south. Wooden beams along the southern face of the gate 
suggest that the gateway proper had a wooden door. In a later phase, during 
the Early Bronze Age III, the gateway was blocked with a secondary wall 
made up of smaller stones, including discarded mortars. 

Atthe beginning of the Early Bronze Age III, a new sanctuary building was 
constructed (field XII) on the foundations of the earlier one, with only slight 
differences in the orientation of the eastern and western walls. The interior 
plan, however, differed from the earlier structure. A floor made of brick and 
marl covered the southern half of the building, while an elevated flagstone 
floor on the northern half was approached by a mud-brick stairway. The 
doorway to the later building was in the broad wall on the west. To the west of 
the building a courtyard area, paved with mud brick and plaster, included a 
semicircular stone altar. Objects found in the court or inside the building 
included a wooden post with an inlaid design, a cylinder seal impression with 
a possible cultic motif showing a line of figures behind a wall, and several fan 
scrapers. Wear analysis of the edges of the fan scrapers suggested that they 
were probably used to butcher animals. 

In the interior of the town, three major phases have been identified, each of 
which involved fundamental rebuilding. In the earliest phase, retaining walls 
were built against the slopes of the town's interior, apparently to prevent 
erosion. Buttress and terrace walls also were constructed to level off new 
areas for buildings. Most of the walls during this phase were built of mud 
brick without stone foundations. In field XIV, several walls were leaning at 
almost a 45-degree angle, a tilt that may have been caused by an earthquake. 
The middle phase displayed rebuilding following a similar orientation, but in 
this phase the structures often had stone foundations. Remains of the latest 
phase suffered the most deterioration, but they suggest a pattern of poorly 
made mud-brick and stone structures toward the end ofthe Early Bronze Age 
III. 

In field XI, the major building begun during the latter part of the Early 
Bronze Age II continued in use throughout several phases of the Early 
Bronze Age III. The last use of this area involved a major rebuilding, with 
the construction of two flanking towers with massive stone and timber 
foundations, each tower being 4 m in width. A 3- to 4-m space between 
the towers most likely served as a passageway, and thus this structure has 
been interpreted as a gate. Erosion, however, made it impossible to determine 
a connection with the defensive system. The evidence in fields IV and XIII 
that the western gate was closed off in its latest phase supports the inter
pretation that the northeast tower functioned as the major gate to the city 
during the latter part of the Early Bronze Age Ill. 

Throughout most of the Early Bronze Age III, burials took place in 
rectangular mud-brick funerary buildings constructed in the eastern por
tion of cemetery A. Seven ofthese buildings were excavated by Lapp and two 
by the EDSP. Doorways were always in one of the long walls and were 
flanked by large orthostats. A threshold stone led to a single step down 

into the interior of the building. The smallest building was 2.8 by 4.8 m and 
the largest 7.5 by 15m. Three ofthe buildings were approximately 4.5 by 9 m, 
and three others were 5.5 by 11 m. Five of the buildings had cobblestone 
floors, while others had gravel or loose stones. 

Burials in the funerary buildings were primary; the earlier ones had been 
moved against the walls to make room for later burials. Pottery forms 
included a broad range of platter bowls, small saucers, lamps, pitchers, 
cups, jugs, and juglets, including miniature forms. A complete classification 
of the forms, including comparative volume studies and suggested typolo
gical sequences, appears in the final report ofthe Lapp expedition. It is clear 
from the range and the duplication of the types that many of the buildings 
were in use at the same time over a considerably long period. It thus seems 
likely that the buildings were associated with various social units within the 
town. Evidence for possible social stratification came from the largest build
ing, tomb A22, which contained several pieces of gold jewelry. Typical 
objects found in the funerary buildings included bronze knives, crescentic 
ax heads, slate palettes, wooden combs, a wide range of beads and shells used 
as jewelry, and numerous cloth examples, including finely woven linen. 

Four of these buildings had extensive burned areas, with remnants of 
burned roof beams and fragments of wattle-and-daub roofing. Although 
there were a few intrusive later burials associated with the late Early Bronze 
Age III and Early Bronze Age IV pottery, the destruction of the buildings 
coincides with the end of the main Early Bronze Age III occupation of the 
walled town. 

It is possible to estimate that dur
ing the Early Bronze Age III the 
walled town covered approximate
ly 9 a. Extramural population also 
extended to the eastern and western 
ends. Space in the town and its im
mediate environs would have been 
sufficient for a population of six 
hundred to one thousand individ
uals. Analysis of the water resour
ces and land available for farming 
during the Early Bronze Age led to 
the conclusion that they would have 
been more than ample to support a 
population of this size. The major 
food crop was probably barley, but 
flotation has yielded a wide assort
ment of crops, including einkorn, 
emmer and bread wheat, two-row 
and six-row barley, grapes, olives, 
figs, chickpeas, lentils, flax, pista-

EB II-III gold jewelry. 



chios, and almonds. The large size of the flax seeds suggests that irrigation 
was employed. Weaving tools found in the town site, and large amounts of 
linen cloth found in the burial houses, suggest a local textile industry. Among 
the faunal remains, sheep and goat predominate, but large mammal bones 
are also represented, including donkey and cow. A series of game stones with 
indentations gouged in the stone in a three-by-ten pattern may date to the 
Early Bronze Age III, although none have been found in a stratified context. 

Exchange in the local region is attested by ceramic objects from the Bab 
edh-Dhra' tombs which contained temper found only in the Numeira area. 
Among the cultural items that reflect foreign contact, several-such as slate 
palettes, combs, and possibly one or two cylinder seals-have their best 
parallels in Egypt; the majority-including architectural features, cylinder 
seal impressions, jewelry, some forms of pottery, and a carved hull's 
head-show Syrian, if not Mesopotamian, influence. Two metal daggers 
also appear to be Syrian in style. One of them is tin bronze and is thus one of 
the earliest true bronzes known from ancient Palestine. The other is of 
relatively pure unalloyed copper. All the other copper-based objects ana
lyzed have low levels of arsenic, which may have come from Anatolia but 
whose use was virtually universal in southwest Asia in the third millennium 
BCE. 

LATE EARLY BRONZE AGE III-EARLY BRONZE AGE IV SETTLE
MENT. Evidence for the latest use of the Bab edh-Dhra' site comes from 
the areas south and east of the town (fields IX and X), one area within the 
town (field XVI), andasmallnumber of tombs. Infield X, about 150meastof 
the town site, four phases were distinguished. The earliest included a rec
tangular mud-brick building with an associated courtyard. Many carbon
ized cereal remains were recovered from the oven areas in the courtyard. The 
pottery forms from this level represent a phase earlier than the typical rilled
rim bowls, "teapots," and jars usually associated with the Early Bronze Age 
IVA (designated the Middle Bronze Age I at other sites). The best parallels 
come from levels designated late Early Bronze Age III at other Palestinian 
sites. A thick layer of debris and a fill layer separated the first and second 
phases. The latter appears to have been limited to a brief time, with only one 
wall fragment surviving. The last two phases, with typical Early Bronze Age 
IV A pottery forms, had clear habitational surfaces but only fragmentary 
structural remains, including two long, parallel stone foundation walls. To 
the south of the town site, in field IX, only isolated oven areas represented the 
late Early Bronze Age III phase. A group of rectangular broadroom build
ings with stone wall foundations and occupational surfaces included Early 
Bronze Age IV A materials. 

On the northern ridge of the town area, overlooking Wadi Kerak, ex
cavations in field XVI revealed a similar succession oflate Early Bronze Age 
III and IV habitation. Early Bronze Age III usage included two terrace walls, 
one of stone and one of mud brick, and two storage pits cut into the natural 
soils. During the Early Bronze Age IV, the area was converted into what 
seems to have been a ceremonial precinct. In the first phase, several walls were 
constructed in connection with vertical and horizontal cuts made on the 
northern slope. The terraces created through this activity were then utilized 
through three successive rebuilding efforts in the area. The walls and door
ways of the various phases all had a smooth plaster facing. The latest phase 
included a large flat stone, possibly an altar, set on a stone foundation, a mud
brick pedestal column with a flat stone 
surface, and walls enclosing the altar 
area. The dozens of animal horns 
around this area, along with the 
unique architecture and an incense 
stand, indicate that it may have been 
the Early Bronze Age IV cultic center. 

In the cemetery, one shaft tomb 
dated to the late Early Bronze Age III 
and four with Early Bronze Age IV 
material have been excavated. The 
late Early Bronze Age III tomb 
(tomb Dl) had a stone-lined shaft 
whose back edge was perpendicular 
to the front edge of the stone founda
tions of a rectangular building above 
it. The building itself had no occupa
tional debris. The doorway at the bot
tom of the shaft led to two large cham
bers cut into the natural marl; a pas
sageway leads to both chambers. The 
walls had been plastered. One cham-

Field XVI: section of the ceremonial 
precinct(?), EB IV. 
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ber excavated in 1967 included several articulated skeletons with a small 
group of pots similar to the pottery associated with the latest levels of the 
funerary buildings. A few examples of the same type of pottery were also 
found in the latest Early Bronze Age III tombs at Jericho. The second 
chamber, disturbed after the 1967 season, was cleared in 1975. It yielded 
thirteen skeletons and a bronze dagger. 

Two Early Bronze Age IV tombs were excavated under Lapp's direction in 
cemetery A. Both had stone-lined shafts and single large chambers, with 
partially articulated burials and large groups of Early Bronze Age IV A 
pottery. Two chambers dated to the Early Bronze Age IV A were also ex
cavated by the present expedition in 1979. The chambers had been exposed 
by a recently constructed water trench that partially cut through both cham
bers and obliterated the evidence of a shaft. Some of the pottery published by 
Albright and J. L. Kelso also belongs to this horizon. 

Although interpretation of the latest Early Bronze Age occupation at Bab 
edh-Dhra' remains problematical, particularly with regard to the critical 
question of continuity in population with the Early Bronze Age III town 
dwellers, the settlement pattern of an open village seems clear. The EDSP's 
rather solid conclusion regarding the Early Bronze Age IV at Bab edh-Dhra' 
is that there was no occupation on the town site, except for the special area in 
field XVI-and that most of the occupation seems to have occurred a dis
tance from the town's ruins. 

The lack of evidence within the town site, of course, could be attributed to 
the millennia-long erosion that has taken place there. But there are well
defined areas that have not suffered from erosion, including some where 
aggradation is the pattern. Within the defense line at the western end of the 
town, a 4-m build-up of silt levels covers the latest Early Bronze Age III 
habitation and the collapse of the town wall. No Early Bronze Age IV 
occupation was found in this area. A similar build-up took place at the 
eastern end, and probes there did not uncover Early Bronze Age IV 
levels. In fields XI and XII, located on the highest areas of the town, no 
e-vidence of an Early Bronze Age IV habitation was found. Yet, in field XVI, 
the series of four Early Bronze Age IV levels associated with the sanctuary 
was uncovered in a well-preserved state. 

The positive evidence for the Early Bronze Age IV from fields IX and X 
outside the town area and from field XVI on the northern ridge supports the 
interpretation that the settlement pattern had reverted to open occupation. 
Substantial building remains, abundant carbonized cereal remains, and the 
articulated burials in the tombs suggest permanent occupation, although 
seasonal return by peoples still drawn by cultic and traditional ties to the 
area cannot be ruled out. It seems likely that the erosional forces that the 
Early Bronze Age III town dwellers were fighting against in the center of the 
town and the destruction of the town defenses made the town generally 
unsuitable for habitation by the Early Bronze Age IV occupants. 

Whether there was continuity in the populations of the Early Bronze Age 
IV and III is a more difficult question. Features common to both hori
zons-broadroom buildings, red-slipped pottery, and primary bur
ial-suggest continuity. However, some major changes in the ceramic ty
pology appear to pose problems for close continuity. The typical high-shoul
dered, narrow-necked, stump-based jars and juglets of the classical Early 
Bronze Age III disappear and are replaced in the Early Bronze Age IV by low-
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Bah edh-Dhra': battle ax of the "epsilon" type, EB Ill. 

profile, wide-mouth, broad-based jars and juglets. This change is deceptive. 
The narrow-necked vessels can be associated with trade during the urban 
phase. A comparative study of all of the basic tomb forms throughout the 

Early Bronze Age suggests that the "new" Early Bronze Age IV forms are 
similar to the basic forms of the Early Bronze Age IB and may reflect a return 
to a simpler life pattern following the breakup of the town and its trading 
networks. A series of calibrated carbon-14 dates from field X suggests a date 
of 2200 BCE for the latest Early Bronze Age IV A phases of occupation. 
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BANIAS 
IDENTIFICATION 
The ancient name ofBanias-spelled Panias, Paneas, Paneias in Greek and 
Latin-is the feminine form of the Greek adjective mivEtov, referring to the 
grotto of Pan (mivEtOV i'Xvtpov or anJiAcnov). This name denotes not only 
the town, but also the region and the Jordan sources flowing from the silt ( cf. 
Pliny NH V, 71, 74). Because the grotto and water sources can still be seen, 
the remains of the town and sanctuary could be located, and the Arabic 
place name-Banias-survived, there is no question about the site's exact 
identification. 

In the medieval period the Jews living here identified the place with biblical 
Dan and issued their letters, found in the Cairo Genizah, from Miv;;ar Dan 
(Dan fortress) or Medinat Dan (city of Dan). In about 1170 CE, the traveler 
Benjamin ofTudelaeven saw the place of the altar ofMicah ( cf. J g. 18:29~31) 
in front of the cave. This identification had earlier appeared in Jewish and 
Christian sources from the Roman-Byzantine period as the designation 
"Dan dKisrin" (Jerusalem Targum, Gen. 14:14; Jerome, in Hiezech. L. 
XIV, 48, 21~22; CCSL 75, 739; correctly differentiated, however, by 
Eus., Onom. 76, 6~8). This erroneous identification, as well as other biblical 
names suggested for the presumed pre-Hellenistic site-Baal-Gad (Jos. 
11:17) and Beth-Rehob (Jg. 18:28)-were refuted on historical-geographi
cal grounds. Furthermore, even the existence of such an early site is doubtful 
because, to date, no pre-Hellenistic pottery has been found in the extensive 
surveys conducted. 

The polis built here by Herod's son Philip in 2 BCE was named Caesarea in 
honor of the emperor Augustus (Josephus, War II, 168; Antiq. XVIII, 28) 
and, to differentiate it from the one on the coast, was referred to as Caesarea 
of Philip (Mt. 16: 13; Mk. 8:27; and many other sources). It was renamed 
Neronias by Agrippa II (Antiq. XX, 211; and coins), but the name that 
eventually took root, especially in the second and third centuries, was Cae
sarea Panias (Ptolemy V, 15, 21 and VIII, 20, 12; CIG 4750, 4921; Wad-

dington 1620b; Tabula Peutingeriana). The coins struck at Panias from 
Marcus Aurelius to Elagabalus carry the official name: Caes( areia) 
Seb( aste) hier( a) kai asu(los) hupo Paneiou. In ancient Jewish sources 
the town is called Keisarion or Kisrin and the cave Pamias or Panias. From 
the fourth century onward, the name Caesarea disappears entirely and the 
city is referred to simplyasPanias(cf. Eusebius). In Islamic sources, the site is 
called Baniyas, and in the French Crusaders' sources, Belinas. 

TOPOGRAPHY 
Banias is located at the foot of the southwest extremity of Mount Hermon 
(Jebel esh-Sheikh), at the northern edge of a triangular plateau, about 1.5 km 
(1 mi.) wide and 2 km (1.2 mi.) long, at 300m above sea level. This basalt and 
travertine plateau is locked between the steep slopes of Mount Hermon on 
the north and the ascending slopes of the Golan Heights to the east and south. 
To the west it opens to the northern Jordan Valley, where the plateau is 
terminated by a topographic step, towering some 60m above the ground. The 
scenery was formed by the Rift Valley geological faults and volcanic flows 
coming from the Golan. 

Two ravines cutting through the northern part of the plateau form the 
town's different quarters. Nal).al Sa'ar (Wadi Za'are), which separates the 
Golan Heights from the Hermon Massif, runs here in a roughly southeast~ 
northwest course, some 500 m south and parallel to the mountain foot, and 
empties into Nai).al Hermon. Its waters, perennial in antiquity, are used 
today for agriculture upstream. Nai).al Hermon (Wadi Baniyas, Wadi Kha
shabeh) emerges from the mountain on the north (as a continuation ofNai).al 
Govta) and forms a gorge cutting through the town in a northeast~southwest 
course. From its point of entry into the plateau, southward for a distance of 
about 180m, down to the point where a canyon is formed in the basalt rock, 
the riversides were embanked by two massive vertical walls. These impressive 
Roman walls, built of smooth ashlarsincourses 0.6mhigh, preserved almost 



to their tops, create a monumental canal, 4.6 to 6.3 m wide. The purpose of 
this channel was not only to convey winter floods coming from the Her
mon-to prevent damage to the surrounding built-up area-but probably 
also to carry the abundant waters of the springs that issue below the grotto. 
Today's surface flow from the springs to the gorge covers ancient wall 
remains. It is very likely, therefore, that in Roman times the water flow 
from the springs was collected in a large artificial pool at the foot of the 
mount and connected to the Nal:lal Hermon canal. This presumed pool 
would have facilitated the separation between the town and the area of 
the sanctuary of Pan and the palace. Built on natural terraces above the 
springs, it may also have served as a sacred lake, known elsewhere in Phoe
nician temples such as at 'Amrit and Afqa in Lebanon. From the pool, other 
channels and pipes would have conveyed water to the town's central quarter. 
Vestiges of the pool are perhaps seen here and there. A triple-arched drain 
(cloaca) is still preserved under a modern mill (see below). 

The town's various sectors thus formed include the terraces of the Pan 
sanctuary and palace, to the north of the springs. Higher up on the mountain 
slope is theW eli Sheikh Khader (Mar Jiris, St. George), a Druze holy place. 
Directly south of the springs is the Roman urban center (c. 300 by 300m), 
bounded by Nal:lal Sa'ar on the south and Nal:lal Hermon on the west (with 
no clear limit to the east). The fortifications of the medieval town followed 
these natural defenses on the south and west and on the north kept some 200 
m clear of the mountain. Thus, the Islamic and Crusader towns, followed by a 
small Ottoman village, occupied only the ancient town center. In late an
tiquity, however, the city stretched beyond this nucleus to cover some 250 a. 
It included residential quarters on the west, extending about 750 m beyond 
Nal:lal Hermon; on the south, some 300m beyond Nal:lal Sa'ar; and also on 
the east, beyondNal:la!Hermon(c. 500m), thataretodayunderanoakforest 
and modern plantations. At the southern extremity of the town, segments of 
a city wall were found, probably of an Early Byzantine date (see below). 

The Roman road from Tyre to Damascus, passing through the heart of the 
town, formed a major urban thoroughfare, as yet unearthed. Its course in the 
northern Jordan Valley and farther east in the Golan was recently clarified. 
Traces of the paved road descending from the Galilee down to the Jordan 
Rift were located near Khirbet Nul:la; it then passed the I:Iazbani Gorge over 
a Roman bridge south of Ghajar, passing to the south of Tel Dan. A mile
stone of Gordian III was discovered, marking 3 Roman miles to Banias. The 
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road ascended the Bani as plateau in a quarried winding pass, about 6 m wide, 
located north of Kibbutz Snir, and entered the town from the west (another 
milestone was found on the plateau, roughly one mile west of the springs). A 
bridge carried the road over the Nal:lal Hermon canal into the urban center (a 
medieval bridge survives here to the south of the present concrete bridge). 
From the town center, the thoroughfare turned south, crossing Nal:lal Sa'ar 
(a medieval bridge survived there until the beginning of this century). Traces 
ofthe paved road ( 6. 6 m wide) were picked up again leaving the town from the 
south Byzantine wall. It ascends the Golan slopes through Qal'at el-Ma
ghara, Khirbet Ra'bane, and Buk'ata to Tranje (a milestone of Marcus 
Aurelius) and hence to Damascus. 

Two cemeteries were located out of town. The western cemetery, on the 
edge of the plateau and the slope toward the Jordan Valley, included burial 
caves, some monumental, excavated in the travertine rock (see below). The 
northeastern cemetery had mostly cist tombs quarried in the limestone lower 
slopes of Mount Hermon. 

In addition to the rich Banias sources, the city was supplied by an aqueduct 
coming from springs some 3 km (2 mi.) to the east. The remains of its stone
slab cover and plastered channel were traced on the Hermon slopes above the 
grotto. It crossed Nal:lal Govta by a bridge, the foundations of which survive, 
and seems to have supplied only the west quarter. The main part of the site is 
today included in a national nature reserve. Some of the outlying areas in the 
east, south, and west are under cultivation or otherwise used for grazing. 

HISTORY 
To Paneion-the grotto dedicated to Pan-is first mentioned by Polybius 
(Hist. XVI, 18, 2; XXVIII, I, 3) in connection withAntiochus III, who gained 
a decisive victory here in 200 BCE over the Egyptian general Scopas. As a 
result of this victory, Palestine fell under Seleucid rule. From this reference 
alone, the inference is that a cult place for Pan had already been installed in 
the cave in the third century BCE, perhaps by the Ptolemies. A Paneion was 
constructed in Alexandria by Ptolemy II Philadelphus (Strabo, Geog. XVII 
I, I 0), and Pan was worshiped elsewhere in Egypt. The cult of Pan (identified 
with the Egyptian Min) was part of the Ptolemaic dynastic cult ofDionysos. 
The introduction of a Pan cult at Banias may have been a successful attempt 
to compete with and replace the ancient Semitic cult place at Dan, a mere 4 
km (2.5 mi.) away, still active in the fourth to third centuries BCE. 

Banias: caves and niches in the rock cliff overlooking the spring. 
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In the late second and first centuries BCE, the territory around Banias was 
part of the Iturean kingdom, which centered on the Lebanon Beqa 'a and was 
enlarged by Ptolemy son of Mennaeus (80-45 BCE). Following Pompey's 
conquest, Ptolemy's territory was reduced and carved into smaller territo
ries. Banias, with Mount Hermon, the northern Golan, and the northern 
I:Iula Valley, was first ruled by Lysanias, son of Ptolemy (40-34 BCE), and 
later by one Zenodorus, possibly Lysanias' son. On his death in 20 BCE, the 
territory of Lysanias was granted to Herod (Strabo, Geog. XVI, 2, 10; Jo
sephus, Antiq. XIV, 330; XV, 344-364). 

Near the grotto of Pan, Herod built a temple in honor of Augustus 
(Josephus, War I, 404; Antiq. XV, 363, cf. below). Upon Herod's death 
in 4 BCE, Banias and its territory became part of the tetrarchy of his son 
Philip. Philip founded a city here, named Caesarea, to serve as a capital of his 
extensive kingdom, which comprised Golan, Trachon, Hauran, and Batanea 
(Antiq. XVII, 189, 319; XVIII, 28; War II, 95, 168). Caesarea was probably 
the first extensive settlement on the site, where construction thus far had 
probably been limited totheareaofthetempleofAugustus. A. Stein recently 
fixed the city's foundation year to 2/1 BCE. On one of his coins, Philip is called 
KTIC(THS) (founder), in all likelihood alluding to the founding of Cae
sarea. Other coins issued by him depict the temple of Augustus. With the 
death of Philip in 34 CE, Banias came under direct Roman rule for several 
years, in the Province of Syria, except for a brief interregnum in 37 to 44 CE, 
when it was governed by Agrippa I. In 53 CE, it was bestowed upon Agrippa II 
as part of Philip's former territory. Agrippa II refounded the city in 61 CE as 
Neronias (Antiq. XX, 211) and ruled it until his death in 92/93 CE. 

First-century CE Banias, a predominantly pagan city oflturean and Phoe
nician ethnic makeup, was the seat of the king and the governor. Josephus 
narrates that the town's Jewish community was imprisoned during the First 
Jewish Revolt against the Romans (66-70 CE). By order of Varus, the local 
strategus, they were later massacred, as were the Jewish elders of Batanea, 
who came to appeal for peace there (Life 51-61, 74). Besides a Jewish com
munity in the town, Jewish population in villages also is inferred from Jesus' 
visit to the territory (Mt. 16: 13; Mk. 8:27). Vespasian rested his troops here 
and rendered thank-offerings in the temple (War III, 443-444). After the 
war, Titus remained here for some time, during which many Jewish prisoners 
perished in wild beast and gladiator combats (War VII, 23-24). 

Following the death of Agrippa II, Bani as reverted to direct Roman rule in 
the province Syria-Phoenicia (and later in Phoenicia Prima). Banias' city
territory extended in the west to the foot ofthe Upper Galilee mountains and 
bordered the territory ofTyre. Toward the south, reaching Palaestina, the 
border passed to the south of Lake I:Iulaand eastward up to the Golan. In the 
east, it included the northern Golan Heights as far as Khader and Quneitra, 
bordering the territory of Damascus. In the north, it included the valley of 
Marj 'Ayun, as far as Burghuz. 

The town's history in the second and third centuries is only glimpsed from 
coins, a few inscriptions, and rare textual allusions. Apart from Pan, Tyche 
appears on the city's coins of Agrippa II, Septimius Severus and Julia Soe
mias. In the latter coins, Tyche appears inside a tetrastyle temple with a 
Syrian gable. Nemesis was also worshiped, as an inscription from the sanc
tuary reveals. Zeus, perhaps assimilated with Pan (Diopan), is depicted on 
coins from Marcus Aurelius to Elagabalus; on some, he appears inside a 
tetrastyle temple with a gabled roof. 

Inscriptions from the sanctuary of Pan indicate construction activities 
here by the priest Valerius Titianus and in 148/149 CE by the priest Vic
tor, son of Lysimachos (IG Rom. III, 1109; Briinnow-Domaszewski 
2, 249). The town's Latin component, inferred from Victor's name, is also 
indicated by the presence of other Latin inscriptions. An inscription of221 CE 

(Waddington, no. 1894) mentions a certain Agrippa, priest of Pan and 
archon, and two other ~OUAf:'teti , or members of the city council 
(~ouA.ft). These titles indicate the institutions of a polis. A recently found 
lead weight inscribed "a local third pound of Marinos" probably referred to 
the town's agoranomos. Other personal names that appear on inscribed 
gravestones-Marcellinus, Iulianus, and Theophilus-indicate that the 
population was fully Hellenized. The Jewish community in the town is 
alluded to, in the early second century, by the sukkah of Rabbi Yol)anan 
son of Rabbi Ila'i (B.T. Suk. 27b). Banias was considered outside the ha
lakhic boundaries of Palestine, and a list of "forbidden" edible species was 
compiled for use byitsJewishinhabitants (Tosefta Shev. 4: 11; J.T. Shev. 36c). 

Jewish legends connect the emperor Diocletian to Banias. One places his 
residence here, to which Rabbi Judah ha-Nasi II was summoned on the eve of 
the Sabbath (Bereshit Rab. 63, 8; J.T. Ter. 8:10-46b). Another recounts that 
the people of Banias, under heavy taxation, petitioned the emperor and 
threatened to flee (J.T. Shev. 9:2-38d). 

There is a midrash that alludes to the gate of a city wall(?) or perhaps of a 
sanctuary that would fall with the arrival of the Messiah. The other sign is 
thattheBaniaswaterswould tum to blood(B.T. San. 98a). Thatthesewaters 
served as a sort of hydromanteion (oracle of water) is inferred from Eusebius' 
account(HEVII, 17) of a pagan festival in which a victim was thrown in to the 

Decorated niche with conch-shaped half-dome in cliff overlooking 
the spring and under it, Greek inscription in a tabula ansata. 

waters, became invisible, and then miraculously reappeared. 
Christianity reached Banias at an early date: according to tradition, the 

town's first bishop was a contemporary of Saint Paul's. The Christian com
munity was well established in the early fourth century, when Bishop Phi
localus attended the council of Nicea in 325 CE. Several other bishops are 
known in the fourth and fifth centuries. At the gates of the house of the 
woman healed from the issue of blood (Mt. 9:20), Eusebius saw a sculpted 
couple in which a kneeling woman, with hands outstretched in supplication, 
turns toanerectfigure ofJesus (HE VII, 18). Thiscoupleislikelyto have been 
Isis and Sera pis in a Christian mantle. The statue was still seen in the local 
church in the early sixth century CE. 

In the Early Arab period, Banias was the capital of the district of el-Jaulan 
in the province of Damascus. Its territory had many villages, of which those 
in the I:Iula region produced cotton and rice and together with those in the 
Jaulan are said to have provided Damascus with most of its victuals. The 
population ofBanias increased when Muslims from the Tarsus region settled 
here after the fall of that city in 965 CE. The two Jewish communities at 
Banias, one Karaite and the other rabbinic, are attested to in several Cairo 
Genizah documents. One is a court authorization signed by the elders. 
Another letter alludes to the destruction of the city by the earthquake that 
devastated the entire country in 1033 CE. 

The medieval fortifications at Banias seem originally to have been of 
Fatimid construction. According to Ibn el-Qalanisi, the city was given by 
the ruler ofDamascus to the Isma 'iii sect (known as the Assassins) in 1126. Its 
leader, Bahram, set out to repair the ruined walls. Isma'il "the Persian," 
successor ofBahramin the sect leadership, offered the city to the Crusaders in 
1129, in return for asylum for the sect's members. The offer was accepted by 
King Baldwin II, who gave Banias as dominion to Rainier ofBrus (William 
of Tyre, XIV, 19). The fortifications were strengthened and manned by a 
substantial garrison in order to hold out against Damascene attacks. How
ever, in December 1132, Shams el-Mulk captured the city, in the absence of 
most of its knights, and returned it to Damascus. In the 1130s the ruler of 
Banias, Ibrahim ibn Turghut, rebelled against Damascus and capitulated to 
Zengi, the ruler ofMosul. In fear of this threat, the emir of Damascus offered 
the city back to the Franks. In May 1140, a combined Christian-Muslim 



force brought about the surrender ofthe town, following a one-month siege. 
In the following decade, the Crusader town became a meeting place and 
hunting lodge for Muslim and Frankish nobles. The city withstood a siege by 
Nured-Dinin 1153. HumphreyofToron, who acquiredBanias by marrying 
the daughter of Rainier of Brus, gave half of the city and its region to the 
Hospitallers in 1157. However, after a convoy of theirs was annihilated by 
Nur ed-Din, they withdrew from the contract. In May-June 1157, Nur ed
Din laid siege to the city and succeeded in breaking through the gates, 
demolishing the walls and burning the town. The defenders found refuge 
in the inner castle, or presidium, close to the bastions. The exact location of 
this castle is as yet unsettled (Qal'at es-Subeiba, on the ridge above the town, 
believed by some scholars to be the Bani as fortress, did not exist in the twelfth 
century; q.v. Nimrod Fortress). The Muslims withdrew when reinforce
ments, summoned by Baldwin III, arrived at nearby Hunin. According 
to William of Tyre (XVIII, 13) the king sent masons and carpenters to 
reconstruct the town and its fortifications. On October 18, 1164, Banias 
was finally taken by Nur ed-Din, when the Crusaders were in Egypt. The 
I:Iula Valley was then divided between the Franks and the Muslims, an 
arrangement that lasted some twenty years. The city, however, never re
turned to the Crusaders, who attempted to capture it in 1174 and 1179. 

Major events in the city's history under Ayyubid control include destruc
tion by an earthquake in 1201 and the reconstruction that followed by the 
local governor, Fakher ed-Din Jaharkas. A recently discovered Arabic in
scription, dated 1204/5, commemorates the construction of a tower. A plun
dering raid on the town by the Crusaders is recorded in 1219, followed in 
March 1219 by an intentional demolition of the town fortifications, with all 
others in western Palestine, by orders of el-Mu'azzam 'Isa, under the threat 
of a Crusader conquest of Egypt. The fortifications were restored in 1226/ 
1227, according to an inscription of the local governor, el-'Aziz 'Uthman, 
found at Banias. In 1260 Banias fell to the Mongols, who in tum lost it to the 
Mamelukes. In subsequent centuries the site fell into decline and became a 
small, poor village, occupied through 1967 by Turcomans, Arabs, Druze, 
and Nusairiyeh. 

HISTORY OF EXPWRATION 
Benjamin of Tudela, who visited Banias in about 1170, probably saw the 
remains of altar-shaped pedestals in the rock niches. Dimashki (c. 1300) 
mentions many Greek remains. Modem exploration of the site begins with 
U. J. Seetzen, in 1806, who described the Jordan sources, the grotto, and the 
adjacent rock wall with its niches. He copied the Greek inscriptions and 
identified the site with Caesarea-Panias. J. L. Burkhardt, in 1810, added 
a detailed description with a drawing of the cave and copied more Greek 
inscriptions. He also noted that the ruins extend far to the west, with ancient 
walls, columns (some of gray granite), capitals, and pedestals dotting the 
ground. In 1843, W. M. Thomson no
ted that the grotto entrance was al
most completely blocked by rocks 
and that some architectural remains 
were lying about. The grotto's ceiling 
was probably shattered by the Janu
ary 1, 1837,earthquakethatdestroyed 
Safed and Galilee. Of his two visits in 
1838 and 1852, E. Robinson produced 
a detailed description of the environ
ment and ruins. He mentions two 
bridges over Nal).al Hermon, the for
tifications, the south gate and its Ara
bic inscription, and the wall of the 
ancient town south of Nal).al Sa'ar. 
F. de Saulcy published a drawing of 
two decorated niches and the inscrip
tions in the sanctuary. In 1866, C. Wil
son noted the bridge over Nal;lal Her
mon, beyond which he passed a small 
gate in the fortification (no longer ex
tant). His most important contribu
tion was, however, a drawing of the 
opus reticulatum walls to the west of 
the springs, the lower part of which 
has since disappeared (see below). 
V. Guerin (1875) did not add much 

General view of area B, looking north. 
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in his description, except to note that the grotto was full of giant rocks 
and cattle dung. The Arabic inscription in the gatehouse, dated 1227, was 
published by J. Gildemeister (1887) and M. van Berchem (1888). In 1877, 
H. H. Kitchener described the obstructed grotto in similar terms and added 
the measurements of the artificial cave and niches. He also noted the large 
cuttings in the rocks to the west of the cave (below the Maqam Nebi Khader), 
the opus reticula tum walls, and farther west, some rock graves and tessel
lated marble and mosaic pavements (the "palace" terrace, later excavated by 
E. Netzer, see below). In the town itself, Kitchener noted a series of Roman 
arches, almost completely choked (the vaults, see below). He also published a 
drawing of a block of Doric frieze with rosettes. The medieval fortifications, 
which he believed were of Crusader workmanship, were irregular in plan, 
surrounded by ditches, and included three towers on the east, one tower to 
the northwest, and a city gate approached by a bridge on the south. 

The only archaeological discoveries from Banias published during French 
and Syrian hegemony ofthe area (1920-1967) were chance finds of a Roman 
bronze figurine and a round bronze shield (diameter, 38.8 em) with a sculp
tured bust of Aphrodite. The shield may have been attached to a temple 
pediment or used as a votive. 

Following the 1967 Six-Day War, an archaeological survey was conducted 
at the site, headed by J. Olami, on behalf of the Archaeological Survey of 
Israel. The survey collected Roman pottery over an area of some 17 5 a. and 
identified a Roman bathhouse close to the west bank ofNal).al Hermon. The 
bathhouse was built of ashlars and arches, its walls were covered by frescoes, 
and a clay pipe brought in water (this building is completely covered today). 
In the west quarter, the survey identified mosaic floors along the cuttings of 
the modern road and retrieved a fragment of a basalt sculpture of a Roman 
eagle. Of the medieval fortification, the survey located nine towers, the ditch 
on the east side, and a mosque with ablaq masonry in the eastern room of the 
southern gatehouse. In addition, Crusader and Mameluke pottery was gath
ered, and a thirteenth-century coin of King Conrad, issued in Sicily, was 
found. A fragmentary Arabic inscription, dated 1240, was found in reuse in 
the village mosque. In 1970, A. Grabois published a detailed description of 
the medieval fortifications, dating them to the twelfth century, with some 
sketched plans of the towers. In 1968, the ditch along the eastern wall was 
entirely emptied, and three towers were exposed. During this process, clay 
"Greek fire" grenades were discovered at the bottom of the ditch. 

In 1973, during construction work at Kibbutz Snir, a burial cave and 
several tombs were discovered in the western cemetery and excavated by 
D. Amir (see below). In 1974, Amir conducted another salvage excavation, 
on the west bank of Nal).al Hermon, near the pump house, in which he 
discovered some agricultural installations and an interesting architectural 
sequence: an ashlar wall superimposed by a rough, stone-built drainage 
channel that is a trapezoid in section; the channel is itself built over by 
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another ashlar wall. These remains date to the third to fourth centuries CE. In 
1977 and 1978, E. Netzer, on behalf of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 
conducted archaeological probes in the opus reticulatum structure on the 
elevated terrace to the west of the Pan grotto (see below). In 1982, M. Ben
Dov carried out small-scale probes along the fortifications. 

From 1983 to 1985, M. Hartal conducted a systematic survey of the entire 
site. He established the extent of the ancient town (some 250 a.), with the 
addition of an eastern quarter underneath the forest, and he discovered the 
northeastern cemetery and the aqueduct. Because no sherds predating the 
Roman period were collected in his survey, he claimed that no early tell or 
Hellenistic town ever existed at Banias. In 1984, Hartal and Z. Ma'oz con
ducted a salvage excavation along a pipeline to the south ofNal).al Hermon. 
Part of a Roman villa was exposed (see below). 

In 1985, V. Tzaferis conducted salvage excavations, on behalf of the Israel 
Department of Antiquities and Museums, in an area to the north of the 
northeastern medieval tower (adjacent to the present park entrance on the 
east). The finds~a few agricultural installations and walls dated to the 
Mameluke period~indicate that this area lay outside the fortification and 
the built-up area of the medieval town. Two clay pipes, which presumably 
conveyed fresh water, at a depth of 3 m below the surface, may date to the 
Roman period. 

Since 1988, systematic excavations have been conducted at Banias, on 
behalf of the Israel Antiquities Authority, in three areas: the sanctuary of 
Pan, directed by Ma'oz, and the urban center (areas Band C), under the 
direction of Tzaferis. 

In 1988, during construction work at the Snir Field School, a burial cave 
was discovered and excavated by Ma'oz, on behalf of the Department of 
Antiquities. Another burial cave on the slope below Kibbutz Snir was ex
cavated by Ma'oz in 1989 (see below). In 1990, I. Shaked conducted two 
salvage probes, on behalf of the Israel Antiquities Authority, along a new 
electricity line, to the west and to the south of Nal).al Hermon. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
SANCTUARY OF PAN. Mount Hermon presents a steep slope toward 
Banias, in the center of which, in a sort of recess just above the springs, 
a vertical rock scarp some 30 m high runs in a straight line about 80 m 
long. At the foot of this scarp, a series of narrow rock promontories juts 
out to create a terrace, about 20m deep and 10m above the water level of the 
springs. Two underground ravines cut through the terrace perpendicularly. 
Each carries the waters of the underground springs to where they presently 
surface, at three or four points, some 40 m from the scarp. These ravines and 
promontories form the natural basis for the various elements and structures 
in the sanctuary of Pan. The temenos occupies the entire length of the 
elevated terrace. It opens southward, toward the town beyond the 
springs, and is bounded by the scarp and the steep mountain slopes on 
all other sides. Its total area covers about 4,000 sq m. 

The western ofthe two Bani as sources originally emerged from the grotto, 
which is situated at the lower west corner of the scarp. This is a phreatic 
cave--created below the water level~a great natural hall, roughly a rhom
boid, about 26 by 30 m wide and about 17 m high. Travertine sediments, 
preserved outside the entrance, indicate either a higher water level in the 
geological past, or that the entire rock scarp, with the cave, was uplifted along 
a geological fault line to above the present water level. Josephus (War I, 405) 
described the lofty cliff, and the great cavern with a deep chasm filled with 
water at its bottom. 

What Josephus described was corroborated by the discovery of such a 
chasm outside the entrance, in the excavated area (although the grotto has 
not been excavated yet). Here, the partial collapse of a Roman vaulted 
substructure revealed a chasm, some 12m deep, between giant rock bould
ers that filled the original ravine outside the cave. The chasm reaches all the 
way to the underground water level. It is likely, therefore, that a similar 
hollow once existed inside the cave and formed a "sacred well" to the Pa
neion. The Hellenistic arrangement of the grotto awaits the clearing of the 
cave floor, presently covered by the collapse of the cave's roof in the 1837 
earthquake. Few Hellenistic remains were uncovered in the excavation out
side theca ve, and it seems that in this period the cult place was confined to the 
natural cave. 

Josephus further narrates that here, in c. 19 BCE, Herod erected a white 
marble temple to Augustus (War I, 404; Antiq. XV, 363). The remains of this 
temple were revealed below the fallen rocks that blocked the entrance to the 
cave. The remains consist of two parallel walls, 10.5 m apart, perpendicular 
to the scarp. Both are built, in their lower part, as retaining walls to the slopes 
of a ravine, the bottom of which was filled by giant fallen boulders and 
travertine sediments. A hollow between the boulders was roofed over by 
the builders of the temple, to create a small subterranean vault, over which 
the floor of the temple lay. The west wall, which is about 18m long and more 
than 2m thick, survived to a height of about 4 m. It is built of rubble concrete 
in the opus quadratum technique: the inner side is faced with rectangular 

limestone ashlars that originally were lined, as the remaining mortices show, 
with marble plaques. Semicircular and rectangular niches alternate along its 
length; the last one, at the entrance to the cave, is the largest. These niches 
may have housed statues. The opposite, east wall hardly survived; it does, 
however, show traces of one rectangular niche. This opus quadratum ma
sonry, like the opus reticula tum structures farther west (see below), is rare in 
Israel and can be traced directly to Herod. Furthermore, an oil lamp em
bedded in the wall and fragments of other Augustan lamps retrieved from the 
foundation fill clearly indicate its date of construction. The arrangement of 
the wall with the alternating niches is paralleled by the sunken garden in 
Herod's palace at Jericho and by the interior of the temple of Bacchus at 
Baalbek. 

The facade wall of the temple has not yet been located. However, coins of 
Philippus depicting the Augusteum show that it stood on a high podium and 
had four Ionic columns carrying an unbroken pediment. Three sculptured 
geison (cornice) blocks, in the Baalbek style, were found at the entrance to the 
grotto, among the fallen rock debris. These may have framed a passage of 
sorts from the temple to the grotto. It seems that the temple did not have a 
regular back wall; its adyton was the grotto itself; (according to Dionysos of 
Halicarnasos [Rom. Antiq. I, 79-80] Augustus himself built a temple facade 
at the Lupercal Cave of Romulus and Remus in Rome, behind which the 
natural cave was unchanged). 

Subsequent centuries saw the development of the sanctuary of Pan along 
the terrace east of the grotto. Adjacent to the Augusteum on the east was an 
open-air shrine (c. 18m wide and 15m deep) on an elevated rock promontory. 
The uneven rock surface was quarried flat, and cavities were filled with gray 
cement, which served as the bedding for a floor. In the scarp facing the court, 
an artificial cave~operosum antrum~and three decorated niches were quar
ried out. The artificial cave was a rectangular hollow (3.1 by 2.8 m); its roof 
was shaped like a vault; its walls were lined with marble plaques, as the 
remaining small mortices show; and the roof was plastered. In its back 
wall, a small niche was carved with a semidomed top. Coins dating to 
222 CE show that it housed a statue of Pan playing the flute to three goats 
that share a single head. Immediately above the artificial cave is a niche, 
framed by fluted pilasters and a molded arch; its conch is carved as a scallop. 
At the base of the niche, a Greek inscription is carved in a tabula ansata: "The 
priest Victor, son of Lysimachos, dedicated this goddess to the god Pan 
(Diopan), lover of Echo." Six meters to the east, another niche, with similar 
molding, is carved in the rock. However, it stands on an exceptionally high 
pedestal~it rises about 2m from the pavement level. Flanking the niche are 
two tabulae ansatae; the one on the left carries a mutilated inscription: "For 
Pan and the nymphs, Victor son ofLysimachos with his children dedicated a 
likeness in stone of Hermes, child ofMaia, son of Zeus, having vowed it, the 
year 150." These two niches can therefore be securely dated to 148/9 CE. High 
above and to the right of this niche, a round pillar on a square base is carved in 
the rock. Inscribed below the base are the Latin words:" PANE/ Z [ ... ]. "The 
carving probably portrays a baetyle (ma!f!feba, or standing stone), known 
elsewhere in the Phoenician cult. A third niche, decorated somewhat dif
ferently, is found between the two Lysimachos niches, higher on the rock 
face, and not connected to the pavement. It also stands on a pedestal and its 
semidome is decorated with rhomboids, reminiscent of opus reticulatum. 
Inside the niche are remains of a low, rock-carved pedestal for a statue, which 
is missing. This niche and the artificial cave may date back to the first century 
CE and be the first cultic additions to the Augusteum on the outer terraces. 
Coins of the early third century CE show that this open-air shrine was sur
rounded by a semicircular colonnade with a sacred tree in the center, not a 
trace of which has been found. However, column and statue bases and altars 
were found in a partially excavated pit from the Mameluke period. One 
broken altar carries a Latin inscription: Pro salute M ( arci) / Aur ( elii) An
tonini Aug(usti)/Aur(elii) Ant(onini) Aug(usti) F(ilii). According to 
B. Isaac, it may date to Commodus or Elagabalus (218-222 CE) or, less likely, 
to Marcus Aurelius (161-180 CE). 

To the east of the "Pan and the nymphs" shrine, some 20m from the 
Augusteum, the foundations of yet another temple have been revealed. Its 
back leans on the rock scarp, its side walls are perpendicular to the scarp, and 
the facade, turning south, towers above the eastern water source. The surviv
ing foundations (1. 7 5 m thick) are built oflimestone ashlars with red mortar 
in the joints and core. Theplanconsists of a front porch (11m wide and 4.15 m 
deep) backed by a hall about 13m long. An Attic base, more than a meter in 
diameter, found nearby, may belong to the facade. Other architectural 
fragments, of a giant Corinthian order, which were found in reuse in the 
excavation of the town center, may also derive from this temple. The interior 
ofthehallhasnotbeenexcavated.AGreekinscriptiononaclaylidwasfound 
here; it is as yet undeciphered. The construction date of this temple has not 
been ascertained, nor has its identity been clarified. The pottery retrieved 
from the foundation fill of the porch and the overall considerations of the 
development of the sanctuary indicate a early second-century CE date. 

Along the east side of the latter temple, facing another section of the rock 



scarp, another open-air shrine was unearthed. It consists of an elongated 
court facing a large rock niche. The court (16. 5 by 4.3 m) is squeezed between 
the temple and an adjacent, undefined structure. It is approached from the 
south by a broad staircase and leads, at the other end, to the niche. The niche 
(1.15 m wide, 0.6 m deep, and 3m high) is decorated with two flanking 
pilasters that were inserted into quarried hollows in the rock. The upper 
fragment of one pilaster, found nearby, is delicately molded with flutes and a 
Corinthian capital. The molded top arch is carved in the rock; its missing part 
was probably finished in plaster. The uneven rock surfaces around the niche 
were flattened by cement covered with white plaster. Above the arch is a 
Greek inscription: "For the preservation of our lords the emperors, Valerios 
[Titi]anos, priest of the God Pan, dedicated the Lady Nemesis and her shrine 
whichwasmadebycuttingawaytherockunderneath[ ... ]withtheironfence, 
in the month of Apellaios ... " Mortices for anchoring the iron fence can be 
seen on the side and bottom oftheniche. Nemesis was worshiped elsewhere in 
Syria-Phoenicia, as well as in Palestine, as a hypostasis ofTyche. This may be 
a hint that the adjacent temple was dedicated to Tyche, whose temple appears 
on the city coins. Furthermore, the identity of a hitherto unidentified female 
figure on one of the city coins may have been that of Nemesis. A few meters 
above Nemesis' shrine, on the rock scarp, is a miniature undecorated niche. 
At its side is a Greek inscription: "Agrippas, son of Markos, archon, in the 
year 223, having received divine instructions in a dream, dedicated the 
goddess Echo, together with Agrippias, his spouse, and Agrippinos and 
Markos and Agrippas, bouleutai, and Agrippine and Domne, their chil
dren." This inscription, dated to 221 CE, may indicate that there was a 
cheresterion (dream oracle) at the site, perhaps in the adjacent temple. Nem
esis' courtis paved with large, smoothed limestone pavers arranged in a pink
and-white checkered pattern. 

Farther to the east is an additional niche in the rock scarp, in front of which 
the ashlar walls of other structures have been uncovered. These walls indicate 
destruction by an earthquake. A few votive sculptures were found on the 
paved passage between the buildings, including figures of Heracles (the 
Phoenician Melqart) and the Dea Syria (Atargatis-Venus) seated between 
lions. 

The pottery found on the various pavements-a mixture of Mameluke 
and fourth-century CE types-indicates that the sanctuary ceased to exist in 
the Late Roman period and was perhaps destroyed by the earthquake in 363 
CE. The area was sparsely reoccupied by field structures in the thirteenth to 
sixteenth centuries. 
HEROD'S PALACE. To thewestofthesanctuary ofPan, the mountain slope 
forms a narrow, elongated terrace (c. 20m wide and 120m long). The natural 
slope was quarried flat, as shown by the vertical rock surfaces and corners 
along the uphill side, and served as the basis for monumental buildings. The 
terrace, elevated some 15m above the flat ground to the south, has an open 
view of the entire town and environs 
and is remarkably well suited for a 
palace. In the nineteenth century, Wil
son and Kitchener noticed the unu
sual concrete walls in this area, lined 
with small stones in a netlike arrange
ment. These walls were built in the 
opus reticulatum technique of spe
cific Italian origin. In Israel, the use of 
this technique is confined to only two 
other sites, both of them intimately 
connected with Herod-a palace at 
Jericho and a tomb in Jerusalem. Net
zer's limited excavations here revealed 
two parallel walls, built on the edge of 
the terrace, that between them sup
port a low, narrow vault. The struc
ture served as a subterranean chamber 
(cryptoportico) used to level the 
ground above, on which the main 
rooms were built. At the foot of the 
terrace, farther south, a nineteenth
century drawing shows another opus 
reticulatum wall, of which only quar
ried lines survive. This evidence led to 
Netzer's reconstruction here of a se
ries of parallel vaults, of increasing 

Area C: section of the medieval 
fortifications, looking northwest. 
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height, supporting a staircase rising from the foot of the terrace to the 
leveled area. Similar structures can be found at other sites from this pe
riod: Praeneste, in Italy; Herodium; and the Temple Mount in Jerusalem 
(Robinson's Arch). One part of the terrace, behind the opus reticula tum 
walls, was occupied by a large hall (c. 16 by 12m). Although its walls have 
entirely disappeared, the original plan can be reconstructed from rock
carved floors and stumps of walls. The walls were lined with marble 
plaques, as the mortices for attachment indicate. Adjacent to the west of 
the main hall a small, typically Herodian plastered pool was revealed. There 
is no doubt that this complex was constructed by the Italian masons-pre
sented to Herod by Marcus Agrippa-who built the Augusteum in front of 
the Pan grotto and buildings at Jericho and Jerusalem. However, under
standing the function of this terrace at Banias-a palace or perhaps another 
temple--awaits further excavations. 
THE TOWN CENTER. Two areas were excavated by Tzaferis at the urban 
center: area B, to the east of the present mosque, and area C, inside the 
medieval fort, roughly to the west of its center. 
Area B. Four architectural strata were revealed in area B. In the earliest 
stratum, dated to the first to second centuries CE, part of an ashlar structure 
was unearthed. The inner side of two walls that form a corner is decorated by 
attached half and quarter columns on Attic bases. Various architectural 
fragments of Doric and Corinthian orders were found in reuse in the walls 
and in subsequent strata. They indicate the presence of an as yet undefined 
monumental building here. In the next stratum, dated late third and early 
fourth centuries CE, a large basilica was found and partly excavated (1ts 
overall dimensions are still unclear). The massive ashlar building, reusing 
walls from the previous stratum as foundations, is oriented on an east-west 
axis, with an apse on the east. Remains of parallel walls indicate that the 
basilica was divided into a central nave and two, or perhaps four, flanking 
aisles. However, the southern part of the building was completely demol
ished by later strata. Remains of mosaic floors, with colored geometric 
patterns, were found in the north aisle and in a room to the north of the 
apse. The basilica may have served as a Christian church. However, there is 
no clear evidence yet for such use, and it could have served as a civil basilica. 
In the Early Arab period, the apse and the southern part of the basilica were 
no longer extant. In their stead, a paved court (or street) surrounded by 
rooms (or shops) was built. From the court's basalt pavement a narrow 
staircase ascends to the ruined roof of the apse, where a square tower 
(15 by 15m) was built, perhaps in the Crusader period. The last and upper
most stratum includes various domestic structures, some ovens, and a large 
number of lamps from the Mameluke period. 
Area C. A monumental vaulted building (c. 75 m long and 9 m wide), on a 
north-south axis, very well preserved in parts to its ceiling, was found in area 
C. Its plan consists of twelve parallel vaults, each 7.6 by 3.8 to 4.7 m and at 
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least 6.6 m high (inner dimensions). The vaults were entered through doors (2 
m wide) preserved to their full height, set in an ashlar wall (1.5 m thick) that 
blocks the opening of the vaults. The interior walls and barrel ceiling are built 
of ashlars. A few vaults were reconstructed in medieval times (in small 
stones), and some others collapsed. There is a rectangular window one 
meter wide in the center of each vault's back wall. The building was con
structed in the Early Roman period between two parallel streets, the level of 
which gradually rose. This may explain the raised level ofthe doors through 
the wall blocking the vaults (2.2 m above the bottom ofthe vault), which may 
have been added in a later period. Clearing the top of the structure revealed 
large ashlar pavers (1 by 1.5 m), which suggests that there had been a super
structure or that the rooftop was otherwise used. It seems that the vaulted 
building was a horreum (storage building), part of the town's market in the 
Roman period. In the medieval period, this massive structure was incor
porated into an inner fort, the solid south wall of which was revealed to the 
length of more than 60 m. The west wall of the fort blocked the vaults (at least 
one vault was plastered over and used as a cistern). In the north, 30m of this 
fort wall have been exposed. There are some indications that the fort was 
entered from the north. An Arabic inscription found here (dated 1204/5) of 
the local governor Fakher ed-Din Jaharkas, commemorates the construc
tion of a tower, perhaps a gate tower. In the Mameluke period, domestic 
structures were erected above and around the fort. 
THE WESTERN QUARTER. The area to the west of Natlal Hermon lay 
outside the town center and seems to have been a domestic quarter inter
spersed with open and industrial areas. A Roman bathhouse was found near 
the riverbank in the 1967 survey, and mosaic floors of spacious villas can be 
seen along the modern road and to the north; a few marble columns were also 
found here. In one place, small-scale excavations revealed parts of undefined 
installations, water pipes, and drainage channels. One section of an exposed 
drain had a cover built of two slabs slanting against each other to form a 
triangle. Another probe, made by Shaked, revealed the wall of a domestic 
structure (0.65 m) built of mortared field stones covered by thick, solid 
plaster. In this probe, a sequence of pottery assemblages was retrieved, 
spanning the second (an oven antedating the building) to the sixth centuries 
CE. It seems that this quarter was inhabited only from the second or third 
through the sixth centuries CE. 
THE SOUTHERN QUARTER. Two small-scale excavations were conducted 
in the southern quarter, south ofNatlalHermon. The first unearthed partofa 
Roman villa (25 by 15m) that was badly damaged. It had concrete or ashlar 
walls (0.65 m thick) and white mosaic floors. Its debris contained fragments 
of colored wall plaster, probably fallen from an upper story. On the edge of 
the excavated area, what may be a partofa private bathhouse was revealed. It 
is a semicircular structure (c. 1.2 min diameter) built with four fine ashlar 
steps and with a white mosaic floor at its foot. A clay drainpipe was found in 
one of the corners. Coins and pottery sherds date this villa to the fourth to 
fifth centuries CE. 

Another limited excavation revealed part of a luxurious villa built right 
above the basalt cliff descending to Natlal Hermon, a remarkable location 
overlooking the stream. The parts of the rooms unearthed include a corridor 
paved with a white mosaic floor with a gray stripe. A wide entrance in the 
villa's 0.65-m thick ashlar wall leads to a spacious hall (5.5 m wide, length 
1.mknown) with a square pillar in the center (perhaps one of a line). Its white 
plaster floor is laid over a thick, solid concrete bedding. Beyond this hall, 
another room (2.5 m wide) practically overhangs the cliff down to the stream. 
Its floor is gray concrete; the upper parts of its whitewashed ashlar walls were 
painted red. Pottery retrieved below the floor dates the villa to the early third 
century CE; it was occupied until the fourth century. In the early fourth 
century the southern quarter was closed off by a city wall (1.15-1.7 m 
thick) built of field stones with a mortared rubble core. Because such a 
wall has not yet been found elsewhere at Banias, it seems that it was meant 
to defend only this quarter. It started on the bank ofNatlal Hermon in the 
west and ran parallel to Natlal Sa'arforabout 800m. It terminated on the cliff 
above the riverbed. Similar walls were constructed in this period at Beth
Shean and Tiberias, for example. The southern quarter was probably not 
inhabited after the fifth century CE. 
THE WESTERN CEMETERY. The edge of the Banias plateau and the slope 
toward the Jordan Valley are relatively soft travertine rock. Therefore, a vast 
cemetery was developed all along the west side of the town, from Tell I:Iamra 
in the north, to Kibbutz Snir in the south, and westward down the slope. 
Remains of mausoleum structures and many cave openings can be seen on 
the surface, and a few burials have been excavated. 

At Kibbutz Snir, Amir excavated a burial cave that consisted of a room 
with arcosolia carved in two walls. On the third wall two kokhim (loculi) were 
covered by stone slabs. Two additional burial places were found on the floor 
of the room, one covered by stone slabs and the other by clay tiles. The name 
Gaius was inscribed on one tile. Pottery retrieved from the cave dates it to the 
first and second centuries CE. A few rectangular cist tombs were quarried 
outside the cave, all covered by stone slabs. One held eight human skeletons. 

A monumental burial complex was uncovered in the kibbutz's small zoo. 
Two successive rectangular courts, sunk deep in the rock, lead to a front 
porch, placed on the same axis. At the far corner of the porch floor, a narrow 
trench, originally blocked by a golal (rolling stone), descends into the first 
room. This large room is surrounded on all sides by loculi, and the floor is 
covered with ashlars that once blocked their entrances. From the bottom of a 
corner loculus a once-hidden passage led to the lowermost, secluded room. 
The walls of this room are lined with arcosolia; in the center of the room are a 
few decorated limestone sarcophagi. The burials and sarcophagi were all 
broken into in antiquity. No dating material has as yet been retrieved from 
this cave. However, its monumentality and architectural resemblance to 
tombs in Jerusalem, in particular to the so-called Tombs of the Kings, call 
for a first-century CE date. 

At the Hermon Field Study Center, Ma'oz excavated a two-chambered 
burial cave from the first century CE. The cave is entered from the east 
through a rectangular opening (1 by 0.75 m). The cave was closed by a 
golalwith matching grooves that was found in situ. The front room is rough
ly square (c. 2.5 by 2.5 m and 1.9 m high), with a flat ceiling. Diagonal chisel 
marks can be seen on the walls. Six kokhim are carved in the north and south 
walls, three on each wall. An opening in the west wall leads to the back room. 
Thelatteris slightly trapezoidal (c. 2.3 by 2.5mand 1.9mhigh), and its floor is 
0.5 m lower than that in the front room. Two kokhim were carved on each of 
the three other walls. Triangular mortices for lamps were installed on the 
walls ofthe back room and the kokhim. The skeletal remains of several adults, 
children, and infants were identified. Iron rings, corners, and nails, some of 
them found in situ, indicate interment inside wooden coffins. The rich finds 
include ceramic cooking pots and unguentaria, glass unguentaria, a bronze 
ink cup, and a gold ring and earrings. 

At the foot of the slope, north of Kibbutz Snir, Ma'oz excavated a burial 
complex consisting of two caves entered from a common court. The rec
tangular court (3.2 by 3.5 m) was sunk in the slope and entered from the west. 
In one corner, a small box (0.6 by 0.5 m) was constructed of clay tiles, some of 
which were inscribed with a cruciform mark; a jar stood close by. An opening 
in the east side leads to a roughly trapezoidal room (2.8 by c. 2.5 m and 1.9 m 
high) with a flat ceiling. The east and north walls each held three kokhim, and 
the south wall held two. The eastern kokhim were broken into from the top by 
a subsequent cist tomb covered with stone slabs. Skeletal remains of male and 
female adults (two aged twenty-five to thirty-five) and one juvenile were 
retrieved. Some pig and other animal bones are probably later intru
sions. The pottery retrieved from this cave spans the first through the fifth 
centuries CE. The other burial cave, entered on the south side of the court, 
consists of two rooms. The trapezoidal front room (3.6 by c. 2.6 m) had nine 
kokhim. Some had flat ceilings, and others had vaulted tops. An arched 
entrance in the corner of the room leads to the second chamber (2.5 by 
3.8 m). Three high, large vaulted kokhim were carved in its south wall. 
Each of them held a well-carved limestone sarcophagus with a stone lid 
that is trapezoidal in section. The cave and sarcophagi were broken into 
in antiquity. The excavation of this cave was not completed. 
THE MEDlEY AL FORTIFICATIONS. The fortified medieval town, super
imposed on the Roman urban center, has a roughly trapezoidal plan-about 
250m east-west and about 220m north-south; its total area is roughly 13 a., 
about half of the earlier Byzantine town. Except for the north wall, the 
fortification system around the town is more or less preserved, and the 
towers are for the most part exposed. The south and east flanks were natu
rally defended by deep ravines, whereas on the east side a dry ditch (17.3 m 
wide) was excavated. The missing north line, connecting the two northern 
corner towers, ran on a diagonal, about 200 m away from the mountain 
slope-well out of range of contemporary weapons. It was probably de
fended by another ditch. Previous suggestions-that the north line included 
part of the mountain slope, or that it ran north of the present asphalt road
can no longer be sustained. Indeed, the ground to the south of the road rises 
slightly; it is therefore possible that the modern road lies over the former 
ditch. The fortification was entered only from the north and south. A gate on 
the north probably faced the incoming road from the west, passing Natlal 
Hermon over a bridge; its exact position, however, is unknown. The south 
gate was located in a tower in the middle of the southern flank and was 
approached by crossing a bridge over Natlal Sa'ar. In fact, because of these 
natural obstacles, the Tyre-Damascus road was forced to pass through the 
town and over these two bridges, giving the town its valuable strategic 
position. 

The northwest corner tower is a solid rectangle (13.5 by II m) whose 
foundations and parts of the lower floor, superimposed by a modern 
house, could still be seen in 1967 but are today overgrown with vegeta
tion. The entrance and a very damaged staircase were located at the south
east corner. This tower guarded the medieval bridge over Natlal Hermon, a 
mere 22 m due north. The surviving bridge is built inside the Roman river 
embankments (see above, Topography) and has one slightly pointed vault 
(of cemented rubble), some 8 mhigh, over a span of 4.25 m. The road above 



was 4.25 m wide. On its east side, the existing bridge leans against a much 
wider post of Crusader workmanship. The surviving remains include the 
cornerofa rectangular, solid post (c. 9.15 by 2.9 m), with drafted masonry in 
Frankish style. These remains probably indicate the existence of a previous 
Crusader bridge here, some 9 m wide. 

Remains of the curtain wall on the west flank are picked up again some 50 
m to the south of the northwest corner tower. Where a modern flour mill now 
stands, the wall passed over three flat arches, probablyofRoman origin, that 
may have served as the outlets of water channels passing through the town. 
The mill's west wall incorporated the medieval curtain wall, and its con
tinuation is observed on the ground. Farther south, a section of a solid ashlar 
wall has survived. It is built of smooth stones and has a small protruding 
bastion built of stones with drafted margins. Beyond it, the ground rises, 
where a huge tower, or a massive offset (c. 50 by 25m), may be concealed 
immediately above the conflux of the west and south ravines. 

The southwest corner tower, a solid rectangle (26.7 by 13.6 m), is today 
under a collapsed modern bridge. Its walls, slanting upward slightly, rise 
from the Nal;lal Sa'ar riverbed to a height of some 20m. It is built throughout 
of large, hard limestone ashlars with dressed margins and a rough boss, 
reminiscent of the Ayyubid masonry at Qal'at es-Subeiba (Nimrod For
tress). The curtain wall, built some 13 m back into the cliff on both 
sides, is high up, on top of the ravine's sheer basalt cliff. The gate tower 
is about 110 m farther east. 

The gate tower is the most impressive and best-preserved structure in the 
whole circuit. It is a rectangle (27 by 18.2 m) that presents its long side toward 
the ravine. Its solid base rises up from the riverbed, about 10m below the 
entrance level, and its total preserved height on this side is approximately 25 
m. The wall facing toward the ravine is built of stones in the same masonry as 
the previous tower, whereas its three other walls are built of smooth ashlars. 
The latter walls every now and then incorporate reused Roman columns as 
tie beams and stones with drafted margins and flat bosses that are typical of 
Frankish masonry. The otherwise solid ground floor is hollowed with three 
chambers. The central hollow is the gate passage itself, a rectangular hall 
(10.4 by 6.7 m) roofed by a pointed cross vault supported by four corner 
pillars. The vertical segments and the vault springs of the pillars, like the 
curtain walls, are built of ashlars. However, the upper part of the ceiling is 
constructed of rough stones set in mortar. The hall is entered from the city 
side through an arched opening 3m wide and 4 m high. To the right of the 
entrance a narrow (0. 5 m), steep staircase, built into the thickness of the wall, 
ascends to the upper floor. The steps incorporate some inscribed marble 
blocks from the Roman period. The gate entrance from the opposite side is 
similar to the former, except that a lintel was inserted below the arch.lt has an 
Arabic inscription dated 1227. The gate was approached by a 4.5-m-wide 
bridge over the ravine; its span was capped by one pointed vault. The bridge 
was intact at the beginning of the twentieth century, and parts of it still 
survive. The western side chamber (4.2 by 4.8 m) is entered through an 
arched opening (1.3 m wide an 1.8 m high). Centered in each of its walls 
is a rectangular niche topped by an arch. The eastern side chamber, entered 
by a rectangular opening, is square ( 5. 5 by 5. 5 m). Its prominent feature is the 
semicircular mil;lrab niche on the south wall. 

The mil;lrab and the walls to its sides are decorated with courses of pink 
stones in an Islamic style called ablaq. Similar decoration is also found along 
the walls of the south room. Ben-Dov conducted a probe below the floor of 
the mosque room. Careful scrutiny of the building clearly demonstrates that 
this mosque, the gate hall, and the south room are integral parts of the 
original construction. Furthermore, typical Crusader masonry---drafted 
stone with margins and smoothed bosses-is found in this building only 
in secondary use. In fact, such Frankish stones have so far been found 
at Banias only here and in the above-described north bridge. Thus, the 
gate tower, and perhaps most of the surviving fortifications, should be 
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dated to the Arab period and be accredited either to Ayyubid or Fatimid 
operations. 

East of the gate tower, a 23.3-m section of the curtain wall (4.5 m thick) 
survived to a height of8 m. It rises from the riverbed, slanting upward, built of 
large boulders set in mortar. The southeast corner tower stands about 34m 
from the gate tower. This tower, which was originally the largest (c. 40 by 30 
m) and strongest, is now mostly in ruins.lt is situated on the highest point of 
the circuit and originally rose three stories. Parts of its northeastern outer 
corner, built of stones with dressed margins, and of the vertical walls of the 
inner rooms survived to a considerable height. Its lower part revealed debris
filled vaulted rooms. 

The towers along the approximately 220-m-long wall of the eastern flank 
were exposed when the ditch was excavated; the curtain wall, however, is still 
hidden. The walls of the protruding towers are built as a slanting glacis. The 
middle tower, placed roughly 100m from each of the corner towers, projects 
about 2m from the curtain wall to its sides and is 17m long. However, Ben
Dov's probes revealed another wall, attached to the tower on the south, 
which is set back 5.5 m. This may constitute the main, or perhaps an ear
lier, curtain wall. The tower survived to a height of 9.8 m. The northeast 
corner tower is almost entirely exposed on all its sides. It is a solid rectangular 
structure (18.6 by 19.8 m) that projects 2.5 m from the east wall and about 10 
m from the north curtain wall.lts core survived to a height of about 10m, but 
only the lowest 2.5 m are still covered by the original ashlars. A modern 
structure is superimposed on the tower. A probe along the east curtain wall 
adjacent to this tower revealed an arch, opening at the bottom of the ditch, 
that may have served as an outlet for water, perhaps to flood the moat. The 
well-preserved north side of the corner tower shows clearly that the wall did 
not continue from here in a northerly direction but probably went due west, 
to meet the northwest tower. 

The overall plan of the fortification is irregular and asymmetric. The 
towers are unevenly spaced along the walls and are set too wide apart to 
cover the curtain walls effectively with enfiladic fire. This adds to the im
pression that the military architecture at Banias is not Crusader in origin. 
Further excavation may elucidate the history of the fortifications and per
haps the remains of Frankish works. 

SUMMARY 
Bani as is a Phoenician-Roman town that developed out of a sanctuary into 
an administrative capital in a small kingdom. As such, its most prominent 
features, set in remarkable scenery, are a sanctuary of Pan and a palace. They 
are situated on elevated terraces overlooking the town, the pool and river 
embankments that collect and divert the spring waters and mountain runoff, 
and the town's urban center, with monumental horrea and spacious civil 
structures. All of these works were begun by Herod the Great, with the aid of 
Italian masons. They were continued by his successors through the Late 
Roman period. The residential quarters on the periphery, as yet only partly 
excavated, exhibit fine urban villas. The vast west cemetery has some monu
mental burial systems. In the medieval period, the extent of the town was 
considerably reduced; however, its remains exhibit an impressive fortifica
tion system, largely unresearched. 
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BAQ'AH VALLEY 

IDENTIFICATION 
TheBaq'ah ValleyinJordanissituated 15 km(9.3 mi.)northwestof 'Amman 
and at 625 m above sea level on the Transjordanian plateau. The Baq'ah 
(derived from the ancient Semitic root for "valley") is a unique geomor
phological feature on the plateau at the juncture of three flexures in the 
earth's crust. It is an elliptical, self-contained area of 10 by 5 km (6.2 by 
3.1 mi.) that stands in marked contrast to the surrounding terrain of hills and 
deep wadis cutting down to the Jordan Valley. The almost continuous hu
man occupation of the valley from the late Middle Paleolithic (approxi
mately fifty thousand years ago) up to the present is a consequence of several 
factors: its centralized position on the plateau (the ancient King's Highway 
probably ran through the middle of the valley); its rich soil (terra rossa), 
suitable for agriculture; one of the highest concentrations of perennial 
springs on the plateau; a moderate, upland climate sustaining diverse plant 
and animal species; and other natural resources (for example, large clay 
deposits). 

EXPWRATION 
The Baq'ah Valley has been the focus of a University Museum (University of 
Pennsylvania) expedition since 1977. The project, under the general director
ship of P. E. McGovern, has been jointly funded by the Museum and its 
Applied Science Center for Archaeology (MASCA), the National Geo
graphic Society, the Jordan Department of Antiquities, and several private 
foundations. Based on the data recovered in five seasons of survey and 
excavation (1977, 1978, 1980, 1981, and 1987), six periods in particular 
stand out: the Early Bronze Age; the Late Bronze Age; the early Iron 
Age; the late Iron Age, extending into the Persian period; the Early Roman 
period; and the Mameluke period. Archaeological investigation has focused 
on the northwestern (Umm ad-Dananir) region of the Baq'ah, which has 
more springs and visible ancient remains than any other sector of the valley. 
A 130-a. area was systematically traversed, and several sites were chosen for 
geophysical prospecting, based on artifact clusters, architectural remains, 
and specific research problems. With the additional subsurface data from the 
latter surveys, certain areas were targeted for test excavations. The archae
ological results of such an approach attest to its value. Other areas in the 
valley, according to a preliminary assessment, appear to have had much 
sparser occupation, apart from Tell !;)aflit on its southeastern periphery; 
the stratigraphic sequence of this site is comparable to that at Khirbet Umm 
ad-Dananir (see below). 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
EARLYBRONZEAGE. UrbansettlementbeganintheBaq'ahatleastbythe 
Early Bronze Age II (c. 2900 BCE). The impressive site of al-Qe~ir ("the 
fortress" in Arabic; site 7 on the 
map) covers the almost 30-a. summit 
of the hill of the same name at an ele
vation of about 800 m above sea level 
(200 m above the valley floor). An 
encircling stone fortification wall fur
ther enhanced the site's defensive po
sition. Al-Qe~ir is one of a number of 
large hilltop Early Bronze Age settle
ments in central Transjordan, and was 
the first to be excavated. 

Aerial photography revealed the 
ground plans of many circular and 
rectangular stone buildings. Cisterns 
up to several hundred meters in dia
meter, which were hewn out of the 
bedrock, were located on the sides of 
the summit. Systematic sherd collec
tion in the area within the walls 
showed that the site had been most 
intensively settled in the Early Bronze 
Age II-III (c. 2900-2300 BCE). A 
marked decrease in occupation occur-

Aerial view of Rujm al-lfeml, looking 
northwest: (left) the western building; 
(right) the eastern building. 
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Map of the Umm ad-Dandnfr region in the Baq'ah Valley. 

red in the subsequent transitional period, the Early Bronze Age IV (c. 2300-
1900 BCE), after which the site was abandoned. 

Excavation of one of the medium-sized (diameter, c. 8 m) circular stone 
features, or "hillocks," eliminated the possibility that it was a "beehive 
house" because no walls were discovered. Rather, it proved to be a mound 
of earth and variously sized stones. A concentration oflarge boulders toward 
the center covered smashed and complete vessels of Early Bronze Age II-III 
types and grinding stones and pounders, near a large solution cavity in the 
bedrock. A sounding in a rectangular room near what appears to be the main 
gateway to the site went down through 2m of fill, alongside an inner wall, 
without reaching a surface or bedrock. More excavation is needed to elu
cidate the functions and dating of these features. 
LATE BRONZE AGE. Late Bronze Age (c. 1550-1200 BCE) remains are 
exceptionally well represented in the Umm ad-Dananir region, considering 
that Glueck's 1939 survey found no evidence for the period. Glueck main-



tained that throughout the Middle and Late Bronze ages Transjordan south 
ofWadi Zarqa had been occupied primarily by nomads or seminomads, with 
urban centers confined to a few larger sites, although he later modified his 
position. The archaeological findings from the Baq'ah over the past decade 
conflict with Glueck's original hypothesis; in conjunction with investigation 
elsewhere on the central plateau, it now appears more reasonable to posit a 
settlement pattern of variously sized Late Bronze communities, at least in the 
area from Wadi Zarqa south to Medeba. 
CEMETERY AT JEBEL AL-QE~iR AND JEBEL AL-HA WAYAH. A large 
Late Bronze Age cemetery of nineteen burial caves on the lower slopes of 
Jebel al-Qe~ir and Jebel al-Hawayah was located and investigated. Many of 
these had been fully or partly robbed, but details about the sizes and shapes of 
Late Bronze Age caves (circular, elliptical, and two-chambered; maximum 
dimensions varying from 1-10m) and their phases of use could be obtained. 
The location of undisturbed caves and burial deposits was achieved using a 
highly sensitive magnetic detecting device, a cesium magnetometer. The two 
most important Late Bronze Age burial deposits were recovered from caves 
A2and B3, belonging to the Late Bronze Age I (c. 1550-1400 BCE) and Late 
Bronze Age II (c. 1400-1200 BCE), respectively. From a sounding confined to 
a 20-m area in cave A2 (about a quarter of the tomb) came more than fifty 
whole vessels and numerous small finds (including four scarabs, four cyl
inder seals, and seventy-five glass beads) that had been buried with twenty
two individuals of both sexes and various ages (infants, children, subadults, 
and adults). The burial assemblage, which was similar to that of urban 
communities elsewhere in Palestine (for example, tomb 1145 at Megiddo 
and tomb 1 at Pella), testified to a sedentary life-style and well-developed 
trade connections. This was also borne out by the local origin of the majority 
ofthe pottery; it derived from a clay deposit in the wadi near the spring of 'Ain 
Umm ad-Dananir, as confirmed by neutron activation analysis. 

The urban character of the Late Bronze Age Baq'ah community was 

Khirbet Umm ad-Dananfr: excavation of areas V.2-5 on a middle terrace, 
looking northwest; (background) Wadi Umm ad-Dananfr. 
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Khirbet Umm ad-Dananfr: northern room of the LB building in areas V.2 and V.7, 
looking southeast. At the top of the balk, on the left, a doorjamb and part of a 
threshold to one of the Mameluke rooms are visible. The "dedicatory fill" has been 
removed down to bedrock; at the termination of the wall on the right, a doorway 
between the northern room and a room farther south has been defined by hollowing 

into an outcropping of bedrock. 

further emphasized by the finds from cave B3, including about three hundred 
vessels of Palestinian types, also made from the local clay; four Mycenean 
IIIB/IIIA:2 stirrup jars, two stirrup jars from central mainland Greece, 
according to their chemical profiles; a Cypriot white-slip II "milk 
bowl" and base-ring II juglet fragments; and a large collection of jewel
ry, including an iron anklet/bracelet fragment comparable to Iron lA ex
amples, an Egyptian signet ring, a pendant, and beads of metal, silicates, and 
semiprecious stone; a cylinder seal; copper-base weapons and vessels; and an 
alabaster goblet. The burial goods were associated with a minimum of sixty
four individuals of all ages and both sexes. The principal paleopathologies 
(arthritis and dental caries), which were also observed in the cave A2 po
pulation, are characteristic of sedentary groups; two cultivants (emmer 
wheat and bread or club wheat) from cave B3, along with the remains of 
large herding animals (cattle) in both Late Bronze burial caves, supported 
this interpretation. 
UMM AD-DANANiR. The Late Bronze Age settlement at Khirbet Umm ad
Dananir (site 3 on the map), although thus far excavated only to a limited 
extent, provided the remaining piece of the puzzle posed by the burial cave 
evidence. The site was strategically situated on a cliff overlooking the pass 
into the Baq'ah through the southern branch of the Wadi Umm ad-Dananir, 
along which an ancient route to the Jordan Valley probably ran. It was 
located downhill from the Early Bronze Age settlement of al-Qe~ir (see 
above) on the same hill, and closer to the strongest spring in the region, 
'Ain Umm ad-Dananir. Detailed mapping of the visible surface remains 
showed that an approximately 6-a. area had been enclosed by a wall, which 
consisted of two lines of boulders (1-1.5 m long). The site's size and strat-
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Cave A2: impression of a Mitannian Common Style cylinder seal. 

ification, as revealed by subsequent excavation, are considerable by Trans
jordanian standards. 

The goal of recovering a stratified sequence of occupation at Khirbet 
Umm ad-Dananir and a link between the settlement and cemeteries on 
Jebel al-Hawayah and Jebel al-Qe~ir was achieved in the 1981 and 1987 
seasons. Work was concentrated on seven 4-by-4 m squares on a middle 
terrace at the site. Approximately 4 m below the surface, a building dating to 
the Late Bronze Age IB-II was partially uncovered. To the extent that it has 
been revealed, its structure is very similar to the contemporaneous 'Amman 
airport building 15 km (9.3 mi.) to the southeast: both have a narrow 2-m
wide side room defined by walls more than 1 m thick and a room with a 
massive centrally located column comprised of three drums, the upper two 
measuring 1 by 1 by0.7mand thelowestoneahewn 1-moutcropofbedrock. 
The three doorways leading from the northern side room into the central 
room are spaced almost exactly the same distance apart (4.5 and 2.5 m) as 
those between the corresponding rooms in the airport building. Both struc
tures were used at Khirbet Umm ad-Dananir to level up the floor in places. 
The' Amman airport building belongs to the Quadratbau architectural type, 
which, as the name implies, has a square layout with a central unit ("court
yard") surrounded by outer rooms. Because of the rich deposits (scarabs, 
cylinder seals, Mycenean and Cypriot pottery, and antique Minoan and 
Egyptian vases), it was proposed that the building had served a cultic func
tion-possibly for nomadic groups because there was little evidence of 
permanent settlement in the region. 

Like the 'Amman airport building, the Umm ad-Dananir structure evi
dently had special significance because miniature pottery vessels (for exam
ple, an imitation Cypriot black shaved juglet), jewelry (glass, Egyptian blue 
frit, carnelian beads, and a red slate pendant), and masses of burnt and 
unburnt animal bones and whole body parts (cattle, sheep/goat, and don
key, along with carnivores and herbivores no longer living in the region) had 
been deposited in a "dedicatory fill" beneath the building's plaster floor. A 
probable altar-a 60-by-60-by-60-cm freestanding feature with a limestone 
capstone-was found in the room. Between the altar and the column was a 
fireplace, predating the building, that was probably used to roast-theftnimals 
that went into the fill. The walls of the structure, which had been set into the 
fill (compare the outer walls of the 'Amman airport building), are preserved 
up to 2m in height. Carbonized roof beams were found on the floor of the 
building-an upper perpendicular group had squared-offbeams 20 by 20 em 
in section, with their mortise joints still visible; a smaller, lower group ran 
parallel to each other between the two walls. The building was destroyed 
sometime in the Late Bronze Age II: pits from the period, containing Late 

Khirbet Umm ad-Dananir: storage jar sherd with early Semitic 
inscription: )JD\!J (Shema'). 

Bronze II pottery, animal bones of the same species as those in the dedicatory 
fill, and some special artifacts, such as a pottery bull rhyton similar to that 
from cave A2 on Jebel al-Ha wayah, had been dug into the destruction debris. 
Only about a quarter of the building has thus far been excavated. Because 
there was no evidence of upper walls and roofing for the 'Amman airport 
building, which has been demolished, the complete excavation of the Umm 
ad-Dananir structure will provide a unique opportunity to understand better 
this architectural type and its function in a Late Bronze Age settlement. 
RUJMAL-J.IENUEAST. Rujmal-J.IenuEast(site 1 on themap)ismorethan 
500 m east ofKhirbet Umm ad-Dananir, near the middle of the valley. It was 
probably constructed in the Late Bronze Age, as indicated by the discovery of 
more than twenty Late Bronze Age sherds from a surface survey and five test 
soundings. However, the deposition on the inside was 0.5 m thick and only 
several courses of the structure remained. Most of its large boulders (more 
than 1m long) had probably been used to construct the corners and towers of 
Rujm al-I:Ienu West in the Iron IICjPersian period (see below). Moreover, 
the Late Bronze Age sherds all derived from mixed loci containing Roman, 
Byzantine, and Islamic material which probably represent robbing and 
dumping activity sometime between the Roman period and the present. 

The surface ground plan ofRujm al-J.Ienu East resembles that of the Late 
Bronze' Amman airport building, except that it is rectangular (c. 24 by 31 m) 
and lacks surface remains of crosswalls defining a central courtyard and 
rooms on the north. An undated wall was found extending several meters 
westward, along the same line as one of the interior walls, and might belong to 
a pathway boundary, an addition to the building, or a separate structure. 
Several crosswalls on the east and south sides of the building proved to be 
secondary. Thus, it is likely that the original layout completely lacked cross
walls, which would represent a major departure from the classical 
Quadratbau type. On the other hand, there might well be variant architec
tural traditions of the same general type, especially in the 'Amman area, 
where boulder construction was common. The Iron IIC/Persian qaifr 
("fortress" in Arabic) type buildings, for example, as defined by Glueck 
in his survey, were rectangular or square and did not adhere to a fixed pattern. 

Rujm al-I:Ienu East may have been an agricultural villa. It was built on a 
bedrock outcrop, like the Iron IIC/Persian structures that probably func
tioned as farmsteads (see below), in the midst of rich agricultural fields. As 
the nearby primary settlement at Khirbet Umm ad-Dananir increased in 
population, it would have been an obvious area in which to expand. 
IRON AGE lA (c. 1200-1050 BCE). The Early Iron Age burial cave (A4) 
located by the magnetometer survey turned out to be one of the largest 
tombs from this period ever discovered in Palestine. Crammed into a cir
cular cave, only 4.5 min diameter, were 227 individuals of all ages and both 
sexes. Most of the burials had been secondarily disturbed and commingled 
when older skeletons were moved to make space for new interments. The 
cave had two entrances: a main entrance, which was blocked by five boulders 
and faced onto a 20-m "forecourt," entered by a sloping ramp; and a back 
entrance, with a single boulder wedged into it and a series of bedrock steps 
leading down from it into the cave. 

The associated burial goods attested to a lower standard of living and 
fewer foreign contacts in the Iron lA than in the Late Bronze Age. Thus, the 
pottery vessel-to-burial ratio (70:227) for cave A4 was approximately the 
inverse of that for the Late Bronze burial groups. Imports were limited to 
marine molluscs, most of which were cowries from the Red Sea. Even more 
notably, marked changes were apparent in the three basic industries: pottery, 
metals, and silicate technology. In the case ofthe pottery, some of the changes 
can be traced back to the Late Bronze Age II. The amount of inclusions 
(quartz and especially calcite) gradually increased from the Late 

Khirbet Umm ad-Dantinfr: excavation of the line of orthostats in the Early Roman III 
building, looking northwest. 
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(quartz and especially calcite) gradually increased from the Late 
Bronze Age I through the Iron Age lA, even though the same clay source at 
'Ain Umm ad-Dananir was exploited throughout this period. Perhaps to 
avoid calcite disintegration, lower firing temperatures became the rule in the 
early Iron Age. 

A similar trend can be traced in fabrication techniques. Whereas most 
vessels were made on the wheel in the Late Bronze Age I, coil building of 
medium-sized vessels was the preferred method in the Late Bronze Age II. 
Coil building became the exclusive technique in the Iron Age lA. 

One of the most important discoveries in the Iron IA burial cave was a 
group of eleven complete mild-steeljewelry artifacts (anklets, bracelets, and 
rings), which more than tripled the number of published iron objects from 
early Iron Age Palestine. Mild steelis carburized iron, with about 0.5 percent 
carbon evenly distributed throughout the metal. Furnace temperatures 
exceeding 1400 degrees C were required for producing this alloy. Some 
continuity between the Bronze and Iron ages was evident from the discovery 
of a similar iron anklet or bracelet in the Late Bronze Age II cave B3. 
However, the number of Iron IA artifacts and their very uniform carbon 
composition demonstrated that metallurgical expertise in smelting and 
working iron (steel) was especially well developed in Iron Age lA. The 
seventy-eight copper-base artifacts, again only jewelry and of essentially 
the same types as those in iron (steel), exhibited similarly high technological 
standards; they were exclusively tin-alloyed bronzes with very consistent and 
high levels of tin, averaging 11 percent. 

Glass/frit technology, which had probably developed locally on the cen
tral Transjordanian plateau in the Late Bronze Age, had virtually disap
peared by the Iron Age IA in the Baq'ah. Only one faience, two frit, and five 
dark-red glass beads were found in cave A4. 

Although a distinctly cultural and technological matrix had emerged in the 
Baq 'ah by the Iron Age IA, the specific changes can be traced back to the Late 
Bronze Age. The total lack of weapons in cave A4, as well as the absence of 
major traumatic lesions in both the Late Bronze Age and early Iron Age 
human populations, suggested that these changes had come about peace
fully. Cultural continuity was also evident in the uninterrupted use of the 
nearby foothills as a cemetery in the Iron Age lA, where the caves of the latter 
period were close to Late Bronze tombs. Similar burial customs were prac
ticed, including burying the dead with theirpersonaljewelry and pottery and 
pushing aside older burials to lay out new ones. Numerous Iron lA surface 
sherds at Khirbet Umm ad-Dananir also suggested uninterrupted occupa
tion of the settlement site. The potters appear to have exploited the same clay 
bed as in the Late Bronze Age, even though the clay might be less pure or less 
welllevigated. The structure at Khirbet Umm ad-Dananir, like the 'Amman 
airport building, was destroyed sometime in the Late Bronze Age II and 
abandoned. Undoubtedly, a major socioeconomic crisis occurred toward 
the end of the Late Bronze Age II in the' Amman area, which was sometimes 
violent. 
IRON AGE IIC/PERSIAN PERIOD (c. 650-400 BCE). Numerous Iron Age 
IIC/Persian period structures are scattered throughout the Baq 'ah. Some are 
isolated buildings, primarily circular towers (Arabic, rujum malfuj); others 
form extensive complexes of large rectangular and square enclosures of the 
qa~r type and rujum malfuf Five Iron IIC/Persian sites were located by 
intensive surveying of the Umm ad-Dananir region. Apart from Khirbet 
U mm ad-Dananir, all were constructed on bedrock outcrops in proximity to 
arable land. This accords with an interpretation of the buildings as primarily 
habitation quarters for the rural Ammonite population. The standard inter
pretation of the qa~r and rujum malfufbuildings as watchtowers or fortresses 
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protecting approaches to' Amman need not be mutually exclusive from their 
use as farming communities or villas. Rujm al-I:Iem1 West and Rujm al-I:Iawi 
(sites 2 and 5 on the map) are virtually mirror images of one another, with 
circular towers facing the western pass and rectangular bastions opposite one 
another. They are equidistant from the main road, which probably follows 
the line of an ancient route, and as such are ideally situated to have served as 
border posts. 

Among the dry-laid, unhewn boulder structures in the Baq'ah Valley; 
Rujm al-I:Ienu West was most thoroughly investigated. The building had 
circular and rectangular towers and a casemate system of rooms around an 
inner courtyard. It had a single occupational phase, associated with a clay 
floor over bedrock, and was also destroyed during the Iron Age IIC/Persian 
period, with the upper walls collapsing onto the floor (2.5-3-m-high walls 
were still preserved). 

The Iron Age IIC/Persian period represented a major period of occupa
tion at Khirbet Umm ad-Dananir. Built over the walls of the Late Bronze 
Age temple was a Late Iron Age courtyard with a plaster floor over cobbles, 
bordered by a large oven and pithos. Imported Hellenistic pottery from near 
the tabun may indicate that the period extends into the fourth century BCE. A 
notable discovery was a very deeply incised inscription, written on the side of 
a storage jar before it was fired: in Ammonite script, it reads shema' ("to 
hear"), a common name element in early Semitic. 
EARLY ROMAN III PERIOD. Extensive building projects were carried out 
atKhirbet Ummad-Dananirin the Early Roman III period (c. 4 BCE-73 CE). 
In a 4-by-20 m area on a middle terrace at the site, a large structure from this 
period emerged immediately below the surface. The building consisted of a 
large courtyard and a room divided in half by a line of seven 1-m-high pillars, 
or orthostats, built on a wall and forming "windows," or compartments. 
Two ofthe orthostats had opposing holes. Stone channels, or troughs, ran on 
one side of the orthostat wall and continued along two adjoining walls. A 
small oven was placed between the end of one trough and a well-cut doorway, 
with its lintel in place, that opened into the room's interior. Many limestone 
measuring cups, glass vessels and jewelry, a complete iron sickle as well as 
pins and rods, basalt grinding stones and mortars, slingstones, and other 
artifacts were found inside the building. Besides Early Roman III smashed 
whole vessels on the floor and part of a cooking pot inside the oven, a copper
basecoin of the first century (Antonius Felix, 52-62 CE) was found below the 
beaten-earth floor in one room. The available evidence suggests that the 
building served either an industrial or residential function. Large Roman 
architectural elements were discovered farther down the slope, and most of 
the visible remains on the lower terraces probably belong to the Early Roman 
III period. 
MAMELUKE PERIOD. An exposed part of the eastern wall of the Early 
Roman III building on the middle terrace at Khirbet Umm ad-Dananir was 
used to construct two Mameluke rooms. The entrances to the rooms from the 
south and east were similar to the doorway into the Early Roman orthostat 
room but were less well executed. The two rooms were divided by a thin 
curtain wall into which a rectangular basin with a drain had been built. 
Scattered Mameluke sherds were found on the beaten-earth floors. 

N. Glueck, Explorations in Eastern Palestine 3 (AASOR 18-19), New Haven, Conn. 1939; P. E. 
McGovern, SHAJ 2 (1985), 141-148; 3 (1987), 267-273; id. eta!., The Late Bronze Age and Early Iron 
Ages of Central Transjordan: The Baq'ah Valley Project, 1977-1981, Philadelphia 1986; ibid. (Reviews), 
BASOR 280 (1990), 93-94.- lAOS Ill (1991), 188-190; id., Journal of Metals 40 (1988), 50-52; id., 
ADAJ 33 (1989), 123-136; id., Akkadica Supplementum 7-8 (1989), 25-44; G. 0. Rollefson, BASOR 
259 (1985), 71-80. 

PATRICK E. McGOVERN 

BAR'AM 
IDENTIFICATION AND EXPWRATION 
Bar' am (Kefar Bir'am) is situated northwest of Gush I:Ialav in Upper Ga
lilee, about 11 km (7 mi.) northwest of Safed (map reference 1891.2701), 
where the ruins of two ancient synagogues were found. The place is not 
mentioned in ancient sources, apart from the itineraries of medieval Jewish 
pilgrims. Rabbi Samuel son of Simeon (1210 CE) mentions the ruins of these 
synagogues, one of which (called the beth midrash) was outside the town. 
Rabbi Moses Basula (1522) and others speak of the beauty of the existing 
remains, especially of the doorways and columns. All ascribed the construc
tion of the synagogues to Rabbi Simeon bar Yol;tai. In the second half of the 
nineteenth century, many explorers visited the site. E. Robinson, E. Renan, 
V. Guerin, and members of the British Survey ofWestern Palestine described 
the ruins as well as the doorway of the small synagogue outside the village. In 
1905, the synagogue in the village was excavated by H. Kohl and C. Wat-

zinger, on behalf of the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft. No remains of the 
second synagogue were visible at that time. In the late 1960s, the site was 
again cleared, by the Israel Department of Landscaping and Preservation of 
Historical Sites, and additional architectural fragments were restored. 
THE LARGE SYNAGOGUE. The beautiful facade of the large synagogue 
(15.2 by 20m) inside the village has been preserved practically undamaged, 
with its doors and windows, up to the upper cornice of the lower story. The 
facade faces south, in the direction of Jerusalem. Unlike other synagogues, a 
porch (5.35 m wide) was built along the length of the facade. One column on 
the eastern side of the porch has been preserved in situ complete with part of 
the architrave connecting it to the building and the pedestal of a corner 
column. The porch was surmounted by a pediment with an arch in its cen
ter, as can be deduced from a fragmentary architrave, which is partly straight 
and partly arched. Eight columns supported the porch, six in front and one 
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Bar'am: plan of the village synagogue. 
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on either side, between the corner columns and the building. The columns 
have Attic bases and the capitals are molded with ovolo, cavetto, and abacus. 

FACADE. The facade is built of ashlars and has three entrances-a large 
doorway in the middle and two smaller entrances on the sides. The middle 
entrance (2.65 m high and 1.42 m wide) has molded jambs and a lintel on 
which winged Victories (Nike) bearing a wreath are depicted. The figures had 
been deliberately mutilated. The convex frieze above the lintel is decorated 
with a vine branch issuing from an amphora. Above the frieze is a cornice. On 
either side of the lintel was a console in the form of a double spiral. One 
console has been preserved in situ, but its direction does not fit the cornice. A 
molded arch, which served as a window, rises above the cornice. 

The two side entrances, although much simpler, are similar to the central 
doorway. The convex frieze above the western lintel is decorated with a rope 
pattern and the one above the eastern lintel with a pattern oflaurelleaves or 
fish scales. Above each lintel is a rectangular window surmounted by a relief 
of a pediment whose sides are decorated with vine tendrils. 

Head of a lion, from the village synagogue. 

Main entrance of the synagogue outside the village. 

A Hebrew dedicatory inscription is carved on the sill of the eastern window 
that reads 111' 1:1 I~)))N 1m:1 (Built by El'azar son of Yudan). 

The facade of the lower story terminates in a cornice rising 5.3 m above the 
floor; part ofthe cornice has been preserved in the eastern corner. The facade 
undoubtedly was two stories high and terminated in a Syrian gable, but no 
traces of such a gable have been found. 

INTERIOR. The interior of the synagogue is divided by two longitudinal and 
one transversal row of columns into a nave (6.2 m wide) and narrow aisles 
that surround the nave on three sides. The floor is paved with flagstones. One 
column and several pedestals were found in situ, and others were scattered 
throughout the area. The pedestals stand on stylobates. No capitals were 
uncovered, but it can be assumed that they were similar to those in the porch. 
The aisles were about 5.3 m high, which was also the height of the cornice in 
the building's facade. No remains of the upper story were found. Among the 
finds of special interest are the head of a lion and a fragment of a frieze 
decorated with a meander pattern and various figures. 

Decorated relief of a meander and other patterns, from the synagogue. 
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Bar'am: facade of the village synagogue. 

THE SMALL SYNAGOGUE. No remains survived of the small synagogue 
outside the village. Two doorways were still visible in the sixteenth century, 
but only the main entrance was still standing in the nineteenth century. There 
is no doubt that this synagogue was also provided with three entrances. There 
are photographs of the main gate and of fragments of columns scattered 
throughout the area. According to a plan prepared by C. Wilson (unpub
lished), there were only two rows of columns in the synagogue. 
The doorway was built of two molded monolithic jambs and a decorated 
lintel carved with a relief of a pair of winged Victories bearing a wreath, 
similar to the relief above the central lintel of the first synagogue. The images 
were already completely blurred by the nineteenth century. Beneath the 
relief, on the lower band of the lintel, was the Hebrew inscription >n> 
iDI:J N:JTl mil 'PPI!!il ili!!Y >1? p >1?il ilt>1> ?Nil!!' mmpD ?:m mil mpD:J m?l!! 

(01)?1!1 P(I!!)YlJ:J (May there be peace in this place and in all the places of 
Israel. Jose the Levite, the son of Levi, made this lintel. May blessing come 
upon his deeds. Shalom). A fragment of this inscription is preserved in the 
Louvre Museum in Paris. The same artisan, Jose, also made the lintel of the 
synagogue at 'Almah, as is attested by the inscription found there. 

SUMMARY 
Bar' am must have been a flourishing Jewish settlement in the third century 
CE, because it could afford to build two such elaborate synagogues. The 
excellent state of preservation of the facade and porch of the large syna
gogue at Kefar Bir'am give it an important place among Jewish architectural 
remains. It is a fine example of the characteristically rich, monumental style 
of Galilean synagogues. 

Renan, Journal Asiatique 3 (1864), 531-540; Z. Frankel, Monatsschriftfiir Geschichte und Wissenschaft 
des Judentums 14 (1865), 147-155; Conder-Kitchener, SWP 1, 230-234; Kohl-Watzinger, Synagogen, 
89-100; Sukenik, Ancient Synagogues, 24-26; Goodenough, Jewish Symbols 1, 201-203; R. Amiran, 
IEJ 6 (1956), 239-245; R. Jacoby, The Synagogues of Bar'am (Jerusalem Index of Jewish Art~Ancient 
Jewish Art), Jerusalem 1987, 1-73. 
Prehistory: M. Y. Ohel, Pateorient 5 (1979), 207-220; Weippert 1988, 75f. 

NAHMAN AVIGAD 

BASTA 
IDENTIFICATION 
The site ofBastainJordanis situated some 12 km (7.5 mi.) southeastofWadi 
Musa and 19 km (12 mi.) southeast ofBeidha (map reference 204.963). The 
modern village, under whose houses the archaeological remains were dis
covered, is located at an elevation of I ,420 to 1,460 m above sea level. Today 
the area enjoys a Mediterranean climate and receives an annual winter 
rainfall of up to 300 mm. 

Basta was first mentioned as a Nabatean site by N. Glueck in 1934-1935 
and was later described as Chalcolithic by D. Kirkbride. The Neolithic 
occurrence here was only identified in 1972; the finds from a sounding 
made in 1984 by H. G. Gebel suggested a date oflate Pre-Pottery Neolithic 
B. 

The site's occupation layers were discovered in 1986; when an area of 
about 400 sq m was cleared for construction purposes. The discovery ne
cessitated the excavation of a larger area. Since then, the results of two 

. 
seasons of survey (1986, 1987), soundings, and excavations have been re
ported by a joint Jordanian-German team. Two areas were excavated: A, in 
the northeast part of the site, and B, some 100m south of A. Surface surveys 
indicated that the Neolithic occupation extended for about 25 a. The ex
cavated areas are therefore only samples of the settlement. 

GEOMORPHOLOGICAL SETTING 
The early settlement was built on a slope bordering the wadi. Drilling in area 
A has shown that the site was built on a slightly undulating limestone, 
detected for more than 2 m below the surface. The bedrock is overlain 
by a yellowish-brown weathering mantle (60 em thick). The site's founda
tions in this area seem to have been laid on top of the weathered limestone and 
its soil cover. When the foundations were laid, the soil had already been 
disturbed by an earlier human occupation. The Neolithic settlement is there
fore on unstable building ground, that tends to subside because of the steep 
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Basta: map of site and excavated areas. 

slope and solution processes. The sed
iment in which the building is buried 
consists of three units: the lower two 
(65-75 em thick) contain angular 
limestone embedded in a finer silt/ 
loam matrix; the third (over 1.2 m 
thick) is generally finer-grained and 
composed of crumbly, calcareous 
loam. The bedded texture of this unit 
points to redeposition having occur
red during slope wash, or colluvium. 
The washed material originates from 
both upslope topsoil eroded by slow 
water action and from coarser
grained sediments deposited on the 
slope by post-Neolithic human activ
ities-sediments later transformed 
into colluvial sediment. 

In area B, the texture and structure 
of the material covering the site are 
extremely homogeneous, with diage
netic consolidation occurring every
where. In contrast to area A, where 
building foundations were directly 
on bedrock or on the weathered man
tle, the buildings in area B were erected 
on top of a colluvial layer more than 3 

l 
-Surveys (1986. 1987) 

0 Drillings 

A Area designation 

m thick. Such a layer in Basta's geomorphology could only have been formed 
by settlers thinning out the vegetation. It can therefore be assumed that the 
area, with its deep, stony soils suitable for agriculture, had already been 
intensively farmed before the buildings were erected. 

EXCAVATIONS 

AREA A. The total depth of occupational debris in area A seems to have been 
more than 2m, with buildings erected on top ofthe weathered rock mantle. In 
the northeast corner a thick, grayish layer appears that is an admixture of 
ash, animal bones, and flint artifacts. This layer of cultural debris was dated 
to 8,380 ± 100 BP (GrN-14537). It contained numerous pits and shallow 
depressions dug into the decayed bedrock. It appears that these pits origi
nally were quarried for building material, and that only later were some of 
them turned into burial pits. The grayish unit was highly disturbed by the 
later pits and leveling activities. However, the in-situ burials and the nu
merous scattered human bones indicate that the area was used as a burial 
ground prior to the construction of the earliest buildings in area A's north
east corner. 

Apart from some unrelated wall remains, two major architectural com
plexes were discerned in area A. The one in the north was damaged by 
construction works. Its main features consist of a room with a well-plastered 
floor, the eastern wall of which stood at least 1.5 m high. Several stages of 
replastering of the floor were observed. In the room's west wall an opening 
led to a pit with a well-smoothed floor. Another feature in this corner was an 
oval ring (1.8 by 1.2 m) of burnt stones, whose chronological relationship 
with the pit and the room is not clear. Fragmentary walls resting on a 
plastered floor with remnants of red paint were found to the south of this 
complex. While very scanty, the remains from this cluster provide evidence of 
building on a steep slope: the stratigraphically linked floors differ in height by 
2.5 m. 

The southern complex in area A seems to constitute a single building unit, 
almost devoid of internal structuring. There are no intervening spaces be
tween the structures and most of the walls were shared by more than one 
structure or were bonded, proof that they were built at the same time. The 
carbon-14 date for this major building phase is 8,155 ± 50 BP (GrN-14538). 
A striking feature here is the rarity of communicating spaces connecting the 
various internal areas. This, however, may be due to the fact that the door
ways were only about 60 em above floor level, as attested by the finds from 
area B (see below). In most cases, such openings would have been destroyed 
in area A by modern construction work. 

The main features discovered in area A include a large room ( 4.5 by 5.5 m) 
and two adjacent, probably somewhat later, smaller rooms. Here again there 
is evidence of building on a slope: the entrance from the main room into the 
smaller ones was, in one instance, via a 50-em-high stone step and, in a second 
instance, via a raised door sill 80 em above the floor. Although the upper 
parts ofthewalls have been largely destroyed, they still stand to a height ofl. 7 
m above the floor. The large room (room 27) shares its northern wall with 
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another elongated space (room 16; 4.5 by 9 m) whose floor is 1.15 m higher 
than that of room 27. This is interpreted as evidence of terracing during 
construction. Room 16 was partitioned: in its northern part, the floor con
sists of thick rubble packing and is about 15 em higher there than in the 
southern part of the room, where compacted earth lies on top of a thin 
horizon of similar rubble. After the small stones were removed by the ex
cavators, parallel rows of large slabs, oriented east-west, appeared, con
nected to each other by a central row running roughly north-south. These 
slabs turned out to be the cover of a network of "channels" (width, 20 em; 
depth, 40 em) created by walls occupying the intervening spaces. Some of the 
channels were found empty; others contained very fine sterile sediment. 
Their walls were unplastered, but the floors, at exactly the same elevation 
throughout the system, had been carefully smoothed. The channels did not 
penetrate the walls on the north, south, and east sides of the room-which 
renders this system different from those reported at <;ayonu, Munl;lata, and 
Nevala <;ori. The nature of their contact with the west wall is unclear, but 
they continue west of room 16. The possibility that they are some sort of a 
ventilation or drainage system cannot therefore be totally discounted. 
AREA B. Most of the disturbance in this area was caused in antiquity, and the 
magnitude of damage is thus less than that observed in area A. The main 
architectural feature here is a large room (6 by 3.5 m), surrounded on three 
sides by smaller rooms connected to it by low, narrow openings whose sills 
are 60 em above the floor. Some of the walls in this area are 1.6 to 1.9 m high. 
The roof, possibly supported by massive pillars attached to the inner walls of 
the large room, may be the only part of the structure that was destroyed. Next 
to what may have been a freestanding pillar in the large room, many frag
ments of coarse, burnt, and heavily straw-tempered clay were found on the 
burnt floor of an installation, perhaps an oven, constructed over three large 
scapulae of cattle or horses. Next to the same pillar the remains of an unfired 
clay vessel were found. While it is unquestionably in a Pre-Pottery Neolithic 
B context, this item has the true shape of a pottery vessel, rather than being a 
clay imitation of a stone vessel. 

To the south of this building the very fragmentary remains of another 
structure were found, again with a freestanding pillar in what was probably a 
large central room. On the whole, the ground plan of area B displays a high 
degree of regularity, which points to a planned settlement rather than 
opportunistic additions. The well-planned nature of the structure in area 
B is a feature peculiar to this site, as is the unique character of the channel 
system in area A. 

In both areas of excavation, a similar building technique was used: local 
limestone, which flakes easily, was dressed to form rectangular blocks; these 
were laid in layers and some blocks were set with lime mortar. In most cases 
the joins between the stones in the wall were quoined with thin, flat stones. 

THE FINDS 

HUMAN REMAINS. All but one human burial were found in area A. The 
burial ground in the northeast corner of area A is earlier than the architecture 
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Basta: general plan of area A. 
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in the area, a fact evident both in the positioning of some skeletons directly on 
the yellow weathered bedrock and by the fact that in several cases the walls of 
the later structures are built over the burials. Building activities disturbed 
many of the burials, whose remains were redeposited in the southern part of 
area A, with a clear relationship to architectural remains (floors, fill, or, in 
one case, on top of a ruined wall). The disturbed nature of most of the burials 
does not allow their designation as sub floor burials. Only one (burial2) was 
found in anatomical articulation, in a kneeling position, with its face turned 
to the ground. Isolated skulls appear commonly in secondary burials, mostly 
placed near walls or with stones around them. One collective skull deposit 
(burial 8) contained a complete skull and one, possibly two, fragmentary 
additional skulls, as well as several postcranial elements, all laid on a plaster 
floor. Another skull deposit (burial6) consisted of two crania set upright on 
the lower jaw. The ornaments frequently found in the debris layers may be 
grave goods that were originally buried with the articulated skeletons and 
then disturbed by postdepositional processes. 

Out oftwenty-five individuals excavated, twelve (48 percent) are children, 
a normal distribution of mortality in Neolithic times. The highest infant 
mortality at Basta was found between the ages of five and seven. The thirteen 
adults (five males, two females, and six of undefined gender) represent a very 
gracile type, and it seems that both sexes attained advanced age. However, 
the skeletons bear evidence of periodontic diseases (in all, eight adults were 
found with jaws and teeth), malnutrition (reflected by hypoplasia in four 
cases), and frequent inflammatory conditions of the meninges and the skull 
vault. In the sole complete skeleton there is evidence of vertebral disease, and 
two infants may have suffered from lack of vitamins. 
LITHICS. Samples of the lithic assemblages from the two occupations in area 
A and the one in area B were studied. The raw material came from quartzite 
exposures east of the site or from flint pebbles in the nearby wadi. However, 
in the basal occupation in area A, a distinct type of tabular flint appeared 
whose source is unknown. A small number of cores is characteristic of all the 
samples, although core tablets, crested blades, and cortical elements are 
abundant, indicating on-site flint working. Bipolar (naviform) cores were 
made mainly on tabular flint, and their numbers are relatively high in the 
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early occupation in area A. In area B, the number ofbipolar cores, in relation 
to unipolar ones and to flakes, is low; this supports the notion, by compar
isons with other Pre-Pottery Neolithic B sites in the Levant, that this is the 
latest occupational phase at the site. The high ratio of bipolar cores to 
unipolar ones in the upper occupational phase in area A represents a spe
cialized workshop and does not reflect a chronological placement. 

In contrast to the technological differences observed among the various 
occupations, no typological shifts are to be seen. There appears to be a 
tendency to use blades for all tool types. The highest frequencies in all 
samples (37 .5~66.05 percent) are of retouched blades and flakes. The arrow
head group (3.92~12.66 percent) is dominated by Byblos- and Amuq-related 
types, in accordance with the radiometric dating of the site. Another im
portant feature of the assemblage is the virtual absence of sickle blades, 
although many grinding stones have been recovered (see below). Borers 
appear in high proportions (2.75~9.37 percent), perhaps as part of the tool 
kit necessary for bead manufacture. Other tool types are burins (mainly 
dihedral), scrapers, denticulates, and knives. Bifacial tools (picks, adzes, 
and celts) show a high degree of standardization in shape. No transversal 
blows or polish appears. Except for one sample in area B, where their fre
quencies reach 14.06 percent, the number of these tools is low. 
GRINDING-TOOL INDUSTRY. The large quantities of grinding tools 
(more than one thousand) support the assumption that the inhabitants 
relied heavily on the exploitation and processing of crops. Of these, 74 
percent are hand stones and about 10 percent are grinding slabs. Pestles 
amount to 4.3 percent of the assemblage, while mortars are quite rare, 
a trait recognized as common at Late Pre-Pottery Neolithic B sites. The 
few examples are actually saddle-shaped grinding stones, whose prolonged 
use resulted in a mortar like item. Various limestones, quartzite and silicified 
sandstone, and sandstone were the raw materials used, most of them avail
able locally. Only a few grinding implements were found in situ on the floors 
of the buildings and installations. A few complete stone bowls and several 
dozen fragments of such items were also discovered. 
CLAY 0 BJECTS. Clay objects include baked and sun -dried clay figurines, as 
well as many fragments of molded, fiber-tempered clay, sometimes baked. 
Some are obviously sherds of larger vessels (bins and/or ovenlike installa
tions). Other pieces may be burnt wall plaster, but the majority show two 
hand-smoothed surfaces and are slightly curved. 
SMALL FINDS. The commonly used raw material for beads was marine 
mollusks, the most frequent of which were cone shells, Nerita sp., mother-of
pearl, dentalium, and cowries. True limpets are very rare. The shells were 
mostly worked. There is evidence that the shell beads were made at the site, as 
carved pieces of mother-of-pearl, probably sewn on clothing, were found 
here. Data from other Late Pre-Pottery Neolithic B sites also indicate a rich 
mother-of-pearl industry in this region. Beads were also made of various 
non-local minerals (sandstone, turquoise, malachite, and perhaps steatite) 
and of bone. Bracelets are of non-local sandstone, marble(?), and a plaster
like material. Some of the fragments bear traces of red and black paint. 

There was a rich industry here of bone implements that include awls/ 
perforators and spatulae. The tools were manufactured at the site, as can be 
seen from the many cut, incised, split, and polished fragments. 
PALEOBOTANY. Botanical remains were retrieved by flotation and are 
mainly charred. The most common wood is the juniper, followed by pis
tachio. Juniper does not grow near the site today, in part due to the heavy 
post-Neolithic deforestation of the region. However, it has to be assumed 
that in the past it also grew in the mountainous areas with calcareous soils on 
the plateau west of Basta, perhaps forming an open forest with the pistachio 
(probably Pistachia atlantica). Such a reconstruction also corroborates the 
evidence from the faunal remains. 

Fruits were gathered in large quantities, the most frequent being pistachio 
nuts and almonds. Wild figs were not as common, although this tree grows in 
wadi beds and on rocky cliffs. The variety of cultivated plants is rather small, 
the majority belonging to domesticated cereals-two-row barley (Hordeum 
distichum) and emmer wheat (Triticum diccocum). The emmer's spikelet 
forks and glume bases-the result of pounding the ears to free the 
grains-were recovered. The use of pounding and grinding for foodstuff 
processing is also attested to by the high degree of teeth attrition found in the 
Basta population. The only other domesticated food item was the field pea 
(Pisum sativum). 
FAUNAL REMAINS. The species represented in the Basta assemblage are (in 
decreasing order of the number of bones) goat (Capra aegagrus), gazelle 
(Gazella sp.), wild cattle (Bos primigenius), and onager (Equus cf 
hemionous). Other species, such as wild boar (Sus scrofa) and deer (Cervus 
sp.) are less well represented. Some carnivores are also present in the assem
blage (wolf, jackal, and fox), along with hare and some birds and tortoise. 
The ovicaprine bones display large morphological and metrical variations, 
suggesting that both domesticated and wild individuals (of goat and perhaps 
even sheep) were exploited. The domesticated specimens, however, outnum
ber the wild ones. A size dichotomy was observed also in the cattle and pig 
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bones, but whether this reflects incipient domestication is not yet clear. 
The main part of the meat diet relied heavily on domesticated animals, 

supported by the hunting of wild species. Animal exploitation at the site 
seems to have been quite intensive-bones are very fragmentary and bear a 
lot of cut marks, especially near the joints. The skeletal elements of the most 
common species are nearly represented in their natural composition, with no 
clear evidence for anatomical part selection. Butchery seems to have taken 
place at the site. 

SUMMARY 
Basta is a Late Pre-Pottery Neolithic B settlement. Its three known phases of 
occupation fall in the last third of the seventh millennium BCE (area B being 
dated by the relative frequencies of arrowhead types). Geomorphological, 
botanical, and faunal data suggest that in Neolithic times the climate was 
more favorable than today, and that major deforestation of the region 
occurred only after the Late Pre-Pottery Neolithic B, a process also ob
served at 'Ain Ghazal. It is difficult to estimate the number of inhabitants 
in the village in any of the occupation phases at Basta. Still, the size of the 
settlement and the magnitude of the architectural remains point to a seden-

tary, large-scale settlement that more likely than not subjected its immediate 
environment to growing pressures and might have played a role in the 
denudation of the region. On-site data, especially those concerned with 
infant mortality and with disease, as well as botanical and faunal evi
dence, suggest a certain degree of stress, in which technological innovations 
(domestication) were not yet sufficient to compensate for growing popula
tion requirements. 

While the site's external contacts are clearly reflected in the nonlocal 
materials imported for the local production of various goods, Basta's place 
in the region's Late Neolithic settlement system is as yet unclear. Given its 
distance from 'Ain Ghazal, the other major center of the time, and the 
massive architectural input here, Basta may well have been another central 
Late Pre-Pottery Neolithic B settlement. 

H. G. Nissen et al., ADAJ (1987), 79-119; H. G. Gebel et al., The Prehistory of Jordan: The Stale of 
Research in 1986 (BAR/IS 396, eds. A. N. Garrard and H. G. Gebel), Oxford 1988, 101-134. 
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BATASH, TEL (TIMNAH) 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Batash is situated in the northern lower Shephelah near the southern 
bank ofNal;lal Sorek (map reference 141.132). In this area the stream flows in 
a broad and fertile alluvial valley. An important road from the Coastal Plain 
to Beth-Shemesh and Jerusalem passed by here. The mound was founded in 
the alluvial valley. It is square: each side is 200 mlong at the base and 150m at 
the top, covering an area ofl 0 and 6.25 a., respectively. The top of the mound 
is bowl-shaped; this and the shape of the mound itself suggest that this was the 
site of a Middle Bronze Age fortified city, surrounded by earth ramparts, a 
theory confirmed in the course of excavations. 

The mound was discovered in the nineteenth century by C. Clermont
Ganneau, who identified it as a Roman military camp. It was not reexamined 
until the 1940s, when it was surveyed by J. Kaplan and B. Mazar, who 
realized its importance. Mazar proposed that the site be identified with 
Ekron. However, after J. Naveh's identification of Ekron with Tel Miqne 
in 1953, it seemed more likely that Tel Batash was the site ofbiblical Timnah, 
a city on the northern boundary of the territory of Judah, between Beth
Shemesh and Ekron (Jos. 15:10-11). Along this line, which follows the 
course of Nal;lal Sorek, Tel Batash is the only mound corresponding to 
the description of Timnah. 

HISTORY 
Timnahis mentioned in the story ofJudahand Tamar(Gen. 38:13-14). The 
story reflects relations between the tribe of Judah and the cities in the north
ern Shephelah during the period of the Israelite settlement and is the only 
historical source that mentions Canaanite Timnah. The stories about Sam
son (J g. 14, 15) attest to the importance ofTimnah as a Philistine city near the 
boundary oflsraelite settlement. Several of the stories associated with Sam
sonoccurredin Timnahandits vicinity(Jg. 14:1-2, 14:5, 15:6). Timnahisalso 
mentioned in the city list of Dan (J os. 19:43), which in many scholars' opinion 
reflects the situation during the period of the United Monarchy. 

There are no direct sources for the history ofthe site until the reign of Ahaz; 
it is possible, however, that the city was destroyed during Shishak's campaign 
(c. 923 BCE), when he passed through this area on his way to Kiriath-Jearim 
and Gibeon. During the time ofUzziah, the kingdom of Judah took control 
of areas inPhilistia. It was even said ofUzziah that he builtcitiesinPhilistia (2 
Chr. 26:6), and Timnah may have been reestablished then as an Israelite city. 
According to 2 Chronicles (28:18), the Philistines "had made raids on the 
cities in the Shephelah and the Negeb of Judah" and captured Timnah, the 
surrounding towns, and other cities in the Shephelah during the time of 
Ahaz. In Sennacherib's campaign of 701 BCE, Timnah was captured by 
the Assyrians after their victory in Eltekeh and before the capture of Ek
ron. During that period, Timnah was afortifiedcityin thekingdomofEkron. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Twe1veseasonsofexcavationswerecarriedoutatTimnahfrom 1977to 1989, 
the first three on behalf of the Baptist Theological Seminary in New Orleans, 
and the latter seasons on behalf of the Southwestern Baptist Theological 
Seminary in Fort Worth, Texas, in cooperation with the Institute of Ar
chaeology at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. The expedition was di-

The first seasons of excavations were concentrated in three areas: area A, a 
section cut on the northern slope of the mound; area B, the northeast corner 
of the mound, where the Iron Age II strata had been badly eroded and the 
Iron Age I and Late Bronze Age strata were found close to the surface; and 
area C, the city gate. Excavations were later carried out in areas D, E, and F, 
at the northern end of the mound, where remains of the Iron Age II city were 
uncovered, and in area H, to the south of the city gate. The stratigraphic 
sequence in these areas was identified as follows: 

Stratum 1: Persian period. 
Stratum II: seventh century BCE. Destroyed by a conflagration in about 

600 BCE. 

Stratum III: eighth century BCE. Partial destruction in 701 BCE. 

Stratum IV: tenth century BCE. 

Stratum V: Iron Age I. A Philistine city with several building phases. 
Stratum VI: end of the Late Bronze Age (thirteenth century BCE). 

Stratum VII: fourteenth century BCE. Destroyed by a conflagration. 
Stratum VIII: late fifteenth century BCE. Destroyed by a conflagration. 
Stratum IX: fifteenth century BCE. Destroyed by a conflagration. 
Stratum X: sixteenth to fifteenth centuries BCE. Destroyed by a confla-

gration. 
Stratum XI: Middle Bronze Age liB. Earth ramparts and a citadel. 
Stratum XII: Middle Bronze Age liB. Earth ramparts and a citadel. 

rected by G. L. Keirn, and the scientific director was A. Mazar. Tel Batash: map of the mound, excavation areas, and plan of the city in stratum II. 
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MIDDLE BRONZE AGE (STRATA XII-XI). The settlement at Tel Batash 
was first established in the Middle Bronze Age liB on a level area. It was 
surrounded by a square rampart whose sides (each 200m long) faced north, 
south, east, and west. The rampart, built of layers of alluvial earth and 
pebbles, was preserved to a height of about 5 m. There seems to have been 
a fosse at the foot of the rampart. In the northeast corner of the mound (area 
B), the corner of a large structure, probably the citadel, was uncovered. The 
rampart leaned against its outer face. The citadel walls (at least 4 m thick) 
were built of mud bricks and were preserved to a height of about 4 m. Two 
parallel walls and narrow partitions divided the area between them into 
rooms. Two building phases can be distinguished. Each had a floor covered 
with a thick layer of brick debris. Based on the pottery finds in the next 
stratum (X), the destruction and abandonment of the fortress may have 
occurred before the end of the Middle Bronze Age, around 1600 BCE. 
LATEBRONZEAGE(STRATAX-VI). Remains of the Canaanite city at Tel 
Batash were excavated in areas A, B, and C. However, most of the finds come 
from area B. In the narrow section in area A, three occupation strata from the 
period were distinguished; the middle one contained three subphases. The 
one-meter-thick walls found in these levels may have been the outer walls of 
large buildings that were erected above the outer slope of the rampart from 
the preceding period. 

Above the remains of the Middle Bronze Age citadel in area B were traces 
of an occupation layer from the end of the Middle Bronze Age or the begin
ning of the Late Bronze Age I (stratum X). Various pottery vessels, including 
bichrome ware, were found in a layer of ash on the floor of a structure from 
this stratum. 

Massive structures were erected in the next stratum (IX), including a wide 
wall that continued to form parts of large buildings in the following two 
strata. Stratum IX was also destroyed in a conflagration. 

A large patrician house with an unusual plan was uncovered in stratum 
VIII. The building is a perfect rectangle divided into several units, including 
an entrance room, a large hall whose ceiling was supported by a row of 
wooden columns, a narrow corridor that probably served as a staircase 
to the second story, two square rooms, and a series of four narrow cells 
that were probably used for storage and could be reached from the second 
story. The structure was well planned and finely built. The building was 
destroyed in a fierce conflagration. The two square rooms, which were 
apparently used for storage, contained dozens of pottery vessels, such as 
storage jars, amphoriskoi, bowls, and cooking pots. A procession of humans 
and animals was depicted on one of the jars. Several imported Cypriot vessels 
were also found in this building. 

In stratum VII the patrician house was restored, but its area was reduced 
and its plan underwent many changes. The ground floor was now divided 
into three long spaces by two rows of wooden columns on coarse stone bases. 
The staircase to the second story was rebuilt in the same place as in the 
preceding stratum. The space under the staircase was apparently used as 
a storeroom, for it contained jars full of charred grains of wheat. This 
building is almost the only contemporary example of the use of rows of 
columns to support the ceiling of a large space. It should be regarded as 
a predecessor of the pillared buildings so common in Iron Age architecture. 

The thick destruction layer over the floors of the building yielded numer
ous finds, including dozens of local pottery vessels and several imported 
Cypriot and Mycenean pottery vessels, various bronze objects (arrow
heads, spears, chisels, cymbals), five cylinder seals, two scarabs (one of 
Amenlfotep III and the other of his consort Tiy), and a necklace of glass 
beads. Many of these objects were found in the debris of the second story. 
Two human skeletons, one with arrowheads alongside it, were also found, 
attesting to the destruction of the 
building at the time of the city's vio
lent conquest. This building was ap
parently the residence of an important 
citizen, for it was large, well-planned, 
and multistoried and contained espe
cially rich finds, perhaps dating to the 
fourteenth century BCE. 

A service courtyard and associated 
auxiliary structures, including large 
ovens and domestic industrial instal
lations, were unearthed in front of the 
building. Three building phases con
temporary with the main building of 
stratum VII were distinguished here. 

Tel Bat ash: aerial photograph at the end of 
the second season, looking south. 
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The plan and use of the area underwent significant changes during these 
subphases. 

A street ran to the west of the building; and beyond it the corner of another 
large building was found. The street extended to the edge of the mound, 
where it was blocked by a wall connecting two corners of the houses on either 
side ofthe street. There was an opening in this wall for a sewage channel that 
ran down the center of the street. The city thus lacked real fortifications, but 
its inhabitants created a continuous wall around it by erecting lengths of 
walling to close off the spaces between the outer walls of the houses. 

The stratigraphy attests to successive destructions of the site, which oc
curred at relatively frequent intervals from the sixteenth to fourteenth cen
turies BCE. They seem to have been the result of internal struggles between the 
Canaanite cities or the incursions of the Habiru, such as the king of Gezer 
complained about in an el-Amarna letter. The proximity of the mound to 
Gezer indicates that in this period Tel Batash was a town in the Canaanite 
kingdom of Gezer. 

The transition from the Late Bronze Age to the Iron Age I has not been 
completely clarified. Stratum VI represents a poor settlement from the end of 
the Late Bronze Age with meager finds whose remains are not well preserved. 
There is no evidence of violent destruction and at least one of its structures 
was probably restored in the Philistine period (stratum V). 
IRON AGE I (STRATUM V). Remains of the Philistine city from the twelfth 
to eleventh centuries BCE were uncovered in several excavation areas. In area 
B, a stone building from the previous level was restored and rebuilt. Next to it 
is a spacious open area with ovens and pits, some of which are plastered. Two 
or three phases during which floors had been raised, ovens repaired, and pits 
dug into earlier ones bear witness to this stratum's long duration. 

Fragmentary remains of Philistine houses made of mud brick were found 
in area D. Their floors, which which yielded no finds, indicate that the place 
was abandoned rather than destroyed in a sudden conquest. 

In area C, part of a large rectangular structure (9.2 by 14.5 m) was exposed 
under the Iron Age II gates. It was built of mud brick on stone foundations 
and was divided by massive partitions into several rectangular compart
ments, that were filled with bricks. The entire structure probably served 
as a raised podium. On the south side, a wall 1.2 m thick abutted the struc
ture, with a floor abutting it; Iron Age I vessels were found on this floor. 
These structures were probably erected in a late phase of the Iron Age I and 
presumably formed part of the city's fortifications at that time. A drainage 
channel40 m long, which runs west-east across area C, should perhaps be 
ascribed to this period. The channel is faced with stone and covered with a 
gable made of pairs of stone slabs. 

Noteworthy among the finds from this period are pottery vessels with 
characteristic Philistine decoration, a pyramidal seal bearing a schematic 
depiction of a harpist, and a seal impression on a bulla depicting a man and an 
animal, etched in characteristic Philistine style. 
IRON AGE II (STRATA IV-11). Stratum IV (tenth century BCE) has so far 
only been excavated in limited areas. It is characterized by red-slipped pot
tery vessels and irregular hand burnishing. Walls of simple dwellings from 
this stratum were uncovered in area D, where they ran under the foundations 
of the solid wall from stratum III, and in area H, near the edge of the mound 
south of the city gate. 

In area C, two square towers (5 by 5 m) that defended the entrance to the 
city may be ascribable to this stratum. These towers are later than the Philis
tine stratum and apparently precede the gates of strata III and II. There is no 
unequivocal information for dating them, however, because they are located 
on the slope ofthe mound and were found destroyed to below the level of their 
floors. Inside these towers are the walls oflarge buildings. Two stone basins 
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Area B: plan of the patrician house in stratum VIII, 15th century BCE. 

~m 

were found next to one wall. Although the city may have had a fortified 
entrance gate, it seems that it did not have a wall. It is possible that the outer 
walls of the dwellings served as the city's defensive line. The remains indicate 
that in this stratum the city was not fully built up, and that extensive open 
spaces remained between the buildings. Noteworthy among the finds in this 

Area B: plan of the patrician house in stratum VII, 14th century BCE. 
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stratum is a short inscription engraved on the rim of a bowl, which mentions 
the name ))n/)[:t] ([b]nj~nn, son of I:Ianan). 

The city was destroyed at the end of the tenth century BCE, perhaps in the 
wake ofShishak's campaign, when he passed through this region on his way 
to Kiriath-Jearim and Gibeon. After this destruction there seems to have 

Area B: general view of the patrician house in stratum VIII, looking south. 



Stratum Ill: plan of the gate and the buildings south of it, 8th century BCE. 
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been a gap in occupation until the establishment of a new city, in stratum III. 
During the Iron Age II, possibly during the reign ofUzziah, a new city, 

surrounded by a fortification system, was established (stratum III). This city 
was partly destroyed during Sennacherib's campaign in 701 BCE. The ex
cavations indicate that the destruction was not total, and that in the seventh 
century (stratum II) the city was rebuilt and enjoyed a period of growth. This 
latter city was destroyed in a fierce conflagration at the end of the seventh 
century BCE, apparently during Nebuchadnezzar's campaigns in the south. 

The city's fortification system was investigated in areas A, D, E, and C. At 
the top of the mound's slope, a solid stone wall, originally 3m thick, was 
widened to about 4 m in stratum II. The slope at the foot of the wall was 
reinforced with earth and stone construction~a glacis of sorts~intended to 
prevent the erosion of the wall's foundations. A solid retaining wall at the 
lower part of the mound created a low, outer defensive line, whose purpose 
was to prevent siege machines and siege ladders from reaching the wall at the 
top of the slope. This complex system offortificationsis reminiscent of other 
fortified cities in Judah, such as Lachish and Tel I:Ialif. 

The city gates in area C were mostly preserved only to their foundations 
and were partly built on the mound's slope, making it difficult to determine 
their stratification. A massive outer gate forms an indirect entrance to the 
city. A huge rectangular bastion (8 by 23m) was the outer part of the gate 
structure, near the foot of the mound's slope. The city was entered by means 
of a ramp supported by a solid wall built along the slope. A square tower ( 5 by 
5 m), erected on the middle of the slope, facing the edge of the rectangular 
bastion, defended the outer gate to the city. A ramp (not preserved) led in a 
right-angled turn from the outer gate to the inner gate. The outer gate abutted 
the two towers and the outer approach wall leading to them, which appar
ently had been erected in stratum IV. 
These towers were probably already 
in ruins in stratum III, but it is pos
sible that their foundations served as 
a base for the towers or front piers of 
the inner gate in strata III and II; 
these, however, are not preserved. 
Only the western part of the inner 
gates from these strata is pre
served. In stratum III, the inner gate 
was 13 m wide and at least 16.7 m 
long. Three pairs of piers were 
found. Along with the two recon
structed piers, or towers, on the east 
side of the gate, this gate probably 
had six guard chambers. In stratum 
II the gate was rebuilt on a smaller 
plan, with only four chambers. The 
city wall (4 m thick) abutted the 
southern side of the inner gate in 
these two strata. Inside the stratum 
II gate parts of a large plaza paved 
with pebbles were found. 

Buildings from the stratum III city 
were uncovered in areas D, E, and H. 
A public building found in area H was 
integrated into the system of fortifi-

Strata III-I/: general view of the outer gate, 
looking northeast, 8th-7th centuries BCE. 
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cations that abutted the gate. The building extended for 33m to the south of 
the inner gate. Its northern part (15m long) was built as a double wall with a 
total width of7 mandan inner space 15.4 m long and 2m wide. The southern 
part of the structure included two large halls and two rooms. The massive 
walls, the size of the rooms, and the plan of the building indicate that this was 
the administrative center or palace of the city in the eighth century BCE. The 
building was destroyed during the campaign of Sennacherib (end of stratum 
III) and was not restored in the seventh century. In area D a public building of 
an administrative nature, probably a storehouse, stood next to the city wall in 
stratum III. The floor of one large storeroom yielded fragments of about 
forty lamelekh jars, almost half of which have been reconstructed. Twelve 
lamelekh impressions (double-winged and four-winged) were found 
stamped on the jar handles. Also found was a personal seal impression: 
~Yti':JN )!J~? ([belonging to] ;;fn abim';;). Similar stamp impressions are 
known from Azekah and Jerusalem. The jars show that the city was ruled 
by Judah on the eve of Sennacherib's campaign. In the period between the 
reigns of Ahaz and Hezekiah, Timnah may have been part of the Philistine 
kingdom of Ekron. Hezekiah may have stationed a garrison in the city in 
preparation for Sennacherib's campaign, during the period in which he 
compelled the kingdom of Ekron to join the revolt against Assyria. 

The pottery assemblage (mostly sherds) found in stratum III is not char
acteristic of Judah; it is closer in type to the coastal region assemblages. 
Noteworthy among the finds in this stratum are three clay molds for casting 
nude female figurines in a frontal position. These figurines, one of which is 
reminiscent of Phoenician ivory carvings, are of high quality. 

An extensive area of houses from stratum II was uncovered in areas D, E, 
and F, at the north of the mound. The city wall of stratum III in this area was 
widened in stratum II; a street passed alongside it in which a number of stages 
of floor raising can be discerned. Beyond the street is a series of buildings 
whose entrances face it. The easternmost of these is a public building~a 
barrack or an administrative building, replacing the building containing the 
ldmelekh jars destroyed at the end of stratum III. To its west, four dwellings 
were excavated, as were parts of other structures. The dwellings are typical 
"pillared buildings": they have a courtyard divided by a row of monolithic 
stone pillars, and several additional rooms. One house, excavated in its 
entirety, included a courtyard divided by a row of three stone pillars and 
two square rooms in the inner part of the house, behind the courtyard. The 
courtyard had stone steps leading to the second story (not preserved). To the 
west was a larger house with an oil press in its courtyard. The latter included a 
stone basin for crushing olives and two monolithic extraction vats. Stone 
rollers were found nearby. Large stone weights found in the house had hung 
from the press beam. Similar oil presses are known from other sites in the 
Shephelah (mainly from Tel Miqne and from Beth-Shemesh). 

Two dwellings uncovered in area Fattest to the uniformity of the planning 
and the building technique of this period. Each house has one or two rooms at 
its rear and a courtyard divided by a row of monolithic stone pillars. Both 
houses had domestic industrial installations, including a deep basin and a 
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Left: fragment of a mold; (right) head of a modern figurine cast/rom it, 
8th century BCK. 

shallow basin located at the entrance to the house that drains into the street, 
The purpose ofthese installations has not been clarified: they may have been 
used for tanning or dyeing textiles. Part of a public square with a corner for 
ritual activity was found between the buildings. 

In area H, the public building of stratum III was replaced in stratum II by a 
complex of buildings with installations for crafts and industry. Among them 
was an oil press similar to the one in area E, but surpassing it in the quality of 
its construction and in size. Here, too, was a crushing basin made of a 
monolithic stone, flanked by monolithic extraction vats, one square and 
the other round. All the parts of this oil press were sunk in a raised stone 
platform. Also preserved are the niches in the back wall, in which the press's 
two beams were anchored. A monolithic pillar separating the press's two 
beams and the stone weights have also survived. The two oil presses un
covered in two different quarters of this stratum attest to the importance of 
the oil industry in the city's economy during the seventh century BCE, as in 
neighboring Ekron. It seems that this was a regional industry involved in 
export, 

The buildings in stratum II were destroyed in a fierce fire. On their floors 
were hundreds of restorable pottery vessels and many other finds, including 
weights and metal objects. The ceramic assemblage dates to the end of the 
seventh century BCE. It is composed of two main groups: vessels originating 
in the kingdom of Judah and vessels characteristic of the cities of Philistia. 
The latter group is dominant, In addition to these two groups, there are 
locally made pseudo-Assyrian vessels, including a bottle on which a personal 
name was engraved, of which the following letters are preserved: ... Yr.J'J 

(lm' . .. ). Several vessels from northern Palestine, Phoenicia, and Trans
jordan were also found. The group of pottery vessels connected with PhiJistia 
is of special interest because it is iden
tical to the assemblage from this peri
od found at Tel Miqne (Ekron); it also 
resembles, in certain aspects, the con
temporary ceramic assemblage from 
Ashdod. This is a regional variant of 
Philistine culture at the end of the Iron 
Age, characteristic of the kingdom of 
Ekron. The Judean group of finds in
cludes severallamelekh jars, identical 
to those found in the previous stra
tum, as well as two stamped handles 
with two-winged lamelekh impres
sions, and five handles stamped with 
rosette impressions characteristic of 
the end of the Iron Age in Judah. 
A group of stone weights, including 
three pym weights and several 
eight-, four-, and two-shekel weights 
provide further evidence of the link to 
Judah. This mixture of finds is one of 
the characteristic signs of the site's 
border location. 
PERSIAN PERIOD (STRATUM I). 
Evidence was found of a meager set
tlement from the Persian period. In 
the city gate were remains of a poorly 
built passage from this period. There 

Areas D-E: 7th-century BCE residential 
quarter, looking east. 

Fragment of an Assyrian-style bottle with the inscription: ... )Jtl?(lm' .. . ) , 
7th century BCE. 

were remains of houses from this period in area H; in other excavation areas 
pits that were dug into Iron Age occupation layers contained sherds from the 
Persian period. 

SUMMARY 
Tel Batash is an outstanding example of a city established in the Middle 
Bronze Age on a flat, alluvial plain. From its establishment until the end of 
the Late Bronze Age, a Canaanite city with at least seven occupation strata 
existed here. Four strata were destroyed during the Late Bronze Age in fierce 
conflagrations, possible evidence of the instability in this region, which at the 
time was part of the kingdom of Gezer. After every violent destruction, the 
city was intensively rebuilt. While the latest Bronze Age city indicates great 
impoverishment, patrician houses from the fifteenth to fourteenth centuries 
BCE make an important contribution to the study of Canaanite domestic 
architecture. 

The Late Bronze Age to Iron Age transition was not accompanied by 
destruction or violent conquest, Philistine Timnah was a fortified city with 
dense mud-brick construction. Several subphases can be distinguished. The 
city was abandoned, but it did not undergo violent destruction. 

In the tenth century BCE a new city, about which information is limited, 
was established. This city seems to have been contemporary with David and 
Solomon but was poorly built and lacked a complete fortification system. 
Access to it was through a gate defended by two solid towers. It is possible 
that this city was destroyed during Shishak's campaign. After a gap in the 
ninth century BCE a new city was built here, whose establishment may be 
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Pottery assemblage from stratum II, 7th century BCE. 

ascribable to the reign ofUzziah. This city was surrounded by a strong system 
of fortifications. They and the city's buildings were partly destroyed during 
its conquest by Sennacherib in 701 BCE but were restored in the seventh 
century BCE. Both the urban planning and the abundant finds in the destruc
tion layer of the flourishing seventh century BCE city (stratum II) strongly 
resemble the finds at nearby Ekron. It seems that Timnah was part of the 
kingdom ofEkron at that time, and that their economies were similar, relying 
in great measure on the export of olive oil. The fate of the two cities was 
identical: both were destroyed in a fierce conflagration, apparently by the 
Babylonians in about 600 BCE. At the same time, however, many finds from 
this stratum testify to close ties with the kingdom of Judah, as befitted a 
border city close to Judah. 

Tel Batash: olive press from stratum II, 
7th century BCE. 
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153-154; 33 (1983), 126, 269-271; 35 (1985), 200-201; 36 (1986), 107-109; 37 (1987), 59-60; 39 (1989), 
108-110; id., RB 85 (1978), 94-96; 91 (1984), 410-420; id., BASOR 248 (1982), 1-36; id., ESI I (1982), 
7-8; 2 (1983), 6-9; 5 (1986) 69; 9 (1989-1990), 61-63; id., Archaeology 37/3 (1984), 58-59, 78-79; id., 
BASOR Supplement 23 (1985), 93-120; 27 (1991), 47-67; G. L. Keirn, BAlAS (1984-1985), 54-61; 
G. L. Keirn and A. Mazar, Olive Oil in Antiquity (Conference, eds. M. Heltzer and D. Eitam), Haifa 
1987, 121-125; id., BAR 15/1 (1989), 36-49; id., MdB 68 (1991), 42-46; M. E. Kislev, Science 216 
(1982), 993-994; D. C. Browning, Jr., ASOR Newsletter 37/4 (July 1986), 6-7; J. Magness. AJA 91 
(1987), 275; J. F. Merkel and W. G. Dever, Univ. of London Institute of Archaeology, Institute for 
Archaeo-Metallurgical Studies Newsleller 14 (1989), 1-4; D. Ussishkin, BASOR 277-278 (1990), 71-91. 
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BATASH, TELULIYOT 
IDENTIFICATION 
Two barrows, or mounds (Tl and T2), are located at Batash on the north 
bank of Nalfal Sorek, about 7 km ( 4 mi.) northwest of ancient Beth-Shemesh. 
Nearby, on the opposite bank of the valley, about 750 m from the barrows, 
lies Tel Batash (q.v., map reference 141.132), which has been identified with 
Timnah. Neolithic, Chalco lithic, Early Bronze Age, and Middle Bronze Age 
II pottery has been uncovered in the area around the barrows. The earliest 
remains at Tel Batash date to the Middle Bronze Age liB. These discoveries 
strengthen the assumption that occupation began in this area and later 
shifted to the site of the mound. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Excavations were conducted at the site in March, July, and August 1955 by J. 
Kaplan, on behalf of the Israel Exploration Society. The work was con
centrated in three areas: A and B, near the large barrow Tl; and C, which 
cut through the northern part of the barrow. 
AREA A. This area, south of T1, yielded two Neolithic shelter pits-level 
IV--contemporary with Jericho IX. Two occupation layers were distin
guished at the base of the pits: the lower, IVb, and the upper, IVa. Level 
III, which overlaid IVa and dates to the Chalcolithic period, can be corre
lated with the Wadi Rabah culture ( q. v .). Level II, the Early Bronze Age, was 
exposed only in the northwest part of area A, where it is sunk into level III. 
Level I is represented by the remains of a Middle Bronze Age II pit, which had 
penetrated level II. Isolated Late Chalcolithic remains were found in a 
limited area on the surface in level III. 
AREA B. In area B, three Chalcolithic occupation layers were exposed. The 
two upper layers, lila and Illb, contained Ghassulian pottery; the lowest 
layer, III, which rested on virgin soil, included pottery identical to the Wadi 
Rabah culture. 
AREA C. In area C, the excavation cut across the larger barrow and exposed 
cells 1 and2(eachmeasuring 1.7by 1.9m), builtofrivercobbles. Behind these 
two cells to the south, part of a third cell (no. 3) was uncovered. Round ovens 
of baked clay as well as Middle Bronze Age IIB-C pottery were discovered 
on the floor of the cells. The finds included a Hyksos scarab. 

To the east of the cells, concentric walls decreased in height toward the 
edge of the barrow. The space between the walls was packed tightly with 
small stones. These concentric walls apparently served as clamps to hold the 
small stones forming the barrow. The excavation showed that the barrow 
should be dated to the Middle Bronze Age liB-C. The barrow, which is 
linked with the remains of level I in area A, was erected near the earlier 
remains from the Neolithic and Chalcolithic periods. . 
POTTERY. The pottery from the upper level, IVa, is identical with that from 
Jericho IX and K. Kenyon's Pottery Neolithic A. The dominant character
istic is the red-painted (incising being entirely absent) decoration of zigzags 
and triangles in bands around the vessel on a cream or pink burnished 
ground. The burnishing of the decorative bands, generally a glossy or dark 
red, is applied with a brush. Part of the undecorated pottery is also burnished. 
A large number of sherds are parts of vessels typical of the Jericho IX culture: 
various knobbed handles, small triangular or rectangular ledge handles 
applied near the rim of the vessel, and ring bases. 

The pottery oflevel IVb differs from that ofiVa mainly in its decoration, 
which is executed in a primitive finger-painting technique, in colors ranging 
from dark red to almost black. Here, too, part of the undecorated pottery is 
burnished. Especially common are sherds of the "dark-faced burnished 
ware," first noted in the 'Amuq Plain in Syria and at Mersin in Cilicia. 

Teluliyot Batash: pottery fragments, level IVa, Pottery Neolithic period. 

The pottery from level III belongs to the Wadi Rabah culture. A rich 
assemblage was found, including sherds of the distinctive black-burnished 
ware. The pottery from levels Ilia and Illb does not deviate from the Ghas
sulian assemblage, and the same is true of the pottery from level II (Early 
Bronze Age II) and level I (Middle Bronze Age 1). 

CONCLUSIONS 
At Teluliyot Batash, a clear occupation layer (IVa), identical to Jericho IX, 
was again discovered in Israel (the first was found at Lod). Level IVb, despite 
its similarity to IVa, is different, and yet it is not unlikely that IVa developed 
from IVb. Combining the new material from Teluliyot Batash and Lod with 
the material from Jericho has permitted a correlation with Mersin, strata 
XXIII-XXIV. 

In area B, evidence was found for the second time in Israel of the priority of 
the Wadi Rabah culture, rather than the Ghassulian. 

The meager Yarmukian material uncovered at Teluliyot Batash, together 
with the material from level III, confirms the priority of Jericho IX, rather 
than the Yarmukian culture as, in fact, was already established by J. Gar
stang and Kenyon. 

As a result of the finds at Teluliyot Batash, the long barrow, which is 
common mainly in Western Europe, could be added to the varied types 
of Middle Bronze Age II burials known in Israel. 

J. Kaplan, IEJ 5 (1955), 273-274; id., BASOR 156 (1959), 15-22; 159 (1960), 32-36; 194 (1969), 2-39; 
id., JNES 28 (1969), 197-199; J. Naveh, IEJ 8 (1958), 166-170. 
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BE'ER RESISIM 
IDENTIFICATION W. G. Dever and R. Cohen, conducted an investigation ofBe'er Resisim, the 
Be' er Resisim (in Arabic, Bir er-Resisiyeh) is just inside the Sinai border in the second largest Middle Bronze Age I site known in the Negev desert (c. 2200-
west-central Negev Highlands (map reference 109.206). The settlement, 2000 BCE). This was an interdisciplinary, joint American-Israeli project, 
discovered in the 1950s by members of a nearby kibbutz, is situated in funded principally by the University of Arizona and the National Endow
a small basin on a promontory below the 500-m contour. It overlooks the ment for the Humanities and carried out in cooperation with the American 
southern bank of a minor tributary ofW adi Nessana, a broad wadi subject to Schools of Oriental Research and the Archaeological Survey of Israel. The 
periodic winter flooding but dry in summer. Be' er Resisim thus had an overall goal was to understand why this remote semiarid region was occupied 
optimal location, protected from both the heat of the wadi below and the briefly four thousand years ago; how humans adapted to the environment if 
searing winds of the ridge above, while maintaining access to the water in the it was as hostile then as now; and what caused the abrupt abandonment of all 
wadi. The choice of the location was critical, for survival in this area off ewer these sites in about 2000 BCE, most of them never reoccupied. 
than 100 ml of annual rainfall and shallow Irano-Turanian loess soils de-
pended upon the skillful exploitation of scant natural resources. EXCAVATIONS 

From 1978 to 1980, the Central Negev Highlands Project, co-directed by THE SETTLEMENT. Visible on the surface at the start of excavations were 
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the collapsed remains of some eighty round or elliptical stone structures. By 
the end of the third season, nearly all of them had been excavated and the 
better part of the first complete Middle Bronze Age I "village plan" ever 
recovered from eastern or western Palestine had been reconstructed. 

The individual structures were nearly all domestic dwellings, with a few 
enclosed courtyards or food preparation areas and an occasional animal 
shelter. The typical dwelling averaged 2 to 4. 5 min diameter, with stone walls 
preserved up to 1.5 min height. Access was provided by a single doorway, 
usually no more than 60 em square, surrounded by stone jambs and a lintel 
often found in situ. These small doorways could easily have been closed 
against the wind and cold desert nights with an animal skin or two. An 
occasional step or bench carved into the bedrock floor, or a stone-lined 
bin or hearth, constituted the only furnishings in these simple sleeping shel
ters. One or more stone columns served to support the roof, which, to judge 
from the debris, must have been constructed of tamarisk beams from the 
local wadis, covered with thin, lightweight chalk slabs quarried from seams 
still visible in the bedrock across the valley. The debris also yielded quantities 
of wall mud plaster and packed chalk roof plaster. 

The preference for curvilinear rather than rectilinear dwellings has been 
shown by cross-cultural and ethnographic studies to be typical of mobile, as 
opposed to sedentary, groups. The clustering of several one-room sleeping 
shelters around a common courtyard, as seen in several configurations, 
suggests a polygamous society, with each wife and her children sharing 
one sleeping shelter. The buildings and their contents show no evidence 
of sex or role differentiation or of social stratification. Thus, the architecture 
and the village layout at Be'er Resisim suggest the winter encampment of a 
small extended family or clan of pastoral nomads, consisting of perhaps 80 to 
120 individuals. Some members of the tribe may have remained in this "base 
camp" all year round, as the modern Bedouin do. 

Although the abandonment of the site left few remains, the material 
culture of Be'er Resisim appears to have been as simple as its social orga
nization and economy. No restorable pottery was found, but the typical 
sherds belong to the latest Middle Bronze Age I ceramic repertoire of De
ver's "Southern Family," which is well known from central and coastal sites, 
and is especially typical of the Hebron Hills and the Negev-Sinai. Most of the 
pottery appears to be locally made, but petrological and neutron activation 
analysis has suggested links with the Hebron Hills. Already it is clear that one 
graywheel-madecaliciform "teapot" fragmentisanimportfrom thei:Iama
Orontes Valley region in Syria, and several distinctive red-burnished pieces 
stem from the slightly earlier Early Bronze Age IV cultures of southern 
Transjordan. There are also small groups of Early Bronze Age II sherds 
here and there on bedrock. Small finds were scarce, but the fact that so little 
was previously known of the Middle Bronze Age I domestic assemblage 
makes many of the objects unique. Among them were carved and polished 
shell pendants made from Red Sea conch shells brought from a distance of 
more than 150 km (93 mi.), a chalk geometric stamp, and an Egyptian-style 
limestone gaming board. The lithics ranged from chert pounders and ad hoc 
tools made and discarded at the site, to several well-made saddle querns and 
top grinders of Sinai sandstone. Particularly striking was the relatively high 
incidence of copper: pendants, awls, an intact dagger, and a hoard of several 
triangular ingots and a broken 
dagger, no doubt intended for 
resmelting. 

A preliminary study of the pa
leobotanical remains indicated 
that the desert flora in the Mid
dle Bronze Age I were substan
tially the same as today. Several 
grasses suitable for grazing were 
present, but despite the discovery 
of grinding stones in the houses 
few grains were in evidence. The 
animal bones, almost all from a 
few communal outdoor cooking 
areas, consist of more than 90 
percent sheep and goat, the lat
ter predominant and of the small 
black variety herded by modern 

Copper dagger and ingots. 
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Be'er Resisim: map of the site. 

Negev Bedouin. Also represented were desert gazelle, hares, and birds, along 
with a few cattle (bos), donkey, and even camel bones. A curiosity is a 
fragment of a Red Sea shark's jaw and teeth. Again, the picture is that 
of an economy based largely on pastoralism and well adapted to a desert 
environment that has not changed much since the Neolithic period. 
REGIONAL SURVEY. The investigation of both cultural and natural phe
nomena was extended beyond the main settlement at Be'er Resisim by 
several off-site surveys, but research was limited to an area of 4 square 
km. An archaeological survey mapped nearly two hundred ancient fea
tures, more than 85 percent of them clusters of round houses, camps, burial 
cairns, or other installations belonging to the Middle Bronze Age I. At site 
157, on a dammed-up subsidiary wadi a kilometer away, several of two dozen 
Middle Bronze Age I structures were excavated. It was determined that this 
was a satellite village ofBe'er Resisim. Its inhabitants probably engaged in 
dry farming the wadi, as did the Bedouin, whose recently abandoned camp 
was on the same spot. On the other hand, site 126, high on the ridge to the 
southeast, was a small nomadic encampment from the Early Bronze Age II, 
at least 500 years earlier. Among the other Middle Bronze Age I features were 
several examples of the small cairns ubiquitous in the Negev. When opened, 
they yielded well-preserved Middle Bronze Age I skeletal remains, with 
evidence of both primary and secondary burials. One cairn produced no 
bones, but an intact red-burnished amphora and a copper dagger that were 
found suggest earlier intrusions from Transjordan in the Early Bronze Age 
IV, like the few sherds at the main site. Two large rectangular buildings, both 
perched dramatically on the high ridges overlooking the main site, were 
empty, but parallels elsewhere suggest that they may be Early Bronze Age 
or Middle Bronze Age I sanctuaries. 
ENVIRONMENT AND ECONOMY. The geomorphological, geobotanical, 
and climatological surveys carried out by scientists from the Hebrew Uni
versity of Jerusalem on the investigating team combined to reconstruct an 
ancient environment not very different from the modern one and surpris
ingly rich and varied in natural resources. Be'er Resisim was located at 
precisely the one point along the wadi where the water-bearing shale layers 
rise to within 3m of the surface. The modern well that gives its name to the site 
is located here, where even the shallow pits (tumili) dug by Bedouin can easily 
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reach water. Grazing was available on the nearby hillsides, even in summer, 
as hundreds of criss-crossing sheep and goat paths still indicate. Many 
natural plants, whose remains would not be found well preserved in an 
archaeological context, nevertheless would have yielded valuable food and 
fiber. 

The question of agriculture is more difficult in a semiarid region where 
rainfall is often below the 100 to 120 mm average needed to sustain crops. The 
investigators had hoped that the well-known principle of runoffirrigation, so 
ingeniously developed in the Negev by the Byzantines, Nabateans, and even 
the earlier Israelites, might be dated back to the Middle Bronze Age I. 
Although no archaeological confirmation of elaborate catchment systems 
was found, it is nevertheless probable that simple wadi dams, of the type that 
would leave little trace, enabled winter cultivation of the fertile loess soil on a 
small scale. Modern Bedouin in the Negev Highlands, who are basically 
pastoralists, used such primitive systems to carry out a considerable amount 
of dry farming until very recently. 

SUMMARY 
The chief importance of the excavations and survey in the vicinity of Be'er 
Resisim is that for the first time an adequate picture of a Middle Bronze Age I 
settlement has been obtained in its larger environmental, cultural, and his
torical setting. If Be' er Resisim is typical ofthe extensive domestic complex of 
the Negev-Sinai in the Middle Bronze Age I, as seems evident, it is clear that 
this period represents the final phase of a unique adaptive system that began 
in the Neolithic period, perhaps continued through part of the Chalco lithic 
period, and certainly flourished in the Early Bronze Age II. This final phase, 
however, followed an occupational gap in the Early Bronze Age III-about 
2600 to 2300 BCE, at a minimum. When occupation was resumed, beginning 
perhaps by 2200 BCE and flourishing by 2100 BCE, the settlements were 
refounded mostly at the old Early Bronze Age II locations. While the new 
settlements recall the Early Bronze Age II period in architecture, pottery, and 
other aspects of material culture, there were significant differences in socio
economic structure. The Middle Bronze I (or "Early Bronze IV") settlements 
are all small, devoid of any evidence of social complexity, impermanent, and 
apparently seasonal in character. The population appears to have subsisted 
on a mixed economy, the essentials of which were a combination of grazing 
on hillside terraces, using water drawn from shallow wells in the wadi, some 
dry farming along the wadis and on the alluvial fans, and sporadic trade in 
copper and other items. 

All of the Negev Middle Bronze Age I sites were abandoned, most of them 

Area A: plan of the village. 
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permanently, in about 2000 BCE, contemporary with the end of the First 
Intermediate Period and the resurgent Twelfth Dynasty in Egypt, as well as 
the urban renaissance of the Middle Bronze Age proper in Palestine. The 
Negev desert would not be so extensively occupied again until Byzantine 
times. 

R. Cohen and W. G. Dever, BASOR 232 (1978), 29-45; 236 (1979), 41-60; 243 (1981), 57-77; id., IEJ 
28 (1978), 263-264; 29 (1979), 254-255; 30 (1980), 228-231; id., RB 88 (1981), 571-573; W. G. Dever, 
BASOR 237 (1980), 35-64; id., EI 18 (1985), 18*-28*; Weippert 1988, 188, 193; I. Beit-Arieh, 
L'Urbanisation de Ia Palestine d /'Age du Bronze Ancien (Actes du Colloque d'Emmaiis, 1986; BAR/IS 
527, ed. P. de Miroschedji), Oxford 1989, 189-197; 0. Borowski, Bible Review 5/3 (1989), 40-44; L. K. 
Horwitz, BASOR 275 (1989), 15-25. 

WILLIAM G. DEVER 

Be'er Resisim: one of the round structures (partially reconstructed). 
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BEERSHEBA 
THE CHALCOLITHIC SETTLEMENTS 

A cluster of prehistoric settlements was discovered in 19 50 by D. A! on and 
Z. Ofer on both banks of the Beersheba Valley, within the limits of modern 
Beersheba. The settlements all belong to the same period. They once con
sisted of subterranean dwellings, cut into the loam of the terrace of the wadi, 
orna~al, about I Om above the present riverbed. They were occupied for a few 
centuries by a group of seminomadic agro-pastoralists. 

EXCAVATIONS 
The settlements were excavated from 1951 to 1960 by the French Archae
ological Mission in Israel, under the direction of Jean Perrot: Be'er Matar 
(Abu Matar) from 1951 to 1954 and Be'er ~afad (~afadi) from 1954 to 1959. 
A total surface of 2.5 a. was cleared. From 1952 to 1954, M. Dothan, on 
behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities, excavated part of a third 
settlement at I:Iorvat Batar. Other remains were found near Bir Ibrahim and 
the Beersheba marketplace. In 1982, I. Eldar andY. Baumgarten excavated 
again at Be'er ~afad (called Neveh Noy, see below). 
STRATIGRAPHY AND CHRONOLOGY. The stratigraphy in the dwellings 
is complicated because they are partially subterranean. However, at Be'er 
~afad and at Be'er Matar, it was possible to recognize, in clear succession, 
three main periods of occupation, with possible breaks between them. The 
duration of these occupations did not exceed a few centuries. The pottery is 
homogeneous; carbon-14 tests gave coherent dates spanning three hundred 
years. Uncalibrated, they were, for Be'er ~afad (M 864 a) 5420 ± 350 BP; (M 
864 b) 5270 ± 300 BP; (M 864 c) 5120 ± 350 BP; for I:Iorvat Batar (middle 
level) W 245: 5280 ± !50 BP; and for Shiqmim (RT 544 A) 5250 ± 140 BP. 

These dates would have to be increased by 600 if calibrated. The Beersheba 
culture is usually considered Middle Chalco lithic. The first two periods of 
occupation were mainly characterized by subterranean dwellings, and the 
final period by two levels oflarge rectangular houses built of mud brick on 
stone foundations. 
THE DWELLINGS. The subterranean dwellings were rectangular rooms (7 
by 3 m) with access through an inclined tunnel. The tunnel opened on the 
surface inside a shallow pit (diameter, 3-4m) used as a courtyard, with a 

Subterranean dwellings in Be'er Safad. 
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lforvat Batar: buildings in the upper level. 

large fireplace, basins, and bell-shaped silos. The floors of the subterranean 
rooms were also dug with basins, a fireplace, and sometimes very large bell
shaped silos closed by a flagstone. Niches were often dug in a room's side 
walls and in some cases expanded into larger storerooms. The compact 
alluvial soil on the terrace facilitated digging this type of shelter as a protec
tiqn against the harsh climate. Indeed, subterranean houses are found 
throughout the Negev in later periods. From the succession ofliving floors 
observed in most of the earliest Beersheba dwellings, occupation appears to 
have lasted quite some time, after which the roof collapsed. The dwellings 
were replaced gradually by smaller, oval rooms, connected by galleries; 
access to them was provided by two or more vertical shafts, a few meters 
deep, with hand- and footholds in their walls to facilitate ascent and descent. 
The rooms near the shafts contained basins, silos, and small fireplaces. When 
the inhabitants left for extended periods, they barred access to these dwell
ings by filling the shafts with stones, bricks, and mud; thus, a number ofthem 
were found with their rooms still empty of rubble and most of the furniture in 
situ, suggesting unintentional abandonment. It is likely that at the same time 
the oval rooms were dug, monocellular dwellings were built inside the pits 
formed on the surface by the collapse of the roofs of the first subterranean 
houses. The pits were cleared and enlarged; mud-brick walls on stone foun
dations were built to retain the sides and to support a roof of beaten earth at 
ground level. The roof was also supported by beams whose resting places 
were still visible on the top of the walls. The former entrances to the sub
terranean houses were fitted for reuse. 

Following a period of desertion, the site was reoccupied. The subterranean 
dwellings were completely abandoned in favor of large rectangular struc
tures (7 by 4 m) built on stone foundations. There is no link between the new 
buildings and the subterranean houses; they did not usually occupy the same 
area, but, when they did, the new ones were built on the fill ofthe earlier ones. 
The living floors of the new houses showed similar domestic arrangements, 
with basins and fireplaces; silos were dug only in hard soil. Most of the silos 
found in the vicinity of the houses probably belong to this period. Two levels 
of construction were observed, with a clear change of orientation. In each 
level, one of the buildings with no domestic installations was larger than the 
others. The same phenomenon was observed in the preceding subterranean 
phase. 

The changing character of the dwellings over such a short time span and in 
the same cultural context should be seen as successive attempts to adapt 
housing to the environment. The size of the group that settled here can only 
be estimated from the number of dwellings at the different sites; there were 
four or five, in any given period, at Be'er Matar and a dozen at Be'er ~afad. 
The total population for the cluster of settlements called Beersheba probably 
did not exceed a few hundred people. 
METALLURGY. Evidence of a small copper industry was found at Neveh 
Noy (see below) and at Be'er Matar, including copper ore (malachite), 
probably brought from Wadi Punon on the other side of the Arabah; rock 
anvils to crush the ore; fireplaces with slag; and fragments of crucibles. The 
axes, chisels, and awls could have been produced locally; however, more 
sophisticated objects, like mace heads, ornamented handles, and various 
ornaments cast in the lost-wax technique, whose chemical composition is 
different, were probably imported by the inhabitants of Beersheba from 
more advanced production centers. 
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TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS. Flint tools were common, although the type 
list is short. The bifacial implements include tranchets, chisels, axes, and 
chopping tools made of pebbles from the wadi. Scrapers, borers, knives, and 
some sickle blades form the bulk of the tool kit. Projectile points are very rare. 
Basalt and hematite, imported from Transjordan, and other hard stones 

were worked by picking, boring, and polishing to produce a variety of 
objects (basins, mace heads, and palettes, for example); however, there is 
no evidence that they were made here. Local production seems to have been 
limited to numerous soft limestone implements (perforated small discs, for 
example). Basalt was used to make large, open basins decorated with incised 

Aerial view of the Beersheba Valley and the sites of Be'er Matar (X) and Be'er Safad (XX). 



f lines and herringbone motifs~some of them on a carefully fenestrated 
pedestal foot. Basalt vessels were often found in a group of three: two basins 
and a pedestal cup. Well-made bone tools~madewith saws and borers~are 
in a good state of preservation: pickaxes, spoons, awls, and needles. Some 
ornaments were also made of bone. 
POTTERY. The pottery was produced locally. Sand was added to the clay in 
various proportions, and the vessels were hand made. However, on small 
bowls, there are signs of use of a primitive potter's wheel. The ware remains 
brittle, its color generally light. The forms are simple: the open ones, bowls 
and basins, dominate; the closed forms include small jars, hole-mouth jars of 
various dimensions, and large storage jars. The most characteristic shape is a 
fusiform vessel with a loop handle at either end of the body and a broad 
central neck ("churn"). The vessels' bases are generally flat; handles are of 
the lug type and are rare here, which is unusual for this country. The vessels 
are decorated with red-painted lines, on their rim, neck, and shoulders. 
Finger imprints also appear on rims. 
ORNAMENTS AND FIGURINES. Trapezoidal pendants with two suspen
sion holes were common artifacts at the site. They are made ofbone, mother
of-pearl, turquoise, and other stones. Also found were necklaces of tiny 
beads of a glassy substance and carnelian. Other ornaments include bone 
pins with ornamental heads (a bird or a naked woman), bone and ivory 
plates, an ivory box, a sickle (?), and some unidentified pieces. Especially 
remarkable are ivory figurines; including some large examples (0.33 m high), 
most of them of excellent workmanship. A saw and drill bow were used to 
carve them out of hippopotamus incisors. There are holes drilled in the 
cheeks, the chin, and around the head, into which a beard and hair were 
probably inserted. The eyes are inlaid. The posture is rigid, the arms held 
parallel to the body, the hands over the pelvis. Men and women are repre
sented, the men wearing a phallic sheath. From a stylistic point of view, these 
figurines are not without affinities with some predynastic Egyptian figurines 
found in tombs; however, the Beersheba figurines, which were found on the 
floors ofthe subterranean dwellings, do differ stylistically. A complete ivory 
workshop was found in one of the subterranean houses at Be'er ~afad, with a 
workbench, tools, a hippopotamus tusk, and figurines. This clear evidence 
for local production suggests an independent tradition here. On the floors of 
some dwellings, flat pebbles were assembled in groups of seven, fourteen, 
twenty-one, and thirty-seven; each was painted with red ocher with a 
sign~line, dot, cruciform, or tectiform, for example~the same sign being 
used on each of the pieces in an assemblage. The paint was applied after the 
stones were deposited. One assemblage supported a fireplace. 
BURIALS. Some infant burials were found under the floors of the subter-
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ranean houses. A few young individuals (under thirteen years of age) were 
buried near the surface in a crouched position. Some skeletons were found in 
disused silos; in most cases, they had been thrown into the pit, not buried. The 
only proper burial site was at Be'er ~afad, where a circular subterranean 
room (diameter, 2.5 m) had been reused as a tomb. It contained the well
preserved remains (long bones and skulls) of five individuals, neatly depos
ited in bundles. 
SUBSISTENCE PRODUCTION. Cereals and vegetables seem to have 
formed an important part of the food supply: wheat, barley, and pulses 
were found, as well as sickles, querns, and pestles, and numerous silos were 
found in the floors of the houses and in their vicinity. However, the principal 
source offood was sheep and goats; cattle were very rare, and pig was absent. 
The bones of hunted animals do not account for more than 10 percent of the 
total fauna. Thus, the level of production was very high.lt was probably even 
higher then than later, in the Bronze Age, in the central part of the country. A 
form of seminomadism seems to characterize the way oflife of the Beersheba 
people. Their mobility was a function of the mobility of their sheep and goat 
herds. In the same period, other groups in different ecological niches lived a 
more sedentary life, as at Ghassul in the lower Jordan Valley. Still others, like 
the groups on the Coastal Plain, had a high degree of mobility, herding cattle 
still in the process of domestication. It may be assumed that the Chalco lithic 
settlements at Beersheba formed an economic and social unit, each with a 
degree of specialization. A higher degree of social complexity appeared to be 
in the making, the onset of a new social order. 

JEAN PERROT 

NEVEHNOY 
Neveh Noy is located approximately 150m northeast of Be'er ~afad. It is 
about 100 by 300m in size and is bounded by Nal;al Beersheba on the north 
and by its tributary, Nal;al Beqa', on the south. Excavations at the site were 
carried out in 1982 under the direction of I. Eldar andY. Baumgarten, on 
behalf of the Archaeological Survey of Israel. 

Eight units of subterranean dwellings were uncovered, several of which 
were filled with loess that had infiltrated from the collapsed roof debris. 
Numerous sherds, flint implements, flint flakes, stones, ashes, and bones 
were found in the dwellings~probably thrown there when the dwellings 
went out of use. Three construction phases can be distinguished. They are 
not, however, chronologically parallel with those found by J. Perrot at the 
other Chalco lithic sites at Beersheba. The typical dwelling unit at Neveh N oy 
includes a sunken inner courtyard from which tunnels led to the surface or to 

Aerial view of Be'er Safad. 
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subterranean rooms. The use of several of these subterranean rooms as refuse 
pits or as burial places (see below) refutes the theory that they were only 
seasonally occupied and then blocked up and abandoned. The reason for the 
final abandonment of the site is unknown; however, because of its location 
between Nal;lal Beersheba and Nal;lal Beqa', the site is vulnerable to floods, a 
factor that may have led to its abandonment. A description of three of the 
dwelling networks that were excavated follows. 

The eastern dwelling is the largest and most impressive. Its first phase 
includes a central room (2.5 by 5 m and 1.75 m high). The roof is slanted on 
both sides and bears traces of the original chisel marks. Two tunnels lead 
from this room to a sunken inner courtyard, where two fireplaces and a silo 
were found. One of the tunnels was blocked with boulders and pebbles and 
had a skeleton placed near its entrance. The second tunnel was filled with ash, 
bones, sherds, flint implements, and flakes. 

In the second construction stage, some small changes and additions were 
made. For example, the courtyard was divided into two parts by a wall, the 
lower courses of which were built ofboulders and the upper courses of mud 
bricks. The bricks are irregularly shaped and appear to be lumps or balls of 
clay, about 15 em in diameter. The wall, preserved to a height of 1.8 m, may 
originally have been higher and reached the top of the courtyard. It is es
timated that the wall covered about three-quarters of the width of the court
yard, with the remaining part left open. At a later stage, a wall made entirely 
of mud bricks was built as a continuation of the earlier wall (whose lower 
courses were composed of boulders); this wall blocked the passage to the 
western half of the courtyard and brought to an end the use of the two 
fireplaces found there. New fireplaces were built instead. A stone revetment 
and the remains of other walls were also found. Their function cannot be 
determined due to their poor state of preservation, however. This part of the 
dwelling slants upward toward the surface level, where a child's skeleton was 
found. 

Two additional tunnels were dug in the eastern part of the courtyard on the 
south. One was widened into a small room (I by 1. 5 m) and the otherled to the 
surface. When the passage through the courtyard was blocked, another 
opening was made in the southeastern wall of the subterranean room. It 
led through a long, inclined tunnel up to ground level, where small pits 
(diameter, c. 1 m) were found. In the third and final stage, the small pits 
were filled with earth and the floor level was raised. Large stone slabs for 
grinding copper ore were found on the floor. 

Approximately 150m south of the eastern dwelling is the "Treasure Unit" 
(no. 144), which contained a copper hoardoffiveobjects: two standards, one 
tubular and the other pear-shaped; two axes; and a fragment of a crown(?), 
similar to the one found in the Cave of the Treasure at Nal;lal Mishmar in the 
Judean Desert. The Treasure Unit was a rectangular sunken courtyard (4.5 
by 8mand 1.2mdeep)withroundedcorners. It was entered from the north by 
a channel and from the west by means of a tunnel. The sunken courtyard had 
three main occupation phases. In the earliest and lowest phase, about ten 

bell-shaped pits and silos, ranging from 0.3 to I min diameter, were found. 
They were filled with sherds, ashes, flint implements, and flakes. Three 
additional pits served as silos or treasure caches. The pits were 1.4 m deep 
and I to 1.3 min diameter at their base. In two of them cover slabs that had 
collapsed under the weight of the accumulated earth were found. Scores of 
bowls and sickle blades were found in these pits; because of the large number 
of pits, it may be assumed that they were not in use simultaneously. 

In the second phase, a small crater, 16 em in diameter with its edges raised 
several centimeters above floor level, was made in the middle of the floor. The 
crater was heated to a very high temperature and had hardened. Nearby was 
a thin tuyere, or tube from a bellows. This hollow was probably used for 
copper smelting. Tools were found near the northern channel entrance, next 
to three stones probably used as a mortar, workbench, and anvil. Also found 
was a small pendant made of copper thread, looped in the middle and flanked 
by spiraled rings. 

West of the northern entrance was a niche containing an arch-shaped oven 
made of mud bricks and stone. Nearby were faience beads, a hematite mace 
head, fragments of a three-footed basalt bowl, and various pottery ves
sels-stands, incense burners, pithoi, hole-mouth jars, and bowls. 

In the uppermost phase, a horseshoe-shaped, mud-brick installation was 
found in the eastern part of the sunken courtyard. To its northeast, a large 
fireplace was uncovered with numerous stone vessels, including a large basin, 
and pounding tools on its floor. After the dwelling went out of use, it was 
converted into a refuse pit. 

Thethirddwellingunit(no. 169/133)is located about !Omeastofunit 106/ 
102. This dwelling includes a room from which a single tunnel runs north
ward, whose opening was blocked by a collapsed wall. On the southern side 
of the room, tunnels branched in two directions: one to the west, where the 
opening was blocked with large stones; and the second to the east, toward a 
broad room. From this room a tunnel leads to another, oval-shaped room in 
the east. Along the western side of the room mud-brick cells were found. The 
cells were empty, but four skeletons were found between them and the 
entrance. The skeletal remains, some of which had been burned, were 
heaped in a pile. One skull had been placed in a bowl. A total of four skulls 
belonging to two children, a man, and a woman were found among the 
scattered bones. Bones of cattle (cows and calves), goats, and deer were 
found with the human remains. Burials were probably performed here after 
the subterranean dwelling was no longer in use, at which time the bones were 
gathered, burned, and placed in the chamber. Kernels of wheat were also 
found. 
THE FINDS. Most of the intact pottery vessels were found in the Treasure 
Unit. The most common finds were delicate bowls that had been fashioned 
on a potter's wheel and decorated with red stripes on their rims. Many small 
hole-mouth bowls had traces of intense firing discernible around their red
striped rims and spouts. Pithoi and hole-mouth jars were also discovered. 
Several fragments of the larger, handmade vessels were decorated in red, 

General view of Be'er Matar. 
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Right: decorated hole-mouth jar; (above) churn; and (below) basalt bowls and 
copper mace heads. Chalcolithic period. 

particularly around the handles. The Treasure Unit also contained incense 
burners and stands but no cornets. The main finds in the sunken courtyards 
were bowls, fragments ofkraters with colorfully decorated rims, and frag-

Neveh Noy: "Treasure Unit"" 144. looking 
north. 
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ments of churns. Because these subterranean networks were ultimately 
used as refuse pits, pieces of broken pottery were thrown into them, ac
counting for about 80 percent of all the sherds found on the site. Large and 
small weights, hematite mace heads, stone bowls, mortars, worked bone 
tools, small shell plates, faience beads, and flint implements-including 
axes, adzes, scrapers, and a few blades-were also among the finds. 

IRIS ELDAR, YAACOV BAUMGARTEN 
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Figurines and ivory objects from Be'er Safad and Be'er Matar, Chalcolithic period. 
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TEL BEERSHEBA 

LOCATION 
Tel Beersheba (Tell es-Saba') is located in the northern Negev, east of the 
modern city of Beersheba, on a hill overlooking the Beersheba and Hebron 
valleys (map reference 135.073). Thanks to the presence offreshwatersprings 
along the Beersheba Valley, a number of settlements developed in the area: 
on the western banks of the valley, occupied during the Chalco lithic period 
(see above); at Tel Beersheba, first settled in the Iron Age and, to a limited 
extent, from the Persian to the Early Arab periods; and in the vicinity of the 
modern city of Beersheba, at Bir es-Saba', which was sparsely settled in the 
Iron Age and more densely occupied during the Roman-Byzantine period. 

Tel Beersheba is situated in the heart of the Beersheba Valley, whose rich 
alluvial soil is suitable for cultivation. However, the valley is situated on the 
periphery of the desert and has very little precipitation. The city that devel
oped at Tel Beersheba is located at an important crossroad: to Mount 
Hebron in the north; to the Judean Desert and the Dead Sea in the 
east; to the Coastal Plain in the west; and to the Negev hills, Kadesh-Bar
nea, and Elathin the south. Different peoples settled in the Beersheba Valley 
during the biblical period: the tribe of Judah in the north; the Edomites in the 
southeast; the desert tribes (the Amalekites and Kenites) in the south and 
east; and the Philistines in the west. Beginning in the Iron Age, various rulers 
sought to turn the site into the area's administrative and military center. The 
entire Beersheba Valley was completely abandoned for a period of more than 
one thousand years, from the Arab conquest in the seventh century CE until 
the nineteenth century. 

HISTORY 
Beersheba figures prominently in the patriarchal narratives, during the years 
of wandering in the southern part of the land oflsrael. References to Beer
sheba include accounts of God's revelation to the patriarchs (Gen. 26:24-25, 
46:1-2), the struggle against the Philistines over the right to dig wells and 

Tel Beersheba: plan of the city in stratum II. 

draw water (Gen. 21:22-34, 26:15-33), and the derivation of the site's 
name-from the Hebrew shevu'a(oath)or shiv'a(seven) (Gen. 21:31, 26:33). 

Beersheba heads the list of cities of Simeon (Jos. 19:2; 1 Chr. 4:28) and 
appears among the cities of the Negev of Judah (Jos. 15:28). During the 

Aerial view of Tel Beersheba. 
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period of the Judges and the United Monarchy, Beersheba was the symbol of 
the southern boundary of the land oflsrael: "from Dan to Beersheba" (Jg. 
20:1; 1 Sam. 3:20; 2 Sam. 3:10, 17:11, 24:15; 1 Kg. 5:5). In the Book of 
Chronicles, the order is reversed: "from Beersheba to Dan" (1 Chr. 
21:2; 2 Chr. 30:5). Beersheba is also mentioned as the southern border of 
the kingdom of Judah: "from Geba to Beersheba" (2 Kg. 23:8) or "from 
Beersheba to the hill country of Ephraim" (2 Chr. 19:4). "Beersheba, which 
belongs to Judah" was a waystation for the prophet Elijah on his journey 
from Jezreel southward to Mount Horeb (1 Kg. 19:3). The prophet Amos 
mentions Beersheba as the southernmost ofthe chain of cities connected with 
pagan customs and ceremonies: Dan-Bethel-Gilgal-Beersheba (Am. 5:5, 
8:14). Beersheba was also the southernmost point settled during the return 
from Babylon "from Beersheba to the valley of Hinnom" (Neh. 11 :30). 

IDENTIFICATION 
The identification of the mound with biblical Beersheba was generally ac
cepted when excavations were begun at the site. This view is still held by 
many. Others were doubtful in light of the fact that no remains from the 
Bronze Age or the end of the Iron Age were found. M.D. Fowler maintains 
that this was not the site of patriarchal Beersheba. In the opinion of 
N. Na'aman the remains of ancient Beersheba should be sought at Bires
Saba', the area excavated by R. Gophna andY. Yisraeli in 1962, which 
revealed extensive remains and finds dating to the last days of the kingdom 
of Judah. Na'aman identifies the settlement at Tel Beersheba with biblical 
Sheba (Jos. 19:2). However, the central location of the mound and the 
absence of any other fortified city in the vicinity that could have served 
as an administrative center support the identification of the site with ancient 
Beersheba. The finds on the mound that date to the twelfth and eleventh 
centuries BCE may correspond with the patriarchal ties with Beersheba if the 
hypothesis offered by B. Mazar and M. Weippert is accepted: that the 
historical background of the patriarchal narratives in the Bible covers the 
first stage of the Israelite settlement period. The late First Temple period city 
ofBeershebamentionedin the Bible (see below) may have beenlocatedat the 
site of Bir es-Saba'. A. F. Rainey proposes that Beersheba be classified 
among the examples of two cities that bore the same name (such as Arad 
in Pharaoh Shishak's list). 

EXCAVATIONS 
Eight seasons of excavations were carried out at Tel Beersheba from 1969 to 
197 5, under the auspices ofTel Aviv University, directed by Y. Aharoni, and 
in 1976, following Aharoni's death, by Z. Herzog. The excavations were part 
of the Beersheba Valley Regional Research Project. The excavators sought 
to uncover widespread and continuous areas of the site in order to determine 
its stratigraphy and to analyze the building remains. After deline&lting the 
extent of the Roman fortress, whose foundations cut into the Israelite stra
tum, it was decided not to deepen this area but to concentrate on the areas 
around it. Approximately two-thirds of the last Iron Age city (stratum II) 
were uncovered in the areas excavated. In addition, a deep trench was dug in 

Iron I well. 

the northern part of the mound in order to clarify the fortification phases and 
identify the types of walls built on the mound. 

In investigating the structure oft he city's external gate, it became clear that 
beneath its remains, on the southeastern slope of the mound, were buildings 
and pits dating to the Iron Age I. During the last three seasons of excavations, 
several floors in the gateway and the storehouse were removed in order to 
uncover those buildings and pits. As a result, a clear picture was obtained of 
the Iron Age I settlements (strata IX-VI), the remains of which, at the summit 
of the mound, had been removed by the builders of the first fortified city, 

stratum V. Throughout the excava
tions various attempts were made to 
preserve the ancient settlement re
mains uncovered. Ultimately, it was 
found that the best way to do so was 
to cover them with new, fired bricks. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
CHALCOLITHIC PERIOD. Isolated 
potsherds from the Chalco lithic peri
od were found in earth fills through
out the different settlement phases. 
Some of the pits in use in stratum IX 
(see below) probably originated in the 
Chalco lithic period, when it was cus
tomary to dig pits for dwellings, as 
seen at other sites on the banks of the 
Beersheba Valley (see above) and at 
Arad. These early pit depressions 
were apparently found by the first 
Iron Age settlers at Beersheba, who 
cleaned and enlarged them for reuse. 
IRON AGE I. Four strata (IX-VI) 
dating to the Iron Age I were 
uncovered on the southeastern slope 
of the mound, predating the con-

The city gate and drainage channel. 



The brick wall built over the stone wall in the 
deep trench cut in the northern part of the 
mf)und. 

~~ruction of the first fortified city at 
Jleersheba. The first occupation stra
tum, IX, is characterized by pits 
earved into the conglomerate bed
~ock of the hill. The diameter of these 
p:its ranges from 5 to I 0 m, and their 
~epth is approximately 3 m. The 
~,x.cavated area yielded parts of seven 
pjts, indicating that there were prob
~bly about twenty pits on the entire 
~lope. Some of the pits served as 
dwellings. One pit, almost complete
ly excavated, had a roofed area, 
formed by a natural vault in the 
rock. Underneath the roofed area 
was a floor of pebbles that probably 
served as a sleeping surface. Near the 
sleeping area was a carved niche in 
which wine jars were stored. In front 
of the pit was a cooking oven with a 
raised surface nearby for sitting. 
Other pits, with no evidence of 
having served as dwellings, were 
probably utilized for grain storage. 
It appears that some of the inhabi
tants lived in tents or huts alongside 
the pits. The total population may be estimated at 120 to 200. Their 
subsistence was based on raising sheep and cattle. This settlement appears 
to have been temporary in character, possibly with a seminomadic 
population. The pottery finds, which include fragments of Philistine 
pottery and two Egyptian scarabs, date the beginning of the settlement at 
Beersheba to the second half of the twelfth century BCE. The pits of stratum 
IX continued in use for approximately one hundred years, until the middle 
of the eleventh century BCE. 

In the Iron Age I settlement a deep well was found dug into the slope away 
from the riverbank, forcing the diggers to go down to great depths; approxi
mately 20 m of fill were cleared from the well and the bottom was still not 
reached. The finds from the fill indicate that the well was in use until the 
Hellenistic period. The original date of the well is difficult to determine. 
However, the well did not disturb the Iron Age I pits or structures, and 
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it was still in existence during the construction of the external gate of stratum 
V. Aharoni identified this well with that mentioned in some ofthepatriarchal 
narratives (Gen. 21-22). 

Stratum VIII is characterized by the continued use ofthe pits for dwellings 
and storage and by the appearance of the first built houses at Tel Beersheba. 
The stone foundations of one such house, which were uncovered near the 
well, enabled the excavators to reconstruct its dimensions (13. 7 by 7. 7 m) and 
plan (a broadroom with a front courtyard); this is considered the prototype 
of the four-room house. The finds from stratum VIII are sparse, but among 
them are the first metal tools at the site, including iron arrowheads. This 
stratum was dated to the third quarter of the eleventh century BCE. 

The appearance of these first houses marks the progress made toward 
establishing a permanent settlement. This development, together with the 
dating of the stratum, may be paralleled with the biblical account of the 

stationing of Joel and Abijah, the sons 
of Samuel, as "judges over Israel ... in 
Beersheba" (1 Sam. 8:1-2). 

The stratum VIII settlement was 
not violently destroyed, but aban
doned; the structures of stratum VII 
were built over it. This stratum repre
sents a departure from the previous 
settlement pattern and exhibits the 
beginning of town planning. The 
houses of stratum VII were built 
around the edge of the settlement, in 
a circular pattern, with their external 
walls facing outward and their facades 
and entrances directed inward, to
ward a central courtyard. This pat
tern, known as an enclosed settle
ment, indicates the inhabitants' inten
tion to defend themselves and their 
property, as well as to concentrate 
their flocks in the open area inside 
the settlement. 

Stratum VII yielded rich finds, 
which included cooking pots, cook
ing jugs and jars, as well as jewelry, 
iron tools, and fragments of figur
ines. The dwellings were of the 
four-room type, and the entrance to 

Pottery assemblage from one of the 
storerooms. stratum II. 
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Section of residential quarter in the western 
part of the city. 

the settlement was through an open
ing guarded by two small towers. 

The enclosed settlement of stratum 
VII at Beersheba, along with such par
allel sites as I:Iorvat Ral;lba, the for
tresses of Ref ad and I:Iatira, and Tell 
Esdar, show in part the dispersion of 
settlements in the Negev during the 
late eleventh century BCE. The large 
quantities of cattle bones discovered 
at Beersheba, Tel Masos, and other 
sites may indicate the central role pas
toralism played in the region's econ
omy during the eleventh century BCE, 

as well as the favorable climatic con
ditions. 

Stratum VII was not destroyed by a 
conflagration, although a change in 
settlement pattern did occur in the 
transition to stratum VI. This transi
tion is evident in the departure from 
the enclosed settlement pattern, the 
internal division of the stratum VII 
houses into smaller units, and the dis
mantling of some of the houses of the 
previous stratum. Only one new struc
ture, of the "three-room house" type, 
was built in stratum VI. The finds 
from this stratum indicate a short
lived occupation during the first half of the tenth century BCE. A type of 
work camp was apparently established here when it was decided to build a 
fortified city at the site. Accordingly, houses of the previous settlement on the 
summit of the mound were dismantled and the area was leveled off and filled 
for reconstruction. The area on the slope of the mound was reserved for the 
foremen's living quarters. this was also dismantled eventually, and the ex
ternal gate of stratum V was constructed over it. 

IRON AGE II. The Iron Age II is the principal period represented on the 
mound. Four strata were distinguished. 
Stratigraphy and Chronology. Beginning in stratum V, the settlement was 
fortified and extended over the entire 2.8 a. of the summit. The city was built 
and destroyed four times. These stages were termed strata V-II by the 
excavators. As stratum II represents the final destruction stage, it is the 
best preserved. Extensive remains of this stratum have been preserved and 

Storehouses from stratum II. 



Pottery krater with the Hebrew inscription 1!!1P (holy), stratum II. 

reconstructed for visitors to the site. Thus, the excavators did not dismantle 
the walls of stratum II and limited their penetration into the lower strata to a 
number of soundings near the water-supply system, in the vicinity of the so
called cellar house, and in the gate area. 

These soundings indicate a clear continuity in plan: the city gate and wall 
were constructed in the same place and along the same lines throughout the 
city's existence. Wherever streets were excavated, it was evident that identical 
routes were maintained, as were the positions of the houses lining them. 
Judging from these data, it seems that the basic planning concept (see be
low) originated in thefirstcity(stratum V), dating to the period of the United 
Monarchy. The destruction evident in this stratum, as well as its pottery, 
which is characteristic of the second half of the tenth century BCE, indicates 
that its destruction may have occurred during the campaign of Pharaoh 
Shishak. Although not implicitly mentioned in Shishak's list, the city, ac
cording to Aharoni, could be the "Hagar of Abra(ha)m" that was listed. 

Stratum IV is similar in many details to stratum V. The solid wall and the 
early four-chambered gate (two chambers on each side of the gateway) 
continued to be used. The pottery of this stratum also bears similarities 
to that of the previous stratum and serves to date stratum IV to the end 
of the tenth and the beginning of the ninth centuries BCE. 

In stratum III, a casemate wall was built on top of the solid wall that served 
as its foundation. This change was most likely made as an economy measure 
because a casemate wall requires less building material and less time to erect. 
The casemate wall also allows for more efficient utilization of space in the 
city, because it creates living and storage areas within its rooms. The stratum 
III pottery, characteristic of the eighth century BCE, indicates the extended 
occupation enjoyed by the city in this stratum. 

Stratum II represents a continuation of stratum III, with a number of 
changes: namely, the dismantling of the altar (and the temple), the rebuilding 
of the storehouse, and the erection of the so-called cellar house (see below). 
Stratum II was destroyed by a violent conflagration. As a result of this, 
hundreds of pottery vessels were uncovered. They form one of the largest 
assemblages of vessels of the period in Israel. Despite the rich pottery finds, 
however, excavators disagree somewhat about the dating of the stratum and 
its correlation with the corresponding strata at Lachish. According to K. M. 
Kenyon, Beersheba II predated Lachish III, whereas Y. Yadin viewed the 
two strata as parallel. Na'aman has suggested pushing the conquest of 
Beersheba back to the time of Sargon, on historical grounds. However, 
there appears to be a resemblance between the pottery finds at Beersheba 
II and those at Lachish III, and it seems that both cities were destroyed during 
Sennacherib's campaign against Judah in 701 BCE. 

Stratum I marks the attempt to resettle the mound in the seventh century 
BCE. Evidence of its existence was found in a wall with parts built against the 
interior ofthe casemate wall. This wall was poorly constructed of alternating 
layers of mud and pebbles. In addition, the southern gate tower was rein
forced and a floor in one of its rooms was raised. The meagerness of the 
repairs indicates that this was not the result of royal policy, but rather a local 
settlement attempt. It seems that the decision haq already been made to 
transfer the administrative center of the Beersheba Valley to the settlement 
at Tel 'Ira. 
The Israelite City. The city of stratum II at Beersheba is an example of 
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Reconstructed horned altar, whose stones were found incorporated in one of the walls 
of the storerooms. 

provincial town planning. The city plan was oval, following the site's to
pography. The city wall, initially built along this contour, provided the basic 
framework for the settlement. Peripheral streets running parallel to the wall 
were then laid, thus forming three blocks of structures crossed by two of the 
streets. Another street was cut through the center of the town. All the streets 
converged on the gate square, which probably served as a meeting place and 
as a local market. The gate itself served both as the defense of the city entrance 
and as a seat for judges, merchants, and others who utilized the various 
rooms in the gate complex. One of these rooms had plastered benches along 
its walls, which were probably used by the above-mentioned functionaries. 

DRAINAGE AND WATER SYSTEMS. In addition to the continuous and uniform 
course of the streets, a high level of town planning is evidenced by the 
drainage channels that were cut beneath the street pavements. These chan
nels conducted the rainwater gathered from the rooftops and courtyards to 
other subterranean stone channels. The stone channels directed the water to 
the main channel, which passed beneath the gateway. The purpose of the 
drainage channels was to prevent the 
accumulation of rainwater within the 
confines of the city, and thus avoid 
the collapse of its sun-dried mud
brick buildings. Moreover, the rain
water that drained into the channels 
was then collected in the ancient well 
outside the city gate. 

An additional water-supply sys
tem built in the city indicates the im
portance with which the royal autho
rities viewed Beersheba. Only part of 
the wide staircase that led down to the 
system and a retaining wall that sur
rounded it were uncovered. Yet, 
these remains were sufficient to deter
mine their similarity to contempo
rary water systems at Hazor and Me
giddo. This water system was intenc 
ded to serve in times of emergency 
and to enable the city to withstand 
a siege better. 

THE PILLARED BUILDINGS AND 

HORNED ALTAR. The largest building 
complex excavated in the city com
prises a row of three pillared struc
tures and covers an area of 600 sq 
m. These buildings served as the city 
storehouse, as evidenced by the hun
dreds of pottery vessels found in 

Ivory figurine of a woman (goddess?) from a 
favissa in the Hellenistic temple. 
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Bronze figurine of the bull Apis from the favissa. 

them. The vessels included various types of jars used to store grain or flour, 
oil, and wine. There were also cooking pots, bowls, kraters, lamps, and even 
grinding stones, probably used to prepare food for the administrative or 
military personnel who sat at the royal table. Yadin andJ. S. Holladay have 
interpreted the pillared buildings at Beersheba as stables. 

Well-dressed stones, originally part of a large horned altar (1.6 by 1.6 m), 
were found incorporated into one of the storehouse walls. According to 
Aharoni, the altar's presence attests to a temple in the city. In his opin
ion, the temple was dismantled as a result of the cultic reform carried out by 
Hezekiah, king of Judah, as was seen in the discontinued use of the horned 
altar in theAradfortress. Yadinsuggested that the altar was the remnant of a 
high place, or bamah, which he believed had stood at the city gate. In the 
eighth season of excavation, four stones were found from the upper surface of 
the altar. They bore clear signs of burning, an indication that the altar had in 
fact been used for sacrifices. 

THE GOVERNOR'S PALACE AND "CELLAR HOUSE." Two structures attributed to 
stratum II were apparently used by the commanders of the city. Building 416 
is situated near the city square. It contained three large reception halls whose 
entrances were built of ashlars (the other structures at Beersheba are built of 
field stones). This structure, interpreted as the governor's palace, also in
cluded two dwelling units and a domestic unit (kitchen and storeroom). The 
second structure is called the cellar house because of the two rooms dug 
beneath its floors. The excavations revealed that the other rooms of this 
building also had their foundations dug down to bedrock; the space between 
the rooms, however, was filled with earth. These features set the cellar house 
apart from the other buildings in stratum II. Because of its special char
acteristics, the excavators postulated that this is the place where the temple 

Incense altar. Hellenistic period. 

was built in the strata predating stratum II. This view maintains that the 
cellar house was constructed in the pit formed after the dismantling of the 
temple and its foundations. The cellar rooms were probably used for storing 
wine, and their owners were perhaps responsible for the storehouses in the 
city. 

DWELLINGS. In addition to the public buildings, Beersheba had approxi
mately 75 dwellings (taking into account theunexcavated area as well). Most 
of them were of a special four-room type, with a front entrance courtyard, an 
inner courtyard, a work and storage room adjacent to the courtyard, and a 
dwelling chamber at the far end of the house. In the peripheral ring of houses 
abutting the city wall, the dwelling chambers were incorporated into the 
rooms of the casemate wall. 

Based on thenumberofdwellingunits, thepopulationofBeershebacan be 
estimated at approximately four hundred. This number appears dispropor
tionately small, in light of the vast resources and efforts invested in building 
such a fortified city and its great public works. The justification of the effort 
may stem from the city's function as an administrative center. Beersheba was 
intended for the civil service elite of the kingdom and not for ordinary 
citizens, who lived in the surrounding villages and engaged in agricul
ture. The dwellings at Beersheba presumably were for the regional tax col
lectors, who were also responsible for collecting taxes in kind and redistri
buting them as needed. Military commanders, officials responsible for in
ternational trade, as well as the priests who served in the temple, were also 
among the inhabitants ofBeersheba. The minister of the city was in charge of 
all these functionaries. The excavation results show that the Israelite city 
during the period of the monarchy was the seat of the royal administration, 
while the remainder of the population lived in villages and farms. 
The Finds. In addition to the thousands of pottery vessels found in stratum II, 
a rich assemblage of other finds was uncovered: anthropomorphic and 
zoomorphic figurines, zoomorphic vessels, cult Vessels in the shape of a 
bed or a miniature lamp, incense altars made of clay or limestone, bone 
tools, various stone vessels, and several metal tools. Special mention should 
be made of an ostracon found in one ofthe storerooms. It is inscribed with the 
place names byt 'mm (cf. Amam, Jos. 15:26) and tld (cf. Eltolad, Jos. 15:30, 
19:4; and Tolad, 1 Chr. 4:29), from which goods were probably sent to 
Beersheba. Many graffiti on vessels were also found, including one krater 
inscribed qds(holy). It should be noted that only one royal seal impression of 
the lamelekh type was found at Beersheba, and even this was on a vessel 
different from the typicallamelekh jars. In Rainey's opinion, Beersheba was 
not included in the administrative district where the lamelekh jars were in use 
as part of the royal wine industry. Na'aman views the absence of such 
impressions as proof of the early destruction of stratum II, occurring before 
the lamelekh jars came into use. 
THE LATE PERIODS. Following a gap of nearly three hundred years, the 
settlement on the mound was renewed in the fourth century BCE. The 
Persian period fortress was probably built at this time, although the 
majority of finds dating to the period stem from pits around the mound's 
perimeter. These pits contained ash mixed with earth, animal bones, pottery 
sherds, and forty Aramaic ostraca. The ostraca list the personal names of 
Jews, Edomites, and Arabs; dates ranging from 359 to 338 BCE; and 
references to quantities of wheat and barley. Z. Goffer is ofthe opinion that 

Babylonian cylinder seal from the favissa in the Hellenistic temple. 



STRATIGRAPHICAL SEQUENCE AT TEL BEERSHEBA 

Stratum Period Date Significance 

Ar Early Arab 8th-9th cent. CE Waystation 

R Late Roman 2nd-3rd cent. CE Fortress 

H, Herodian 1st cent. CE Palace and bathhouse 

H2 Hellenistic 3rd-2nd cent. BCE Fortress and temple 

H, Persian 4th cent. BCE Fortress(?) and pits 

I Iron II Early 7th cent. BCE Reconstruction attempt 

II Iron II Late 8th cent. BCE Administrative city (rebuilt) 

III Iron II 9th-8th cent. BCE Administrative city (casemate 

wall) 

IV Iron II Late !Oth~arly 9th Administrative city (rebuilt) 

cent. BCE 

v Iron II Mid-lOth cent. BCE Administrative city (solid wall) 

VI Iron I/IIA Early lOth cent. BCE Temporary work camp 

VII Iron I Late llth~arly lOth Enclosed settlement 

cent. BCE 

VIII Iron I Second half of 11th Unfortified settlement 

cent. BCE 

IX Iron I Mid-12th-mid-11th Pits and huts 

cent. BCE 

Ch Chalco lithic End of 4th mill. BCE Pits(?) 

these pits were used by an organic fertilizer industry that processed the town's 
wastes. However, at this time no town existed at Beersheba, and it is difficult 
to conclude that such an industry would have been established on the mound 
rather than in the nearby fields. More likely, the pits were used to store grain 
supplied to the Persian army. 

Remains of a large Hellenistic fortress and a nearby temple were found on 
the mound. The temple is similar in plan to the so-called Solar Shrine at 
Lachish. Aharoni viewed it as the continuation of the Israelite temple tradi
tion: a broadhouse and a front courtyard with an altar in its center. Many 
offe~ings were found in favissae dug in the temple courtyard: figurines of 
women or goddesses in bronze and bone, a bronze bull figurine, a sphinx, a 
bronze double crown of Egypt, a falcon-shaped faience pendant, a clay 
figurine (made in a mold) of a pair of goddesses, and a Babylonian-style 
cylinder seal. 

In the Herodian period, a large palace was built on the mound, whose deep 
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foundations disturbed the earlier Iron Age strata. Near the palace, parts of a 
contemporary bathhouse were uncovered. 

The latest in this series of fortresses is from the Roman period. It was a 
rhomboid in shape, with each side approximately 32m long. This fortress 
was in use during the second and third centuries CE and was part of the Limes 
Palaestinae. Fallowing another gap of about five hundred years, the fortress 
remains were reused as a waystationin the Early Arabperiod(eighth to ninth 
centuries CE), similar to the reuse of the fortress at nearby Arad. The mound 
was afterward abandoned and was resettled only recently, when the local 
Bedouin used the summit as a burial ground. 

Main publications: Y. Aharoni, The Beersheba Exc(]Yations 1-3, Tel Aviv 1970-1972; id., Beer-Sheba 1 (Tel 
Aviv Univ., Institute of Archaeology Publications 2}, Tel Aviv 1973; Z. Herzog, Beer-Sheba 2, The Early 
Iron Age Settlements (Tel Aviv Univ., Institute of Archaeological Publications 7}, Tel Aviv 1984. 
Other studies: Woolley-Lawrence, PEFA 3, 45-47; A. Alt, JPOS 15 (1935) 320-324; Y. Aharoni, IEJ 19 
(1969), 245-247; 20 (1970), 227-229; 21 (1971), 230-232; 22 (1972), 169-170; 23 (1973), 254-256; 24 
(1974), 270-272; 25 (1975), 169-171; id., RB77 (1970), 404-405; 78 (1971), 433-435; 79 (1972), 589-593; 
80 (1973), 405-408; 82 (197:i), 92-95; 83 (1976), 72-78; id., BA 35 (1972), 111-127; 37 (1974), 2-6; 39 
(1976), 55-76;id., BTS 141 (1972), 1,4, 8-16; Beer-Sheba 1 (Reviews), BASOR214(1974),42-43.-AJA 
79 (1975), 286-287.- PEQ 107 (1975), 159-160.- Qadmoniot 30-3! (1975), 98-100 (Hebrew).
ZDPV 92 (1976), 72-75.- JBL 96 (1977), 281-284; id., TA I (1974), 34-42; 2 (1975), 146-168; id., 
Imrnanue/5 (1975), 9-15; id., Arie/4! (1976), 3-19; A. F. Rainey, TA I (1974), 77-83; id., BAR 3/3 (1977), 
18-21, 56; id., Buried History 13/3 (1977); R. Leicht, "Ceramic Technology at Tel Beer-Sheba during the 
Iron II Period" (Ph.D. diss., Utah 1975); BAR 1/1 (1975), 1,8-9,15; Exc(]Yations in the Negev: Beersheba 
and Tel Masos, Tel Aviv 1975; N. Homskyand S. Moshkovitz, TA 3 (1976), 42-48; K. M. Kenyon, PEQ 
108 (1976), 63-64; Y. Yadin, BASOR 222 (1976), 5-17; id., BAR 3/4 (1977), 3-4; M. Aharoni, BASOR 
225 (1977), 67-68; Z. Herzog et al., BASOR 225 (1977), 49-58; 250 (1983) 41-49; z. Herzog, IEJ 27 
(1977), 168-170; id., Temples and High Places in Biblical Times, Jerusalem 1977, 22-24; id., Expedition 20/ 
4 (1978), 38-43; id., BAR 6/6 (1980), 12-28; Beer-Sheba 2 (Reviews), Syria 63 (1986), 163-169.- VT37 
(1987), 114-115.- PEQ 119 (1987), 157-160.- Bibliotheca Orienta/is 45 (1988), 422-425.- Archiv fur 
Orientforschung 35 (1988 pub. 1990), 235-236; H. Shanks, BAR 3/1 (1977), 3-12; V. Fritz, Antike Welt9/4 
(1978), 24-39; S. L. Derfler, AJA 84 (1980), 204; id.,IEJ31 (1981), 97-99; id., "The HellenisticTemp1eat 
Beersheva, Israel" (Ph.D. diss., Univ. of Minnesota 1984; Ann Arbor 1986); P. Figueras, Bol/etino de Ia 
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ZE'EV HERZOG 

BEIDHA 
IDENTIFICATION 
The prehistoric site in southwestern Jordan, situated in Wadi Beidha (map 
reference 194.977), north of Petra, is a low mound covering an area of about 
_30 by 70 m on the northern bank of the wadi on a hill of aeolian sand that is 
about 15 m high. 

EXCAVATIONS 
D:Kirkbride discovered the site in 1956 and conducted excavations there 

six seasons, from 1958 to 1965, on behalf of the British School of 
J»1L:m:tt:uJu~\Y in Jerusalem, with the assistance of the Jordan Department of 

·•··~,U.tJ.qUltJe~s. An area of about 750 sq m was excavated on the highest part of 
and two trial trenches were dug on its slope in order to examine 

lowest stratum. 
the lowest part of the mound, a layer of reddish-brown sand (0.5-0.75 

discovered containing remains attributed by the excavator to a 
of the Natufian culture. Above this was a sterile layer of soft white 
its thickness reaching 2m in some places. Above it lay superimposed 

· levels, the thickness of which reaches 3m and more. At least six 
building were distinguished in these levels, including remains of a 

culture that the excavator attributed to the Pre-Pottery Neolithic . 
. In the Natufian stratum, only excavated to a small extent, two 

fli'e;pl.act~swere discovered in the two trial trenches. In one of the fireplaces, 
is circular and bordered with slabs of sandstone, numerous animal 
and flint inplements were found. One of the trenches also revealed a 

pit of irregular form, the walls and bottom of which were revetted 
pebbles. Walls built of irregularly shaped mud bricks on stone 

were also uncovered. Between the Natufian stratum and the 
layers, an occupation gap, which was probably of short duration 

distinguished. 
assemblage ofimplements in the Natufian stratum consists mainly of 

notched blades and end scrapers, as well as obliquely truncated bladelets, 
microburins, geometric bladelets, and both triangular and trapezoidallu
nates-most of them with ridged backs. Several dentalium beads were also 
found. 

0 

Beidha: plan of the round structures in levels VI-IV, PPN. 
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NEOLITHIC STRATA. In level VI, the earliest Neolithic stratum 
discovered at Beidha, rounded semisubterranean structures adjoining 
each other were found. The building technique indicates a combination of 
stones and wooden beams. Finds made in these structures include, among 
others, basalt axes with polished tips, numerous bone implements, a large 
stone bowl, the remains of a wooden bowl (diameter, 40 em), the remains of 
a pitch-coated basket, the remains of a wooden box containing 114 
arrowheads, and a clay figurine representing a buck's head. 

In level Van improvement in the building technique is discernible and the 
round structures uncovered are freestanding. In overlying level IV, the 
building technique, both in stone and wood, is even more skilled, the struc
tures being rectangular with rounded corners. 

In Neolithic levels 111-11 several stages of construction were uncovered, 
and some separate buildings could be distinguished. Two of them were 
wholly excavated and six only partly. The buildings are composed of a 
narrow rectangular corridor (8 by 1m), on both sides of which were several 
rooms-four rooms in one of the houses and six in the other. The size of the 
rooms is 1 by 1.5 m. At least one of the houses had an entrance room (3 m 
long) reached by two steps leading down from the outside, which shows that 
the floors were built beneath ground level. The thickness of the outer walls 
reached 0.5 to 0.75 m, while that of the partition walls between the rooms in 
most cases was 1.5 m and sometimes 2m. The inner walls were coated on the 
upper part with hard, thick white lime plaster; they probably did not serve as 
the base of a vault. 

The houses are built of superimposed blocks or slabs of sandstone, whose 
interstices were filled with small stones. The faces of the walls were straight 
and their corners sharply angled. The roofs were probably flat, the buildings 
being only one-storied. The floors of the rooms were made of pounded earth 
(some were laid on a base of stone slabs), in some cases of lime plaster, 
finished occasionally with red burnish, like the floors of Pre-Pottery Neo
lithic B at Jericho. Sometimes the plaster is hard and thick. In one of the 
rooms a fireplace (the only one discovered in all the houses) was sunk into the 
plastered floor. In some cases the ceiling was also plastered and burnished 
red, as is attested by lumps of plaster found in the rubble lying on the floors. 
Near some houses were rather large courtyards (one of them at least 10 by 7 m 
in area); their floors were covered with hard, thick lime plaster (in one 
courtyard, 7 em thick). 

In some rooms, numerous grinding and pounding implements were dis
covered, such as hand mills (both lower and upper millstones) and pestles. In 
two facing rooms animal bones, some in articulation; skulls with attached 
horns; basalt chopping implements; coarse flint flakes; hammers tones; and a 
sandstone slab used as a tabletop were found. These two rooms seem to have 
been some kind of a butcher's shop, as the implements were apparently 
butcher's tools. In another room, an
imal skulls with sawed-off horns; two 
pairs of horns, one pair placed on a 
table made of a sandstone slab; a 
grindstone; and excellent bone and 
flint implements were found. These 
finds demonstrate that each room or 
group of rooms served as a special 
workshop, in what seems to have 
been the industrial part of the settle
ment, for grinding and cutting, for 
preparing meat, or for manufactur
ing tools. From an earlier stage, a 
square building with rounded cor
ners was uncovered. Its floor certain
ly stood below the surrounding 
ground level, as evidenced by the 
steps leading down into it from the 
outside. Such structures may have 
been the dwelling houses. 

Level I was heavily disturbed. 
Burials. Forty-three burials were 
found on the site, including burials 
of infants. In some burials the bodies 
were interred intact. Others were sec
ondary burials, and in some cases the 

General view of excavation. Center: main 
structure from the beginning of level II; 
behind it the workshop area from levels 
III-II, PPN. 

Beidha: part of workshop area from levels III-II, P P N. 

skulls were detached and placed beneath the body. In one case, the body was 
buried without the head. 
Flints and other Remains. The flint implements, the open querns, the burials 
without the skull, and the plastered floors finished with the red burnish are 
among the characteristics of the the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B phase. 

Examination of the food remains revealed that the Neolithic inhabitants 
of Wadi Beidha cultivated mainly barley; they cultivated wheat only sec
ondarily. Also found were remains of pistachio nuts and other wild plants, 
which were gathered in the surrounding area. It can be assumed that the 
Neolithic inhabitants of Beidha had already domesticated goats, although 
they continued to hunt various wild animals. 

Isolated obsidian implements discovered in levels 111-11 most probably 
had their source in Anatolia. Contacts between the Neolithic inhabitants of 
Beidha and distant regions are also attested to by various marine shells, some 



brought there from the Red Sea and some from the Mediterranean. 
DATING AND CULTURAL CONNECTIONS. Reliable dates for the 
Natufian level are still lacking. Carbon-14 determinations place the 
beginning of the Neolithic settlement in level VI at about 7000 BCE and its 
end at about 6500 BCE. In all, the Neolithic settlement in Beidha existed for 
about five hundred years. 

The excavator considered that the inhabitants oflevels VI-IV belonged to 
the first wave ofNeolithic settlers that reached Beidha, their material culture 
being similar to that uncovered at Jericho in the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B 
levels. The finds in levels III-II represent a building tradition different from 
that developed in levels VI-IV, and they were ascribed by the excavator to a 
further wave of settlers, which probably also reached Beidha from the north. 

The importance of the site lies in the information it provides on the wide 
distribution ofNatufian and Pre-Pottery Neolithic B industries. Its distinc-
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tive feature is its having been a commercial and industrial center. 

Main publication: B. F. Byrd et al., Excavations at Beidha 1: The Natufian Encampment at Beidha~Late 
Pleistocene Adaptation in the Southern Levant (Jutland Archaeological Society Publications 23/1), Aarhus 
1989. 
Other studies: D. Kirkbride, PEQ 92 (1960), 136 ff.; 97 (1965), 5-13; 98 (1966), 8-72; 99 (1967), 5-13; 100 
(1968), 90-96; id., Archaeology 19 (1966), 199-207, 268-272; id., Archaeological Discoveries in the Holy 
Land, New York 1967, 9-18; id., Antiquity 42 (1968), 263-274; P. Mortensen, Acta Archaeologica 41 
(1970), 1-54; J. Fistere, Jordan Information Bureau (Washington, D.C.), 6/3 (1981), 22-23; M. M. Khadija, 
ibid., 24-25; B. F. Byrd, "Beidha and the Natufian: Variability in Levan tine Settlement and Subsistence" 
(Ph.D. diss., Univ. of Arizona 1987);id., ExcavationsatBeidha 1 (Reviews), Paliorient 16/2(1990), 102.~ 
PEQ 122 (1990), 143-144. ~Levant 23 (1991), 191; id., The Natufian Culture in the Levant(Intemational 
Monographs in Prehistory, Archaeology Series I, eds. 0. Bar-Yosef and F. R. Valla), Ann Arbor 1991, 
245-264. 

DAVID GILEAD 

BEISAMUN 
IDENTIFICATION 
The prehistoric site of Beisamfm (map reference 2775.2045) is located in 
Upper Galilee in the I:Iula Basin, 12 km (7.5 mi.) south ofQiryat Shemona. 
The site was discovered after Lake I:Iula and the surrounding marshes were 
drained and fish ponds were excavated. Building remains appeared at 0. 7 m 
below the surface. Lithic material was collected, indicating a Pre-Pottery 
Neolithic B occupation, as was later Neolithic material (pottery of the 
Sha'ar ha-Golan and Wadi Rabah phases). 

EXCAVATIONS 
Various surveys of the site were made whenever the fish ponds were drained 
or cleaned. In 1971, the French Archaeological Mission opened two series of 
trenches west of the fish ponds. No stratified strata were observed, and only 
sherds of the Wadi Rabah type were found near the surface. In 1972, an 
emergency six-week excavation was carried out at the site after the chance 
discovery of a well-plastered house floor in one of the fish ponds. A 70-sq-m 
area was opened in order to excavate the whole house and the archaeological 
strata underneath to virgin soil. 

Three occupation levels belonging to the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B period 
were found in a layer 0.5 m thick. The lower level (3) contained a thin, 
plastered floor with a sunken horseshoe-shaped basin and was bordered 
on one side by a short wall. In level2, an open area with a hearth, pits, and 
fragments of pavements was found. 

The plastered floor of a rectangular ( 5 by 8 m) house, oriented east-west, 
belonged to the upper level (1). The stone walls (or rather wall foundations) 
of the house were 0.5 m thick. The house was divided into two parts: a room 
(4 by 5 m) with a plastered floor opened to the west through a plastered 
doorway that led to a partly paved anteroom (2.5 by 4 m); both are partially 
preserved. In the large room near the doorway was a well-built oval hearth 
with thick layers of ashes and burnt 
clay. Along the opposite wall the 
floor sank, as in level 3, to form a 
long, shallow basin. The floor itself 
had been relaid several times. It had 
been carefully prepared with a layer of 
clay topped by a mortar mixed with 
pebbles and above~the polished 
white plaster. Traces of red paint 
were visible along the walls. Under 
the floor were two symmetrical post 
holes, that must have been in use be
fore the plaster was laid. 

Several human burials were found 
in this house and below it. In level 2 
were found a fetus or newborn and a 
collective burial with two adults~a 
woman in a fetal position, whose 
skull had been removed after death, 
and another incomplete individual, 
who had been disturbed. In level 1, 
all the burials were in the ante-

Beisamiin: general view of the site. looking 
northwest. 

Beisamiin: general view of the building in level 1, PPNB. 
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Plan of the building in level 1, PPNB. 
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room. It was a collective burial, with only the long bones of some nine adults; 
on the floor, near the pavement, were the remains of four infants-three 
skulls and a whole skeleton. Nearby, two plastered skulls were also lying on 
the floor; only one, that of an adult woman whose face appears broadened by 
the thick plaster, was in good condition. The features are regular, with well
marked eyes, a short and narrow nose, and a half-opened mouth. The man
dible is present but the teeth, removed after death, are simulated by incisions 
in the plaster. A large number of intact flint tools and blades of exceptional 
quality were found near the skulls. This entrance room, which contained 
many artifacts-small grinding tools in particular-may have been used as a 
workroom. The large room was empty. 

Some four thousand flint implements have been found in the course of 
excavation, as well as a few obsidian pieces, fromAnatolia. The flint nodules, 
which may come from the nearby western hills, were shaped into blade cores, 
mainly naviform, to produce long blades and bladelets. The six hundred 
tools include retouched blades (27 percent) and flakes (15 percent), sickle 
blades (21 percent), burins (11 
percent), arrowheads (11 percent), 
heavy-duty tools (8 percent), end scra
pers (3 percent), and borers (2 per
cent). Sickle blades are on blades with 
small or no denticulation. A few sickle 
elements with large denticulation, 
found mostly in later pits, belong to 
the later Pottery Neolithic period. The 
arrowheads form a homogeneous 
group; most of them are foliated or 
tanged (Byblos) points, with a few 
Amuq points. Half of the axes have 
a polished edge: they are subtrape
zoidal (15), long and narrow (9), or 
amygdaloid ( 4). The inventory is not 
identical to the material from the sur
vey, which may be due to different 
recovery methods, as well as to the 
various cultural phases represented: 
Pre-Pottery Neolithic Band later Pot
tery Neolithic, in which the dominant 
artifacts were the bifacial tools, most
ly unpolished axes. The existence of a 
special facies, related to the Lebanese 
Mountain Neolithic, must be ac
knowledged. It probably specialized 

Two plastered skulls in situ, level 1, 
PPNB. 

General view of level 1, PPNB. 

in wood working. The other finds include fragments of well-polished lime
stone bowls and dishes, grinding stones, a pestle, and a few perforated stones. 
Very few bone tools were recovered. The faunal remains are badly preserved. 

SUMMARY 
The excavation results and the surveys made in several fish ponds attest to the 
presence of a large settlement, probably extending along the former I:Iula 
Lake, over an estimated area of25 a. The architecture, badly damaged in the 



ponds but identical to the plastered-floor house excavated, the burials, and 
especially the plastered skulls are all characteristic of the Pre-Pottery Neo
lithic B period. Moreover, the material collected in situ places the occupation 
ofBeisamun more precisely in the latter part of the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B 
(based on the type of arrowheads and axes found). Traces oflater occupation 
in the Pottery Neolithic period were visible throughout the site, making the 
material collected on the surface unreliable. Besides, no vegetal remains 
could be recovered by flotation. Only the stratified fauna, although very 
scarce, can contribute to the reconstruction of the past environment, with 
evidence of the domesticated goat. 

The Pre-Pottery Neolithic B settlement was important, considering its 
known size. It probably depended a great deal on the aquatic resources 
of the nearby lake and marshes, as well as on agriculture, as inferred from 
the high percentage of sickle blades and the presence of grinding tools. The 
site can be dated culturally to the second half of the seventh millennium BCE. 

Main publication: M. Lechevallier, Abou GOsh et Beisamoun: Deux gisements du VI!e millinaire avant 
d'ere chretienne en Jsrai'l (M€:moires et Tmvaux du Centre de Recherches Prf:historiques Francais de 
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Other studies: J. Perrot, IEJ 16 (1966), 271-272; G. A. Wright and A. A. Gordus, ibid. 19 (1969), 79-
88; A. Brun, ibid., 116-117; id., RB 77 (1970), 378-380; D. Ferembach and M. Lechevallier, Pateorient 
1/2 (1973), 223-230; M. Lechevallier (and J. Perrot), IEJ 23 (1973), 107-108; id., RB 80 (1973), 400-
401; id., Histoire et Archeologie 100 (1985), 75; I. Perlman and J. Yellin, The Hebrew University 
Laboratory for Archaeometry, Institute of Archaeology, 1 (1977); B. F. Byrd and E. B. Banning, 
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Beisamun: flint axes, spearheads, and a blade, PPNB. 

BElT MIRSIM, TELL 

IDENTIFICATION 
Tell Beit Mirsim is a site from the Bronze and Iron ages, located at the point 
where the hill country and the Shephelah meet, about 25 km (15 mi.) north
northeast of Beersheba and about 20 km (12 mi.) southwest of Hebron (map 
reference 141.096). The mound is 497 m above sea level and has an area of 
about7.5 a. It is thelargestsiteinits vicinity. In 1924, the site was examined by 
W. F. Albright, who proposed identifying it with Debir (Kiriath-Sepher). 
This suggestion was reinforced by Albright's excavations between 1926 and 
1932 (but see below). 

EXPWRATION 
Following Albright's study and identification of the site in 1924, M.G. Kyle, 
president ofXenia Theological Seminary (then in St. Louis), proposed a joint 
excavation by his institution and the American School of Oriental Research 
in Jerusalem. FourcampaignswerecarriedoutatTel!BeitMirsim, the first in 
the spring of 1926 and the remaining three in the summers of 1928, 1930, and 
1932. The general coordinator and adviser was C. S. Fisher. Two main areas 
were excavated, an extensive one in the southeast quadrant, which included 
the east gate, and a less extensive area in the northwest, which included the 

0..__ _ ___, __ ___,4 m 

Plan of the patrician house from stratum D, MB liB. 
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Basalt libation bowl decorated with the head of a lioness, MB II. 

west gate and tower. 
~o buildings were erected on the site after its destruction by the Baby

lomans between 589 and 587 BCE, and not a single later sherd was excavated. 
Wind and water erosion have done less damage to the surface of Tell Beit 
Mirsim than at other exposed sites such as Megiddo, Beth-Shean, and Jer
icho. The uppermost stratum (A) was well preserved, and it was possible to 
reconstruct the plans and much of the elevation of a large number ofhouses. 
As the excavations reached the Bronze Age strata, where the proportion of 
mud brick used in construction became much greater, a whole series of 
continuous burned layers or deposits was found, providing extraordinarily 
good clues to the stratification. The excavators followed the Reisner-Fisher 
method of excavation, but paid closer attention to the pottery than did others 
excavating with this method at the time. The expedition did not use the 
advanced stratification method later introduced by M. Weiler and K. Ken
yon, but this did not significantly interfere with the excavations at Tell Beit 
Mirsim. Continuous and semicontinuous burned levels separated the strata, 
and care was taken to connect the phenomena discerned in vertical sections 
with material excavated in areas at some distance from them. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
EARLY BRONZE AGE. The site was first occupied in or about the twenty
third_cent~ry BCE, duringt~e Early Bronze Age IIIB (stratum J). The pottery 
of t~Is peno? bears a stnkmg resemblance to pottery imported into Egypt 
dunng the Sixth Dynasty, as well as to contemporary native Egyptian pot
tery. Only meager remains were found in the first settlement stratum. It was 
apparently followed by a prolonged gap in occupation, and traces of in
tensive erosion are visible here. 
MIDDLE BRONZE AGE. The reoccupation of the site in stratum I came 
three or four centuries after the abandonment of the stratum J settlement. 
T_his new occupation took place in the twentieth or possibly even in the early 
nmeteenth century BCE (according to Albright), and was characterized by 
pottery from the same Middle Bronze Age I, phase A type that has been 
distinguished by R. Amiran from the earlier types of phases B and C. 

The latter two phases are not represented at all at Tell Beit Mirsim, and 
because they date from about the twenty-second to twentieth centuries BCE 

their absence fixes the approximate span of abandonment. Stratum I wa~ 
destroyed by fire, traces of which were found in numerous places in the 
southeast quadrant. It was followed by the occupation of stratum H· this 
stratum ended in about 1800 BCE, because the following two strata, G a~d F, 
are dated to the eighteenth century BCE (see below). 

There undoubtedly was a wall or rampart around the stratum H town for 
just inside, where the wall should have been, there were thick deposits of 
debris that w?uld ot~erwise_have been washed away. The stratumH wall may 
have been bmlt outside the !me ofthe stratum G rampart in this sector and its 
stones used to build this rampart. This is further indicated by the fact that the 
stratum H foundations were found at right angles to the stratum G wall 
under which they had continued. ' 

Strata G and F~although separated by continuous burning and repre
~ente? by foundations that run quite differently~were characterized by 
Identical pottery and could not have lasted more than a short time. This 
conclusion is not altered by the fact that there were two phases of stratum G 
construction in one house complex. The rebuilding was probably only partial 
and the entire stratum need not have lasted more than a few decades, at most. 
~s mentioned above, the entire span of strata G and F corresponds to the 

Middle Bronze Age IIA (Kenyon's Middle Bronze Age 1), at least in the 
southern part of the country, and is probably limited to the eighteenth 
century BCE. This follows from Albright's later demonstration that the 
royal tombs of Byblos I~IV were all contemporary with the Thirteenth 
Egyptian Dynasty 

The Middle Bronze Age liB is represented by at least three, and probably 
four, phases of house construction in the E~D levels. The first phase of the 
exte~nal_ fortifica!ion of the town is marked by remains of pisee de terre 
wallmg JUSt soutfi of the east gate. The battered wall came later, but it is 
not known at exactly what stage of house construction it should be placed. 

Early in stratum E, after the pisee de terre phase, two large and well-built 
houses were preserved in the southeast. In the eastern part of the southeast 
quadrant a well-built patrician house yielded some of the most interesting of 
the excavation's finds. The first construction of two large houses in the 
western part of the same quadrant was contemporary with a phase of stra
tum E house construction to the east, which antedated two phases of the 
stratum D patrician house. It is therefore possible to speak of three building 
phases rather than four. There was a semicontinuous level of burning be
tween strata E and D, a fact that makes a four-phase hypothesis somewhat 
safer. None of these phases can have lasted more than a generation or so. 

By far the richest phase ofthe town in the Middle Bronze Age was the latter 
part of stratum E. This is certainly earlier than the patrician house of stratum 
D because the pottery showed a marked decline in quality. The pottery of 
stratum D differed from that of stratum E chiefly in its increasingly careless 
manufacture, and it is not always easy to distinguish typologically between 
the two periods. In general, the two periods together lasted from about 1700 
BCE, or a little later, to about 1540~1530 BCE. This was the period of the two 
main Hyksos dynasties: the first, a Semitic group that may have ruled here 
an~inEgyptfor about half a century; and the second, the Fifteenth Dynasty, 
which ruled Egypt for about a century down to the expulsion of the Hyksos 
from Avaris after about 1540 BCE. 

LATE BRONZE AGE. Stratum C again shows two phases of occupation 
separated by burned levels. However, it is only just inside the line of Middle 
Bronze Age fortifications that it is possible to distinguish sharply between C 1 
and C2. Building remains farther up on the site were completely destroyed 
and then, in many cases, were eroded to below foundation levels. When 
denudation had proceeded this far, the next builders often tore up the ex
posed foundations to use the stone for their own building operations. 

Because the stratum D buildings in the southeast quadrant had been 
thoroughly destroyed by fire and were covered by a fairly thick layer of 
ash-filled earth, it was possible almost everywhere to distinguish sharply 
between stratum D and stratum C construction. During the period of aban
?onm~nt, between the end of the Hyksos town and its reoccupation by the 
mhabitants of stratum C 1, a number of storage pits were sunk into the earth. 
Although they destroyed remains of stratum D walls, they were subsequently 
sealed by the foundations of stratum C1 that ran across them. 

The period of abandonment is estimated at more than a century because 
there was no trace ofbichrome ware or any remains of other fifteenth-century 
BCE pottery types at the site. Two royal scarabs, one ofThutmose I and the 
other of Amenhotep III, cannot be used for precise dating purposes because 
they may have been used as ornaments at a later date and were found in 
stratum C debris. Neither stratum C1 nor C2 was populous, as evidenced by 
the numerous grain pits, dated by typical Late Bronze Age pottery, scattered 
between the houses. 

The most interesting construction in stratum C2 was the collapsed roof of a 
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Plan of the city in stratum A, Iron II. 

large building with good-sized beams. A few meters from the line of the 
collapsed roof, a crude stone lion, as well as an equally crude libation tray 
with a carved lioness and two lion cubs on it, was found in a refuse pit among 
bones of sacrificial animals. 

The only fortification found at Tell Beit Mirsim that can be specifically 
assigned to stratum C was a short stretch ofwall2.5 m wide, just southwest of 
the east gate, at a particularly vulnerable point. Elsewhere it is clear that the 
old Middle Bronze Age battered wall was cleared and surmounted by a 
defense line consisting chiefly of the outer walls of houses built along the 
edge of the summit. But the massive battered wall of the Middle Bronze Age 
could have served as a defense wall once it had been cleared of debris and 
repaired. 

Besides the usual imported and local Late Bronze Age pottery, some thirty 
Mycenean sherds belonging to as many different vases were found, nearly all 
in stratum C2 debris. It is quite possible, however, that some of them came 
from stratum CI because there is no clear-cutevidenceabout the exact date at 
which the former was destroyed and replaced by the latter. The end of the 
stratum C occupation certainly fell at about the same time as the end of 
Lachish, according to Albright, just after the fourth year of Merneptah, 
which seems to have been the critical phase of the conquest of the Shephelah 
by the Israelites. 

All the Mycenean sherds belonged to the Late Helladic IIIB, which came 
to an end with the disruption of trade following the first major piratical raids 
of the Sea Peoples in the third quarter of the thirteenth century BCE. The 
probable date for this first movement appears (according to Albright) to be 
between about 1235 and 1232 BCE. 
IRON AGE. Stratum B was thinly occupied in all three phases-so thinly that 
in some areas where the greatest depth of stratified debris might have been 
expected, there were essentially only large grain pits. The grain pits were, in 
fact, almost the only structures that could be given a terminus ante quem by 
their pottery content. In other words, whenever the site was destroyed or the 
pits fell into disuse, they were filled with debris containing sherds that had to 
be earlier than the filling of the grain pits in question. It was, thus, possible to 
differentiate typologically among the three phases of stratum B by studying 
the contents of the grain pits and their relation to one another and to the 
extant remains of house walls. 

There was a short period of occupation clearly represented only by a few 
grain pits (stratum Bl) that were in use between the end of stratum C (c. I234 
BCE), and the latter part of the twelfth century BCE. This was followed by a 
relatively high proportion of grain pits (stratum B2) containing pottery from 
the Philistine period. The latter was followed in turn by some small grain pits 
(stratum B3) from the post-Philistine Iron Age I. 

Some houses and other deposits could also be dated by theirrelationship to 
one another and to the grain pits, as well as by their pottery content. The first 
pre-Philistine phase was characterized by pottery of the decadent Late 
Bronze Age type, but without any imported pieces, as well as by the complete 
absence of any Philistine ware. The second phase was characterized by 
Philistine pottery belonging to various stages between its first importation 
into the hill country (c. II75 BCE) and its final displacement by purple spiral 
ware (first isolated typographically by B. Mazar at Tell Qasile). The latter 
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pottery was in use in the Philistine plain after the establishment of the Davidic 
monarchy in about 1000 BCE. 

Although initially the excavators may have been too confident that the 
stratum B town was destroyed in Shishak's invasion (c. 924 BCE), that still 
remains the most probable date for the end of stratum B. This was followed 
by phase AI, which, strictly speaking, seems to include nearly all the walls 
and structures (including some the excavators originally attributed to stra
tum B3), preceding the latest rebuilding of individual houses in the areas in 
question. Extremely little early pottery was recovered from house remains in 
stratum AI, and almost all the pottery from the site is late seventh or early 
sixth century BCE. Hence, it was difficult to determine when most of the 
houses of stratum A were first constructed. 

The house plan of stratum A2 appears at various towns in Judah and 
Israel. These houses were solidly built of stone, often with quite massive 
stone pillars supporting the second floor and roof. It is not surprising that 
they lasted for two centuries, or in some cases even longer. 

In phase B3 (the first half of the tenth century BCE), a casemate wall was 
built around the town. The average thickness of the outer wall is 1.55 m, and 
ofthe inner wall! m, with a distance of 1. 5 to 2m between them. The form and 
dimensions of this wall bear a striking resemblance to the casemate walls at 
Beth-Shemesh (stratum IIA). The wall was repaired and reinforced and was 
in existence until the end of stratum A. It had two gates: one in the east and 
one in the west. Judging from the series of successive rebuildings at the west 
tower, next to the town's west gate, it would appear that there were at least 
four phases of construction between the ninth and the early sixth centuries 
BeE-although phase Delta (the fourth from the top) may go back only to the 

Above and below: Iron II house in the western part of the city. 
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Stratum A: plan of the "northwest tower." 

eighth century BCE. The west tower cannot be earlier than the ninth century 
BCE because its foundations (to which the west gate is integrally attached) 
straddle the tenth-century BCE wall. It is likely that phase Delta belongs to the 
ninth century BCE, that phase Gamma dates from the early seventh, and that 
phases Beta and Alpha belong to the period of the Babylonian invasion. 

When this writer published the eastern gate at Tell Beit Mirsim in 1943, 
cautiously dating it to the seventh century BCE, no contemporary parallel 
was known anywhere. A few years later, two close parallels were found by 
B. Alkim and H. Cambel at Karatepe, in southeast Turkey. At first, most 
scholars were inclined to date the gates to the late eighth century BCE. How
ever, R. D. Barnett, with whom the excavators later concurred, dated the 
reliefs on the gates to the ninth century and the inscriptions probably to about 
the beginning of the eighth century BCE. The resulting date for the east gate at 
Tell Beit Mirsim is therefore more than a century earlier than the date 
formerly accepted. 

The date of the final destruction of Tell Be it Mirsim is fixed by the two jar
handle stamps with the impression: p1> l)!) op>?N?-"(belonging) to Eliakim, 
steward of Jehoiachin." An identical stamp was found by E. Grant at Beth
Shemesh, and a fourth was discovered by Y. Aharoni at Ramat Ral;lel in 
1962. In this writer's opinion, the original seal or identical seals belonged to 
the steward of Jehoiachin, who cared for the king's property after his exile to 
Babylonia. The same situation occurred with Saul's steward (na'ar), Ziba (2 
Sam. 9:9). This is evidence that all three towns were destroyed by the Ba
bylonians between 589 and 587 BCE. 

SUMMARY 
The early reports on Tell Beit Mirsim between 1926 and 1933 presented the 
country's first clear ceramic chronology. From the historical point of view, 
the most important single result was the clarification of the archaeological 
history of the country in the Middle Bronze Age. In the excavator's opinion, 
this has helped to provide a basic framework for the Bible's patriarchal 
traditions. Tell Beit Mirsim has contributed materially to our understand
ing of the Israelite conquest of the Shephelah by illustrating its nature and 
helping to fix its chronology. At the time of its excavation, the site was the 
best-preserved example of a town of Judah from the century immediately 
preceding the destruction of the First Temple. From it the material culture of 
this period could be reconstructed in considerable detail. Tell Beit Mirsim 
was the first excavated site to furnish tangible evidence confirming the 

biblical picture of the destruction of the cities of Judah by the Babylonians 
in the early sixth century BCE. 

WILLIAM F. ALBRIGHT 

For many years, W. F. Albright's excavation at Tell Beit Mirsim and his four 
volumes of final reports were the cornerstone of the ceramic typology and 
chronology of biblical Palestine. However, the development of more rig
orous methods of excavation and stratigraphic analysis (Albright's strati
graphy depended largely on the identification of major burn layers and 
homogeneous pottery assemblages) has led to several attempts to reassess 
his major strata and finds. In addition, Albright's identification of the site 
with biblical Debir(Jos. 15: 15-17; Jg. 1: 11-15) has been called into question, 
most convincingly by M. Kochavi, who identified Debir with Khirbet Ra
bud. There is, thus, no known biblical correlate for Tell Beit Mirsim. 

A summary of the most significant criticisms and revisions of Albright's 
stratigraphy and of his interpretations of the material culture follows. 
EARLY BRONZE AGE. The dating of the earliest strata has been revised, 
notably by W. G. Dever and S. Richard, with the stratum J pottery deposits 
attributed principally to the Early Bronze Age III (with possible earlier 
forms) and the sketchy strata 1-H remains to the Middle Bronze Age I. 
MIDDLE BRONZE AGE. Albright's interpretation of the strata G and F 
fortifications has been challenged by A Eitan andY. Yadin. The former 
showed that the town wall attributed to stratum Gin fact cut structures of 
that presumably unfortified settlement and should be attributed to stratum 
F. The latter proposed an even later date (Middle Bronze Age liB) for the 
wall, on the basis of apparent inconsistencies in the orientation of the for
tifications with stratum F. 

Specific finds from the Middle and Late Bronze Age strata at Tell Beit 
Mirsim have also been addressed by scholars; the most significant is the 
fragmentary cultic stela interpreted by Albright as a serpent goddess but 
now recognized as a representation of a Canaanite dignitary. 
IRON AGE. The Late Bronze to Early Iron Age transition at Tell Beit Mirsim 
has attracted considerable discussion. R. Greenberg proposed viewing the 
strataC-BsequenceasthatofanindigenousCanaanitesettlementingradual 
decline. The pottery in the silos, which characterizes phases Bl and B2, 
continues Canaanite traditions, with a small amount of Philistine ware, 
probably imported from the coast, appearing in B2. The establishment 
of an Israelite presence at Tell Beit Mirsim is to be associated with the 
construction of the B3 fortifications under the United Monarchy. 

Albright attributed the destruction of the Israelite city (stratum A2) to the 
Babylonians, primarily based on the seal attributed to a servant of Jehoia
chin, the penultimate king of Judah (see above). However, ceramic and 
epigraphic studies by Y. Aharoni, 0. Zimhoni, and D. U ssishkin established 
that the destruction should be attributed to the Assyrian campaign of 701 
BCE. There is slight ceramic and stratigraphic evidence for a partial reoc
cupation of the site in the seventh or early sixth century BCE. 

THE CEMETERY. In the 1970s, extensive looting at Tell Beit Mirsim led to 
the discovery of the site's necropolis. Some thirty tombs were investigated 
between 1978 and 1982 by D. Alon and E. Braun of the Israel Department of 
Antiquities and Museums. The cemetery includes hundreds of tombs-most 
of them robbed-extending in an arc on the mound's southwest and north
west slopes. The salvage excavations conducted on the southwest slope 
revealed shaft tombs from the Middle Bronze I, several Middle Bronze 
IIA-B tombs exceedingly rich in finds, tombs from the Late Bronze Age 
with many imported goods (and, possibly, evidence of Late Bronze I occu
pation that was not encountered on the mound), and rectangular loculus and 
shelf tombs from the Iron Age II. Thousands of vessels and finds looted from 
the Tell Beit Mirsim cemetery (and from the mound itself) have made their 
way into the antiquities market. 

RAPHAEL GREENBERG 
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BEIYUDAT, KHIRBET EL-
IDENTIFICATION 
Khirbet el-Beiyudat is located 
about 12 km (7.5 mi.) north of Jer
icho (map reference 1945.1522), in 
the fertile alluvial fan of Wadi 
'Auja. H. Guthe identified the site 
with the village of Archelais. Ac
cording to Pliny (NHXIII, 44), the 
village of Archelais was located be
tween Jericho and Phasaelis and 
was known for its dates. Josephus 
(Antiq. XVII, 340; XVIII, 31) re
ports that Archelais was built by 
Herod's son Archelaus, who, in es
tablishing the settlement, diverted 
to it part of the waters flowing to the 
village Na'aran. The Tabula 
Peutingeriana mistakenly places 
Archelais 12 Roman miles north 
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of Jericho and 24 miles south of Khirbet el-Beiyudat: plan of the church. 
Scythopolis (Beth Shean). The set-
tlement also appears on the Mede-
ba map as a village surrounded by a 
wall and towers. 
THE CHURCH. In the spring of 1986, excavations were carried out at the site 
under the direction of H. Hizmi, on behalf of the archaeology staff officer of 
Judea and Samaria. A basilica (23.6 m long by 15.5 m wide) was uncovered 
with thick (c. 80-cm-wide) limestone walls dressed on their outer faces, except 
on its southern wall, which is built of stone and mud brick. The apse of the 
church protrudes eastward and is surrounded by benches. The apse, with a 
chord of about 6 m, is preserved to a height of about 1 m. Remains of red
painted plaster attest to the wall paintings that once decorated it. The room at 
the southwestern corner, with an entrance leading to the southern aisle, has 
remains of four table legs of bituminous stone sunk in a mosaic floor. 

The church complex is paved with a colorful mosaic, in which red, black, 
white, and mustard-yellow dominate. The mosaic is largely decorated with 
geometric patterns, except in the apse, where the decoration is floral: vine 
branches with clusters of grapes emerging from an amphora. In the eastern 

The sundial. 

room, other mosaic guilloches, comprised of circles, form a Maltese cross. A 
few crosses decorate the three sides of the bema, near the entrances leading to 
it. The center of the apsidal arch is decorated with a cross within a circle. 

The bema, at the eastern end of the nave, is about 60 em above floor level. It 
is square (c. 5 by 5 m) and paved with a mosaic in a geometric design. On the 

Khirbet el-Beiyudat: general view of the church. looking east. 
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southern side of the bema, remains of benches were uncovered. Two steps 
lead to an entrance in the center of its western side. Another entrance, with a 
set of three steps, leads from the southern aisle to the center of the apse. The 
ambo is in the front, northwestern corner of the bema. One course of it is 
preserved; its upper part was apparently made of wood. Next to it, on top of a 
stone column drum, a two-handled stone bowl, possibly used for holy water, 
was found. The narthex, in front of the church, to the west, is wider than the 
church itself. The entrance to the church from the narthex is about 1.8 m 
wide. There was an additional entrance from the south through a street paved 
with stone slabs. Thenarthexisdividedin two byarowofcolumns. The tomb 
of a woman was uncovered adjacent to the base of its northern column. 

Three main building stages were discerned. In the first stage, the church 
had two main entrances: one from the street to the south and the second from 
the west through the narthex. The mosaic floor in the southern aisle belongs 
to this stage, as does a level of white mosaic found beneath the existing level of 
the bema and the apse. In the second, and principal, stage, major changes 
were made: the mosaic floor in the nave and the northern aisle were replaced; 
in the apse and bema a new mosaic floor was laid over the earlier one; and at 
the end of the southern aisle, to the south of the apse, a room was added. At 
the end of the northern aisle an opening was installed, and benches, which 
surrounded the church on three sides, were added. The ambo at the edge of 
the bema was also built during this stage. In the third and final stage, the 
mosaic floor in the apse and bema was replaced, and an inscription attributed 
to the time of Emperor Justin II (see below) was incorporated in it. 

Several signs of conflagration were found on the floors in and near the 
church, attesting to its destruction, perhaps during the Persian invasion or 
the Arab conquest. 
THE INSCRIPTIONS. Five inscriptions, mostly dedications, were incorpo
rated in the mosaic. Only one of them, found in the apse, provides an in
dication of its date. It is translated as follows: "Under the pious reign of our 
master Flavius Justin us (this inscription) was written in the month of No
vember, 12, of the fourth Indiction, and this mosaic was made thanks to the 
God-loving priest Abbosoubbos and to Eliseos son of Saoras son of Sal
amanes and to Stephanus and to Georgius." This inscription apparently 
dates to the time of Justin II (565-578 CE) and was installed in the year 
570-571. 
THE FINDS. Many architectural remains were found in the excavations, 
mainly fragments of chancel-screen plaques and posts of various sizes, made 
of bituminous stone and limestone. The pottery finds were sparse, however: 
mostly fragments of bowls, cooking pots, and jars. Of special interest is a 
sundial, fashioned on the upper part of a stone column drum. A relief in the 
lower part of the sundial depicts a figure of a reclining, muscular, and 
bearded man, whose lower body is covered with a robe. 

H. Hizmi, ESI 5 (1986), 10-12; id., Christian Archaeology in the Holy Land(V. C. Corbo Fest.), Jerusalem 
1990, 245-264; id. and S. Rosenberg, MdB 66 (1990), 57; L. Di Segni, Christian Archaeology in the Holy 
Land (op. cit.), 265-274. 
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BELVOIR (KOKHAV HA-Y ARDEN) 
IDENTIFICATION AND HISTORY 
Belvoir (Kokhav ha-Yarden) is a Crusader fortress, established as a fortified 
farm by the VelosfamilyofTiberiasinabout 1140, duringthereignofFulkof 
Anjou(l131 to 1142). Itissituatedattheeasternedge oftheissachar Plateau, 
at the top of the scarp descending eastward to the Beth-Shean Valley, and 
north of a spring. Near the spring are the remains of a small Jewish town 
named Kokhava, or Kokhav, dating to the Second Temple period. 

In 1168 the property, with the fortified farm in its center, was sold to the 
Knights Hospitaller, who set out to defend the borders and roads of the 
Crusader kingdom. They established a magnificent fortified farm on the site, 
calling it Belvoir (fine view) after the view it commands. It was also called 
Coquet (dandy), a name possibly resembling the Arabic name for the site, 
Kaukab. The Arabic is a translation of the Hebrew name of the destroyed 
town, Kokhav, located at the foot of the fortress. 

This was one of the country's most important fortresses established by the 
Order ofHospitallers, for it commanded the Jordan River to its east as well as 
a number of important main routes: the road running south-north through 
the Jordan Valley to the Naharaim Bridge (Majami) over the Jordan, in the 
vicinity of the confluence of the Yarmuk River, and from there eastward to 
Transjordan and northeast to Damascus; the road north of the fortress, 
ascending the Tabor Valley in the direction of Mount Tabor, Nazareth, 
and the coast toward the port city of Acre; and the road south of the for
tress, leading to Beth-Shean, from where it joins the road ascending the 
Jezreel Valley to Acre and the ancient Via Maris. 

In the beginning of the 1180s, a few years after the Hospitallers established 
the fortress, Saladin's forces attempted to destroy it. Their attempt failed due 
to the fortress's superb construction and excellent plan. Belvoir was one of 
the few fortresses remaining in the hands of the Crusader kingdom of Jer
usalem after the crushing defeat of the Crusaders at the battle of I:Iittin. 
About one month after the battle, however, in August 1187, Saladin led his 
forces in laying a prolonged siege to the fortress. Its defenders withstood the 
siege for a year and a half. Eventually, though, the Muslims dug a ditch to the 
east, in the direction of the fortress's outer wall. Upon reaching the tower, 
they undermined it, bringing about its collapse on January 5, 1189. The 
besieged defenders then surrendered, even though the fortress itself had 
not been breached, and they were given free passage to the city of Tyre, 
still held by the Crusaders. Saladin's soldiers demolished the church, but 
the fortress itself remained standing. Local villagers and nomads settled in it 
and established a small village there. 

In 1217-1218, el-Malik el-Mu'azzam, the ruler of Damascus, decided to 
tear down all the abandoned fortresses in Palestine; apparently Belvoir, too, 
was dismantled then. The upper story of the keep, or don jon, was destroyed, 
but the stones from its debris filled the empty spaces of the first story, thereby 
contributing to their preservation. The Belvoir fortress was abandoned and 
left in ruins. 

In 1240, by agreement between the Muslim rulers of Palestine and the 
Crusaders, several fortresses were returned to Latin ownership, including 

Belvoir. The Crusaders, however, were unable to restore the fortress and it 
remained in ruins. Not until the beginning of the nineteenth century did local 
Bedouin settle in the ruins and establish a village named Kaukab el-Hawa 
("Star of the Winds"). It was finally abandoned in 1948. 

EXCAVATIONS 
In 1966, excavations were carried out at the site under the direction of M. 
Ben-Dov, on behalf of the National Parks Authority. This followed explora
tory excavations conducted a few years earlier at the site, supervised by N. 
Tzori, also on behalf of the Parks Authority. During the course of the 
excavations, the National Parks Authority restored the magnificent struc
ture. A clear picture of twelfth-century Crusader military architecture in 
Palestine was obtained from this restoration, for it was the first fortress 
from that period to be completely excavated in Israel. 

PLAN OF THE FORTRESS 
The fortress of Belvoir consists of an extensive outer fortification that em
braces an inner keep, the donjon. On its eastern side is an additional outer 
tower-called bashura by the Arabs and a barbican by the Crusaders. The 
tower was built to command the "dead areas" that were apt to form near the 
fortress walls. 

The fortress is in the shape of a pentagon-one side each on the north, west, 
and south, and two sides on the east, toward the slope, which was the for
tress's weak point. The main entrance was on the east, through an access way 
that turned back upon itself before a fortified gate was reached. There was 
also a gate in the west, to which access was gained by way of a wooden bridge 
over the moat. The last section of the bridge could be raised, and the metal 
rings that were part of the lifting mechanism are still in situ. 
THE MOAT AND THE TOWERS. The moat encircles the fortress on the 
three sides facing the Issachar Plateau; it is about 20m wide and up to 12m 
deep. It was hewn out of the basalt bedrock, and the stone removed was used 
to construct the fortress. The moat was deepened in the southwest corner of 
the fortress, which created an open pool for the collection of rainwater. It 
should be noted that the outer walls of the moat were cut into the bedrock, 
while the inner walls were partly hewn out of the bedrock and in parts covered 
with stone, apparently in places where the rock was soft. 

Enormous towers stood in the corners of the fortress. A central tower was 
built in each wall between the corner towers in order to shorten the shooting 
range of the archers defending the fortress. Almost every tower had a sally 
port leading from the fortress to the moat; two such ports were found in the 
southwest tower. The lower part of the towers was built at an incline, while 
the upper part was built vertically. There are loopholes in the towers, some of 
which are directed along the walls of the fortress and others toward the moat 
and the area beyond it. 

On the east a massive, multistoried outer tower, the bashura, protrudes 
from the slope. On the roof of the second story was a paved waiting area for 
wagons entering the bounds of the fortress. 



THE DONJON. Within the open space of the main fortress there was an 
additional fortification that could itself withstand a siege. This keep, or 
donjon, was carefully designed in accordance with the plan of the outer 

1. Main entrance gate 
2. Outer tower (the bashura) 

3. East gate 
4. Courtyard 
5. Cisterns 
6. Inner courtyard 
7.West gate 
8. Vaults of inner fortress (donjon) 

9.Refectory 
10. Kitchen 
11. Vaults of outer fortress 
12. Gate 
13. Drawbridge 
14. Posterns 
15. Workshop installations 
16. Outer towers 
17. Inner towers 
18. Moat 
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fortress. The don jon consisted of four barrel vaults that formed a square 
around an inner courtyard measuring 20 by 20m. The southern vault served 
as the refectory of the fortress; it was well lit because of its wide windows. In 
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Belvoir: (above right) plan; (below) detailed reconstruction. 
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Belvoir: aerial view, looking northwest. 

the southern part of the eastern vault 
was the kitchen, with three ovens and 
their flues. Next to it was a storeroom, 
in which the ashes (apparently used as 
a supplement for plaster) were stored 
when the ovens were cleaned. In the 
same room, a staircase leading to the 
second story was found built into the 
wall. Although the first-story vaults 
were mostly used as service rooms, 
remains of plaster painted with sim
ple frescoes in geometric patterns in 
bright shades of black and red on a 
white background were found. 
Round openings were cut in the vaul
ted ceilings to permit communication 
between the first and second stories. 

The main entrance gate to the don
jon was in the west; a narrow postern 
in the eastern vault led to it. Four tow
ers were erected in the corners of the 
don jon. Each had a flat wooden ceil
ing; a ladder provided passage from 
one story to the next. 

Because of the flat ceiling, two stor
ies faced each vault in each part of the 
tower. Because the donjon was situ
ated between two stories of vaults, 
the corner towers were fortified with 
four consecutive stories of combat chambers and possibly an additional 
chamber at roof level. Each combat chamber had loopholes directed along 
the walls opposite the openings in the outer fortress. The stones of the 
don jon, like those of the outer towers, were held by U-shaped iron joints. 

Three building stages are distinguishable in the donjon. In the first stage, 
three arches were added to its western wall, thereby adding 50 square m of 
building space to the roof of the first story. This allowed for similar addi
tional space to the second story (the second building stage). In the third stage, 
outsidethedonjon and in front of the gate, a fortified tower was added with a 
gate in its south side and a narrow postern in the north. This tower reinforced 
the gate of the don jon and added to its defensive capabilities. It also provided 
the second story with some additional building space. 
The Church. The church, located on the second story and pacing the western 
vault, was built of hard limestone brought from a distance of several kilo
meters from Giv'at ha-Moreh, or from Mount Gilboa; all of its stones were 
finely dressed, and all bear mason marks. The church was a small chapel with 
two chambers roofed with cross vaults. Its internal dimensions were 7 by 17 
m. In the corners stood columns, from which ribbed arches were extended to 
support the roofs vaulted ceiling. Stylized leaf capitals were carved on the 
springers of the arch. Three statues that had adorned the church were also 

Southeast tower of the outer fortress. 

uncovered in the piles of debris. 
Staircases and Sally Ports. The only staircase in the donjon was found built 
into the wall of the storeroom, between the kitchen and the refectory; stairs 
were later added to the inner courtyard, as well. These stairs were built on 
vaults that adjoined the northern wall of the refectory vault-that is, the 
southern vault. In order to construct the stairs a chamber was built, making 
use of the southernmost of the three arches built in the courtyard on the wall 
of the western vault. 

In almost all of the outer fortress towers there was, as mentioned, a sally 
port. These ports led to the moat; at their hidden exit was a thick door covered 
with iron slabs. The excavations uncovered the facings of the doors, which 
enabled the reconstruction of their appearance and thickness. Within the 
tower a staircase led to the exit door. The stairs in the sally ports were higher 
than usual, making their ascent difficult. 
CISTERNS AND CHANNELS. In the fortress two rock-cut cisterns were 
built: one, with a capacity of about 100 cum, served the don jon; the other, 
with a capacity of about 650 cum, was located in the eastern wing of the outer 
fortress. The first cistern was filled by the water that drained from the roofs of 
the donjon through clay pipes about 10 em in diameter. Nearby were the 
washing area and troughs. Excess water was diverted into a channel that 
crossed the courtyard to the eastern cistern. A drainage channel, extending 
from the washing area near this cistern, carried dish water and laundry water 
to a cesspit located in the west. Water was drawn from the mouths of the 
cisterns. The eastern cistern had two; on its roof, in a room built opposite the 
cistern, remains of plastered pools were found. 
WORKSHOP INSTALLATIONS. The northeastern wing of the outer for
tress contained a workshop with kilns capable of burning at high tempera
tures by means of bellows. Iron scrap and iron tools, nails, and horseshoes 
were found here. Each fortress had a small smithy that supplied its ironwork 
needs. 
THE COURTYARD BETWEEN THE FORTRESSES. Between the donjon 
and the outer fortification was a broad open-air courtyard that extended to 
all four sides of the fortress. Livestock, lumber, and products that could 
remain in the open were kept there. Vegetables may have been grown here as 
well. 
THE BASHURA (BARBICAN). In order to avoid undefended or "dead" 
areas, a large external tower was built in the east, at the foot of the for
tress. In twelfth-century architectural terminology this outer tower was 
called a bashura or a barbican. It was a vaulted structure whose lower part 
was built on bedrock and whose upper part was incorporated into the main 
entrance to the fortress. Saladin's troops undermined the bashura and 
brought about its collapse before the final surrender of the fortress. 
RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES, STABLES, AND STOREROOMS. The 
roofs of the vaults of the outer fortress and the donjon constituted the 
main combat area of the fortress. The vaults were also used as living quar-
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Gate in the northern wall of the inner vault. 

ters, stables, and storerooms. The soldiers and service personnel were quar
tered in the outer fortress, while those in the circle of knights were housed in 
the donjon. The knights themselves, including the commander of the order 
and the leaders of the priesthood, lived in the second story of the don jon. 

BUILDING STONES. The stones used to build the fortress came from a 
number of sources, the most important of which were the large basalt boul
ders removed while digging the moat. A second source was the remains of the 
Jewish town ofKokhav at thefootofthe fortress (at a distance of about 700 m 

Loopholes in the donjon's corner tower; (right)entrance from the vault to the tower. 
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Belvoir: lintel from the synagogue in the town of Kokhava, reused in the construction of the Crusader fortress. 

to the southeast), including the stones of its dismantled synagogue. Among 
these stones was a basalt lintel bearing a seven-branched menorah between 
two aediculae and an Aramaic dedicatory inscription. A third source of stone 
was the quarries in the exposed limestone slopes of the Tabor Valley, at a 
distance of about 2 km (I mi.) from the fortress. The walls were generally 3m 
thick-to bear the pressure of the vaults-and were built with two faces of 
stone, with a fill in between of rubble and soft clay made from sand and lime. 
The terra rossa in the area was sometimes added to this mixture. 

The building stones, as mentioned, were held by U-shaped iron joints. A 
hole was bored in the stone to anchor the joint, which was embedded in the 
stone with a lead casting. The extensive use of iron is characteristic of the 
Crusader fortresses, in contrast with the Muslim fortresses of the same 
period. 
DAILY UTENSILS. A large number of objects and utensils was found in the 
ruins of the fortress, indicating the nature of daily life there. Many of the 
finds, especially the pottery vessels, were not Crusader, but from a later 
period. They belonged to the inhabitants of the Muslim village established 
in the vaults of the fortress before it was demolished by the troops of the ruler 
of Damascus. 

The finds from the time of the Crusader knights include pottery, stone and 
glass vessels, and coins. Of special importance are the metal tools, especially 
of iron (pruning hooks, axes, picks, and masonry chisels); weapons (in
cluding arrowheads and spearheads); household ware (kitchen knives and 
choppers); razors; and horseshoes. Other finds include bone cosmetic ware 
and game boards incised in stone. The pottery vessels are mainly local, and it 
may be assumed that the administrator of the fortress acquired them in the 
markets. There was no reason to bring such vessels from long distances. 

Guerin, Galilee!, Paris 1880, 129-132; Conder-Kitchener, SWP 2, 85, 117-119; P. Deschamps, Les 
Chateaux des Croises en Terre-Sainte !-2, Paris 1934-1939; I 121-123; 2 132; S. Lange, Architettura 
delle Crociate in Palestina, Como 1965, 100-104; A. Biran, CNI 18 (1967), 25-26; 19 (1968), 39; 
M. Ben-Dov (andY. Mintzker), RB 75 (1968), 419-420; id., CN/25 (1976), 210-218; id., ASR, 95-97; 
M. Benvenisti, The Crusaders in the Holy Land, Jerusalem 1970, 294-300; D. Minnis andY. Bader, 
ADAJ 32 (1988), 255--264; N. Faucherre, MdB 6! (1989), 26. 

MEIR BEN-DOV Cornice from the church in the shape of a young man's head. 

BENE-BERAK AND VICINITY 
IDENTIFICATION 
The modern city ofBene-Berak bears the name of one ofthe settlements in the 
territory of the tribe of Dan (Jos. 19:45). It had been identified with an Arab 
village Ibn-Ibraq (also known as Khiriyyeh) once situated about 4 km (2.5 
mi.) south of the modern city. The annals ofSennacherib indicate that Bene
Berak was located near Jaffa, Beth-Dagon, and Azor. The town was also 
known as the home of Rabbi Akiba. So far, no excavations have been 
conducted at Khiriyyeh, but surface potsherds dating from the Iron Age 
substantiate its identification with ancient Bene-Berak. 

Five other archaeological sites have been excavated in the vicinity ofBene
Berak. These are, from north to south, Tell Abu Zeitun, Pardess Katz, Giv'at 
ha-Radar, the hill of the Vizhnitz Yeshiva, and Ben -Gurion Road (formerly 
Modi'in Street). The ancient names of these sites are not known, but it has 
been suggested that Tell Abu Zeitun should be identified with the Levitical 
cityofGath-Rimmon, mentioned togetherwithJehud and Bene-Berakin the 
territory of the tribe of Dan (Jos. 19:45, 21:24). 

EXCAVATIONS 
TELL ABU ZEITUN. In 1957, J. Kaplan excavated Abu Zeitun on behalf of 
the Israel Exploration Society. Several recent graves were uncovered in the 
first or uppermost level, along with a layer of ash from the Early Arab period 
and two occupation levels dating from Persian times (levels I -A and I-B). The 
finds from level I-A date to the fifth century BCE and include sherds of 
imported Attic ware and an ostracon engraved with the name l;swb. This 
name appears five times in the Bible in connection with the post-exilic period 
(1 Chr. 9:14; Neh. 11:15). The Persian stratum, with its two levels (I-Aand I
B), is 2 m thick. Below it, level A of stratum II was uncovered and dated to 
Iron Age II. At the eastern edge ofthe site, a brick wall of the Persian I-A level 
was discovered. Directly beneath it was another well-preserved brick wall 
dating to the Iron Age II-Alevel. No wall from the Persian I-B level has been 
revealed, which may indicate that the early Persian settlement was quite small 
and limited to the top of the mound. 
PARDESS KATZ. See Tel Aviv (the Jannaeus line). 



Giv'at ha-Radar: ossuary, Chalcolithic period. 
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Giv'at ha-Radar: plan and section of a Chalcolithic burial system. 

GIV'AT HA-RADAR (BAB EL-HAWWAH). A number of Chalcolithic 
graves were uncovered at Giv'at ha-Radar. As at several other sites in the 
Sharon Plain and the Shephelah, burial caves were cut into the kurkar rock 
and used for secondary burials. The bones of the dead were placed in house
shaped clay ossuaries after the flesh had decomposed. Excavations conduc
ted in 1942 in the northwest section of the hill by J. Ory, on behalf of the 
Mandatory Department of Antiquities, uncovered the remains of twelve 
burial pits and caves. In them were found fragments of fired clay ossuaries 
containing human bones. PitH disclosed, among other things, human bones 
that had been deposited in a square hole in the rock. Pit F, where traces of an 
intense fire were observed, was full of potsherds. The excavator suggested 
thatthe pit had been used as a pottery kiln. The ossuaries are all house shaped 
and are identical in form and decoration to those first found by E. L. Sukenik 
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Tell Abu Zeitun: ostracon engraved with the name l;tswb, Persian period. 

at f.Iadera (q.v.). The ceramic finds included bowls, pots, hole-mouth jars, 
and incense burners, all typologically related to Chalcolithic-Ghassulian 
ware. 

Kaplan excavated the northeast section of the hill in 1951, on behalf of the 
Israel Department of Antiquities, and brought to light two Chalcolithic 
burial caves. One (2m in diameter) was completely empty. Apparently, 
the inhabitants of the site had had no time to make use of it. The ceiling 
of the other cave (7 min diameter) had collapsed, and most of the pottery and 
ossuaries in it were crushed beneath the debris. The entrance to the cave, 
situated at the end of a narrow corridor leading into it, was undisturbed. 

The ossuaries, containing human bones, had been placed in the corners of 
the cave, on benches made of stone slabs. The pottery and incense burners, 
however, lay in the center of the cave. The ossuaries varied in size from 60 by 
25 by 40 em (the largest) to small ones only 15 em in diameter. Most were in 
the form of a rectangular house with an opening placed high in one of the 
short ends. The side containing the opening was elevated and formed a facade 
decorated with a schematic representation of a human face with a protruding 
nose. An ossuary in the shape of a round house also belongs to this group. The 
opening was cut into its domed top. The lower section of the ossuary, which 
contained the bones, was shaped like a Chalco lithic jar. A curved projection 
with reliefs of two snakes on it, appears above the narrow opening. Of 
exceptional interest is a limestone tablet (48 by 12 em) that was probably 
originally set upright. It represents a schematized human figure of presum
ably apotropaic significance. 
BEN-GURION ROAD. Excavations conducted on Ben-Gurion Road (for
merly Modi'in Street) by Kaplan and Ory uncovered a number of burial 
caves, the remains of mosaic floors, and the floor of a winepress. The dates of 
the caves and the floors range from the second century BCE to the eighth 
century CE. 

THE HILL OF THE VIZHNITZ YESHIVA. The Vizhnitz Yeshiva stands on 
a high hill in east Bene-Berak. Archaeological finds were brought to light 
while foundations for a synagogue were being dug. In 1953, Kaplan exca
vated here on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and found the 
remains of four building levels, all dating to the third and second centuries 
BCE. Dressed kurkar stones, rough stones, and terre pisee were used in their 
construction. The small finds included several bronze coins, potsherds, and 
fragments of lamps. It appears that this was once part of a fort or fortified 
domain erected on the hill in the Hellenistic period. It was an observation 
point overlooking the road running from the Yarkon Basin to the Ono 
Valley. 

J. Ory, QDAP 12 (1946), 43-57; J. Kaplan, IEJ 13 (1963), 300-312; id., RB 85 (1978), 416-417; H. and 
J. Kaplan, IEJ 28 (1978), 121-122; Perrot-Ladiray. Tombes d Ossuaires, 103-104; Weippert 1988, 121, 
136. 
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BERAKHOT, I:IORVAT 
IDENTIFICATION 
I:Iorvat Berakhot (Khirbet Bureikut) is located east of the Jerusalem-Heb
ron road, close to the modern settlement of Migdal 'Oz (map reference 
1638.1168). The site is situated on the summit of a broad hill, 945 m above 
sea level. Many remains of dwellings, cisterns, agricultural installations, and 
caves are dispersed over the site. The remains cannot be identified with any 
site known from ancient sources. 

EXPLORATION AND EXCAVATIONS 
Salvage excavations carried out in 197 6 uncovered a Byzantine church at the 
southern edge of the site. The excavations were headed by Y. Tsafrir and 
Y. Hirschfeld, on behalf of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and the 
Kefar E~yon Field School. In 1978, a measurement survey was conducted 
at the site, followed by a short season of excavations headed by R. Hachlili, 
on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
The remains found at I:Iorvat Berakhot include those of a settlement on the 
hill and a church south of it. 
THE SETTLEMENT. The remains ofthe settlement are situated over an area 
of about 6 a. Most of the settlement, however, was concentrated on the 
eastern slope, in an area of no more than 2.5 a. In this area remains were 
found of densely built dwellings, in which two main architectural phases can 
be discerned. The buildings of the early phase are marked by a higher quality 
of construction: their walls are built of well-dressed ashlars, and most oft hem 
have mosaic floors. The pottery from this phase dates to the Byzantine 
period. A large rectangular building (18 by 30m) attributed to the Byzantine 
period is located in the northwest corner of the site. Based on its size and the 
thickness of its walls (1.3 m), it can be assumed to have been a public building. 

The remains of these early buildings were either reused or covered by 
buildings of the later phase. The later buildings are smaller and the quality 
of their construction is inferior to that ofthe early phase. The finds belonging 
to the late phase include painted pottery, in use from the Mameluke period 
onward. Various installations at the edge of the settlement reflect the rural 
nature of the site in its two phases: a few cisterns, caves, the remains of an oil 
press, a rock-hewn installation (for dyeing?), barns, and sheep pens. 
THE BYZANTINE CHURCH. The excavations of the church revealed three 
main stages. In the first stage, rites and prayers were held in a small natural 
cave that was plastered and paved with a mosaic. This stage has been dated to 
the second half of the fourth century CE. In the second stage, a church was 
built over the cave, while the cave itself was remodeled into a crypt. This stage 
began in the second half of the fifth or the beginning of the sixth century. The 
church was abandoned shortly after 
the Arab conquest in the second half 
of the seventh century, when its third 
stage of existence began. 
Stage 1. The cultic cave from the first 
stage was plastered and its floor deco
rated with a white mosaic. In its south
western corner a small cist tomb (55 by 
75 em) was uncovered, containing re
interred bones. On top of the tomb 
was a clay lamp with an arched noz
zle, of the type common in the fourth 
century. This find supports the theory 
that the cave was already used as a 
ritual site at that time. The fourth cen
tury was marked by the extensive 
"discovery" and restoration of Chris
tian holy sites, including Shepherds' 
Field east of Bethlehem, a site whose 
process of development resembles 
that of I:Iorvat Berakhot. 
Stage 2. In conjunction with the build
ing of the church, the cave was trans
formed into a magnificent crypt, 4. 5 m 
long and 3 m wide. It contained a 

General view of the church. looking 
southeast. 
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lforvat Berakhot: plan of the church. 

barrel-vaulted ceiling, whose height above the floor is assumed to have 
reached 3 m. The mosaic floor of the crypt was executed in a wide range 
of colors, with floral designs surrounded by a geometric guilloche. The 
mosaic was finely made, with about 160 tesserae per square decimeter. 
Two facing staircases leading from the two aisles of the church entered 
the crypt. This arrangement of two staircases~one for entry and one for 
exit-enabled pilgrims and the faithful to enter the crypt, either singly or in 
groups, without interrupting the ceremonies being conducted in the nave. 
The chamber of the crypt received light from a large window in the eastern 
wall, under the apse of the church. The window's stone lintel was decorated 
on its outer face with a cross whose arms are of equal length within a me
dallion. 

The church itself consisted of three sections: the nave, the narthex, and an 
atrium surrounded by rooms. The walls of the church were built of ashlars 
with dr~ssed margins on the outside and of plastered small undressed stones 
on the inside. The average thickness of the walls is 70 em. The hall is built in 
the form of a basilica. Its external dimensions are 12.5 by 15.5 m (a calcula
tion in accordance with the Byzantine foot [ = 31 em) reveals that the width 
and length of the building were 40 by 50 feet, respectively). In the eastern 
section of the hall, flanking the apse, two square rooms, apparently chapels, 
are preserved. 

The mosaic floor of the nave was decorated with complex geometric 
patterns that combined to form medallions of various shapes. Within the 



medallions different animals, such as lions, a bull, and parrots, were de
picted. The central mosaic is distinguished by its many colors and its high 
quality, similar to the mosaic in the crypt (160 tesserae per square decimeter). 
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In contrast, the mosaics in the aisles are simpler and coarser (90 to 100 
tesserae per square decimeter). 

The narthex, to the west of the nave, extends somewhat to the sides. Its 

lforvat Berakhot: mosaic floor uncovered in the crypt under the bema area. 
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lforvat Berakhot: the nave mosaic (after reconstruction). 

internal width is 3m and its length is 13.7 m. The three church entrances 
leading to the narthex and the three exits leading from it to the nave are 
arranged opposite one another symmetrically. The floor of the narthex is 
made of a rough mosaic (36 tesserae per square decimeter). The atrium, to the 
west of the narthex, is almost square (13.4 by 13.8 m). Its courtyard was 
surrounded by porticoes about 2m wide, around which the dwelling cham
bers were built. The rooms ranged from 4.3 to 5.3 min width. It may be 
assumed that the complex of rooms constituted part of a monastery that was 
annexed to the church. 
Stage 3. In the Early Arab period, after the abandonment and destruction of 
the church, the crypt served as a dwelling. It was entered by way of the 
northern staircase, while the southern staircase was blocked. On top of 
the Arab occupation level were potsherds, including lamps typical of the 
Early Arab period. The most important find from this period is a three-line 
Kufic inscription carved in the southern wall of the crypt. The inscription, 
which was deciphered by R. andY. Drori, reads "In the name of Allan, the 
Merciful and Compassionate I 0 God, forgive Yusuf (son of) I Yasin." 

The identity of the scribe and the reason for his stay here are unknown. 
However, the tradition of the site's sanctity was apparently still preserved in 
the Early Arab period. 

Main publication: Y. Tsafrir andY. Hirschfeld, Dumbarton Oaks Papers 33 (1979), 295-326. 
Other studies: Y. Tsafrirand Y. Hirschfeld, IEJ26 (1976), 206-207; id., Archeologia 110 (1977), 71-72; id., 
RB 84 (1977), 426-428. 

YIZHAR HIRSCHFELD, YO RAM TSAFRIR The crypt, looking east. 

BETH ALPHA 
IDENTIFICATION 
The ancient synagogue of Beth Alpha is situated at the foot of the northern 
slopes of the Gilboa Mountains, east of the Jezreel Valley. The site was 
named after the adjacent ruin of Khirbet Beit Ilfa, which possibly preserves 
an ancient name. The place is now occupied by the kibbutzim Beth Alpha and 
Hephzibah. In the course of digging a channel for conveying water to the 
fields, members of Kibbutz Hephzibah came upon a mosaic floor. In 1929, 
E. L. Sukenik, assisted by N. Avigad, began excavations at the spot on behalf 
of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. They uncovered the remnants of a 
synagogue and its mosaic floor. Exploratory excavations in the vicinity of the 
synagogue, conducted in 1962 by the Israel Department of Antiquities, 
succeeded in exposing remains of buildings. 

EXCAVATIONS 
The synagogue, which measured 27.7 by 14.2 m, was situated among houses 

that lined narrow streets. It consisted of a courtyard (atrium), a vestibule 
(narthex), and a basilica! hall. The walls (0. 7-0.85 m thick and standing to a 
height of 0.55-1.65 m) are of undressed stone, plastered on their inner and 
outer faces. The apse of the synagogue is oriented south, toward Jerusalem; 
its facade faces north. 

The courtyard (9.65 by 11.9 m) was paved with a crude mosaic decorated 
with geometric patterns. The form of the facade is not clear. Judging from the 
existing remains, it seems to have undergone several repairs. The floor of the 
vestibule (2.57 m wide) also has a geometric design. Three doorways lead into 
the hall of the synagogue. The hall is divided by two rows of plastered stone 
pillars into a central nave (5.4m wide) and two aisles (2.75 and 3.1 m wide). It 
is very likely that the pillars supported an arched entablature. 

Recessed in the south wall of the nave is an apse (2.4 m deep) that served as 
the permanent repository ofthe Ark of the Law. Its floor is raised above that 
of the nave and three steps lead up to it. A depression (0.8 m deep) in the floor 



Beth Alpha: plan of the synagogue. 
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of the apse, covered with stone slabs, contained thirty-six Byzantine coins. 
Benches were built along the length of the side walls and the south wall. 

Near the two southern pillars on the eastern side, a platform, or bema, and a 
bench had been erected on the mosaic floor. They were obviously later 
additions. A door in the western aisle opens into a side room, or annex, 
whose form is not known. Perhaps there were steps ascending from this 
room to an upper story. Although the remains furnish no evidence for 
a second story, it is reasonable to assume that there was one and that a 
women's gallery was built on top of the two colonnades and above the 
vestibule. 

The entire hall is paved with colored mosaics. The floor of the western aisle 
is divided into squares of geometric patterns. In front of the western door is a 
carpetlike design. The mosaic in the eastern aisle, however, is mostly un
adorned. 

The floor of the nave is divided into three panels, each containing a 
different motif: the first shows the Ark of the Law; the second, the zo
diac; and the third, the Offering of Isaac. All three panels are enclosed 
by a border with varied decorations: a pattern of lozenges, containing fruit 
to the west; birds, fish, a cluster of grapes, and a pomegranate tree to the 
south; and the tendrils of a vine with birds, animals, and the figure of a man to 
the east. In the north, on either side of the entrance, a lion and a buffalo, with 
their faces turned toward each other, are placed so that they can be seen from 
the interior of the synagogue, as the guardians of the entrance. 

The first panel was perhaps meant to duplicate the contents of the apse, 
which was situated directly in front of it. Behind the veil (parocheth ), which is 
parted in the center, is a gable-roofed ark from which an "eternal light" (ner 
tamid) is suspended. Two birds stand beside it, facing each other in a heraldic 
manner. On either side of the arkis a lighted menorah, and near each are the 
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Three mosaic carpets in the synagogue nave: (top to bottom) the Torah ark, 
menorahs, other religious objects, and lions; the zodiac, the seasons, and Helios in 

his chariot; the Offering of Isaac. 

Greek and Aramaic inscriptions on the mosaic floor at the entrance to the 
synagogue. 
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Beth Alpha: mosaic depicting a lion near the 
entrance to the synagogue. 

traditional ritual objects-shofar, lu
lab, ethrog, and incense shovel. The 
ark is guarded on either side by lions. 

The second panel, which occupied 
the center of the floor, represents the 
cycle of the zodiac. The twelve signs 
are arranged in a circle. Beside each is 
written its Hebrew name: Taleh (Ar
ies, ram); Shor (Taurus, bull); Teomim 
(Gemini, twins); Sartan (Cancer, 
crab); Aryeh (Leo, lion); Betulah 
(Virgo, virgin); Meoznayim (Libra, 
scales); Aqrab (Scorpio, scorpion); 
Kashat (Sagittarius, archer); Gedi 
(Capricorn, goat); Deli (Aquarius, 
water bearer); and Dagim (Pisces, 
fishes). In the center of the circle He
lios, the sun god, is depicted driving a 
chariot drawn by four galloping 
horses (quadriga) along the dim expanse of a sky studded with stars and 
a moon. In the corners of the panel, the four seasons of the year appear in the 
form of winged busts of women covered with jewels and surrounded by 
various seasonal attributes (fruit, birds, and the like). To each is attached 
its appropriate name: Nisan (spring); Tammuz (summer); Tishri (autumn); 
Tebeth (winter). 

The third panel, near the entrance, depicts the Offering of Isaac. To the 
right is an altar from which rise the flames of a fire. To the left stands 
Abraham, wearing a beard and with a halo above his head. With one hand 
Abraham holds Isaac, represented as a child with securely bound hands; 
Abraham grasps a long knife in his other hand. The names "Isaac" and 
"Abraham" are inscribed above the respective figures. A hand, symbolizing 
the power of God, appears from above, as if emerging from a cloud, behind 
which rays are shining. Near it are the words of the divine prohibition "Thou 
shalt not stretch forth" ("Lay not thine hand upon the lad"). At Abraham's 
side, a rearing ram is tied to a tree (thicket) suspended in mid-air as if there 
had been no place for its forelegs. Above it is the legend: "And behold ... a 
ram." In the left corner are the ass and the two lads who accompanied 
Abraham. 

On entering the synagogue through the main door, two inscriptions-one 
in Aramaic and the other in Greek---can be seen on the floor. The Aramaic 
inscription, which is partly destroyed, states that the mosaic was made during 
a certain year in the reign ofEmperor Justin and that its cost was defrayed by 
donations from the members of the congregation, who contributed in 
kind-wheat and the like. The floor is broken in the spot where the date 
was inscribed, but Sukenik was of the opinion that the floor must have been 
laid during the reign ofJustin I (and not ofJustin II, who was notorious for his 
severe anti-Jewish policy)-that is, in the first quarter of the sixth century CE. 
The building itself, however, is older and goes back perhaps to the end of the 

fifth century, as may be deduced from the remnants ofthemosaicfloor found 
beneath the existing floor. The Greek inscription commemorates the crafts
men who laid the mosaic: "May the craftsmen who carried out this work, 
Marianas and his son J:lanina, be held in remembrance." 

SUMMARY 
ThesynagogueatBethAlphaisamongthesynagoguesofthelatertypefound 
in Palestine. The distinctive features of this type are the division into a 
courtyard, narthex, and nave; an apse facing Jerusalem as a permanent 
repository for the ark; and a mosaic floor. The synagogue is not built of 
dressed stone, nor is it as monumental as the earlier synagogues found in 
Galilee. The highly variegated mosaic floor is surprisingly well preserved. In 
its magnificent decoration three basic motifs are displayed: ritual objects, 
astrological symbols, and a biblical scene. The style of the mosaic is nai"ve and 
has all the charm of folk art. The two artisans, father and son, who perpe
tuated their names in the mosaic, seem to have worked throughout the 
district. Their names are also found in the mosaic floor discovered at 
Beth-Shean. A highly important feature here is an inscription indicating 
that the floor was laid in the sixth century. This is one of the few synagogues 
in the country for which a date has been found epigraphically. 

Main publication: E. L. Sukenik, The Ancient Synagogue at Beth Alpha, Jerusalem 1932. 
Other studies: E. L. Sukenik, Rabinowitz Bulletin 2 (1951), 26; Goodenough, Jewish Symbols 1, 241-253; 3, 
638-641; M. Avi-Yonah, Archaeology (Israel Pocket Library), Jerusalem 1974, 43-45; J. Wilkinson, 
Journal of Jewish Art 5 (1978), 16-28; Judaica Post 7 (1979), 946-950; L. Dequeker, Bijdragen 47 (1986), 
2-30; H.-P. Stiihli, Antike Synagogenkunst, Stuttgart 1988, 55-68. 
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BETHEL 
IDENTIFICATION 
The site of ancient Bethel is generally identified with the modern village of 
Beitin, about 17 km (10.5 mi.) north of Jerusalem. Its identity was first 
established by E. Robinson in 1838, on the basis of geographical references 
in theBible(Gen. 12:8; Jg. 21: 19,forexample)andinEusebius(Onom. 40:20-
21) and the similarity of the ancient and the Arabic names. The houses of the 
modern village are concentrated at the southeast corner of the ancient city, 
leaving only about 4 a. of the ancient site available for excavation. 

In 1927, W. F.Albright, in collaboration with H. M. Wiener, investigated 
the site. They sank a test pit, which came down upon a massive city wall. 
Albright's findings demonstrated that here, indeed, was Canaanite and 
Israelite Bethel. Although the site had no natural defensive features, it had 
copious springs and stood at the intersection of major highways-the moun
tain road and the main road leading from Jericho to the Coastal Plain. 
Because of these assets, a flourishing town was able to develop. The city 
ofBethelhad been preceded in the area by Ai(q.v.), situatedabout2.5km(1.5 
mi.) east of it. 

HISTORY 
According to the Bible, Bethel was formerly called Luz. It was conquered by 
the House of Joseph (J g. I :22-25) and resettled by the Israelites. Bethel was 
included in the territory of Ephraim and became a sacred site and religious 
center associated with thetraditionofthepatriarchs. Jeroboam I built a royal 
sanctuary at Bethel as a rival to Jerusalem, but no trace of that sanctuary has 
been found so far. The city was destroyed by the Assyrians at about the same 
time as Samaria in about 721 BCE, but the shrine was revived toward the close 
of the Assyrian period (2 Kg. 17:28-41). 

Bethel escaped destruction during Nebuchadnezzar's conquest of Jeru
salem, but it was probably razed in the transition period between Babylonian 
and Persian rule. The city was soon rebuilt and was a small town in Ezra's 
day. It prospered in the Hellenistic and Early Roman periods and was the last 
cj~'"captured by Vespasian before he left Judea to become emperor. It 
-~·ued to prosper in the Late Roman period and reached its maximum 
s!ze in the Byzantine period. Shortly after the Arab conquest, however, the 
city ceased to exist. 



Bethel: general view of area II. 

EXCAVATIONS 
The Kyle Memorial Excavations at 
Bethel were conducted in the sum
mers of 1934, 1954, 1957, and 1960 
by the American Schools of Oriental 
Research and the Pittsburgh-Xenia 
Theological Seminary (the Pitts
burgh Theological Seminary). The 
first campaign was directed by 
W. F. Albright assisted by J. L. Kelso. 
The other campaigns were directed by 
Kelso. 
THE BRONZE AGE. In 1960 the ex
pedition discovered a mountaintop 
sanctuary in the northwest corner of 
the site on an almost level limestone 
ridge. Several dark stains on the ridge 
were tested and found to be blood, 
apparently from sacrifices. Traces of 
numerous bonfires were also found. 
In the debris above and around the 
acropolis were found many frag
ments of cooking pots as well as flint 
knives and animal bones. The earliest 
object uncovered was a Chalcolithic 
jar found in a crevice in the rocks. 
Most of the sherds were Middle Bronze Age I, and some were Early Bronze 
Age. Directly above this acropolis, a fine new temple was built. It was 
oriented to the east and had a flagstone pavement. The building appears 
to be from the Middle Bronze Age I, and it was most likely destroyed by an 
earthquake. 

The area around the springs and the sanctuary was originally a camping 
ground for shepherds. It became a village in about 3200 BCE. The site was 
abandoned during much of the Early Bronze Age, but in about 2400~2200 
BCE it was again occupied, only to be abandoned later. 

Early in the Middle Bronze Age I the continuous occupation of the site 
began. The Middle Bronze Age IIA saw some rebuilding near the springs, but 
it was the Middle Bronze Age liB before the entire area was surrounded by a 
massive wall (c. 3.5 m thick). Several sections of the north and west walls and 
one part of the south wall were uncovered. The location of part of the east 
wall was tentatively identified, but a newly paved street prevented its ex
cavation. 

Gates were also uncovered at the northeast and northwest corners of the 

Pillars of an Iron II structure on top of the Iron I wall. 

city, _and traces of gates were found in 
the west and south walls. Bethel's 
northwest gate was unique, built di
rectly upon the ruins of the acropolis 
temple. Its north wall was 14.6 m long, 
its east wall9.7 m, and its west wall9.2 
m. The gate had no south wall but 
abutted directly upon the city wall at 
its northwest corner. The minimum 
thickness of the walls of the gateway 
was 1.5 m. The jambs of the gateway 
were found standing about 2 m high. 
The gateway floor had originally been 
paved with stone slabs but was later 
repaired with IJuwwar. There were no 
guardrooms, only a corridor leading 
from the threshold to the west wall. 
At that point, the corridor turned 
south and then eastward to the inner 
face of the outer wall of the gateway 
complex, where it again turned south, 
apparently going through an opening 
in the north wall of the city. The wall is 
missing at this point, but just inside the 
walled area is what appears to be a 
sanctuary~since it was discovered 
only a few steps from the acropolis 
temple. The corner of this new build
ing was uncovered. It represents one of 
the finest Middle Bronze Age stone 
buildings in Palestine. In the sanctu
ary was found a large quantity of ani
mal bones and cultic ceramic ware, 
including storage jars with serpent mo
tifs on the bases and handles, a bull's 
leg, and a small stylized Hathor col
umn. 

Two distinct phases ofbuildingwere 
found in the Middle BronzeAgellcity, 
in several places separated by a layer of 
ashes. In a major reconstruction pro
ject a new section of the city's west wall 
had been built shortly before the city's 
capture (probably by the Egyptians, c. 
1550 BCE). The site appears to have lain 
in ruins until the fourteenth century 
BCE, when it made a swift comeback. 
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Bone handle of a sistrum with its 
head fashioned in the image of 

Hathor, LB I. 
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Basalt conical seal showing animals. 

There were two phases of Late Bronze Age occupation, of which the earlier 
was somewhat superior in quality to the thirteenth-century BCE phase. Pa
trician houses were larger, flagstone pavements were greater in number, and 
a skillfully designed drainage and sewer system was installed. This represents 
the finest architectural phase in the city's history. An olive-oil press wit_h its 
installations still in situ was found with a quantity of zebar, or olive refuse, 
nearby. 
THE IRON AGE. The Israelite (Iron Age I) cities are in striking contrast to 
those of the Canaanite (Late Bronze Age). The Israelite houses are ram
shackle huts, and the pottery is poorly made and dominated by storage jars 
and cooking pots. The Canaanite temple went out of use, and the Astarte 
plaques so common in the Canaanite period became very rare. 

Under Joshua's conquest (1240-1235 BCE), Bethel was assigned to Ben
jamin, but the excavations show that shortly therafter Bethel was captured 
twice. The first conquest was probably by the Canaanites, who took over the 
city after the extermination of most of the tribe ofBenjamin. This episode left 
Ephraim without any fortress for its southern border, so it was apparently at 
this time that Ephraim drove out the new Canaanite population of Bethel 
and took over that city as its own key border fortress (J g. I :22-26). Bethel has 
no record ofPhilistine occupation. The city grew under the last of the Judges, 
butwhenDavidmadeJerusalemthenation'scapital,Bethel'sgrowthslowed 
down.lt was only in the time ofthe monarchy, after the revolt ofJeroboam I, 
that Bethel again became a religious center. 

The excavations show that Bethel was spared in the frontier wars between 
the kingdoms ofJudah and Israel, and the city continued to flourish. A South 
Arabian clay seal was found in debris outside the Middle Bronze Age city 
wall. An identical seal from Hadhramaut is dated to about the ninth century 
BCE. The seal indicates that trade relations existed between Bethel and South 
Arabia, which was the source of incense. 

Toward the close of the Assyrian period, the shrine at Bethel was rebuilt, 
and the city quickly took on new life.lts prosperity continued until the time of 
Nabonidus or early in the Persian period. Because the city was not destroyed 
along with Jerusalem, it is a unique source for ceramic studies of the period 
after 587 BCE. 

THE LATER PERIODS. Ezra knew Bethel only as a small village, but by 

Iron Age wall in the gate area. 

Hellenistic times it was again prominent, although not as prominent as in the 
Late Bronze Age. The Hellenistic period contains two phases, of which the 
earlier is superior. Bacchides refortified Bethel. The tumulus Rujm Abu 
'Ammar on the hill east of Bethel is doubtless his work, for the surface 
pottery is Hellenistic of the second century BCE. 

Some time during the Early Roman phase the northeast city gate was 
destroyed. Part of the adjacent city wall was leveled, and a house was built 
over it. Foundations of a new gate of this period were also found near the old 
south gate of the city. Within the houses of the city, however, no signs were 
found of burning in the Roman period. 

Both Vespasian and Hadrian established garrisons here. The Roman town 
increased so greatly in population that, for the first time in its history, cisterns 
had to be used to augment its natural water supply. The Byzantine city was 
even larger, and a great reservoir was completed in the valley below it. Just to 
the east of the mound lies a long main street of the Byzantine city. A new 
northeast gate and a new east wall were erected in either 484 or 529 CE to 
protect the city against the marauding Samaritans. A large Byzantine 
church, now used as a mosque, was built, and east of it, a monastery. Chur
ches honoring Abraham and Jacob were erected on the hill east of Bethel. 
Although few buildings of Byzantine times remain, pottery from nearby 
fields show that the city lived on throughout the entire Byzantine era; how
ever, it seems to have disappeared shortly after the Arab invasion of Pales
tine. 
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BETHGUVRIN 
IDENTIFICATION 
The site of Beth Guvrin is in the Judean Shephelah (map reference 140.113). 
It was identified by the name ofthe Arab village ofBeit Jibrin, by its position 
on the Tabula Peutingeriana (32 Roman miles from Jerusalem on the way to 
Ashkelon), and from milestones at various distances from the city inscribed 
with the name Eleutheropolis (see below). 

HISTORY 
Beth Guvrin v;as apparently first mentioned by Josephus (War IV, 447) as a 
village in the heart ofldumea. At that time the main road from Jerusalem to 
the southwest probably passed through it, as the place is mentioned by 
Ptolemy (V, 16, 6). Several Tannaim and one of the Amoraim are known 
to have lived here. In 200 CE, the emperor Septimius Severus established a 
Roman polis at Beth Guvrin, naming it Eleutheropolis ('E/cw8!>p6no/cll;); he 
granted it large tracts ofland, reaching from En-Gedi to Gerar-the largest 
area ever granted to a city in Palestine. According to the Talmud, Beth 
Guvrin was fortified; its name means "City of Free Men" (in Hebrew; 
(l'l1n >n), but the Midrash (Gen. Rab. 41[42], 6), relying on the 
similarity of the Hebrew words, calls it the "City of Cave Dwellers" >n) 

O'l1n). When nearby Mareshah (Marisa) was destroyed in 40 BCE, Beth 
Guvrin took its place as capital of the district. The city flourished in the 
Roman period and was later a bishop's seat. In the Arab period it was again 
called Beit Jibrin. The Crusaders named it Bet Giblin or Gibelin. In about 
1136, the Crusader king Fulk of Anjou built a city here, which was later 
handed over to the Knights Hospitaller. On the basis of surveys and trial 
excavations, the area of the Roman-Byzantine city has been estimated at 
approximately 110 a., and that of the Crusader city about 7.5 a. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE REMAINS 
THE AMPHITHEATER. The amphitheater was excavated from 1982 to 
1992 by A. Kloner, on behalf of the Israel Antiquities Authority. It is located 
at the northwestern corner of the Roman city. In a topographical depression 
surrounded by masonry, the excavations revealed a barrel vault, shaped like 
an elongated ring, somewhat like a double ambulatory. This vault was the 
substructure on which thecavea, vomitoria, and the restofthe superstructure 
were built. The vaulted corridor was about 170m long. The long axis of the 
oval structure was aligned north-south, and the short axis from east to west. 
The excavations revealed that the entire circumference of the structure had 
survived. The area of the amphitheater, with the arena in its center, was some 
3,000 sq m. 

The width of the vault was 3.18-3.25 m and its inner height, from the 
foundation level to the highest point of the vault, was approximately 5 m. The 
lowerpartoftheinnerwall was 2.3 m thick and the lower part of the outer wall 
was 1.8 m thick. This exceptional thickness was necessary to support the 
weight of the vault, the cavea, and the superstructure. 

The walls of the vault rested on a foundation (0.6 m high) built of small field 
stones, on which courses of finely dressed ashlars, of nari and local limestone, 
were carefully laid. Repairs to earlier damage, carried out in the Mameluke 

Vault in the northeast part of the amphitheater. 

Beth Guvrin: column drum with an Aramaic inscription from the synagogue. 

an.d Ottoman periods, were visible here and there in the western part of the 
vault, where the ashlar courses had been replaced by small stones, although 
the original form of the vault was maintained. 

The long radius of the arena was 25m and its short radius, 20m. The arena 
thus took up approximately two-thirds of the area of the entire structure
that is, a little less than 2,000 sq m. The passages through which spectators 
entered the amphitheater-the vomitoria-were placed about halfway up the 
vaulted structure. Three vomitoria are preserved, on the south and east of the 
amphitheater, 25m apart. In the northernmost of the three, the outer arch is 
also preserved; in the other two, the vaulted roofs survive. The vaulting of the 
southernmost vomitorium had partly collapsed, and its stones were found in 
the debris. The width of each vomitorium was 2.05 to 2.1 m. The structure's 
circumference and the distances between the vomitoria indicate that there 
were about six vomitoria. They were constructed on supporting ashlar bases, 
built into the main ambulatory vault. Each of these supports rested on an 
additional short vault, which reduced the height of the space under the main 
vault by approximately half. 

As the vomitoria were built at half the height of the ambulatory vault, some 
ofthe spectators entered the amphitheater through them and ascended to the 
cavea. Part of one of the staircases made for that purpose was found close to 
the southernmost vomitorium. The stairs were made of relatively hard lime
stone and were quite steep. The stones of the cavea were not preserved in situ 
in the trenches cut during the trial excavation, but had been removed for 
secondary use in Byzantine, Early Arab, and Crusader buildings. 

In addition to the vomitoria used by spectators, there were several passages 
at the level of the arena that cutthrough both walls ofthe ambulatory vault to 
provide direct access from the outside into the arena. Two of these passages 
were located in the excavation; they were probably also arched and built of 
fine masonry within the ashlar walls of the vault. 
REMAINS OF A ROMAN INN. In 1981, in earth-clearing operations near 
the junction of the Qiryat Gat-Beth-Shemesh road and the approach road to 
Kibbutz Beth Guvrin, a rectangular stone (2. 7 5 m long, 0. 55 m wide, and 0. 7 
m high) made of local limestone was discovered, along with fragments of 
columns and a Corinthian capital. The stone, which resembles a lintel and 
bears a Greek inscription, was originally part of the facade of a large, mag
nificently built inn standing near other monumental buildings in the city in 
the Roman and Byzantine periods. The front of the stone is divided into three 
horizontal bands. Carved in relief in the upper band are twelve oval me
dallions, positioned alternately horizontally and vertically. Figures of naked 
winged hunters, resembling erotes and bearing swords or spears, are carved 
in the vertical medallions, looking toward the center of the frieze from the left 
and the right; the central figure is also pictured marching to the right. In the 
horizontal medallions, predators such as lions, bears, and panthers are 
represented, looking outward from the center. The two outermost medal
lions contain depictions of wild boars, their front legs resting on the frame. 
The frames are surrounded by an acanthus-leaf pattern. The other nine 
medallions are unornamented frames. 
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Staircase in the cavea in southwest part of the amphitheater. 

The Greek inscription is carved in the two lower bands: 

EIII<l>AKYNTIANOYTOYAAMIIPKOMKAIL'10YKOCTOAIIANTHTHPIN 
EKE>EMEAIQNEKTICE>H 

Its translation (by Y. Tsafrir) is "In the time of Flavius Quintianus, most 
glorious comes and dux, was the inn built from the foundations." 

The space between the bands containing the inscription is decorated with a 
bead-and-spiral pattern; the inscription is separated from the ornamental 
frieze by a pleated rope and an egg-and-dart decoration. The wording of the 
inscription and the decorative elements date the stone and the inn to whose 
facade it was affixed to the fourth century. 
CHURCH AT MAI:IAT EL-URD (MAKHATET EL-'URJ). A church exca
vated in 1941 and 1942 by D. C. Baramki, on behalf of the Mandatory 
Department of Antiquities, is now on the grounds of Kibbutz Beth Guv
rin, some 200m north of the remains of the city ofEleutheropolis. The stones 
from the church's walls were dismantled in a later period for reuse; the only 
surviving elements are the floors, which were laid on a strong bedding, 
sections of the foundations, and graves beneath the floors. 

The church was a basilica with a single apse. The two aisles flanking the 
nave ended in two rooms. Southofthechurch wasanotherrowofrooms, one 

Decorated lintel with a 
Greek inscription from the 
Roman inn. 

of them a small chapel. The nave ofthe basilica was paved in opus sectile with 
stone slabs in gray, pink, and black, creating a varied geometric pattern. 
Between the nave and the area of the bema (the presbyterium) traces of a 
chancel screen could be seen on the floor. The apse was slightly deeper than a 
semicircle. 

The northern aisle was adorned with a rich mosaic, most of which con
sisted of a carpet with a row of four central octagonal panels, alternating with 
groups of four squares decorated with a meander motif. The scene in the 
easternmost octagon showed an amphora flanked by two peacocks; the 
second depicted two men seated in a boat. The third showed the prophet 
Jonah beneath the castor oil plant, with an inscription in Greek: 'Iroviic. The 
fourth, westernmost octagon was completely destroyed. The figures of the 
peacocks, boatmen, and Jonah's head were deliberately effaced in a wave of 
iconoclastic activities either at the end of the Byzantine period orin the Early 
Arab period. 

The floor of the southern aisle was a mosaic featuring a row off our circular 
panels, each within an octagonal frame. Around each octagon were eight 
squares, alternating with triangles and rhombi in various geometric patterns. 
The easternmost circle contained two peacocks bearing a garland above a 
bowl of fruit; the second an attacking lion; and the third two boatmen seated 
in a boat, one of them bending over the water, in which there was originally a 
figure or an object, now obliterated. The fourth circle was destroyed when an 
ancient cistern collapsed. The two boating scenes, one in the second octagon 
in the northern aisle and the other in the third circle in the southern aisle, may 
also be attempts to describe scenes from the story ofJ onah, such as the sailors 
throwing him overboard. Around the four medallions in each aisle, and in 
the corner panels, the mosaic artists created a variety of figures~an ox, a 
horse, crabs and fish, various birds, and baskets offruit~that lend a wealth 
of colors and shapes to the carpet. 

The mosaics in the narthex and the room south of the apse, with another 
Greek inscription, were almost completely destroyed; the one in the room 
north of the apse featured geometric patterns. West of the narthex was a 
spacious atrium, whose floor level was somewhat lower than the church's 
(like the floor level of the chapel to the south). The atrium was paved with a 
coarse white mosaic, and graves were discovered beneath the floor. The 
rooms south of the church and the atrium were also paved with mosa
ics. Of the mosaic floor of the chapel only a small section, with a geometric 
pattern, survived. 

Beneath the narthex was a tomb arranged in the shape of a square divided 
into two sectors. The graves were hewn in the chalky stone, with arches in the 
upper part to support the ceiling. This section was plastered with plaster 
containing sherds. The tomb contained eight rectangular burial troughs, 
some with arcosolia, each covered with four stone slabs. In some of the 
graves one slab had two holes drilled through it, to afford an easier grip 
when the stone had to be lifted. On the bottom of the burial troughs were 
headrests for the deceased. At least one of the troughs had been used as a 
repository for bones collected from the other graves. Red-painted crosses 
were found on the sides of the arcosolia, as well as inscriptions with symbolic 
abbreviations~IC XC (for Jesus Christ)~between the crossbars. 

The excavator dated the tomb to the third century, prior to the construc
tion of the church, because the mosaic laid in the atrium blocked one of the 
tomb's original entrances. However, the form ofburial (compared with other 
types of tombs), the crosses on the walls, and the inscriptions, should date it 
to the Byzantine period, no earlier than the fifth century. The sherds found in 
the tomb were probably of the North African red-ware vessels characteristic 
of the period. 

The tomb must have preceded the church by a short span of time, but it is 
most certainly not Late Roman. The tomb may have been used into the sixth 
century, concurrent with the church; at that time, a new entrance (not lo
cated) replaced the original one, which had been blocked. 

At a later stage there were modifications and additions made to the build
ing. In the southeastern room of the complex a hypocaust--consisting of 
colonnettes of square, flat bricks~ was built over the mosaic. It is not pos-



sible to determine whether this change took place while the building was in 
use as a church or at some later time. Among the modifications were new 
walls, some of which were found in the apse of the church. A wall was built 
across the nave, dividing it into two, and the chapel was also divided into two 
rooms. These modifications were probably made by Muslims. The oblit
eration of some ofthe figures in the mosaics should probably be dated to this 
stage. 

AMOSKLONER 

MOSAICSATEL-MAQERQESH. In 1921, amosaicfloorwasdiscovered on 
the site called el-Maqerqesh, on a hill southeast of Beit Jibrin. It was ex
cavated by L. H. Vincent for the Ecole Biblique etArcheologique Fran9aise. 
In 1927, F. M. Abel, assisted byN. Makhouly, enlarged the excavated area. 
In both excavations, mosaic remains from five periods were discovered. 

PERIOD I. In the excavated area, a room paved with a mosaic with geometric 
patterns in a guilloche frame was found. The room has a depression in its 
floor and the rock wall parallel to it had been quarried. Abel believed that the 
room was an oil press. This interpretation is uncertain, however. Another 
mosaic floor decorated with geometric designs was found in a hall (5.8 m 
wide) that also belongs to this stratum. 

PERIOD n. A foundation wall was discovered 0.43 to 0.54 m above the 
period I mosaics. The remains from period II include a hall (9.5 by 5 
m), paved with a fine mosaic (the one excavated in 1921), and an en
trance, paved with limestone flags, that led to a wide courtyard. Surround
ing the courtyard was a portico paved in opus sectile and a mosaic of marble 
segments laid in rosette and hexagonal shapes, among others. The mosaic 
floor in the hall is framed by a one-meter-wide border, in which a sequence of 
hunting scenes is depicted. Beginning in the southeast corner of the pattern 
there is a house with a gabled tile roof and a curtain folded in the doorway. In 
front of the house birds are perched on a patch of lotus plants. A mounted 
hunter, wearing along-sleeved tunic tied at the shoulder, gallops on his horse 
and holds a wreath(?) in his right hand. An elephant, an eagle, a tree and 
waterfowl, a farm, sheep, and a shepherd lifting his arm in greeting are 
represented next. A wolf with its head turned backward and a fleeing hare 
are then depicted. Next, a dismounted rider is shown whose horse is tied to a 
tree. With his spear poised, the figure stalks an animal that is not preserved. 
There is then a break in the scene before a mounted hunter is shown attacking 
a leopard. After another break the hunter, his coat blowing in the wind, has 
dismounted and is fighting a bear. Behind the hunter, a kid is tied to a tree 
(perhaps as bait?). The sequence of scenes ends here. 

The figures in the margin stand on a band of hilly ground. Within the 
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margin a frame oflotus leaves faces inward and outward alternately. Bands 
of geometric patterns divide the inner field into ten octagons arranged in two 
rows of five octagons each. A central band of four medallions between 
geometric sections separates the rows. Four figures are depicted in this 
band from south to north: a figure personifying Spring (with the inscription 
"Ecrp )-a maiden holding a bowl of flowers with a bird perched on it; a figure 
symbolizing Autumn-a woman wearing a wreath of grapes and ears of corn 
and bearing fruits in the lap of her garment (the artist erred in his designation 
and called her Earth [r'ii]); and a figure symbolizing Summer-a woman (her 
face destroyed) holding a sickle with a serrated blade in her right hand and a 
sheaf of corn in her left hand. The inscription is 0ep[ oc;). The fourth figure in 
this row is missing and was replaced with a geometric decoration. The image 
of the fourth season, Winter, is in the margin. There is no inscription, but the 
personification is clear-the bust of a woman wrapped in a scarf and holding 
two ducklings. Near her is an amphora with water running out of it, sym
bolizing rain, and a reed. Beasts of prey flank the band of the seasons in the 
octagons; their victims face them, from south to north: a hunting dog and a 
stag, a lioness and a ram, a bear and a boar, a lion (the figure opposite it was 
destroyed), and a leopard and a deer. 

PERIOD III. About 0.47 m above the period II floor level, and to the south, a 
mosaic floor was found in a small chapel (2.25 by 3 m). The mosaic is 
decorated with vine tendrils issuing from an amphora to form medal
lions. A bird of prey hovers above the amphora, which is flanked by two 
rams. To its left is a partridge, and to its right, a quail. In the middle of the 
upper row is a pheasant; to the left, a crane; and to the right, a goose. Above 
the vine are two peacocks holding a wreath. Above them a six-line Greek 
inscription mentions the laying of the mosaic by the pupils ofObodianus the 
blameless and kind-hearted priest; the reference might be to the bishop of 
Eleutheropolis. A coin from the year 527 is assigned to this stratum. 

PERIOD IV. Remains of an apse and the foundations of a chancel screen were 
found 70 em above the level of the decorated mosaic in the small chapel. 

PERIOD v. A floor and a threshold of a door were found at a still higher level. 
DATE OF THE MOSAICS. Vincent was of the opinion that the hunt mosaic 

(period II) belonged to a Roman villa on the outskirts ofEleutheropolis that 
dated to the third century. However, a comparison with the mosaics dis
covered in Antioch made it clear that the earliest possible date for such a 
mosaic was the time of Constantine (fourth century). D. Levi attributed the 
mosaic to the sixth century, but this date is untenable because it does not 
allow for a lapse of time until the later bird mosaic (period III) was laid, 
certainly in the sixth century. This date is proven by the style of the mosaic 
and the details of its decoration, which resemble the mosaics at Sheila! and 

The church at Mal}at el-Urd: the mosaic in the northern aisle. 
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El-Maqerqesh: mosaic from period II. 

Ma 'on (Nirim) andothermosaics dating to the sixth century, as well as by .the 
coin found with it. Periods IV and V are Late Byzantine (beginning of the 
seventh century) and Early Arab. 

MICHAEL AVI-YONAH 

THE CEMETERIES. Cemeteries discovered on the outskirts of the city have 
been dated to the Roman and Byzantine periods. 
Eastern Cemetery. About seventy cave tombs and simple graves, cut in the 
nari and chalky rock, were counted in 1982 in the Byzantine necropolis east of 
Beth Guvrin (map reference 1410.1126). A small number of them had been 
plundered in antiquity; most, however, were broken open and looted in 
1980-1982. The following types of burial installations were found. 

1. Vertical shafts (1.5-2 m deep) flaring out at a certain depth to a kind of 
roofed chamber, with an arcosolium containing two parallel burial benches. 

2. Caves containing a square burialchamberwitharcosoliacutin the walls. 
From one to four parallel four burial troughs, cut as coffin-shaped depres
sions, were found in each acosolium. The number of troughs in each varied. 

3. A square chamber with similar symmetrical arcosolia in three of the 
walls (except the wall of the entrance), with two or three burials in each 
arcosolium. The burial troughs in double arcosolia were parallel to one 
another; those in triple arcosolia were arranged in a "U" shape. 

4. Acaveopeningintoahall, with coffin-shaped burial troughs in the floor. 
The number of troughs in such tombs was large--from three to ten. Some 
were cut as depressions in the walls. Some of the troughs in halls of this type 
were probably added while the tomb was in use in order to increase the 
number of burial places. In most of the tombs bones were collected for 
secondary burial in a few of the troughs to make room for new burials. 

Traces of wall paintings~of crosses, palm branches or "trees of life," 
Greek letters, and arches over the troughs~were found in a number of 
tombs. The burial troughs themselves were sealed with stone slabs, some 
of which showed traces of paint and inscribed names. Among the artifacts 
collected in the tombs were oil lamps from the sixth century, as well as stone, 
glass, and metal implements. 

Vertical shaft tombs (type 1) were probably used as early as the third 

century. Those with arcosolia and burial troughs became common later, 
in the Byzantine period, at which time the eastern cemetery was one of 
the most important in Eleutheropolis. 
Southern Cemetery. In the course of operations to combat the looting of 
archaeological sites south ofKibbutz Beth Guvrin, several burial caves were 
discovered between Tel Mareshah and Beth Guvrin, near the Ahinoam Cave 
(map reference 1403.1120), that had been broken into in recent years. In the 
first tomb surveyed, three fragments of a stone lintel inscribed with Greek 
names and a seven-branched menorah were accidentally discovered in the 
debris left by the tomb robbers. A thorough survey of the site revealed that 
the cemetery occupied an area of more than an acre on a slope facing north
east. Seventy-four burial caves were discovered, of which three, which had 
already been broken into, were excavated. Fifty-six caves were surveyed and 
measured; eighteen were found sealed or destroyed. All the caves were cut in 
the soft chalk (Eocene, Z:or'ah formation, Mareshahmember). The hard nari 
rock of the upper stratum provided the caves with roofs. 

The survey unearthed finds from the fourth to eighth centuries. Some of 
the caves were similar in plan to the typical arcosolium tombs of the By
zantine period in this country; others were more elaborate, recalling the 
tombs in the Beth She'arim necropolis. One of the most interesting features 
of the necropolis is the proximity of tombs with typically Jewish remains to 
tombs in which crosses are painted in red or incised on the walls. These finds 
indicate no chronological or architectural distinction between Jewish and 
Christian tombs. The only discernible difference was that most of the Chris
tian tombs were cut at the foot of the slope and are single-chambered caves. It 
is not improbable that the crosses were added at a late stage of the caves' use. 

The earliest lamps found in the cemetery are of the Beth Natiftype (fourth 
century). The earliest coins discovered were also from that period. The finds 
included a few lamps that can be dated to the second half of the third century. 
No evidence was found for the use of portable ossuaries or sarcophagi. 

The burial caves in the southern cemetery can be divided into three main 
types. 

SIMPLE ARCOSOLIUM CAVES. Most of the tombs in the southern cemetery 
were of this type, characteristic of the Byzantine period. The tomb was 
entered through a square opening (0.5 by 0.5 m) )in the cave wall or through 
a rectangular opening in the roof. The burial chamber was rectangular, with 
three arcosolia cut into the walls, each containing one to three burial troughs 

El-Maqerqesh: mosaic from period III. 



Beth Guvrin, view into one of the caves. 

cutintheshapeofcoffins. Themostcommonarrangementofthetroughswas 
in the shape of the letter "U," with a passage to facilitate access to each 
trough. The troughs were covered with rectangular stone slabs and sealed 
with plaster. 

In small tombs, the arcosolia were narrow and parallel to the walls of the 
chamber. Each arcosolium contained a single burial trough. In larger tombs, 
the arcosolia were sometimes enlarged and as many as seven troughs were 
added on the sides or in the rear wall. 

Other tombs contained a rear chamber, which was entered through the 
arcosolium in the wall opposite the main entrance. Such chambers held two 
burial troughs, which were used both to enlarge the number of burial places 
and as repositories for bones. In some cases small niches, or repositories (c. 50 
em long and 30 em deep), were hewn on either side of the main entrance or in 
the rear walls of the arcosolia. It seems probable that each cave was the tomb 
of a single family, which used it for several generations. 

COMPOSITE CAVES. Composite caves had spaces and troughs added that 
sometimes were arranged irregularly. It is clear that the additions were made 
while the cave was in use. 

HALL CAVES. Tombs with halls were particularly elaborate. They consisted 
of a rectangular hall, with arcosolia and gable-shaped depressions contain
ing burial troughs carved in the walls. In the most elaborate examples, coffins 
were hewn out of the rock and left attached not to the walls but to the floor. 

A prominent feature ofthe hall caves is their architectural ornamentation: 
hewn columns, pillars, wall reliefs, and capitals. The stonecutting is of super
ior quality; and the walls were smoothed with a broad chisel. The number of 
troughs in such caves was quite large. One, for example, contained thirty
eight. The location and shape of the troughs indicate a certain hierarchy: the 
largest and most elaborate were generally cut in the wall opposite the main 
entrance. This type of tomb was probably used by wealthy families. 
Excavations. As part of the study of the cemetery by G. Avni, U. Dahari, and 
Kloner, three tombs were cleared. 

CAVE OF THE MENORAHS. A magnificent tomb with a rectangular hall (12m 
long and c. 4 m wide) was divided into three chambers with arcosolia and 
burial troughs. A narrow flight of steps in front of the cave ascended to a 
square, rock-cut dromos. In the facade of the dromos, a stone door opened 
inward on hinges on the right. Two steps led down into the first chamber. On 
the left side of the chamber, an arcosolium contained three troughs arranged 
like the letter "U." Carved in the facade of the arcosolium, on either side, 
were a lulab and an ethrog. On the right side of the chamber, a second 
arcosolium also contained three troughs arranged like a "U." Above the 
rear trough was a breach where grave robbers had broken their way into 
another cave. 
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Carved in relief in the wall opposite the entrance, on either side of the arch 
leading to the second chamber, were two five-branched menorahs. On the 
entrance wall, to the left of the entrance, a shofar, carved in relief in antiquity, 
was completely destroyed by grave robbers in their attempts to remove it. 

The second chamber was square, with arcosolia on either side. Cut in the 
arcosolium on the left were three burial troughs in the shape of a "U." The left 
trough was still partly covered with stone slabs the robbers had not removed. 
The slabs were cemented with plaster to the sides of the trough, to seal them 
and prevent the spread of unpleasant odors into the cave. The middle trough 
had not been entirely robbed and was found to contain seven rings and a 
rolled-up bronze amulet bearing a long Hebrew inscription (as yet uncle
ciphered). Two burial troughs were cut in the arcosolium on the right, 
parallel to the walls, with a passage between them. 

The third chamber was similar in plan to the second. The robbers had 
broken in through the ceiling. Opposite the entrance was an additional, 
seventh arcosolium, also with three troughs in the shape of a "U." Alto
gether, the tomb contained nineteen burial troughs. The plan of this Me
norahs Cave was similar to that of some of the catacombs at Beth She'arim. 

In addition to the amulet and the rings, the finds in the tomb included coins 
with dates ranging from the fourth to the mid-eighth centuries, as well as 
bone hairpins, bronze cosmetic spoons, and a wealth of clay oil lamps, 
broken and intact, that had survived the robberies. Most of the lamps were 
of the Beth Natif type. Carved on one particularly fine example was a seven
branched menorah flanked by a shofar and an incense shovel. With these 
finds were Byzantine lamps of the 'Ein Yabrud type, typical of the fifth to 
sixth centuries, high polygonal wheel-made lamps, and Umayyad lamps, 
which continued to be used in the Abbasid period. The coins and the lamps 
indicate that the tomb was in continuous use for some four hundred years
from the fourth to the eighth centuries. 

CAVE OF THE COLUMNS. A unique hall cave was the central tomb in a group 
of thirteen that were plundered after robbers had broken their way through 
from cave to cave by breaching the thin chalk walls. Five broad steps led 
down to a dromos; the burial hall was entered from it through an opening 
sealed by a stone door. The tomb consisted of a rectangular chamber (8 m 
long and 5 m wide) flanked by burial troughs. The middle of the chamber was 
found empty, except for two troughs cut in the floor flanking the entrance. 
Cut in the hall's facade, opposite the entrance, was a single bench, flanked by 
columns. Above it was a small niche for bones. The stonecutting work in this 
cave is particularly fine, indicating that it was probably the tomb of a wealthy 
family. No inscriptions or graffiti were found. Among the finds were many 
fragments oflamps and other objects similar to those in the Menorahs Cave; 
however, they do not help to identify the deceased. The architectural style of 
the tomb is without parallels. 

Despite the absence of artifacts typical of Jewish burials, the excavators 
believe, for the following reasons, that the tomb accommodated a Jewish 
family: 

1. The large hall tombs were generally Jewish in this necropolis, whereas 
the caves in which Christian symbols were found had a simple plan. The 
difference was probably religious: Christianity attaches less significance to 
the body after death-only the soul is immortal and is assigned a place in the 
world to come. Jewish tradition, however, takes care to preserve the de
ceased's bodily remains, which will be clothed again in flesh when the time 
comes. This was the main reason that, following the First Temple period, the 
deceased were interred in family tombs and the bones later collected for 
secondary burial. The custom persisted into later periods in which messianic 
hopes were strong. 

2. All the Jewish caves were found to contain a large quantity of lamp 
fragments, as against only a veryfewin Christian tombs. According to Jewish 
law, pottery vessels cannot be purified; a lamp, once introduced into a burial 
cave, became ritually impure and could be used only in the cave itself. It was 
therefore left in the cave or smashed near the exit. The Cave of the Columns 
contained hundreds oflamp fragments, even though the grave robbers had 
otherwise emptied it. 

3. Stone doors that turned on hinges and opened inward were a typical 
feature of all the Jewish tombs, whereas most of the Christian tombs were 
sealed with circular rolling stones. All the more elaborate tombs in the 
southern cemetery were found to contain fixtures for stone doors. 

Although a fragment of a clay lamp adorned with a cross was found in this 
cave, the excavators do not believe it necessarily indicates Christian burial 
here. 

CAVE OF THE INSCRIPTION. A passage in a cave with three arcosolia, with two 
burial benches in each, led from the arcosolium opposite the entrance to a 
second, smaller chamber that was probably a repository for bones. An 
elongated burial niche was found to the right of the main entrance. The 
cave entrance was sealed with a stone door, which was found discarded in the 
middle of the burial chamber. An inscribed lintel stood above the main 
entrance. 

The cave is unmistakably a Jewish tomb. The evidence is a lintel with a 
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menorah and a clay lamp of the Beth Natiftype found in the burial chamber. 
Represented on the lamp were a menorah, a shofar, a lulab, and an incense 
shovel. 

A robber had breached this cave's southern arcosolium to reach the cave 
beyond, whose plan was unique. Although the latter cave was not excavated, 
it was readily identified as Jewish.lt comprised a vestibule that led through 
openings in the walls to two halls. Burial troughs, some with arcosolia, others 
with gabled roofs, were cut in the walls of these halls; twenty-three burial 
troughs were found in this cave. 
Summary. The great variety of architectural types, the combination ofJewish 
and Christian burials, and the long period over which the cemetery continued 
to be used raise some basic questions, with regard to the southern cemetery in 
particular and with regard to Jewish burial in the fourth to sixth centuries in 
general. 

The combined Jewish and Christian burials raise several questions about 
the religious nature of burial at the site. The tombs may have belonged to 
Jewish families who ultimately converted to Christianity but maintained 
their family tombs and burial traditions. Or, the tombs with crosses may 
have belonged to a Christian sect that was frowned on by the larger Christian 
population of Beth Guvrin, so that its members were buried near Jews. Or, 
those interred may have been Christians ofJewish origin, who were therefore 
buried near Jews. 

A typical feature of Jewish burial in southern Palestine in the Late Roman 
and Byzantine periods is the conspicous absence of artistic ornamentation 
and inscriptions. Only two caves with Greek inscriptions were discovered 
here, in contrast to the wealth of inscriptions and ornamentation at the 
necropolis at Beth-Shearim. 

The cemetery cannot be earlier than the end of the third or beginning of the 
fourth century. The fate of the Jewish population of Beth Guvrin after the 
Bar-Kokhba Revolt is still a mystery, although written sources and archae
ological finds provide evidence of a Jewish presence in the city under the 
Severans. Judging from the numismatic and ceramic finds, the cemetery was 
no longer in use by the end of the eighth century. This was probably the time 
at which a series of large bell-shaped "caves" (see below) was dug near the 
cemetery (the Ahinoam Cave). These caves cut through some of the tombs, 
indicating that they were made after the Byzantine period-further proof 
that some of the bell-shaped cisterns in the Judean Plain should be dated to 
the Early Arab period. 

BELL-SHAPED CAVES (QUARRIES). A survey of cisterns at Beth Guvrin, 
on the eastern slopes of the cave region, identified and mapped forty-eight 
cave openings over an area some 600 m long and 200m wide. The survey also 
investigated the later, secondary uses of the bell-shaped caves (see below). 

The well-known bell-shaped caves in the vicinity of Beth Guvrin were 
undoubtedly created by quarrying for the local chalk. Contrary to early 
theories, they were neither cisterns, granaries, nor dwellings; nor were they 
intended for use as stables or churches. In some cases, the caves were reused 
for a purpose other than their original function, such as to store water or to 
serve as columbaria, but the reuse was unrelated to their original use. Re
search into the bell-shaped caves was carried out beginning in the 1950s by 
Israeli scholars, including Y. Ben-Arieh, E. D. Oren, Y. Dagan, and Kloner. 

The caves owe their unique shape to a special quarrying method. First, a 
circular shaft (diameter, c. 0. 6-0.9 m) was drilled through the upper stratum 
of relatively hard nari (c. 1.5 m thick), which overlies the chalk in various 
parts oflsrael and particularly in the Judean Shephelah. Once the softer rock 
below had been reached, the quarried area could be widened. The uppermost 
meter of the soft chalk, just below the nari, was quarried unsystematically, in 
order to widen the shaft as quickly as possible. Evidence ofthis is provided by 
the marks left by the quarriers' chisels and axes. This uppermost stratum was 
quarried under difficult conditions: the workers had to kneel on all fours or 
crawl. Beneath the upper layer, work could proceed more systematically: the 
stone was quarried in even layers (25-30 em thick). The diagonal cut marks 
are clearly visible. The sides of the caves had been smoothed but still bear tool 
marks and the parallel striations that represent the courses by means of which 
the quarrying was regulated. The quarriers were limited by the profile of the 
convex shaft wall, which also dictated each additional stage of the work: as 
each 25-cm-thick layer of stone was removed, the circumference of the shaft 
increased. 

This method of shaft quarrying preserved the moisture in the chalk, 
making it easier for the quarriers to cut the stone blocks in straight lines 
and keeping the amount of dustin the hollowed-out space to a minimum. The 
quarried material was removed in rectangular blocks, each weighing from 5 
to 7 kg. The blocks were hauled up on ropes through the mouth of the shaft. 
In some cases, quarriers cut diagonally into adjacent pits, destroying the 
dividing walls. When that happened, neighboring shafts were joined to form 
large underground spaces, like spacious caves-really just a string of bell
shaped quarries. 

Columbarium cave. 
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The bell shape guaranteed the stability of the walls because the weight of 
the upper part rested on the bottom of the shaft--exploiting the same prin
ciple of deflection of pressure as in domes, vaults, and arches. Despite the fact 
that in some cases the shafts go down some 20 m below the surface, the 
possibility of collapse was minimized. 

In some caves, signs of quarrying in irregular courses can be discerned
for example, in the Avigail and I:Ialulim caves and in the Luzit caves. These 
would have been the last stages of quarrying, when the material was removed 
but the walls were not straightened or cut to slope inward on a straight line. 

Contrary to accounts in other studies, there are no concentrations oflime 
kilns in the region of the bell-shaped caves. In the area of Beth Guvrin, where 
there are some eight hundred bell-shaped caves, only a few kilns have been 
located--certainly not enough to process the huge quantities of chalk quar
ried in the vicinity, which must have reached hundreds of thousands of 
square meters. The rectangular blocks removed from the quarries were 
taken elsewhere, to build the cities on the coastal and inner plains-Ram
la, Lod, Ashkelon, and others. 

Beth Guvrin was an important supply center for chalk, which was used as a 
raw material in the manufacture of lime and cement. The chalk, which was 
probably processed in kilns near residential areas, has a relatively low specific 
weight and is easy to transport. This was one of the reasons for its extensive 
exploitation in the Judean Shephelah. 

The bell-shaped caves were cut toward the end of the Byzantine period 
and, in particular, in the Early Arab period, in the seventh to tenth centuries. 
The Arabic inscriptions found on the upper parts of the caves were incised 
while quarrying was in progress and the shafts were being deepened. Crosses 
found alongside the inscriptions indicate that they were made by Arabic
speaking and -writing Christians. Arabic became the country's major lan
guage after the Muslim occupation, but the inhabitants remained Christians 
for most of the Early Arab period. The caves thus contribute significantly to 
what is known about the assimilation of Arab culture by the Christian, 
Samaritan, and Jewish populations in Palestine in the eighth and ninth 
centuries. 

The cutting ofthe bell-shaped caves destroyed many underground tombs, 
both Jewish and Christian, in the Beth Guvrin region. In the eastern cern-
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etery, for example, the caves cut through several Christian tombs, most 
probably in the ninth and tenth centuries. Similar damage was done to 
the Jewish tombs in the southern cemetery, near the Ahinoam Cave. 

The tenth-century Arab historian el-Muqaddasi reported large numbers 
of marble quarries in the Beth Guvrin region. It is believed that he was 
referring to the chalk quarries in the bell-shaped caves. 

Columbarium niches were found in six caves; it was quite common in the 
Early Arab period to install dovecotes in abandoned quarries. In other cases, 
bell-shaped caves with side entrances were used as storehouses. 
AQUEDUCTS AND ROADS. Beth Guvrin received its water supply from a 
considerable distance, through a short aqueduct that brought water from the 
direction of Tel Goded in the north and through a long aqueduct from the 
direction of the Hebron Hills in the east; the latter was examined by D. Amit. 
Another, underground, water system, consisting of tunnels dug in the Ro
man period, was examined by A. Frumkin and Kloner to the east of the city. 

Five Roman roads converged on Beth Guvrin from all directions. Mile
stones have been found along most of them, which continued in use into the 
Byzantine period. The road system was studied in the 1970s by I. Roll and 
Y. Dagan. 
CRUSADER CHURCH AND FORTIFICATIONS. Excavations carried out 
in June 1982, under the direction of Kloner and D. Chen, on behalf of the 
Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums, revealed that the city's 
Crusader church was built on a basilica! plan. Most accounts of the remains 
at Beth Guvrin refer to the church as a long, narrow chapel; however, this was 
only the church's northern aisle. The entire church was a triapsidal structure, 
built of well-dressed ashlars, mostly plundered from the ruins of the Roman 
and Byzantine city ofEleutheropolis and adapted for secondary use: most of 
the columns and capitals were shortened (by cutting) or elongated, as the 
need arose. 

The church's outer dimensions were 35m from west to east and 25m from 
north to south. The two side apses (at the eastern end of the aisles) were 
inscribed, but the central apse was set in a trapezoid-shaped projection, as in 
other contemporary churches. 

Two rows, each of four square pillars (1.6 by 1.6 m in cross section), 
surrounded by four circular columns, divided the interior of the building 
into a nave and two aisles. There were engaged pillars in the walls. The church 
was roofed with arches, built of ashlars, on which the stone vault of the roof 
rested. This ceiling survives only in the northern aisle. Adjoining this aisle 
were square rooms and a high, narrow staircase leading to a second story. 

Several building stages are discernible. The church was erected in the late 
1130s, as implied by a reference in the chronicle of William ofTyre; it was at 
this time that Bet Gibelin was built as a Crusader city. Most of the building 
was damaged and destroyed at the end of the twelfth century, probably after 
the battle of I:Iittin (1187) and the fall of the region to the Arabs. Later, 
probably during the four years of restored Crusader presence (1240-1244), 
the northern aisle alone was used briefly as a chapel. Adjoining the church on 
the north, a fortress (c. 58 by 56 m) with square corner towers was built that 
occupied only part of the area of the Crusader city; in the Mameluke and 
Early Ottoman periods it became the seat of the local government. 

South of the church, residential houses and storehouses were built in the 
Crusader period. Many of their building stones bear typical masons' marks 
of the period. The Crusader church, the nearby buildings, and the Roman 
amphitheater, whose vault was used in the Crusader period, were part of the 
twelfth-century city, whose plan was rectangular. The city was surrounded 
by a moat. The northern moat survives in its entirety; its walls were built of 
ashlar blocks. The southern moat, filled with silt and garbage, now supports 
the Qiryat Gat-Beth-Shemesh road. There were probably watchtowers with 
several stories along the north side of this moat. The moats on the east and 
west are not well preserved, although their contours are discernible. 
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BETH HA-'EMEQ 
IDENTIFICATION 
The site ofBethha-'Emeq (map reference 1657.2630) is situated about 2 km 
(1.25 mi.) east ofKibbutz Beth ha-'Emeq, at the edge of the hilly region of the 
western Galilee, bordering the alluvial Plain of Acco. The site is located 1.5 
km(1 mi.) from Tel Mimas, the biblical Beth-Emek(Jos. 19:27). The site was 
identified by R. Frankel during a regional survey. An Early Bronze Age II 
tomb, about400m west of the site, was also excavated. The site covers an area 
of approximately 15 acres. Its upper part contains the ruins of a Persian
Hellenistic farm, while erosion of the western terraces has revealed settle
ment strata from the Early Bronze Age. 

EXCAVATIONS 
In 1973, a short two-week season of excavations was carried out under the 
direction ofR. Frankel and A. Kempinski of Tel Aviv University. Six 5 by 5-
m squares were excavated. In the eastern part of these squares, a narrow 
trench (about 3m wide) was dug down to bedrock. Six architectural strata 
were found. Strata 6-4 were uncovered in the narrow trench, near the 
southern end of house II. The excavation at this point went down 3 m 
to bedrock. 
STRATUM 6. Stratum 6, resting on bedrock, includes remains of the earliest 
settlement at the site. The first inhabitants cut various installations into the 
rock and built their houses on the southern, protected slope. The potsherds 
found here are characterized by elements of the "southern" Middle Chal
colithic (Ghassulian) culture. Gray-burnished ware typical of the Late Chal
colithic (or Early Bronze Age lA) period in the north oflsrael was also found. 
The discovery of these finds together, albeit only in a limited probe, led the 
excavators to surmise that stratum 6 represents the transition from the 
Middle to the Late Chalcolithic cultures. Perhaps at this time (mid-fourth 
millennium BCE) the Middle Chalcolithic culture in the north was pushed 
southward and replaced the producers of the gray pottery typical of the Late 
Chalcolithic culture. 

A pottery group predating the sequence of the Middle and Late Chalco
lithic periods was found I km (0.6 mi.) from the site, at Abu Senan. This 
earlier assemblage is closely related to the Chalco lithic north Syrian pottery 
groups, with influences from the 'Ubaid culture, as well as to several vessels 
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Beth ha- 'Emeq: plan of the apsidal structures in stratum 3. 

found in stratum 6 at Beth ha-'Emeq. It therefore appears that occupation 
began at the end of the Middle Chalco lithic period, with settlement occurring 
mainly in the Late Chalco lithic period and the Early Bronze Age I and IIA. 
STRATUM 5. Stratum 5 is characterized by the gray-burnished ware. Part of 
a room paved with pebbles was uncovered in the southern end of the trench. 
Separating this stratum from the next were deposits, 1.4 m thick, that con
tained large quantities of ash and pottery fragments, especially from storage 
and hole-mouth jars. 
STRATUM 4. The stratum beneath house 11 (see below) also had a relatively 
large amount of gray-burnished ware. This stratum yielded a paved surface 

Beth ha- 'Emeq: general view of the apsidal structures in stratum 3. 



Beth ha- 'Emeq: EB storage jar. 

of a structure whose walls were not found within the limits of the trench. 
STRATUM 3. Stratum 3 is the site's main stratum, excavated over a relatively 
wide area. Remains of two apsidal structures were found-houses 11 and 20. 
The more completely preserved was house 11, with an estimated length ofll 
m and a width of 6 m. The entrance was in the east, in the broad side of the 
house close to the apse. The apse is finely constructed: at the base of its wall 
were flat stones overlaid with two courses oflarge nari stones topped by mud 
bricks. A column stood in the center of the central room ofhouse 11, close to 
the apse; only its base was preserved. A similar column was found in house 20, 
allowing a reconstruction of the superstructure of both houses in the form of 
a sloping roof, rounded over the apse. 

Two levels inhouse 11 are discernible: the lower level, which appears to be a 
foundation layer on which the house was built (level III); and the floor of the 
house itself. At the foundation level were sherds dating to the end of the Early 
Bronze Age I, which provide the terminus post quem for the construction of 
the house. The floor surface of the house yielded sherds and several vessels 
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dated to the beginning of the Early Bronze Age IIA. Especially noteworthy 
are the platters and the undecorated Abydos-style jugs found in this stratum. 

In house 20, only the apse and part of the wall bordering it to the south were 
preserved. This house was built shortly before house 11, and it included 
sherds and vessels dating to the Early Bronze Age lB. Between the two 
apsidal houses were several installations used for grain storage. 
STRATUM 2. Stratum 2 was defined as a floor. Sections of walls and rem
nants of a floor were uncovered that produced sherds of jars of the combed 
metallic ware type. One complete vessel of this type was restored. On its 
shoulder, six vertical lines were engraved in two separate groups. They 
apparently represent the number 6 and designate the capacity of the ves
sel. Also ascribed to this stratum are six cylinder seal impressions, bearing 
geometric designs, found on the surface area by members of Kibbutz Beth 
ha-'Emeq. The seals belong to a well-known group of geometric seals pop
ular in the north of Israel and in Trans jordan during the Early Bronze Age 
III. The fact that one of the Beth ha-'Emeq seals is identical to one found at 
Tel Dan, and that all the others are similar to seal groups in the north, 
supports the view that there was one administrative system in existence 
at that period in the north of Israel. 

In summary, stratum 2 represents the remains of a village with an area of 
approximately 5 to 7 a. Based on the storage jars and seal impressions, it 
should be dated to the Early Bronze Age III. 
STRATUM 1. Stratum 1 contained the remains of a Persian period farm that 
existed until the beginning of the Hellenistic period. The farm is located to the 
east of the excavated area. The surface remains were surveyed and a broad 
rampart was found that apparently had been used as a wall of a reservoir to 
collect winter rain. Within the excavated area, only the remains of agricul
tural terraces on the southern slope of the site were found. 

THE ENVIRONMENT AND ECONOMY 
An equal number of sheep and cattle bones were found at the site; a ratio 
possible only in an area of high humidity. The amount of rainfall in the 
westernGalileeattheendofthefourthandthefirsthalfofthethirdmillennium 
BCE was probably similar to today's (about 700 mm annually), if not higher. 
In addition to the bones of these domesticated animals, bones of wild ani
mals-gazelles, fallow deer, and boars-were found. 

The presence of large storage jars in all levels of settlement at the site, 
especially in stratum 2 (Early Bronze Age III), indicates that the main agri
cultural product during that period (as before 1948) was the oil extracted 
from olive trees, for which this area provides an ideal habitat. The village 
belonged to a chain of settlements that were founded along the eastern 
margins of the Acco Coastal Plain but that did not penetrate the plain 
or coast-a process that only began at the beginning ofthe second millennium 
BCE. 

R. Frankel and A. Kempinski, IEJ 23 (1973), 242-243; R. Frankel and R. Gophna, TA 7 (1980), 65-
69; P. Beck, ibid. 3 (1976), 120-125; E. Mayerhoff, "Osteological Material from Beth Ha'emeq" 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Tel Aviv Univ. 1975); E. Braun, PEQ 121 (1989), 1-43. 
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BETHLEHEM 
PREHISTORY 
During the digging of a cistern in 1934, animal bones were found at a depth of 
15m. D. Bate examined the finds and defined them as fossilized elephant 
bones, a tusk fragment, and broken molars. The site lies on the watershed at 
the highest point in the area, 790 m above sea level. An expedition on behalf of 
the Wellcome-Marston Fund excavated the site in 1935~1937, under the 
direction of D. Bate and E. Gardner, and in 1940, under M. Stekelis. 

Beneath a porous chalk layer about 3m thick, pockets of angular pebbles 
were uncovered, mixed with sticky clay. Most of the pebbles were flint 
nodules, chalcedony, and flinty chalk. On the southern face of the pit 
(18.5 by 25 by 35 m), the excavators found a layer of pebbles that had 
hardened into breccia and, beneath it, gravelly clay containing fossilized 
animal bones. 

On the eastern face of the pit, cracks were observed that were filled by a 
layer of pebbles containing fossilized animal bones. It was assumed that the 
depression was formed by the action of water seeping into the porous layer. 
FAUNA. The following are the fauna uncovered at Bethlehem, according to a 
list compiled by Bate: Felis sp. (size of Panthera leo.); Hipparion sp.; Hip
popotamus sp.; Rhinoceros cf etruscus; Bas sp.; Stegodon sp.; antelope; Ele
phas sp.; giraffoid; and small carnivore. Bate established that the fauna 

belonged to mammalia that lived in Palestine in the Lower Pleistocene. 
Additional fossilized mammalian bones uncovered in the excavations car
ried out by Stekelis included the whole skull of a rhinoceros and the lower jaw 
of an elephant. Bate was unable to complete the study of this material before 
her death in 1951. It was studied thereafter by D. A. Hooijer. 

The following are the fauna uncovered at Bethlehem, as compiled by 
Hooijer: Nictereutes megamastoi'des (Pomel); Honotherium (?) sp.; Archi
diskodon cf planifrons (Falconer and Cantley); Hipparion sp.; Dicerorhinus 
etruscus (Falconer); Sus cf strozzii (Meneghini); Giraffa cf camelopardalis 
(L.); Leptobos sp. nov.; and Gazellospira torticornis (Aymard). Hooijer de
leted from Bate's list the hippopotamus and the stegodon, which, in his 
opinion, were not represented among the finds from Bethlehem. 

The fauna at Bethlehem belongs to the Lower Pleistocene (Villafran
chian) and is of Asiatic origin. Several of the mammalia have also been 
discovered in East Africa. It can thus be concluded that in the period under 
discussion, Palestine was already a continental land bridge between Asia and 
East Africa, and animals wandered between the two continents. 
FLINTS. The flints discovered on the site are of special interest. After ex
amining them, G. Caton-Thompson concluded that most are eo lithic, mod
ified by nature, although it is possible to prove that several were worked 
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Lower jaw of prehistoric elephant ( Archidiskodon). 

by man. H. Breuil contested this, maintaining that all were naturally 
chipped. 

After reexamining the collection of flints from Bethlehem, J. Desmond
Clark reached the same conclusion as Brueil. However, since the mammalian 
bones were found split lengthwise in order to extract the marrow (something 
only man is capable of doing), it can be stated that the prehistoric finds from 
Bethlehem are from a period in which man was alreadypresentinPalestine. It 
cannot be defintely ascertained if he made flint implements or even used 
them. 

D. M.A. Bate, Nature 134 (1934), 219; D. M.A. Bate and E. W. Gardner, ibid. 140 (1937), 431-433; D. 
M.A. Bate, ibid. 147 (1941), 783; D. A. Hooijer, Bulletin of the British Museum (Natural History), 
Geology 3/8 265-292; J. Desmond-Clark, ibid. 5/4, 71-90; E. D. Stockton, LA 17 (1967), 129-148; U. 
Dinur, ESI 5 (1986), 15-16; Weippert 1988 (Ortsregister). 

MOSHE STEKELIS 

HISTORY AND IDENTIFICATION 
Ancient Bethlehem is definitely identified with the modern city situated 5 km 
(3 mi.) south ofJerusalem, east of the Jerusalem-Hebron road. As there is no 
spring in the town and all its water has to be collected in cisterns, the town 
could only have been established when cisterns were beginning to be used in 
the mountainous areas of the country. The opinion held by some that the 
place name Bit ilu NIN.URTA-in one of the el-Amarna letters-is to be 
read as "Bethlehem" is not sufficiently founded. 

A mound with Bronze and Iron Age surface pottery east of the Church of 
the Nativity was identified in 1969 by S. Gutman and A. Berman. It has been 
tentatiavely identified as the site of the Canaanite town. In the Bible, Beth
lehem is first mentioned in defining Ephrath, on the road to which Rachel 
died and was buried (Gen. 35:19, 48:7). According to the genealogical list in I 
Chronicles (2:51, 2:54, 4:4) the inhabitants of Bethlehem were related to the 
family of Caleb, son ofHezron, son of Perez, son of Judah. The "father" of 
Bethlehem is Salma, who was among the descendants of Caleb and Ephrath. 
In any event, members of the family of Judah dwelt in Bethlehem, including 
the family of Boaz mentioned in the Book of Ruth. Levites also dwelt there 
(J g. 17:7). Bethlehem was evidently the northernmost settlement of the tribe 
of Judah, on the border of Jerusalem, because "a certain Levite" from 
Ephraim, on his return from Bethlehem, passed by Jerusalem on his way 
to Gibeah (Jg. 19:11-12). Bethlehem first rose to prominence with the an
ointing of David, son of Jesse, as king (1 Sam. 16). The Philistines, in their 
wars against David, set up a garrison in Bethlehem. It appears that the city 
was surrounded by a wall and thatthere was a well or cistern at the city gate (2 
Sam. 23: 14-16; 1 Chr. 11: 16). After David was proclaimed king, and afterthe 
inclusion of Jerusalem in Israel, Bethlehem remained a small town in Judah. 
Because of its proximity to Jerusalem, it was included in the line of fortifica
tions constructed by Rehoboam to defend Judah. According to the Sep
tuagint, Bethlehem was included in the ninth district of Judah (Jos. 
15:59-60). 

Except for one passage (Mi. 5:2), Bethlehem is not mentioned again in the 
Bible until the days of the return from the Babylonian exile. At that time, 123 
persons (Ezra 2:21) or 188 persons returned, together with the people of 
Netophah (Neh. 7:26). Micah prophesied greatness for the town (5:2) be
cause of the relationship between Bethlehem and David's family. His pro
phecy had a great influence on the later history of the town. When Herod 
built fortresses at Herodium and Masada, Bethlehem acquired new impor
tance, because it overlooked the roads to those fortresses, which branched off 
near it from the highway, following the watershed. When the aqueduct to 
Jerusalem was built in the days of Pontius Pilate, some of its water was 
diverted to Bethlehem. 

According to Christian tradition, Jesus was born in Bethlehem at the end 
of Herod's reign, a tradition that determined the destiny of the town. In the 
early centuries CE, the birth of Jesus was located by tradition in a cave to the 
east of the town. A grove was consecrated to Adonis (Tammuz) above this 
cave in the time of Hadrian, following the suppression of the Bar-Kokhba 
Revolt and the expulsion of the Jews from Bethlehem and its vicinity. The 
expulsion created the possibility of establishing a pagan sanctuary on the 
spot. The Christian author Tertullian confirms that in his day (the end of the 
second century CE) no Jews dwelt in Bethlehem. It was then included within 
the territory of Aelia Capitolina, which Hadrian had forbidden Jews to enter. 
Under Constantine-the first Christian emperor-a momentous change 
took place in the history of the town. Constantine constructed three imperial 
churches in Palestine, one of which was the Church of the Nativity in Beth
lehem, which was begun in 326 CE. It included the traditional cave, now 
adapted to its new ritual role. At the end of the fourth century, Saint Jerome 
settled in Bethlehem, together with a group of Roman matrons, and founded 
two monasteries. At that time, Jews were again living close to Bethlehem. The 
church in Bethlehem was dismantled because it was too small and was rebuilt 

Bethlehem: plan of the Constantinian Church of the Nativity. 



by imperial order under Justinian (Eutychius, Annales; PG 111, col. 1070; 
Baldi 104-105, no. 118). Since then it has been in continuous use as a Chris
tian place of worship. In 638 Bethlehem surrendered to the Arabs. It was held 
by the Crusaders from 1099 to 1187 (see below). 

THE CHURCH OF THE NATIVITY 
Archaeological activity in Bethlehem, besides prehistoric research, has cen-
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teredon the Church of the Nativity. The major study was undertaken in 1934 
by W. Harvey on behalf of the Mandatory Department of Antiquities. His 
work proved that the extant church does not date to the time of Constantine 
I, as previously believed, but belongs to the time of Justinian. It was built in 
part on the Constantinian foundations. Between these two periods, various 
repairs and alterations had been carried out, mainly the repair of the mosaic 
floors. 

General view of the excavations of the octagon built over the Cave of the Nativity. 
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Plan of Justinian's church. 
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THECONSTANTINIANCHURCH.Atthecenterofthepresentchurchyard, 
a floor made of heavy flagstones was discovered at a depth of 1.3 m beneath 
the surface. These evidently belonged to the outer court or to a street leading 
to the inner court (atrium) of the church. During the construction of the 
Justinian basilica, the ground level was raised, covering this floor. Beyond 
this pavement, in the narthex of the present building, remains of a stylobate, 
two steps, and a fragment of a mosaic floor were found. These remains led the 
excavators to conclude that in front of the Constantinian church there had 
been a square court (27m each side), surrounded on all four sides by porches 
(3.5 m wide). Of the mosaic pavements in the porches, a fragment in the inner 
porch on the south is the best preserved. The mosaic is decorated in a se
quence of geometric designs. At the corners of the rows of porch columns 
stood two joined half-columns with a heart-shaped cross section. On the 
north and south were five columns per row; on the east and west, only four. At 
the western porch, a wide opening led down to the central court. The eastern 
porch led to the entrances of the church. The center of the court was paved at 
its edge in white mosaic with a guilloche band running parallel to the stairs. 
Because the interior of the atrium was not excavated, the whole mosaic is not 
known. 

In the course of the examination it became evident that the western wall of 
the Constantinian church stood 2.8 m east of the parallel wall of the later 
(Justinian) building, although the northern and southern walls were identical 
in both structures. The earlier church had three doors (central door 3m wide, 
side doors 1.5 m wide), which were entered from the eastern porch of the 
courtyard by three steps (these numbers are, of course, symbolic). At the two 
corners of the threshold of the central door were holes for hinges. Along the 
doorposts were four holes for bolts. It may be assumed that the doors were 
double-winged. The Constantinian church proper was a square basilica (26.5 
m each side) divided by four rows of nine columns into a nave (9 m wide) and 
four aisles, two on either side (inner aisles 3m wide, outer aisles 3.5 m wide). 
The aisles and the nave were paved in mosaics, some of them patterned. The 
floor ofthenavehas been best preserved. The entire area of the pavement was 
divided into two main carpets (one 5.8 m long, the other 9.2 m long). 

The level of this floor, which is some 60 em lower than the floor of the 
present building, is higher than the level of the original bases that supported 
the columns of the Constantinian church. This would indicate that the 
mosaic was laid during the period between the building of the two chur
ches, evidently sometime in the fifth century. The Bethlehem mosaics have a 
great technical similarity to the mosaics of the imperial palace in Constan
tinople, which are contemporary, but we do not find the same richness in the 
design at Bethlehem. The design of the Bethlehem mosaics is even surpassed 
by that of the floor at Heptapegon of the same period. 

East of the basilica stood the second part of the building complex: the 
octagon (7 .9minlength on each side) built over the Grotto of the Nativity. Its 
facade corresponded to the eastern wall of the basilica. Three stairways led 
up to it. The central stairway, which had two steps (5 m wide), gave access 

Constantinian basilica: mosaic near the octagon. 
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Interior of Justinian's church, looking east. 

from the nave. The southern corner of the lower step, which was extremely 
worn and was repaired with mosaic, dates from between the time of Con
stantine and the fifth century. The two stairways on the sides ascended to 
narrower doorways that led into triangular rooms at the corners of the 
octagon. Openings from these rooms led to two rectangular chambers 
(3.5 by 6 m), which may have been used as the diaconicon and the prothesis 
for the entire basilica. These rooms connected the octagon with the basilica 

west of it. In the northern room a fragment of a mosaic floor was found. It is 
white, and in the center is a rectangle delineated by a black band containing a 
pattern of crosses. This is an indication of the early date of the mosaic; after 
427 it was forbidden by imperial law to use the cross pattern in floors, 
although this rule was not always obeyed. 

Within the octagon was a smaller octagonal structure (3.5 m on each side) 
consisting of a platform surrounded by a low step. Excavations inside it 

Justinian's church: (left) detail of the interior; (below) paintings on columns of 
saints and Madonna and child. 
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revealed a fairly large fragment of mosaic flooring (3.85 m in diameter) 
surrounding the opening of the cave itself. Through this opening, which 
was enclosed by a railing, worshippers could gaze into the cave. Actual 
entrance into the cave was not allowed to every pilgrim. Scholars still dis
agree about the location of the entrance to the cave. According to E. T. 
Richmond, there were two entrances within the octagon, one on the north
east and the other on the southeast. J. W. Crowfoot, on the other hand, 
assumed that the entrance was from outside the church, through a subter
ranean tunnel running from the northeastern side of the octagon. During the 
excavations, a very narrow entrance (one meter) containing a staircase was 
discovered. This entrance once led to the central opening of the octagon. 
According to L. H. Vincent, this was the entrance to the Nativity grotto made 
in Constantine's time. However, the excavators claim that it was made by 
Saint Jerome (according to Antoninus ofPlacentia, c. 570 CE; Itinerarium 29, 
CCSL 75, 143). Only in the ninth century did the two entrances on the north 
and south come into use; they continue to be used to this day. Their brqnze 
doors date from the time of Justinian. 

The plan of the Constantinian church-a basilica intended for the meet
ings of believers, and an octagon containing the holy shrine in the center
corresponds to the early Christian buildings of the martyrium type. These are 
structurally derived from the monumental mausoleums of the Roman em
perors, such as the monument ofDiocletian at Spalato. The Church of the 
Resurrection (Anastasis-now called the Church of the Holy Sepulcher) in 
Jerusalem is essentially the same, although in that church an enclosed court 
separated the basilica from the domed building erected over the tomb. 

It appears to several scholars that the Church of the Nativity is depicted in 
its original (Constantinian) state on the right side of the apse mosaic in the 
Church of Santa Pudenziana in Rome. The mosaic shows an elongated 
building (the basilica) followed by an octagonal structure. 
THE JUSTINIAN CHURCH. After the Samaritan revolt, when restoration 
of several churches was under way, the emperor Justinian sent an architect to 
rebuild the Church of the Nativity. According to the story preserved by 
Eutychius, patriarch of Alexandria (from 933 to 940 CE), the emperor re
jected the work of that architect and had him beheaded. The legend may 
reflect the fact that there was an unsuccessful attempt to restore the church 
and to replace the octagon by a round building 33.6 min diameter, inside 
which a raised platform was built around the opening of the cave. The 
builders evidently found it difficult to raise a dome over a circular building 
of such dimensions, and the plan was abandoned. In its stead came the 
cloverleaf triple apse that still stands. The atrium was extended to the 
west, thus acquiring a rectangular rather than a square shape. A strong 
wall was built around it as protection against attacks. In place of the eastern 
porch of the older atrium, there was now a narthex, as was common in most 
churches built after the middle of the fifth century. The church proper was 
also lengthened, becoming a rectangle instead of a square (33m long, instead 
of the 26.5 m of the Constantinian basilica). The nave was widened ( 10.25 m) 
and the aisles were narrowed proportionally. Justinian's builders used the 
columns and capitals of the older building and added ten new columns and 
four corner columns. The imitation was so successful that most modern 
investigators have been misled into believing that all the capitals are Con
stantinian. At the same time, evidently, the entrances to the grotto at the 
north and south were made, for the two bronze doors are Justinian. Since the 
Justinian restoration of the church, only a few minor changes have been 
made in it. The main door to the church was gradually narrowed to its present 
minuscule size, and the roof was renewed. The walls of the basilica were 
decorated with mosaics by Byzantine craftsmen, in Crusader times. 

MICHAEL AVI-YONAH 

END OF THE BYZANTINE PERIOD TO THE CRUSADER PERIOD. At 
the time of the Persian conquest in 614, numerous churches were damaged or 
destroyed. However, the Church of the Nativity was spared. Later Christian 
sources explain that the conquerers left the church untouched because the 
three Magi depicted in the scene of the birth of Christ on the church's facade 
were attired in traditional Persian dress. 

The church also escaped damage in the Arab conquest, at least until the 
end ofUmayyad rule in the middle ofthe eighth century. Pilgrims who visited 
Bethlehem during Muslim rule, among them Bishop Arculf(670) from Gaul 
and the priest Wilibaldus (754), reported that the church, whose size and 
splendor overwhelmed him, was intact. However, by the beginning of Mus
lim rule, changes had already taken place in the building's status and con
dition. Eutychius tells a story about the Muslim conquerer, the caliph Omar 
ibn al-Khattab, which echoes another story connected with the same caliph 
that took place in the Church of the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem (PG Ill, 
col. 1100; cf. col. 1099). According to this tale, during a visit by Omar to the 
Church of the Nativity, the hour of his prayers approached. He asked So-

phronius, the patriarch of Jerusalem, who had accompanied him, for a 
corner in which to pray. The patriarch pointed to the eastern end of the 
southern aisle. In time, this spot became a Muslim place of prayer. Out of 
respect for the sensibilities of Muslim worshipers, Christian paintings and 
images were removed and replaced with verses, in Arabic, from the Koran. 

When the tolerant and lenient rule of the Umayyads was replaced by a 
fanatic and fierce Muslim regime, the position of the Christians in Palestine 
deteriorated and their churches and monasteries were destroyed and aban
doned. Christian pilgrimages, which formed the church's principal source of 
income in the Byzantine period, and financed the maintenance and preserva
tion of the holy places, also began to decline. The Christian population in 
general, and that of the monasteries in particular, began to dwindle. 

As Christianity in Palestine gradually declined, Bethlehem, its population, 
monasteries, and the Church ofthe Nativity were not exempted. Many of the 
city's inhabitants fled or became Muslims, and the number of monks de
creased. The census of monasteries and monks carried out by Charlemagne 
in 808 recorded only fifteen monks and priests in Bethlehem. Despite these 
adversities, the Church of the Nativity continued to function as an important 
Christian religious center, together with the Church ofthe Holy Sepulcher, as 
a focus for pilgrims, although few came. 

During the persecutions against the Christians initiated by the Egyptian 
caliphal-Hakim 'Alia atthe beginningoftheeleventhcentury, the Church of 
the Nativity was fortunate once again. It escaped unscathed and was still 
standing when the Crusaders arrived to liberate the Holy Land in the year 
1099. 
THE CRUSADER PERIOD. Bethlehem was one of the first cities to pass into 
the hands of the Crusaders with practically no resistance. This was accom
plished through the initiative and resourcefulness of its Christian inhabi
tants. William, bishop of Tyre, who described the liberation of the city in 
great detail, related that Tancred of Normandy and his knights were very 
warmly received by Bethlehem's Christian population. He wrote that the 
people of Bethlehem, the priests, and the monks swarmed to the outskirts of 
the city bearing the cross and singing hymns of praise and led the knights in a 
colorful religious procession to the Church of the Nativity. 

The Norman flag, which was raised on the roof of the church, ushered in 
the beginning of a new era in the fortunes of this important Christian site. In 
this new chapter of its history, innovations were also introduced into its 
administration and liturgy. The local clergy, who had been responsible 
for the church since the time of its establishment by Constantine, were 
replaced by members of the Western Church. Henceforth, until the end 
of the Crusader period, the language of the liturgy would be Latin and 
the church was ministered by the Augustinian canons who had accompa
nied the knights in the Crusades in the East and West. 

The Augustinian canons established their center on the north side of the 
church. A large and elaborate monastery was later erected there. The eastern 
clergy, who were banished from the church, took up residence to its south. 
For the first time, the city was granted the privilege of serving as the seat of a 
bishopric, and the church was raised to the status of a cathedral by the Pope 
himself. With its new prominence, it was the scene of the coronation of the 
first two kings of Jerusalem: Baldwin I (1101) and Baldwin II (1109). 

Extensive alterations were made in the interior of the church. When the 
Crusaders arrived in Bethlehem, they found the city, and especially the 
Church of the Nativity, in a state of ruinous neglect. Four hundred years 
of anti-Christian Muslim rule had left those churches and monasteries that 
were not destroyed in a state of decay. Moreover, Palestine's remoteness 
from the Byzantine Empire, the cessation of pilgrim travel, and, above all, the 
suspension of grants from the coffers of the emperors---essential for main
taining and operating the church in the Byzantine period-led to a serious 
reduction in the revenues of the church. Thus, at the beginning of the Cru
sader period, an immediate and thorough renovation of the building was 
needed not only to expunge the ravages of time but to embellish and equip it 
for its new role as a cathedral and the seat of a bishop. 

The work of restoration, which was carried out about sixty years after 
Bethlehem surrendered to the Crusaders, was done with the cooperation of 
Baldwin III and the Byzantine emperor Manuel Comnenus. The restoration 
of the church's interior was carried out by a group of artists from Palestine 
and Syria (one of their names, Basilius, is preserved on a wall in the nave). In 
charge of the group was the master craftsman, Ephram, who calls himself a 
historiographus (painter of history) and a mosaitor (mosaic artist). It took 
several years to complete the work. When it was finished, in 1169, all the 
church's inner walls and marble columns were covered with paintings and 
mosaics in three circular bands of subjects. Very little survives ofthis rich and 
resplendent iconography. Until the seventeenth century, when they were still 
in good condition, their condition and contents were described by eye wit
nesses, such as the Franciscan friar Quaresmius and others (Quaresmius, 
Terrae Sanctae Elucidatio 2). 

The two transepts at the eastern end of the church were decorated with 
scenes from the New Testament: the birth of Christ, the adoration of the 
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Mosaic on the southern wall of Justinian's church, Crusader period. 

Magi, Jesus and the Samaritan woman, the transfiguration, Jesus' entry into 
Jerusalem, the doubting ofThomas, the ascension, the annunciation, the last 
supper, the crucifixion, burial, the resurrection, and depictions of the four 
Evangelists. On the western wall, above the main entrance, was a large and 
complex depiction of the "Tree of Life" of Jesus, with the figures of four 
prophets among the tree's branches. 

The two long walls in the nave bore a subject previously unknown in Early 
Christian iconography. On the southern wall, in chronological order, were 
depictions of the seven ecumenical councils: the First Council ofNicea (325), 
the First Council of Constantinople (381 ), Ephesus ( 431 ), Chalcedon ( 451 ), 
the Second Council of Constantinople (553), the Third Council of Constan
tinople (689), and the Second Council of Nicea (787). On the north wall, 
opposite, six of the provincial councils appeared: Antioch, Ancyra, Sardica, 
Gangra, Laodicea, and Carthage. The theme of the councils was chosen for 
its symbolic and theological significance. Its purpose was to affirm and 
strengthen Christian faith while glossing over the differences in dogma 
between East and West. For this reason, only those councils were repre
sented whose decisions were accepted by both the Western and the Eastern 
churches. In addition to their symbolic significance, the councils were an 
expression of the political harmony between the Crusaders and Byzantium. 

Beneath the paintings of the provincial councils on the north wall were 
figures illustrating the genealogy of Jesus, according to the Gospel of Luke 
(3:23-38); on the south wall was his genealogy according to the Gospel of 
Matthew (1: 1-7). Above the band containing the depictions of the councils, 
on both walls, and between the windows were figures of angels, all of them 
facing the Grotto of the Nativity in the east. The monolithic marble columns 
were decorated with paintings of saints. Today, very little survives of these 
paintings and mosaics. Jesus' entry into Jerusalem, the ascension, the trans
figuration, and the doubting ofThomas can still be seen on the two transepts. 
The painting on the western wall has been completely mutilated. The nave 
contains remains of a number of figures of angels, several prophets, ancestors 
ofJesus, and several of the councils. The councils that are preserved include, 
on the south wall, the First Council of Constantinople, Chalcedon, and 
fragments of Ephesus and the Third Council of Constantinople. The pro
vincial councils preserved are those of Antioch and Sardica and a fragment of 
the Gangra council. 

A dedicatory inscription in Greek preserved in the northern transept 
expresses the political and religious harmony prevailing between the Cru-

saders and Byzantium at the time. It reads "This work was brought to 
completion by the monk Ephram, the painter of history and mosaic master 
craftsman, during the rule of the great emperor Manuel Porphyrogenitus 
Comnenus, and in the days of Amaury, king of Jerusalem, and in the time of 
the bishop of Bethlehem, Raoul, in the year 1169, second of the indiction." 
AYYUBID, MAMELUKE, AND OTTOMAN PERIODS. With the expulsion 
of the Crusaders from Palestine in 1187, following the battle ofi:Iittin, and 
the return of the Church of the Nativity to its original owners-the clergy of 
the Eastern Church-it seemed as if the situation would be as before. How
ever, the new Muslim rulers were in fact the real owners of the holy places in 
Palestine, and ofthe churches. They used the holy places as a bargaining card, 
accordingtochangingpoliticalsituations,andasanotinsignificantsourceof 
income. They even placed guards at the holy places, who collected entrance 
fees from Christian pilgrims and other worshipers. Moreover, the internal 
situation in the Eastern Church did not lend itself to the orderly admin
istration of the holy places. Following the Crusader period, the Eastern 
Church was sundered from within and split into a great number of churches 
and sects. Until the middle of the nineteenth century, the churches and other 
holy places experienced routine looting and vandalism. In the absence of an 
authority to manage and maintain them, the holy places deteriorated. 

In 1517, the beginning of Turkish-Ottoman occupation, new acts of van
dalism were perpetrated. By the time of Suleiman the Magnificent (1520-
1566), most of the church's marble facing had already been plundered and 
used to decorate Muslim buildings, among them the Dome of the Rock in 
Jerusalem. After many long years of neglect, the Church of the Nativity was 
again a ruin. Its wooden walls and ceiling were rotted and there was a danger 
that the building would collapse. In 1670, the Turkish sultan agreed to issue 
the Greek patriarch a firman permitting him to repair the ceiling. The timber 
was transported from Constantinople. The ceiling was restored and an 
outstanding iconostasis with magnificent wood carvings was installed that 
can still be seen. 

With the signing of a status quo agreement in the middle of the nineteenth 
century, some of the church's former glory was restored. However, repairs 
can only be made to the church with the consent of all the Christian author
ities that have rights to the building. 

VASSILIOS TZAFERIS 
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Bethlehem: nave mosaic in the Church of the Nativity, looking west. 

OTHER DISCOVERIES 
THE AQUEDUCT. In 1904, during construction work near the "tomb of 
Rachel," masonry sections of a high-level aqueduct were discovered. Roman 
inscriptions on the stones mention certain centurions, probably ofthe Tenth 
Legion. Scholars disagree about the date of these inscriptions. J. Genher
Durand, C. Clermont-Ganneau, and L. Vetrali found in one of the inscrip
tions mention of a consul, Julius Clemens, who was in office in 195 CE. They 
thus ascribed the high-level aqueduct to the time of Septimius Severus. 

C. Wilson and R. Amiran, on the other hand, maintained that there is 
nothing in the inscription to indicate a date and that the aqueduct was 
built in the early days of Aelia Capitolina, not much later than 135 CE. 

CHRISTIAN TOMBS. In 1894, a rock-cut tomb was discovered in Bethle
hem, in Wadi Kharrubah, opposite the Grotto of the Nativity, to the north. It 
was entered through a shaft (5 mlong, 0. 7 m wide, and 3.5 mdeep) leading to a 
corridor that continues the line of the shaft and then turns eastward. On 
either side of the corridor are vaults with two to six burial places. In all, sixty
one burials were found, including three that remained unexcavated. Three 
inscriptions were found. One, completely preserved, mentions the deacon 
Constantinus. The crosses and the inscriptions indicate that the burials are 
Byzantine. 
THE CRYPT. In 1925, a subterranean crypt was discovered in the founda
tions of the Church of Saint Nicholas at Beit Jalla (a large village that is a 
suburb of Bethlehem). The crypt had been used for relics. Today the crypt is 
entered through a narrow passage from the west, although originally the 
entrance was through a corridor and four steps in the east. The main part of 
the crypt is a square, vaulted hall (2.3 m to a side and 2m high); the vaults are 
to the sides (1.8 m wide and 1 m deep). A barrel vault enclosed the stairway. 
THE BELL CACHE. In 1926, the Franciscans excavated next to the Church 
ofthe Nativity and discovered thirteen bells from the fourteenth century. The 
bells had been buried there in the middle of the fifteenth century, when the 
Ottoman rulers prohibited their use by Christians. 

MICHAEL AVI-YONAH 
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BETH LOYA, I:IORVAT 
THE SITE AND ITS EXPWRATION 
I:Iorvat Beth Loya (Khirbet Beit Liyeh) is located in the Judean Hills (map 
reference 1433.1080) at the top of a moderate hill that rises to about 400 m 
above sea level. It is approximately 5.5 km (3.5 mi.) southeast of Beth Guvrin 
(Eleutheropolis) and about 8 km (5 mi.) east of Tel Lachish. In 1961, during 
the construction of a road on the eastern slope of the hill, two burial caves 
were discovered. They were excavated by J. Naveh on behalf of the Israel 
Department of Antiquities and Museums; in one of them Hebrew inscrip-

Two inscriptions on the walls of the burial caves, 6th century BCE. 

tions from the end of the Iron Age were found. The ruin itself was surveyed at 
the end ofthe 1970s by Y. Dagan, as part of the Archaeological Survey of the 
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lforvat Beth Loya: plan and sections of burial cave A. 



Plan of the church complex at /forvat Beth Loya. 

Judean Hills. The survey revealed that the ruin had been inhabited from the 
Hellenistic to the Mameluke period. No remains of an Iron Age settlement 
were found. In December 1983 and May 1986, a complex including a By
zantine church and ancillary buildings was excavated. The excavations were 
headed by J. Patrich andY. Tsafrir, on behalf of the Institute of Archaeology 
at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. 

THE IRON AGE BURIAL CAVES. In the Iron Age, burial caves were cut out 
of the soft limestone. Cave A consists of an entrance that leads to a rec
tangular entrance room (2 by 3m) with vertical walls and a horizontal ceiling. 
At the top of the walls a cornice extends into the room. Two high openings, 
cut in the southern and western walls, lead to two burial chambers with three 
high ledges arranged along their walls. Three skeletons were found in the 

Church complex at /forvat Beth Loya: general view, looking east. 
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Southwest corner of the narthex mosaic. 

southern chamber, and five in the western one. The skeletons were placed on 
ledges and left undisturbed. A ring, an earring, and the clasp of a bracelet, all 
of bronze, were found with the skeletons. No other offerings or sherds were 
found there. Near the entrance were an intact juglet and a cooking pot, a few 
fragments of which were found in the earth accumulated within the chamber. 
These potsherds date to the Persian period. Drawings and inscriptions are 
engraved on the walls of the entrance room. Cave B is a single burial chamber 
without ledges. All of the skeletons except one were disturbed by looters.'The 
anthropological analysis indicates that they belonged to a population group 
different from those buried in cave A. 

INSCRIPTIONS AND DRAWINGS. The drawings in the burial caves include three 
human figures, two ships, and two circular shapes, one of which is thought to 
depict a military camp and the other, a tent. Two of the figures have been 
identified: one is playing a harp; the other is praying, with his hands extended 
-outward. The third figure is engraved in a technique different from that of the 
other two. He wears a pointed headdress, possibly of a priest or military 
leader. 

AZIZOC 
KAIKYriKOC 

EIXAPICTOI 
NT€CAN€ SH 
KAM€NTON 

NAON 
Inscription in the nave mosaic, in which Azizos and Cyriacos 

are mentioned. 

Seven inscriptions were found on the brittle stone. Scholars disagree on 
their interpretation because the quality of the stone makes them difficult to 
decipher. Three of the inscriptions are supplications that include the 
Tetragrammaton (Yahweh); the other four are execrations, in which the 
root word iiN, "to curse," appears. In one of the inscriptions the name 
DJ\!Ji', "Jerusalem," is visible. The inscriptions are of a poetic nature; 
they may have been written by a Levite poet or they may be a copy of 
a prophecy not preserved in the Bible. Paleographically, the inscriptions 
are ascribed to the sixth century BCE, which suggests that they may have 
been written by Jewish refugees who found shelter here during Nebuchad
nezzar's campaign against Judea. 
SUBTERRANEAN INSTALLATIONS. At I:Iorvat Beth Loya, as well as at 
many of the ancient settlements in the Shephelah, many diverse subterranean 
installations-bell-shaped cisterns, quarries, well-hewn columbarium caves, 
oil presses, stables, and tunnels-were cut out of the soft rock. Most of the 
installations date to the Hellenistic and Roman periods. In one ofthe cisterns 

Inscription in the center of the chapel mosaic, in which Epanagia and Aetius 
are mentioned. 



Benedictory inscription on the ground floor of the tower. 

a Greek Byzantine inscription reads "Jesus the Ruler." 
THE CHURCH COMPLEX. The church complex, which may have been a 
church within a monastery at the outskirts of the village, is located at the 
western end of the settlement, beyond the built-up area. There is an atrium in 
front of the church on the west. On its south side the church adjoins a 
baptistery and an oil press, and on its north side, a chapel. A Byzantine 
burial cave located about 5 m north of the chapel, a Byzantine winepress 
about 20m east of the church, and two small quarries some 20m south of the 
atrium were all cleared. The church, its wings, and the atrium in front of it 
were encircled by a wall. 

The erection of the church should be dated to about 500 CE and it stood 
until the eighth century. Afteritwas abandoned its stones were looted, and an 
unidentified structure, possibly a small chapel, was built on the site of the 
bema and the apse. In a later period, aM us lim cemetery was established over 
most of the area. During the construction of some of the graves, the church's 
mosaic floor was damaged in a few places. 
The Church. Thechurchis a basilica with a single apse, 20.4mlong and 13.9m 
wide (outer dimensions); the inner span, including the aisles, measures 18.6 
by 12.1 m. In the western wall a wide central entrance leading to the nave is 
flanked by two narrower entrances leading to the aisles. The narthex is also 
on the western side, behind the entrances. To the west of the narthex is an 
atrium, surrounded by rooms and paved with limestone slabs; to its south is a 
room that leads to the baptistery; and to its north a room with walls more 
than 2m thick, which apparently was the ground floor of the belfry. There is 
an entrance from the northern aisle to the chapel, and another from the 
southern aisle to the baptistery. The two aisles end on the east in two square 
rooms with two steps at their entrance. The bema was limited to the width of 
the nave. Portions of the altar table, fragments of the limestone and marble 
chancel screens, and a marble base and fragment of a column belonging to the 
ciborium above the altar have been found. 

The nave and the aisles were separated by two flagstone stylobates sup
porting two rows of columns with plain-faced capitals-distant descendants 
of the so-called Nabatean capital. The columns supported a wooden en
tablature, not stone arches. 

THE BAPTISTERY. The inner dimensions of the baptistery are 4.1 by 3.5 m. It 
has one entrance to the church in its north wall and another to the entrance 
room in its west wall. 

MOSAIC FLOORS AND INSCRIPTIONS. The area of the mosaic floors in the 
church, narthex, baptistery, and chapel totals 220 sq m. The depictions 
of humans and animals in the mosaics in the basilica and narthex were 
defaced during iconoclastic activity at the beginning of the eighth centu
ry. Judging by the disfigurement, apparently carried out by the Christians 
themselves, under an order issued by the Muslim ruler, there was a clear 
desire not to cause excessive damage. The decorations destroyed were re
paired immediately with the same mosaic tesserae. 

The central carpet in the narthex was badly damaged. Medallions formed 
by a band of vine tendrils appeared along its perimeter with a variety of 
animals depicted inside them. The medallions on the eastern side of the 
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narthex differed from the others in that they included depictions of human 
figures. The heads of several of these figures were preserved. 

The central carpet of the basilica was also decorated with medallions 
formed by vine tendrils. These shoots, from which leaves and clusters of 
grapes hang, extend from a central amphora and form two large medallions 
on each of its sides. In the medallions two peacocks face the amphora. 

A variety of animals are depicted within the medallions. Like the two 
peacocks, they were damaged during the iconoclastic activity. In the center 
of the easternmost row of medallions, however, a depiction of two birds 
drinking water from a goblet has been preserved. 

The central carpet was surrounded by a band of trailing acanthus scrolls 
containing various animals that were defaced. Near the central entrance, 
within a round medallion incorporated in the center of this band, is a Greek 
dedication: "Azizos and Cyriacos, with their blessing, dedicated the sanc
tuary." Parallel to this medallion on the other side of the central carpet is a 
second Greek inscription: "The offering of Azizos." 

The two aisles have similar carpets, composed of a geometric composition 
of circles and squares in which animals are depicted. At the entrance to each 
aisle, in front of the central carpet, a goblet is depicted filled with fruit, 
flanked by two birds: kingfishers in the southern aisle and pheasants in 
the northern one. Halfway along the northern aisle a round medallion about 
1.5 m in diameter was uncovered. It contains a depiction of a ship with a 
windblown sail; a fisherman is standing in the ship and a steersman is sitting 
behind him. In the medallion in the southern aisle, parallel to the one de
scribed above, two standing fishermen are depicted. 

The patterns in the mosaic pavements in the chapel and the entrance room 
of the baptistery are geometric compositions which are preserved in their 
entirety. In the center of the mosaic floor of the chapel, within a round 
wreath, is the Greek inscription: "Epanagia dedicated the mosaic to the 
repose and memory of Aetius." A second Greek inscription further to the 
east reads: "The Lord Jesus Christ, give repose to your maidservant Theclon 
[Thecla]." 

A geometric mosaic pavement was found in the baptistery near the en
trance to the baptismal font. Parallel to the chancel screen encompassing it is 
a Greek inscription: "Light for the righteous in all," taken from the Sep
tuagint version of Proverbs 13:9 ("The light of the righteous rejoices"). The 
ground floor of the belfry has a simple white mosaic floor, in the center of 
which is a round medallion bearing another Greek inscription from the 
Septuagint version of Psalm 121:8: "The Lord will keep your going out 
and your coming in." 
THE OLIVE PRESS. The eastern part of an olive press of the lever and screw 
type with two press piers was uncovered in the excavations. The olives were 
pressed by means of a wooden lever, one end of which was inserted in a deep 
niche in the eastern wall; its other end held a screw whose point was anchored 
in a heavy stone. Two screw weights were found. A stone vat is sunken in the 
floor between the press piers. The stone crushing basin of the oil press was 
found lying on the western side of the atrium. 
THE WINEPRESS. The outline of the winepress is evident only on its floor, 
which is of fairly coarse mosaic stones, because the stones from its walls were 
looted. An anchor stone was inserted in the center of the treading platform (7 
by 5.5 m) where a screw squeezed out the grape residue. From the treading 
platform the must~or juice of the grape~went down a gutter to a square 
sedimentation pit, and from there to a round accumulation pit, 2.25 m in 
diameter and 1.55 m deep. 
BYZANTINE BURIAL CAVE. A stone-cut staircase descends to a subter
ranean chamber that measures 3.25 by 2.3 m and 1.75 m high. Three burial 
troughs are hewn into the rock walls of the chamber and covered with stone 
slabs. The rock walls were painted red and four crosses were carved on them. 
Twenty-six intact lamps, with molded decoration and high handles, dating to 
the Early Arab period, were found inside the cave, as was an intact glass 
bottle. In the Mameluke period the cave was breached and looters threw the 
contents of the burial troughs into the center of the chamber. The proximity 
ofthe tomb to the church may suggest some connection between those buried 
here and the founders of the church, some of whose names have been pre
served in the inscriptions. 

J. Naveh, IEJ 13 (1963), 74-92; J. Patrich andY. Tsafrir, ES/4(1985), 11-14; 6 (1987-1988), 3-6; id., RB 
96 (1989), 258-265; R. Frankel et al., Christian Archaeology in the Holy Land (V. C. Corbo Fest.), 
Jerusalem 1990, 287-300. 
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BETH-SHEAN 
TEL BETH-SHEAN AND THE NORTHERN CEMETERY 

IDENTIFICATION AND HISTORY 
Tel Beth-Shean (Tell el-f.lu~n in Arabic) is located at the junction of two 
important roads: the transversal road leading from the Jezreel and f.larod 
valleys to Gilead, and the road running the length of the Jordan Valley. The 
mound is situated on a high hill that slopes toward the northwest, on the 
southern bank of Nal;lal f.larod (map reference 1977.2124). Beth-Shean's 
location at this major junction, as well as in a fertile, water-rich valley, gave 
the city great strategic importance. The site was occupied almost continu
ously from the Late Neolithic to the Early Arab periods. Beginning in the 
Roman period, the city moved down into the valley to the south and west of 
the mound (see below), while only a temple(in theearlyRoman period) and a 
suburb (in the Byzantine and Early Arab periods) were erected on the mound 
itself. The mound covers approximately 10 a. Its summit is at the southeast 
corner; the city gate appears to have always been in the northwest, where 
access is easiest. 

B. Mazar suggested identifying the city with 'As'annu, which appears in 
the Execration texts of the Egyptian Middle Kingdom. However, other 
scholars are inclined to reject this proposal, and it appears to contradict 
the archaeological evidence (see below). The city is mentioned in various 
Egyptian sources from the New Kingdom: the list of Canaanite cities of 

Thutmose III in the Temple of Amon at Karnak; the topographical lists 
ofSeti I and Ramses II; and the Papyrus Anastasi I, from the time ofRamses 
II. In the Egyptian sources, the name always ended with "1" instead of "n." 
Beth-Shean is also mentioned once in the fourteenth-century BCE el-Amarna 
letters. In the Bible, Beth-Shean is listed as one of the cities not conquered by 
the Israelites (Jos. 17:11; Jg. 1:27), as well as the place where the Philistines 
impaled the bodies of Saul and his sons on the walls (I Sam. 31: 10). Beth
Shean is also mentioned in the list of administrative districts established by 
King Solomon (1 Kg. 4: 12); it figures as an Egyptian conquest in the Shishak 
list at Karnak, shortly after the division of the United Monarchy. During the 
Hellenistic, Roman, and Byzantine periods, the city was known as Nysa or 
Scythopolis and is mentioned in many historical sources. With the Arab 
conquest, the ancient Semitic name reemerged as Beisan; in fact, the Arab 
victory over the Byzantines in 636 CE was called the "day of Beisan." 

EXCAVATIONS 
Between 1921 and 1933, excavations were carried out atthe mound under the 
auspices of the University Museum of the University of Pennsylvania in 
Philadelphia, directed by C. S. Fisher (1921 to 1923), A. Rowe (1925 to 
1928), and G. M. FitzGerald (1930, 1933). In the first two seasons, the 

Beth-Shean: general view of the mound before the excavations at its foot, looking west. 
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Early Arab and Byzantine levels were excavated over the entire mound. The 
1923 to 1928 seasons focused on the Iron Age and Late Bronze Age levels on 
th~ mound's summit. In the last two seasons, the excavators reached the 
Middle and Early Bronze Age strata, and a probe was dug down to bedrock. 
Some 230 tombs dati~g from the Middle Bronze Age I to the Roman period 
were also excavated m the northern cemetery cut in the cliff face along the 
northern bank of the Harod valley, just opposite the mound. This was the 
first large-scale stratigraphic excavation in Palestine after World War I and 
it contributed greatly to the archaeological research of the biblical pe~iod. 
However, the scie~tific publication of the excavation results is inadequate, as 
only a s~all portiOn of the finds was fully published. Many years after the 
excavatiOns ended, the Iron Age finds were published by F. James and the 
northern cemetery by E. D. Oren. 

In 1983, a short season of excavations was carried out on the mound's 
summit ?Y the Institute of ~rchaeology at the Hebrew University of Jeru
sale~, directed by Y. Y adm and S. Geva. The Iron Age I strata were in
vest_Igated and ~esulted in new conclusions about the city's development 
dunng that penod. In 1989, the excavations were resumed by A. Ma
zar, also on behalf of the Hebrew University and of the Tourism Admin
istration of Beth-Shean. In the renewed excavations, Middle and Late 

Isometric reconstruction of the temple in stratum R3. 
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~ro?-ze and Iron Age I strata were exposed on the mound's summit, con
tmumg the _work of the University of Pennsylvania expedition. 

The stratigraphy on the mound, in light of the excavations is presented in 
the following table: ' 

Pennsylvania 
Period expedition 

(stratum) 

Neolithic/Chalcolithic XVIII 
Chalco lithic XVII 
EB XVI 

XII 
MB I XI (partial) 
MB II XB 

XA 
LB lA 

LB IB IX 
LB IIA IX 
LB liB VIII 

VII 
Iron lA VI (lower) 
Iron IB VI (upper) 
Iron lB V (lower) 

Iron IIA V (upper) 
Iron liB IV 
Roman III 
Byzantine II 

Early Arab I 

* Local numbering in areas R and S. 

Yadin/Geva 

expedition 

(stratum) 

4 

3(?) 
1-2 

Mazar 

expedition 

(stratum)* 

R7 

R6 
R5 
R4 

R3 
R2 

Rl 

S3 
S2 

Sl 

THE NEOLITHIC, CHALCO LITHIC, AND EARLY BRONZE PERIODS. 
The early periods are known only from a limited area excavated by Fitz
Gerald at the southern edge of the mound; only part of the results was 
published. The published ceramic evidence indicates that the excavator 
attri?uted ~nds !rom d!ff~ren~ periods to the same strata. The resulting 
stratigraphical differentlatwn IS madequate, and the division into different 
layers that follows must be viewed as purely schematic. 

The beginning of settlement at the site is represented by pits dug into 
bedrock (strat~m X_YIII), apparently dating from the Pottery Neolithic 
pe~od (fifth millenmum BCE). Among the finds from this period are sherds 
typical of the Yarmukian culture. Stratum XVII is composed of occupation 
lay~rs from ~he Chalcolithic period (fourth millennium BCE), extensive re
mams ofwh1ch were also found south of the mound, in the southern part of 
modem Beth-Shean (see below, Beth-Shean at the Foot of the Mound). 
Stratum XVI marks the Early Bronze Age I; finds included an oval build
ing, gray~bumished ware, and copper axes typical of this period. Very little 
was published from strata XV and XIV, which can be ascribed to the end of 
the Early Bronze Age I and the Early Bronze Age IL Most of the finds from 
stratum XIII date from the Early Bronze Age II, whereas strata XII and XI 
yielded finds from the Early Bronze Age IlL Among the latter was a rich 
assemblag~ ofKhirbet Kerak ware, including unusual vessel types not found 
elsewhere m IsraeL The accumulation from bedrock to the top of the Early 
Bronze Age strata reaches a height of about 8.5 m, attesting to the site's 
continuous and intensive settlement. However, our knowledge of the nature 
of the settlement during these periods is very limited. The excavators mention 
the existence of multiroomed buildings from stratum XIII onward· however 
no traces of fortifications were found, despite the probe dug cl~se to th~ 
mound's perimeter. 
THE MIDDLE BRONZE AGE I. Several pottery vessels from the Middle 
Bronze Age I were found on the mound and published as part of the finds 
fro~ stratum )(_1. Du!ing the 1989 season, a very shallow occupation layer 
datmg from this penod was uncovered, including remains of temporary 
structures, pottery, and copper objects. These remains indicate a short
lived, perhaps seasonal settlement. Dozens of tombs were dug in the north
em cemetery at this time, all with a square entrance shaft that led to between 
one_ and five inner burial chambers. The tombs yielded a ceramic assemblage 
typical of the Jezreel and Beth-Shean valleys in this period. 
THE MIDDLE BRONZE AGE IIA. In the course of the excavations no 
Middle Bronze Age IIA settlement remains were found on the mo~nd. 
However, one contemporary tomb (tomb 92) was discovered in the northern 
cemetery. It contained four weapons typical of the period: a duckbill axe
head, a spear, a dagger, and an arrowhead. The discovery of a single warrior's 
tomb, however, does not necessarily imply that a settlement existed here 
then. This archaeological evidence appears to refute the hypothesis that 
Beth-Shean is mentioned in the Execration texts. 
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Plan of stratum IXA ( Rl), 14th century BCE. 
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1. Sanctuary; 2. Hall with altar; 3. Entrance corridor; 4. Central courtyard; 5. Room with oven and 
well; 6. Room north of the sanctuary; 7. Altar (or steps to the roof); 8. Guardroom; 9. Lion and dog 
relief; 10. Water reservoir 

THE MIDDLE BRONZE AGE liB-C. Both the University of Pennsylvania 
excavations (stratum X) and the recent Hebrew University excavations 
identified two settlement phases from the Middle Bronze liB-C. It ap
pears, however, that these stages were relatively short, dating mostly from 
the latter part of the period. Strangely enough, the fortifications usually so 
characteristic of cities in this period were not discovered here. The University 
of Pennsylvania excavations uncovered a residential quarter at the southern 
part of the mound, with houses built around a more substantial structure, 
which contained a central courtyard surrounded by rooms. 
THE LATE BRONZE AGE. Five settlement phases from the Late Bronze 
Age were uncovered. The first stage belongs to the beginning of the period 
(Late Bronze Age lA), before the town became an Egyptian stronghold. The 
four subsequent phases (strata IXB, IXA, VIII, and VII) date to the time 
Beth-Shean was an Egyptian administrative center. The highlight of the 
excavations was the discovery of a series of Canaanite temples on the 
mound's summit, whose exact date within the Late Bronze and Iron I ages 
has aroused a controversy among scholars-W. F. Albright and B. Mazar 
among them. 
Stratum R3 (Pre-stratum IX). The Hebrew University excavations uncov
ered an occupation layer from the first stage of the Late Bronze Age I, which 
was labeled R3. This stratum contained a temple, the earliest in the series of 
temples built on the same spot during the next five hundred years. The temple 
(14.6 by 11.7 m) is a modest structure, built of mud bricks and divided into 
three rooms: an entrance room, a central room with benches and raised 
platforms, and a bench-lined inner room. The temple's plan is asymmetri
cal, recalling several other Late Bronze Age temples foundin Israel, such as at 
Lachish (the fosse temple) and Tel Mevorakh. Because the temple was 
deliberately abandoned, perhaps as a result of its walls collapsing, no espe
cially interesting finds were left behind. The ceramic assemblage includes 
sherds of chocolate-on-white ware. A richly equipped tomb (no. 42) con
temporaneous with stratum R3 was found in the northern cemetery; it 
contained dozens of vessels typical of the first stage ofthe Late Bronze Age. 
Stratum R2 (Stratum IXB). The phase isolated and labeled R2 by the Hebrew 
University team included the area of the ruined temple of the previous 

Hittite-type axhead, 14th century BCE. 

Stratum IX: basalt orthostat depicting two scenes of a lion and dog (or lioness) 
in combat, LB II. 

stratum, which had been leveled by an artificial fill. Most of it became the 
open courtyard of a new cult compound. It appears that this was the first 
stage of the sacred precinct attributed to stratum IX, so that this phase might 
be termed stratum IXB. A series of rooms and halls was built to the north and 
south of this courtyard, under the western part of the stratum IXA cult 
compound. Concentrations of pottery were found in several of the 
rooms, including numerous offering bowls, kraters, and Egyptian-style 
vessels. The ceramic finds indicate that this phase followed Thutmose III's 
conquest ofPalestine, when Beth-Shean became an Egyptian administrative 
stronghold. It is possible that the eastern part of the stratum IX complex, 
which contains a monumental hall and another cult room, was also estab
lished during this phase, which can be dated to the late fifteenth century BCE. 
Stratum IXA. The cult compound of stratum IX, as excavated and described 
by Rowe, was apparently a rebuilding of the previous phase, with some 
changes in its western half. Although Rowe had dated it to the time of 
Thutmose III, the phase should be dated to the fourteenth century BCE. 
The cult compound included a central courtyard, whose eastern part had 
two main components: a large hall or roofed space to the south that con
tained an altar, or ritual platform, withstepsleadinguptoit; andalargeroom 
to the north ofthefirsthall that contained anichewithanarrowspace behind 
it on its eastern side. The central courtyard had brick installations, which can 
be interpreted as altars. Along the southern part of the courtyard were several 
rooms and installations used in the cultic rituals; one of these was a room 
lined with benches and with a round, stone-lined and paved pit in its center, 
perhaps used for roasting meat. A similar installation was discovered in the 
southeastern part of the complex, along with an upright stone that may have 
been a ma$$eba or stela; next to this was a deep well. The plan of this sacred 
precinct is unique, with no parallels to any of the other temples in Canaan. 
Many cult objects were found in the complex. Outstanding among the many 
items attesting to the intensive Egyptian presence was the Mekal Stela. This is 
a small stone monument dedicated by the Egyptian official Pa-Re-em-Heb in 
memory of his father, Amen-ep; it depicts an Egyptian-style cultic scene 
being conducted before a seated god, whose dress and attributes are Ca
naanite. The god's name, Mekal, is known from a Hellenistic inscription 
from Cyprus. 

The southern edge ofthemound adjacent to the complex was bounded by a 
doublewallthatappearstohavebeenpartofalargerpublicbuilding,mostof 
which has been eroded away. (A. Kempinski's hypothesis that this was a city 
gate must be rejected.) This building yielded a basalt orthostat carved with 
two scenes of a lion and dog (or lioness) in combat. It is one of only a few 
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monumental reliefs from the Bronze Age discovered in Israel. 
Stratum VITI. Stratum VIII saw a replanning of the excavated area. The main 
elements in the layout of this level served as the base for the town of the next 
two strata (VII and VI).It seems that this new plan was put into effect at the 
beginning of the Nineteenth Dynasty, perhaps during the reign of Seti I; a 
stela of his was found at Beth-Shean, although in a later level. (Rowe at
tributed stratum VIII to the period before AmenQ.otep III, more than 100 
years earlier than the date proposed here.) The excavation plans show an 
empty space at the site of the next stratum's temple. However, the evidence 
seems to corroborate P. McGovern's suggestion that the stratum VII temple 
was actually built in stratum VIII and continued to be used, with some 
changes in its plan, in stratum VII. East of the temple was a residential 
quarter with a house-lined street. 
Stratum VII. Stratum VII should probably be dated to the thirteenth century 
BCE, from the reign of Ramses II until the end of the Nineteenth Dynasty. 
(Rowe dated it to the time of AmenQ.otep III.) The temple in the center of the 
area is oriented north to south, like the stratum R3 temple. It consists of an 
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General view of the stratum IX temple area during the Pennsylvania 
expedition's excavations, looking south. 

entrance room, a main hall with two columns, and a holy of holies, elevated 
about 1.5 m above the floor of the sanctuary and reached by steps. Rowe 
suggested that the structure had been only partly roofed (based on parallels 
toculticchapels atel-Amarna); however, it seems that the entire building was 
roofed. A foundation deposit, found under the steps leading to the holy of 
holies, yielded many finds, including cylinder seals and numerous pendants. 
The residential quarter southeast of the temple, established in the previous 
stratum, was rebuilt and repaired at this time. A massive building to the 
southwest of the temple was defined by Rowe as a mig dol, an inner fortress, 
that served the Egyptian governor. However, most of the structure's plan was 
reconstructed on the basis of conjecture, and Rowe's suggested parallels to 
the migdol fortresses depicted in Egyptian reliefs are doubtful. Although the 
exact plan of the building is uncertain, it is possible that it formed part of the 
Egyptian administrative center. Adjacent to it was a large, round silo, that 
probably served the Egyptian garrison stationed at Beth-Shean. 

It appears that the three basalt royal Egyptian stelae found in later con
texts at Beth-Shean should be attributed to strata VIII and VII. Two of these 
stelae date to the reign of Seti I and the third to that of Ramses II. The so
called large stela of Seti I records the quelling by three Egyptian units of a 
rebellion at Hammath (Tell el-I:Iammah in the northern Jordan Valley) and 
at Pella. The description of the battle mentions the cities Rehob, Yenoam, 
and Beth-Shean itself. The so-called smaller stela of Seti I records an Egyp
tian military action that took place in a hill country as a reaction to raids by 
the Habiru. Both stelae were carved at Beth-Shean in a typically Egyptian 
style and list the various names and titles of Seti I. It appears that they 
commemorate military actions meant to reestablish the Egyptian domina
tion of Canaan, following its weakening at the end of the Eighteenth Dy
nasty. The Ramses II stela bears a stereo typic inscription that mentions the 
king's names and titles, a description of his valor in battle, and details of his 
defense of the poor and weak; however, no specific historical event is re
corded. The erection of three royal Egyptian stelae at Beth-Shean at this time 
attests to its importance as an Egyptian administrative center during the 
Nineteenth Dynasty. 
mE IRON AGE. Three main strata are attributable to the Iron Age (VI to 
IV). Strata VI and V were divided into two subphases . 
Stratum VI. The stratum VI city is actually a rebuild of stratum VII, with the 
basic elements of the town and temple plan unaltered. Rowe dated this 
stratum to the reign of Seti I, but this should be corrected to the time of 
the Twentieth Dynasty (early twelfth century BCE). This stratum marks the 
final stage of the Egyptian administrative center at Beth-Shean, until the late 
twelfth centur}V BCE. The buildings in this stratum contained numerous 
Egyptian a}'Chitectural fragments and hieroglyphic inscriptions on door 
jambs apd' lintels, signifying the strong Egyptian presence in the city. 

The strata VIII and VII temple was rebuilt along the same lines, with some 
changes in the entrance hall and holy ofholies. Two limestone Egyptian lotus 
capitals were found near the temple; they probably adorned the two columns 
supporting the roof (although it is possible that these capitals were used in 
earlier stages). Three frieze stones carved in Egyptian style probably also 
belong to the temple. 

North of the temple, administrative buildings in Egyptian style were 
found, the most important of which was "the governor's house" (building 
1500). This was an almost square building (23 by 22m) whose main hall was 
surrounded by rooms on all four sides. The hall's ceiling was supported by 
two, probably wooden monumental pillars with stone bases. The plan recalls 
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Stratum IX: the Mekal Stela erected by Pa-Ra-em-Heb. 

Fragment of a lintel with adoration inscription to a pharaoh, stratum VI. 

Stratum VI: lintel showing the Egyptian official Ramses- Weser-Khepesh and, next to 
him, cartouches of Ramses Ill. 

Egyptian stela dedicated by lfesi-Nakht to the goddess Anal, found in 
secondary use in the northern temple in stratum V. 

New Kingdom houses in Egypt. The building's stone thresholds are carved in 
a T -shape, another characteristic Egyptian element. Several of the door 
jambs bore dedicatory inscriptions, prayers, vows, and personal names 
and titles in Egyptian hieroglyphics. Several carved stone lintels were found 
near the building that had come from it and adjacent buildings. One of these 
lintels bears the carved figure of Ramses-Weser-Khepesh, apparently the 
military commander of the Egyptian administrative center at Beth-Shean 
during the reign ofRamses III. Near the inscription accompanying the relief 
are cartouches of Ramses III. In addition to the Egyptian inscriptions and 
structures in stratum VI, a large basalt statue of Ramses III was found, 
carved in a provincial style; the statue was discovered, most probably out 
of context, together with the stelae ofRamses II and Seti I in the courtyard of 
the stratum V northern temple. Additional monumental buildings with 
Egyptian finds were uncovered by the Hebrew University expedition. 

Stratum VI was destroyed in a violent conflagration, probably at the end 
of the Egyptian domination of Canaan, during the reign of Ramses VI or 
Ramses VIII. The ceramic assemblage found in this stratum is characteristic 
of the mid-twelfth century BCE. It includes Mycenean IIIC ware, typical of 
the period of migration of the Sea Peoples from the Aegean to the east. 
Bronze stands found here are similar to contemporary examples from Cy
prus. 
NORTHERN CEMETERY. Numerous burial caves contemporary with 
strata VII and VI were found in the northern cemetery; they contained 
over fifty fragments of anthropoid coffins. The caves themselves were prob
ably dug in the Middle Bronze Age I and were in secondary use when the 
anthropoid coffins were placed in them. Most of the coffins' lids were mod
eled naturalistically, influenced by Egyptian funerary styles. Five of the lids 
were modeled in what may be called the grotesque style. Both styles are 
paralleled at the cemetery ofDeir el-Bala.b.. The decoration on the forehead 
on the grotesque coffin lids recalls the headdress decoration of the Sea 
Peoples in the Medinet Habu reliefs in Egypt, which depict the battles fought 
between them and the Egyptians during the reign ofRamses III. Gold leaves 
placed on the corpses' mouths attest to Aegean traditions. Rich ceramic 
assemblages were found in the caves (including Mycenean-type vessels), 
along with bronze vessels, Egyptian-style ushabti (servant) figurines, jew
elry, several ivories, and weapons. The finds are similar to those from the 
cemetery at Deir el-Balal:J.. Officials or soldiers serving in the Egyptian gar
rison at Beth-Shean were probably buried in these anthropoid coffins. The 
grotesque-style coffins may represent the latest burials in this cemetery. They 
may contain the bodies ofSeaPeoples, who may have been mercenaries in the 
Egyptian army after their defeat by Ramses III (as mentioned in Papyrus 
Harris I) and who achieved high positions in the Egyptian administrative 
center at Beth-Shean. But it should also be mentioned that no substantial 
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quantities of Sea Peoples pottery have yet been found at the site. In any event, 
it appears that the cemetery went out of use when the Egyptian domination of 
Canaan ended, during the Twentieth Dynasty. 
Upper Stratum VI. The University of Pennsylvania excavators discerned a 
later occupation layer than that of the main phase of stratum VI. This stage 
was termed upper stratum VI. Very little is known about this stage: extensive 
changes were made in several structures, including building 1500. There
newed excavations also revealed modifications and reuse of the ruined struc
tures of lower stratum VI in the period following the end of the Egyptian 
presence. Yadin and Geva excavated several pits which are later than lower 
stratum VI. Geva claimed that these represent a short-lived, temporary 
settlement following the end of stratum VI (late twelfth century BCE), but 
this intepretation requires reevaluation in light of the renewed excavations. 
Lower Stratum V. Stratum V was initially attributed by the excavators to the 
reign of Ramses II and subsequently to that of Ramses III. It is extremely 
difficult to ascertain the nature of this stratum, as the published finds from its 
various buildings date from a period spanning hundreds of years. The stra
tum was subdivided by the excavators into two main phases: lower V and 
upper V. Some of the pottery vessels from lower stratum V date from the 
eleventh century and others from the tenth century BCE. It may be assumed 
that the excavators mixed assemblages from the two periods. It appears that 
the bulk of the finds from the temple block in the center of the excavated area 
should be dated to the eleventh century BCE, and may be contemporaneous 
with assemblages of upper stratum VI (see above), while other structures 
contained mainly tenth-century BCE pottery. The ceramic assemblage at
tributed to upper stratum V should be dated to the ninth and eighth centuries 
BCE. The latter is similar to the ceramic assemblage from Israelite Samaria. 

The pair of public buildings uncovered in lower stratum V, above the 
temples of the preceding strata, were identified by the excavators as the 
twin temples-"the temple of Ashtaroth" (1 Sam. 31:10) and "the temple 
ofDagon" (1 Chr. 10: 10)--mentioned in the biblical accounts ofSaul's body 
being brought to Beth-Shean by the Philistines. These structures were dam
aged by later buildings, so many details of their plan remain unknown. Their 
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identification as temples is based on the fact that they were built above templeatall,butthismustberejected.Whilethetemples 
previous temples and on the rich assemblage of cultic vessels found in are oriented south to north, the stratum V temples are aligned west to east. 
them. Some scholars have claimed that the southern building was not a The southern temple is a long building, whose large entrance hall on its 
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Lid of an anthropoid coffin, grotesque style, from the northern cemetery. 

facade forms an indirect entrance. The building has a large, rectangular hall 
with auxiliary rooms on both sides. The hall's ceiling was supported by two 
rows of three columns; its holy ofholies was destroyed. The northern temple, 
which was joined to the southern temple by a narrow corridor, contained a 
similar indirect entrance leading to a central hall, whose ceiling was sup
ported by four columns. This temple's holy ofholies was also destroyed. Both 
of these buildings are unique in plan and bear no resemblance to other 
temples in Canaan. The large courtyard in front of the northern temple 
contained several Egyptian monuments dating to the New Kingdom: the 

Anthropoid coffin, grotesque 
style, from the northern 
cemetery. 

stelae of Seti I and Ramses II, as well as a life-size statue of Ramses III. An 
Egyptian stela dedicated to Anat was discovered in the northern temple. 
These Egyptian monuments antedate stratum V by one hundred to two 
hundred years. Their location in the courtyard of the city's temples at a 
time when there no longer was any direct Egyptian presence in Beth-Shean 
is puzzling. It is possible that these monuments came to be venerated in local 

Group of anthropoid coffin lids from the northern cemetery. 



tradition and were preserved from stratum to stratum in a cultic con
text-this at a time when the local population included Canaanites as well 
as Sea Peoples, some of whom may have been descendants of the mercenaries 
and officials who had served in the Egyptian garrison at the site. 

The numerous finds from the stratum V temples include a rich assortment 
of clay cultic stands. Several of them are modeled as multistoried structures, 
decorated with human and animal figures, possibly depicting multistoried 
temples. Other stands are cylindrical and are decorated with snakes in relief. 
The cultic and other painted pottery vessels discovered in the temples seem to 
date to the second half ofthe eleventh and the beginning of the tenth centuries 
BCE,just before David's conquest ofBeth-Shean. In 1990, this stratum was 
excavated to the east of the temples and was found to have been destroyed by 
fire. 

As mentioned above, several of the buildings attributed to lower stratum V 
yielded pottery from the tenth century BCE. This attests to the importance of 
the town at the time of the United Monarchy, when Beth-Shean is mentioned 
in the description of Solomon's fifth district (1 Kg. 4:12). However, it is 
difficult to determine the nature of the city at this time and to determine 
which structures attributed to stratum V were actually built then-although 
the large, well-planned architectural complex uncovered to the north of the 
temples may be one example. This block, which apparently served as an 
administrative center, contained many rooms. It was bounded by an outer 

Basalt statue of Ramses Ill. 
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Lower stratum V: (above) plan of the northern temple; (below) plan of the 
southern temple. 
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Bronze gold-plated standard in the form of a goddess, from stratum VII. 
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Cylinder seal and its impression showing Ramses II shooting at a target with 
two bound prisoners beneath it, LB II. 

Fragments of a faience bowl with hieroglyphic inscription, LB. 

wall facing the city's lower, northern side; however, the connection between 
this complex and the temples is unclear. The temples may have ceased to 
fulfill a cultic function, while the buildings themselves continued to be used as 
part of the administrative center on the acropolis, as indicated by a new floor 
in the northern temple, which produced a typical tenth-century BCE ceramic 
assemblage. 
Upper Stratum V. It appears that the administrative complex on the acropolis 
continued in use during upper stratum Vas well, undergoing certain changes 
and additions. It is possible that during this stage (ninth and eighth centuries 
BCE), structures built of characteristic Israelite ashlars and stone pillars were 
erected in the northwest part of the complex (although they may have been 
built in the previous stage-the United Monarchy). One of these structures 
apparently served as a gate, leading to the administrative complex on the 
acropolis. A large hall divided in two by a row of stone pillars was uncovered 

to the east of this gate; it may have func
tioned as a storehouse or stable. The build
ings in stratum V in the north of the ex
cavated area were destroyed by a violent 
fire. This destruction was dated by James 
to about 800 BCE. However, Geva's pro
posal that this destruction be dated to the 
Assyrian conquest of the region during the 
reign of Tiglath-pileser III is preferable. 
Stratum IV. Stratum IV includes several 

Cult stand with birds and serpents ,from the southern temple, 
lower stratum V. 

poorly built structures discovered to the east ofthe stratum V temple precinct 
on the acropolis. James viewed this stage as a rebuild before the Assyrian 
conquest, while Geva suggested that it represents a partial renovation of the 
settlement during the years following that conquest. The latter proposal 
seems more reasonable, although the ceramic finds are too few to enable 
a definite date to be assigned to this stratum. It appears that the settlement on 
the mound ceased to exist during the first half of the seventh century BCE and 
was not renewed on any large scale until the Hellenistic period. 
THE PERSIAN PERIOD. Several clay figurines from the Persian period were 
found on the mound, possibly indicating the continuity of a cultic site in the 
vicinity of the temples. 
THE ROMAN PERIOD (STRATUM III). During the Early Roman period, a 
monumental temple was erected on the mound. It seems to have been an 
isolated structure, towering over the urban center that had developed at the 
foot ofthe mound. The temple remains include a rectangular stone podium, 
as well as column drums and Corinthian capitals. In the northern cemetery, 
tombs were found from the Late Hellenistic and Early Roman periods. 
THE BYZANTINE PERIOD (STRATUM II). The Byzantine period saw the 
renewal of settlement over the entire mound. The summit was topped by a 
round church decorated with a mosaic floor and carved capitals. Its style 
dates the building to the fifth century CE. A residential quarter was uncovered 
at the north ofthemound, with mansions located on a terrace on the mound's 
eastern side. It appears that during this period, a prestigious residential 
neighborhood was erected on the mound, constituting a suburb of the large 

Gold pendant showing a goddess 
holding a scepter, LB II. Potsherds with paintings representing a Canaanite man and woman, LB II. 



Byzantine city spread out to its south and west (see below). 
THE EARLY ARAB PERIOD (STRATUM 1). A residential quarter was 
established on the mound during the Early Arab period. A winding paved 
street led from the gate up the mound. This town apparently continued until 
the Crusader period, when Beth-Shean is mentioned in the writings ofTheo
dorich ofWiirzburg (who visited the site in 1172) as being the home of Count 
Adam de Bethune. The Count had participated in the First Crusade and 
became the first baron ofBeth-Shean, settling in the fortress at the mound's 
summit. According to William ofTyre, this fortress was destroyed by Saladin 
in 1183. A thin wall surrounding the mound and a city gate may belong to this 
period. 

SUMMARY 
The settlement at Tel Beth-Shean underwent periods of prosperity, inter
spersed with periods of decline. It appears that from the mid-fourth millen
nium BCE until the end of the Early Bronze Age III settlement on the mound 
was continuous. It was also occupied during the Middle Bronze Age I, 
although that settlement was short-lived. There was an occupation gap 
during the Middle Bronze Age IIA, which reinforces the view that 
Beth-Shean was not mentioned in the Execration texts. The settlement on 
the mound was renewed in the Middle Bronze IIB-C, although it was prob
ably an unfortified town of little consequence. The main city-state in the 
region then was most probably Rehob (Tell es-Sasem). This state of affairs 
continued through the Late Bronze Age lA. The choice ofBeth-Shean as an 
Egyptian administrative center after the time ofThutmose III was probably 
due to its strategic location, as well as to the fact that it did not serve as a center 
of a Canaanite city-state. This administrative center underwent periods of 
building and destruction during the fifteenth to twelfth centuries BCE. Five 
occupation strata can be attributed to this period, all of which included 
temples on the mound's summit. The Egyptian finds from this time, espe
cially those from the Nineteenth and Twentieth dynasties, are the richest in 
Israel and attest to Beth-Shean's importance during this long period. The 
clay anthropoid coffins perhaps used for the burial of officials associated 
with the Egyptian administration belong to the last two stages of this period 
(the end of the thirteenth and first half of the twelfth centuries BCE). 

After the destruction of the final Egyptian-Canaanite city, the city was 
rebuilt with twin temples. The material culture of this city was Canaanite. It 
was destroyed, probably during King David's conquest. During the mon-
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archy, a well-planned administrative center, approached through an ashlar 
gate, was established. That city was violently destroyed, probably during the 
Assyrian conquest in the time ofTiglath-pileser III. After this destruction, a 
short-lived village was established on the summit of the mound. The tradi
tional cultic site there was preserved for hundreds of years, as shown by the 
cult objects from the Persian period, a Roman temple, and a round Byzantine 
church. After a long settlement gap, the mound was once again inhabited 
during the Byzantine and Early Arab periods, although at that time the 
mound was only part of the large city at its foot. 
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AMIHAI MAZAR 

BETH-SHEAN AT THE FOOT OF THE MOUND 

Remains of Beth-Shean (Nysa Scythopolis) from the Hellenistic-Roman, 
Byzantine, and Early Arab periods were excavated around the mound, which 
also contains the earlier levels (see above). In these later periods, the entire 
city was built around the mound; the city north of it was cut from west to east 
by Nal,J.al f.Iarod. In the Byzantine period the city was surrounded by a wall, 
scattered remains of which have been found. The cemeteries around the city, 
particularly in the east, north, and northwest, have only been partially 
excavated. Given these data, it would seem that the municipal area of 
Beth-Shean at its largest, in the Byzantine period, reached a maximum 
of more than 320 a.; however, it is not inconceivable that additional remains 
associated with the general area of the city may yet be discovered beyond 
these limits. Since the 1980s, and particularly since 1986, systematic excava
tions have been conducted in the area of the city (see below). 

HELLENISTIC PERIOD 
Remains of Hellenistic Beth-Shean were found at the southeast edge of Tell 
l~taba, on an elongated ridge rising above the northern bank of Nal,J.al 
f.Iarod. (A section of Byzantine Beth-Shean's northern wall was discovered 
on the southern part of this ridge). Remains of Hellenistic buildings were 
discovered, as well as pottery vessels and small objects. Prominent among 
these finds was a group of several hundred handles with seal impressions, 
remnants of amphorae that originally contained foreign wine (imported 
mainly from Rhodes, but also from Cnidos). The latest handles were dated 
to the first century BCE and the earliest, to the end of the third century BCE. It 
seems probable, although not absolutely certain, that the site was within the 
city limits at the time. The expansion of the city beyond the mound in the 
Hellenistic period may have extended at first to the crests of the nearby hills, 
descending only later to the undefended, low-lying areas. 

BETH-SHEAN CIVIC CENTER: PLANNING AND 
BUILDINGS 
The excavation of Beth-Shean's civic area began when the theater was 
cleared in 1961-1962, under the direction of S. Applebaum, and in 
1962, under the direction of A. Negev, on behalf of the National Parks 

Authority. Excavations were renewed on a small scale in 1980-1981, under 
the direction of G. Foerster and Y. Tsafrir, on behalf of the Institute of 
Archaeology at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Since 1986, large-scale 
excavations have been underway, under the direction of G. Mazor, on behalf 
of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums, and Foerster and 
Tsafrir, on behalf of the Institute of Archaeology at the Hebrew University. 

Although five years of intensive excavations have not sufficed for a de
finitive picture to emerge, it has nevertheless been possible to formulate some 
interim impressions about the appearance of parts of the city in the Roman
Byzantine and Early Arab periods. After the fourteenth century, the area was 
abandoned and the small village of Beisan developed around the Crusader 
fort and the amphitheater on the southern ridge. 

The general plan of the city was apparently drawn up in the second half of 
the second century. It was not orthogonal, but dictated by the local terrain, 
with its deep-cut riverbeds and surrounding hills and ridges, and particularly 
by the ancient mound to the north. The streets were laid out accordingly, 
although a tendency to approximate an orthogonal plan is discernible. The 
excavations have unearthed remains of several streets, some colonnaded, 
traversing the city southeast-northwest and northeast -southwest. Along the 
streets were various public buildings: some fulfilled practical purposes and 
others were built for the sake of splendor and ostentation, as was customary 
in Roman cities in the Orient. Most of the streets and buildings underwent 
radical changes through the Byzantine period, until they were destroyed in 
the great earthquake of 749. Over the ruins, in the higher-lying areas, were 
private dwellings and installations that were in use until the fourteenth 
century; they were probably connected to the local agricultural produc
tion. These new buildings utterly obliterated earlier urban patterns. 
COLONNADED STREET. A colonnaded street links the theater to the foot 
ofthemound; it runs southwest-northeast for some 180m. Like all the streets 
discovered at Beth-Shean, it was paved with elongated basalt stones laid 
diagonally with respect to the direction of the street, creating a herringbone 
pattern. The stones in the central ridge conceal a deep channel (0.8 by 2m) 
and are gable shaped in cross section, to adapt to the slope of the street on 
either side. The width of the street varies from 7.2 to 7. 5 m. Other, secondary 
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channels emptied into the central channel. Flanking the northwestern side of 
the street is a roofed sidewalk consisting of an elevated sty lobate ( 1.25 high) 
supportingarowofcolumns. Thecolumnsaremadeofdrumsand topped by 

1. Serai; 2. Fortress; 3. Amphitheater; 4. Street; 5. Baths; 6. Theater; 7. Baths; 
8. Colonnaded street; 9-10. Colonnaded streets and row of shops; 
11. Area of early temples on mound; 12. Gate; 13.Northern cemetery; 
14. Monastery of Lady Mary (Tel I~taba); 15. "House of Leontius" 

Ionic capitals. They originally supported the roof of the sidewalk (stoa, c. 7.1 
m wide), beyond which was a row of some twenty shops (about ten of which 
have been cleared). Thewidthoftherowofshopsis 7.2m, likethatofthestoa. 
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Beth-Shean: general plan. 



The path formed between the roofed sidewalk and the street was approxi
mately 1.25 m wide; it was probably accessible from the street by steps built at 
regular intervals. The colonnade on the eastern side of the street has only 
been partially excavated; it does not seem to have been roofed. 

At the southern end of the street, near the theater, the excavations un
earthed the remains of a propylaeum, built of reused architectural elements, 
which led to the bathhouse. The street apparently ended in a plaza north of 
the theater, behind the wall of the scaenaefrons. The street's northern limit is 
near the temple, and beyond it the street apparently changed its appearance, 
becoming more like the streets paved in the Roman period, whose paving 
stones are larger and heavier. This impressive street, built, at the earliest, in 
the mid-fourth century, was subsequently repaired several times. It went out 
of use after the earthquake of 7 49 or even earlier. It then became part of the 
built-up area, disappearing under various buildings and pools. 

The covered sidewalk and shops were originally (in the fourth century) 
paved with mosaics, which were replaced at a later stage by floors made of 
reused marble plaques. Trial soundings beneath the street revealed remains 
ofbuildings that could be dated by their pottery to the first or second century. 
The column drums, bases, and capitals of the row of columns were all in 
secondary use. Their origin is uncertain; at any rate, no earlier Roman street 
has been located in the area. The excavators called this street Palladius Street, 
after a name in the dedicatory inscription discovered in the mosaic floor of 
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the sidewalk. The inscription relates that the stoa was built and paved by 
Flavius Palladius, son of Porphyry, the governor. 
NORTHERN AND EASTERN STREETS. The northern street begins at Jisr 
el-Khan, crosses Nal)al I:Iarod, and runs southwest toward the city. This 
street, which was about 6 m wide and paved with basalt flagstones, was partly 
exposed before excavations began. The date of construction is still unclear. It 
was probably the continuation of the street that runs along the foot of the 
mound in the same direction and ends at the "monument" (see below); the 
eastern street begins at that point, running northeast toward the Roman 
bridge that crosses Nal)al I:Iarod at the eastern part of the city. The width of 
the eastern street is particularly impressive (11m); the total width of the street 
together with its roofed sidewalks amounts to some 23m. Shops bordered the 
street, thus forming a plaza in front of the "monument," with streets joining 
it from the east, northwest, and southeast. The plaza and the streets ap
proaching it from the northwest and the east were of Roman construc
tion; but they, too, were altered several times in the Byzantine and Early 
Arab periods, largely falling into disuse after the earthquake of 749. 

The colonnaded street that joins the open square from the southeast was 
builtin the sixth century and paved with basalt slabs in a herringbone pattern. 
More than 100m of its length have been cleared. The width of the roofed 
sidewalks and the adjoining shops was determined only on the southwestern 
side; the northeastern side has not been excavated. A further segment of the 

Beth-Shean: general view of the mound and the Roman-Byzantine city, looking south. 
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The theater, looking south from the scaenae 
frons. 

same street, more than 150 m long, 
was exposed in the vicinity of the am
phitheater. In this area, the street was 
narrower(4.5-5 m wide) and no long
er colonnaded. Inscriptions found in 
this segment, near the amphitheater, 
indicate that it was paved in 522. This 
suggests that the entire street was 
paved in the first half of the sixth cen
tury. 

The eighteen shops along the south
eastern side of the street and the ar
cades in front of them were built in the 
sixth century and destroyed in the cat
astrophic earthquake of January 18, 
749. Found in them were various ob
jects that had been buried under the 
debris, including several hoards of 
gold coins, the latest of which were 
dated to the year 131 AH, or 748-
749-the year of the earthquake it
self. Other finds attest to the profes
sion of the occupants of some of the shops who were goldsmiths: scales, 
weights, jewelry, glass vessels, and three pottery jugs still containing mer
cury. In one of these shops was a particularly interesting find-a Jewish 
bronze oil lamp from the Byzantine period decorated with a menorah 
(partially preserved), a shofar, a lulab, and an ethrog. 
THEATER. The largest and most impressive of the remains excavated so far 
at Beth-Shean is the theater, from the Severan period. It was excavated in 
1961-1962 under Applebaum's direction and in 1962 under Negev's. Addi
tional excavations and soundings took place in the theater, carried out from 
1986 to 1988 by G. Mazor and R. Bar-Nathan. Its state of preservation is 
notable, particularly in the spectators' section (the cavea), which contained 
five thousand stone seats, two thousand of which have been preserved. The 
core of the entire structure was built of cement mixed with basalt. 

The scaenae frons was lavishly decorated in marble and granite, imported 
from Asia Minor, Greece, North Africa, and Egypt. It is the theater's most 
unusual feature, and reflects the prevailing Roman style: it was planned to 
represent the facade of a two- or three-storied building with columns, cap
itals, and entablature, all carved on several varieties of marble and granite. 
The rich architectural decoration was related to a system of niches that 
divided the scaenae frons into separate units. The most impressive elements 
are the friezes, which are rich in floral patterns and figural representations. 
The principal motif is "peopled scrolls"-a common motif in Roman art. 
Thescaenaefronswascoated with stone and marble slabs in various patterns. 

The theater's other unique features are the circular stepped towers flanking 
the stage and the nine oval rooms adjoining the vomitoria, whose purpose is 
still unclear. 

In the 1986-1988 excavations, a broad flight of stairs (6 m wide) was 
exposed adjoining the cavea on the east. It led the spectators from the center 
of the city to the theater's main, eastern entrance; it dates to the Byzantine 
period. During conservation and reconstruction work, evidence was found 
here of at least one phase preceding the main construction of the theater; this 
may indicate the existence of an earlier theater, perhaps from the first cen
tury. In addition, at least five phases prior to the Byzantine period were 
identified. The theater was in use until the end of the Byzantine period, 
when it, too, collapsed in the earthquake of 749. There are a few signs of 
occupation following the earthquake. One of the most notable finds in the 
theater is the statue of an unidentified naked man with a cloak around his 
neck (Hermes?). The head is fashioned in Hellenistic style, but the body is of 
inferior quality. Also found were fragments of a statue of the goddess Tyche 
holding a cornucopia. A dedicatory inscription, engraved in Greek on an 
altar, commemorates one Absalomos Zadokomos (or Zalokomos), the 
builder. 
AMPHITHEATER. The amphitheater was built in the Roman period on the 
southern outskirts ofthecity, in an area that became densely populated in the 
Byzantine period. Only its western half and eastern end have been excavated. 
Its plan is rectangular rather than elliptical, like the plan of most Roman 

amphitheaters, although the south
ern, eastern, and western sides of the 
rectangle are rounded. Its outer mea
surements are 67 by 102m; its inner 
measurements (the arena) are 48 by 83 
m. 

Only three tiers of stone seats are 
preserved in situ. Presumably, these 
were supplemented with tiers of 
wooden seats, making a total of some 
eleven to thirteen tiers, which could 
seat five thousand to seven thousand 
spectators. The tiers of seats began 3.2 
m above the arena, the height differ
ential being created by the latter's pe
ripheral wall. This wall was adorned in 
stucco with frescoes, which may have 
portrayed hunting scenes (venatio), 
probably similar to the spectacles 
held in the arena. 

There were two kinds of entrances 
to the amphitheater: those leading to 
the arena, which were on a low level, 
and those of the cavea, which were 
built on a higher level. Rows of stairs 

Aerial view of the amphitheater. 



Aerial view of the bath building complex, 
odeon(?), and colonnaded street. 

built in the cavea provided communi
cation between the tiers of seats. As 
was usual, the entrances to the arena 
were placed along the long axis of the 
amphitheater. The main entrance, in 
the east, is only partially excavated. 
The western entrance was not actual
ly used as an entrance because on that 
side the amphitheater was cut in the 
natural rock; thus the "entrance" re
mained sealed on the outside, its sole 
purpose being to round out the sym
metryoftheplan. Eastofthenorthern 
vomitorium, in theca vea, a tribune ( 5.4 
by 6.2 m) paved with limestone pavers 
and resting on two adjacent vaults was 
discovered. The vaults were in fact 
cages for animals, or perhaps a small 
place of worship (sacellum) for the 
gladiators. The tribune probably ac
commodated the people directing the 
games; there may have been a similar 
one on the south, used by guests of 
honor. 

As yet, the amphitheater has not 
been dated with any precision. How
ever, the various similarities between it and the theater, as well as the pottery 
found in the foundation trenches, indicate a construction date in the second 
century, which may be associated with the presence of the Sixth Legion 
(Ferrata) in the Beth-Shean region. 
BATHS. The bath building stands not far from the theater, adjoining Pal
ladius Street on the northwest. Covering an area of more than 1.5 a., it is the 
largest bath building unearthed so far in this country. The T -shaped central 
complex includes five halls aligned north~south and three additional halls at 
right angles to them, aligned west-east. This complex contains the tepidaria 
(tepid rooms) and caldaria (hot rooms), which were heated by hot air. This 
air, originating in a furnace area adjoining the baths on the east, flowed 
through special chambers under the floors and through pipes (tubuli) set 
along the walls. A palaestra, surrounded by stoas and rooms on the south, 
west, and north, was built around the heated halls. The rooms and exedrae in 
this area were used mainly for recreation; a series of pools was built in and 
outside the stoas. Apparently, the main entrance to the bath building was in 
the south, where several halls and the propylaeum communicated with 
Palladius Street. Some, if not all, of the bath building walls were decorated 
with wall paintings, only a few segments of which are preserved. The floors 
were paved with geometrically patterned mosaics that were replaced in a later 
phase by marble plaques in secondary use. Fifteen Greek dedicatory inscrip
tions were discovered in the bath building-in the mosaic pavements and on 
marble plaques. They name governors as well as various officials in the 
Byzantine administration of Palestine in the first half of the sixth century. 

The excavators attribute the beginnings of the bath building to the Roman 
period, although the remains actually exposed to date are of buildings 
erected in the fifth and sixth centuries that underwent numerous slight 

Temple columns collapsed into the street during the earthquake of 749. 
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alterations then. The building fell into disuse after the great earthquake 
of749. Found overlying the destruction layer were rather meager remains 
from the Early Arab period. A small bathhouse from the Byzantine period 
was found between the theater and the amphitheater. 
ODEON OR BOULEUTERION. The remains of an odeon or bouleuterion 
were found just outside the northeastern corner of the bath building; the 
relationship between the two complexes has yet to be determined. It com
prised an auditorium, half of whose peripheral wall has survived along with 
the foundations of some seats. The remains ofthe orchestra, which was paved 
with well-fitted flagstones, are particularly impressive. The eastern half of 
the odeon-bouleuterion was completely destroyed in the Byzantine period, 
when the ground level was lowered by some 2.5 m to that ofPalladius Street 
(see above), to accommodate a semicircular building, not yet entirely cleared. 
One room in this building had a mosaic floor, in the center of which a bust of 
the goddess Tyche was depicted, crowned with a wall crown and holding a 
cornucopia in her left hand. The floor has been dated to the sixth century. 

PUBLIC BUILDINGS IN THE CITY CENTER 
TEMPLE. The remains of a temple were discovered not far from the foot of 
the mound, at the junction of Palladius Street and ha-Gai (Valley) Street, 
which runs northwest~southeast. The temple faces northwest, onto a plaza 
paved with large, well-dressed limestone slabs. Hexagonal depressions were 
cut in the limestone to hold small altars in front of the temple. The plaza 
contained a high, circular pedestal (diameter, 1.95 m), possibly for a statue. 
The pedestal bears a Greek inscription dedicating it to the emperor Marcus 
Aurelius. It states that the citizens of Nysa-Scythopolis, a Greek city of 
Coele-Syria, had dedicated the statue of the ruler that probably stood on 
this pedestal. 

A monumental flight of stairs (width, 20.5 m) led to a prostyle with four 
enormous columns on high pedestals (c. 2m high) in front of the temple. Two 
of these monolithic columns (height, 9.5 m) collapsed into the street with 
their capitals in the earthquake of749. Stairs also led from the prostyle to the 
temple. Only the foundations of the latter are preserved, partly resting on a 
podium created by a series of well-built vaults. The naos was circular (inner 
diameter, 8.5 m). The outer wall around the temple is not preserved. The 
temple is somewhat reminiscent of the Temple of Venus at Baalbek. Al
though there is no concrete evidence for the identity of the god worshiped 
in the temple, it may be associated with the cult of Dionysus or Tyche. 
NYMPHAEUM. Just east of the temple stand the remains of a nymphaeum. 
It is 23m wide and consists mainly of a semicircular facade with an aperture 
of8.8 manda platform at its center. The facade survives to aheightof2.85 m. 
At this level, on a limestone ledge, two tiers of columns carried a two-storied 
entablature that decorated the nymphaeum's facade. Flanking the semicir
cular facade, fluted columns supported an entablature that reached a height 
of some 14m, which equals the height of the two-storied entablature of the 
facade. The columns and entablature collapsed in the earthquake of749 and 
were found in the debris of the nymphaeum. 

A Greek inscription on the architrave identifies the structure as a nym-
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Plan of the buildings in the city center. 

phaeum, built from the foundations 
up by one Flavius Artemidorus, who 
served as archon and comes, probably 
in the fourth century. The inscription 
undoubtedly refers to the reconstruc
tion of the building because the rich 
architectural ornamentation is Ro
man and can be dated to the end of 
the second century. The nymphaeum 
probably went out of use at the end of 
the Byzantine period, when it was con
verted into dwellings. A small settle
ment persisted here after the earth
quake as well, up to the Mameluke 
period. 
PLATFORM OF A DECORATIVE 
COLUMNAR MONUMENT. Next 
to the nymphaeum on the south
east, at the junction of ha-Gai Street 
and the street running east toward 
Nal:_lal I:Iarod and the Roman 
bridge, stands a stone platform that 
originally supported a decorative co
lumnar monument. The platform, 
which is about 4 m above street le
vel, is adorned on three sides withal
ternating circular and rectangular ni
ches. Steps extended for the entire 
width of the lower part of the plat
form where it faces the street. The su
perstructure's design and construc
tion are still unclear. It is made of dif
ferent kinds of marble. Found in the 
debris at the foot of the platform, as 

1. Theater 
2. Baths 
3. Odeon or bouleuterion 
4-5. Colonnaded street 
6. Temple 
7. Nymphaeum 
8. Columnar monument 
9. Basilica 
10-11. Colonnaded streets and row of shops 

well as in secondary use in later walls in the vicinity, were pedestals, bases, 
columns, Corinthian capitals, and fragments of cornices. The columns, some 
of which were made of greenish marble (cipollino) from the quarries at 
Carristos in Euboea, probably supported straight and arcuated entabla
tures; statues may have stood among them. One of the marble pedestals 
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was richly decorated and of particularly fine workmanship. Carved on its 
sides were two busts, one of which was identified as Dionysus, above a wreath 
borne by cupids. A Nereid, or sea nymph, riding on a sea monster driven by a 
cupid, faces two other Nereids riding on sea monsters and a wreath adorned 
with a ribbon. A most impressive marble acroterion was also found. Judging 

General view of the buildings in the city center, looking southeast. 



from the stratigraphy and the style of the dec
oration, the monument was erected in the sec
ond century. 
BASILICA. The basilica abuts the "monu
ment"; in fact, the two structures share the 
latter's southwestern wall. Only part of the ba
silica has been cleared. It is about 28m wide and 
estimated to be at least 65 m long. Four colon
nades with corner pillars supported the ceiling. 
At the northeastern end ofthe basilica is an apse 
(diameter, 5.33 m) that contains a platform. 
When the monument was built, the basili
ca~which was already standing~was trun
cated; its northeastern end, including the apse, 
was built into the new structure. In the earlier 
phase of the basilica, probably in the first cen
tury, the columns and capitals were stuccoed. In 
the second phase, the walls were faced with 
polychrome marble. 

One of the more notable finds from the ba
silica is a hexagonal altar dedicated to the kyrios 
(Lord), the god Dionysus the founder, by Seleucus son of Ariston, in the year 
142 CE. The altar is decorated with masks portraying Dionysus and the god 
Pan, as well as a syrinx (panpipes), a shepherd's staff, and crossed thyrsoi 
(wands with pine cones at their ends)-one of Dionysus' attributes. 
STOA AND ORNAMENTAL POOL. Southeast of the basilica and the 
"monument" is a colonnade some 56 m long, of eighteen monolithic lime
stone columns on pedestals, with Ionic capitals. The corner engaged pilasters 
at both ends of the colonnade indicate that this was indeed a stoa (whose rear 
wall has not been excavated as yet). Facing the stoa was an ornamental 
stepped pool (50 m long and 7.5 m wide) whose sides are faced with marble 
slabs; the colonnade was probably reflected in the pool. A magnificent statue 
of the young Dionysus was found in the stoa. South of the colonnade the 

Coin of Nysa-Scythopolis, 
2nd century CE. 

Marble statue of Dionysus, 
Roman period. 

The temple plaza. 
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Ha-Gai (Valley) Street, the temple plaza, the nymphaeum, and the columnar monument, looking northwest. 

Altar of Dionysus: (front) mask of Dionysus; (left) image of the god Pan. 

excavators found a fragment of a larger-than-life marble statue of the torso 
of a cuirassed (armor-clad) ruler; decorating the armor were representations 
of a Medusa, griffins, and Zeus' eagle. These motifs are typical on such 
statues, and should be dated to the second half of the second century. 

At the end of the Byzantine period, the pool was filled in and a row of 
eighteen shops was built over it; the rear wall of these shops incorporated the 
earlier colonnade. The shops collapsed into the street in the 7 49 earthquake. 
The en tire area was flooded with water for many generations, and only sparse 
remains were found here from later periods. 

BYZANTINE REMAINS 
CITY WALLS. It is not clear when the city walls were originally built. That 
they were repaired in the first quarter of the sixth century emerges from three 
copies of an inscription in honor of Arsenius, a Beth-Shean-born Samaritan 
who occupied an important position in the Byzantine court; the repair 
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Plan of the "House of Leontius." 



Byzantine shops (partly reconstructed) with debris from the earthquake of 749 in front of them. 

Mosaic in room L of theM onastery of 
Lady Mary. 
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Monastery of Lady Mary: 
mosaic in the main hall. 



activities are attributed to him in the inscriptions. The walls were discovered 
in only a few places, but they are nevertheless sufficient to reconstruct their 
course. 
TETRAPYLON. A tetrapylon from the Byzantine period was partly exca
vated to the southwest of the basilica. Its passageways are blocked by in
dustrial installations. 
SYNAGOGUE ("HOUSE OF LEONTIUS"). The synagogue site was exca
vatedin 1964 byN. Tzori and from 1970 to 1972 by D. BahatandA. Druks, 
on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. The plan of 
the so-called House ofLeontius is not a common one in ancient synagogues: 
several rooms built around a central courtyard (only partially cleared). 
South of the courtyard was a chapel (7 by 7 m) with a mosaic floor. The 
border of the mosaic is a vine-trellis pattern; in the center of the mosaic a 
medallion depicts a menorah beneath the word Shalom (peace). The vine 
trellis issues from an amphora to form medallions, in which animals are 
depicted. Four dedicatory inscriptions were found in the synagogue, two 
in Aramaic and two in Greek. One of the Aramaic inscriptions is general, 
referring to the "members of the holy community" who contributed to the 
building's renovation; the other refers to the artist who executed the work, 
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without mentioning his name. Of the Greek inscriptions, one is again general, 
invoking the divine blessing on all those whose names were known to God; 
the other refers to "Jose the innkeeper," supporting the hypothesis that the 
synagogue was part of an inn. Some rooms, including a long room in the 
northwest of the building with a tripartite mosaic floor, were excavated in 
1964 by Tzori on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities. The upper 
part of the mosaic features scenes from the Odyssey: Odysseus bound to his 
ship's mast, struggling to resist the lure of the Sirens, who are playing their 
pipes (one of them is seen in the mosaic). In the central part of the mosaic, 
adorned with birds, a Greek dedicatory inscription refers to Leontius and his 
brother Jonathan, who donated the mosaic and wish to be remembered for 
their good deed. Still visible in the inscription are the remains of a defaced 
five-branched menorah. The lower part of the mosaic contains Nilotic 
scenes: a personification of the Nile as a bearded god; a building symbolizing 
a city, inscribed "Alexandria" in Greek; and a nilometer. These motifs are 
unknown in the iconography of ancient synagogues in Palestine; they, too, 
may indicate that the synagogue was part of an inn. 
VILLA. Not far from the "House of Leontius," to the east, is a building 
known as the villa. It was a private house, comprising some twenty-five 

Mosaic floor of the prayer hall in the synagogue ("House of Leontius"). 
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Tell lfammam: mosaic floor of the burial chapel. 

Relief of a menorah. shofar, lulab, 
ethrog, and incense shove/found at Beth
Shean. 

rooms and probably rising to two stories. It produced a wealth of varied 
finds, including an abundance of pottery and objects made of glass, stone, 
bone, and metal-one of the richest assemblages of artifacts from the period 
found in this country. 
RESIDENTIAL QUARTER AROUND THE AMPHITHEATER. Remains 
of dwellings from the Byzantine period that continued in use into the Early 
Arab period were found around the amphitheater. The area is undoubtedly 
an extension of the inhabited area in the Roman period. Of particular interest 
is a street from the Byzantine period that led from the theater to the am
phitheater. The street, lined with private houses and perhaps also shops, runs 
alongside the ampitheater for some 100 m. 

TELLI~TABA 

MONASTERY OF LADY MARY. To date, Christian remains have been 
found at Beth-Shean mainly on the mound itself (see above) and at Tell 
I~taba, where a large monastery, named the Monastery of Lady Mary, 
after one of its donors, was discovered. It was excavated by the University 
of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia) expedition, directed by G. M. FitzGerald. 
The monastery, built in 567, is built against the inner face of the city's 
northern wall (see above). 

Mosaic of the synagogue at Tell l~{aba. 

Stone bust of a man, from the cemetery. 

SAMARITAN(?) SYNAGOGUE. A synagogue, probably Samaritan, was 
excavated by Tzori at Tell I~taba, some 200m northeast of the Monastery 
of Lady Mary, outside the city wall. The building is a basilical structure with 
an apse, oriented northwest (not toward Jerusalem), and decorated with 
mosaic floors featuring floral and geometric patterns but no human or 
animal figures. In front of the apse the mosaic depicts an aedicule covered 
with a curtain, flanked by various symbols-menorahs, shofars, and incense 
shovels. One of the dedicatory inscriptions is in Samaritan script, but in the 
Greek language; another inscription, in Greek, refers to Marianas and 
I:Ianina, the artists who created the mosaic in the Beth Alpha synagogue. 

Within the city, west of the mound and not far from Jisr el-Khan (the 
western bridge), the remains of another monastery were excavated by Tzori. 
Some of its mosaics were laid in geometric patterns. 

CEMETERIES 
Cemeteries from the Roman period were found all around the city-on the 
north, east, and west (see above, Northern Cemetery). A tomb complex to the 
east of the city, originally intended as a family tomb, was used for a mass 
burial. It contained 142 skeletons, and a similar number were probably 
interred in a nearby cave, which was destroyed before the excavations be-



Bronze censer with a conical lid, from the synagogue. 

gan. The mass burial has been dated to the end of the Second Temple period 
and is to be associated with the massacre of the Jews ofBeth-Shean by their 
gentile neighbors on the eve of the First Jewish Revolt. Many Roman sar
cophagi were discovered at Tell l~taba, as well as along the road approaching 
Beth-Shean from the west, from Caesarea and Legio. 

M. Avi-Yonah and N. Makhouly, on behalf of the Mandatory Depart
ment of Antiquities, excavated a building with two superimposed mosaic 
floors, in the Roman-Byzantine cemetery at Tell I:Iammam, approximately 1 
km (0.6 mi.) east of the Monastery of Lady Mary. Tell I:Iammam is only part 
of the widespread complex of cemeteries that surrounded Beth-Shean. The 
building was divided into a main hall (5.5 by 5.5 m) with a kind of narthex in 
front of it. It was used as a burial chapel for the nearby tombs. The hall was 
decorated with a multicolored mosaic, consisting of medallions formed by 
vine scrolls, in which vintage scenes and various animals were represented. 
The border consisted of acanthus scrolls; at the corners were bearded heads 
personifying Oceanus, and clean-shaven heads personifying the four points 
of the compass. The narthex was decorated with a mosaic featuring a ca
lendar, with depictions and personifications of the months of the year ar
ranged in two tiers. Both mosaics show similarities with those in the Mon
astery of Lady Mary at Tell I~Taba. They were laid over an earlier mosaic 
that featured only geometric patterns; one mosaic is dated to the sixth 
century, and the earlier one to the fourth. 

GIDEON FOERSTER 

OTHER REMAINS 

CHALCO LITHIC SITES. Five Chalcolithic sites were discovered in neigh
borhoods within the limits of modern Beth-Shean (Eliyahu neighborhood, 
Shikkun ha-Histadrut, and Tel Beth-Shean). 
IRON AGE TOMBS. In 1951, five tombs from the Iron Age IIC (end of the 
sixth century BCE) were discovered here (map reference 1978.2116). They 
contained pottery, glass and bronze vessels, and silver jewelry. 
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Bronze lamp decorated with a hull's head and a handle in 
the shape of a cross, Byzantine period. 

TEL MIDGEH. In 1954-1955, a Byzantine potter's workshop was discov
ered at Tel Midgeh (map reference 1971.2103); it consisted of a pillared 
rectangular hall and an adjoining kiln. One of the lamps found here bore 
a Samaritan inscription: l;rm. yh. !'. tzrl;. !'. tzmrl;. 
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BETH SHE'ARIM 
IDENTIFICATION 
Ancient Beth She'arim was built on a hill once known by the Arabic name 
SheikhAbreik. It is situated in the southern foothills of Lower Galilee, facing 
the western limit of the Jezreel Valley (map reference 162.234). The identi
fication ofBeth She'arim with SheikhAbreikwas based on the excavations at 
the site that began in 1936, on the literary sources in which Beth She'arim and 
Besara are mentioned (see below), on the archaeological finds in the area of 
the ruins and the necropolis, and on the text of a Greek epitaph inscribed on a 
marble tablet, discovered in 1939 in the mausoleum near catacomb II. The 
epitaph reads: 

I, Justus, son of Leontios and Sappho, lie here dead, 
And after I had plucked the fruit of all wisdom 
I left the light, the miserable parents who mourn ceaselessly 
And my brothers. Woe to me in [my] Besa [ra]. 
After descending to Hades, I, Justus, lie here 
With many of my people, for so willed stern fate. 
Be comforted, Justus, no man is immortal. 

The early settlement extended over the summit of the hill and its southern 
slopes-an area totaling more than 2 a. The summit is located on the south
western side of the hill (138m above sea level). From this point it slopes down 
to the northeast, then rises again to a height of 130m above sea level at the 
spot where the remains of a synagogue and its annexes were discovered. 

The large necropolis extends around the western and northern slopes of 
the hill of Beth She'arim and on the nearby hills to the north and west. From 
surveys and excavations it became evident that this necropolis was one of the 
largest in the country, and almost every square foot of rock was utilized for 
hewing tomb caves. 

HISTORY 
Beth She'arim is mentioned for the first time by Josephus as "Besara." It is 
described as a village in southern Galilee, on the border of the territory of 
Ptolemais. At that time it was the administrative center of the estates of 
Queen Berenice in the Jezreel Valley (Life 118-119). The locality is men
tioned by the same name in a Greek epitaph discovered in Beth She'arim (see 
above) and in a tomb inscription in Deir Abu Sallame, in the vicinity ofLod. 
In talmudic literature, the place is usually called Beth She'arim, although 
sometimes the Aramaic form is used-Beth Sh'arei or Beth Sh'arein. 
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Beth She'arim: general plan. 

In the second century, Beth She'arim was a Jewish village in Galilee where 
several scholars lived, including Rabbi Jol)anan ben Nuri. There was already 
a rabbinical academy in Beth She'arim, but the village became especially 
famous as the place of residence of the patriarch Judah I ha-Nasi, called 
"Rabbi", and ofthe Sanhedrin. The Talmud contains descriptions of the life 
and work of the patriarch in Beth She'arim, the city's public buildings, 
including the academy where the patriarch taught, and the elaborate exedra 
built in his time. When he fell ill he moved to Sepphoris, and resided there 
until his death. After his death he was brought for burial to Beth She'arim, 
where he had had a tomb prepared during his lifetime. There is also a tradi
tion that Rabbi Huna the Exilarch (Resh Galutha) was brought to Beth 
She'arim for burial. In a later period there was a Rabbi Menal,lem of Kefar 
She'arim, who was also called "a man of Beth She'arim" (B.T., Nid. 27a). 

The cemetery at Beth She'arim was famous from the days of Patriarch 
Judah I onward, and gradually it became a central Jewish necropolis. "For 
people are brought here from many places like Upper Caesarea for burial in 

Hill of Beth She'arim, looking south. 



The basilica: (left) aerial view; (right) plan. 

Beth She'arim" (J.T., Mo'ed Q. Sa). 
The city was apparently destroyed during the repression of the Jewish 

rebellion in 351 CE against Gallus Caesar, the ruler of the Orient under 
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Emperor Constantius II from 351 to 354. According to Saint Jerome and 
other sources, many Jewish cities were razed during that time, including 
Sepphoris and the neighboring villages (Jerome, Chronicon, ad annum 

Ashlar construction in the basilica. 
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Staircase leading to the synagogue. 

352, GCS 47, 238; Sonetes, HEll, 33; Sozomenos, HEIV, 7; Aurelius Victor, 
De Caesaribus XLII, 10). 

EXCAVATIONS 
As early as 1871, superficial examination of a few tombs was conducted by 
C. Conder under the auspices of the Palestine Exploration Fund, but the 
results were meager. Systematic excavations at Beth She'arim began in 1936, 
sponsored by the then Jewish Palestine Exploration Society, under the di
rection of B. Mazar, with the assistance of P. Bar-Adon, I. Dunayevsky, 
N. Jaffe, and J. Kaplan. In the first four excavation campaigns ( 1936-1940), 
four catacombs (1-4) were unearthed on the western side, at the foot of the 
hill, as was another catacomb (11) and a nearby mausoleum on the western 
slope. Other catacombs (5-10) on the southern foot of the hill to the west were 
examined and partially cleared. On the northeastern part of the hill, remains 
of a synagogue and adjoining buildings were discovered. In 1953, the ex
cavations were resumed by the Israel Exploration Society and the Hebrew 

Plan of the synagogue. 
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University of Jerusalem, under the direction of N. Avigad. In four subse
quent excavation campaigns (1953-1955, 1958), catacombs 12-21 were 
unearthed on the northern slopes of Beth She'arim, trial soundings were 

General view of the synagogue. 
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Catacomb 1: entrance to hall 14. marble tablets with various decorations and inscriptions were affixed to 

made in the city area, and the northern gateofthecity and an oil press beside it 
were exposed. In two additional campaigns (1956 and 1959), under the 
direction of B. Mazar, a public building in the southwestern part of the 
city was excavated, and catacombs 22-27 and reservoir 24 at the northern 
edge of Beth She'arim were discovered. M. Schwabe deciphered the Greek 
inscriptions found in Beth She'arim from 1936 until 1954. 

The finds from the excavations brought to light much information about 
the history of the city, its public buildings, and, in particular, the large 
necropolis. During the period of the Mishnah and Talmud, the necropolis 
had not only served as a burial place for the inhabitants of Beth She'arim and 
the Jews in Palestine, but also for Diaspora Jews. 
EXCAVATIONS OF THE CITY AREA. In the northeastern part of the 
summit, a complex of buildings was exposed, including a large public build
ing and a synagogue, with buildings and courtyards between them. Several 
building periods could be distinguished: 
Period I. A few remains of walls were preserved from the Herodian period 
and from the first half ofthe second century CE. Typical ofthe construction of 
this period are small ashlars with protruding bosses, laid in straight courses 
of stretchers. 
Period II. The buildings in this period-the end of the second and beginning 
of the third centuries CE-are well planned and impressive in their fine 
architecture. The original plan of a public building (40 by 15m) belongs 
to this period. Its cellar and parts of the ground floor were preserved. The 
walls surrounding the building are built of large ashlars with smooth, flat 
bosses, laid in courses of alternating headers and stretchers. The finds reveal 
that this building belongs to the most flourishing period of the town-the 
time of Patriarch Judah I. It was also during that period that the large 
catacombs of the necropolis were begun. 

them (Beth She'arim 2, nos. 202-212). All the inscriptions but one are in 
Greek. They are dedicated to community officials and donors who contrib
uted to the construction of the synagogue. In this later phase, the central 
opening from the court into the synagogue was blocked. Possibly a niche was 
built there for the ark-that is, a permanent Ark of the Law. In the area 
between the synagogue and the public building, one small structure is espe
cially noteworthy. Two marble tablets were found in it. Each contained a 
Greek inscription, one dedicated to two people who engaged in matters of 
burial, and the other to "Jacob ofCaesarea, the head of the Synagogue of 
Pamphilia," which ended with the Hebrew greeting Shalom (peace). All the 
buildings in the town were eventually destroyed and burned. This is shown by 
the traces of destruction and conflagration visible everywhere. The date of 
destruction was established by a hoard of 1,200 coins discovered in the 
conflagration level in the public building. All the coins date to Constantine 
I and Constantius 11-that is, to the first half of the fourth century CE. No 
coin was found dated later than 351, the year the legions sent by Gallus 
Caesar suppressed the Jewish revolt. This date was confirmed by the results 
of an investigation of the synagogue itself. 
Period IV. Remains of poor buildings from the mid-fourth century CE to the 
end of the Byzantine period were preserved in the city area, in the vicinity of 
the northern gate, and in the synagogue area. Various finds have been 
attributed to this period, including Byzantine lamps and coins. 
Period V. Meager remains from Early Arab and Mameluke times were 
assigned to period V. 
Basilica. In the excavation on the southwestern part of the hill of Beth 

Period III. Many changes were made in the public building from the second 
quarter of the third century to the middle of the fourth century CE, and 
various structures were added in the northeastern part of the hill. The 
synagogue was erected-a rectangular building (35 by 15m) surrounded by 
thick walls of large ashlars without bosses. In front of the building was an 
open court. Three monumental doorways in the facade of the synagogue 
faced toward Jerusalem. They opened onto a city street. The basilica-like 
synagogue was divided into a central nave and two aisles by two rows of 
columns. It has a raised bema in the back wall of the nave. At a later stage 
(IIIB), the walls of the synagogue were coated with colored plaster, and Corridor in catacomb I, looking east. 
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She'arim, an extensive building was discovered (40 by 15m). It was con- columns into a nave and two aisles. It had a wide court from which one 
structed oflarge ashlars with flat, smooth bosses, similar to the dressing of entered the basilica through a narrow passageway (narthex). At a later stage, 
the masonry in the public building in the northeast of the city, and probably the passageway was removed in order to lengthen the basilica proper. This 
contemporary with it. The building is a basilica, divided by two rows of structure was certainly a public building, perhaps the meeting place for 

Catacomb 1: tomb of Rabbi Isaac son of Moqim, in hall 7. 



Places of origin of the Jews buried in the catacombs. 

business transactions. Repairs were made to it at different times. It was 
apparently destroyed when Gallus Caesar razed the city. From various 
remains, it is evident that settlement continued in this area, both in the 
Byzantine and in the Mameluke periods. Beneath the floor level, earlier 
building remains of the Herodian and Hellenistic periods were discov
ered. In the debris and on the natural rock, many sherds from the Iron 
Age liB and the Persian period were found. They are evidence that a set
tlement on the southwestern part of the hill was apparently founded in the 
ninth century BCE and that it continued without interruption. At the edge of 
the summit, between two groups of public buildings, remains of a gate and an 
oil press were discovered that had been in use in the Byzantine period but 
were very likely built at an earlier date. 
EXCAVATION OF THE NECROPOLIS. In the large necropolis from the 
second to fourth centuries CE, many catacombs were found hewn in the 
rock-some belonging to one family and others of a more public charac
ter. The cemetery is huge--caves were quarried in the slopes around Beth 
She'arim and on the slopes of the neighboring hills. In the large catacombs 
the tombs are very crowded. A great deal of epigraphic material was also 
discovered. These finds prove that this was a major Jewish necropolis and 
that the quarrying of graves for foreign Jews was a flourishing business in the 
town. Because Patriarch Judah I, his family, and his associates were buried at 

The facade of catacomb 14. 
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Beth She'arim, the place became revered by Jews in Palestine and in the entire 
Diaspora in the Middle East. Hints of this in the Talmud were confirmed by 
the Hebrew, Greek, and Palmyrene inscriptions, in which the places of origin 
of the deceased are mentioned. Among those mentioned in the epitaphs are 
the head of the Council of Elders of Antioch and his family; the heads of the 
synagogues of Tyre, Sidon, and Beirut; and men and women from Byblos, 
Palmyra, and Messene (in southern Babylonia). In a bilingual inscription in 
Greek and South Arabian, I:Iimyarites from South Arabia are mentioned, 
among them the head of the community ofl:limyar. From the inscriptions it 
became evident that those privileged to be buried in Beth She'arim were 
mainly people of importance in their communities, such as rabbis, holders 
of public offices, scribes, merchants, and craftsmen. Probably the belief was 
prevalent that "he who is buried in the Land of Israel is as though he were 
buried under the altar" (Tosefta, A.Z. IV, 3). 

The catacombs of Beth She'arim have courtyards or corridors from which 
built entrances open onto the burial halls. Portals are provided with stone 
doors, some of which still turn on their hinges. They are usually made in a 
style imitating wooden doors studded with nails. Occasionally, a door was 
found still bolted, but most of them had been broken at one time or another. 
Several of the courtyards were quite wide, some even paved with mosaics in 
colorful designs (catacombs 6 and 11). From the entrance, through an 
elaborate facade, steps led down into a courtyard. Some of the public cat
acombs had several stories of burial halls placed on either side of a long 
corridor hewn in the rock to a sizable depth. Catacomb 1 had sixteen halls 
containing four hundred burial places. 

The burial halls hewn in the rock are of various dimensions. Some consist 
of several rooms, with arched openings quarried in the rock between them. 
The graves in the halls are of different types, mainly arcosolia, loculi cut into 
the walls (customary from the time of the Second Temple onward), and pit 
graves cut into the floors. Into these were placed coffins made of wood, lead, 
pottery, or stone-and sometimes bodies without a coffin. There is also 
evidence of a continuation of the ancient practice of secondary burial: col
lecting the bones in an ossuary (usually of wood) or reburying them without 
an ossuary. In many arcosolia, loculi, and troughs, angle irons and nails were 
found-the remains of wooden coffins. The manner of burial in Beth 
She'arim corresponds closely to descriptions in Talmudic literature, as, 
for example: "At first they used to bury them in arcosolia; when the flesh 
withered, they used to gather the bones and bury them in cedar wood." (J. T ., 
Mo'edQ. 81, 3-4). "Anemptiedcoffinshouldnotbereused. If it was made of 
stone or pottery, it should be broken; if it was made of wood, it should be 
burned." (Mishnah, SemafJot 13). 
The Elaborate Catacombs and Their Contents. Most of the catacombs in Beth 

The structure above catacomb 14. 
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She'arim are similar in style. However, several differ in form, and a few are 
outstanding in their architecture and decoration. On the walls of catacombs 
1-4 are many reliefs, carvings, painted or incised pictures, and inscrip
tions-carved, incised, or painted. The decorations, which are mostly exe
cuted clumsily, reveal the Jewish style of popular art in the Roman period. 
The style was rooted in the artistic tradition of the Near East but was also 
greatly influenced by Hellenistic art. Of particular interest are the Jewish 
symbolic motifs, the main one being the seven-branched menorah and the 
ritual objects accompanying it-the lulab, ethrog, shofar, and incense sho
vel. All of these are common, conventional motifs in Jewish art. Another 
common subject was the Ark of the Law, sometimes pictured within a niche 
and with a menorah on either side. Among the other motifs, the most fre
quent are geometrical designs; depictions of men, animals, and boats; and 
architectural designs, such as an arched gate or a column with a capital. 

The mausoleum adjoining catacomb 11 is of special interest from the point 
of view of architectural art. It is dated to the beginning of the third century. 
This memorial is built of ashlars, with four facades. In one of the facades is a 
large niche with complicated architectural ornaments, the most important of 
them being an animal frieze of which only fragments have been preserved. 
Among the ruins of the mausoleum, a large fragment of a marble sarco
phagus was discovered with the relief ofLeda and the swan on one side. An 
epitaph for one Justus (see above) was carved on a large marble tablet. 

On the northern slopes of Beth She'arim, catacombs 14and20arethemost 
noteworthy. Both have large courtyards and, in their facades, three arches 
are cut out of the rock, with an entrance for each arch; the central entrance 
has a double door. The large burial hall of catacomb 14 is of particular 
importance because of its Hebrew inscriptions, which mention Rabbi Si-

Catacomb 1: arcosolia. loculi, and shaft grave in hall 13. 

mon, Rabbi Gamaliel, and Rabbi Anina (l:Ianina). It is quite possible that 
these are the very men to whom Patriarch Judah I referred before his death: 
"Simon my son shall be hakham [president of the Sanhedrin], Gamaliel my 
son Patriarch, l:Ianina bar I:Iama shall preside over the great court" (B.T., 
Ket. 103b). It is not improbable that this burial vault belonged to the patri
archal family. It may even be conjectured that the built tomb in the back 
room is the grave of Patriarch Judah I himself. 

Catacomb 20 is the most important one discovered in Beth She' arim up to 
the present. It is certainly the largest, with over 130 limestone sarcophagi, as 
well as innumerable fragments of marble sarcophagi. Three entrances lead 
into a hall (50 m long); the hall was provided with extensions on either side. 
The hall and side rooms are full of stone sarcophagi (average length 2.5 m). 
Most of these coffins are well preserved. Their main importance lies in their 
decorations and Hebrew inscriptions. There is no doubt that prominent Jews 
were buried in them. 

The decorative motifs were generally borrowed from Roman funerary art 
and adapted to the style of a school of local craftsmen. The most prevalent 
motifs are hanging wreaths, heraldic eagles, schematic heads ofbulls, tabulae 
ansatae, and a symbolic Jewish motif-the menorah. In addition, the fol
lowing motifs are noteworthy: two lions standing opposite each other, with 
either a vase or bull's head between them; a hunting scene of a lion chasing a 
gazelle; and a bearded figure in relief on the narrow side of one of the coffins, 
similar to the common representation of the Greek gods. This unique figure is 
merely decorative, but it is astonishing that it should be found on a Jewish 
coffin buried alongside the tombs of rabbis. Such coffins prove the tolerant 
attitude of the Jewish leaders of those days with regard to sculpture and 
figurative art, which by then had lost its original idolatrous connotations. 

Catacomb 1: (above) relief of a horseman; (below) Palmyrene inscription "the 
daughter of Molcho." 



Catacomb3: menorah relief Near it is the Greek inscription "Be strong Esther, 
also called Amphaitha. " 
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Plan of catacomb 11. 

Catacomb 1: relief of a menorah and a decorated column in hall 14. 

Catacomb 3: relief of a man with a menorah above his head in hall 5. 
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Reconstruction of the mausoleum adjoining catacomb 11. 

Decorated arch in the mausoleum adjoining catacomb 
II, depicting (left to right) lions hunting, an eagle, and 
wolves fighting (see also detail). 

Additional proof of that tolerance is revealed by the reliefs in the Galilean 
synagogues and in synagogue mosaics. 

All the inscriptions in catacomb 20 in general, and on the sarcophagi in 
particular, are in Hebrew. Among the deceased, many rabbis and their 
families are mentioned, for example, "This is the coffin of Rabbi Hillel 
[Halil], the son of Rabbi Levi, who made this cave," or "This is the coffin 
of Kyra Mega, the wife of Rabbi Joshua, son of Levi, Shalom," "These 
sarcophagi, the inner and the outer, are of Rabbi Aniana and of ... the 
holy ones, the sons of ... ,"or "This is the coffin of ... the daughter of Rabbi 
Joshua. [May] the memory of the just be blessed." 

In addition to the locally made stone coffins, the excavators found in this 
catacomb imported marble coffins whose carvings of human and animal 
figures are in the purely Roman style. All these coffins were smashed in the 
Early Arab period and the marble apparently sold as raw material. Piles of 
fragments of figures and chips of marble are the main remnants of those 
sarcophagi. The fragments reveal that the coffins were decorated with 
scenes from Greek mythology, such as the Amazonomachy. (For a similar 
mythological motif in the mausoleum adjoining catacomb 11, see above.) 

Above catacombs 14 and 20 open-air structures were surrounded by 
benches. They were apparently used as assembly places for prayer and 
sermons on days of mourning and memorial. They also added architectural 
splendor to the landscape of the necropolis. The structure above catacomb 20 
is approximately square (22 by 18m). There is a balustrade on its northern, 
narrow side, toward the courtyard. On its other three sides it is surrounded by 
walls, alongside which are rows of stone benches. A niche was located in the 
middle of the southern wall (in the direction of Jerusalem). 

A group of separate graves, unique at this site, was discovered on the 
northern slope of Beth She'arim, west of the upper structure of catacomb 
20, and near the surface. Some were quarried in the rock as rectangular 
shafts; others were built of stone slabs in the shape of a box. These graves 
were covered with layers of stones placed one above the other or arranged in 
the form of a gable. Lead coffins were discovered in these graves, decorated 
with reliefs common on such coffins in the Roman period. It is likely that they 
were brought here from one of the Phoenician cities. On two of them, tradi
tional Jewish symbols were added: the menorah, lulab, ethrog, shofar, and 
incense shovel. It was evident that there were numerous and varied forms of 
burial at Beth She'arim, not necessarily in hewn caves. 
The Funerary Inscriptions. The Greek inscriptions in the Beth She'arim 
cemetery are more numerous than the Hebrew ones. Those in Palmyrene 
and Aramaic are scarce. The short inscriptions mention the name and burial 
place of the deceased, and some add a sentiment, such as "Peace" or "Alas" 
in Hebrew. The considerable number of longer inscriptions were written 
mainly on the walls of the burial chambers and on marble tablets. In them 
are given the lineage, description, and occupation of the deceased and con
ventional formulas like the Hebrew inscription on a marble tablet: "This 
grave is of Rabbi Isaac son ofMoqim. Shalom." The following are examples 
of a few ofthe Hebrew inscriptions on the walls ofthe burial chambers: "This 
is the resting place ofYudan, son of Levi, forever in peace. May his resting 
place be [set?] in peace. Of Yudan, son of Levi"; "This place belongs to 
priests. Alas." Examples of the Greek inscriptions are: "This is the grave 
of Leontios, the goldsmith, father of Rabbi Paregorios and Julianos, the 
palatinos" (on a marble slab); "Benjamin, the son of Julius, the textile mer-



chant, son of the most excellent Makrobios," or "We [are the sons] of 
Leontios from Palmyra, the banker"; and "The tomb of Aidesios, head 
of the council of elders, from Antiochia" (on the wall of a burial cham
ber). A Palmyrene inscription reads "The burial hall ofThyme, of the family 

A 
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of Amase." An Aramaic inscription reads "He who is buried here is Shim' on 
the son ofY ol_lanan, and an oath, whoever shall open upon him shall die of an 
evil end." 

A marble tablet with Jewish symbols and a Greek epitaph runs as follows: 

B 

Catacomb 13: plan and section of the two stories. 
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Inscription "Daniel, son of Ada of Tyre." 

Greek epitaph of Karteria, set up by her daughter, 
catacomb I8. 

Center left: Mugharet el-Jehanem: graffito of a boat. 

Center right: inscription in catacomb 20: "These sarcophagi, the inner and the outer, 
are of Rabbi Aniana and of . .. the holy ones, the sons of ... " 

Below: mausoleum adjoining catacomb II; epitaph of Justus in which Besara (Beth 
She 'arim) is mentioned. 
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Catacomb 20: the lion sarcophagus. 

Hebrew inscription from catacomb 
13: "This is the resting place of 
Yudan. son of Levi .forever in peace. 
May his resting place be (set) in 
peace. 

Fragment from a sarcophagus showing Leda and the Swan .from the mausoleum of 
catacomb 11. 
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Fragment of a marble sarcophagus, part of an Amazonomachy. 

Catacomb 20: the eagle sarcophagus. 

Aramaic epitaph from catacomb 12 mentioning Shim'on son of Yol;anan. 
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Catacomb 20: the shell sarcophagus. 

"This tomb contains the mortal re
mains of noble Karteria I but it pre
serves forever her immortal memory. I 
Zenobia brought her here for burial, I 
fulfilling thus her mother's behest. I 
For you, most blessed of women, 
your offspring, I whom you bore 
from your gentle womb, your pious 
daughter, I for she always does ac
tions praiseworthy in the eyes of mor
tals, I erected this monument so that 
even after the end of life's term I you 
may both enjoy again new indestruc
tible riches." Such inscriptions are evi
dence of a belief in the resurrection of 
the dead. 
The Finds. All the catacombs in Beth 
She'arim were broken into and looted 
by grave robbers in later periods. Of 
all the graves and coffins, only a few 
escaped destruction and were found 
intact. From these the excavators de
rived much information about the 
burial customs of the period. The ob
jects left in the graves include jewelry, 
pottery, glass vessels, and coins. Such objects were not always placed in the 
tombs, and on many occasions only bones of the deceased were found. 

SUMMARY 
The reconstruction ofthe history of the cemetery at Beth She'arim, especially 
the catacombs, is fraught with difficulty. Nevertheless, a general picture is 
revealed by the architectural, epigraphic, and other types of finds. Accord
ingly, it is possible to trace the various phases of the evolution of public and 
private catacombs, their enlargement, and the changes that took place in 
them in the course of generations. 

Only a few graves are from the Herodian period and the second century. 
The quarrying of the graves and the building of the magnificent catacombs 
and mausoleums began, without doubt, at the beginning of the third century, 
the period of Patriarch Judah I. From 
his time onward, prominent Jewish 
families from the land of Israel and 
from the Diaspora would bring their 
dead to Beth She'arim for burial. This 
custom continued without interrup
tion until the Jewish revolt suppres
sed by Gallus Caesar in 351. After 
this date, the burials in Beth 
She'arim decreased greatly; they 
ceased altogether in the Byzantine 
period. 

The excavations at Beth She'arim 
have vastly increased our knowledge 
of Jewish architecture and art in the 
period of the Mishnah and the Tal
mud, known heretofore mainly from 
the synagogues in Palestine and neigh
boring countries and from the cata
combs in Rome. Much new knowl
edge of burial practices was ob
tained, as well as of Judeo-Greek, He
brew, and Aramaic epigraphy. The 
new finds in all these fields are a con
siderable contribution to Talmudic 
research and to that of the social, re
ligious, and economic aspects of the 
period of the Mishnah and the Tal
mud. 

Catacomb 20: sarcophagi. 

Excavations and Finds 
Main publications: B. Mazar, Beth She 'arim I (Report on the Excavations during 1936-1940), Jerusalem 
1973; M. Schwabe and B. Lifshitz, Beth She'arim 2: Greek Inscriptions, New Brunswick 1974; N. Avigad, 
Beth She'arim 3: Catacombs 12-23 (Report on the Excavations during 1953-1958), Jerusalem 1976. 
Other studies: Goodenough, Jewish Symbols!, 89-102, passim; 3, passim; N. Avigad, IEJ 4 (1954), 88-
107; 5 (1955), 205-239; 7 (1957), 73-92, 239-255; 8 (1958), 276-277; 9 (1959), 205-220; id., Archaeology 8 
(1955), 236-244; 10 (1957), 266-269; id., Antiquity and Survival2 (1957), 244-261; B. Mazar, JPOS 18 
(1938), 41-49; id., IEJ 6 (1956), 261-262; I 0 (1960), 264; id., BTS 46 (1962), 6-19; id., M dB 29 (1983), 38-
44; id., BAR 10/3 (1984), 62-65; id., The Early Biblical Period, Jerusalem 1986, 203-212; M. Pliner, 
Sefunim I (1966), 25-27; A. Ben-Eli, ibid. 3 (1969-1971), 89; M. Avi-Yonah, Scripta Hierosolymitana 24 
(1972), 9-21; J. Kaplan, BA 40 (1977), 167-171; Archives of Ancient Jewish Art: Samples and Manual(eds. 
Y. Yadin and R. Jacoby), Jerusalem, 1984, 73-82; N. Feig, ESI 5 (1986), 17-18; id.,IEJ38 (1988), 78. 
Inscriptions: Frey, Corpus 2, 177-212; M. Schwabe, IEJ 4 (1954), 249-261; M. Schwabe and 
B. Lifshitz, Beth She'arim 2 (Joe. cit.); F. Vattioni, RB 80 (1973), 261-263; id., Istituto Orientale di 
Napoli, Annali 45 (1985), 399-403. 
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BETH-SHEMESH 
IDENTIFICATION AND 
HISTORY 

Tel Beth-Shemesh is in the north
eastern Shephelah, near the modern 
town of Beth-Shemesh, 20 km (12.5 
mi.) west of Jerusalem (map ref
erence 1477.1286). Its name, "House 
of the Sun," seems to be of Canaa
nite origin and was meant to desig
nate the existence of a temple to the 
sun god within the city. In the border 
list of the tribe of Dan, it is called 'Ir
shemesh, "City of the Sun" (Jos. 
19:41). 

According to its biblical refer
ences, Beth-Shemesh was located 
near Zorah, Eshtaol, and Ekron; 
Eusebius identified it with a site 
10 miles east of Eleutheropolis 
(Beth Guvrin), toward Nicopolis 
(Emmaus) (Onom. 54:11-13). Rely
ing on these sources, E. Robinson 
identified Beth-Shemesh with Ru-
meileh, a tell immediately west of 
the Arab village of 'Ain Shems, 
which preserved the ancient name. 

/ 
( 

\ 

The mound is prominently situated on a ridge 250 m above sea level, 
between the Valley of Sorek, to its north, and Wadi 'Illin, to its west and 
south. A shallow saddle connects the ridge with the mountain range to its 
east. Water could be obtained by digging wells in the riverbeds around the site 
or by collecting rainwater in cisterns. The area of the ancient site is about 7 a. 

Beth-Shemesh is not mentioned in any ancient document but the Bible. 
The Late Bronze Age settlement was never a main city-state but was, rather, a 
border town at the territorial junction of three large city-states: Gezer, Tel 
Z:afit (Gath?), and Jerusalem. In Israel's tribal lists, Beth-Shemesh is allotted 
to Dan (Jos. 19:41), but it also appears on the northern boundary of Judah 
(Jos. 15:10) and as a Levitical city in Judah (Jos. 21: 16). Following the battle 
of EbenEzer and the capture of the ark by the Philistines, it was returned to 
Beth-Shemesh (1 Sam. 6:9ff.). The town appears in Solomon's second ad
ministrative district (1 Kg. 4:9), and was the scene of the battle between 
Joash, king of Israel, and Amaziah, king of Judah (2 Kg. 14:11-13; 2 
Chr. 25:21-23). During the reign of Ahaz, the Philistines seized Beth
Shemesh from Judah (2 Chr. 28:18); royal (lamelekh) seal impressions dis
covered at the site (see below) indicate that it returned to Judah under 
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Beth-Shemesh: plan of the excavation areas. 

Hezekiah. The Talmud describes Beth-Shemesh as the smallest village be
tween Gabatha and Antipatris (J.T., Meg. 1, 70a). 

EXPLORATION 
Tel Beth-Shemesh was first excavated in 1911-1912 by D. Mackenzie on 
behalf of the Palestine Exploration Fund. From 1928 to 1933, an American 
expedition from Haverford College, Pennsylvania, headed by E. Grant, 
conducted five seasons of large-scale excavations here. The results were 
later analyzed and published by G. E. Wright (1939), who emphasized the 
inherent difficulties of his tentative analysis and the need for a better-con
trolled excavation. In 1990, the Department of the Land oflsrael Studies at 
Bar-Ilan University renewed excavations at Tel Beth-Shemesh, under the 
direction of S. Bunimovitz and Z. Lederman, in order to answer some re
maining basic stratigraphical and cultural questions and to integrate ancient 
Beth-Shemesh into the broader archaeological framework of the Sorek 
Basin. 

THE EARLY EXCAVATIONS 
The main feature revealed by Mack
enzie in his search for the boundaries 
of the ancient city was a "Strong 
Wall," in his words, built of massive 
courses of great, rough boulders and 
dated by him to the "Canaanite per
iod." By tunneling and trenching 
along the wall's outer face, he recon
structed its course around the tell, and 
exposed two "bastions" and a city 
gate with three pairs of piers (his 
"South Gate"; another western bas
tion seemed to be a later addition). 
In the "Central City Area," to the 
north of the gate, he distinguished 
three "cities." The earliest, to which 
the wall had been related, ended with 
the disappearance of Cypriot and My
cenean imported pottery~at the end 
of the Late Bronze Age. The second 

Aerial view of Tel Beth-Shemesh, looking 
south: (left foreground) Iron Age 
fortifications, area C; (right foreground) 
public building and stratigraphical section, 
areas Band A; (rear) Mackenzie's 
Byzantine monastery. 
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was characterized by Philistine pottery and had been destroyed by a tre
mendous conflagration (his "Red Burnt Stratum"). According to Mac
kenzie, following this destruction, the city wall, which had been repaired 
extensively during this period, and the gate went out of use and Beth
Shemesh was no longer fortified. The third city, from the time of the Judean 
monarchy, seemed to ignore the former fortifications and to expand beyond 
their line. It was interpreted as ending with the campaign of Sennacherib 
through Judea in 70 l BCE. A typical Iron Age house exposed in this stratum 
was considered to be a bamah, or high place, because its standing stone pillars 
were thought to be ma!f!febot. Mackenzie also attributed some uppermost 
flimsy architectural remains, including an olive oil production installation, 
to a Late Israelite reoccupation. A large Byzantine building, completely 
excavated at the southeastern edge of the tell, was considered to be a con
vent, although no church has been found within its ruins. A few Bronze and 
Iron Age burial caves (East Grotto, High Place Grotto Sepulchre, tomb l) 
and a fine series oftypical Judean rock-cut chamber tombs (tombs 2-9) were 
also exposed. Most of the latter, which seem to belong to an extensive Iron 
Age necropolis at the northwestern confines of the site, were rich in finds, 
mainly from the eighth century BCE. 

Mackenzie's stratigraphy was basically confirmed and further refined in 
the extensive Haverford excavations on the western half of the mound. Six 
strata were discussed by G. E. Wright in his final report. The lowest one 
(stratum VI) consisted of Early Bronze IV and Middle Bronze IIA sherds 
only, found near bedrock. 
STRATUM V: MIDDLE BRONZE AGE. Stratum V includes Mackenzie's 
massive city wall, his northeastern and much-ruined western bastions (the 
southwestern bastion was considered to be a later addition), and the South 
Gate. It was dated to the Middle Bronze IIB-C (seventeenth-mid-sixteenth 
centuries BCE). The only well-preserved building related to this period was a 
patrician house built against an offset in the wall. Three intramural tombs 
(tomb 9~Mackenzie's High Place Grotto Sepulchre~and tombs 13 and 
17) and one outside the wall (tomb 12) were cleaned. Although it is not clear 
whether stratum V came to an end in a general destruction, its end was 
related to one of the Egyptian campaigns in Canaan in the second half of the 
sixteenth century BCE. 
STRATUM IV: LATE BRONZE AGE. The Late Bronze Age, represented by 
stratum IV, seems to have been a relatively prosperous period in the history 
ofBeth-Shemesh. Two phases were distinguished within the stratum: IVa~ 
Late Bronze I (fifteenth century BCE); and IVb~Late Bronze II 
(fourteenth-thirteenth centuries BCE). The destruction separating the two 
phases may be related to the unstable sociopolitical conditions in the 
Shephelah then, as reflected in the el-Amarna letters. A fine building in 
phase IVa seems to belong with the series of Late Bronze patrician houses 
also known at neighboring sites (Tel I:Ialif, Tel Batash, and Gezer-among 
them). In a room in another large building from phase IV were two square 
furnaces filled with ashes, but their exact purpose is not clear. Nearby, an 
elongated furnace was found that probably was used for copper smelting. A 
conspicuous feature of stratum IV is the numerous plastered cisterns dug 
into the solid rock. They have narrow necks built up through the tell's debris 
to the occupation level. Some of the most interesting objects found at Beth
Shemesh came from stratum IV, including a cuneiform tablet written in the 
Ugaritic alphabet, an ostracon with a Proto-Canaanite inscription, and a 
spectacular jewelry hoard originally dated incorrectly to the Byzantine 
period. Tombs 10 (Mackenzie's East Grotto Sepulchre) and 11, both 
extramural, were related to the end of phase IVb. 

Ostracon with Prato-Canaanite inscription. 

The destruction of stratum IV was dated by Wright to the end of the 
thirteenth or the beginning of the twelfth century BCE. However, its destroy
ers could not be identified with any certainty. Relying on meager pottery 
evidence from two silos (515 and 530), Wright also tried to isolate a 
pre-Philistine, Iron Age lA transitional phase, similar to that at Tell Beit 
Mirsim Bl. 
STRATUM III: IRON AGE I. Stratum III, with a much shallower layer of 
debris than its predecessor, represents the main Iron Age I settlement at 
Beth-Shemesh (Mackenzie's Second City). It is characterized by bichrome 
Philistine pottery. A composite plan of this settlement (prepared by 
Z. Herzog from the fragmentary plans published by the American excava
tors) reveals a large, unplanned village. The domestic architecture, as well as 
the pottery, retains strong Canaanite traditions. Most houses were built 
simply, but one fine courtyard residence was discovered. Industrial remains 
consisting of a few furnaces, pottery blowpipes, and bronze fragments may 
indicate metalworking. Wright related the violent destruction of stratum III 
to the Philistines and dated it to the mid-eleventh century BCE. 
STRATUM II: IRON AGE II. Three phases have been distinguished in 
stratum II: Ila (c. 1000-950 BCE), lib (c. 950-eighth century BCE), and lie 
(eighth century-586 BCE), although the last two were identified by an 
artificial separation of the pottery without a clear architectural correlation. 

It seems that in stratum Ila the settlement was replanned on a concentric 
scheme: a casemate wall was built around the mound with a belt of houses 
abutting it and facing inward onto a circular street and a central core of 
buildings. The width of the walls of the houses was a single field stone deep, 
like those of stratum III, except that pillars were used extensively, both within 
rooms and in the outside walls. A spacious "Residency," a large silo, and a 
typical Iron II tripartite storehouse/stable were situated between the private 
houses. They were related to the status of Beth-Shemesh as a provincial 
administrative center during the United Monarchy. Wright later attributed 
thedestructionofstratumiibtoShishak'scampaign(endofthetenthcentury 
BCE) and, because of the sparse material finds, envisaged a gap in occupation 
here during the ninth century BCE. 

In general, the strata lib and lie buildings followed the lines established in 
stratum Ila, and many of them were repeatedly reconstructed. It is clear, 

LB clay tablet inscribed with Ugaritic cuneiform script. 



LB Mycenean vessels. 

Jar handle bearing royal seal impression lmlk/]:lbm ([belonging} to 
the king/Hebron), 8th century BCE. 

however, that the casemate wall went out of use in stratum lie (or even 
earlier) because houses were built over it. Many industrial installations, 
especially for producing olive oil and wine(?) were found in both strata. 
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Iron I libation bowl. 

~ Although stratum lie showed considerable erosion and it was difficult to 
separate its remains from those of stratum lib, a burned layer was discerned 
between the two. The supposed destruction of stratum lib has been related to 
one of the several events (the Assyrian campaigns in Philistia and Judah, the 
battle between Joash and Amaziah, or the Philistine capture of Beth
Shemesh in the time of Ahaz) that may have affected Beth-Shemesh in the 
eighth century BCE. 

The seemingly unimpressive remains from stratum lie, including its pot
tery-which included a considerable number of jar handles stamped with 
lamelekh seal impressions, as well as seal impressions of royal officials 
(sometimes called private seals)-were identified with Mackenzie's "Re
occupation Period" and erroneously dated to the seventh century BCE. The 
finar destruction of Beth-Shemesh was related to the conquest of Judah by 
Nebuchadnezzar in 586 BCE. Three typical Judean chamber tombs (tombs 
14~16) were excavated at the northwest slope of the tell, in the vicinity of the 
tombs already exposed by Mackenzie. Tomb 14 seems to be the latest in the 
series of tombs revealed in the Beth-Shemesh necropolis and is dated to the 
Babylonian period (sixth century BCE). A fine small carnelian seal from the 
tomb bears the inscription "(Belonging) to 'Adaiahu/(son) of Al)imelekh." 
STRATUM I: HELLENISTIC TO MEDIEVAL PERIODS. A variety oflate 
pottery, coins, and architectural remains spanning the Hellenistic, Roman, 
Byzantine, and medieval periods were lumped together and designated 
stratum I. 

THE NEW EXCAVATIONS 
Because almost three-quarters of the tell had already been dug down to 
bedrock, the excavations conducted by the Bar-Ilan expedition are concen
trated in the mound's northeastern quarter, untouched by Grant and ex
cavated by Mackenzie only at its confines. Area A, located just east of the 
1933 excavation plot, was planned to serve as a deep stratigraphical section 
through the tell's layers. Immediately under the surface, an industrial com
plex belonging to the eighth century BCE was uncovered, and the southern 
part of the section was enlarged (area B) in order to expose more of the 

Two jugs and a bowl decorated in Philistine style, Iron I. 
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Iron I krater with nine handles and rope decoration. 

remains. A large rectangular crushing basin, pressing vats, perforated stone 
weights, plastered installations, and many pottery vessels-some containing 
olive pits-indicate that olive oil was produced in this quarter. Judging from 
the pottery, which included many unstamped lamelekh jars and at least one 
bearing two lmlkjl;brn seal impressions with the four-winged emblem, the 
quarter was destroyed and deserted at the end of the eighth century BCE. 

Because neither architectural remains nor any pottery dating to the seventh 
century BCE was found, it seems that Mackenzie, rather than Grant and 
Wright, was correct in attributing the final destruction of Beth-Shemesh 
to Sennacherib's campaign in Judah in 701 BCE. 

The stratum preceding the eighth-century BCE remains appears to be more 
residential in character, with buildings oriented southeast-northwest and 

Horn-shaped vessel, Iron I. 

Area C: corner of the upper wall or fort, abutted by a casemate on the left, United 
M anarchy period. On top of the wall, remains of a gate with two piers and a plastered 

drain between them. 

built on both sides of a narrow alley. Adjacent to these houses and similarly 
oriented, a spacious building, probably with a public function, was found. 
This impressive building, only partially exposed as yet, is characterized by 
thick stone foundations for its brick walls; plastered and beautifully paved 
flagstone floors; and rows of stone column bases and monoliths. The build
ing was destroyed in a fierce conflagration but apparently had been evac
uated prior to its destruction: very few finds were recovered from under its 
collapsed roof and walls. However, both the public building and the resi
dential units next to it can be dated to between the tenth and ninth centuries 
BCE. 

At a lower point in the section, where most of the upper levels have been 
eroded downslope, a burned twelfth-century BCE monumental building was 
exposed. Its eastern entrance leads into an open court, where a few hearths 
were found. The adjacent room is beautifully paved with large river pebbles 

Red-slipped and burnished storage jar, Iron II. 
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Iron II shekel, nsf, and pym weights. 

Entrance to an Iron I tomb excavated by Mackenzie. 

that are worn and have a sheen from frequent foot traffic. A gold earring and 
another piece of gold jewelry were found among the fallen bricks and ashes 
that filled the building. Bichrome Philistine sherds were the most conspic
uous type of pottery. This destruction seems to be identical with Mackenzie's 
Early Iron Age "Red Burnt Stratum" (his Second City) and with the de
struction that laid waste to the Haverford expedition's stratum III. It is 
suggested, however, that this destruction took place at the end of the twelfth 
or the beginning of the eleventh century BCE, earlier than the date given by 
Grant and Wright for the end of their stratum III. 

The most outstanding find so far from the renewed excavations is the 
complex system of huge fortifications exposed in area C. Here, more than 
I 0 m from the edge of the tell, across a section cut to bedrock into the tell's 
northeastern shoulder, a massive wall built of four stepped courses oflarge 
boulders was revealed. This wall, founded on a ledge of bedrock, appears to 
concur with Mackenzie's descriptions ofhis Strong Wall. Indeed, one of the 
tunnels by which he explored the course ofthe wall around the tell was found 
along its outer face, a unique relic of pioneering archaeology in this country. 
However, a short distance up the slope, behind the wall, an impressive corner 
of a second wall, or of a large fortress, built oflarge, flat stones founded on 
huge boulders, was uncovered. On its eastern side, a casemate wall abuts the 
fortified corner. A fill sealed by a sloping, sterile layer of white chalk was 
found between the two fortification segments. Obviously the lower wall 
served as a revetment for the upper line of fortifications. The pottery in 
the fill is no later than the tenth century BCE, and it is reasonable to date 
the foundation of this complex system of fortifications to the days of the 
United Monarchy. It seems that the only way to reconcile this new informa
tion with Mackenzie's observations about his Strong Wall is to assume that 

Fragment of an Iron II figurine bearing an oil lamp. 

he erroneously joined the two lines of fortifications into the one presented in 
his plans. He may have even joined three lines of walls: superimposed on the 
fortified corner, the remains of a northern gate complex are now being 
revealed. These so far include two opposing piers, segments of two oth
ers, and a plastered drainage channel with some of its covering stones still 
in place. Neither the date of the gate, nor the course of its wall, is clear as yet. 
Both Mackenzie and Wright suggested that in the Iron Age II Beth-Shemesh 
was unfortified or not considered important enough in the defense of the 
kingdom ofJudah. However, in light of the new excavations, it seems that the 
kings of Judah invested considerable effort and resources in its defense. 

Identification: Robinson, Biblical Researches 2, 223-225; Clermont-Ganneau, ARP 2, 209-210. 
Excavation reports: D. Mackenzie, APEF I (1911) 41-94; 2 (1912-1913), passim; E. Grant, Beth Shemesh 
(Palestine): Progress of the Haverford Archaeological Expedition, Haverford 1929; id., Ain Shems 
Excavations (Palestine) .1928-1929-1930-1931, l, Haverford 1931; 2, Haverford 1932; id., Rumeileh. being 
A in Shems Excavations (Palestine), 3, Haverford 1934; E. Grant and G. E. Wright, A in Shems Excavations 
(Palestine), 4 (Pottery), Haverford 1938; 5 (Text), Haverford 1939. 
Stratigraphy and material culture: M. Aharoni andY. Aharoni, RASOR 224 (1976), 73-90; M. Tadmor 
and 0. Misch-Brandl,Israel MuseumJournall6(1980), 71-82; E.Puech, RB93(1986), 175-177, 197-213 
(includes bibliography); A. G. Loundine, Le Museon 100 (1987), 243-250; G. J. Wightman, Abr-Nahrain 
28 (1990), 96-126. 
Historical studies: F. M. Cross and G. E. Wright, JBL 75 (1956), 202-226; N. Na'aman, Borders and 
Districts in Biblical Historiography, Jerusalem 1986, 203-236 (includes bibliography); id., RASOR 261 
(1986), 5-21. 

SHWMO BUNIMOVITZ, ZVI LEDERMAN 

GIV'AT SHARETT 

IDENTIFICATION 
The site is located near the modern town ofBeth-Shemesh on a mostly barren 
hill, at the top of which bedrock is visible everywhere. The hill (designated hill 
289 on old maps, hill310on newmaps)is about 1.6 km (1 mi.) southeastofTel 
Beth-Shemesh. The ancient settlement seems to have been confined to the 
eastern part of the hill. 

EXCAVATIONS 
In 1971, S. Gudovitz conducted a rescue survey of Giv'at Sharett. The site 
wasexcavatedin the sameyearbyC. Epstein and in 1972-1973 by D. Bahat, 
both on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. In the 
course oftwo seasons of excavations, the settlement was completely uncov
ered. The remains were found mainly at the edge of the hill, where they had 
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Giv'at Sharett.· (above) general view, 
looking south; (below) plan of the site. 

been preserved under agricultural ter
races (dating from the Roman period 
onward); the remains on the top of the 
hill were extremely sparse. 

The excavations revealed a plan
ned, one-period, unfortified settle
ment, showing no signs of repairs or 
alterations, ascribed to the Middle 
Bronze Age. It was surrounded by 
a series of attached buildings, prob
ably storehouses, whose outer walls 
formed a kind of city wall. One of 
the storehouses contained rows of 
storage jars found in situ. The row of 
buildings was built on a terrace below 
the hill's summit. From this row, per
pendicular lanes led farther up the hill 
to a peripheral street that was flanked 
by houses opening onto it. From here, 
again, perpendicular lanes led to the 
summit, where public buildings stood. J. 
Only one of these could be identi
fied-a temple. It was surrounded by 
other buildings of a cultic nature
perhaps favissae or storehouses for 
votive offerings. A type oflarge court-
yard was also found, whose floor was 
covered with a considerable number 
of sherds, collected there for some un
known reason. 

The houses varied in size from ap
proximately 7 by 8 m to 10 by 12m. 
They can be divided architecturally 
into two types: the courtyard 
house, comprising a central court-
yard surrounded by rooms; and a building with several (generally three) 
pairs of rooms in rows. Some of the courtyards were paved with stones; 
on one side of the courtyard foundations of columns, probably to support 
a kind of wooden roof, could be distinguished. The temple on the summit 
consists of two rooms. The front room, facing east, was a hall ( 6 by 3m) with 

Seven-mouthed oil lamp, from the holy of holies in the temple. 

low benches (perhaps used to hold offerings) built along its walls. The second 
room, separated from the first by two antae, was the holy ofholies ( 4 by 4 m), 
with a platform at its western end. The platform was built of a fill of stones 
with a single high stone in the center, projecting some 30 em above the rest of 
the fill. A few cultic vessels were found in the temple: a seven-mouthed lamp 
in the holy of holies; and chalices, bases, clay pipes, and miniature vessels
attesting to the structure's cultic function-in the hall. The builders took 
advantage of the natural rock protrusions that sometimes reach dozens of 
centimeters above the hill's surface; many walls were founded on such nat
ural rock configurations. Here and there these protuberances were cut to 
adapt them to the required width. The walls resting on them were built of sun
dried mud bricks (0.13~0.15 by 0.32~0.45 by 0.45~0.53 m). The agricultural 
character of the settlement is attested by grinding stones and millstones of 
various kinds, found in almost every house. Silos were also found dug into or 
built above the ground, as well as jars used to store grain in some of the 
houses. The houses produced an abundance of pottery. Four tombs were 
discovered on the western slope of the hill. One of them contained scores of 
vessels and scarabs, as well as weapons. 

Examination of the finds from the tombs made it possible to date at least 
one of them to the Middle Bronze Age IIA, implying a probable connection 
with Tel Beth-Shemesh, but not with the settlement of Giv'at Sharett. The 
other tombs seem to date to the same period. Later finds were also discovered 
in the settlement, but it should nevertheless be dated to the eighteenth to 
seventeenth centuries BCE. 

C. Epstein, IEJ22 (1972), 157; id., RB 79 (1972), 583-584; D. Bahat, IEJ 23 (1973), 246-247; id., RB 
80 (1973), 566-567; id., BAR 4/3 (1978), 8-11. 
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BETHYERAH 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Beth Yeral;t (Khirbet el-Kerak) covers an area of approximately 50 a. 
along the southwestern shore of the Sea of Galilee (map reference 204.236). 
The mound's western boundary is the old bed of the Jordan River. Its 
southern boundary is the issue of the Jordan River from the Sea of Gali
lee. The suggestion that Khirbet el-Kerak be identified with Beth Yeral;t or 
Talmudic Ariah was made in the nineteenth century. Some authorities have 
identified the site with the Philoteria built by Ptolemy II Philadelphus 
(Polybius, V, 70, 3-4), a town in the Jewish territory under the Hasmoneans 
(Georgius Syncellus, I, 558-559). Others have suggested identifying it with 
Sennabris, mentioned by Josephus as the northernmost border point of the 
Jordan Valley and the camping ground ofVespasian's army (War III, 447, 
IV, 455). In Talmudic literature, Beth Yeral;t is frequently mentioned as a 
mixedsettlementofforeignersandJewsnearSennabris(J.T.,Meg. 70a, 74a). 

EXCAVATIONS 
In surveys prior to the excavations, it had become clear that the site was 
settled in the Early Bronze Age, and from the Hellenistic to the Arab periods. 
A special kind of Early Bronze Age III pottery first discovered here was 
named Khirbet Kerak ware by W. F. Albright. The ware's typical features 
are red and black burnish and incised or ribbed decoration. Since the dis
covery of this ware at Beth Y eral;t, similar pottery has been found at many 
other sites in Israel and in northern Syria. Its style attests that the ware 
originated in Anatolia. 

The first excavations at Beth Yeral;t were carried out by the Palestine 
Exploration Society in 1944-1945, under the direction of B. Mazar (Mais
ler), M. Stekelis, and I. Dunayevsky. The expedition excavated an area on the 
southern part of the mound. In 1945-1946, Stekelis, M. Avi-Yonah, and 
Dunayevsky continued work in the south and began excavating on the 
northern part of the mound. 

After 1949, excavations were carried out at the northern part of the site by 
the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums, at first under the direc
tion ofP. L. 0. Guy and later under P. Bar-Adon. More extensive excava
tions in the south and soundings in various places in the center and in the west 
were directed by Bar-Adon (1949-1955). In the course of the latter excava
tions, residential quarters were exposed, and the lines of the different city 
walls were examined. In 1952-1953 and 1963-1964, additional excavations 
and soundings were undertaken by the Oriental Institute at the University of 
Chicago, under the direction ofP. Delougaz, assisted in the later seasons by 
H. Cantor. Their work was concentrated mainly in the northern part of the 
mound and, to some extent, in the center. 

Under the auspices of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums, 
excavations were carried out in 1967 on the eastern part of the mound, in 
strata from the Early Bronze Age, under the direction of D. U ssishkin. In 
1976 salvage excavations were carried out in two areas on the northern part 
of the mound. The first area, near the lakeshore, was excavated under the 
direction ofR. Amiran, Z. Yeivin, and C. Cohen. Ten strata, dating from the 
Early Bronze Age I to the Hellenistic period, were distinguished. Excava
tions directed by D. Bahat in another area to the southwest revealed three 
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Beth Yerah: plan of the site. 

strata from the Early Bronze Age I-III, one stratum from the Hellenistic 
period, and one from the Byzantine period. 
EARLY BRONZE AGE. In the south, remains from the Early Bronze Age 
were exposed under the Hellenistic stratum, with only a thin layer of earth 
separating them. Along the stone fortification wall (see below) the 
excavators reached virgin soil at a depth of 7.3 m. Four phases from the 
Early Bronze Age could be distinguished: Beth Yeral;t I-IV. 
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Building with circles, EB III: (left) general view; (right) plan. 
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1. Storage jar with combed decoration, EB !1; 2. Storage jar with band-slip decoration, EB Ill; 3-5. Selection of Khirbet Kerak ware. 

Beth Yerah I. The inhabitants of the earliest settlement did not live in houses 
but in roofed-overpits (c. 0.5-3.5 m deep and 3-4m in diameter). Remains of 
ashes, gray-burnished sherds, and animal bones were found in them. 
Beth Yeral,t II. Rectangular houses with mud-brick walls, remains of a court
yard paved with basalt slabs, and corners of rooms were found in stratum II. 
The pottery is characterized by red burnishing and band slips. It includes 
hole-mouth vessels and ledge handles. A tournette for making pottery was 
also found. 
Beth Yeral,t III. In stratum III, the walls of the houses were built on basalt 
foundations of one or two courses. No Khirbet Kerakware was found; based 
on the pottery, stratum III has been assigned to the Early Bronze Age II, as 
has the mud-brick city wall. On the floor of one of the houses with mud-brick 
walls, several jars were found undisturbed; they resemble jars in a grave at 
Kinneret (q.v.). A cylinder-seal impression was also discovered. 
Beth Yeral,t IV. The stratum IV settlement had a longer life than its pre
decessors. Four phases were distinguished in the approximately 2-m-thick 
deposit. Most of the houses were built ofbasalt; only a few were mud brick on 
a basalt foundation. A building (7 by 8 m) oriented north-south was un
covered. Aside from a large amount of pottery, five animal figurines, two clay 
models of houses, and a fragment of a clay figurine of a roaring lion were 
discovered. Among the flint tools, the knife blades are noteworthy. The 
pottery from Beth Y eral;l IV is dated to the Early Bronze Age III, and 
Khirbet Kerak ware is abundant. 

In the southeastern part of the mound, Bar-Adon made a I O-m-square 
sounding down to virgin soil. The large occupational gap there was of shorter 
duration than that previously found in the excavation on the southern part of 
the mound. Twenty-three phases were distinguished: four from the Early 
Bronze Age I (including an apsidal house); five from the Early Bronze Age II 
(brick walls, a paved street, and traces of drainage); six from the Early Bronze 
Age III, including a conflagration layer; three from the Middle Bronze Age I, 
including a paved street, six house courtyards, and remains of a potter's 
workshop; and a grave from the Middle Bronze Age II. A stratum from 
the Persian period, not uncovered on 
the mound until then, was also found. 
Fortifications. The city walls in the 
different periods were built along the 
western and southern sides of the 
mound. On the east, the Sea of Gali
lee offered a natural defense. The Jor
dan River, which flowed in its old bed 
until much later (at least until the 
medieval period), formed a natural 
protecting border on the north and 
west of the mound. 

The first fortifications are attrib
uted to the beginning of the Early 
Bronze Age. Six phases were distin
guished by Bar-Adon. In the south, 
part of a wall running east-west was 
discovered. The wall (up to 8 m wide) 
was built of mud brick in three adjoin
ing sections. Two superimposed gates 
with basalt doorjambs were exposed; 
the stepped paths that descended into 
the city from the west were also paved 
with basalt. Outside the gate, but close 
to it, was a group of upright basalt 
stones (perhaps tombstones) that 
was assigned to the early phase of the 
wall. Within the gate were two guard
roomsdated to alaterphase. Remains 

Hole-mouth jar in situ, EB II. 

Bathhouse: general view of the frigidarium. 
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Plan of the Roman bathouse. Drainage pipe from the bathhouse. 

Roman bathhouse: general view. looking west. 
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Beth Yeral;: plan of the church. 

1. Tombs 

2. Diaconicon 

3. Narthex 

4. Atrium 

5. Portico 

of early fortifications are preserved from all the phases from the Early Bronze 
Age to the Middle Bronze Age I. 
Building with Circles. On the northern side ofthemound is a large rectangular 
building (30 by 40 m) dated to the Early Bronze Age III. The building was 
constructed of basalt rubble, and its entrance on the east overlooked the Sea 
of Galilee. Its northeastern section was damaged when a Roman-Byzantine 
bath was constructed above it. The building consisted of a broad wall (up to 
10m wide) on top of which stone circles were sunk 10 em below the level ofthe 
pavement. There were four circles along the southern wall, three along the 
western wall, and two along the northern wall. The edge of another circle is 
visible near the entrance on the eastern wall: ten circles altogether. There were 
probably another two circles along the northern wall. 

The interior of each circle was divided by four stone partitions. These 
started from the perimeter and were built toward the center of the cir
cle, but stopped short of it. From the entrance of the building on the 
east, a corridor led to an inner court paved with stone slabs. In the southern 
wall of the courtyard, a threshold and steps leading to the area between two 
circles were found. Clay ovens were discovered near the threshold and in the 
northwestern corner of the court. A third oven, cleared in the middle of the 
court, contained small bowls and Khirbet Kerak ware. An area that had 
apparently been roofed over ran along the length of the court's west side. A 
paved street extended around the building on the south, west, and north (and 
perhaps also on the east). From the north side it descended stepwise, east
ward to the lake. This building was probably a public granary. Its plan 
resembles that of a stone model discovered on the island of Melos. 

Bathhouse: central pool in the frigidarium. 

HELLENISTIC TO EARLY ARAB PERIODS. From the Hellenistic period, 
1,300 m of city wall were discovered. The sections found so far indicate that 
the total length is likely to have been 1,600 m. The wall follows the mound's 
western and southern borders and is constructed on a huge basalt rubble 
foundation (4.8-7 m wide and 3.5 m high), topped by a brick wall of which 
only a few courses remain. The wall was built in contiguous sections and 
fortified with alternating square and round towers. 

Part of one ofthecity's Hellenistic quarters was uncovered on the southern 
part ofthe mound. Several building complexes were discovered on either side 
of a street running southeast-northwest. The largest of these buildings is a 
spacious residence with a courtyard paved with pebbles. The court is en
closed on three sides by eleven rooms. Judging from the pottery (Rhodian 
jars) and the coins, it belongs to the Ptolemaic period. 

Bar-Adon found additional Hellenistic houses. A few were preserved up to 
the level of their windows, which looked east, to the Sea of Galilee. The walls 
in one of the houses were ornamented with colored plaster, imitating black, 
red, and green marble veneer. The Roman period is represented in the 
southern part of the mound by sections of a large building; a corner of 
its outer walls remains. 
Fort and Synagogue. North of the building with the circles a large, square 
Roman fort (60 by 60 m), with square towers at its corners, was found. The 
main gate was in the middle of the southern wall. It was flanked by towers 
similar to the corner towers. The foundation of the fort consisted of a rubble 
fill faced with large, smoothly dressed stones on the outside and smaller 
stones on the inside. 

Within the area of the Roman fort, Guy and Bar-Adon uncovered the 
remains of the foundations of a synagogue (22 by 37m). The building was 
divided by two rows of columns into a nave and two aisles. There was an apse 
in the middle of the southern wall, oriented to Jerusalem. The nave was paved 
with a colored mosaic, partially preserved, depicting plants, birds, lions, and 
other motifs. Carved on the base of a column were a menorah, 
lulab, ethrog, and incense shovel. Several rooms, unearthed south and west 
of the synagogue, were undoubtedly for public use. In the same area, a 
branching water and drainage system was excavated. 

Greek inscription in the mosaic floor of the diaconicon in the church. 



Roman Bathhouse. A Roman bath was discovered in the north. The main 
parts were a frigidarium, a tepidarium, and a caldarium; the latter two were 
built over a hypocaust. The frigidarium is almost square; the main entrance 
is on the west and another entrance is on the east. It was once paved with 
marble flags and had a pool in the center whose roof was supported by 
columns (some bases were discovered). The walls of the frigidarium were 
decorated with a colored and gilt mosaic. Benches were built along the 
western wall and at the western end of the southern wall. The southern wall 
and the southern part of the eastern wall were twice as thick as the other 
walls, for they separated the frigidarium from the caldarium and the 
tepidarium. Their function was to carry the weight of the arches and to 
insulate the heated rooms. Two bathtubs were found near the southern wall. 

The cellar of the hypocaust was L-shaped. Its ceiling was supported by a 
series of posts and arches made of baked brick. Additional support was 
provided by several stone pillars. Clay pipes and apertures for hot air were 
found in the walls. One section of the floor of the hall above the hypocaust 
cellar was preserved. This floor was also paved with marble flags. The 
caldarium was built above the short arm of the L-shaped hypocaust cellar, 
and the tepidarium was built on the south side. The water for the bath was 
conveyed by clay pipes from the large aqueduct to the southwest, which ran 
from Nal).al Yavne'el (Wadi Fejjas) to Tiberias and branched off to Beth 
Yeral).. 
Church. Delougaz and R. C. Haines of the Oriental Institute at the 
University of Chicago uncovered remains of a church on the northern part 
of the mound. During its existence the church was rebuilt, restored, and 
modified several times. The walls (0.6-1.2 m wide) were built oflarge, rough 
stones, with a fill of small stones. The church is a basilica, with a hall (11.5 by 
12.5 m) divided by two rows of columns into a nave and two aisles, 
terminating in three projecting apses. The floors were of varied 
material-terre pisee, crude slabs of stone, and soft limestone. A few 
fragments of mosaics with floral and geometric designs survived in the 
atrium, the narthex, the halls, and the chapel. Because the church buildings 
spread over the width of the mound, the entrance was placed in the south. 
The entrance led to a kind of an elongated porch south of the large 
courtyard. A large opening divided by two columns led from the porch to 
the rectangular courtyard (10.5 by 21 m). In the center of the apse, in the 
place reserved for the altar, a recess for the reliquary was found. 
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The rectangular chapel (6.8 by 5.2 m) is a later addition to the original 
building. Its floor and the apse in the eastern wall adjoining it were paved 
with a colored geometric mosaic that contained a three-line Greek 
inscription laid in black tesserae. The inscription mentions the names of 
the donors and the date the chapel was paved. 

On the basis of the architectural evidence, C. H. Kraeling dated the 
construction of the original church to the first half of the fifth century. 
According to the inscription in the diaconicon, the third (last) phase was 
completed in 528, in the reign of Emperor Justinian I. The church went out 
of use at the end of the sixth century or the beginning of the seventh. 
Early Arab Building. A building from the Early Arab period was discovered 
above the remains of the church. The building is entered from the west 
through an opening that leads through an elongated vestibule to a large 
inner courtyard. On the west and south sides of the courtyard was a single 
row of rooms. An opening at the northern part of the courtyard leads to a 
row of rooms running northward for the length of the courtyard. Only a few 
of these rooms were excavated. To the east, three rows oflong rooms were 
built, two rooms to each row. The walls were faced on both sides with large 
stones, with a rubble and earth fill. The corners and doorjambs were built of 
well-dressed, square stones. 

Identification: Schiirer, HJP, I, 228, no. 31; Reeg, Ortsnamen, 58~59, 109~110, 547~548. 
Main publication: P. Delougaz and R. C. Haines, A Byzantine Church of Khirbet al-Karak, Chicago 1960. 
Other studies: L.A. Mayer, IEJ 2 (1952), 183~187; B. Maisler (Mazar) et al., IEJ 2 (1952), 165~173, 
218~229; P. Bar-Adon, ibid. 3 (1953), 132; 4 (1954), 128~129; 5 (1955), 273; id., Roman Frontier Studies 
1967, Tel Aviv 1971, 185; P. Delougaz, BASOR 165 (1962), 46~47; J. Mellaart, The Chalcolithic and 
Early Bronze Ages in the Near East and Anatolia, Beirut 1966, 73~90; D. Ussishkin, RB 75 (1968), 266~ 
268; I. A. Todd (C. H. Gordon Fest.) (Alter Orient und Altes Testament 22), Kevelaer 1973, 181~206; 
M. Avi-Yonah, Archaeology (Israel Pocket Library), Jerusalem 1974, 68~72; R. Amiran and C. Cohen, 
Israel Museum News 12 (1976), 61~62; R. Amiran, Anatolia and the Ancient Near East (T. Ozgiic Fest.), 
Ankara 1989, 9~10; V. Sussman, BASOR 238 (1980), 75~77; D. L. Esse, "Beyond Subsistence: Beth 
Yeral;l and Northern Palestine in the Early Bronze Age" (Ph.D. diss., Univ. of Chicago 1982); id., EJ 2! 
(1990), 27*~34*; id., Subsistence, Trade and Social Change in Early Bronze Age Palestine (Studies in 
Ancient Oriental Civilizations 50), Chicago 1991; L. Ratti, MdB 35 (1984), 38~40; U. Worschech, LA 
34 (1984), 445~447; 0. Yogev and E. Eisenberg, ESI 4 (1985), 14~16; J.D. Currid, BA 49 (1986), 20~ 
24; D. T. Ariel, IEJ 38 (1988), 31~35; Weippert 1988 (Ortsregister); E. Braun, PEQ 121 (1989), 1~43; C. 
Burney, L'Urbanisation de Ia Palestine a /'Age du Bronze Ancien (Actes du Colloque d'Emmaiis, 1986; 
BAR/IS 527, ed. P. de Miroschedji), Oxford 1989, 331~339; H. de Coutenson, ibid., 317~329. 

RUTH HESTRIN 

BETH-ZUR 
IDENTIFICATION 
Beth-Zur was a city in Judah (later Judea) situated on the old Jerusalem
Hebron road, about 30 km (20 mi.) south of Jerusalem (2 Mace. 11:65; 
Eusebius, Onom. 52:2) and about 6 km (3.5 mi.) north of Hebron, on the 
boundary between Judea and ldumea. It commanded not only the southern 
approach to Jerusalem, but important routes westward to the Shephelah. 
The name has been preserved at Khirbet Burj e~-Sur, but because this site 
exhibits only Byzantine and Arabic remains, W. F. Albright and 0. R. 
Sellers proposed identifying it with adjacent Khirbet et-Tubeiqa (map 
reference 1590.1108). 

Khirbet et-Tubeiqa is a natural conical hill, 1,007 m above sea level and 
thus one of the highest ancient sites in the country. It rises some 100m above 
the valley to the north, but only 22m above it to the south. To the east it 
slopes gently down to 'Ein edh-Dhirweh, where its water supply lay. The hill 
was doubtless terraced in ancient times, as in the modern era, with the 
terraces providing different street levels for the village. Its physical features 
lent themselves to the establishment of a citadel, which, when endowed with 
cisterns, reservoirs, and defensive outer walls, could serve as a bulwark for 
Jerusalem against incursions from the south. 

HISTORY 
Beth-Zur was occupied sporadically during the Early Bronze Age, but it did 
not become a stronghold until the Middle Bronze Age liB. Hyksos Beth
Zur was apparently destroyed in the Egyptian reconquest of Palestine in the 
late sixteenth century BCE, and it remained unoccupied for some three 
centuries. It was rebuilt at the beginning of the Israelite period. According to 
2 Chronicles 11:7, it was one of the cities in Judah fortified by Rehoboam. 
Beth-Zur also appears in a town list of the territory of Judah (Jos. 15:58; cf. 
l Chr. 2:45), which some scholars date to the time of Josiah (A. Alt) and 
others, earlier, to the reign of Jehoshaphat (G. E. Wright and F. M. Cross). 
The archaeological evidence indicates that Beth-Zur was occupied in the 
eleventh century BCE by the Israelites, who repaired the Middle Bronze Age 
II fortifications. For some unknown reason the Iron Age I settlement came 
to an end in about 1000 BCE. The hill was slowly resettled thereafter, but it 

was not until the seventh and the beginning of the sixth centuries BCE that an 
extensive and prosperous community came into existence. This city met an 
abrupt end with Nebuchadnezzar's invasion and conquest of the country. 
On the basis of the archaeological evidence, it is difficult to account for the 

Beth-Zur: fragment of an ivory cosmetic spoon, Iron Age. 
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Chronicler's attribution of the rebuilding of Beth-Zur to Rehoboam, or for 
the town list in Joshua 15, if that indeed originated in the time of 
Jehoshaphat. 

Beth-Zur was a district capital during the Persian period (Neh. 3: 16) and 
is mentioned during the conflict between the Ptolemies and Seleucids (third 
century BCE). It achieved its greatest importance as a citadel during the wars 
between the Maccabees and the Seleucids and is often mentioned in 1 and 2 
Maccabees and by Josephus. In 165 BCE, the Seleucid general Lysias was 
defeated by Judas Maccabaeus at Beth-Zur in an open field encounter (1 
Mace. 4:28-34; 2 Mace. 11:5; Josephus, Antiq. XII, 313). Beth-Zur, as yet 
unwalled (see below), played no direct part in the battle. Judas Maccabaeus 
rebuilt the old citadel from 165 to 163 BCE and erected a wall around the 
town to provide a first line of defense (1 Mace. 4:61; 6:26; Josephus, Antiq. 
XII, 326). When Lysias returned in 163 BCE for his second campaign, the 
city was already fortified, and it was only conquered after a long siege (1 
Mace. 6:31-50; Josephus, Antiq. XII, 367-376; War I, 41). Beth-Zur 
remained garrisoned by the Seleucids until Simon recaptured it between 145 
and 143 BCE (1 Mace. 11:65; 14:7, 33; Josephus, Antiq. XIII, 41, 155-156). 
This put an end to the struggle over the city. With the disappearance of the 
Idumean threat under John Hyrcanus, Beth-Zur lost its importance as a 
frontier citadel. Although a thriving town between 140 and 100 BCE, it was 
subsequently abandoned and never reoccupied. 

EXCAVATIONS 
The first campaign at Beth-Zur took place in 1931, under the joint 
sponsorship of the Presbyterian (McCormick) Theological Seminary 
(Chicago) and the American Schools of Oriental Research. The excava
tions were directed by 0. R. Sellers, with W. F. Albright as archaeological 
adviser. It was not until 1957 that Sellers was able to organize a second 
campaign under the same sponsorship. H. N. Richardson served as 
archaeological adviser. The results of the 1957 excavations were published 
by this writer and by P. W. and N. Lapp, members of the expedition. 

In the 1931 excavations, nearly 2 a. of the summit were cleared to bedrock 
(the average depth of debris was I m). A sizable portion of the city was thus 
exposed, although the shallowness of the debris, caused by the site's 
repeated abandonment and quarrying by Byzantine and Arab builders, 

prevented precise stratification. The Hellenistic builders, moreover, had 
sunk their foundations to bedrock at many points, resulting in an almost 
incredible mixture of debris. Three areas on the east side of the city were 
selected for excavation in 1957. It was intended that the city-wall system 
would be explored in areas I and III on the northeast and, if possible, 
stratified debris located. Area II on the southeast proved to lie outside the 
city wall altogether. 
EARLY BRONZE AGE. Pockets of Early Bronze Age sherds, found over 
bedrock, indicate that the hill was occupied sporadically in the third 
millennium BCE. 
MIDDLE BRONZE AGE. Beth-Zur appears to have been settled in the 
seventeenth century BCE, but its fortifications were not erected until the 
sixteenth century BCE. They were repaired once and apparently enlarged at a 
later date. A massive city wall (2.5 m thick) surrounded the city. On the 
southeast side, the wall was strengthened by a tower (5 by 10m). On the 
northeast side, a series of inner guard or storage rooms was added, perhaps 
also to buttress the wall. The wall is of typical "Hyksos" construction: huge 
stones, often polygonal, not laid in regular courses, and filled with smaller 
stones (cf. the nearly contemporary walls at Bethel, Tell Beit Mirsim, 
Shechem, and other sites). Other than the rooms, no buildings could be 
attributed to the Middle Bronze Age. There is some evidence that the 
Middle Bronze Age city-from 2 to 4 a. in size (the wall has not been traced 
on the north)-suffered a violent destruction by fire at the close of the 
Middle Bronze Age II (c. 1550 BCE). 

IRON AGE I. Remains of the Iron Age I settlement are concentrated for the 
most part on the north side of the hill. Numerous walls and piers of houses 
were attributed to this period in 1931. In 1957, it was discovered that during 
the Iron Age I the city area had been reduced in size on the north and a new 
city wall built. The early Israelite city exhibits poor masonry, the reuse of 
earlier structures (for example, sections of the Middle Bronze Age city wall 
were repaired and restored to use), and shrinking city limits. There was also 
evidence that this Israelite city was destroyed in a conflagration, probably 
toward the close of the eleventh century BCE. The pottery finds also date to 
about this time. 
IRON AGE II. As indicated by the pottery, the last phase of the Israelite city 
belongs to the end of the eighth and the seventh centuries to 586 BCE. 

Aerial view of Beth-Zur. 



Silver coin with the inscription nnDn i>pm> ( Hezekiah the 
governor), Persian period. 

Occupation in the intervening period-that is, 1000 to 700 BCE-is attested 
by only relatively few sherds. The settlers apparently made no use of the 
earlier fortifications, nor did they build any of their own. Part of the Iron 
Age II city was found outside the old wall. As in the earlier periods, few 
architectural remains were found, but eleven lamelekh jar handles stamped 
with the two-winged symbol and five handles stamped with the rosette 
appeared in the stratum. Two interesting pieces of inlay came from Iron Age 
II contexts: the broken handle of a bone cosmetic spoon that represents 
Egyptianizing Canaanite art and an ivory sphinx inlay. The scattered 
evidence of a violent destruction in about 587 BCE, found in 1931, could not 
be confirmed in 1957. 
SECOND TEMPLE PERIOD. The archaeological evidence indicates that 
occupation during the Persian period was sparse and was not resumed until 
perhaps the fifth century BCE. A small silver coin with an owl depicted on its 
reverse, together with the legend yl;zqyw hpl;h (the governor [pel;a] 
Hezekiah) was found in this stratum. It is probable that the first phase of 
the citadel was erected in the third century BCE, as Beth-Zur assumed new 
importance in the conflict between the Ptolemies and Seleucids. 

Beth-Zur reached its zenith in the second century BCE, during the 
Maccabean wars. These strata lay outside the city wall and therefore belong 
to the periods that preceded and followed the struggle over Beth-Zur. With 
the aid of datable loci, coins, and a careful analysis of the literary evidence, 
the following picture of the city can be reconstructed. 

Under Antiochus IV, Beth-Zur was a peaceful, prosperous town. Its 
notable features included numerous bathrooms (a bathroom was found 
complete with two bathtubs, a basin, and a foot bath, and twelve single tubs 

Bath or dyeing installation, Hellenistic period. 
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Beth-Zur: plan of the Hellenistic fortress. 

were found scattered over the city); a marketplace (an inn, butcher shop, 
tavern, and other shops); and a large number of cisterns and reservoirs. 
Following his victory in 165 BCE, Judas Maccabaeus reconstructed the old 
Middle Bronze Age wall around the city and probably built phase II of the 
citadel (the first two phases are Oriental in character, the third typically 
Greek). It can be assumed that when Lysias regained control of the city in 
163-162 BCE, he strengthened its defenses. He was followed by the Syrian 
general Bacchides, who, in about 161 BCE, built the third citadel (1 Mace. 
9:52). Toward the close of the reign of Jonathan, Simon besieged Beth-Zur 
and conquered it. He probably repaired the defenses, but the city quickly 
resumed a peaceful existence, as the renewal of occupation outside the walls 
demonstrates. Typical of this occupation is a house complete with bathing 
and laundry facilities that was built against the outside face of the city wall 
on the northwest side. The population gradually declined in the following 
years and came to an end in about 100 BCE. Because the evidence of the coins 
strongly supports the other archaeological and literary evidence, their 
distribution is worth noting. The dates represent the reigns of the rulers 
issuing the coins: 9 Greek and imitation Greek (fifth-fourth centuries BCE); 
56 Ptolemaic (312-181 BCE); 180 Seleucid (225-96 BCE); and 20 Hasmonean 
(125-78 BCE). None of these coins came from hoards. Thirty-five of the 
Ptolemaic coins were attributed to Ptolemy II (285-247 BCE) and 131 of the 
Seleucid, to Antiochus IV. 

A total of twenty-nine stamped Rhodianjar handles and others with seal 
impressions were attributable to the Hellenistic period. 

SUMMARY 
The history of Beth-Zur can be summarized as follows: 
Stratum V, Early Bronze Age: sporadic occupation. 
Stratum IV, Middle Bronze Age liB (seventeenth-sixteenth centuries BCE): 

founding of the city, fortifications. 
Stratum III, Iron Age I (eleventh century BCE): reuse of Middle Bronze 

structures, reduction of city limits. 
Stratum II, Iron Age II (c. 700-587 BCE): unfortified city. 
Stratum I, Second Temple period: 

F. Outpost (fifth-fourth centuries BCE) 
E. Citadel, phase I (third century BCE) 
D. Antiochus IV Epiphanes (175-165 BCE): unfortified, prosperous city 
C. Judas Maccabaeus (165-163 BCE): rebuilding of city wall, citadel, 

phase II 
B. Bacchides (c. 161 BCE): citadel, phase III 
A. Jonathan, Simon, John Hyrcanus (142-100 BCE): unfortified city. 

Main publications: 0. R. Sellers, The Citadel of Beth-Zur, Philadelphia 1933; id. et al., The 1957 
Excavations at Beth-Zur (AASOR 38), New Haven 1968. 
Other studies: 0. R. Sellers (and W. F. Albright), BASOR43 (1931), 2-13; QDAP I (1932), 158-159; id., 
BA 21 (1958), 71-76; Watzinger, DP2, 24f.; R. W. Funk, BASOR !50 (1958), 8-20; P. W. Lapp and N. L. 
Lapp, ibid. 151 (1958), 16-27; W. G. Dever, Orientalia 40 (1971), 459-471; American Archaeology in the 
Mideast, 149-150; Weippert 1988 (Ortsregister). 
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BIRA, TEL 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Bira (Tell Bir el-Gharbi) is situated 9 km (5.5 mi.) southeast of Acco in 
the westernmost foothills of the Lower Galilee mountains, bordering the 
Acco Plain (map reference 166.256). Important routes running from north 
to south (from Lebanon to the Shephelah) and from east to west (from the 
Golan to the Mediterranean coast and the Acco Bay) pass at the foot of this 
mound. W. F. Albright and B. Mazar have suggested identifying it with the 
Canaanite city ofRehob within the territory of Asher (Jos. 19:30; Jg. 1:31). 
This identification is accepted by most scholars and is supported by the 
results of the excavations and surveys of the site. 

EXCAVATIONS 
From 1957 to 1980, an expedition for the Israel Department of Antiquities 
and Museums, under the direction ofM. Prausnitz, conducted surveys and 
salvage excavations of the Tel Bira cemeteries as well as of the slopes of the 
mound in the development area of Kibbutz Yas'ur. At the foot of and 
around the mound (in the west, north, and south), along the bank ofNal;tal 
I:Iilazon, remains of an outer city wall and a glacis were uncovered. The wall 
encircled an area of about 49 a., including the acropolis-that is, the mound 
itself-whose area is about 15 a. The excavations concentrated mainly on 
the lower city and, in particular, on the area where, based on topographical 
evidence, there was presumably an approach ramp leading toward the city 
gate. In this section, the outer city wall presumably joined the inner defenses 
of the ancient city proper. 
EXCAVATIONS WITHIN THE CITY. In the lower city, four Middle 
Bronze Age strata were cleared. Pits, craters, and rock cuttings from the 
Middle Bronze Age I were discovered on the surface of the rock. They 
probably had been used as installations and dwellings. 

In the lowest layer the pottery found included small jars with punctured 
or incised decorations around the shoulder or neck of the vessels, folded 
ledge handles, lamps, and amphoriskoi. This ceramic repertoire is typical of 
the transition from the Early Bronze to the beginning of the Middle Bronze 
Age I. On the floors of the second layer, juglets and black "teapots" 
decorated with white lines were found, which are characteristic of the 
Middle Bronze Age I northern group. 

The two upper layers belong to the Middle Bronze Age II. In this period, 
the lower town's outer wall and the low glacis in front of it were constructed. 

Burial chamber surrounded by stone slabs standing on a rock-cut ledge. MB liB. 

Tel Bira: Cypriot jug in the white-painted pendant style. type IV-V. 

The remains of walls and the floors of storehouses adjoin the outer wall, as 
shown by the jars and large receptacles, as well as by the limestone tools and 
long flint blades found there. The lower city probably had a commercial 
quarter that flourished until the Middle Bronze Age liB (early eighteenth 
century BCE), at which time it was apparently abandoned. Stronger 
fortifications, including a steep glacis and the wall above it, which encircled 
the mound, began to be built. 

An exploratory trench dug between the approach ramp to the city gate 
and the area of the outer wall has revealed a wall built oflarge, rough stones. 
In the foundation trench of the same section of the wall, Middle Bronze Age 
pottery and a few Iron Age sherds of the tenth or ninth century BCE were 
found. Parallel to the wall and on its outer face, the remains of inclined 
revetments, built one on top of the other, were cleared. The sherds relating 
to the upper revetment indicate that it was in use during the Persian and 
Hellenistic periods. The pottery relating to the lower revetment indicates 
that it and the wall it retained went out of use no later than the seventh 
century BCE. All this supports the identification of Tel Bira with both the 
Canaanite city and the Israelite Levitical city ofRehob, within the territory 
of Asher (Jos. 21:31). 

Tel Bira was probably abandoned after the Hellenistic period. A new 
settlement was founded nearby on the present-day site ofMoshav Al).ihud. 
THE CEMETERIES. Cemeteries dating to the Middle Bronze Age I and to 
the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age liB were discovered near the 
mound. The Middle Bronze Age I burials consist of rock-cut pits, in which 
teapots, amphoriskoi, juglets, bowls, and plates, some red-slipped and 
burnished, were found. These were left as funerary offerings at the 
beginning of the Middle Bronze Age IIA. A different type of burial, dating 
to the Middle Bronze Age liB, was found at the eastern edge of the lower 
city near the presumed approach ramp to the mound. Four boulders were 
laid on a broad stone platform, thus forming a domelike structure over a 
number of round, hewn, and upright walled pits. The pits were about 2.5 m 
deep and 2m in diameter. One pit was preserved in its entirety. Near the 
domelike structure cultic installations, niches, and a trough, which may 
have been a table altar, were found. The round walls of the pits were lined 
with elongated stone slabs placed on a rock-cut ledge or on a circle of bricks 
on the floor of the pit. The bodies were laid with their backs to the wall and 
their faces toward the center. Offerings of well-burnished red, black, and 
gray juglets, jugs, and large and small bowls were placed alongside them. Of 
the imported Cypriot vessels found, special mention should be made of the 
white-painted pendant jugs of the IV-V type. These belong to the last phase 
of the tomb's use and to the time of its sealing. In addition to these finds, 
mention should also be made of rings, pins, bone inlays, and, in particular, 



scarabs that date to the Second Intermediate period in Egypt (the 
seventeenth century BCE). In the upper fill of one of the tombs, a fragment 
of a Mycenean jar was found, indicating that burials took place here until 
the beginning of the Late Bronze Age. 

In the eastern cemetery of Tel Bira, tombs dating to the Late Bronze Age 
and to the transition from the Late Bronze to the Iron Age I were also found. 
In the Late Bronze Age burials, the body was laid in a pit (2 by 0.5 m); 
weapons, lamps, dipper juglets, and other vessels were placed around it. A 
structure covered with stones and earth was erected around the burial place. 
A partition wall separated the Late Bronze Age tomb from a corridor cut 
into the rock. Along this corridor, Early Iron Age burials were found. Here 
the bodies were laid on their backs at the edges of a benchlike rock cutting. 
Stones were arranged around the bodies and earth and stones were heaped 
on them. Alongside the bodies were jugs, flasks, pins, and other personal 
belongings. At the foot of the stone bench, cult objects such as lamps and 
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incense burners and offerings such as jars and other receptacles had been 
deposited. 

The Iron Age II tombs (ninth and eighth centuries BCE) were intended for 
single and sometimes double burials. Some of the tombs are cut into the 
rock, their size (1.8 by 0.5 m) corresponding to the size of the bodies. Near 
the tomb a niche was cut, into which offerings were placed. 

The hewn tombs of the Hellenistic period, which are more than 2m long, 
were also divided into two parts by partition walls. The smaller 
compartments were used for offerings. 

M. W. Prausnitz. JEJ 12 (1962). 143; 30 (1980). 206-207; id .. RB 70 (1963). 566-567. 

MOSHE W. PRAUSNITZ 

BOQER, NAI:IAL 
IDENTIFICATION AND EXPLORATION 
Nal).al Boqer is located in the Negev desert on a calcareous spur of Mount 
l;laluqim (map reference 1299.0354), at 525 m above sea level. The site 
apparently contains high groundwater and perhaps a fossil spring. 

On the site, discovered by E. Anati in 1953 and assigned the number 52, 
structures from historical periods were discerned. In 1965, the site was again 
surveyed by the South Survey team headed by R. Cohen, and it was assigned 
the number 167-95. Many flint implements were collected, including 
arrowheads attributed to the Neolithic period. In 1974, a short season of 
excavations was conducted under the direction ofT. Noy of the Israel 
Museum and R. Cohen of the Israel Department of Antiquities and 
Museums and the Sede Boqer Field School. Bronze Age structures were 
located in the vicinity of the Neolithic site. 

THE FINDS AND CHRONOLOGY 
Most of the work in the 1974 season consisted of collection and making a 
number of soundings. These did not yield architectural finds. Any 
structures that once existed were probably destroyed, as the bedrock here 
is close to the surface. Only a stone-built circular installation with several 
cupmarks was recovered, which can be attributed to the Neolithic period. 
The majority of the finds consisted of flint items: debitage and tools. 

The raw materials of which the tools had been made are brown flint and 
translucent flint. The abundance of cores, most of which had been 
exhausted, testifies to tool knapping in situ. Cores with two striking 
platforms were found, but no naviform ones. The main tool groups are end 
scrapers (mainly flake end scrapers); burins (mainly dihedral); retouched 
blades and bladelets; arrowheads, prominent among which is the Helwan 
type (with tang and notches); a few 
arrowheads of the Jericho-point type 
(with tang and wings), some of which 
are pressure flaked; and awls and 
borers. Notches, a few axes (some of 
them transverse), and a small number 
of sickle blades complete the assem
blage. 

The chronology can be determined 
mainly by the arrowheads known as 
Helwan points. The tang of these 
points is very small; the points were 
fastened to the wooden shaft by the 
two notches. These arrowheads be
long to the early stage of the Pre
Pottery Neolithic B, dating to the 
middle of the eighth millennium. The 
presence of Jericho-type arrowheads, 
however, especially those of the 
Byblos type, which usually character
ize the later stage within the Pre
Pottery Neolithic B, poses a problem. 
Helwan points have not been recov
ered from many sites in the Negev. By 
contrast, assemblages with Jericho 
and Byblos points are common 
throughout Israel's arid south. 

Na}Jal Boqer: general view. 

He/wan-type arrowheads. 

The subsistence mode of the Neolithic occupants is not clearly 
understood, as neither grindstones nor faunal or floral remains were 
found. Nevertheless, the abundance of arrowheads testifies to hunting 
activities, as at many other Negev sites. The settlement may have been 
seasonal. The abundance of awls, borers, and end scrapers is perhaps 
related to various tanning activities conducted at the site. 

T. Noy, IEJ 26 (1976), 48-49; R. Cohen, ESI 4 (1985), 68-69; id., JEJ 36 (1986), 112-113; Weippert 
1988, 104. 
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BOZRAH 
IDENTIFICATION 
Biblical references to Bozrah indicate that it was a major city in Edom, 
perhaps even the capital; indeed, in Jeremiah ( 49:13, 49:22) and Isaiah (34:6, 
63:1) it is mentioned as parallel to Edom, most likely as a synonym for all of 
that country. Its official status is also evident from Amos's reference (1: 12) 
to the destruction of its "strongholds" by fire. B. Mazar, relying on these 
parallels between Bozrah and Edom, suggested that 'ir miv;:;ar (Ps. 108:11 ), 
generally translated as a "fortified city," but clearly the parallel in that verse 
to Edom, was another name for Bozrah. The truth of this conjecture would 
mean that it was the seat not only of Jobab, one of the kings ofEdom who 

ruled in Bozrah (Gen. 36:33), but one of the "chiefs" of Edom, "Chief 
Mibzar" (Gen. 36:42). 

Bozrah is identified with Bu~eirah in Jordan (map reference 208.108), 
about 22 km (14 mi.) south of Tafila and 4 km (2.5 mi.) west of the King's 
Highway, near Wadi Dana, which descends to the region of the mines of 
Finan (Punon). This identification, suggested by the early explorers E. 
Robinson, A. Musil, and others, has been confirmed by the findings of 
various surveys and, in particular, of the excavations conducted here. A 
reevaluation of the pottery sherds from the excavations at the site (see 
below) shows that some of them date to the Iron Age I. However, the nature 

Bozrah: general view, looking north. 
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Bozrah: general plan of the site. 



Plan of the lower building in area A, 8th-7th centuries BCE. 

of the Iron Age I settlement is still unknown. 
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Buseirah is situated on a hilly ridge, pointing north, and is surrounded on 
three ~ides by deep valleys. It is therefore a natural stronghold, linked to the 
surrounding plateau only at its southern end; this may be the source of its 
name (from an Arabic root meaning "to fortify"). It stands some 1,100 m 
above sea level. A permanent spring, 'Ein Jenin, a few kilometers away, 
supplies water. The mound on the ridge is approximately 520 by 200 min 
area (about 25 a.); one sector of the mound, in the south, is a few m.eters 
higher than the surrounding terrain. This was the site of the acropohs, as 
indicated by the findings of the excavations (see below, area A). 

EXPLORATION 
The site was surveyed several times by N. Glueck in the 1933-1938 survey of 
Transjordan. From 1971 to 1974 and in 1980, five seasons of excavation 
were conducted at Bozrah, first on behalf of the British School of 
Archaeology at Jerusalem and then on behalf of the British Institute at 
'Amman for Archaeology and History, directed by C.-M. Bennett. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
AREA A. Area A, the main excavated area, was explored in order to 
determine the nature of the acropolis. The excavations uncovered the 

Bulla: '?Y.l11!1:JYY:J!?,~m? ([belonging to J mlkl the king's servant?), 
8th century BCE. 
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Steps in a building in area A. 

remains of two superimposed buildings. The lower, earlier, building was 
quite large (77 by 38m). The upper building, which was smaller ( 48 by 36m), 
overlay only the southern part of the lower building. Hence, the 
excavation's main finds related to the northern part of the lower building 
and most of the upper building. 
Lower Building. The lower building stood on deep foundations that were 
essentially a system of retaining walls that created a raised platform. The 
building's two large wings were cleared, each containing a series of rooms 
around an inner courtyard. The rooms and both courtyards had thick, solid 
plaster floors, similar to the floor found in a building in nearby area C. One 
of the rooms (9 by 5.3 m) in the wing in the center of the building, between 
the two courtyards, had some unique features. Its entrance opened onto a 
very spacious courtyard. A flight of stone steps, extending for the full width 
of the entrance, led from the courtyard into the room. In the entrance itself, 
flanking the steps, stood two square stone bases, possibly stands for statues 
or some kind of ritual objects. On the steps and the nearby plaster floors, 
cracks and other clear signs of a violent conflagration were found. The 
design of the building, and particularly of the room, whose plan resem~les 
that of an Assyrian temple, point to an Assyrian influence at the s1te, 
perhaps even an Assyrian presence. Judging from the sparse finds in the 
building, it was probably constructed in the eighth century BCE and 
continued in use in the seventh century BCE. 
Upper Building. The upper building was excavated almost entirely. It 
consisted of series of rooms arranged in rows, sometimes even two rows, 
around a large courtyard. The main room, a kind of reception room, was on 
the southwest side of the courtyard. Its details resemble those in the large 
building at Razor in stratum III, area B, and should probably be dated to 
the end of the seventh or beginning of the sixth century BCE. 

AREA C. Area C produced the remains of another large public building on 
the terrace southwest of the acropolis. Most of the building cannot be 
excavated, as the local school has been built on top of it. From the small 
sections cleared, its total area is estimated at 105 by 67 m; it was built against 
the site's western defence wall. The importance of this building was also 
obvious from the thickness of its walls and the size of its rooms. The 

Two ostraca from Bozrah. 
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thickness of the northern outer wall was as much as 5 m; it was probably part 
of the retaining walls that supported the entire building. The inner walls 
were also quite thick (c. 2.5 m). A notable find was a large space (width, c. 6.5 
m; length, 14m, not yet completely cleared), whose floor was covered with 
thick, hard plaster. Although the excavators defined it as an unroofed 
courtyard, it may well have been the building's central room-a reception 
hall. A constituent of this hall, possibly indicating Assyrian architectural 
influence, was a long, shallow niche (2.5 by 0.5 m) with an unplastered floor, 
that may once have accommodated an orthostat, dismantled when the 
entire site was destroyed. Parallel to the hall was a series of service rooms, 
which produced such finds as a bathtub and a lavatory bowl. The building's 
size and structural details testify to Assyrian architectural influence, and it is 
probably contemporary with the lower building in area A. The building in 
area C was destroyed by fire, and only a few sherds were discovered there; 
nevertheless, the finds were sufficient to indicate that the building was 
standing in the eighth to seventh centuries BCE. Area C also produced 
evidence of a later stratum, dated on the basis of its pottery to the Persian 
period (mid-sixth century BCE). 

AREA D. In Area D, a small area north of the acropolis, a few remains of 
private houses were unearthed; their exact plans could not be determined. 
AREA B. Area B is situated at the western part of the site. It was excavated to 
study the fortifications there. The excavators uncovered a length of wall (c. 
3.5 m thick) built of both hewn and unhewn stones. It contained a simple 
entrance, approximately 2m wide. At some stage narrower walls were built 
inside and alongside the wall, creating casemate-like rooms on either side of 
the entrance. Because the excavated area was small, it was not possible to 
determine whether the walls were added near the gate only, or along the 
whole defence wall. Adjoining the "casemates" were ordinary residential 
buildings. Among the more notable finds in this area was a finely engraved 
Tridacna shell. 
AREA H. In area H, two sections were cut at the northern end of the ridge, to 

study the fortifications there. Parts of massive fortifications, built of both 
hewn and unhewn stones, were revealed. Nearby, another length of wall 
contained an offset that had been thickened to a total of approximately 4 m. 
As large quantities of Roman sherds were found in the debris at this point, 
the excavators were inclined to date the later stage of the construction to the 
Roman period. The question of the line of fortifications at the southern edge 
of the site--the weak point, strategically speaking, of the ridge-has not 
been settled. 
EPIGRAPHIC AND CERAMIC FINDS. A few brief, fragmentary 
epigraphic items were found at the site. One inscription included a name 
ending in the theophoric element qos. Another find, dated to the eighth 
century BCE, was a bulla with a seal impression including three written lines, 
comprising the letters lmlkl/b"bdjhmlk. A. Lemaire suggested that the 
inscription contained an error, the writer's intention having been to write 
lmlkb'l 'bd hmlk ([belonging to] mlkb'l the king's servant. Another 
epigraphic find-one of the oldest at the site--was a fragment of an 
Egyptian faience bowl bearing the remains of an inscription from the ninth 
century BCE (see the biblical story of Hadad the Edomite and his sojourn in 
Egypt, 1 Kg. 11: 14-22). The published pottery from the site includes a 
prominent local element, including decorated "Edomite" ware, and vessels 
in Assyrian and Phoenician styles. 

N. Glueck, AASOR 14 (1934), 78-79 (Site 26); 15 (1935), 83, 97-98; 18-19 (1939), 34-36, 38; id., 
BASOR 55 (1934), 3-21; G. L. Harding, PEQ 69 (1937), 253-255; C.-M. Bennett, RB 79 (1972), 426-
430; 81 (1974), 73-76; 83 (1976), 63-67; id., PEQ 104 (1972), 3-4; id., ADAJ 18 (1973), 85; id., Levant 
5 (1973), I-ll; 6 (1974), 1-24; 7 (1975), 1-19; 9 (1977), 1-10; id., Archaeology in the Levant (K. M. 
Kenyon Fest.), Warminster 1978, 164-171; id., SHAJ I (1982), 181-187; id., Midian, Moab and Edom 
(eds. J. F. A. Sawyer and D. J. A. Clines), Sheffield 1983, 9-17; id. (and P. Bienkowski), Excavations at 
Buseirah, Southern Jordan (in prep.); E. Puecli, Levant 9 (1977), 11-20; S. Hart and K. Faulkner, ADAJ 
29 (1985), 225-277; S. Hart, Levant 18 (1986), 51-58; E. Mazar, I£135 (1985), 253-269; Weippert 1988 
(Ortsregister); P. Bienkowski, Levant 22 (1990), 91-109. 
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"BULL" SITE 
IDENTIFICATION AND EXPWRATION 
The "Bull" site is located in northern Samaria, 7 km (4.5 mi.) east of Tel 
Dothan (map reference 1807.2016). The site is situated on the Dhahrat et
Tawileh ridge north of the Zebabda Valley, which is the main natural route 
connecting Dothan and Tirzah. The site was discovered when a statuette of 
a bronze bull was found here by chance. A few days of excavation were 
carried out between 1978 and 1981, under the direction of A. Mazar, on 
behalf of the Institute of Archaeology at the Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem and the staff officer for archaeology in Judea and Samaria. 

"Bull" site: bronze statuette of a bull. front and side 
views. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
The excavations revealed remains of a round enclosure (diameter, c. 20m) 
surrounded by a stone wall. The enclosure is situated on the summit of a hill 
overlooking an extensive area. However, there are no other traces of a 
settlement at the site. Inside the enclosure one large stone was set on its long, 
narrow side. In front of it was a stone-paved area, bearing potsherds, bronze 
objects, and a fragment of a square cult vessel. The sherds indicate that the 
site was in use at the beginning of the Iron Age. 

The bronze bull figurine (18 em long) is unique in size, style, and the 



"Bull" site: general plan. 
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details of its design. It represents a continuation of the Canaanite tradition 
of bronze bull figurines, examples of which have been found at Hazor and 
Ugarit. 

The site may be interpreted as an open cult place, established on a hilltop. 
A holy tree (asherah) may have stood in the center of the enclosure, whereas 
the large stone standing on its side was a stela (ma~~eba). This cult center 
may have served the group of Israelite settlements in northern Samaria 
discovered during regional surveys in the area (q.v. Samaria, region). 

The bull figurine may have been made at a Canaanite center in the 
northern valleys (such as Beth-Shean). It probably served in the local rituals 
of the Canaanites or Israelites, for the bull figure was associated with Baal 
worship in Canaanite iconography, and the young bull (calf) played a 
prominent role in the Israelite cult among the northern tribes. 

A. Mazar, BASOR 247 (1982), 27 -42; id., BAR 9/5 (1983), 34-40; 14/4 (1988), 45; R. Wenning and 
E. Zenger, ZDPV 102 (1986), 75-86; M. D. Coogan, PEQ 119 (1987), 1-2; H. Shanks, BAR 14/1 
(1988), 48-52; W. Ahlstrom, BASOR 280 (1990), 77-82. 
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BUQEI'A, EL-
IDENTIFICATION 
The Judean Buqei'a is a small isolated plain lying immediately east of 
Khirbet el-Mird (ancient Hyrcania) and west of the escarpment that falls 
away abruptly to Khirbet Qumran and the Dead Sea. The barrier of Wadi 
Mukalik (Nal;tal Og) and the Dabr system bound it on the north. Wadi en
Nar on the south forms a basin roughly 8 km (5 mi.) by 3 or at most 4 km, 
oriented north-northeast by south-southwest. M. Noth was undoubtedly 
correct in identifying it with the biblical Valley of Achor (Jos. 7:24, 15:7, 
etc.). 

EXPlORATION 
The first systematic exploration and excavations in the Buqei 'a took place in 
1900. The little valley proved to have supported intensive occupation in 
antiquity, between the eighth century and the late seventh or early sixth 
centuries BCE (Iron Age II C). The occupation of the Buqei'a was based on a 
complex irrigation system, the first that could be attributed with certainty to 
the Judean kingdom: contrary to the situation elsewhere in the country, no 
remains of an earlier or later date were associated here with the Iron Age 
installations. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Soundings were made in three small fortresses in the Buqei'a: at Khirbet 
Abu Tabaq in the north (map reference 1886.1276); at Khirbet es-Samrah, 
the central and largest of the settlements (map reference 1873.1251); and at 
Khirbet el-Maqari in the south (map reference 1862.1231). 
KHIRBET ABU TABAQ. Also called Khirbet Karm 'Atrad after its adjacent 
dam, Khirbet Abu Tabaq is situated on top of a hill that controls an 
intersection of ancient roads: the north-south track connecting Jericho and 
Bethlehem, and the road leading west from Qumran and 'Ein Feshkha. The 
village fortress is a small, rectangular enclosure (59 by 30m). Its walls (c. 
1.25 m thick) are of roughly dressed ashlar masonry. Occupation debris had 
eroded from the crown of the hill, forming silted layers above the ashy levels 
and floor levels of undisturbed debris on the lower slopes, retained by the 
enclosure walls. On the surface and in the silted levels, soundings produced 
mostly Iron Age IIC sherds, with a sprinkling of Roman and Byzantine 
pieces. Lower levels produced unmixed, homogeneous Iron Age IIC 
pottery, an assemblage of poor forms characteristic mostly ofthe eighth and 
seventh centuries BCE. The only notable peculiarity of this and other Buqei'a 
sites was the absence of the deep, rilled-rim cooking pots usually dominant 
at Judean sites from this period. 

At the foot of the northern slope of the hill is a rock-cut cistern (called 
Mugharet Abu Tabaq by the Bedouin). It was tunneled into the hill to a 
depth of 34.7 m beneath the northern wall of the fortress. 

Immediately south of the ruins is a large dam system constructed of low, 
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Map of the Buqei'a Valley and its principal sites. 

fairly substantial walls, controlling the shallow bed of a southern tributary 
of Wadi Qumran. Two low dams run across the wadi bed, and long, low 
walls (the longest is 740 m) run parallel to it. Presumably they deflected and 
spread the winter torrents, to create a broad, flat bottom land that retained 
its moisture long after the rains were over. 

Nearby, on the west, is a cemetery E. W. G. Masterman compared in 1903 
with the cemetery at Qumran. On closer examination, however, it proved to 
be the cemetery of a Bedouin clan, different in type and orientation from the 
one at Qumran. 
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General view of Khirbet Abu Tabaq. 

KHIRBET ES-SAMRAH. The Khir
bet es-Samrah fortress lies on a 
dominating hill in the central Bu
qei'a. Its defensive walls form a 
rectangle (c. 68 by 40 m) with its 
longer walls on the north and south. 
On the north, south, and east, the 
main defensive walls (c. I m thick) are 
paralleled by inner walls (0.6 m thick). 
On the eastern side of the fortress, the 
interval/urn is cut by some twelve 
transverse walls to form narrow 
rooms. The fortress is thus modeled 
after the casemate system character
istic of this period. 

Soundings here established that the 
site, like Khirbet Abu Tabaq, had a 
single level of occupation in the Iron 
Age IIC. A royal jar handle from the 
end of the eighth century BCE came 
from one phase of the single stratum. 
In the southwest quarter of the fort 
was a large cistern. No fewer than 
three separate dam and terrace com
plexes were found in the valley beds adjacent to the ruin, on the north- and 
southwest. 
KHIRBET EL-MAQARI. The southernmost of the three sites, Khirbet el
Maqari, is situated on a flat ridge bordering Wadi Maqari. The outer walls 
of the enclosure are poorly preserved but appear to be 32 m long on each 

side. The details of its plan were not fully established by soundings. 
Apparently, the site suffered two violent destructions, marked by distinct 
phases in occupation debris. However, all the pottery was Iron Age IIC, and 
the span of occupation is exactly that of the two sites to the north. The 
settlement was sustained by twin rock-cut cisterns tunneled into the ridge 

View of the U-shaped dam south of Khirbet Abu Tabaq. 
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Khirbet Samrah: one of the casemate storerooms. 

supporting the ruin. An enormous dam system on a northern tributary of 
the valley no doubt is to be associated with the ruin, although it is located 1.5 
km (1 mi.) west of it. 

SUMMARY 
The excavations in the Buqei'a show that settled occupation there belongs 
to a single period. The founding of the three sites can be dated no earlier 
than the eighth century BCE. They were abandoned at the beginning of the 
sixth century BCE, coeval with the fall of Judah. The fortresses' pattern of 
construction, plans, masonry, cisterns, extensive set of similar irrigation 
systems, and identical pottery repertoire suggest that the settlement of the 
Buqei'a was organized at one time by a central authority. Hezekiah or 
Josiah may have been responsible for settling and developing the Buqei'a. 
Both kings are credited with building operations. The sites in the Buqei'a 

cannot be separated from similar Iron Age forts at En-Gedi and at Qumran. 
The latter is remarkably similar in size and plan to that of Khirbet es
Samrah. These five sites all belong to the "desert district" of Judah (Jos. 
15:61-62). In the list of cities in this district between Beth-Arabah and En
Gedi are the "City of Salt," to be identified with Khirbet Qumran, and 
Middin (Madan), Secacah, and Nibshan, to be identified respectively with 
Khirbet Abu Tabaq, Khirbet es-Samrah, and Khirbet el-Maqari. 

E. W. G. Masterman, PEQ 35 (1903), 264-267; F. M. Cross, Jr., BA 19 (1956), 12-17; id. (and J. T. 
Milik), BASOR 142 (1956), 5-17; id. (and G.E. Wright), JBL 75 (1956), 223-226; L. E. Stager, ASOR 
Newsletter 1972-1973/2, 1-4; id., RB 81 (1974), 94-96; id., "Ancient Agriculture in the Judaean 
Desert: A Case Study of the Buqei'ah Valley" (Ph.D. diss., Harvard Univ. 1975); id., BASOR 221 
(1976), 145-158. 
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CAESAREA 
IDENTIFICATION 
Herod the Great named the port city he built on the Mediterranean coast 
Caesarea, to honor his patron, the emperor Caesar Augustus. He called the 
neighboring port Sebastos, Greek for" Augustus." The site is located on the 
Sharon coast, about midway between Haifa and Tel Aviv (map reference 
1399.2115). The site's ancient name has survived into modern times in the 
Arabic Qaisariya. Rabbinic sources reproduced Caesarea as Qisri or Qisrin. 
Because it was only one of many Caesareas, Greek and Latin sources often 
specify Caesarea as near (the harbor) Sebastos, Caesarea of Straton, or 
(more commonly) Caesarea of Palestine. The emperor Vespasian granted 
Caesarea the rank of Roman colony, making it Colonia Prima Flavia Au
gusta Caesariensis, and Severus Alexander gave it the title Metropolis of the 
province Syria Palaestina. The name Caesarea Maritima, widely used today, 
was apparently unknown in antiquity. 

Straton's Tower (L'tpchrovoc; Tiupyoc;), a Phoenician port town, existed 
earlier on the site. The name is Greek for Migdal Shorshon, its equivalent in 
rabbinic texts. It is a common type of toponym meaning a fortified town, not 
a bastion or lookout tower, as some have thought. Whatever the meaning of 
Shorshon, in local legend Straton was a Greek hero, and it was he, not Herod, 
who founded Caesarea, which has thus also been called Straton's Caesarea. 

HISTORY 
Modern scholars suggest that the historical Straton was either a general in the 
Ptolemaic army in the beginning of the third century BCE or one of two 
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1. High-level aqueduct; 2. Low-level aqueduct; 3. Byzantine villa and mosaic floor; 
4. Byzantine bath and chapel; 5. Byzantine villa with fish pond; 6. Bird mosaic; 
7. Drainage channel on northern shore; 8. Byzantine eastern gate; 9. Early north wall 
and its towers; 10. Field G of the Joint Expedition's excavations; 
11. Synagogue and area of Stiaton's Tower; 12. Byzantine street and statues; 
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13. Crusader fosse and east gate; 14. Levine-Netzer excavation in western part of Crusader city; 

15. Artificial podium of Roman temple, triple-apsed Crusader basilica and Herodian vaults; 
16. Inner basin of the harbor; 17. Harbor fortress; 18. Government building from 
Byzantine period ("Archives Building"); 19. Byzantine street, field C of the Joint Expedition; 
20. Mithraeum and warehouses; 21. Promontory Palace or fish tank; 22. Byzantine fortress 
and southern wall; 23. Southern cemetery; 24. Caesarea's "Gardens" 

Caesarea: plan of the city and its surroundings. 

Phoenicians named 'Abdashtart who ruled Sidon in the fourth century 
BCE. Recent ceramic finds do support limited commercial activity at the 
site this early, but the earliest reference to Straton's Tower is in a papyrus 
from the Zenon archive (P Cairo 59004) (259 BCE), which also attests an 
active harbor. The town flourished in the third century BCE (ceramic evi
dence) and especially in the later second century BCE, when the local tyrant, 
Zoilos, held it against the expanding Jewish kingdom (Josephus, Antiq. XIII, 
324), perhaps fortifying it with the "city wall ofStraton's Tower" mentioned 
in a rabbinic source (Tosefta Shevi'it IV, 11). The rulers ofStraton's Tower 
apparently developed at least two protected harbors, cut into the sandstone 
bedrock of the coast in characteristic Hellenistic fashion-AlJ.l Tjv KAEtcr1:6c; 
(close haven). 

The town finally passed to Alexander Jannaeus in about 100 BCE (Jo
sephus, Antiq. XIII, 334~335). During forty years ofHasmonean rule, Stra
ton' s Tower probably acquired a Jewish population, but the rabbis excluded 
the town itself (though not its territory) from the borders of Palestine 
(Tosefta Shevi'it IV, 11). To weaken the Hasmonean kingdom, Pompey 
annexed Straton's Tower and other coastal towns to Roman Syria in 63 
BCE (Antiq. XIV, 76; War I, 156). The town was in a state of decay when 
Octavian, the future Caesar Augustus, restored it to the Jewish state in 31 BCE 

(Antiq. XV, 217; War I, 396). 
Between 22 and 10/9 BCE, Herod built Caesarea on the site of Straton's 

Tower. Josephus praises the king's lavish construction, which included a 
theater and an amphitheater, a royal palace, the marketplace (agora), streets 
on a grid plan, and especially the harbor (War I, 408~414; Antiq. XV, 331~ 
337; XVI, 136~141). Above the old main harborofStraton's Tower and just 
to the east, he created a spacious temple platform. Upon this platform he 
erected a temple dedicated to the goddess Roma and to the deified Emperor 
Augustus. Herod appears to have resettled the site with Jews as well as with 
Greek-speaking pagans. Nevertheless, Caesarea became a typical Greek 
city-state (polis) of the Hellenistic age, ruled by a city council and magis
trates under a resident royal general. In the Herodian state, this city was a 
pagan and Greek counterweight to Jewish Jerusalem. 

The new harbor, Sebastos, like the city itself, emphasized Herod's links 
with his Roman patron, and it offered the only all-weather haven on the 
Mediterranean coast ofhis kingdom. Sebastos consisted of a renovated inner 
harbor, the old rock-cut main anchorage of Straton's Tower, and a much 
larger outer harbor basin that extended westward from the shore, encom
passed within massive constructed breakwaters designed to protect moored 
ships from the powerful coastal surge. As vessels approached from the 
northwest, they passed colossal statues of the emperor's family elevated 
on columns that guided mariners to the harbor entrance. Visible from much 
farther out at sea was the harbor's lighthouse tower, named after Drusus, the 
emperor's current heir apparent. Josephus also mentions barrel-vaulted 
warehouses designed to accommodate goods passing through the harbor 
(War I, 413; Antiq. XV, 337). It seems that Sebastos retained its royal ad
ministrative status, unlike the municipal anchorage at the bay south of it, 
until it was handed over to the people of the city in about 70 CE. 

When the Romans annexed Judea to the empire in 6 CE, they made Cae
sarea the headquarters of the provincial governor and his administration. A 
Latin inscription found in the 
theater records that one of 
these, Pontius Pilate, prefect 
of Judea, dedicated a temple 
at Caesarea to the emperor 
Tiberius (AE 1963, no. 104). 
The city remained the capital 
of Judea, later called Palaesti
na, until the end of classical 
antiquity. 

In 66 CE, on the eve of the 
First Jewish Revolt against 
Rome, the pagan majority 
massacred most of Caesar-

City coin from the time of Nero. 



Aerial view of the northern early defense line, looking south. 

ea's Jews (War II, 457). During the revolt, the Roman commander, Vespa
sian, wintered at Caesarea and used it as his main support base. After he 
became emperor, in gratitude for its loyalty, he refounded the city as a 
Roman colony. Caesarea became an outpost of Roman culture. West
ern-type duumviri headed the government and decurions (municipal sena
tors) formed the city council. Many inscriptions from Caesarea's first three 
centuries are in Latin. Hostile to Caesarea, the rabbis called it "daughter of 
Edom," meaning "daughter of Rome," and they denied that Caesarea and 
Jerusalem could prosper at the same time. 

In the second and third centuries, the city continued to profit from links 
with the Roman emperors. Hadrian, who may have paid Caesarea an im
perial visit in the summer ofl30, expanded its aqueduct system and may have 
built the city's stone circus. In response, the Caesareans dedicated a temple to 
Hadrian, and coins from the local mint depicted him as the colony's founder. 
Other imperial visitors were Septimius Severus, in 199 or 201, and perhaps 
Severus Alexander, in 231-232. The former founded the city's famous Py
thian games, while it was Alexander who gave Caesarea the title metropolis. 

Christianity took at Caesarea within a few years of the Crucifixion, when 
Saint Peter converted the Roman centurion Cornelius (Acts 10). Indeed, this 
city may have harbored the first gentile Christians. Nevertheless, the virtual 
extinction of the Jewish community in 66 apparently implicated most Chris
tians as well, and it is only from the later second century that there is a 
renewed record of a Christian church, with its own bishop. In the same 
period, Jews resettled in Caesarea, attracted by economic advantages. 
By 250, the city boasted both a celebrated rabbinic academy and the Chris
tian school of Origen, the outstanding scholar and theologian who assem
bled an unparalleled library and compiled the hexapla text of the Bible. In the 
towns and villages of Caesarea's countryside, the population was heavily 
Jewish and Samaritan. 

With the advent of the Christian Roman Empire (fourth-seventh cenc 
turies), Caesarea's population and economy expanded, as in the rest of 
Palestine. A new fortification wall enclosed far more urban space. The 
authorities built an additional (low-level) aqueduct system, and they con
tinued to replace the city's street pavements following Herod's original grid 
plan. When Christianity became the dominant religion, a church replaced 
Herod's temple to Roma and Augustus on the temple platform. 

In this period Caesarea remained a metropolis, or provincial capital. In 
530, the Roman emperor Justinian promoted the governor stationed at 
Caesarea to proconsul because of the city's famous past and because it 
presided over a province filled with famous cities, including the one where 
"Jesus Christ ... had appeared on earth" (Justinian, Novella 103). The city's 
bishop also ranked as metropolitan of Palestine and the Caesarean see kept 
this prerogative even after 451, when the arc hi bishop of Jerusalem obtained 
the rank of patriarch. The most famous of Caesarea's bishops was the 
ecclesiastical historian and apologist Eusebius (bishop c. 315-339), who 
recorded Christian martyrdoms in the city's amphitheater under the last 
pagan emperors. On the Jewish side, his contemporary was Rabbi Abba
hu, who taught his daughters Greek, visited the city's baths, and maintained 
excellent relations with the pagan authorities. Another product of the city's 
learned culture was the historian Procopius of Caesarea (sixth century). 

By 500, tectonic action and the coastal surge had reduced parts of the 
breakwaters of Herod's harbor to submerged reefs that were a hazard to 
navigation. The emperor Anastasi us ( 492-517) undertook a major building 
campaign to restore Sebastos (Procopius of Gaza, Panegyricus in impera
torem Anastasium XIX, PG 87, col. 2817), and this helped Caesarea reach its 
pinnacle of prosperity in the sixth century. In the meantime, however, rela
tions deteriorated between the city's Christian majority and its Samaritan 
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and Jewish minorities. In 484, rebellious Samaritans burned Caesarea's 
Church of Saint Procopius. The major revolt of 529-530, when thousands 
of Samaritans died, fled, or were enslaved, left the territory of Caesarea 
denuded of her peasant farmers, a serious economic blow (Procopius of 
Caesarea, Arcana XI, 14-33). In 555, Samaritans-this time allied with 
the Jews-again burned Christian churches at Caesarea, together with the 
palace of the Roman governor (J. Malalas, Chron. XVIII, 487-488). These 
troubles presaged the invasions of the seventh century, when non-Christian 
minorities generally sided with the enemy. In 614, a Persian army attacked 
Caesarea, but the city capitulated without serious resistance. The Roman 
armies returned for a brief period after 628, but in 641 or 642 Caesarea fell to 
an Arab army after a seven-month siege. 

During the next two centuries Caesarea suffered heavily from depopula
tion, natural building collapse, and stone robbing, and the harbors fell into 
disuse. By the tenth century, however, Caesarea reemerged, a prosperous 
town but on a much smaller scale. The geographers el-Muqaddasi and Nasir
i-Khusrau mention flourishing gardens and orchards, a fortification wall, 
and a Great Mosque apparently situated on what had been Herod's temple 
platform(PPTS III, 3, 55; IV, 1, 20). In 1101, the Frankish king Baldwin I of 
Jerusalem and the Genoese fleet conquered Caesarea after a brief siege and 
established a Crusader principality. It lasted, despite periods of reconquest, 
until 1265. A Christian church replaced the Great Mosque on the temple 
platform. In 1251-1252, the French king Louis IX ("Saint Louis") labored 
on the fortifications with his own hands, as an act of penance. Fourteen years 
later, the Egyptian sultan Baybars stormed Caesarea, and in 1291 his suc
cessor leveled it and other Crusader castles along the Levantine coast to 
prevent their falling into enemy hands. From time to time a squatter set
tlement existed among the ruins after 1291, but Caesarea mostly remained 
desolate. 

EXPlORATION AND EXCAVATION 
Caesarea is a large site, comprising about 235 a. within its semicircular 
perimeter wall. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries European trav
elers, such as R. Pococke and V. Guerin, published more-or-less accurate 
descriptions of the site. In 1873, C. R. Conder and H. H. Kitchener mapped 
and described it as part of the Survey of Western Palestine, noting, for 
example, the aqueducts, the semicircular (outer) perimeter wall, the 
medieval fortifications, and the theater. Over the next ninety years there were 
only chance finds. In 1945, J. Ory,forthe Mandatory Department of Antiq
uities, and M. Avi-Yonah, in 1956 and 1962, for the Israel Department of 
Antiquities and Museums, explored the meager remains of a synagogue 
revealed during winter storms along the northern seashore. In 1951, 
S. Yeivin excavated a marble-paved esplanade east of the Crusader city for 
the department, where a tractor from Kibbutz Sedot Yam had struck a 

Statue of an emperor discovered on the Byzantine street. 
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colossal porphyry statue. In 1955, a large mosaic pavement on a ridge to the 
northeast of ancient Caesarea was also exposed accidentally. 

Large-scale, systematic explorations at Caesarea date only from 1959, the 
first of five seasons of the Missione Archeologica ltaliana directed by 
A. Frova. This team studied part of the semicircular (outer) perimeter wall, 
demonstrating its date to be Byzantine, and exposed, for the first time, the 
northern segment of an inner perimeter wall, which the Missione considered 
Herodian. It also examined a "Christian building" to the northeast of the site 
and completely excavated the Herodian-Roman theater and the massive 
fortezza (fortress) that incorporated the ruins of the theater in the Byzantine 
period. During most of the same years (1960-1964) A. Negev, on behalf of 
the National Parks Authority, cleared the Crusader moats surrounding the 
present medieval city. Negev exposed numerous ancient and medieval ruins, 
including the facade of the temple platform and the triple-apsed Crusader 
basilica above it. Negev also excavated to the north of the medieval city, 
between it and the inner perimeter wall, where he exposed part of the Hel
lenistic town, and to the south of the southern Crusader moat, where he 
found the building he identified as the library of Origen and Eusebius. 
Farther north, just inland from the coast, Negev exposed and studied 
300 m of the high-level aqueduct. 

The Joint Expedition to Maritime Caesarea, comprising teams from twen
ty-one colleges and universities in the United States and Canada, began 
exploring the site in 1971, under the direction of R. Bull, 0. Storvick, and 
E. Krentz. In twelve seasons, this project excavated many sites outside the 
medieval city, mainly in fields A and B to the east; C, K, L, M, and N to the 
south; and G to the north, within the inner perimeter wall. Among the Joint 
Expedition's main goals was to recover the grid plan of streets laid out by 
Herod. In 1974, J. H. Humphrey, under Joint Expedition auspices, dug 
several trenches in the circus. During the same decade, in 1975-1976 and 
1979, L. I. Levine and E. Netzer, representing the Hebrew University's 
Institute of Archaeology, explored the west-central part of the medieval 
city and what Netzer calls the Promontory Palace, which extends seaward 
to the northwest of the theater. 

In more recent rescue excavations, R. Reich and M. Peleg uncovered a 
south gate in the ancient semicircular perimeter wall in Kibbutz Sedot Yam 
(1986), adjacent to the site on the south, andY. Porath studied the south gate 
in the medieval wall and part of the wall itself (1989-1990). Porath has also 
conducted extensive research on Caesarea's aqueducts. In 1990, Netzer 
renewed his work on the Promontory Palace. In 1989-1990, A. Raban 
and K. Holum organized the Combined Caesarea Expeditions (CCE), 
an international amphibious effort to explore major sectors of the ancient 
site. To the south of the medieval city, the Combined Caesarea Expeditions 
have begun work in area KK, the next insula (city block) to the south of the 
Joint Expedition's field C. The objective here is to explore the evolution of an 
urban neighborhood throughout antiquity. CCE is also excavating in area I, 
the inner harbor, and area TP, the temple platform, in an effort to link the 
harbor with what was apparently the monumental center of both the ancient 
and medieval city. 

Caesarea is also a rare maritime site where subsurface remains of a major 
ancient harbor lie relatively undisturbed by postmedieval harbor construc
tion and uncluttered by the detritus of modern commerce. In 1960, E. Link, 
one of the pioneers of underwater exploration, conducted a marine survey 
that first identified the ruins ofSebastos, Herod's great harbor. Bad weather 

Statue of Diana of Ephesus, 3rd century CE. 

and difficult seas limited Link's success, however, and it was not untill976 
that Haifa University's Center for Maritime Studies began sustained re
search on Caesarea's harbors. In that year, Raban headed an intensive 
underwater survey. Following three additional survey and training seasons 
(1978-1980), R. Hohlfelder, J. Oleson, and later R. Vannjoined Raban as co
directors of the international Caesarea Ancient Harbour Excavation Project 
(CAHEP). During the 1980s, this team recovered the design and construc
tion techniques Herod used for Sebastos and examined lesser harbors to the 
north and south of it, as well as some of the numerous shipwrecks nearby. 
R. Stieglitz, another project co-director, explored harbor installations on 
land and remains ofStraton's Tower. CCE is continuing work on Sebastos. 

KENNETH G. HOLUM, AVNER RABAN 

EXCAVATIONS IN THE 1950s AND 1960s 

HELLENISTIC PERIOD. In the summer of 1962, the area north of the 
Crusader city and east of the synagogue was cut by a sounding trench. 
It appeared that this area actually formed an inconspicuous, flat 
mound. The trench (5 by 50 m) exposed the corner of a large house. The 
two extant courses are built oflocal sandstone laid in headers and stretchers. 
The corner of the house was covered by a considerable accumulation of 
Hellenistic pottery characteristic of the third and second centuries BCE, 
such as Megarian bowls, stamped wine-jar handles from Rhodes and other 
Aegean islands, and lamps. The latest pottery in this context was Eastern 
terra sigillata A (and of this only the early types dating to the second half of 
the second century BCE). No pottery from the first century BCE was found, 
suggesting that the area was abandoned after its conquest by Alexander 
Jannaeus. 

Remains of walls and Early Hellenistic pottery were found in the lowest 
stratum in the synagogue area near the seashore. It therefore seems probable 
that Caesarea's Jewish quarter ofCaesarea was built on and near the site of 
ancient Straton's Tower. The remains of a massive wall can be seen in the sea 
close to the synagogue. These may be the remains of the mole ofthe harbor of 
Straton's Tower. 

Remains from the Hellenistic period were found in several excavated 
areas. At a small distance from the mound of Straton's Tower, the Italian 
mission uncovered a section of a wall that incorporated two large circular 
towers similar to those discovered at Samaria. This wall was repaired several 
times (some of the added elements were not even essential to the fortifica
tions). It continued in use at least until the Late Roman period. The ex
cavators dated the wall and towers to the reign of King Herod. In light 
of the parallel at Samaria, however, it seems that they should be assigned 
to the Hellenistic period. 

One of the town's main sewers, which was certainly later than the Helle
nistic period, was found 150m north of the wall-that is, outside the walled 
area. In this writer's opinion, the high-level aqueduct was also probably built 
in Herod's reign, a considerable time after the old wall and the towers had 
fallen into disuse (see below). When the aqueduct's builders had to continue it 
into the town area, they were compelled to pass it over the wall. To accom
plish this, they built a massive basement to a height equal to that of the wall 
remnant but did not incorporate it. Negev therefore concludes that in Her
od's time the town was not surrounded by a wall. 
ROMAN PERIOD. The excavation within the Crusader city showed that the 



Inscription mentioning "Pontius Pilatus," from the theater. 

elevation east of the harbor was not a natural hill but a wholly artificial 
podium. In its northern section this podium consists of a complex of 
large, cell-like compartments continuing eastward from the wall, which 
had been noted earlier by the explorers for the Palestine Exploration 
Fund. The builders had filled these compartments with rubble of cut sand
stone. Only a small quantity of pottery was found in the fill. The finds are 
mostly of Early Roman ware (Arretine terra sigillata); a few are Late Hel
lenistic pottery, perhaps also dating from the period of the building. 

The southern part of the podium has a row of vaulted constructions. One 
of them (21 by 7 by 13m-the last dimension being the height up to the top of 
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the vault) was excavated in its entirety. Above the vaults is a fill similar to that 
found inside thecell-likecompartments. At present, theentirepodiumis 15m 
higher than the level ofthe area to its west; when it was constructed, however, 
it must have been considerably higher. It can be assumed that Herod in
tended to erect a podium for the city's acropolis. The vaults were probably 
storehouses for the port (see below). 

Close to the eastern gateway of the Crusader city, part of the sewer was 
uncovered. It ran north-south, parallel to the seashore. West of the sewer and 
above it was part of a street, paved with large slabs ofhard limestone. Several 
small openings provided drainage from the street into the sewer. The sewer 
(1.8 m high and 1m wide) probably belongs to the Herodian town. However, 
the buildings of that period were partly demolished in the Early Arab period. 
They were completely destroyed in the period of Crusader rule, when the city 
wall was built. 

AVRAHAM NEGEV 

The Theater. From 1959 to 1964, the Missione Archeologica Italiana un
covered the theater situated in the southern part of the town. Herod had built 
the theater, thus introducing that institution into the eastern part of the 
empire. The Hellenistic tradition of building theaters was not introduced 
here until the Roman occupation. Most of the theaters in the east are from the 
second century. The theater at Caesarea proved to be a kind of palimpsest for 
the development of the antique theater from the first century CE until the 
Byzantine period. A fortress reinforced with semicircular towers was sub
sequently built over its remains. 

From the foundation period of the theater, remains survive of the cavea 
and its stairways, the euripus (the channel for removing water from around 
the orchestra), and the concentric gangway (which follows the plan of the 
theater at Ere tria). Fourteen successive layers of plaster painted with colorful 
floral, geometric, and fish-scale patterns decorated the floor of the orchestra. 
Thedecoration ofthe orchestra wall imitated marble paneling. The theater at 
Ceasarea is the earliest instance of such decoration; it appears later in the 
theater at Leptis Magna in Roman Africa. 

The scaenae frons is built in the Hellenistic style, with a central square 
exedra flanked by smaller concave niches. The parts facing the podium were 
covered with very fine plasterwork; the painted pulpitum (the part ofthe stage 
facing the public) was ornamented corresponding to the plasterwork on the 
niches. 

In the second century CE, when the theater was reconstructed, the central 
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exedra of the scaenaefrons was made semicircular, flanked by deep, square 
niches. The exedra and the walls facing the public were ornamented with 
superimposed rows of columns. The face of the pulpitum was rebuilt and 
given alternating marble-covered square and semicircular niches. The or
chestra (diameter, 30m) was paved with marble and the seats in the audi
torium were replaced with stone (in the Hero dian theater they had been made 
of conglomerate). 

Various periods of construction can be distinguished in the seating area. In 
the lower part of the auditorium there were six (possibly seven) cunei (wed
ges), each with thirteen tiers; in the central cuneus there was a rectangular 
compartment (the seat of the provincial governor). There was a passage 
below the seats of the lower part of the auditorium and another above 
it. Six entrance vaults (vomitoria) lead into the auditorium. They were en
tered from the outside from a concentric, ring-shaped gangway. The exit 
from the gangway was via six vaulted gates alternately decorated with groups 
of attached columns and pilasters. 

In the third century CE, a semicircular platform was added behind the 
stage, resembling the one in thetheateratDouggain North Africa. In the late 
Imperial period (third-fourth centuries), the orchestra area was turned into a 
large basin (columbetra) for nautical games (tetimimz), similar to installa
tions discovered in theaters at Athens and Corinth. At that time, cisterns 
were added to the theater complex that were also used later by the Byzantines 
and the Arabs. A stone with an inscription mentioning "Pontius Pilatus, 
Praefectus Judaeae," and the "Tiberieum" (a building dedicated by him in 
honoroftheemperorTiberius)wasfoundreusedasastepinthelatelmperial 
period theater. 

Decorations in the theater from the Herodian period include several 
delicate architectural details made of stucco-coated stone. In the Roman 
period (second and third centuries), architectural details were made of mar
ble. Among the finds from the theater are many large pottery lamps from the 
Herodian period, offering bowls with Greek potters' marks, and later lamps 
found under the hyposcenium. The roofing ofthe hyposcenium was supported 
by a system of arches resting on pillars. In the theater area were found a statue 
of Diana of Ephesus; several statues of clothed women; a female, masklike 
head; and fragments of statues, reliefs, and inscriptions. 

The Italian mission uncovered a section of wall with semicircular towers 
that they dated to the Herodian period and the line of the aqueduct; they also 
identified the plan of the ancient city on Israeli aerial photographs; and they 
found evidence that the external wall of Caesarea, which follows a semi oval 
line outside the city, is to be dated to the Byzantine period. In the Byzantine 
fortress (probably from the reign of Justinian, with Arab additions) a small 
hoard of gold objects was found, including jewelry, crosses, and a silver box 
for cult objects. A Christian building outside the city wall was also excavated 
by them. 

ANTONIO FROVA 

The Water Supply. The water supply system of Roman Caesarea was one of 
the best conceived in the country. Water was brought to the town from two 
sources: from springs on the southern slopes of Mount Carmel by an aque
duct carried on arches (the so-called 
high-level aqueduct), and from a dam 
across the Zarqa River (Nal;ml Tan
ninim) by a low-level aqueduct. The 
high-level aqueduct (more than 9 km 
long) is formed at its source by a 
rock-cut channel that continues up 
to Shuni (Maiumas; map reference 
146.216). At Shuni, it also collected 
water from the abundant springs 
near the Roman theater.The aque
duct crosses the Zarqa River on a low 
bridge and from there is carried on 
arches across the Kebara swamps. 
It actually consists of two joined con
duits. On top of each system of arches 
is a built channel, each with three pipes 
(diameter, 17 em each) through which 
the water flowed. In the Kebara 
swamps, the conduits are separated 
in order to prevent excessive pressure 
on the miry soil. The aqueduct con
tinues as a cut tunnel (c. 400 m 
long) in the sandstone ridge running 
parallel to the seashore. After emer-

Insciption of the Tenth Legion in Hadrian's 
time, from the high-level aqueduct. 

The high-level aqueduct. 

ging from the ridge, it is once more carried on arches, running west-south
west, to a point near the seashore, and from there along the shore to the north 
end of the city itself. It was possible to ascertain that the eastern of the two 
conduits in this section of the high-level aqueduct was built first. Near 
Caesarea the aqueduct has been completely eroded by wave action. 

In this writer's opinion, the construction of the high-level aqueduct dates 
to the reign of Herod. It was repaired by units of the Second Legion (Traiana 
Fortis) and the Tenth Legion(Fretensis) at the beginningofthe Bar-Kokhba 
Revolt, when the town became the headquarters of the Roman army that was 
rushed into the province to quell the revolt. 

The low-level aqueduct (c. 5 km long) draws its water from a dam built on 
the Zarqa River. At its beginning it is an open, rock-cut channel running at 
the foot of the sandstone ridge, parallel to the seashore. In its continuation, it 
is built of sandstone and is roofed by a vault (c. 2m high). A small section of 



Part of the high-level aqueduct hewn into the 
kurkar ridge. 

this aqueduct was cleared north of 
Caesarea. Its lower part was made 
water-tight with a coating of plaster. 

The date of the low-level aqueduct 
is unknown, but both aqueducts may 
have been in use at the same time. 
When needed, superfluous water 
could apparently be conveyed from 
the higher to the lower aqueduct. The 
high-level aqueduct probably sup
plied drinking water, while the low
level aqueduct conveyed water to ir
rigate the gardens near the town. 
THEBYZANTINEPERIOD.Excava
tions conducted in the 1960s in the 
Byzantine levels have not delivered 
a clear-cut understanding ofthe town. 
However, it could be concluded that 
in this period it attained its maximum 
size-the length of its walls reaching 
2.5 km (1.5 mi.). 
Remains within the Medieval City. In 
the Byzantine period, a large building 
was constructed on the Roman po
dium. This building was identified 
in the later excavations as an octago
nal church (see below). 

Numerous cellars, or underground 
stores, are scattered throughout the 
Crusader city. The roof vaults are still preserved in some of them. The 
massive walls of these structures are built of small stones embedded in clay 
mortar and revetted with well-dressed stones. Evidently, goods brought by 
sea were stored in these structures. 

West of the Roman fill was a building with two apses on its eastern side and 
a mosaic carpet of rough stones. At its western extremity were the remains of 
a square building surrounded by a screen. Storage jars (for water?) were 
found placed below the level of the floor. No corroboratory evidence of the 
nature of the structure was found, however. 
Remains South ofthe Medieval City. South ofthe Crusaderfosse, excavations 
by this writer on behalf of the National Parks Authority revealed the foun
dations of a large public building, more than half of which was destroyed 
when the Crusaders dug the moat. From the few remains i tis surmised that on 
its east side an exedra led to two small entrance rooms paved with opus sectile 
and a white mosaic carpet executed with roughly cut tesserae. West of the 
entrance rooms was a long hall paved with small tesserae. At its western 
extremity was a small apse (it is not clear, however, whether the building was 
a basilica). In the rubble of the apse, tiny stone and gilded glass tesserae were 
found that probably belong to wall or ceiling mosaics. 

Three to four layers of mosaic floors were discovered laid one above the 
other in the building. The first of the floors, made of rather small tesserae, is 
probably to be dated to the third century. Aninscriptionofwelcomelaid near 
the threshold of the door probably dates to the third century. In the white 
mosaic in one of the lateral rooms a passage in Greek from the Epistle to the 
Romans (3:13) was found, and among the building remains a statue of the 
Good Shepherd was uncovered. 

A. Negev has suggested that this building should be identified either with 
the library founded by Origen or with an early Christian school. (Because the 
apse is directed toward the west, it is improbable that the structure was a 
traditional church.) The building was destroyed at the beginning of the Early 
Arab period. On its floor were found the kilns in which its marble parts were 
burned into lime. 
A Byzantine Square and Street. At a small distance east of the medieval city, 
S. Yeivin, on behalf ofthe Israel Department of Antiquities, cleared a section 
of a street. The excavation uncovered three main strata: the uppermost 
dating from the eleventh to the thirteenth centuries, the middle one from 
the eighth to the ninth centuries, and the lowest from the Byzantine period. In 
the two upper strata, few building remains were found. In trial soundings 
carried out beneath stratum III, signs of occupation from the Late Roman 
period (stratum IV) were found. They were not explored further, however. 
The excavator ascribes stratum III to the fifth and sixth centuries CE. 

In the southern part ofthe excavated area, a large public square paved with 
large reused marble slabs was discovered and cleared for a length of30 m. In 
the northern part of this square was a tripartite gate with two marble columns 
in its center. East ofthe gate was a porphyry statue representing a man seated 
on a throne of green granite. West of the gate was a white marble statue, also 
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of a man seated on a throne; the upper and lower parts of the two statues do 
not belong to each other. Both statues date to the second or third century and 
were apparently transferred to a public square here in the Byzantine period. 

Northofthetripartitegateisarectangularroom(lOby 5.1 m)paved with a 
rough white mosaic. It leads to a flight of ten steps that ascend to another 
street that is 1.5 m higher. On the floor of the platform an inscription was 
found that mentions a Byzantine governor, so far unknown, as well as the 
city's mayor in whose term of office "the wall, the apse, and the stairway" 
were repaired. 

The street north of the stairway is paved with roughly cut white tesserae 
and was cleared for a length of 15m. A trial sounding carried out 80 m north 
of the limits of the excavated area revealed the continuation of the street. 

Postern in the eastern wall of the medieval city. 
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Crusader city wall and fosse in the south. 

Along the sides ofthe large square and 
along the street, building remains, 
probably of shops and workshops, 
were discovered. The excavator as
sumed that the whole complex had 
been the central marketplace of Cae
sarea, and that the open space north of 
it had been the cattle market. 
The Building outside the Walls. East of 
the city wall, on the tip of a hill rising 
about20mabovesealevel, Yeivinalso 
uncovered a Byzantine building, 
probably a church. It is near a cem
etery whose remains were found be
tween the wall and the hill. The struc
ture (13.5 by 11.5 m) is oriented to the 
east. No traces of roofing columns 
were found on the floor; it seems that 
this area was a court open to the sky, in 
which, perhaps, ceremonies were held 
before burial. The floor is paved with 
mosaics. Wild and domesticated ani
mals among stylized fruit trees are 
depicted at its edges. In the main field 
there are medallions in which various 
birds are represented. 

In the narthex and in the extraor
dinarily narrow aisles, which were 
only partly cleared, the mosaics were 
decorated with geometric patterns. 
The remains of another building 
paved with mosaics were found 14 
m east of this building, and nearly 
at the same level. Its eastern wall 
(28m long) and its central apse (dia
meter, 4.5 m) are extant. The axis of 
the apse of this building does not, 
however, correspond to the axis of 

The Crusader cathedral. 
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Eastern city gate from Crusader period (view from inside the city). 

the court to the west. The style of the latter building suggests a date in the 
second quarter of the fourth century. It was destroyed during the Arab 
conquest in 640. 
THE EARLY ARAB PERIOD. Remains from the Early Arab period have 
been found all over Caesarea wherever excavations or soundings were car
ried out. It follows that the size of the town did not decrease in the Arab 
period. The large Byzantine building erected on Roman fill (see above) was 
repaired then with stones from the building itself. For the most part, only the 
floors of the structures were preserved. The sewage channels and the water
supply system from the Roman and Byzantine periods ceased to function in 
the Early Arab period, and cisterns, fountains, and sewage pits were dug over 
the whole area of the town. 

West of the fill, remains of various workshops were found. The southern 
vaulting, which is completely preserved, was used in the Early Arab period as 
a workshop for casting iron, as was evident from the thick layer of iron slag 
and cinders covering the floor. Under this layer a large jar had been hidden in 
which silver bracelets were concealed; a small jar within it contained gold and 
bronze jewelry and precious stones. All these objects date to the tenth cen
tury. 

West of the fill, in a stratum above and west of the Byzantine building, 
remains of crucibles for copper smelting were found, as well as the remains of 
buildings, storerooms, and numerous Early Arab sewage pits. 
THE CRUSADER PERIOD. The Crusader city is the smallest of the several 
towns built at Caesarea-its area being about 22 a. (either one-sixth or one
tenth the area of the Roman and Byzantine towns, depending on whose 
calculations are followed). 
The City Wall and Gates. The Crusader city was walled on all sides. The 
western, seashore wall has been almost completely destroyed; remains are 
only left close to the shore. The eastern wall measured about 650 m and the 
northernandsouthernonesabout275meach. The fortifications consisted of 
a counterscarp (still extant to a height of 4 to 6 m), a fosse (width at the 
bottom, 7 m), and a glacis (with a 60-degree gradient and a length of8 m to the 
base of the wall). The wall rising above the glacis was about 10m high, but 
only a small section of it is preserved, near the southern gate. The inner and 
outer faces of the fortifications are built of rather small stones embedded in 
strong white mortar. The fill in the wall was made of clay, mortar, and any 
available material. Nine towers are incorporated into the eastern wall, four in 

the southern one, and three in the northern one. The towers (10-17 m long) 
project 7 to 8 m beyond the wall. There is a recess in the outer wall opposite 
every tower. There are three gates in the city wall. The northern gatehouse is 
built in the middle of the north wall. A bridge was supported across half the 
fosse by an isolated pillar (1.75 by 4.25 m). In the distance from the glacis up 
to the pillar, the bridge was built of arches. It leads to the road in front of the 
gateway. The doorway of the gate (3.2 m wide and4mdeep) faces west an dis 
thus protected against arrows shot from the north. 

The wall of the gatehouse is square (length of each side, 8.25 m); its ceiling is 
formed byfourcross vaults restingonfourpillars set in the corners of the hall. 
The pillars and their capitals, which are decorated with plant motifs, are 
preserved in situ. In the southwestern corner of the hall a stairway leads up to 
the tower above the gate. An opening in the southern wall led into the town. 

This gate, like the other two, is built according to the principle of indirect 
access. This is of chronological importance, for such gates were not built in 
the Crusader period prior to the middle of the thirteenth century. The ex
cavator therefore attributed the Caesarea fortifications to the latest phase of 
the Crusader period, the time of Louis IX, king of France. 

Another staircase, east of the gate, led to its top floor, of which only the 
lowest courses and the foundations of the loopholes (opening toward the 
road and the glacis) are extant. Near the northeastern corner tower, at some 
distance from the gateway, a secret passage in the wall leads from the town 
into the fosse. It consists of a sloping gallery (7 by 1.1 by 3m) that opened on 
the outside into the glacis; it was probably blocked in the siege by Sultan 
Baybars in 1265. The other secret passages were also blocked by strong 
constructions. 

The eastern gate was the main entranceway to the city; it is in the middle of 
the eastern wall and entered via a bridge. The remains of four pillars and four 
arches, which supported the bridge across the fosse and the glacis, are in situ. 
The outer doorway of the gatehouse looks northward. In the continuation of 
the parapet of the bridge, the doorway is protected by a system ofloopholes. 
Inside the doorway (3m wide, 4 m deep) are installations through which 
burning material was poured; a slot for an iron grille, a threshold made of a 
marble block, and the upper holes for the gate's hinges, made of marble 
columns cleft lengthwise. 

The hall of the gatehouse (15 by 4.5 m) is paved with small, rectangular 
stone slabs. In its southwestern corner is a well and a basin. Along its eastern 
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Crystal head, probably of the 
emperor Vitellius. 

wall is a bench built of stone, attached to the wall. In the middle of its western 
wall a doorway leads into the town. The ceiling ofthe gatehouse rests on three 
cross vaults built on pillars. The capitals of the latter are decorated with plant 
motifs. This gatehouse also had an upper story, reached via a staircase 
attached to the western wall. There are loopholes in the north, east, and 
south walls of the passage leading to it. 

The excavators could clearly distinguish two phases of contruction in the 
eastern gatehouse. All the remains just described belong to the last phase
the time of Louis IX. To the first phase, the excavators assigned two sections 
of the wall, north and south of the western doorway of the gate chamber. 
These are built of large hewn stones, in contrast to the other parts of the 
gatehouse, which are built of small stones, only slightly chipped. 

A sounding made inside the wall revealed remains of the doorposts of an 
earlier gate, to which the above-mentioned two sections of wall had be
longed. It is therfore clear that initially there was a much wider gateway 
on this side. It had no hall in front of it and was designed with a direct access. 
When the fortifications were built by Louis IX, doorposts built of small 
stones were added, narrowing the gateway. Thirty meters north of the east
ern gate there was another secret passage (7 m long), of outstanding work
manship, built with gradually descending cross vaults. 

The southern gate was known prior to the excavation. Therefore, only 
soundings were carried out there. It seems that the construction of this gate 
was never completed. The Crusaders succeeded in building only its outer 
gateway, whose plan was similar to the one on the north. Near the south
eastern corner tower was a third secret passage (14m long). Although similar 
to the northern one, it had less of a slope than the others and was of inferior 
workmanship. 
Crusader Streets. Inside the town, several sections of the Crusader city's 
network of streets were discovered. One led from the eastern gateway west
ward and was paved with large slabs ofhard limestone, identical to the paving 
from the Roman period. It is evident that the slabs were reused, although the 
street itself probably dates to the Roman period. Additional Roman remains 
were discovered close to it, and on the same level. 

Another section of a street, roofed by a cross vault, was found alongside 
the eastern wall. There are holes in its pillars for tying up horses. A third 
section of the street was uncovered above the Roman podium. It runs from 
north to south, passing above the western part of the large Byzantine build
ing in the direction of the Crusader church. This street is paved with small 
stones, characteristic of the last phase of Crusader building. Early Roman 
capitals were embedded in its foundations. 
The Crusader Church. Within the city itself, the southern Crusader church 
was uncovered, whose construction had not been completed. The church was 
built on the southern part of the podium. According to its plan, the western 
half of the nave and the northern aisle were to have been built above the three 
southern vaults ofthe podium. In order to adapt the podium for this purpose, 
its western area was reinforced with four strong buttresses. Later, three apses 
of exceptionally well-dressed sandstone were built on the top ofthe elevation, 
at the eastern end of the podium. Only then was the construction of the 
northern wall of the church begun. However, before half of it could be 
completed, two of the vaults collapsed, and the remains of the wall were 
buried under the debris. The builders were thus compelled to abandon their 
initial plan. In front ofthe original central apse they built another apse whose 
workmanship is very poor. Reused columns discovered in situ in the nave 
correspond to the lines of this second apse. The columns were sunk deep into 
the floor and had no bases. 

The church is paved with small stone slabs like those on the road to the 

eastern gate. In soundings carried out under the southern aisle, the founda
tions of mosaic-paved rooms, perhaps of a mosque or of a church, were 
found. In addition, the podium's cell-like compartments were discovered 
filled with pounded sandstone. 
The Harbor Fortress. Only limited trial soundings were conducted in the 
harbor fortress. It appears that it was built on a narrow spit ofland, probably 
once part ofthe southern breakwater of the Herodian port. This fortress was 
evidently built by the Crusaders in the twelfth century or at the beginning of 
the thirteenth. It is separated from the town by a channel 20 m wide. Its 
western access was protected by two strong towers. One of the entrances from 
the harbor to the fortress was discovered in its northeastern corner. A narrow 
passage, probably roofed, led from the main hall of the fortress to a large 
gateway that is almost completely preserved. Both the hall and the gateway 
are presently covered by rubble. A hall was discovered under the fortress. 
A Crusader House. Southwest of the eastern gate, near the roofed street, a 
large residential building was discovered. The beginning of its construction is 
dated to the Early Arab period. The floor was laid on a fill of the debris of 
columns covered with stones and earth. Under this floor a hoard of gold and 
silver coins from the tenth century was found. 

This house had two courtyards with wells in each ofthem. The rooms were 
built around the courtyards, and in one courtyard a stairway led to the roof. 
There were also subterranean storerooms. The house was apparently oc
cupied for a considerable time, for it had undergone many repairs and 
modifications. 

AVRAHAM NEGEV 

THE EXCAVATION OF THE SYNAGOGUE 
North of the Crusader city, a capital carved with a seven-branched menorah 
was found on the seashore in the 1920s. In 1947, J. Ory, excavatingatthatsite 
on behalf of the Mandatory Department of Antiquities, discovered two 
superimposed mosaic floors. The upper mosaic was white. On the lower 
one an inscription was found mentioning a donor, a certain Julius, and 
the area of the mosaic floor donated by him. Another fragment, decorated 
with a colored guilloche, was also found in the lower mosaic. 

In 1956 and 1962, excavations were carried out at the site on behalf of the 
Archaeological Department at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, under 
the direction of M. Avi-Yonah, assisted by A. Negev. The excavators 
reached virgin soil at a depth of 7 m and identified five superimposed strata. 
STRATUM I. On virgin soil, 2.8 m above sea level, the foundations of 
Hellenistic houses were found that may be connected with the nearby an
chorage site of Straton's Tower. In this stratum, typical Hellenistic vessels 
were discovered, such as Megarian bowls and West Slope ware. 
STRATUM II. Stratum II included the remains of a square building (length of 
one side, 9 m) whose thick walls are 1.4 m above sea level. Above the founda
tions (3.9 m high) are five courses (each 0.27 m) of hewn stones laid in 
alternating headers and stretchers. The pottery found in this stratum in
cluded Herodian lamps, spindle-shaped bottles, and some fragments of 
Nabatean ware. The eastern wall of the building and a considerable part 
ofthe southern wall up to the southwestern corner were fairly well preserved. 
Part of the walls of this building were incorporated into the walls of the 
fourth-century synagogue (see stratum IV, below). The excavator therefore 
assumed that the house served as a synagogue in the reign of Herod and 
afterward. It may even have been the synagogue Knestha d'Meredth (the 
Synagogue of the Revolt) mentioned in Talmudic sources. The conflict 

Synagogue capital decorated with seven-branched menorahs in relief 



Greek inscription from the synagogue: "God help us! Gift of the people in the time of 
Marutha.'' 

centered around that synagogue kindled the revolt of 66 CE (Josephus, War 
II, 285-291). 
STRATUM III. From the time of Augustus until the third century, a part of 
the Herodian building was used as a plaster-coated cistern. This cistern was 
later filled with rubble, in which fragments of terra sigillata ware, coins of the 
procurators, and other Roman pottery were found. 
STRATUM IV. In the third century, a synagogue was builtovertherubble fill. 
Part of the walls of the stratum II Herodian building was reused for its walls. 
This may be the synagogue in Caesarea, that according to Talmudic sources, 
was situated near the seashore. The floor of this building is 4.9 m above sea 
level. The synagogue (18 by 9 m) was oriented southward, but its entrance 
was in the short eastern wall facing the town. On its southern side a number of 
small constructions (perhaps shops, as at the synagogue in Sardis) had been 
added. A paved street ran alongside them. Mosaic floors were discovered in 
the synagogue, as were fragments of a Hebrew inscription giving the order of 
the "priestly courses" and their places, as detailed in late liturgical hymns. 
Several molded lamps, impressed with the seven-branched menorah, were 
also discovered. Near one of the walls of the synagogue a hoard of 3, 700 
bronze coins was found, almost all of them from the time ofConstantinus II. 
As some of these coins bear the effigy of Julian Caesar (Constantinus' vice
roy), it is assumed that the hoard was hidden in about 355 and that the 
building was therefore destroyed in the middle of the fourth century. When 
it was reconstructed, the hoard was forgotten. 
STRATUM V. In the middle ofthefifthcentury, anew synagogue was erected 
on the ruins of the fourth-century building (during a pause in the persecution 
ofthe Jews in the Byzantine empire). Oriented on a north-south axis, the later 

Synagogue capital carved with a seven-branched menorah. 
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Proposed reconstruction of the synagogue's mosaic floor inscription listing the 24 
priestly courses (shaded sections indicate the fragments that were found). 
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building had a long, narrow entrance hall (11 by 2.6 m) paved with a white 
mosaic floor with a colored pattern. Set in the floor was the inscription: 
"Beryllus, archisynagogus and administrator, son of Ju[s]tus, made the 
pavement work of the hall from his own money." This vestibule formed 
the entrance to another hall, in the center of which was a circular area 
paved with stone (diameter, 0.5 m), surrounded by a mosaic floor. 

One of the marble columns in this building bears the inscription: "The gift 
ofTheodorus son of Olympus for the salvation ofhis daughter Matrona." 
There are also several Corinthian capitals. The seven-branched menorah is 
carved on two of the capitals. Distinguishable on a third is a group ofletters 
forming a monogram that can be read "Patricius" on one side and 
"Con[sul]" on the other. The building was therefore reconstructed in 
459, in the consulate of Patricius. The columns and the capitals are of two 
different sizes: the diameter of some is 0.5 m and of others 0.25 m; they may 
have belonged to the hall and to the gallery, respectively. 

East and west of the building, water channels with clay pipes were found. 
Among the small finds were small columns (of an ark?), a marble slab carved 
with a menorah, fragments of marble inlays, fragments of marble mosaics 
with an inscription reading "God help us! Gift of the people in the time of 
Marutha," and another inscription with the same name "Marutha." The 
synagogue was destroyed by fire, and the heat caused the mosaics to change 
color. Brimstone was found on the floor. 

Between periods IV and V, a covered sewer running from east to west 
(toward the sea) was constructed above the level of the earlier building; the 
hall of the later building was superimposed on it. 

At the beginning of the Arab period, the floors were repaired with a 
mixture of marble and stone fragments embedded in a layer of plaster. 
No signs of occupation after the eighth century were found on the site. 
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EXCAVATIONS IN THE 1970s 

SECTION IN THE WESTERN PART OF THE MEDIEVAL 
CITY 
In 1975-1976 and 1979,excavations on behalf of the Hebrew University were 
conducted by L. I. Levine and E. Netzer in the center of the Crusader city, 
near the coast and perpendicular to the shore line. No remains from the 
Crusader period were discovered in the area, in a section about 70 m long and 
lOrn wide. The upper (first) stratum had been destroyed, but it probably is to 
be attributed to a period preceding the Crusader period. The stratum under
lying it (the second stratum) is well preserved and undoubtedly belongs to the 
ninth and tenth centuries. 

The remains of the second stratum attest to a flourishing settlement, with 
spacious houses containing large inner courtyards, most of which are paved 
with stone slabs, as are some of the rooms. At the eastern end of the ex
cavation area a portion of a narrow alley extending north-south was un
covered, as well as portions of two buildings adjoining it on the west. Each 
building is connected to the alley by a narrow hall alongside which is a paved 
courtyard. The buildings in this stratum have an abundance of water in
stallations such as drainage pits and cisterns. The finds are sparse, however, 
despite the many buildings. 

The second stratum continued to use the arrangement of the underlying 
third stratum from the beginning of the Early Arab period (seventh-eighth 
centuries). It was difficult to determine the nature of the third stratum, for 
very little of it is preserved. 

The remains of a completely different city were discovered in the fourth 
stratum, which belongs to the Byzantine period. A large street (c. 8 m wide) 
was uncovered here. This street, which runs from east to west, was paved in its 
entirety with rectangular slabs of hard limestone worn with use. A few 
sections of the buildings flanking the street have been uncovered, mainly 
south of it and near the shore. Partial remains of a large, apparently public 
building, constructed of ashlars with thick walls, were found here. In the 

debris in one of its rooms, close to the street, many sections of a magnificent 
mosaic floor and two fallen marble pillars, with their bases and capitals, were 
found. The Hebrew word m?'V (shalom) is carved on one of the pillars. West of 
this building, adjacent to the street, are several small rooms, possibly shops. 
The buildings of the fourth stratum were in use from the fourth to sixth 
centuries. In a portion of the wide street, on the east side of the main ex
cavation area, three levels of kurkar floors were laid over the original stone 
slabs. 

Many of the walls of the fourth (Byzantine) stratum rest on massive walls 
from the preceding stratum, which contains about four levels from the end of 
the Roman period. Under the main street of the Byzantine stratum, several 
levels of an earlier street were paved with kurkar and pebbles. In one of the 
levels, under the shops near the street, are two adjoining pools, one of which is 
stepped (a mikveh?). 

On the east side of the main excavation area, on the bedrock under the 
lower levels of the street, many sherds from the Herodian period were found, 
but no building remains. In the vicinity of the shore, in contrast, are the 
remains of a marble building that probably is to be attributed to the He radian 
period: in the lower level part of a wall (c. 2.5 m wide) was found, the 
continuation of which is visible in the sea. This wall may have been a jetty 
in the magnificent harbor ofCaesarea. No Hellenistic finds were found in the 
main excavation area. 

EXCAVATIONS WEST OF THE THEATER: THE 
PROMONTORY PALACE 
The remains on the cliff jutting into the sea just west of the theater were 
examined in the third excavation season. Visible here is a rectangular de
pression, apparently of an early pool (18 by 35 m). Also discerned were 
remains of walls and cuts in the rock parallel to the depression. These ruins 
had been noted by the eighteenth-century explorer R. Pococke and by others 



Right: remains of a Byzantine building in the western part of the medieval city; 
(below) a pillar engraved with the word shalom, found in the building. 

after him. The Italian expedition that uncovered the theater south of the 
Crusader city called these remains "the sea villa." The architect A. Flinder, 
who surveyed and measured the cliff, was of the opinion that the depression 
was a fish pond. The cliff was almost entirely eroded by wave action. Only the 
eastern part of the rock had not been reached by the waves and could be 
excavated. 

The excavations conducted near the eastern wall of the pool uncovered a 
strip (c. I 0 m wide) containing the remains of four rooms, three of which are 
paved with a mosaic. The largest of the rooms (c. 8.5 by 12m) was built along 
the structure's central axis. The room is flanked by two additional rooms 
(each 5 by 7.5 m). In each is a mosaic floor that was damaged in a major 
conflagration that may have destroyed the entire building. In the northern
most room there are three floors above the original rock-cut floor. The 
uppermost floor connects with a later staircase also uncovered in the ex
cavation. It is assumed that this was the location of the building's vestibule in 
its different phases. 

The most impressive find is the central carpet of the mosaic floor in the 
middle room, which was uncovered in its entirety. The carpet (2.6 by 5.2 m) is 
decorated with geometric patterns in red, black, yellow, and white-an 
imitation of an opus sectile marble floor. An actual opus sectile floor, 
in a pattern almost identical to this one, was found in the triclinium in 
Herod's winter palace in Jericho (the Third Palace). The carpet at Caesarea 
is surrounded by a square meander pattern. 

The middle room was entered through a portico of which only the sty
lobate remained. The large pool in the center of the building was directly 

Remains of structures from the Early Arab period and a Roman street in the western 
part of the Crusader city. 
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visible from the portico. Next to the stylobate were the remains of a small 
pool finished in marble. On the floor of the middle room were many sherds 
from the second century, including fragments of pithoi like the ones found at 
Masada and Herodium and attributed to the Herodian period. Pottery from 
the Herodian period was also found on the lowest floor of the northern room. 

The four rooms on the west side of the cliff appear to belong to the remains 
observed by Pococke and others, almost all of which belong to an impressive 
architectural complex (c. 110 m long by 60 m wide) extending from west to 
east. The large pool in the center of the building is at least 2 m deep. It 
apparently was used for swimming and for decorative purposes, and not 
as a fish pond. The remains of the walls and the rock cuts suggest that the pool 
was surrounded by porches of uniform width. The series of rectangular 
depressions north of the pool may be what is left of an arrangement of 
columns that surrounded the pool in the form of a peristyle. The pool was 
connected to the sea by a network of open channels and pools apparently 
quarried after the building surrounding the pool was destroyed. In this phase 
the pool was undoubtedly used to hold fish. It is assumed that the large pool 
originally held fresh water, but this can only be confirmed by further ex
cavation. 

The cliff and the remains of the large building that stood on it are at the 
mercy of the waves, which have almost completely obliterated the remains of 
the building. Thus, only the first course of several of the walls that stood here 
have survived. West of the large pool are rectangular-shaped rock cuts that 
may ultimately aid in reconstructing the plan of the building. 

Plan of the promontory palace. 
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AerialviewofHerod's palace(?), west of the 
theater. 

The spacious complex, the large 
pool it contained, and the fine work
manship of the decorations all lead to 
the conclusion that this was a magni
ficent villa, or possibly even a royal 
palace. The nature of the earliest ma
terial discovered, and especially the 
building's location on the only rock 
protruding into the sea (except for 
the harbor), led the excavators to sur
mise that this was the site of Herod's 
palace at Caesarea mentioned in the 
writings ofJosephus (War I 23, 5, 408; 
Antiq. XV 9, 6, 331). It is noteworthy 
that the first building in Caesarea 
mentioned in these two descriptions 
is the palace (or palaces) of Herod. 
Its location on a promontory is con
sistent with Herod's ambitious archi
tectural projects and his special taste, 
familiar from Masada, Herodium, 
Jericho, and Jerusalem. On the other 
hand, the mosaic floors found here 
were laid following Herod's reign 
(in the first or second century). 
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Part of the "palace" west of the theater. Central carpet of the mosaic floor in "Herod's palace." 

THE JOINT EXPEDITION'S EXCAVATIONS, EXCAVATIONS IN THE 1980s AND 1990s, 
AND SUMMARY 

THE HELLENISTIC PERIOD. Straton's Tower has thus far been poorly 
represented in excavation results. Between the inner perimeter wall and the 
Old City, Avi-Yonah, Negev, and later the Joint Expedition to Maritime 
Caesarea all found quantities of third- and second-century BCE pottery, 
indicating heavy Hellenistic occupation, but scant building remains. More 
recent finds on the temple platform, again only ceramics and foundation 
walls, confirm that the underlying sandstone ridge may have formed the 
acropolis of Straton's Tower. 

Raban has suggested that the segment of inner perimeter wall that the 
Italian mission excavated-incorporating two round towers and one poly-

gonal one--represents the fortifications of Zoilos from the later second 
century BCE. Because their masonry is identical---consisting of drafted 
kurkar (local sandstone) blocks laid alternately as headers and stretch
ers, he further associates this wall with the southern wall of the large vault 
that Negev excavated below the southwestern corner ofthe temple platform, 
proposing that this too formed part of the city wall ofStraton's Tower. The 
fortification line thus indicated would have enclosed two protected anchora
ges that CAHEP discovered (see below, Maritime Caesarea). Foundations 
of a round tower, like those in the inner perimeter wall and perhaps part ofthe 
same fortification system, now lie submerged 10 to 20m offshore from the 



System of streets in 
Caesarea in the Roman 
and Byzantine periods. 

swimming beach in the medieval city. These discoveries make it possible to 
proposeacityplanfor Straton's Tower. (The Joint Expedition, however, and 
other scholars as well, date the inner wall to Herod's new foundation; see 
above, excavations in the 1950s and 1960s, and below.) 

A dearth of pottery from the first century BCE confirms Josephus' remark 
(War I, 408)that Straton's Towerwasindeclinewhen Herod chose it to be the 
site of Caesarea. 
HEROD'S NEW FOUNDATION. City Plan and Defenses. In 1978 and 1980, 
the Joint Expedition excavated trench G.8 on the line of the inner perimeter 
wall that the Italian mission had discovered, extracting pottery and coins that 
suggest a date for the wall after 123 BCE. 

Apart from the perimeter wall, which he ignores, Josephus' description of 
Herod's lavish building project (above) by and large corresponds with the 
archaeological facts. He indicates that Herod laid out the streets ofthe city on 
a grid plan and devoted equal effort and resources to the sewers beneath them 
(Antiq. XV, 340). The Joint Expedition discovered neither street pavements 
nor sewers dating to Herod's time, but has identified enough fragments of the 
city's Roman and Byzantine streets-laid out on the same grid-to recover 
much ofthe original plan. This plan included about four north-south streets, 
now designated streets I-IV, and more than three times as many east-west 
streets, which the Joint Expedition numbers with Arabic numerals. The 
standard insula appears to have measured about 80 m east-west, or about 
270 Roman feet. The original north-south dimension is still uncertain. 
Amphitheater and Theater. Of the amphitheater that Josephus mentions, 
only the imprint of the oval arena is visible in the fields to the northeast 
of the Old City. This arena was exceptionally spacious (c. 95 m north-south 
and 62 m east-west). The theater excavated by the Italian mission, to the 
south near the sea, survived in much better condition. The buildingmayhave 
accomodated about four thousand spectators (see above, The Theater). 
The Harbor. The Herodian harbor was composed of three basins, one inside 
the other. Excavations both on land and under water confirmed the accuracy 
ofJosephus' account ofthe harbor. Its construction is characterized by a high 
degree of sophistication and technological expertise in marine engineering 
(see below, Maritime Caesarea). 
The Temple Platform. East of the harbor, the temple platform dominated the 
inner harbor. Recent work has demonstrated that this "earthen mound," as 
Josephus calls it, was not an entirely artificial eminence, as was once thought, 
but consisted of a natural bedrock ridge that Herod's engineers extended 
westward on a series of barrel vaults (and perhaps eastward as well) to 
accommodate his temple to Roma and Augustus. Today, the temple plat
form rises to just over 13m above sea level and measures 105m north-south 
and about 90 m east-west. Thus, it could easily have included other buildings 
as well, among them perhaps the city's as yet undiscovered ancient market
place (agora). Of the temple, only a few foundations have thus far come to 
light (but these could also belong to a monumental building from the time of 
Straton's Tower). The platform's western face, exposed during Negev's 
clearing operation, originally consisted of twelve east-west barrel vaults 
built next to each other, each 5 m wide and 8.5 m high and built of 
kurkar ashlars. In the center, between vaults 6 and 7, a monumental staircase 
offered access to the temple platform from the esplanade fronting the quay of 
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the inner harbor. To the north and south of the vaults there were facades of 
large masonry blocks, the northern one decorated with niches. The temple 
platform and the Sebastos harbor formed a single grandiose architectural 
conception that bears the earmarks of Herodian design and engineering. 
The Warehouses (Horrea). Also from King Herod's time is a complex of 
barrel-vaulted horrea (warehouses) now concealed beneath a sand dune in 
The Joint Expedition's field C, on the coast to the south of the medieval city. 
The expedition excavated the northernmost horreum and discovered that it 
corresponded in plan and construction with the vaults of the temple platform 
facade. Just above bedrock, both below and above the vault's original floor 
level, the excavators found many sherds of transport amphorae manufac
tured from about 25 BCE to 100 CE in North Africa, Spain, Italy, and the 
Aegean Basin and used for shipping wine, oil, fish sauce (garum), and other 
commodities. These sherds attest brisk commerce passing into and out of the 
city in the first century of its existence. 
The Promontory Palace. Netzer has proposed identifying the royal palace 
that Josephus mentions with the Promontory Palace that extends into the sea 
to the northwest of the theater (see discussion above). CAHEP's conclusion 
that the pool was a fish tank (piscina) instead of a freshwater swimming pool 
is equally consistent with palace architecture of the Herodian period. 
THE ROMAN PERIOD. Herod's monumental buildings presumably re
mained in use in the Roman period; consequently, archaeologists have thus 
far found fewer major structures built in the next three centuries. In the 
second century, the theater received a new scaenae frons, with a semicircular 
central exedra flanked by deeper square niches. By the fourth century, the 
orchestra could be flooded for the popular naumachiae, or mock naval fights. 
The Sebastos harbor, however, may have declined rather quickly, as coastal 
subsidence and lack of municipal resources for proper maintenance caused 
the breakwaters to slump beneath the waves. Shipping would have been 
diverted to subsidiary anchorages to the north and south of the main harbor 
(see below, Maritime Caesarea). 

On the other hand, finds of inscriptions (such as the Pontius Pilate stone, 
see above) and statuary from the Roman period have been exceptionally rich. 
A vi-Yonahidentified the porphyry statue that Yeivinfound as the cult statue 
from Caesarea's temple to Hadrian(seeabove). In 1972, the Joint Expedition 
discovered an incomplete marble statue ofCaesarea's city goddess, orTyche, 
a deity also known from the city's coins and from the Caesarea Cup, now in 
the Louvre, in Paris. The marble Tyche dates to about 125 CE and came to 
light in field B, to the east of the Old City, where it had been reinstalled on a 
podium in a Byzantine market. The goddess is depicted as an Amazon, her 
right foot on the prow of a ship, wearing a ceremonial sword attached to a belt 
that passes over her right shoulder. To her lower left, a small figure, perhaps 
representing one of the stevedores that labored at Caesarea's docks, per
sonifies the harbor. 
Circus. The Joint Expedition also explored the circus, apparent on the terrain 
in the site's southeast quarter (field H). This originally had an oval arena 
(running track) about 450 m north-south and 90 m east-west. Excavation 
revealed substructures for seating (cavea) to accommodate about thirty 
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The Mithraeum. 

thousand spectators. Stratified coins and pottery dated the first of several 
successive arena surfaces to 100 to 150 CE. 
Mithraeum. Remains from the Roman period also came to light in the Joint 
Expedition's field C, where the horreum vault they excavated underwent 
conversion by the end of the first century CE into a Mithraeum, a sanctuary 
of the god Mithras. Low benches were installed along the vault's north, east, 
and south sides and an altar near its eastern end. The excavators also found 
remains ofMithraic scenes in fresco on the vault's interior, a small marble 
medallion depicting Mithras slaying the sacred bull, and an aperture in the 
vault through which a shaft of sunlight illuminated the altar. This Mi
thraeum is one of the few known in the Middle East and the only one 
discovered thus far in Israel. 
Water Supply. Caesarea's Roman aqueducts are the best preserved in the 
country. In the second century, plaster-lined aqueduct channels, channels A 
and B, delivered water from the Shuni Spring, on the southern Carmel Range 
(see discussion above). After Negev's initial investigation, Y. Olami and 
M. Peleg surveyed the entire system. Most recently, E. Shenhav discovered a 
subterranean feeder channel near the Shuni Spring, andY. Porath cleared 
the tunnel beneath the kurkar ridge. 

An important group of eight Latin inscriptions set into the masonry of 
channel B reveals that detachments of several Roman legions built it during 
Hadrian's reign, in about 130 CE (q.v. Tel Mevorakh for an additional 
inscription). Herod may have been responsible for channel A, but there 
is no evidence. Why Hadrian constructed channel B is a mystery, because 
channel A already provided more than 900 cum per hour, a generous supply 
even for a city of more than fifty-thousand inhabitants. Channel B delivered 
more than 1,600 cum per hour, nearly tripling the system's capacity. 
THE BYZANTINE PERIOD. Virtually every trench across the site has ex
posed Byzantine streets, houses, industrial structures, or public buildings. 
The quantity of Byzantine pottery, especially of storage jars and trade am
phorae, is staggering. 
City Plan and Defenses. The semicircular (outer) perimeter wall more than 
doubled the urban space available within the fortifications. In 1959 the 
Italian Missione excavated a segment of this wall 700 m northwest of the 
Old City, including a rectangular (3 by 7.3 m) tower. Builtofmortaredrubble 
with a facing of squared kurkar blocks, this fortification, only 2m thick, was 
dated, according to the Missione, to the Byzantine period. Humphrey stu
died the stratification against the western face of the same wall near the circus 

in 1974, and in 1986 Peleg and Reich excavated a southern gate with two 
portals. Taken together, these trenches appear to date the wall more precisely 
to the later fourth or early fifth century. Like the ubiquity of Byzantine 
structures and the wealth of Byzantine pottery, the semicircular perimeter 
wall speaks for a growing population and a vibrant economy in Byzantine 
Caesarea. 

AnothercomponentofCaesarea's Byzantine defenses survives in the site's 
southwestern quarter. There the theater presumably passed out of use by 
about 450 CE, succumbing, like the amphitheater, to the diatribes of church 

Marble medallion from the Mithraeum depicting Mithras slaying the bull. 



fathers against lascivious and bloody entertainments. The amphitheater 
quickly became a quarry for building stones and thus disappeared, but 
in the sixth century the authorities preserved part of the theater by incor
porating its eastern facade into a spacious intramural fortress. The Italian 
excavators called this the fortezza. It was probably the kastron (fortress) 
known from Byzantine texts. The kastron had massive curtain walls 3.5 m 
thick, built of coursed stones laid in mortar and faced with squared kurkar 
blocks. The walls extended from the theater facade to the sea on both the 
northwest and southwest. Semicircular towers with loopholes defended the 
walls at least on the north, and there was probably a sea wall as well that 
closed off a total space of about 20,000 sq m, accommodating barracks, 
armories, and the city's prison. 

Most excavators have discovered fragmentary street pavements from the 
Byzantine period. The Joint Expedition studied Caesarea's urban plan and 
the construction and history of her streets. Generally, streets were paved with 
kurkar slabs laid at right angles to the traffic flow or in a herringbone pattern. 
Beneath the streets, ceramic pipes encased in hard mortar delivered water to 
the city's neighborhoods, and stone-built sewers fed by numerous drains 
carried runoff water from the street and adjacent buildings. There were 
usually curbs, and in one example (street II to the south of the medieval 
city) a colonnade on each side of the street covered mosaic sidewalks. This 
colonnaded street formed part of a sixth-century regrading and paving 
project discovered by the Joint Expedition in the zone between the medieval 
city and the theater. It had included laying at least one street of stone slabs 
where none had existed. Urban renewal on this scale is again a sign of 
prosperity. 

To the east of the medieval city, Yeivin excavated the so-called Byzantine 
esplanade in 1951 (see above, A Byzantine Square and Street). Not far to the 
south, in field B, the Joint Expedition uncovered a commercial and industrial 
complex from the same period. This consisted of a lower market surrounded 
by a colonnade and an upper market reached by a stone ramp. Against the 
ramp, and looking out over the lower market, the builders arranged a series 
of stone bases. They installed the statue of the Caesarea Tyche on one of 
them, another antiquarian piece in a Byzantine setting. 
Water Supply. The archaeology of the water supply similarly bespeaks a 
flourishing city. Unstable foundations in marshy ground and beach sand 
required continuous efforts to keep both channels A and Bin service through 
the fourth century. Channel A survived with only slightly diminished ca
pacity to the end of the Byzantine period, but B eventually stopped flowing 
and was reused to support a new channel (C) at a higher level that delivered 
only 200 cu m per hour. In compensation, hydraulic engineers dammed 
Nal).al Tanninim (Zarqa River), 5.5 km (3.8 mi.) north of the medieval 
city. This created a large reservoir to the northeast ofCaesarea that supplied 
water mills near the dam and the new low-level, vaulted aqueduct that 
delivered water as far as the semicircular fortification wall. The Joint Ex
pedition's probes beneath this aqueduct dated it to the fourth century, and it 
served at least until the Arab conquest, delivering 2,500 cu m per hour. 
Although much of this supply must have been used for irrigation, the system 
clearly accommodated increased de-
mand in the Byzantine period. 
Synagogue. On the coast to the north 
of the medieval city, inside the inner " 
perimeter wall, lie the remains of the \ 
only synagogue discovered thus far at t 
Caesarea (see discussion above) 
Archives Building. Among the Byzan-
tine remains in the Joint Expedition's 
field C, south of the medieval city, is 
the so-called Archives Building, first 
excavated by Negev and identified by 
him tentatively as the library that Ori-
gen founded at Caesarea (see above, 
The Byzantine Period: Remains 
South of the Medieval City). This 
building, which opens eastward onto 
street II, consisted of seven rooms 
around three sides of a central 
court. Mosaic inscriptions in Greek 
decorated the floors of several 
rooms, two of them quoting Romans 
13:3 and one invoking Christ's help 
for several chartoularioi (secretaries) 
and a noumerarios (accountant), all 
of whom belonged to the same 
skrinion (bureau) (SEG 32, no. 

Plan of the Late Byzantine Archives 
Building. 
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1498). The terminology used makes it clear that these were imperial offi
cials, so the Archives Building, in service from about 300 to 600 CE, was not a 
library but a government building, most likely belonging to the palace of the 
imperial governor ofPalestine. The building was destroyed in the Early Arab 
period. The kilns in which its marble components were burned to lime were 
found by Negev on the floor. The palace complex would similarly have 
included the well-built apse found to the west of the Archives Building 
and, some distance to the south, a room paved with beautiful mosaics, 
including images personifying the seasons winter and spring. 
Villa and Bath. Excavations in the nearby suburbs of Caesarea have yielded 
remains of several luxury villas. Y eivin identified the large mosaic pavement 
(11.5by 13.4m)heexcavatedin 1955 asthefloorofan unusualopenchurch,a 
basilica discoperta (see above, The Byzantine Period: The Building outside 
the Walls). Reich, however, has more plausibly suggested that the building 
was a villa.lts position, elevated on a kurkar ridge that parallels the sea to the 
northeast of the city, offers fine views both east and west, as well as cooling 
breezes. To the north, against the slope of the same ridge, the Joint Expedi
tion studied a building that the Italian Missione had first explored and 
identified as a Christian baptistery. Excavation of this structure proved 
that it was a small but elegant bathhouse, probably belonging to a vil
la, with the usual hot, warm, and cold rooms of Roman-Byzantine baths 
and an attached piscina for storing live fish. The water supply for this bath, 
which was in use from about 550 to 640, came from the high-level aqueduct 
(channel A) through a ceramic pipe that passed over the low-level aqueduct. 
Remains within the Medieval City. Inside the Crusader city, Byzantine finds 
emerged beneath the heavy stratum of medieval occupation. Netzer and 
Levine excavated two wings of a large Byzantine building in the medieval 
city's west-central sector, near the sea (see above). 
Octagonal Church. New excavations have demonstrated that the temple 
platform remained a focal point of cult in Byzantine times. CCE identified 
remains there of a large and elegant Christian church from the sixth century. 
The "plan of this building is octagonal, and for the most part only its founda
tions survive. An inner octagonal foundation (22.1 min diameter) supported 
a stylobate and a timber roof(dome?) that would have spanned 19.7 m. An 
outer octagonal foundation (38.8 m in diameter) represents the church's 
exterior walls, but this is inscribed in two rectangular foundations (the 
outer one measures 50.5 m north-south). Cross walls apparently divided 
the buildings on these outer foundations into side chapels and rooms for 
clergy and pilgrims. A number of gray marble floor slabs and two threshold 
blocks survive, indicating an original floor level of about 12.9 m. Super
structure blocks in situ have clamp holes for marble revetment and enough 
marble column bases, shafts, and late Corinthian capitals lying amid the 
ruins to reconstruct the order. Capacious vaulted cisterns to the east and west 
provided water for liturgical purposes. 
The Harbor. The inner harbor remained open to the sea into the Byzantine 
period, although it was perhaps not used for shipping. Evidence for the 
submergence and deterioration of the outer works of Sebastos is available 
in the form of shipwrecks from the Byzantine period that lie over the southern 
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breakwater an din the former main harbor basin. On the other hand, CAHEP 
discovered masonry on the breakwater that could be associated with the 
restoration work of Emperor Anastasi us, and Porath found a possible Ana
stasian sea wall on the shoreward side of the main breakwater, beneath the 
curtain of the medieval fortifications. Harbor archaeology thus offers a 
mixed picture of Caesarea's prosperity in the Byzantine period (see be
low, Maritime Caesarea). 
THE ARAB AND CRUSADER PERIODS. In a number oftrenches across the 
site, the Joint Expedition identified layers of burned material that it asso
ciated with the violent destruction of Caesarea in the Persian and Arab 
conquests in the seventh century. Other archaeologists, however, have ques
tioned this interpretation and suggested that depopulation and economic 
decline account for the end of the classical (Roman and Byzantine) city. 
Between the seventh and ninth centuries, Caesarea did contract dramati
cally, leaving much of the former built-up area free for industry, agriculture, 
and other uses. The circus, for example, was abandoned even before the Arab 
conquest and its stones robbed for use elsewhere, as were many of the street 
pavements. In field B, to the east of the Crusader city, the Joint Expedition 
explored an industrial suburb, most active in the ninth century, with a kiln, a 
storage vault, and dumps of pottery, lamps, and glass. 

By the ninth century, the Joint Expedition's field C and CCE's area KK, to 
the south of the medieval city, had become part of a vast Muslim and 
Christian cemetery. From it, excavators have extracted about four-hundred 
burials dating to the earlier Arab period, through the Crusader era, and into 
relatively recent times (eighteenth-nineteenth centuries?). Some were coffin 
burials, but most of the dead were interred in pits, often stone-lined and 
covered with fiat capstones. In the case of Muslims, the dead were laid in the 
grave on their right side, head to the west, with legs extended or semifiexed 
and the face turned toward Mecca. The Crusaders buried their dead extended 
on their backs, with the head to the west, slightly elevated on a stone "pillow," 
looking eastward, and the arms crossed over the torso. The only grave goods 
were a few Christian crosses and pendant fieurs-de-lis, some defensive weap
ons, and Bedouin-style bracelets and earrings. The Joint Expedition dis
covered one remarkable female skeleton dressed in remains of scale ar
mor, presumably the corpse of a Christian penitent. 
Medieval City and Fortifications. By the tenth century (the Fa timid period), a 
new line of fortification walls had been established, enclosing about 23 a.
what is now known locally as the Old City. As they survive, these walls consist 
of eastern, northern, and southern ranges ( 490, 250, and 320 m long, re
spectively), each with a gate. Fragments of a sea wall also exist (see above, 
The Crusader Period: The City Walls and Gates). Scholars once considered 
these imposing defenses to be Crusader, but Porath's excavations beneath 
the southern gate revealed three construction phases prior to the Crusader 
conquest in 1101; it is now suspected that the curtain walls were first ~uilt 

about two centuries earlier. The northern and eastern gates, of indirect access 
type, and the glacis probably represent the refortification efforts of Louis IX 
in 1251-1252. 

Within the medieval fortification walls, the richest discoveries have been 
domestic architecture. Netzer and Levine distinguished three strata of dwell
ings in the west central sector, probably dating from the late eighth century 
into the Crusader period (see above, Section in the Western Part of the 
Medieval City). Negev found similar houses, with pierced marble column 
bases serving as wellheads, near the eastern fortification wall. Both CAHEP 
andCCEhaveexploreddwellingsofthesametype, with many barrel-vaulted 
cisterns, over the inner harbor and on the temple platform. Extremely rich 
deposits of medieval pottery (Abbasid through Crusader) have been asso
ciated with them. 
Medieval Fortress. The medieval fortress (Arab and Crusader) stood over the 
southern breakwater of Sebastos, separated from the town by a moat (see 
above, The Crusader Period: The Harbor Fortress). 
Churches. No trace of Caesarea's celebrated Great Mosque has as yet come 
to light, but ruins of the Crusader Church of Saint Lawrence stood in the 
west-central part of the medieval city in the nineteenth century. Negev 
exposed what remains of the city's cathedral on the temple platform, alleg
edly the Church of Saint Peter (see above, The Crusader Period: The Cru
sader Church). Negev believed that this church remained unfinished because 
the underlying vaults of the temple platform collapsed; yet, fragments re
main of its cross vaulting, which would have been erected in the final phase of 
construction. These fragments appear to date to the thirteenth century, so 
this "cathedral" must have had one or more predecessors in the Crusader 
period. 

Main publications: The Joint Expedition to Caesarea Maritima I (RASOR Supplementary Studies 19, ed. 
C. T. Fritsch), Missoula, Mout. 1975; J. A. Blakely, The Pottery and Dating of Vault 1: Horreum, 
Mithraeum, and Later Uses (ASOR Excavation Reports: The Joint Expedition to Caesarea Maritima 
Excavation Reports 4), Lewiston, N.Y. 1987. 
Otberstudies: R. J. Bull (and L. E. Toombs), IEJ22(!972), 178-180; 23 (1973), 260-262; 24(1974), 187-
190, 280-282; id., RB 80 (1973), 582-585; 82 (1975), 278-280; id., Society of Biblical Literature l (1975), 
215-221; id., Byzantine Studies Conference: Abstracts of Papers 3 (1977), 68; id., AJ A 84 (1980), 198-199; 
85 (1981), 188; 88 (1984), 238-239; id., BAR 8/3 (1982), 24-40; id., ESI 3 (1984), 15-16; id., (et al.), 
RASOR Supplement 24 (1986), 31-55; 27 (1991), 69-94; id., Textes et Memoires 4 (1987), 75-89; The 
Joint Expedition to Caesarea Maritima I (Reviews), Syria 53 (1976), 347-348.- IEJ27 (1977), 262-264; 
L. E. Toombs, Archaeology in the Levant (K. M. Kenyon Fest.), Warminster 1978, 223-232; R. C. 
Wiemken and K. G. Holum, RASOR 244 (1981), 27-52; J. A. Blakely, The Answers Lie Below (L. E. 
Toombs Fest.), Lanham, Md. 1984, 3-38; id., The Pottery and Dating of Vault 1 (Reviews), Levant 21 
(1989), 204.- AJA 94 (1990), 363-364.- IEJ 40 (1990), 317-319; id., RASOR 271 (1988), 31-50; 273 
(1989), 79-82; King Herod's Dream: Caesarea on the Sea (loc. cit.); ibid. (Reviews), IJNA 18 (1989), 86-
87; AJA 94 (1990), 363-364; PEQ 122 (1990), 67-68. 
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MARITIME CAESAREA 

HISTORY OF THE RESEARCH 
The English traveler Pococke, who visited Caesarea in 1738, was the first to 
attempt to locate its harbor. On the site map he published, he placed it south 
of the Crusader harbor fortress in the bay formed between the fortress and 
the theater. In 1862, a member of the British admiralty, Mansell, also visited 
the site; subsequently, in 1873, the Survey of the Palestine Exploration Fund 
noted the Crusader harbor and the column pier to its north. In 1951, a survey 
published by A. Reifenberg, which relied partly on aerial photographs, also 
placed the Herodian harbor in the bay south of the harbor fortress. The full 
extent of the remains and general plan of the Herodian harbor were only 
identified in 1960, by the American E. Link's expedition. Using a research 
vessel and underwater excavation equipment, he exposed the head of the 
northern breakwater to the base of its foundation, at a depth of 12m. From 
1963 to 1965, underwater surveys were carried out by the Underwater Ex
ploration Society oflsrael. In 1975-1976, the Center for Maritime Studies at 
the University of Haifa prepared a detailed survey and performed trial 
soundings on the seabed north and south of the harbor and along the shore
line to its east. In 1977-1978 two seasons of excavation were held by the 
Department ofMaritime Civilizations at the University ofHaifa, andannua1 
excavations have been carried out since 1979, under the auspices of its Center 
for Maritime Studies, directed by A. Raban. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE REMAINS 
THE HARBOR OF STRATON'S TOWER. The sole area where architectural 
remains can be associated with certainty to the Phoenician settlement of 
Straton's Tower is near the shoreline, north of the Crusader city. In the 
early 1960s, beneath a stratum from the Herodian period, M. Avi-Yonah 
and A. Negev exposed a settlement level containing pottery from the third to 
second centuries BCE. He also discerned a massive wall along the waterline 

north of his excavation area that might have been that settlement's quay. 
Between 1977 and 1982, this construction was completely exposed and 
soundings were made in its vicinity-on land and on the sea bottom
in order to confirm its stratigraphical attribution and integration with the 
settlement's architectural remains. The quay is an ashlar structure built of 
irregular blocks in the "headers" technique. Resting on the edge of a rocky 
abrasion platform, it is oriented toward the water area to the north. The 
preserved section is 30 m long and 5 m wide. The line of the quay is not 
straight; toward the east it follows the contour of the rocky shelf. From 
excavations north of the foot of this quay it is apparent that the construction 
was built on a rocky sea bottom at a depth of 1.5 m. This depth allowed only 
small craft to dock near the quay. The water zone north of the quay is 
protected on the west by a series of abraded rocky reefs that form an ex
tension of the shoreline to the south. The sea wall of Straton's Tower may 
have been built on these reefs, although today only the quarried foundation 
trench can be distinguished. The harbor area to the east has been filled in by 
remains from later periods. To the northwest of the quay, however, at a 
distance of200 m, researchers with the Italian expedition working here in the 
early 1960s discovered a section of a fortification wall with two circular 
towers cut by the wave action (see discussion above). To the west of the 
line of this wall, a small section is discernible in the water, in the logical course 
for closing the water zone of the harbor: on a line opposite the northern edge 
of the rocky reef on the west. A water area of about 2 a. could thus be created, 
enough to provide a haven for a dozen merchant or warships that would be 
protected from the waves by a natural bay (whose mouth opened to the 
north) and enclosed by the city wall. The city wall and towers were dated 
by the Italian excavators to the Herodian period. This identification was 
confirmed by trial soundings carried out by the Joint Expedition. For a 
variety of reasons, this may, nevertheless, be the northern wall ofStraton's 



Tower (see discussion above). 
Excavations carried out between the lee side of the quay and the area 

excavated by Avi-Yonah revealed two strata. In the upper stratum, a par
tially' destroyed structure was discovered whose surviving course was con
structed oflarge ashlar blocks joined by lead plugs. This structure covers part 
of the quay. Pottery from this stratum dates to the latter part of the first 
century BCE. Beneath it, storage bins, cut in the kurkar bedrock, contained 
approximately a dozen cylindrical amphorae of types used (at Phoenician 
and Punic sites) to preserve fish. Together with those amphorae were many 
cooking pots, "fish plates," Rhodian wine amphorae, and sherds ofMega
rian bowls from the second half of the second century BCE. 
THE HEROD IAN HARBOR. Josephus Flavius described the harbor he saw 
with great accuracy (Antiq. XV, 331-339; War I, 408-415). Yet, there are 
exaggerations and inaccuracies in his description ofthe submerged parts and 
of the construction process itself. From the writings of Vitruvius, a con
temporary of Herod, which include a chapter on harbor engineering 
(De Architectura V, 12), there is abundant data on the techniques used 
by the harbor builders. In fact, the Herodian harbor at Caesarea is the 
first harbor in which the techniques Vitruvius recommended were used. 

The Herodian harbor was composed of three basins, one inside the other. 
The innermost may have been based in a basin created by the Phoenician 
inhabitants of Straton's Tower in the southwestern part of their city. The 
middle basin was in a natural bay, protected from the north and the south by 
rocky promontories. The outer basin, the largest of the three, was created by 
constructing two breakwaters to enclose a vast area of open sea-an en
gineering operation that was the first of its kind in history. 
Outer Harbor. The outer harbor was comprised of a wide, curving break
water that enclosed, from the south and west, an area of water of approxi
mately 25 a. The inner side of this breakwater served both as a quay for 
loading and unloading cargo and as a platform for warehouses. A second, 
smaller breakwater closed the water area from the north. Since the harbor's 
completion, the sea bottom has subsided approximately 5 to 7 rn-a process 
apparently still continuing. As a result, the outer harbor constructions, 
including the breakwater, have sunk, and are, today, several meters below 
their original level. 

soUTHERN BREAKWATER. The southern breakwater at the eastern end of the 
breakwater rests on a rocky promontory that was the middle basin's south
ern boundary. The remains of this breakwater cover an area 40 m wide that 
continues westward for approximately 200m before turning northward in a 
wide arc for an additional300 m. The width of the fallen remains differs in the 
western half: from 60to 70mat the beginning of the arc to 150to 180m near 
the head of the breakwater, at the northwestern edge of the harbor. In the 
southern part of the breakwater, only a few ashlars of the aforementioned 
quay survive. These were probably salvaged from the sea and reused in the 
construction of the Crusader harbor fortress in 1218 CE. Approximately 30m 
west of the base of the breakwater and 80 m north of its inner side, a floor 
made of ashlar slabs, of which a 4-by-12-m sec-
tion survives, was found at a depth of 4.9 m 
below sea level. Presumably, this floor was the 
northern edge of a mole separating the outer and 
middle basins. At a distance of I 00 m west of this 
floor, the ruins of a large rectangular construc
tion (15 by 40 m) were found on the sea bottom, 
abutting the inner edge of the breakwater. This 
construction represents some sort of widening of 
the main quay. The character of the rubble in the 
area suggests that this platform supported one 
of the towers mentioned in Josephus' descrip
tion. The body of the breakwater is built of 
conglomerate blocks that were poured into 
wooden formworks. The average dimensions 
of the upper part of these blocks are 1.8 by 
3.9 by 3.9 m; they were placed on a bed of stone 
rubble. Underneath this bed there appears to be 
a foundation structure also made of conglom
erate in formworks. The outer edges of the 
breakwater rest on long ashlar blocks, some 
of which reach a length of 5 m, arranged in 
header courses. 

On the outer, southern side ofthe breakwater, 
at a distance of25 to 30m, a parallel wall extends 
200m from the southern base of the breakwater 
in the east. The western and northwestern ex-
tensions of this wall are badly destroyed and 
buried beneath the sandy sea bottom. This 
wall, founded on an artificial bed of gravel, 
is 6 to 7 m wide at its base and 3 m wide near 
its top. The wall was built of blocks of a con-
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General plan of Caesarea's harbors. 
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General view of the Herodian harbor of Caesarea. 

glomerate that also was poured into wooden formworks on the sea bottom at At this point, the course of the breakwater turns eastward to provide a harbor 
intervals of 4 to 8 m from each other. The gaps between the caissons were entrance 100m wide east ofthe northwestern corner. Near the entrance to the 
filled with large, undressed stones laid in irregular courses. The wall reaches a harbor, rubble piles from a colossal stone structure have survived almost to 
maximum height of 4.2 to 4.8 m below sea level and, apparently, when sea level. These piles include enormous ashlars: 2 by 3 by 5 m or more. The 
constructed, jutted out somewhat above the waves. This wall probably great weight of these stones prohibits their removal and, thus, any exposure 
served as a forward breakwater 
whose role was to absorb most of the 
full force of the winter storm waves, 
stopping them before they reached the 
main breakwater. Excavations along 
the base of this wall exposed the sea 
bottom from the time of the wall's 
construction; the level bore pottery 
from the Late Hellenistic and Hero
dian periods. 

On the inner, eastern side of the 
western half of the larger breakwa
ter, the foundation course of the main 
quay was found along a distance of 
more than 150 m. The course was 
built of ashlar headers and was com
posed of two lines of ashlars of uni
form dimensions (1.8 by 0. 7 by 0.6 m). 
The eastern face of the quay line and 
the body of the breakwater are sepa
rated by 10 to 12m. This distance is 
apparently the original width of the 
quay, which continued along the 
inner side of the breakwater as de
scribed by Josephus. Near the north
ern end of the breakwater, the rubble 
embankment widens to nearly 200 m. 

Remains of the Herodian quay on the inner 
side of the southern breakwater. looking 
southeast. 



Excavations within the Herodian 
breakwater. 

of the structure's foundations. The 
structure was apparently a light
house, similar to the one found at the 
entrance to the harbor at Leptis Mag
na in Libya. It may be the Drusion, the 
tower named after Augustus' stepson 
Drusus, mentioned by Josephus as the 
largest of the towers placed on the 
breakwater. 

NORTHERN BREAKWATER. The north
ern breakwater similarly rested on 
natural rock and extended westward 
for approximately 180m. It is 60 to 70 
m wide and is almost entirely covered 
with small pieces of rubble. This rub
ble partially fills the harbor entrance 
and continues westward to the pre
viously mentioned rubble from the 
large tower. In the attempt to remove 
the rubble from the entrance area, 
large quantities of pottery and coins 
of the fifth to sixth centuries CE were 
found. In addition, a number oflarge 
ashlar blocks was found sunk in the 
entrance among the rubble. Under
neath the rubble, wooden beams were discovered that probably served 
to control the descent of the blocks into the sea. Carbon-14 tests indicate 
that the age of these beams ranges from 1550 to 1700 years ago. Based on this 
information, the beams may be the remains of an attempt to rebuild the 
sunken harbor by the Byzantine emperor Anastasius (491-518). 

Near the head of the breakwater, protruding above the rubble of the 
Byzantine repairs, are the remains of an enormous structure built of ashlar 
blocks 7 m long or more. Iron plugs were implanted in some of the ashlars to 
set them in place. They were implanted, with the aid oflead castings, in niches 
carved into the edges of the blocks. The remains of the lead flow on the sea 
bottom (at a depth of more than 9 m below sea level) indicate that the casting 
was performed after the blocks were in place under water. 

On the outer side, near the head ofthe northern breakwater, a section of the 
original foundation construction not covered by the Byzantine addition was 
located and excavated. This construction is comprised of rectangular blocks 
of concrete that had been poured into double-sided wooden forms. The 
double-sided walls were set on a wooden board 40 em wide, laid on the 
sea bottom. Upright beams were placed on this board at intervals of 
1.6 m. The sides of the walls were placed on both sides of the upright beams 
and the space between them was filled with a mixture of earth, crushed 
limestone, and volcanic ash brought from the area of Mount Vesuvius 
in Italy. The mixture hardened as it absorbed the seawater which filtered 
through the wooden walls. The dimensions of each formwork were 15 by 12 
m; the width and length of each of 
them was strengthened by beams to 
prevent water pressure from collap
sing the space before it was filled with 
a conglomerate of rubble and mortar. 
In some sections, the wooden form 
survives to 1.5 m above the base. The 
original height of the blocks was as 
much as 3 m; a pavement of rectan
gular stone slabs was placed on them. 
The westernmost of the blocks ex
posed is tilted 6 to 7 degrees to the 
west, apparently as a result of the tec
tonic subsidence of the sea bottom. 

At a distance of 5 m north of the 
edge of the breakwater, another rec
tangular block of conglomerate was 
exposed whose dimensions may have 
been 15by 15m. This block appears to 
be the base of a structure that suppor
ted statues, as described by Josephus. 
An additional pair of blocks protrude 
from the sea bottom 80 to 90 m west of 
this structure and 6 to 7 m north of the 

Herodian ashlar pavement on top of a 
secondary pier in the outer harbor. 
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northern end ofthe southern breakwater. The distance between the blocks is 
approximately 4 m; they survive to a great height, nearly to sea level. A 
channel on top of the westernmost of this pair served as the foundation 
f6r a superstructure. The two blocks also were poured into wooden form
works; pieces of their reinforcement beams remain inside the concrete. These 
are undoubtedly the "rocks" mentioned by Josephus as standing to the right 
of the ships entering the harbor and that were bridged by an arch and 
supported large statues. 

The relatively shallow level of the base of the towers outside the harbor 
entrance strengthens the proposal that they functioned as navigational aids 
for ships arriving from the open sea. Theirpositionmarked the sand bars that 
had accumulated on both sides of the entrance: the result of the changes in the 
sand transport current caused by the southern breakwater and by the flow of 
water that flushed out the harbor basins from inside out. 

In the course of the harbor research, it became clear that the harbor's 
engineers had carefully studied the problem of sand transport by waves and 
currents (Josephus stresses this point as being the site's main disadvantage). 
Not only did the engineers take steps to prevent the accumulation of sand and 
the gradual silting of the harbor basins (see below), but they put the trans
ported sand to use as fill for both breakwaters. This utilization was possible 
only after the skeleton ofthe breakwaters was built up to the height of the sea 
level at the time. This skeleton included the inner side of the quay of headers 
and the poured frames supported toward the outside by stone buttresses at 
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their base. In this way, a closed body of water was created that acted as a 
sedimentary basin for the sand carried by the waves. Of the volume necessary 
to fill the submerged parts of the two breakwaters two-thirds was ready
made. Instead of raw building materials, which had to be imported "from 
outside at great expense" (in Josephus' words), the forces of nature were 
exploited. 
Middle Basin. The middle basin (200 by 200m of water) is located east of the 
outer harbor. To the north and south it is enclosed by rocky promontories 
and in the east by the round tower and wall of Straton's Tower. The water 
area of the basin seems to fill an ancient river course, evidenced by the layer of 
mud and gravel on its bottom. This unstable foundation has caused the 
subsidence of the Hellenistic tower and wall and the nearby Crusader re
mains. On the northern side of the basin, on the shore, are ashlar structures 
used in the Herodian period as shipyards or nauscenae. At sea level, in the 
same area, are the remains of a "finger" quay that continues to the west, the 
extension of a city street that ran perpendicular to the shoreline. The quay is 
made of narrow, elongated ashlars (0.4 by 0.5 by 2m); it is a little more than 
4.5 m wide; the length of the surviving section is more than 10m. Its western 
end is covered by a layer of beach rock that accumulated when the sea level 
was higher. On the southern side, the inner face of this Herodian quay 
survives to sea level. There it is built of header courses and paved with 
ashlar slabs. Soundings at the base of this quay demonstrated that it is 
partly founded on natural rock and partly on an artificial poured conglom
erate. 

On the southwestern edge of the rocky promontory, an exposed channelis 
carved in the rock, leveled to 20 to 30 em above sea level. The sides of the 
channel have vertical grooves in which wooden gates could be placed to 
control the flow of water in it. From plans drawn by researchers of the 
Palestine Exploration Fund in the nineteenth century it seems that there 
were other such channels to the east of this one. Their function was to 
force a surplus of water into the harbor and thus create a constant flow 
from the entrance channel outward. This flow would ensure the removal 
of sediments from the bottom of the harbor and prevent sand and silt from 
penetrating via the entrance-both of which were likely gradually to silt up 
the harbor. Proof that such a flow existed was found in a layer more than 1 m 
thick at the mouth of the harbor. The layer contained muddy clay and an 
abundance of pottery, metal, parts of ships, and gravel that drifted there from 
the bottom of the then-active harbor. 

Other remains ofHerodian construction on the southern side of the middle 
basin are today covered by the structures of the Crusader harbor fortress and 
the concrete of the modern wharf. The existence of a marble stairway leading 
from the wharf to the water was still visible at the beginning of this century. 
Inner Basin. The inner basin is described by Josephus as having "deep an
chorages in its innermost recesses" for ships and goods. In the excavations 
carried out by A. Negev (see above, main entry), a large arched vault was 
exposed, cleared, and identified by him as a warehouse belonging to that 
basin. Its inner south wall is made of ashlar courses with marginal drafting; it 
is apparently the outer wall of a structure that preceded the warehouse. 
North of the warehouse, in front of the temple podium (see main en
try), a rectangular structure was exposed that may have been the base 
of an arched pier. At the foot of this pier, 1.6 m above sea level, is a stone 
threshold on a wall that runs north-south. Soundings on the western side of 
this wall revealed a fixed mooring stone. Beneath the stone, 20 em above sea 
level, an abrasive notch can be discerned; the notch was formed when sea
waterstoodagainsttheedgeofthewall, which is 140mnortheastoftheround 
tower. This structure is the quay line of the inner harbor, and may belong to 
the Hellenistic period. 
THE HARBOR IN THE LATE ROMAN PERIOD. The subsiding of the 
Herodian breakwater created an underwater obstacle that prevented using 
the water area to its east even as an open anchorage. On top of this break
water, more than seventeen concentrations of broken amphorae and ballast 
stones were found, evidence that ships were wrecked while trying to sail over 
the sunken breakwater on their way to the shore. The date of the earliest of 
these remains is the early fourth century CE, which provides the latest date for 
the final submergence of the Herodian harbor. In this period, the bay to the 
south was apparently used as a semi protected anchorage area, in which ships 
were loaded and unloaded using small boats (lighters). A row of harbor 
warehouses (horrea), exposed along the length of the adjacent shoreline 
by Bull's expedition (see above, main entry), supports this identifica
tion. A rubble and field-stone embankment, which extends to the southwest 
180m from the southern edge of the Crusader harbor fortress, provided 
partial protection for ships in this bay-primarily against the northwestern 
winds in summer. The bay is enclosed on its southern side by a rocky pro
montory that was leveled and quarried nearly to the present sea level. The 
leveled area was utilized for cutting a series of channels, sedimentary basins, 
storage tanks, and a large central pool surrounded by a stoa with columns. 
This area apparently was themunicipalfishmarketon the edge of the harbor, 
where live fish could be brought in nets. The central tank (piscina) was used to 

Fish storage jars ,found in secondary use 
as sewage pipes in the harbor. 

store the fish before they were sold to the city's inhabitants. Installations of 
this type are known from the harbor quarters of many cities in the Roman 
world. 
THE CRUSADER HARBOR. The Crusader harbor was installed in part of 
the middle basin of the Hero dian harbor. In the Crusader period, the sea level 
was some 1m lower than it is today, and the inner basin was filled with a 
rubble and silt accumulation to a point west of the round tower. On the sea 
bottom, 30m west of that tower, a rectangular tower was discovered, similar 
in dimensions to those of the Crusader fortress. A wall that meets this tower 
from the north has a base 4 to 6 m wide. Its eastern face is preserved for five or 
six courses and is built in a fashion similar to the outer wall of the Crusader 
city. From the northern end of the wall, a quay, constructed of Roman 
granite columns in secondary use, was laid to the west. The columns were 
placed next to each other on top of a rocky abrasion shelf, and the gaps 
between them were filled with stone construction and mortar. The quay 
extends westward for 100 m and then turns south-southwest. The latter 
extension is today mostly submerged beneath the sea, as a result of the 
collapse of its stone foundation. Addditional remains of this quay have 
been located for another 40 m along the line. The principal component 
in the Crusader harbor was the harbor fortress, built on the base of the 
southern Herodian breakwater. This fortress was separated from land 
by a wide moat that cut the base of the breakwater on both sides (perhaps 
at a point where sluicing channels had previously existed). Recently, part of 
the moat was cleared to its base, revealing that seawater had indeed once 
flowed in this channel. Between the base of the southern breakwater, east of 
the moat and the submerged Crusader tower, was an entrance (40 m wide) 
connecting the city to the harbor. 

(See also Marine Archaeology, Caesarea) 
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AVNERRABAN 

CAPERNAUM 
IDENTIFICATION 
The site of Capernaum consists of the remains of a village, a synagogue, and 
an octagonal church. It is located on the northwestern shore of the Sea of 
Galilee, about 5 km (3 mi.) from 'En Sheva' (Heptapegon), 5 km (3 mi.) from 
the upper Jordan River, and near the second Roman milestone from Chor
azin (map reference 204.254). It is identified with the Capernaum mentioned 
in the New Testament and in Josephus, and with the Kefar Nal).um of 
Talmudic literature and later sources. According to the traveler Arculf 
(seventh century CE), this was an unfortified village that extended along 
the shore of the Sea of Galilee and ended in the north at the foot of the 
surrounding hills (Adamnanus, De Locis Sane tis II, XXV; CCSL 175, 218). 
The written sources that mention Capernaum speak of two buildings of 
particular interest: the house of Simon Cephas (Saint Peter), which was 
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converted into a church; and a synagogue built of dressed stones, to which 
many steps ascended (Peter the Deacon, De Locis Sanctis; CCSL 175, 98-
99). 

Capernaum is not mentioned in the Old Testament. It was, however, of 
great importance in the New Testament, for it was the center of Jesus' 
Galilean ministry. Matthew (9:1) calls it Jesus' "own city," for it was here 
that Jesus preached and performed many miracles, and where five of the 
twelve Apostles-Peter, Andrew, James, John, and Matthew-were chosen 
(Mt. 4:13-22,8:5-22, 9:1-34; Mk. 1:21-34,2:1-17; Lk. 7:1-10). According to 
the Gospels, Jesus stayed many times in the house of Peter and taught in the 
synagogue built by a Roman centurion (cf. Lk. 7:5). 

Josephus relates that he was brought here after being wounded in battle 
near the Jordan River (Life, 403). He also refers to the springs ofHeptapegon 

Capernaum: general plan of the excavations in the area of the Franciscan church. 
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Capernaum: plan of the synagogue. 

as the springs of Capharnaum (War III, 520). 
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According to Epiphanius (Haer. 30, 11), until the fourth century Caper
naum was inhabited only by Jews, who would not have gentiles, Samaritans, 
or Christians in their midst. But the local Jewish population included Minim 
(the followers of Jesus). The Midrash implies that a Judeo-Christian com
munity existed in Cape rna urn in the beginning of the second century. Rav Issi 
of Caesarea, who lived toward the end of the third century CE, cursed the 
inhabitants ofCapernaum, thus inferring that the Judeo-Christian commu
nity may still have flourished then (Kohelet Rab. 1, 8). On the other hand, 
observant Jews still lived in Capernaum after Christianity became the state 
religion in the time of Constantine. This is known from a sixth-century 
Aramaic inscription in the mosaic floor of the synagogue at I:Iammat Ga
der, which mentions a donor named Y osse bar Dosti ofCapernaum ( CIJ, no. 
857; Naveh, no. 33). 

From the eighth century onward, there is a paucity of sources mentioning 
Capernaum, but the place was not completely abandoned. Burchardus 
writes in 1283 that Capernaum, which had previously been a flourishing 
settlement, was a poor village containing seven fishermen's houses in a 
state of near collapse (Baldi, no. 449). Jacobus de Verona (1335) relates 
that wicked Saracens resided there (Baldi, no. 452). 

The name Capernaum has been preserved for generations. In medieval 
Jewish sources the site was called Kefar Tan}fum, or simply Tan}fum, and to 
this day it is called Tall;um (from Tanl;um) in Arabic or, less correctly, Tell 
I:Ium. 

EXPLORATION 
The American explorer E. Robinson related in 1838 that the ruins of this 
"desolate and mournful" place contained an impressive building he correctly 
identified as a synagogue. The partial soundings conducted by C. Wilson and 
R. E. Anderson in 1856, and by H. H. Kitchener in 1881, led to further 
damage to the synagogue building by the inhabitants of the area. When 
the Franciscan Order purchased the site in 1894, it was forced to cover 
the remains of the synagogue with earth. In 1905, the excavations of the 
synagogue were renewed by H. Kohl and C. Watzinger. The two were 
succeeded by the architect W. von Menden, who continued to excavate 
until the beginning of World War I. From 1921 to 1926, G. Orfali partly 
unearthed an octagonal building south of the synagogue, and reconstructed 
parts of the synagogue itself. Systematic excavations of the village were 
resumed from 1968 onward by V. Corbo and S. Loffreda of the Studium 
Biblicum Franciscanum in Jerusalem. They examined the foundations and 
strata beneath the floors of the synagogue and the octagonal building. In 
1978, V. Tzaferis also began to uncover remains of the dwellings in the area 
belonging to the Greek Orthodox church (see below). 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
Artifacts and some isolated walls of the second millennium BCE (Middle 
Bronze and Late Bronze ages) and some Early Bronze Age sherds were 

excavated in some areas. After a gap during the Israelite period, the site 
was resettled in the Persian period and grew considerably in the Roman 
and Byzantine periods. In the seventh century CE, several quarters of the 
village were abandoned, while some Byzantine houses were used well into the 
Arab period. Under the Umayyad rulers of Damascus the site was fully 
reoccupied, but the synagogue and the octagonal church were aban
doned. The rise of the Abbasid dynasty of Baghdad marked the decline 
of Capernaum. 

Capernaum was unfortified throughout all the phases of its existence. 
Based on the remains found on the surface and in the excavations of the 
site, it may be determined that the village extended for about 300m along the 
shore of the Sea of Galilee in an east-west direction, and that the monu
mental synagogue was erected in the center of this axis. Between the shore 
and the hills, about 200m north of the synagogue, a mausoleum is situated 
outside the northern boundary of the village. Our knowledge of the Helle
nistic and Roman strata comes predominantly from the areas under and 
around both the synagogue and the octagonal church. The period of max
imal expansion of the village began in the fourth century CE. 

Capernaum was a relatively small village (c. 10-12 a. in area); its inha
bitants earned their livelihood from fishing, agriculture, and commerce. It 
was crossed by the imperial road that followed the Jordan River and the 
western side of the Sea of Galilee. Of special interest is the discovery here of a 
Roman milestone from the time of the emperor Hadrian, bearing the fol
lowing inscription: 

IMP( era tor) 
C[A]E[S]AR DIVI 
[TRAIA]NI PAR(thici) 
F(ilius) [DIVI NERVAE] [N]EP(os) TRAI 
[ANUS] [HA]DRIANUS AUG(ustus) 

Its translation is "lmperator Caesar, son of the divine Trajan, the conqueror 
of the Parthians, grandson of the divine Nerva, Trajan Hadrian Augustus." 

During the reign of Herod Anti pas and Philip, Capernaum was a border 
village with a customs office (Jesus' disciple Matthew was a customs official 
here; cf. Mt. 9:9.) The private houses in the village were built ofbasalt, wheras 
the public buildings, such as the synagogue and the octagonal church, were 
built of white limestone. The houses are characterized by large courts sur
rounded by small dwelling chambers. The life of an extended family centered 
around a communal court. In the courts were ovens, staircases for access to 
the roofs, and only one exit to the street. The excavations seem to indicate 
that the planning of the village was organic and orderly. The main street 
extended from the synagogue to the octagonal church in a north-south 
direction. Several lanes oriented east-west led to the main street and divided 
the village into quarters and small neighborhoods. 

THE SYNAGOGUE 
The synagogue complex consists of three units: a prayer hall (20.4m by 18.65 
m); a court to theeast(l1.25 m wide at the front); and a porch along the facade 
of the building, which faced south toward Jerusalem. At the northwestern 
corner of the building, a small room was appended with an entrance con
necting it with the prayer hall; externallyitis supported by two staircases. The 
complex is surrounded by streets on all four sides. 

Reconstruction of the synagogue facade. 
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Interior of the synagogue. 

"Insula no. 2" of the village prevented the builders ofthe synagogue from 
constructing a magnificent access way to the southern facade of the building. 
They were forced to build two sets of stairs flanking the southern porch, one 
at the eastern end and the other at the western end. Another set of stairs was 

uncovered near the northeastern corner of the court. Along the facade were 
five entrances, three leading to the prayer hall and two to the court in the east. 
The court had three other entrances on its northern side. The three openings 
in the eastern wall of the court were not doorways but large windows, judging 

Benches along the western wall of the synagogue. 
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Fragment of a decorated gable from the synagogue. 

from the street level, which was lower on this side by about 2m. The prayer 
hall and the court were connected by an entrance in between. 

The plan of the synagogue is that of a basilica: the broad rectangular area 
of the prayer hall is divided into a wide nave and three aisles-in the east, 
west, and north-by a stylobate, supporting sixteen columns. Double 
benches ran along the east and west walls. The court to the east has an 
irregular trapezoidal plan. The area of this court was also divided into 
a large open central area by a stylobate. It was surrounded on three 
sides-from the north, east, and south-by roofed porticoes. The focal 
point of the synagogue was in the south. Flanking the central entrance 
the foundations of two aediculae were uncovered. They did not block the 
passageway, as Watzinger thought. The prayer hall, the court to the east, and 
the porch to the south were paved with thick stone slabs laid on a layer of 
mortar. 

The synagogue was built of limestone brought from afar and stood in 
sharp contrast to the modest basalt houses. The synagogue is distinguished 
by its size and the richness of its inner and outer ornamentation. Its interior 
was covered with multicolored plaster and decorated with reliefs. The richly 
ornamented architectural details are unique among the synagogues of Pa
lestine. In the renewed excavations, additional ornamented fragments were 
found in secondary use in village houses dating to the Middle Ages. • 

Despite the great wealth of architectural remains left from the synagogue, 
its structure still cannot be reconstructed precisely. Only after a precise 
cataloging of all the parts found will it be possible to resolve those problems 
the reconstruction entails. Thus, for example, Watzinger maintained that 
there was a women's gallery above the aisles; the entrance to it, according to 
him, was through an external entrance above the small appended room at the 
northwestern corner. Corbo, after examining all the problems connected 
with the northern sty lobate, proposed to reconstruct the synagogue without 
a women's gallery, as a basilica with a high hall surrounded by low aisles, in 
classical basilican style. 

The figurative and decorative motifs of the synagogue in Capernaum are 

Above: cornice with figures of the mythological sea horse and two eagles bearing a 
carved wreath; (below) cornice with medallions decorated with .floral motifs. 

Capital from the synagogue decorated with a relief of a menorah, shofar, and incense 
shovel. 

variegated and rich. Only one human figure has been discovered to date: the 
face of a Medusa carved in the western benches, close to the entrance. 
Depictions of animals are more common. Noteworthy among the well-pre
served parts not damaged by iconoclasts are a cornice decorated with a sea 
horse and two eagles flanking a garland. The lintel of the central entrance to 
the prayer hall is decorated with the Roman imperial eagle. Two eagles facing 
each other are engraved on the keystone of the arch, below the gable in the 
center of the facade. Two freestanding (and headless) carved lions apparently 
served as acroteria. Another lion is carved on the lintel of the entrance to the 
western aisle. Also present are typical Jewish motifs carved on a Corinthian 
capital, such as a seven-branched menorah flanked on one side by a shofar 
and on the other by an incense shovel; especially noteworthy is an engraving 
of a temple resembling a wheeled chariot, which may be interpreted as a 
Torah ark. There is a wide range of floral and geometric motifs, such as date 
palms, grape clusters, pomegranates, acanthus leaves, rosettes, pentagrams, 
and hexagrams. Cantharus and shell motifs also are common. 

On a column in the nave a Greek inscription is preserved that reads 
"Herod, son of Mo[ni]mos, and Justus his son, together with (his) chil
dren, erected this column." On the shaft of another column, which appar
ently stood in the court of the synagogue, is an Aramaic inscription: 1:1 1!l7n 
nn:n:1 NJ '(n)n mmy 11n DY lln1' 1:1 n1':lt (f.lalfu, the son ofZebidah, the son of 
Yol;tanan, made this column. May he be blessed) (CIJ, nos. 982-983). 
THE STRATA BENEATH THE SYNAGOGUE. The exploration of the 
strata beneath the synagogue that began in 1969 continued for many years 
and yielded important results. In the excavator's opinion, it was established 
that the synagogue was built at the end of the fourth century CE, wheras the 
construction of the court in the east was completed only in the fifth century. 
This conclusion is based on a large number (more than 25,000) of Late 
Roman coins and on the pottery finds; the construction of the synagogue 
in accordance with the Byzantine foot reinforces it. However, according to 
other scholars, only the last phases of the synagogue belong to the fourth and 
fifth centuries and its initial construction is to be dated to the third century. In 
addition, a portion of the Hellenistic-Roman village was uncovered under 
the extensive area on which the monumental synagogue stood. Upon re
moval of the artificial fill for the synagogue's podium, houses with basalt 
walls and floors were found. They had entrances, courts, ovens, and sets of 
stairs. In one place (trench 21 ), a massive wall and a floor ofbeaten earth from 
the Late Bronze Age were uncovered under the Hellenistic-Roman stratum. 

In the area below the central nave, unlike in the other areas, only a floor of 
basalt stones from the beginning of the first century CE was uncovered. The 
area of this floor is too large for it to have served a domestic dwelling; it 
probably belonged to a public building. In light ofthe common practice in the 
East of erecting synagogues (and churches) on the identical sites of earlier 
synagogues and churches, this lower floor most likely belonged to a syna
gogue as well. The New Testament (Lk. 7:5) states that the synagogue visited 
by Jesus in Capernaum was built by a Roman centurion. In a text written by 
Peter the Deacon in 1137 (but probably based on a much earlier composition, 
the fourth-century Itinerarium of Egeria), the synagogue mentioned in the 
New Testament was located at the site of the monumental synagogue. Corbo 
correlates the large first-century floor, mentioned above, with a massive 
basalt wall that was encountered only in the area of the prayer hall. In 
his opinion, this wall was not built as a foundation for the synagogue
which is white limestone and is dated to the Late Roman period-but be
longs to the first-century synagogue built by the Roman centurion, on which 
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the later synagogue partially rests. Loffreda suggests that the basalt wall man's-land" until 1967. 
belongs to an intermediate stage, between the pavement of the first century From 1978 to 1982, five excavation seasons were carried out in this area 
and the synagogue of the Late Roman period. (east of Capernaum's well-known excavations) under the direction of 

HOUSE OF SAINT PETER 
About 30m south of the synagogue, Orfali partly uncovered an octagonal 
building with a mosaic pavement that he identified as a baptistery. This was 
followed by A. Gassi's discovery of a small apse on the eastern side of the 
octagonal building. A clear picture of the history of the place emerged only 
after the excavations were renewed in 1968. Three main levels of occupation 
were found: Ievell, first-century BCE private houses, among which was the 
traditional house of Saint Peter; level2, the fourth-century domus ecclesia; 
and level 3, the fifth-century octagonal church. 

The insula sacra (sacred quarter), with the traditional house of Peter, was 
close to the lakeshore, and was flanked to the east by the main, north~south 
road (car do maximus) of the village. Spacious courtyards with staircases and 
terra refract aria fireplaces were shared by several roofed rooms. The Chris
tian community of Capernaum in the late first century CE paid special atten
tion to a square room (5.8 by6.45 m). In the fourth century, the structure was 
separated from the rest of the town by an enclosure wall, 112.25 min length. 
The venerated hall became a tripartite structure through the construction of 
a central arch and the addition of an eastern atrium. A polichrome pavement 
replaced the white plastered floors of the first century, and the inner walls 
were coated with additional layers of painted plaster. The Christian pilgrims 
left many inscriptions in Greek, Aramaic, Syriac, and Latin. This domus 
ecclesia is the one referred to by Egeria in the late fourth century, when she 
wrote: "The house of the prince of Apostles [Peter] was changed into a 
church; the walls however, (of that house) are still standing as they were 
(originally)." In the second half of the fifth century, an octagonal church was 
erected on a raised level within the perimeter ofthe previous enclosure wall. It 
consisted of a small central octagon, a larger concentric octagon, and an 
outer semi octagon from which both the interior of the church and the eastern 
sacristies could be reached. In a second phase, a baptismal font was added in 
the middle of the eastern apse. Rooms were also built along the south side of 
the enclosure wall. To keep alive the memory of Peter's house, buried under 
the new mosaic floor, the Byzantines built the central octagon of their church 
over the walls of the venerated room. An anonymous pilgrim of Placentia, 
passing through Capernaum from about 560 to 570, wrote about this final 
transformation. 

V. Tzaferis, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. 
These excavations shed new light on the history of the Jewish settlement and 
provide increased knowledge of the site's stratigraphical sequence. Four 
areas (A, B, C, D), covering a total of about 5 a., were cleared in the course 
of five seasons of excavations. 
AREA D. In area D, in the northeast of the excavated area, remains of a 
massive building close to the shore of the Sea of Galilee were found. This 
building consists of two concave, semicircular pools flanking a raised plat
form built ofthick, plastered walls. It is difficult to determine the nature ofthe 
pools because of later construction on the site. The pools were apparently 
used to store fish that were subsequently moved to the raised platform 
between them. The water in the pools drained into the Sea of Galilee through 
clay pipes. 
AREA C. In area C, located in the southeastern part of the excavated area, is a 
large square building (c. 13 by 13m) in which five occupational strata can be 
discerned, dating from the Byzantine period-the beginning of the seventh 
century CE-to the end of the tenth century. The building's plan, nature, and 
finds indicate that initially it was a public building; in later phases it was 
private. 
AREA B. In area B, located in the central part of the site, near the Sea of 
Galilee, is a building in which five building phases can be distinguished, 
dating from the seventh century CE to the Middle Ages. In the first phase 
of the structure (stratum V, dating to the beginning of the seventh century), 
the building was a single unit that measured 12.7 by 12.5 m. About two-thirds 
of its area is preserved. The northern part of the building has, to date, not 
been excavated. Its walls and floors were coated with a thick layer of plaster, 
which prevented water from entering. In stratum IV (seventh and eighth 
centuries), internal changes were made in several parts of the structure, and it 
was divided into three unequal units by columns and pilasters that supported 
its roof and perhaps even its second story. In stratum III (eighth and ninth 
centuries), the previous character of the building was preserved, except for 
the addition of several walls and a court integrated into its plan. The floor of 
this court was built of flat basalt stones, distinguishing it from the structure's 
other, plastered floors. In stratum II (the Late Abbasid period), the plan of 
the building is obscure. 

From the tenth century, represented by stratum I, several one- or two
STANISLAO LOFFREDA room huts are preserved. The quality of the their construction is poor. 

EXCAVATIONS IN THE AREA OF THE GREEK ORTHODOX 
CHURCH 
The antiquities area of Capernaum has been owned by two churches, the 
Franciscan and the Greek Orthodox, since the end of the nineteenth century. 
The area belonging to the Franciscan Order has received a great deal of 
attention, whereas that of the Greek Orthodox church was a "no-
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General plan of the excavations in the area of the Greek Orthodox church. 

AREA A. The excavations in the last three seasons were concentrated in area 
A, located at the summit of the mound in the southwestern part of the 
excavated area. Five strata can be discerned, dating from the beginning 
of the seventh to the tenth centuries CE. In its first phase (stratum V, the 
first half ofthe seventh to the first half oftheeighthcenturies), the buildings of 
the settlement in this area constituted independent units consisting of small 
and large rooms integrated with courts and streets. The entrances in the units 
permitted passage from room to room, and the courts and streets facilitated 
access from one unit to another. A central street with an east~west orienta
tion curving northward runs between the eastern and western complexes. At 
the northern end of the street, a plastered drainage channel covered with flat 
stones turns eastward, following the line of the street. Flanking the center of 
the street are two parallel drainage channels. 

The walls of the buildings are of local flat basalt stones. Between the 
courses is a fill of smaller stones. The construction is "dry," except for 
some places in which plaster is visible. The walls are generally 60 to 70 
em thick. Some of the buildings (and all the courts and streets) are paved 
with beaten earth, and others with basalt. The basalt pavement was appar
ently laid in rooms whose especially elaborate entrance was of high building 
quality; the pavement not only enabled passage between the rooms them
selves, but also exiting from the building. These rooms were apparently of 
special significance in the life of the community. The height of their floors 
differs from room to room, as does the height of the thresholds and lintels. 
The width of the entrances ranges from 0.6 to 1.9 m; their position, orienta
tion, and size are not uniform. The plan of the settlement in this area and its 
rich finds---cooking vessels, baking ovens (tabuns ), and millstones-indicate 
that the structures were for private use. 

Beneath the Byzantine plastered pavement is Early Roman pottery, and 
below that, bedrock. This sequence also appears in area C of the settlement. 
There is evidence in one of the rooms of an Early Bronze Age occupation. 
Settlement was renewed here after an extended gap in the Byzantine period in 
stratum V. Below the stone pavement of one of the rooms a treasure of282 
gold dinars from the Umayyad period was found. 

Stratum IV was apparently destroyed in the earthquake that struck the 
region in 746 CE. This is evidenced by the great quantity ofhuge stones in the 
piles of debris and by the ash covering the stratum throughout the area. 

After the earthquake, the plan of the settlement underwent fundamental 
change. In strata III (late eighth and early ninth centuries) and II (late ninth 
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Area C: general view of the public building, 
looking north. 

and early tenth centuries), the settle
ment here was of a different nature. 
The building complexes differed in 
their internal division: the number 
of rooms was increased and their size 
was reduced. The street was blocked 
by walls that formed additional dwell
ing rooms integrated into the residen
tial system of one of the complexes. 
The quality of construction de
clined. There are only a few architec
tural remains in stratum I (late tenth 
and early eleventh centuries). 

No evidence of walls or fortifica
tions has yet been found in the exca
vated area, except for a wall about 1.5 
m thick that extends from the area of 
Capernaum owned by the Francis
cans and continues along the north
ern shore of the Sea of Galilee. How
ever, this wall probably did not serve 
as a defense but as a quay; its main 
purpose was to prevent water from 
entering the settlement, especially 
to protect it from changes in the level 
of the Sea of Galilee. The inhabitants of ancient Capernaum anchored their 
fishing boats alongside it (in stormy weather they probably used smaller and 
more secure anchorages, such as the one seen opposite the fish pond). 
SUMMARY. The pottery finds attest to continuous settlement from the 
seventh to tenth centuries: many cooking utensils and everyday vessels 
(such as bowls, storage vessels, and kraters), Mafjar ware, and glazed ves
sels. Small deposits of Early and Late Roman pottery were also found. 

Many metal tools were also uncovered in the excavations, mainly agri
cultural tools, such as hoes, a sickle, and plowshares, as well as fishing 
accessories, including lead weights. A fairly large number of glass vessels 
and some cosmetic vessels were also found. 

Area A: general view, looking south. 

The first inhabitants of the settlement were Jews, except for a small group 
Minim (Judea-Christians) who apparently settled in the area beginning in the 
first century, in the wake of the Galilean ministry of Jesus and his Apostles. 
The site's lack ofliterary and archaeological evidence in the period following 
the Arab conquest led to the conclusion still held by some scholars, that the 
settlement was destroyed or abandoned with the end of Byzantine rule in 
Palestine. The new evidence revealed in the excavations in the area owned by 
the Greek Orthodox church, however, shows that not only was the settlement 
not destroyed following the Arab conquest, but that it continued to exist and 
flourish. It is possible that in the period following the Arab conquest the 
composition of the local population began to change. It was Jewish until the 
fifth and sixth centuries and showed an increase in its Christian element after 
the conquest. The settlement was apparently abandoned only upon the 
arrival of the Crusaders. Indeed, when the Russian abbot Daniel visited 
Palestine in the beginning of the twelfth century, he described Capernaum 
as an abandoned and destroyed city. 
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CHARITON 
IDENTIFICATION 
The Chariton monastery is situated about 3 km (2 mi.) northeast of ancient 
Tekoa (map reference 1726.1172). The name of the monastery's founder is 
preserved in the Arabic name of the the site, Khirbet Khureitun, and of the 
wadi on whose western bank the monastery was built. Ancient paths lead to 
the monastery from Tekoa and from Bethlehem. About 400 m south of the 
monastery is a small perennial spring, 'Ein en-Natuf. Next to the spring is a 
cave identified with the Hanging Cave of Chariton (KpeJ..W.1:0V X!Xpi:t:rovoc;). 

The Chariton monastery was founded by the monk Chariton in the mid
fourth century. Literary sources relate that Chariton founded this monas
tery, or laura, at a distance of 14 stadia from Tekoa, in a place called Souka 
(~ouKci). Later, the monastery was called the Old Laura (IliXAIXtiX A!Xup!X)
to distinguish it from the Great Laura of Sa bas in the Kidron Valley (the Mar 
Saba monastery, q.v.)-or, after its founder, the Laura of Chariton. The 
anonymous Life of Chariton, written in Greek in the late sixth century, 
records that after founding the monastery, Chariton chose to seclude him
self in the Hanging Cave, which was accessible only by means of a ladder. In 
485 CE, the monk Cyriac came to the monastery; he remained here or in the 
environs for about seventy years. 

The Chariton monastery is one of the main monasteries of the Judean 
Desert that continued to exist after the Arab conquest. In the late eighth 
century, the monks suffered from attacks, pillage, and murder but main
tained their presence until the Crusader period. Later, probably at the be
ginning of the Mameluke period, the monastery was abandoned and was 
occupied by shepherds and nomads. Their temporary dwellings scattered 
among the ruins and numerous cisterns mark this stage in the history of the 
site. 

EXPWRATION 
The French scholar V. Guerin visited the site in the 1860s and described its 
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Chariton: general map of the monastery remains. 
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Overview of the monastery, looking west. 

ruins. The Palestine Exploration 
Fund's Survey of Western Palestine 
was more systematic but attributed 
most of the ruins to the Crusader 
period. In 1982, a comprehensive 
measurement survey of the site, 
headed by Y. Hirschfeld, was conduc
ted on behalf of the Archaeological 
Survey of Israel. Trial excavations 
at the site showed that most of the 
remains dated from the Byzantine 
and Early Arab periods. The location 
of the Hanging Cave of Chariton was 
identified about 900 m to the south of 
the monastery. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE 
RUINS 
The monastery is located on both sides 
of a small ravine that descends steeply 
to Nal;tal Tekoa (Wadi Khureitun). 
The nucleus of the monastery was 
built north of the ravine, while the 
monastic cells extend south of it. 
An extensive garden was planted be
tween the nucleus and the anchorite 
cells. 
THE MONASTERY NUCLEUS. The nucleus, about half an acre in area, was 
surrounded by a wall and protected by three corner towers. The north tower 
(A) is the most impressive; it measures 11.4 by 15.6 m and is preserved to a 
height of 5 to 6 m. Its southwest part contained storage compartments, 
residential quarters, a cistern, and a chapel; its northeast part, added at 
a later stage, was at least three stories high. The south tower (B) is preserved 
to its original height (c. 6 m above ground level). The southern part of this 
rectangular tower (6.4 by 9.5 m) had two stories, while the northern part was 
a one-storied single chamber. The southern part was roofed with field-stone 
barrel vaults set into large quantities of mortar. Only the corner of the east 
tower (C) has survived. A large cistern was built under its foundations in a 
natural cave. 

Due to the monastery's special structure, much effort was required in order 

The southern tower. 

to level and enlarge the residential area. For this purpose, massive retaining 
walls were built in the northern (D) and the southern (E) blocks. The re
taining walls are preserved to a height of 4 to 5 m, but their original height 
must have reached tens of meters above the slope. 
THEMONASTERYGARDEN.Manysectionsofagriculturalterracesandof 
a complex irrigation system-including reservoirs, cisterns, and pools
have survived on the mountain slopes west and south of the nucleus. From 
the start, the system was planned as a single unit for collecting and storing 
rainwater for use in the monastery area. A large reservoir, known as Bir el
'Uneiziya (Well of the Goats), was built in the upper part of the ravine, 
dividing the cultivated area. It is a rectangular, ashlar-built structure 
(14 by 19.2 m) preserved in its entirety. Inside, the space is divided into 
a central chamber and two adjoining chambers on the west. It was roofed 
by two barrel vaults carried on two piers. The walls were molded with a thick 
layer of reddish plaster containing large quantities of crushed sherds. Two 
crosses surrounded by medallions were molded in the plaster on the east wall, 
about 1.6 m below the top of the vaults. 

Two auxiliary reservoirs (nos. 2, 3) are located in the center of the culti
vated area; one is round (outer diameter, 7 m) and the other rectangular (3.2 
by 10.3 m). Both reservoirs were fed directly from the large reservoir via an 
aqueduct, whose remains are visible at the upper end of the rectangular 
auxiliary reservoir. About thirty-five cisterns of different shapes and sizes 
were recorded in the area of the garden alone. Next to each cistern was a 
cultivated plot, and above it there was generally a hermit's cell. A path 
connected the cultivated area with the nucleus of the monastery. 
THE ANCHORITE CELLS. Remains of about thirty-five small habitation 
units were surveyed on the slope between the laura's nucleus and the Hanging 
Cave. Each unit comprised a cistern with a single-cell structure above and an 
adjoining small cultivated plot. The nature of the structure and the pottery it 
contained attest to the connection between the anchorite cells and the nearby 
monastery. 
THE HANGING CAVE OF CHARITON. The cave that is identified with the 
Hanging Cave was discovered on the top of the southern cliff face ofNal;tal 
Tekoa (Wadi Khureitun). Its opening is about 15m above ground level, and 
it is accessible only by means of a ladder through the two caves below it. 

The lower cave, which is at ground level, is bell-shaped (about 7 by 15m) 
and has three adjoining cisterns. At its top, about4 m above the cave floor, an 
opening leads to the cave above. The upper cave contains the ruins of a small 
rock-cut chapel. Several niches were cut in the cave walls and later plastered; 
there is a cistern in the eastern wall. The rock -cut passage issuing from the top 
northern corner of the upper cave, at a height of some 3.5 m above the cave 
floor, is followed by a narrow ledge leading to the cell. The walls of the rock
cut, bell-shaped cell (c. 1 by 2m) are coated with a yellowish, well-smoothed 
plaster decorated with Greek monograms and three crosses. The crosses and 
the inscriptions were painted in black, red, and yellow. Close to the arms of 
the cross on the eastern wall are four Greek monograms, representing an 
abbreviation of the formula "Jesus Christ, Son of God." 

The decorations in the cell and its location on the cliff face, close to the 
laura, suggest that it should be the Hanging Cave in which Chariton went 
into seclusion after founding the nearby monastery. 
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CHINNERETH, TEL 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Chinnereth (Hebrew, Tel Kinnerot; Arabic, Tell el-'Oreimeh) is on the 
western shore of the Sea of Galilee, north of the Ghuwayr (Ginnosar) Plain 
(map reference 2008.2529). It consists of a small tell on top of a natural hill, 
clearly visible from the south and the west, and a lower city covering large 
parts of the slope that extends down to the shore of the lake. The primary 
water source is 'Ein et-Tineh, a spring located at the southern foot of the hill 
beneath a steep cliff. The site was mapped by C. R. Conder and H. H. 
Kitchener on behalf of the Palestine Exploration Fund and associated with 
biblical Chinnereth by W. F. Albright and G. Dalman, all independently of 
one another. The reasons for this identification are that the city dominated 
the fertile Ghuwayr (Ginnosar) Plain; it controlled the important highway 

9th-8th centuries BCE 
::::: 10th-9th centuries BCE 

Tel Chinnereth: general plan of the site and excavation areas. 

from the Coastal Plain to Damascus; and the pottery found on the surface of 
the site indicated a habitation in the Early Bronze Age and then from the 
Middle Bronze Age II until the Iron Age II. 

HISTORY 
The identification of the site with Chinnereth accords with the literary sour
ces. The site is first mentioned in Thutmose III's list of conquered cities (no. 
34), the last of four in the upper Jordan Valley after Laish, Hazor, and Pella. 
The importance of the town during the Eighteenth Dynasty is further docu
mented by the fact that it is listed in the Papyrus Leningrad 1116A, together 
with ten other Canaanite cities~among them Megiddo, Taanach, Ashke
lon, and Hazor. During the latter part of the Eighteenth Dynasty, no further 
reference is made to the town. In the Bible, Chinnereth is mentioned in one 
instance in Joshua 19:35 as one of the cities ofNaphtali. It must have been an 
important city in the time of the monarchy because the lake was named after 
the town (cf. Num. 34:11; Dt. 3:17; Jos. 12:31, 13:27). In Joshua 11:2 and 1 
Kings 15:20, the name Chinnereth is assigned most probably to the region 
south of the site~the Ghuwayr (Ginnosar) Plain. After the Assyrian con
quest of the Northern Kingdom, the name disappeared. In Roman and 
Byzantine times it was replaced by a settlement called Gennesaret, which 
appears as Ginnosar in the Jewish tradition and can most probably be 
located in the vicinity of Khirbet el-Minya, just half a kilometer south 
of Tell el-'Oreimeh. 

EXPWRATION 
The site was first explored by P. Karge from 1909 to 1911, but with limited 
results. Prior to any excavations, two important finds were made on the 
surface: a scarab bearing the name of Queen Tiy, the wife of Amenhotep 
III, and a fragment of an Egyptian stela mentioning Mitanni, which belongs 
to the time of Thutmose III or Amenhotep II. The first excavations were 
undertaken in 1932 and 1939 by P. Koppel, on behalf ofthe German Gorres
Gesellschaft. In 1932, some trial trenches proved that the site had been 
inhabited in the Early, Middle, and Late Bronze ages, the Iron Age II, 
and the Roman period. In 1939, a large section excavated at the northwest
ern corner of the mound revealed material dating from the Middle and Late 
Bronze ages and the Iron Age II. In 1963, while exploring the Roman water 
channel at the eastern foot of the mound, G. Edelstein of the Israel Depart
ment of Antiquities uncovered two burials in jars from the Late Bronze Age 
and material from the Early Bronze Age I. In 1982 and 1983, J. Yakar of the 
Institute of Archaeology at Tel Aviv University worked in Bronze Age levels 
at thefootofthemound. From 1982 to 1985, excavations were carried out by 
V. Fritz on behalf of the Johannes Gutenberg University in Mainz, Ger
many. As a result of work in several areas on theupperpart of the mound, its 

Tel Chinnereth: fragment of an Egyptian stela, 18th Dynasty. 
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City wall from the lOth century BCE and repair from the 9th century BCE. 

complete occupational history was revealed, from the Early Bronze Age I to 
Hellenistic times. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
EARLY BRONZE AGE I AND II. The earliest occupation consisted of an 
unfortified settlement from the Early Bronze Age I. It is only at the foot of the 
mound that some remains ofhouses can be assigned to this stage; most traces 
disappeared due to leveling in the course oflater occupation. The existence of 
such a settlement is indicated by sherds typical of the pottery from the period. 
Sherds decorated in the band-slip or grain-washed technique are common, as 
are pieces of red-burnished ware. The first city was built at the beginning of 
the Early Bronze Age II, or even slightly earlier. Parts of a city wall and traces 
of houses were uncovered at the western edge of the mound and at its foot. 
Combed or metallic ware is well represented among the pottery; some sherds 
bear seal impressions with geometric designs. Not a single sherd ofKhirbet 
Kerak ware was found, suggesting that the site was abandoned before the 
Early Bronze Age III. It remained devoid of settlement until the Middle 
Bronze Age liB. 
MIDDLE AND LATE BRONZE AGES. Only scattered remains have been 
found from the Middle and Late Bronze ages, so that nothing conclusive can 
be said about the fortification and extension of the town in the second 
millennium BCE. Habitation in the Middle Bronze Age liB and the Late 
Bronze Age is indicated by sherds from different loci, including some frag
ments of imported vessels, such as a Mycenean bowl and a Cypriot "milk 
bowl." 
IRON AGE I. Remains of a settlement dating to the Early Iron Age were 
discovered in the center of the mound. The foundations of the walls rested 
immediately on bedrock, but the area excavated is too limited to enable 
anything to be said about the character of this level. 
IRON AGE II. In the tenth century BCE, a city was founded that covered an 
area of about 10 a. (strata V and IV). The settlers must have been aware of the 
remains from the earlier periods because they removed some of them. The 
earliest city was defended by a massive wall system up to 11m in width. Only 
small sections of public buildings and domestic architecture have so far been 
uncovered. Of special interest is a large courtyard paved with small stones; 
this may have been part of a palace not yet excavated. By the end of the tenth 
or the beginning oftheninthcenturyBCE, the city had been destroyed and was 
not rebuilt. During most of the ninth century BCE there stood a single build-

ingat the northeastern edge ofthemound that served as a kind of watchtower 
(stratum III). 

At the end of the ninth or beginning of the eighth century BCE, the city was 
reduced in size (stratum II). The city wall then encircled only the upper part of 
the mound, protecting an area of about 2 a. An entirely new city wall 
(between 2. 5 and 4 m wide) was constructed, resting partly on top of the 
earlier one. On the northwestern and northeastern sides, four large towers, 
each measuring up to 400 sq m, were situated inside the line of defense; two 
have been comprehensively excavated. The city gate located on the eastern 
side consisted of two chambers only. Inside the city, a platform was built 
against the gate chamber. The passage through the gate was paved with large 
stone slabs; at the gate's southern corner, the door socket was found in situ. 
Both the passage and the gate chambers were filled with burned mud-brick 
material and ash to a depth of about 2 m, indicating sudden and severe 
destruction. A pillared building erected against the city wall was excavated 
to the west of the gate. This public edifice was the last in a row of several and 
most probably served as a barrack for a garrison stationed here. The do
mestic architecture in the different areas follows the form of the four-room 
house and its variants, which are typical of the period. 

Based on the pottery, the destruction of the city can be dated to the second 
half of the eighth century BCE, and may be attributed to the campaign of 
Tiglath-pileser Illin 733 BCE. Some ofthepottery shows a strong Phoenician 
influence. Among the finds are large numbers of iron implements, such as 
arrowheads and knives. Of special interest is the bronze figurine of a seated 
deity, most probably a representation of the god El. This figurine was found 
in a room adjacent to the gate of the last Iron Age city, but according to its 
style it was manufactured in the Late Bronze Age. 

After the Assyrian conquest, the city was rebuilt but reduced in size to less 
than one acre (stratum I). The former 
city wall and one of the towers were 
incorporated into a small fortified 
enclosure on the southwestern 
side. A well-constructed four-room 
house was excavated beside the en
trance, near the northwestern corner; 
all the other domestic structures were 
poorly built and exhibited only one 
or two rooms. A unique so-called 
lion bowl, indicating the continua
tion of a traditional Assyrian 
style, was found in the debris. It was 
made of Egyptian blue, a special 
paste used to imitate the precious 
lapis lazuli. After a brief existence, 
this small city came to an end, in 
about 700 BCE. 
IRON AGE IIC AND III. On the up
per part of the slope, but outside the 
area of the last Israelite city, a large 
building (c. 30 by 25 m) had been 
constructed on top of the remains 
of an Iron Age II structure. The ex
cavated areas show that it is of the 
Assyrian open-court type, with all 
the rooms arranged around an al
most square courtyard. Because all 
of the floors in the rooms have been 
subjected to erosion, no pottery has 
yet been found by which the building 

Right: bronze figurine of a deity, Iron ll; 
(below) cosmetic bowl with a lion-shaped 
decoration, iron ll. 
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Tel Chinnereth: city gate from the 9th-8th centuries BCE. 

can be dated. It must have been constructed after the Assyrian conquest, and 
a Hellenistic wall runs over its northwestern sector. The structure must 
belong therefore to one of the periods of Assyrian, Babylonian, or Persian 
hegemony, during which similar palaces were built at Hazor and Megiddo. 
THE HELLENISTIC PERIOD. Most of the mound was devoid ofhabitation 
in the Hellenistic period. A few houses were built only in the central depres
sion on top of the former gate area, but they were badly preserved. They were 
probably constructed by local farmers who used the slopes for agriculture. 
The rooms were empty, except for a few scattered fragments of Hellenistic 
pottery (bowls, cooking pots, lamps, and unguentaria) found in the debris. 
Two bronze coins of the Ptolemaic period indicate that this farming activity 
took place in the third century BCE. 

Identification: G. Dalman, Orte und Wege Jesu, Guetersloh 1924, 140; W. F. Albright, AASOR 2-3 
(1921-1922), 36f.; 6 (1924-1925), 24f. 
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CHORAZIN 
IDENTIFICATION 
Ancient Chorazin is identified with a site situated north of the Sea of Galilee, 
4 km (2.5 mi.) north of Capernaum (map reference 2031.2575), called in 
Arabic Khirbet Karazeh. To the west and south of the town is Nal).al Chor
azin, whicl;l carries a large quantity of water in winter. To the north of the 
town, the ancient Ptolemais-Bethsaida road crossed the Jordan River near its 
entry into the Sea of Galilee and joined the main road to Damascus. 

The town lay on a low, bow-shaped hill ( 45-65 m above sea level, 267-273 
m above the Sea of Galilee). The town was built in a hilly area strewn with 
basalt stones. About 300m to the east is the Bir Karazeh spring, whose waters 
flow in rainy years along the eastern edge of the town until they enter Nal).al 
Chorazin. Many dolmens are scattered in the area around the city. 

Chorazin (Chorazim), a Jewish town in the Roman-Byzantine period, is 
mentioned in the New Testament (Mt. 11 :21-24; Lk. 10: 13-16) as one of the 
three cities, together with Bethsaida and Capernaum, that Jesus upbraided 
because their inhabitants failed to accept his teachings. Chorazin is men
tioned in the Babylonian Talmud (Men. 85a) in connection with the laws of 

the Orner offering. Eusebius ( Onom. 174:23) states that Chorazin was in ruins 
in his day and was 2 Roman miles from Capernaum. 

EXPWRATION 
The town's synagogue was first identified by C. Wilson in 1869. Subsequent
ly, its remains were described by V. Guerin, as well as by H. H. Kitchener in 
the Survey of Western Palestine. From 1905 to 1907, H. Kohl and C. Wat
zinger excavated part of its ruins on behalf of the Deutsche Orient-Gesell
schaft, within the context of their extensive study of ancient synagogues in 
northern Palestine. A hut built at the northwest corner of the building 
prevented them from completing their excavation. It was only in 1926 that 
the synagogue was completely cleared by N. Makhouly and J. Ory, on behalf 
of the Mandatory Department of Antiquities. Later, the remains were ex
plored and studied by E. L. Sukenik on behalf of the Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem. At the same time, the "Seat (Cathedra) ofMoses" was discovered, 
bearingtheonlyinscriptionfound to date at the site (CIJ, no. 981; Naveh, no. 
17). From 1962 to 1964, a survey headed by Z. Yeivin was conducted by the 
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Chorazin: plan of the site. 
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Israel Department of Antiquities of the remains ofbuildings and excavations 
in the area of the town, mainly in the center. Excavations were resumed 
between 1980 and 1984, as a joint project of the Department of Antiquities 
and the National Parks Authority, to preserve the site, restore some of its 
buildings, and open it to tourists. The excavations were conducted by Z. 
Yeivin. Preservation and restoration were under the direction ofM. Tannai 
of the National Parks Authority and G. Solar and Z. Yeivin, on behalf ofthe 
Department of Antiquities. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
Chorazin had its beginnings in the first or second century CE. Initially, it was 
established in the northern, higher, part of the hill. Later, it developed to the 
south and west. In the late third or early fourth century CE, it extended over 
most of the hill, up to the north bank ofN a~ a! Chorazin. During that time the 
town flourished, and the civic center was built, together with the synagogue. 
Shortly afterward, still in the early fourth century, the houses and the syn-

agogue were partially destroyed. The town was rebuilt on the same plan and 
within the same boundaries in the mid-fourth and early fifth centuries CE and 
continued to exist, with repairs and additions, until the Early Arab period, in 
the eighth century. From the eighth century onward, the city declined, untilit 
was abandoned. In the twelfth or thirteenth century a small, sparse settle
ment was established that still existed in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen
turies. 
TOWN LAYOUT. The town's shape conforms to the topography of the hill 
on which it was built. A street ran from north to south along the hill, linking 
the higher part to the hill's slopes. Streets joining the main street on the east 
and west divided the town into housing units and quarters. The plans of the 
buildings also corresponded to the topography: in the north, in the high, 
broad part of the hill, the long buildings were placed in an east-west direc
tion; in the middle, on the broad natural platform, the civic center and the 
synagogue, which constituted a single complex, were built; and at the south
ern and western ends, the long rectangular buildings were constructed fol
lowing the hill's natural contours. 

The abundant rainfall in the area was collected and stored in cisterns. In 
winter, the waters of the brook and spring flowed in the channels dug 
throughout the area. The quantity met the needs of the city in summer. 
BUILDING REMAINS. In the excavations conducted between 1964 and 
1984, several areas of the town were investigated. Remains of two buildings 
were uncovered at the south end of its northern part. One building, founded 
on bedrock, contained remains of a stone pavement running up to two walls. 
The pottery found in situ on the pavement dates from the late first or early 
second century CE. The potsherds found in the second building are Ia ter, from 
the fifth century CE. 

Two large buildings (C and D) uncovered east of the synagogue were 
aligned in a roughly straight line on the east. An east-west street, which 
ran along the north side of these buildings, crossed the central street and 
connected them with the synagogue. North of the synagogue, on the other 
side of the street, a third, larger building (E) was partly exposed. The survey 
traced two more large structures (F and E-H) east of this building. The civic 
center probably consisted of seven large buildings, arranged east to west in 
two rows of three buildings each and one (H), north of building E. 

The northernmost building (E-H) contained several stone-built and stone
paved chambers. A ritual-bath complex exposed in the northern part of 
building E was enclosed by four walls and paved with thick lime plaster 
in the west and with flagstones in the east. The complex was bisected 
east-west by a row of columns and piers. The immersion pool (2 by 2.5 
m) was entered from the north by means of two above-ground and seven 
underground steps. 

Aerial view of the central quarter, looking southwest. 



Room with a "wall of windows" common to 
buildings A and B. 

An oval subterranean cistern (3 by 6 
m) close to the immersion pool had a 
central pillar carrying its stone roof. 
The cistern and the pool were prob
ably connected: when the cistern 
filled up, the excess water flowed into 
the pool. A covered water channel, 
incorporated into the stone pave
ment, was fed by rainwater from the 
roofs, which it carried to the cistern. 
The cistern and the immersion pool 
are partly rock-cut and partly 
stone-built and are faced. The area 
in front of the entrance to the immer
sion pool consisted of leveled bed
rock. South of the south wall is an 
additional cistern, at the same level 
as the immersion pool. This cistern 
is stone-built and roofed with stone 
beams, like other cisterns at the 
site, but is not plastered. An opening 
in the south wall leads to an as yet 
unexcavated area. 

South of the ritual bath, a series of 
rooms built around a central hall were 
uncovered in building E. This hall had 
four doorways, one in each direction. 
The main entrance to this part of the building was from the central street, 
through a doorway in the east, outer wall. Two other entrances in the south 
wall led to the street north of the synagogue. Due to the site's topography, the 
western rooms were built on a higher level, to conform to the street level, and 
were accessible by some steps in front of each doorway. 

Each of the buildings (C and D) to the east of the synagogue had a central 
courtyard surrounded by two rows of rooms. A large paved square in build
ing C was bordered on the south by a continuous row of rooms. The main 
entrance to building C is located in the south wall, close to the southwest 
corner. There are other, narrower entrances- one in the north wall, from the 
street, and another in the east wall, from the square. The main doorway to 
building D, in the west wall, led inside from the square in building C. There 
were other, narrower doorways; the one in the east wall opened onto a street 
that ran along the fringes of the city in a north-south direction; the second, in 
the south wall, led to a street running from east to west along the two 
buildings' common south wall. 

The civic center (excluding the synagogue) seems to have been enclosed by 
the contiguous outer walls of all the buildings, to form an independent 
complex with a series of interconnected rooms. A cistern in the square 
in building C had a vaulted roof; its square cover was found near its 
mouth. A second cistern existed next to the main entrance to building C. 

A number of changes and repairs were made in the buildings during two 
periods: in the late fourth or early fifth century, following the partial de
struction of the buildings, and again between the late sixth and eighth cen
turies. None of the changes greatly altered the buildings' original plan. 

An oil press, whose parts are preserved in situ, was uncovered in the 1960s 
in the south quarter, close to the top of the slope. The oil press is located in a 
building (5 by 6 m) that was probably roofed over, because it contained two 
columns for carrying the roof. The entrance to the oil press was in the east 
wall. The crushing basin and fragments of the crushing wheel were found 
near the west wall. The pressing installation, uncovered in the southeast, was 
operated by the lever-and-screw method for pressing the baskets of olive 
pulp, like many other contemporaneous oil presses in the country. 

Many wall fragments were exposed in the west quarter, reflecting the three 
main phases ofthe ancient town: the initial phase in the early fourth century 
CE; the repairs in the late fourth and early fifth centuries; and the changes 
made in the seventh and eighth centuries. In the medieval period several 
houses, one of which is preserved almost to its roof, were built on these 
remains. One of them had three double arches supporting its ceiling. A 
vaulted entrance led into it from the east. Two narrow windows in each 
of the walls provided ventilation and some light. The finds included col
umns, a threshold, and a reused capital. A subterranean chamber (store
room or cistern), belonging to an earlier building, probably from the fourth 
century CE, was uncovered nearby to the south. Another oil press is located at 
the edge of the west quarter. There, the crushing basin and two pressing 
installations were exposed; onedatedfrom the fourth or fifth century, and the 
other, of better workmanship, stood on the pavement and was in use prob
ably until the seventeenth century. 
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At the southern edge of the earlier, northern part of the city, a third oil 
press, better preserved than the others, was excavated. It is housed in a 
rectangular structure built on a terrace lower than the rest of the town. 
The oil press contained a large crushing basin, a press bed, and next to 
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Plan of the synagogue. 
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it a square stone vat for the extracted oil. The large pn;ss bed, a feature 
characteristic of oil presses in the second and third centuries CE, is unusual 
in the Byzantine period. This date is also supported by the ceramic evidence. 
This oil press should probably be associated with the town established in the 
Late Roman period in the northern part of the site. 
THE SYNAGOGUE. The synagogue (building A), which forms part of the 
civic center, has features common with other Galilean synagogues, such as 
thoseatCapernaumand Bar' am. Itisbuiltofthelocal basalt. The synagogue 
was centrally located, with easy access from all sides. It was built where the 
hillside slopes steeply from west to east; large stones were used to produce a 
massive level platform for the building. No traces of any building earlier than 
the synagogue were found. The synagogue suffered some damage when the 
town was partially destroyed, probably in the early fourth century CE. Its 
original plan cannot be restored because it is obscured by the repairs and 
changes made in a later period, probably in the late fourth or early fifth 
century. At that time, the eastern partofthefacade's steps wentoutofuse and 
were closed off by walls on the south and east. There were two doorways in 
these walls: a narrow one in the south wall and a slightly wider one in the east 
wall. Steps in front of each doorway led to the platform in front of the 
entrances into the synagogue. The west wall of the synagogue was re
built, the benches were repaired, and the synagogue floor was plastered. 

In the original phase ofthe synagogue, an open squ~re extended in front of 
it to the south. A monumental flight of steps ascended from the square to a 
platform in front of the synagogue and from it to the building's three en
trances. As in other Galilean synagogues, the central entrance was wider and 
higher than the two lateral ones. 

These entrances led to the prayer hall. Twelve columns, arranged in aU
shape, divided the hall into a central nave and three narrow and long aisles. 
Two tiers of benches for seating the worshipers lined the walls (except on the 
south wall). Initially, the hall's entire area was paved with basalt slabs, neatly 
fitted to the stylobate and on the same level. 

The hundreds of architectural elements scattered in the vicinity of the 
synagogue and throughout the town make it possible to recreate the build
ing partially: an architrave rested on the column capitals, surmounted by a 
decorated frieze and cornice. Above them rose a series of half columns and 
capitals that constituted the ornamentation of the high central nave. Several 
pedestals and conches suggest that windows existed in the upper part of the 
building. Additional architectural items scattered in the area may belong to a 
structure intended for the Ark of the Law, which stood between the central 
entrance and one of the lateral entrances. An aedicula, approached by steps, 
which may have been used for the Torah reading, was located between the 
central entrance and the other lateral entrance. The "Seat (Cathedra) of 
Moses," which was discovered in the 1920s among the ruins south of the 
synagogue, may have stood in this aedicula. The placement of these two 
elements next to the south wall between the entrances, would follow their 
placement in the synagogues at Sardis in Turkey and Meroth. A long room 
with benches adjoins the west wall. 

Two groups of coins were recovered, relating to the synagogue. One group, 
comprising more than four hundred coins, most of them Constantinian 
(early fourth century CE), was found under a channel covered by stone 
beams, in one of the south rooms in complex E, near the entrance to the 

Left: decorated stone pilaster, probably part of 
the niche intended for the Ark of the Law. 
Below: the "Seat (Cathedra) of Moses." 

A conch, probably of a window in the upper part of the synagogue. 

street. This hoard was apparently collected between the initial phase of the 
synagogue and the early fourth century CE. 

The second group, containing about fifteen hundred coins, was found in 
the broad trial trench dug inside the synagogue, next to its south wall. These 
coins were found scattered over the entire excavation area, wherever the 

pavement was missing. The latest are 
gold coins ofHeraclius, from the early 
seventh century. Most of the coins 
date to the late fourth century and 
were apparently scattered in the area 
over a long period of time, from the 
partial destruction of the synagogue 
and until the early seventh century. 
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General view of the synagogue, looking 
southeast. 
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EARLY CHURCHES 
INTRODUCTION 
What is known of the history and development of the Early Christian chur
ches in Palestine is far from complete. According to Christian tradition, the 
first building explicitly intended as a place of assembly and worship for a 
Christian congregation, just after Jesus' death, was in Jerusalem (Acts 1: 13~ 
15, 12:12). At the same time, non-Jews began to adopt Christianity and 
communities sprang up all over the Roman Empire---in Syria, Asia 
Minor, Greece, Rome, and elsewhere. The Christian Church in its earliest 
days-the time of the Apostles-was made up of small communities, or 
congregations, each professing different articles of faith and thus lacking 
a coherent religious conception. According to early sources, these small 
congregations assembled in private homes. Nothing is known of official 
church building until the third century CE. The sectarian nature of the con
gregations, the secrecy enveloping their meetings, and the emphasis on 
brotherhood, as expressed in the agape (the early Christian custom of com
munity dining), all paved the way for the formation of the Christian church. 
The assembled believers broke bread together (Acts 2:46), studied the teach
ings of the Apostles, communed, and prayed. In time, they left the hidden 
rooms and catacombs for large, spacious buildings, reserved specifically for 
such convocations and known as domus ecclesiae. 

The first church in Palestine for which there is written evidence is men
tioned incidentally in Eusebius' Demonstratio Evangelica (3, 5, 108). Eu
sebius reports a tradition that, up until the time of Hadrian's siege (135 
CE), a very large church (1-!Eyim:Tl EKKA'flcricx), or perhaps a congregation 
of Christ, was established by Jews in Jerusalem. The first two bishops of 
Jerusalem, says Eusebius, were relatives of Jesus. By the last quarter of the 
second century CE, the Christian Church was already extant in the full sense 
of the word: it was an association of communities located in all parts of the 
Roman Empire. By the end of the third century CE, the church had reached 
the farthest ends of the empire. Regional synods strengthened its organiza
tion, and its ceremonies became increasingly complex and lavish. In the 
fourth century, it was ruled that the wine and bread in the Eucharist actually 
became the blood and flesh of Jesus, thus taking the place of the agape. 

Some emperors-such as Decius, Valerian, and Diocletian-saw Chris
tianity as a threat to the very existence of the Roman Empire and tried to 
stamp it out. However, such persecutions only toughened the Church and 
contributed to its inner strength. Emperor Constantine finally recognized the 
Church and granted it imperial protection after the Edict ofMilan in 313 and 
especially after the Synod at Nicaea in 325. 
STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHURCH BUILDING. The earliest 
church building (in the sense of domus ecclesiae) discovered thus far, at Dura 
Europus, in Syria, dates from the first half of the third century CE. It was 
originally a private house of moderate size, built in about the year 232, and its 
walls were decorated with secular paintings (a bacchanalian frieze). At some 
later time, a wing of the house was adapted to serve the needs of the Christian 
community as a church and baptistery. The walls of the church and, in 
particular, of the baptistery were adorned with religious paintings, includ
ing scenes from the Bible. The church was destroyed in 265, when the city was 
sacked by the Sassanid Persians. A similar type of house (a villa from the 
fourth century CE), also adapted for use as a church, has been discovered at 
Qir-Bize, in Syria. Although it displays the basic and most typical features of 
old churches in Syria-the bema, reliquary, martyrium and other rooms, 
with only the apse missing-and although it is a finely built structure, as a 
church it must still be assigned to the early, undeveloped stage of church 
architecture. The excavators at Capernaum claim to have discovered a domus 
ecclesia of the same type on the site of Peter's house (q.v. Capernaum). 

It was only toward the end of the third century CE that the first formal 
churches were built. Eusebius (HE7, 15, 4; 8, 1, 5) reports that during the first 
period of Church peace (260~303), under Gallien us (260~268) and in the 
early reign of Diocletian (284~305), churches existed and larger ones were 
built in Caesarea and in almost every city in the country. No remains of these 
churches have survived, however; Eusebius (HE 10, 4) also describes a 
cathedral built at Tyre by Bishop Paulinus between 314 and 318. From 
his detailed account, the cathedral seems to have been an imposing basilica! 
structure. 

Large-scale, systematic construction of churches began under Constan
tine the Great, after the so-called Edict of Milan in 313, which transformed 
Christianity from a persecuted to a permitted religion (religio licita). As a 
result, Christianity soon became the empire's dominant and, finally, official 
religion. Yet another landmark in the history of church building was the first 
Ecumenical Synod, held at Nicaea in 325, on Constantine's initiative, in 
order to settle a theological dispute (the Arian schism). Constantine's in
fluence made itself felt in Palestine after he conquered the region, in 324. 
From the works of Epiphanius, a monk and historian in the fourth century 
CE, we learn that Constantine supported the construction of churches in 

Jewish towns in the Lower Galilee, in order to further the region's conver
sion to Christianity (Haer. 30, 4~12). 

The second important period of church building was during the reign of 
Empress Eudocia (393~460), the wife of Theodosius II, in the second and 
third quarters ofth~ fifth century CE. Eudocia built churches in and around 
Jerusalem-all small buildings compared with the great basilicas being 
erected at approximately the same time in Rome, but knowledge of them 
is rather scant. The only exceptions, all in Jerusalem, are the churches of Saint 
Stephen and Saint John the Baptist and the church above the Siloam Pool 
(q.v. Jerusalem). 

The third important period of church building was during the reign of 
Emperor Justinian I (527~565), during which there was an unprecedented 
development in church building in the country. Thanks to the prosperity and 
relative political stability of the Byzantine Empire during Justinian's long 
reign, many magnificent buildings (including secular ones) were constructed. 
The effect of this building process is also evident in Palestine which, although 
distant from the center of the empire, was of paramount religious impor
tance. The historical evidence, cited by the most important historian of the 
time, Procopius (a native ofCaesarea ), and the archaeological evidence---the 
Church of the Nativity at Bethlehem, the Nea (New Church ofTheotokos) 
and the second phase of the church above the Siloam Pool in Jerusalem, the 
churches at Gerasa, and the renovated Church of the Mother of God on 
Mount Gerizim testify to the importance of this period. 

Church building in Jerusalem ceased almost completely after the Arab 
occupation of 638. Nevertheless, there is some evidence of the construc
tion or renovation of churches by or on the initiative of clergy and various 
benefactors under Arab rule in the seventh and eighth centuries. The churches 
built during the Early Arab period belong chronologically to this period, but 
in style and architecture they hark back to Byzantine times. 
TYPOLOGY OF EARLY CHURCHES. The churches discovered thus far in 
this country exemplify plans that can be divided into three main types, each of 
which may be further subdivided. Many churches were actually integral 
parts of larger architectural complexes, such as monasteries, and for
tresses. The most common type of church building in the Early Byzantine 
period was apparently the basilica, followed by the chapel and, finally, the 
centralized plan. 
The Basilica. Basilica! structures can be divided into four basic types: 

t. STANDARD BASILICA. Most churches that are standard basilicas consist of 
three parts: a nave and two aisles. There are exceptions, nevertheless, such as 
the Church of the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem and the Church of the Na
tivity in Bethlehem, in which the basilica splits into five: a nave flanked by two 
aisles on each side. Theseimposingedifices were built by animperialdecree of 
Constantine the Great, on the initiative of his mother, Helena. Each was later 
rebuilt at great expense, the former by Modestus, patriarch of Jerusalem (in 
626), and the latter by Emperor Justinian I. These two churches were also 
much larger than other basilica! churches in Palestine; they were probably 
intended not merely for prayer and other ritual purposes, but also to attract 
as many pilgrims as possible (from Palestine and elsewhere) to the holy places 
associated with Jesus' birth, life, and death. This impressive, monumental 
architecture was undoubtedly an invaluable propaganda factor in the spread 
of Christianity, which in Constantine's time was in its infancy. 

2. BASILICA WITH APSIDAL TRANSEPT. Basilicas of this type consist of three 
apses arranged in a trefoil shape, creating an apsidal transept, either external 
or inscribed (built into the thickness of the wall). There are very few such 
churches in Israel. The only basilicas with an external apsidal transept are 
Justinian's Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem and the West Church at 
Re]fovot-in-the-Negev; there is one basilica with an inscribed apsidal tran
sept, but it is confined to theareaofthenave-theChurch ofet-Taiyibain the 
Judean Hills. 

3. BASILICA WITH AN INSCRIBED RECTANGULAR TRANSEPT. As in the previous 
group a distinction is made between external and inscribed rectangular 
transepts. Only one example of a basilica with an inscribed rectangular 
transept has so far been found: the Church of the Multiplication of Loaves 
and Fishes at 'En Sheva' (Heptapegon), or et-Tabgha. No example of the 
external transept type has been discovered thus far in this country. 

4. BASILICA DISCOPERTA. A basilica discoperta is unroofed (ecclesia sine 
tecto). The only example of this type-and it, too, is doubtful-is a building 
discovered at Caesarea. The basic plan is an unroofed nave flanked by roofed 
aisles. Such churches, although rare, are found in all parts of the Christian 
world. Their function is unclear. Some scholars, such as A. Orlandos, believe 
that they were functionally related to cemeteries. The building at Caesarea 
indeed stands near the Byzantine cemetery. 
The Chapel. Standard chapels are extremely common in Israel. The basic 
plan is a hall ending in an apse. The plan of the earliest church at Heptapegon 
('En Sheva'; mid-fourth century) is a standard chapel, although its archi-
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Distribution map of ancient churches. 

1. Abila {several churches) 
2. 'Abud (Mar 'Abadiya Church) 
3. 'Abud (St. Anastasia's Church) 
4. 'Abud (St. Barbara's Church) 
5. 'Abud (St. Theodore's Church) 
6. Abu Ghunneim 
7. Abu Rish 
8. 'Agur 
9. el-'Aleiliyat 

10. 'Anab el-Kebir 
11. 'Anata 
12. Apollonia (Reshef) 
13. 'Arabbe 
14. Aristobuliya 
15. Ashkelon (Barnea) 
16. Ashkelon (north) 
17. Ashkelon (south) 
18. 'Asida, Kh. 
19. el-'Aziz 
20. Bahan 
21. Ba;dala 
22. Basul, Tell 
23. Beersheba 
24. Beit 'Amra 
25. Beit 'Awwa 
26. Beit 'Einun 
27. Be it Jim a! 
28. Beit Sakariya 
29. el-Beiyudat, Kh. 
30. Berakhot, Horvat 
31. Bethany (el~'Eizariya) 
32. Bethel 
33. Beth Guvrin (Makhatet el-'Urj) 
34. Beth Guvrin (el-Maqerqesh) 
35. Beth ha-Shittah 
36. Beth-Horon (Lower) 
37. Bethlehem (Nativity) 
38. Bethlehem in Galilee 
39. Beth Loya 
40. Beth-Shean 
41. Beth-Shean (Tell el-Husn) 
42. Beth-Shean (Tell l~l~b~) 
43. Beth Yerah 
44. Bir el-Qutt. 
45. Bism 
46. el-Burj 
47. Burj el-Ahmar 
48. Caesarea· 
49. Cana (Kafr Kanna) 
50. Capernaum 
51. Cypros 
52. Dabburiya 
53. Damun 
54. ed-Deir (Hebron Hills) 
55. ed-Deir (Judean Desert) 
56. Deir 'Arabi 
57. Deir Daqla 
58. Deir Dosi 
59. Deir el-'Asal 
60. Deir el-Mukallik 
61. Deir Qal'a 
62. Deir Qeruh 
63. Deir Sha'a~ 
64. Deir Sim'an 
65. Deir Wadi el-Qelt 
66. Dibon 
67. Dibon 
68. Dor 
69. Duer el-Loz 
70. Duma 
71. ed-Duweir 
72. 'Ein 'Arrub 
73. 'Ein ed-Dirweh 
74. 'Ein el-Fawwar 
75. 'Ein el-Jedide 
76. 'Ein Hajla 
77. 'Ein Haniya 
78. Elusa 
79. Emmaus (north) 
80. Emmaus (south) 
81. 'En Kerem (north) 
82. 'En Kerem (south) 
83. 'Erav 
84. Euthymius' Monastery 

(Khan el-Ahmar) 
85. 'Evron · 
86. el-Fir'a 
87. Gerasa (several churches) 
88. Gerizim, Mt. 
89. Ghaneim 
90. Ghor el-Qasr 
91. Gibeon . 
92. Hadat, Horvat (Hadatha) 
93. Hanita · · 
94. Haspin (Khisfin) 
95. Hazerim 
%. Ha~or-Ashdod 
97. Hebron 
98. Heptapegon 
99. Herodium 

100. Herodium (Lower) 
(several churches) 

101. Heshbon 
102. Heshbon 
103. Hesheq, Horvat 
104. Hippos (Sussita) 
105. Hippos 
106. Hippos 
107. Hippos (so-called cathedral) 
108. Hubeila, Kh. el-
109. Hyrcania (Kh. el-Mird) 
110. 'Ira, Tel 
111. Jalil 
112. Jericho 
113. Jericho 
114. Jericho (Tell el-Hassan) 
Jerusalem · 

115. Church ot the Holy Sepulcher 
116. Abu Tor 
117. Ascension, Church of the 
118. Dominus Flevit, Church of 
119. Eleona, Church of 
120. Gethsemane Church 
121. Giv'at Ram (Sheikh Badr) 
122. Holy Zion, Church of 
123. Ketef Hinnom 
124. Mary's Tomb, Church of 
125. Mt. of Olives 
126. Nea Church 
127. Paralytic, Church of the (Probatica) 
128. Russian monastery (south oO 
129. St. Anne, Church of 
130. St. John the Baptist, Church of 
131. St. Melania, Church of 
132. St. Peter in Gallicantu, Church of 
133. St. Stephen, Church of 
134. Siloam Pool 
135. Siloam Village (Silwan) 
136. Siloam Village 
137. Siloam Village 
138. Siloam Village 
139. Siloam Village 
140. Siloam Village 
141. Third Wall (outside) 
142. Valley of the Cross 

143. Jifna 
144. Jof 
145. Kafr Kama (north) 
146. Kafr Kama (south) 
147. Karmel (el-Kurmul) (east) 
148. Karmel (south) 
149. Karmel (east, outside town) 
150. Kefar Ata 
151. Kefar Truman 
152. Keisan, Tell 
153. Khaiyan 
154. el-Khudr 
155. Khureisa 
156. Kilyeh, Kh. el-
157. Kissufim 
158. Kufin, Kh. 
159. Kurnub (Mampsis) (east) 
160. Kurnub (west) 
161. Kursi 
162. Kuseifa (north) 
163. Kuseifa (central) 
164. Kuseifa (south) 
165. Lod 
166. Magen 
167. Mahoz 
168. Ma'in 
169. Maida! el-Ba' 
170. Makr 
171. Mamre (Ramel el-Khalil) 
172. Mareshah (Marisa) 
173. Marjama 
174. Mar Saba 
175. Martyrius Monastery (Murasas) 
176. Masada 
177. Masos, Tel 
178. Matta' 
179. Medeba (Madaba) 

(several churches) 
180. el-Messani 
181. Mishmar ha-'Emeq 
182. Mi~pe Shivta 
183. Modi'in 
184. Moza 
185. el-Mukatir 
186. Mukhmas 
187. Nabi Thari 
188. Nahal T anninim 
189. Nahariya 
190. Nazareth 
191. Nebo, Mt. (several churches) 
192. Nessana (east) 
193. Nessana (north) 
194. Nessana (south) 
195. en-Nitla 
1%. Oboda (in fortress) 
197. Oboda (north) 
198. Oboda (south) 
199. Ostrakine (in Sinai) 

(several churches) 
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214. Rihab 
215. RQslit 

228. Sheva', Tel 
229. Shiloh 

202. Qarantal 
203. Qa~r el-'Abd 

216. Ruhama 
217. S~aria-Sebaste 

230. Shiloh 
231. Shiqmona 

204. Qasr el-Yahud 
205. Qu~eitein 
206. el-Quweisma 

218. Samaria-Sebaste 
219. Saraland (north) 
220. $arafand (south) 

232. Shiqmona 
233. Siya 
234. Siyar el-Ghanam 

207. Rafid 221. Sawa, Tell es- 235. Sobata (north) 
208. Rama 222. Sede Nahum 236. Sobata (central) 
209. Ramal Rahel 
210. Ramthaniwe 
211. Rehovot-in-the-Negev (east) 

223. esh-Shajara 
224. Shavei Zion 
225. Sheikh Qatrawani 

237. Sobata (south) 
238. Suhmata 
239. Su.;_,eikeh 

212. Rehovot-in-the-Negev (north) 
213. Re~ovot-in-the-Negev (west) 

226. Sheila! 
227. Shepherds' Field (Be it S-hur) 

240. Tabor, Mt. 
241. et-Taiyiba 
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242. Tawas 
243. Tekoa 
244. et-Tell 
245. Tiberias 
246. et-Tira 
247. Umm el-'Amed 
248. Umm er-Rasas (several churches) 
249. Umm er-Rus 
250. Umm Jarar (l;lorvat Gerarit) 
251. Umm Zaqum ('Auja et-Tahta) 
252. Wadi er-Rawabe · 
253. el-Yaduda 
254. Varin 
255. Yarun 



tectural details distinguish it from others: engaged pillars in the northern and 
southern walls (three on either side) supported arches on which the roof 
rested. This construction shows the influence of a building style that was 
common in Syria, mainly in the southern part of that country. 

There are few known chapels with an apsidal transept. Thus far only one 
chapel with an external apsidal transept is known: the Church of Burj el
Al).mar in the Judean Hills. Two chapels with an inscribed apsidal transept 
are known: the Church of Deir Dosi (Saint Theodosius' Monastery), near 
Bethlehem, and Saint John the Baptist's in Jerusalem. 
Churches with a Centralized Plan. Churches with a centralized plan are the 
least represented in general. They are extremely rare in Israel, perhaps be
cause of the technical problems involved in constructing domes and vaults. 

l. CIRCULAR AND OCTAGONAL CHURCHES. The only circular churches known 
are the Church ofthe Ascension in Jerusalem (fourth century) and the church 
at Beth-Shean (fifth century?). Octagonal churches have been found on 
Mount Gerizim (Church of the Mother of God, fifth century), at Caper
naum, and at Caesarea. The inner circles of columns in these churches 
(diameter, 9-24 m) indicate (by comparison with similar buildings found 
in the Byzantine Empire) that these churches were roofed: the central area 
was domed and a lower barrel vault covered the ambulatory (the corridor 
between the inner circle of columns and the outer wall). 

2. CRUCIFORM CHURCHES. Cruciform churches have four rectangular halls 
emanating from a central point to form a cross. Two cruciform churches the 
remains of which have been discovered in recent years, contributing a new 
formofchurcharchitecturein this country, are the Church ofJacob's Well at 
Shechem (fourth century?) and the Church of the Tomb of the Virgin Mary in 
Jerusalem (late fourth century). The plan of the former was drawn by Arculf 
during his journey to the Holy Land in 670. It shows the sacred well at the 
center of the church, with the four arms of the cross, of equal length, radiating 
in four directions. 

As the cruciform plan is unknown in Roman architecture, it was, pre
sumably, an innovation of Byzantine architects. The idea was to stress the 
shape of the cross, hint at the symbolic significance of the building, and 
attract attention to the center, where the relic or traditional holy site was 
located. Written sources report that there were two churches of this type in 
Gaza, but they have not survived: the Eudoxiana Church and the Church of 
Saint Sergi us. The former, erected on the initiative of Porphyry, bishop of 
Gaza, was named for the empress Eudoxia, the wife of the emperor Arcadius 
(395-408), who financed the building. It was built on the ruins of a large and 
famous pagan temple, the Marneion, and designed in the shape of a cross by 
an architect from Antioch, Rufinus by name, whom Porphyry brought to 
Gaza on the empress's orders. The Eudoxiana Church was described in detail 
by Mark the Deacon in his Life of Porphyry. The second church was founded 
in the sixth century by a governor named Stephen, on the initiative and with 
the assistance ofMarcianus, bishop ofGaza. Choricius, a Gazan rhetorician, 
included a description of the church in a panegyric he wrote for Marcianus. 
Although this account is of an encomiastic nature, it seems perfectly reliable. 
TYPES OF CHURCHES. Although most churches were established to serve 
the ritual needs of Christian communities, some were built for other reasons. 
On the basis of those reasons churches can be divided into two types: 
Dedicatory Churches. Dedicatory churches were built in honor of some 
personage, or in honor of a saint; they are named for the dedicatee or 
saint, whose name is generally specified in inscriptions. Examples are the 
churches of Saint John the Baptist, Saint Stephen, Saint Zacharias, Saint 
Thecla, and Saint Barbara. Churches named for saints are by far the more 
common. 
Commemorative Churches. Commemorative churches were built on the site 
of an event of importance in Christian tradition, such as the Holy Sepulcher, 
the place where Saint Stephen was stoned, the site of Jesus' ascension to 
heaven in Jerusalem, the Grotto of the Nativity in Bethlehem, and the Grotto 
of the Annunciation in Nazareth. 
CHURCH FEATURES AND THEIR FUNCTIONS. THE APSE AND THE PAS

TOPHORIA. The apse is a semicircular niche at the eastern extremity of a 
church. It was sometimes external, projecting from the eastern wall, and 
sometimes inscribed. The size of the apse did not depend on that of the 
church. The number in the congregation varied, whereas the apse was used 
for the same rituals, irrespective of the size ofthechurch. A few churches with 
inscribed rectangular apses have been found in Israel, but this type, which is 
quite common in Syrian churches, is rare in this country. In fact, its appear
ance in Israel attests to the influence of Syrian church architecture on the 
interiors of such churches as those at 'Arabbe, Gibeon, Kefar Truman, and 
the chapel annexed to the southern wall of the East Church at Kurnub 
(Mampsis). 

The formerly widespread scholarly view that the triapsidal church (with 
three apses on the eastern end) was common only in the cities of the Negev is 
at odds with archaeological discoveries. Churches of this type have been 
found in the vicinity of Hebron, Bethlehem, and Jerusalem, a3 well as at 
Emmaus, Khan el-Al).mar, Nahariya, 'Evron, and Beth Yeral).. Triapsidal 
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churches made their first appearance in the fourth century and continued to 
be built up until the sixth century. Some of the churches in the Negev cities, 
such as at Elusa and Sobata (Shivta), exemplify an interesting architectural 
development, from one apse (monoapsidal) to three (triapsidal). The latter 
were formed by sealing or closing the pastophoria. This evolution attests to 
the antiquity ofthemonoapsidalchurches in the towns of the Negev. The two 
lateral apses were probably an architectural substitute for the two rectan
gular pastophoria rooms flanking the central apse. 

The liturgy of Early Christianity is still not fully clear, but some of the 
excavations in Israel lay bare an important aspect which helps to understand 
the changes that took place in the second half of the sixth century. These 
changes in the liturgy entailed certain changes in the ground plan of the 
church--disappearance or modification of function of the rooms of the 
pastophoria. This is to be seen in both its architectural and epigraphic 
aspects in the church at Kursi, and in its architectural aspect at Saint Mi
chael's at Lower Herodium, at KhirbetZikrin, and in some of the churches in 
cities of the Negev (Elusa, Nessana, and Sobata). In these churches, the 
rooms of the pastophoria have lost their original function. And in at least 
three (Kursi, Lower Herodium, and Khirbet Zikrin) the diaconicon has 
turned into a baptistery (photisterium). 

BEMA. The bema was a raised area in the eastern part of the church, reached 
by a few steps from the nave floor. Access to the bema was restricted to the 
priests and their assistants, the deacons. It included the chancel and some
times also the altar. Separating the bema from the nave was an ornamental 
chancel screen, sometimes bearing inscriptions, either incised or in relief. 

ALTAR. Judging from the available archaeological finds and from impres
sions in the mosaic floors of some churches, the altar generally resembled a 
four-legged table. Beneath it was a basin or reliquary in which the bones of a 
saint were kept. According to the data, the altars were placed either in the 
apse (at its center or on the chord joining its ends) or on the bema. 

SYNTHRONON. The synthronon-a bench consisting of two, three, or more 
seats/steps for the presbyters (the bishop and the priests)-was built behind 
the altar, in the shape of a semicircle attached to the inner (circular) wall ofthe 
central apse. The seat (cathedra) of the bishop was in the center of the 
synthronon, somewhat higher than the other seats. 

AMBO. In some churches the chancel screen was set up at one end of the front 
of the bema, like a tongue projecting into the nave. An elevated part of this 
tongue, known as the ambo, made of wood or stone, functioned as a pulpit, 
from which sermons could be delivered or scriptural lessons read to the 
congregation. The ambo could assume various shapes (hexagonal, rectan
gular, square, or circular). It was generally located in the northeastern corner 
of the nave but was sometimes in the southeastern corner. 

NARTHEX. The narthex was a corridor extending breadthwise across the 
building, usually for the latter's entire width, on the western side of the 
church, in front of the entrance. Churchgoers did not enter the nave directly 
but had to pass through the narthex, which made the transition to the sacred 
atmosphere more gradual. In addition, the narthex accommodated those 
forbidden to enter the church-individuals who had not yet been baptized or 
were in the process of conversion (catechumen); from this pointthey could in 
fact see into the nave. The narthex probably evolved from the portico (the 
latter appears, for example, in the fourth-century church at Mamre) or from 
the eastern corridor of the colonnaded atrium, as at the fifth-century church 
at 'En Sheva' (Heptapegon). It is a late architectural element, which first 
appears mainly in the mid-fifth century and onward. 

ATRIUM. The atrium was located in front of the narthex, on the western side 
of the church, and surrounded by colonnades. This detail of church con
struction was borrowed from the architecture of the Roman residential 
house. It frequently contained a cistern or well from which water was taken 
for the worshipers to use for ablutions before entering the sacred precincts. 
The atrium appears in early churches, from the fourth century to the mid
fifth century, without a narthex; subsequently the atrium and narthex are 
generally found together. 

ANNEXES. Annexes attached to the northern and/or southern walls of the 
main church building are common in Israel. They are mostly chapels with an 
apse facing east, a chancel screen, and a bema communicating, through 
doors, with the interior of the main building or with the outside. Annexes 
were either built together with the church or later. When they contained a 
cruciform or quatrefoil-shaped baptismal font, with steps leading to the 
bottom, they were used as baptisteries. Others were used as private prayer 
rooms for individual worshipers. Such prayer chapels may well have been 
built to commemorate saints. Architecturally and liturgically, they were an 
integral part of the main church building. 

CLERESTORY. Churches, mainly basilicas, were illuminated through clere
stories-rows of windows pierced in the wall between the ceiling of the nave 
and the roofs of the aisles, or sometimes in the aisle walls. As for roofing, 
churches usually had a gabled roof built of wooden beams and tiles. 
BUILDING MATERIALS. Most churches in this country were built of stone 
or wood; baked clay bricks were not used. Sun-dried bricks were used for the 
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church at Khirbet en-Nitla, near Jericho, however. Although this country is 
rich in building stones-basalt in the northeast and limestone elsewhere
church builders frequently reused stones from older buildings. The second
ary use of columns, capitals, doorposts, and lintels was also common in 
churches. It was not customary in Palestine, unlike in other countries, 
to convert pagan temples into churches. Some scholars attribute this to 
the fear of demons or the evil eye. On the other hand, an ancient Christian 
tradition ruled that a ruined pagan temple should be rebuilt as a church, to 
symbolize Christianity's triumph over idolatry. Thus, the Eudoxiana 
Church at Gaza, which has not survived, was built over the ruins of the 
Marneion (see above). 

Marble was used in some parts of churches, for the panels and columns of 
the chancel screen, the altar, capitals, and columns. Mostly it was plundered 
over the centuries after the churches had ceased to function, whether to be 
burned for lime or for other purposes. Wooden beams were most probably 
brought from the forests of Lebanon (but not exclusively, as we learn from 
the sources) and used primarily for roofs. 
ORNAMENTATION. Church facades in Palestine were generally plain, 
except for decorated jambs and lintels in doors and windows. Most of the 
ornamentation was done inside: colored mosaic floors, wall paintings, pain
ted plaster, ornamental marble latticework, decorated capitals, and so on. 
The lack of exterior ornamentation in Palestinian churches was not due to the 
local Christians' objections to the pagan-secular style of architecture; it was 
motivated by the desire to concentrate all ornamentation within the church. 
The sumptuous interiors were thus in stark contrast to the simple exteriors. 

Mosaic floors may be found in churches of all types, irrespective ofloca
tion or period of construction. The decorative patterns are extremely varied 
and include geometric, floral, and figurative motifs. Crosses and monograms 
also appear. Beginning with the year 427, however, an imperial decree of 
Theodosius II ( 408-450) and Valentinian III ( 425-455) prohibited the use in 
mosaic floors of certain figurative motifs, crosses, and monograms. But it 
was only partly obeyed and cannot be taken as a rule for dating floors. A local 
iconoclastic movement also severely damaged ecclesiastical works of art, 
destroying representations of human beings and animals, inter alia, at Em
maus (the Northern Church), Khirbet 'Asida, Khirbetet-Tira, and Sul;lmata 
(Z:uriel). 

It is quite probable that many churches were paved in marble or had 
marble-paneled walls, but few of the walls are standing and the marble 
was dismantled and plundered from the churches that survived. For the 
same reason, most wall paintings and painted plaster have disappeared, 
so that it is not known how common these kinds of ornamentation were 
in churches. The few surviving wall paintings indicate that the subjects were 
religious. There is written evidence for some forms of decoration, such as for 
wall and floor mosaics and marble paneling. Besides the aforementioned 
types of decoration, lintels, jambs, and other architectural elements have 
been found in churches, bearing various decorative motifs such as crosses, 
wreaths, and fauna. Decorated capitals, mostly in the Corinthian style of the 
Byzantine period, have also been found. Some of these capitals were finely 
carved, while on others the work was quite coarse. In some capitals dec
orative crosses carved in relief in the middle of the abacus can be discerned. 
INSCRIPTIONS. Most of the surviving church inscriptions were imbedded 
in mosaic floors. They can be found in different parts of the church, enclosed 
in various types of frames, such as a tabula ansata, medallions, and square 
forms. Other inscriptions were incised on columns, capitals, lintels, marble 
plaques, chancel screens, and tombstones. The texts vary considerably: 
dedicatory inscriptions, supplications, prayers for deliverance, memorial 
inscriptions, benedictions, quotes from Scripture, monograms, and inscrip
tions specifying the date of construction of the church. Most inscriptions 
were in Greek, but there also are some in Aramaic, Arabic (in Kufic script), 
Syriac, Latin, Armenian and Georgian. 

SUMMARY 
Early churches are found in all parts oflsrael, but the largest concentration is 
in the vicinity of Jerusalem and Bethlehem. Information about their builders 
can be gleaned from written sources or from inscriptions discovered in the 
churches themselves. Among the builders were emperors and empresses 
(Constantine the Great and his mother, Helena; Eudoxia; Eudocia; 
Zeno; Justinian I; and Justin II), members of the clergy on various levels 
of the ecclesiastical hierarchy, various benefactors and benefactresses (local 
parishioners, monks, governors, and civil and military officials). 

According to the positions and economic standings of the builders, the 
churches can be classified as follows: 

1. Imperial buildings-large, magnificent churches erected by emperors 
and empresses in important cities. 

2. Municipal churches, built in various cities by local patrons, such as 
members of the clergy and other donors. 

3. Rural churches, built in small towns and villages on the initiative of 
members of the local community and financed by them, possibly with the 

help of the bishop. These churches are generally simple and small. 
Many towns and villages in various parts of Palestine boasted more than 

one church: 'A bud (four churches), Sobata(three), Jericho (two), el-Kurmul 
(three), Khirbet Kuseifa (three), Lower Herodium (three), and Kurnub 
(two), among others. This attests to the economic prosperity of Byzantine 
Palestine, alongside the ramified cultural and religious activity. There are 
several possible explanations for such large numbers of churches: (1) several 
churches may have been built in one location instead of one large, central 
church because a town developed and expanded; (2) the community may 
have consisted of members of several different sects, perhaps practicing 
different rites; (3) different churches may have been erected by individuals 
or groups as the fulfillment of vows; and ( 4) churches may have been built in 
honor of several saints, all of whom were venerated in the same place. 

A few churches in the central Negev contain a unique architectural ele
ment: a niche built into the eastern wall of each lateral apse or in the rear wall 
of the pastophoria. Small niches are also a feature of Roman architecture, so 
that their use predates Christian architecture. It was, rather, a consolidation 
of forms already commonly used in the Roman Empire. The Christian 
basilica shows signs of the influence of secular Roman basilicas, while cir
cular and octagonal churches and structures (such as the Church of the 
Ascension and the rotunda above the Anastasis in Jerusalem, the circular 
church at Beth-Shean, the octagonal churches on Mount Gerizim and at 
Capernaum, and the octagon in the Church of the Nativity at Bethlehem) 
reflect the influence of the Pantheon in Rome and of other circular Roman 
buildings-temples, mausolea, and bathhouses. Nevertheless, Christian 
architects did not just copy their designs from Roman architecture, they 
added new elements, such as the transept, and new architectual forms, such 
as the cruciform church. 

Churches (basilicas and chapels) built on a trefoil plan (apsidal transept) 
are not common in Israel. The examples cited above are the only ones among 
the wealth ofByzantine church buildings in this country. The churches in this 
group appear mainly in the sixth century, although their beginnings in 
Christian architecture date back to the fifth century, as is found with chur
ches in Egypt. In trefoil-shaped churches, the lateral apses have no ritual 
function because liturgical activities took place in the area of the bema and in 
the central eastern apse. The lateral apses fulfilled the same role and function 
as the transept (see below). Basilicas with transepts are relatively rare in 
ecclesiastical architecture in general and in Israel in particular; examples 
may nevertheless be found in all parts of the Christian world from the Early 
Byzantine period. The transept was essentially an invention of early Chris
tian architecture. There is a distinction to be made between the basilica with a 
transept and the cruciform church; the former is T -shaped, with only the apse 
projecting out, eastward; while the latter is shaped like a cross, with four arms 
of more or less equal length. Neither theintentnorthe function of transepts is 
known. However, the intent may have been to create the shape of a cross, to 
stress its symbolic significance. The transept plan permitted more worshipers 
to view the altar and the religious ceremonies being performed there. 

Christian thought perceives the Church as a microcosm reflecting the 
macrocosm, that is, as a manifestation of the hierarchical order of the king
dom of heaven. The actual church edifice was perceived by numerous theo
logians and historians from Eusebius onward as a symbol reflecting or 
representing an idea alongside of a reality. The architectural elements 
of the church were assigned a symbolic significance beyond their actual 
existence: the ceiling or dome symbolized the sky; its supporting pil
lars-the Apostles or Prophets; the apse-the symbol of the light; and the 
facade-the porta triumphalis of cosmic Christianity. The philosophical 
essence of the church building is also revealed by a sixth-century Syriac 
text describing the Cathedral of Edessa-present-day Urfa in southeastern 
Turkey; this text provides images and symbols drawn from the heavenly 
sphere to suit the various parts of the edifice: "Its ceiling is stretched like the 
heavens-without columns, vaulted and closed-and furthermore, it is 
adorned with golden mosaic as the firmament is with shining stars. Its high 
dome is comparable to the heaven ofheavens; it is like a helmet, and its upper 
part rests solidly on its lower part. Its great, splendid arches represent the four 
sides of the world; they also resemble by virtue of their variegated colors, the 
glorious rainbow of the clouds." Other theological doctrines, deriving from 
the Platonic tradition, view the church building as the actual substantiation 
of the idea of divinity. Christian commentary also perceives in the church the 
ship of Jesus, with the congregation its passengers. Saint Ambrose (339-397) 
of Milan, in his writings, compares the Church to a ship, and the Cross to a 
ship's mast. The miracle of the Sea of Galilee, when Christ calmed the waves 
and saved the vessel of the Apostles from disaster, likewise served to give the 
ship a symbolic religious meaning. In other words, the church is Christ's ship 
and the worshipers are the passengers who sail therein. And indeed, the 
unusual ground plan of the Church of"Saint Cyricus," near Kibbutz Ma
gen in the northwestern Negev, recalls the stern of a ship (building A, phase 
II; sixth century CE). The church's planners may have intended thereby to 
point up the symbolic-religious significance of the building as perceived in 



Christian symbolism. 
A survey ofPalestinian churches in the Early Byzantine period reveals that 

no single, uniform architectural design had as yet evolved. Although most of 
the buildings were constructed along the lines of the basilica or the chapel, 
which were the simplest and most convenient plans, these, too, were im
plemented in numerous variations, none of which is specific to any one phase 
of the Byzantine period. The great number of churches in this country attests 
to an upsurge of church building in the Holy Land in the Early Christian 
period, to the spread of Christianity, and to the consolidation of Christian 
communities in different parts of the country. 

ASHER OVADIAH 

Most of the churches excavated in Israel appear as individual entries in this 
encyclopedia. Those that do not are grouped for discussion here. 
'AGUR(KHIRBETEL-'ANAB). In 1957, the remains of a basilica situated on 
a hill northwest of the village of 'Agur in the Judean Hills (map reference 
142.122) and dating to the end of the fourth or the beginning of the fifth 
century were cleared by R. Gophna, on behalf of the Israel Department of 
Antiquities. The church has a semicircular, external apse (2. 7 min radius). In 
the east section of the nave (13 by 10m), a mosaic floor laid in geometric 
patterns was uncovered. The nave had been separated from the northern aisle 
by two columns whose bases were found in situ. A section of the atrium's 
northern wall and a small chamber attached to the southern wall of the hall 
were also cleared. A fragment of a baptismal font was found on the chamber's 
plastered floor. Among the finds were fourteen bronze coins, attributed to 
the fourth century, discovered in the area of the bema. Also found were 
fragments of a marble chancel screen, a marble column 1.75 m high, and 
a lidless, small marble reliquary. 
ASHKELON (BARNEA). In 1954, in the Barnea quarter of Ashkelon (map 
reference 107.119), J. Ory, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities, 
excavated a basilica! church with an inscribed apse flanked by two square 
chambers (prothesis and diaconicon). The nave is 25 by 8 m and each side 
aisle is 25 by 4 m. A chapel (c. 7.5 m wide) was attached to the south side of the 
church. It contains an inscribed apse and a corridor (c. 2m wide) that runs 
along the width of the structure, separating the apse from a cruciform bap
tistery (1 0 by 4.5 m) with plastered walls and floor. Numerous fragments of 
marble flags, apparently debris from the church pavement, were discovered, 
as well as colored-glass tesserae, indicating thatthe walls had been faced with 
mosaics. 

A second basilica, 200 m northwest of the first, was excavated by 
V. Tzaferis in 1966-1967. Only the pavement in the north aisle and part of the 
narthex are preserved. The aisle was I 0.4 m long and 6 m wide. The pavement 
shows a border design of a vine trellis issuing from an amphora, with a 
geometric octagonal pattern in the center. A Greek mosaic inscription states 
that the diaconicon was completed in the month of Artemisios of the year 602 
(May 499 CE), under the bishop Anastasius. A second Greek inscription 
contains Psalm 23: I. The fragmentary narthex pavement has geometric 
designs and a third Greek inscription-Psalm 93:5 and the date 597 
(493-494 CE}-on the east side (exactly opposite the amphora in the aisle 
pavement). 
KHIRBET 'ASIDA. Khirbet 'Asida is located about 10 km (6 mi.) north of 
Hebron (map reference 160.113). In 1932, a basilica from the fifth to the sixth 
centuries was excavated by D. C. Baramki and M. Avi-Yonah, on behalf of 
the Mandatory Department of Antiquities. The narthex, containing a door-
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Plan of the churches at Khirbet 'Asida (right) and at Khirbet Kufin (left). 
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'Ein lfaniya: plan of the church. 
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way in the south and west sides, had been paved with a mosaic floor orna
mented in a scale pattern. The western doorway leads into the hall (12 by 9 m), 
which had been divided into a nave and two aisles by two rows of four 
columns. The mosaic floor in the nave has a vine trellis emerging from 
an amphora. It forms round medallions in which bunches of grapes, pome
granates, a caged bird, and a flamingo are depicted. The church bears visible 
evidence of the activity of the iconoclasts in the eighth century who trans
formed the shapes of the birds and beasts (a lion) into plants. The floors in the 
aisles are paved in mosaics laid in a simple design. 
BAI:IAN. Bal::tan, located north of Tulkarm (map reference 152.195), was 
excavated in 1955 by J. Ory, on behalf of the Israel Department of Anti
quities. A sixth-century basilica was unearthed, with two superimposed 
mosaic pavements in the nave. The upper mosaic (a section c. 5 to 6 m 
was explored) is divided into two equal fields: there are various geometric 
patterns on the east and a uniform pattern on the west. The lower mosaic, 
whose western edge has been uncovered, is decorated with a vine trellis 
issuing from two amphorae and forming round medallions that contain 
representations of animals and birds. A Greek inscription in a round me
dallion mentions the "brothers Porphyrins and Marcus." East of it is another 
inscription, in six lines, set in a tabula ansata, that also names donors. A third 
inscription, in ten lines, enclosed in a frame, includes the verse, " ... Holiness 
befits thy house, 0 Lord, for evermore" (Ps. 93:5). 

Fragments of mosaics in geometric patterns are preserved in the northern 
aisle. Two superimposed mosaic floors were cleared in the southern aisle. The 
upper one is bisected by a border. The western section depicts a fish-scale 
pattern, while the eastern section is decorated with interlaced circles that 
form four-petaled flowers. The mosaic floor on the lower level is laid in a 
geometric pattern and contains a six-line dedicatory inscription in Greek 
that mentions the priest Julianus and the first Christian martyr, Saint Ste
phen. The narthex, whose floor is paved with mosaics in patterns similar to 
those in the church, is provided with three doorways: one into the nave and 
the other two into the aisles. 
BElT JIMAL. Beit Jimal is located about 25 km (15.5 mi.) west of Jerusalem 
(map reference 147.125). In 1916 the ruins of a basilica (15 by 10m) with a 
rectangular external apse were discovered here. A section of the mosaic floor 
in the nave was uncovered. It is decorated with geometric designs. In its 
center is a Greek inscription, of which only the ends of five lines are preserved. 
DEIR SHA'AR. Deir Sha'ar (Beit Sha'ar) is located about 0.5 km west of 
Kefar'E:{:yon(mapreference 182.117). In 1902, the remains of a church with 
an inscribed apse were discovered here. A fragmentary four-line Greek 
inscription in the mosaic pavement mentions the names of several do
nors. The church has been dated to the end of the sixth century. 
'EIN I:IANIYA. 'Ein I:Ianiya is located about 7 km (4.5 mi.) southwest of 
Jerusalem(mapreference 165.128). In 1932, a basi1icadatingfrom the fifth to 
sixth centuries was excavated here by D. C. Baramki, on behalf of the 
Mandatory Department of Antiquities. The atrium (c. 10m long) had been 
paved with white tesserae and surrounded by porticoes. The east portico, 
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resting on a sty lobate, gave access to the narthex. The latter (10 by 3m) was 
paved with mosaics laid in a fish-scale pattern enclosed by a border of small 
flowers. Of the three doorways in the eastern wall, the central one opened into 
the nave and the side ones into the aisles. The hall (15 by 10m) had been 
divided into a nave and aisles by two rows offive columns. The mosaic floor in 
the nave (c. 5 m wide) was decorated with a vine trellis that formed round 
medallions and apparently issued from an amphora on its west side. The 
chancel was set one step higher than the nave. Two other steps led into the 
semicircular inscribed apse (with a radius of2.5 m), which was paved with 
flagstones. Traces of an altar, beneath which a marble reliquary had been set, 
were found in the chord of the apse. The mosaic floor in the southern aisle (c. 
2.5 m wide) was also laid in a fish-scale pattern. The diaconicon, which had 
been paved with white tesserae, contained traces of an altar and of a niche in 
its southwest corner. The northern aisle was paved with mosaics in inter
secting bands forming squares, with a floral design in the center of each 
square. One step led from the aisle to the prothesis, which had been paved 
in mosaics and ornamented with crosses around the altar. 
'EN KEREM. The present church dedicated to Saint John the Baptist at 'En 
Kerem, in southwest Jerusalem (map reference 165.130), is built on the ruins 
of a Byzantine church, of which a fragment of a mosaic pavement was 
discovered as early as 1674. The remains of the latter building were exca
vated by S. J. Saller in 1941-1942 for the Studium Biblicum Franciscanum. 
West of Saint John's church the remains of the Chapel of the Martyrs were 
cleared, parts of which had been discovered in 1885. Another section of the 
structure came to light in 1939, but it was only in 1941 that the chapel (17 by 
12.5 m) was completely cleared by Saller. The east, west, and north walls of 
the chapel have survived. The last-mentioned forms the west wall of the 
church. Two rock-hewn tombs were discovered in the apse. The chancel 
in the chapel is raised about 1 m above the hall. Its mosaic floor is decorated 
with a large rhombus motif surrounded by a border of acanthus leaves. A pair 
of doves and a plant are represented in each of the upper corners. Two 
peacocks face each other in the lower ones. Each of the large rhombi con
tains nine small ones arranged in three rows and filled with various guilloche 
patterns. A four-line Greek inscription is set in a square in the center of one 
rhombus. The chancel is flanked by rooms. 

In 1941, Saller discovered, near the southern wall of the Chapel of the 
Martyrs, another chapel (13.1 by 8.3 m), with an external apse (2.7 m deep). 
He called it the Southern Chapel. Its inner walls are plastered, and the schola 
(8.5 by 2.5 m), which had run along the whole eastern wall of the chapel, is 
raised 0.5 m above the hall level. A fragment of a mosaic pavement laid in 
geometric patterns is preserved on the northern side. A chancel screen had 
separated the schola from the hall, as attested by the discovery of four screen
post bases and fragments of others. Both chapels are attributed to the sixth 
century. 
'EVRON. 'Evronis located about9 km (5.5 mi.) north of Acco (map reference 
159:266). In 1951, M. Avi-Yonah, P. Kahana, andY. Landau excavated the 
site on behalf oftheisrael Department of Antiquities. They uncovered a fifth
century basilica (14.5 by 10.6 m) divided into three halls by two rows of five 
pillars. Another row of pillars found outside, south of the hall, apparently 
had belonged to a loggia. Two rooms (one of which had been a diaconicon) 
and a baptistery were on the north side. Three phases of building and repairs 
can be distinguished in the plan of the church. The specific date of each 
alteration is stated in several inscriptions (fourteen in Greek and one in 
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'Evron: plan of the church. 

Syriac) discovered in the floors. 
The original church was built in approximately 415. It had an atrium 

surrounded by porticoes with two rows of three columns. The mosaic floors 
in the porticoes are laid in geometric patterns. On either side of the entrance, 
which is at the western end of the atrium, the monogram of Christ (f) is 
placed within a guilloche. To the east, two Greek inscriptions are set directly 
in front of the entrance to the church. In the first of the five remaining lines of 
one inscription, the Hebrew letter yod, in its archaic form, is repeated three 
times, apparently designating the Holy Trinity. The inscription should be 
read: "0 Holy Trinity, remember thy servant Timothy." The second inscrip
tion, which dates the construction of the church to about415, is in twenty-one 
lines and mentions the names of the priests and the craftsmen who laid the 
mosaics. Later floors covered the remains of the first structure everywhere 
but in a single room on the north side. In that room the original pavement is 
preserved, although it, too, underwent repairs. The church was thoroughly 
renovated in 442-443. A nine-line inscription dating from that year was 
discovered in the nave. It is the longest inscription found on the site and 
relates that the church had not only been provided with new beams and 
mosaics, but was totally reconstructed. The mosaics from the second build
ing phase are all decorated with geometric patterns. A square, unpaved area 
in the nave marks the site of the altar. The upper floors of two other side 
rooms also belong to this period. One of these rooms had originally served as 
a diaconicon; the other had been a baptistery. In the diaconicon, a depression 
in the floor was found that apparently had served as a basin for washing the 
agricultural tithes presented to the church. Dedicatory inscriptions were 
found in these rooms; one mentions a <pconcr'Ll']pwv (place of light)-that 
is to say, it had served as a baptistery. 

In 490, the building was further modified by the addition of a narthex. The 
foundations of the narthex walls were laid over the original floor of 415. The 
date is stated in the fragmentary eleven-line inscription set in a round frame at 
the center of the mosaic floor in the narthex. The chancel screen posts, which 
had been set into the pavement at a later date ( 442-443), may also belong to 
this period of construction. According to the traces remaining in the floor, 
the chancel screen had run along the whole width of the nave and had been 
provided with a narrow passageway that gave access to the enclosed area. 
I;IORVAT GERARIT. J::Iorvat Gerarit(Khirbet UmmJarar) is located 10 km 
(6 mi.) south of Gaza (map reference 096:091). In 1917, the remains of a 
basilica dating to the sixth century were discovered here. The church ap
parently had had an internal apse. Large sections of the mosaic floor in the 
nave, aisles, and diaconicon have survived. The mosaic field adjacent to the 
apse is composed of three interlocking circles. A square is inscribed within 
each circle. A basket with grapes fills the central circle, and peacocks are 
represented in the flanking ones. Two otherpanelscontainingfowl appear on 
either side. To the left of the section adjacent to the apse, a fragment of a 
mosaic floor, decorated with geometric designs, was uncovered. The mosaic 
floor in the nave consists of a floral field surrounded by a border of alternating 
circles and squares. The circles contain birds. The squares contain geometric 
motifs. The aisles are paved with an identical geometric pattern of squares. A 
border oflotus flowers surrounds the colored mosaic floor in the diaconicon. 
I;IORVAT I;IADAT. J::Iorvat J::Iadat (Khirbet el-J::Iadatha) is situated near 
Kibbutz Sha'albim, 5 km (3 mi.) northeast of Emmaus (map reference 
151.142). In 1962, a fifth-century basilica was excavated here by R. Co
hen, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities. The church, which 
had been constructed in two phases, was built of well-dressed limestone 
(thickness of walls, 1.1 m). The apse is external and its mosaic pavement 
has a floral design. Two entrances leading into the nave (8.3 m long) were 
uncovered. The nave had been separated from the aisles by rows of three 
columns. The intercolumnar spaces were paved in geometric designs within a 
border. Another mosaic pavement decorated with varied geometric motifs 
was uncovered in the south aisle. A chancel screen post was found, with a 
mosaic decorated with a guilloche beside it. The nave was also paved with 
mosaics. At its east end, near the steps leading to the bema, the mosaic 
contains a three-line inscription in Greek, enclosed in a rectangular 
frame: "As a hart longs for flowing streams, so longs my soul for thee, 
0 God" (Ps. 42:1). 
I;IANITA. J::Ianita is located 7 km (4.5 mi.) east of Rosh ha-Niqra (map 
reference 166.277). Excavations on the site were begun in 1940 by 
M. A vi-Yonah, on behalf of the Mandatory Department of Antiquities. The 
remains of a sixth-century basilica were uncovered. The excavations were 
resumed in 1956 by M. Prausnitz for the Israel Department of Antiquities. 
The basilica (17 by 14m) has an external apse and is divided by two rows of 
four columns into a nave (13 by 7 m) and two aisles. The mosaic floor in the 
nave is decorated with geometric patterns. A hunting scene is depicted in 
mosaic in the narthex, together with two inscriptions in Greek. One mentions 
the names ofthe priests who served at the time the church was built. The other 
inscription apparently contains the names of donors. 
I;IAz;OR-ASHDOD. I:Ia:.r;or-Ashdod is located about 17 km (I 0.5 mi.) north
east of Ashkelon(mapreference 123.130). In 1956,J. Oryand R. Ovadiah, on 



behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities, excavated the ruins of a 
basilica (12.5 by 10.5 m) here. The apse had probably been external. The 
two aisles (each 2.5 m wide) had been separated from the nave (5 m wide) by 
two rows of three columns. In the western wall of the church, three doorways 
had led into the narthex (3m wide). Also found were the remains of a hall that 
had run along the church's entire north side. The nave's mosaic pavement is 
composed of a single field within a wavy border. Its center is divided into 
seven rows of three medallions each. Fifteen of the twenty-one medallions 
are preserved. A vine trellis rising out of an amphora located in the center of 
the bottom row frames the other medallions. The amphora is flanked by 
lions. In the other medallions are representations of various beasts (a deer 
and a wolf among them) and birds. The aisles are paved with mosaics laid in 
geometric patterns. At the foot of the steps leading to the schola canto rum on 
the east side ofthe nave, a six-line inscription in Greek is set in a round frame. 
It states that the laying of the mosaic was completed on the tenth day of the 
month of Daesius in the year 615 of the fifth indiction (512 CE). 
KHIRBET EL-J::lUBEILA. Khirbet el-I:Iubeila is located abou~ 10 km (6 mi.) 
southwest ofBethlehem (map reference 160.119). In 1925, the Ecole Biblique 
et Archeologique Franyaise in Jerusalem uncovered a basilica (16 by 12.5 m) 
here. It has an external apse and dates to the fifth to the sixth centuries. Two 
rows of four columns had separated the nave from the two side aisles. The 
mosaic pavement in the nave consists of a field set in a guilloche border. The 
field is ornamented with a pattern of flowers with twenty-four petals. Each 
flower is divided into four zones by diagonal bands of black leaves. Part of a 
rectangular panel decorated with two fish and plants is preserved in front of 
the apse. On the west side ofthe nave, in front of the doorway, another panel 
is filled with interlocking geometric designs. The southern aisle is paved with 
a geometric pattern of squares with tiny crosses in their centers. 
KAFR KAMA. Kafr Kama is located 12 km (7.5 mi.) southwest ofTiberias 
(map reference 192.236). In 1961 and 1963, the Finnish Oriental Society, 
under the direction of A. Saarisalo, assisted by A. Ovadiah, uncovered a 
baptistery and a chapel here, dating to the sixth century. It had been part of a 
complex of buildings belonging either to a church or a monastery. In the 
baptistery, which had had an apse and a baptismal font, two superimposed 
mosaic pavements were found that were decorated with floral and faunal 
designs and geometric patterns. Three Greek inscriptions in the floor men
tion the names of the bishop and church officials. An invocation to Saint 
Thecla is included in two ofthe inscriptions. North of the baptistery's apse is 
a chapel containing an inscribed apse (with a radius of3.5 m) with a mosaic 
floor decorated with a geometric design. Of special interest among the finds is 
a small marble chest set in the mosaic pavement, probably a reliquary. 
KEFAR TRUMAN. Kefar Truman is located nor1h of Lod (map reference 
143.154). In 1958, remains of a sixth-centurybasilica were excavated here by 
V. Sussman, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities. No trace of 
the apse was discovered. The mosaic floor in the nave (0.5 by 5.4 m) is laid in a 
pattern offish scales and small squares and contains a five-line inscription, in 
Greek, that mentions Eusebius, a priest, who is also called "abbot." It is thus 
likely that the church was part of a monastery. The mosaic floor in the two 
aisles (0.5 by 1. 7 m) is laid in colored squares. The diaconicon (1.4 by 1.7 m) 
and the prothesis (2.1 by 1. 7 m) were also uncovered. 
KHIRBET KUFIN. Khirbet Kufin is located about 11 km (7 mi.) north of 
Hebron (map reference 160.114). In 1931, D. C. Baramki, on behalf of the 
Mandatory Department of Antiquities, excavated a basilica (20 by 12 m) 
with an inscribed apse, narthex, and forecourt. The walls of the church had 
been destroyed below floor level. The site had apparently been used as a 
dwelling after the destruction of the church. 
MA'IN. Ma'in (biblical Baal-Meon) is located 8 km (5 mi.) southwest of 
Madaba, in Jordan. In 1937, the remains of a church were excavated here by 
R. de Vaux, on behalf of the Ecole Biblique et Archeologique Franyaise in 
Jerusalem. Only the western part of the nave (16.5 by 9.5 m) and a chapel on 
its northern side are preserved. The remaining sections of the mosaic 
floor indicate that it consisted of a field of geometric patterns enclosing a 
fruit basket, bunches of grapes, and hunting scenes. The field had been 
surrounded by a border (0.7 m wide) containing representations of 
churches. The name of a Palestinian city is written in Greek above each 
church, as on the Medeba map (q.v.). The churches are separated from 
each other by branching trees. The border seems to have originally con
tained twenty-four churches, but only eleven have survived: Nicopolis 
(Emmaus), Ashkelon, Maiumas, Gaza, Odroh, Kerak-Moab, Areopolis, 
Gadora, Heshbon, Baal-Meon, and another that may be either Lod (Geor
giopolis) or Beth Guvrin (Eleutheropolis). 

The artist had attempted, with little success, to depict the churches' in
dividual architecture--as basilicas, cruciform churches, rotundas, and 
transept churches. At the east end, near the bema, a fragment of a mosaic 
was found containing the verse, "then bulls will be offered on thy altar" (Ps. 
51: 19), in Greek. The mosaic pavement at the west end of the nave, near the 
doorway, contains another Greek inscription with verses from Psalms and 
the date 614. The excavators calculated it according to the era of the 
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Provincia Arabia~that is, 719-720 CE. 

Little has survived ofthe chapel's mosaic floor. It had been decorated with 
a vine trellis issuing out of a goblet. To the left the fragmentary image of a 
beast described in the messianic prophecies was found, and above it the 
Greek inscription: "And the lion shall eat straw like the ox" (Is. 11:7). 
MICHMASH. Michmash (Mukhmas) is located 10 km (6 mi.) north of 
Jerusalem (map reference 176.142). In 1931, the remains of a sixth-century 
basilica were excavated here under the direction of R. W. Hamilton, on 
behalf of the Mandatory Department of Antiquities. The church had been 
almost totally destroyed by Arab building, and only fragments ofthe floor in 
the nave were found. The two rows of columns that had separated the nave 
from the aisles seemed to have contained at least three columns. The mosaic 
floor is decorated with geometric patterns and contains a six-line inscription 
in Greek. The inscription mentions the name of a donor who had provided 
funds for the construction of the church and the laying of the mosaics. 
MISHMAR HA-'EMEQ. The remains of a church were excavated at Mish
mar ha-'Emeq (map reference 165:224) in 1936, by R. Giveon, on behalf of 
the Mandatory Department of Antiquities. The nave (10 by 4.5 m) and the 
southern aisle were uncovered. The eastern and southern walls of the nave 
were built oflarge ashlars, whereas the northern wall was built of rubble. A 
column base was found in situ in the southern wall. Several phases of con
struction could be distinguished. An external apse, of which only the foun
dations remained, had been added to the eastern side of the building at a later 
date. A marble cross (16 em high) discovered in the area of the apse ap
parently had been part of the chancel screen. 

The mosaic floor in the nave was decorated with colored geometric pat
terns that form two octagons. Guilloche and various other patterns fill the 
octagons and the spaces around them. To their west, in the center of the 
western part of the pavement, a seven-line Greek inscription set in a circular 
frame states that the floor was donated by a deacon named John, in memory 
ofhis relatives. The inscription is surrounded by geometric and floral designs 
and rows of conches. Coarse white tesserae had been used to repair the 
mosaic floor. The southern aisle is paved in the same manner. According 
to the ceramic evidence, all the various building phases were completed 
within a brief period of time, apparently in the fifth century. 
'O~EM. 'O~em is a village built in part over the site ofKhirbet Beit Mamin, 
about 15 km (9 mi.) east of Ashkelon (map reference 121.116). In 1945, 
R. Gophna, on behalf of the Mandatory Department of Antiquities, cleared 
the remains of a basilica that had been partially destroyed during the building 
of a medieval structure. The mosaic floor in the nave appears to have been set 
in a border framing a field decorated with geometric patterns. The latter 
consists ofhexagons and squares, as well as medallions and lozenges. Figures 
of animals are represented on the field. In the western section of the border, 
which is preserved, two lions appear on either side of a cross. At the upper 
part of the cross is the Greek monogram ( ,j?) , and at its foot are the initials I 
('I 11 croiic;) and X (Xptcr-c6c;). The northern side of the floor is decorated with 
figures of birds. Of the three Greek inscriptions laid in the mosaic floor, one 
(five lines set inside a circle) mentions the year in which the construction of the 
church was completed. Another inscription, inside a semicircle, refers to a 
monk, one Zomenos. The mosaic floor in the northern aisle is laid in geo
metric patterns made up of intertwining large and small circles. It contains a 
seven-line Greek inscription that mentions the Virgin Mary and a woman 
called Marcella. Intertwined hexagons, similar to those in the northern aisle, 
constitute the design in the mosaic pavement in the narthex. 
EL-QUWEISMA. El-Quweisma is located 3 km (2 mil.) south of 'Amman, 
Jordan (map reference 238.148). The mosaic pavement in a basilica discov
ered here is the best preserved part of the building. In the nave, the mosaic is 
decorated with intersecting circles filled with representations of plants and 
animals (a ram, a lion, and birds). A one-line Greek inscription was found: 
"Lord, protect this building." It appears in front of the chancel. The southern 
aisle is paved with intersecting circles and squares in which three churches 
and a pitcher are depicted. West of it another Greek inscription relates that 
the church was renovated during the first indiction of the year 780. Saller 
believes that the date is to be reckoned according to the era of Pompey (this 
was the one adopted in the city of Philadelphia at' Amman) and corresponds 
to 717-718 CE. In the southern aisle's eastern intercolumnar space, a frag
ment of a mosaic pavement with a fourteen-line inscription in Syriac has 
survived. 
RESHEF (APOLLONIA). Reshef, a quarter ofHer~liya, is on the Mediter
ranean coast (map reference 132.177). Fallowing the discovery of a mosaic 
pavement here, excavations were carried out on behalf of the Israel Depart
ment of Antiquities in 1962 and 1976. A church dating to the sixth century 
was partially cleared. The section of the nave that was explored is bisected by 
two pillars. It is paved with a delicately colored mosaic decorated with 
medallions that contain geometric designs and a cross. There are also rows 
of small birds. A spacious court paved with multicolored marble flags was 
also found. A three-line Greek inscription (2.5 m long) was found on the west 
side of the pavement ofthe nave. It contains a poem, written in hexameters by 
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Apollonia: Greek inscription in the mosaic 
floor of the church. 

a certain Marinus, describing the 
church and its construction. 
RII;IAB. Ril.lab is in Jordan, 20 km 
(12.5 mi.) northwest of Gerasa (map 
reference 225.205). Of the numerous 
remains from the Byzantine period 
discovered here, the most outstand
ing are the ruins of four churches and 
a monastery. According to the extant 
mosaic pavements and Greek inscrip
tions, the Church of the prophet 
Isaiah was the earliest built on the 
site. The second church, that of Saint 
Basil the Martyr, is a basilica with an 
inscribed apse, prothesis, and diacon
icon. The base of an altar and a reli
quary were found in the apse. This 
church was completed in 594 CE. The 
third church, Holy Wisdom (Hagia 
Sophia), seems to have once been part 
of a monastery. Two Greek inscriptions, laid in the mosaic pavement in its 
nave, mention the names of its builders and the date of its inauguration
February 605 CE. The fourth church, of Saint Stephen, the protomartyr, was 
built in May 620 CE. 
ROGLIT. Roglit is located about 22 km (13.5 mi.) southwest of Jerusalem 
(map reference 150 .120). Excavations near this village, in which a basilica (14 
by 10.7 m) dating from the fifth century was cleared, were begun by 
R. Gophnain 1959 and continued by V. Sussman, both on behalf of the Israel 
Department of Antiquities. The parts of the building cleared include a 
trapezoidal narthex, the central doorway in the western wall of the 
church, and another doorway in the southern wall. The apse was not un
covered. Near the southern wall, a recess paved with a mosaic was found. 
From the narthex-which is paved with tiny white tesserae-three doorways 
open into the interior of the church. Near the middle doorway, the widest of 
the three, two sockets were found into which the hinges of double-wing doors 
apparently had been set. Spaces left for columns in the mosaic pavement 
indicate that the nave was separated from the aisles by two rows of three 
columns. The northwestern column was found in situ. A pillar base, a Cor
inthian capital, and fragments of otliter capitals were also found. The mosaic 

floor in the hall is divided by intersecting geometric bands into medallions 
ornamented with green leaves. The southern aisle is paved with geometric 
patterns-interlacing polygons (octagons, hexagons, and squares) filled 
with stylized floral arrangements. The center of the pavement is decorated 
with an octagon containing a pomegranate tree, a bowl of figs, an ethrog, a 
lemon, and the Greek letter A. A marble panel of a chancel screen decorated 
with a Maltese cross set in two intersecting squares was also found. In the 
middle ofthe screen is an opening with a step leading to the chancel. The latter 
is paved with a red-and-black pattern of circles set in a white field. The mosaic 
pavement in the northern aisle is decorated with guilloche work laid in 
geometric patterns. It is preserved in its entirety. A circular medallion fills 
the center of each field thus formed. In one of them are two bunches of grapes 
rising out of an amphora. 
SHAVEI ~ION. Shavei Zion is located on the Mediterranean coast, 7 km (4 
mi.) north of Acco (map reference 158.265). The church was discovered in 
1955 and was excavated by M. Prausnitz on behalf of the Israel Department 
of Antiquities in 1955, 1957, and 1963. Two main building phases were 
distinguished in the church. The building in the first phase (27 by 16m) 
had an apse (it is impossible to ascertain whether it was inscribed, because 

Shavei ~ion: mosaic floor in the nave. 
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Shavei :~{:ion: mosaic floor in the church's northern aisle. 

the eastern part of the church is destroyed), a nave, and two narrow aisles. 
Several rooms were attached to the north side of the church. The facade, 
which faces the sea, overlooked an atrium (c. 400 sq m) paved with flagstones 
and containing a cistern. The church, which stood 1.3 m above the atrium, 

had been reached from the atrium's southern and northern sides by flights of 
stairs, the remains of which were cleared. Another flight of steps led from the 
atrium to the seashore. The mosaic floor in the nave has a simple design. On 
the east side, in front of the apse, are two large crosses surrounded by four 
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Shavei :?ion: iron chain from the 
church. 

depressions. This suggests that a table (mensa) stood here. Of particular 
interest is the central medallion in the pavement in the northern aisle, which 
is decorated with a cross, pomegranates, and fish. The mosaic floor in one of 
the rooms on the northeastern side of the church is decorated with five 
crosses. 

In the second phase, the original nave continued in use, but the mensae 
were enclosed by a chancel screen. The rooms on the north side were en
larged, and in one of them a new mosaic floor was laid that was decorated 
with crosses. The outer narthex, whose length exceeds the total width of the 
nave and aisles, also appears to have been added in this phase. In the narthex 
is a ten-line dedicatory inscription in Greek, set in a circle, that mentions the 
name of the donor and the date, 485-486 CE. In the same year a new mosaic 
floor, decorated with a great variety of geometric designs, was laid in the 
original (inner) narthex. 
SHELLAL. Sheila! is located 21 km (13 mi.) south of Gaza. In 1917, Aus
tralian troops stationed here discovered a mosaic pavement of a church. Its 
edges had been damaged, but the center survived. The pavement seems to 
have originally measured 15 by 8 m. The mosaic pavement in the nave 
consists of a single field within a border of squares, some of which are 
filled with a guilloche pattern and others with animal figures. One 9f the 
squares contains the head of a man. The central field is divided into round 
medallions arranged in rows of five medallions each. These are formed by a 
vine trellis that emerges from a broad amphora in the center of the bottom 
row. The medallions in the central, vertical row, above the amphora, are filled 
with a double basket, a pair of doves, a basket with fruit, an amphora, a bird 
in a cage, and another basket. In the side rows there is a symmetrical ar
rangement of animals on one side (leopard, lion, hare, lamb, deer, and goat) 
and birds on the other. The animals and birds face each other. The amphora 
in the bottom row is flanked by two peacocks. In the eastern section of the 
floor, a four-line inscription in Greek, set in a tabula ansata, relates that the 
church was decorated with mosaics in the year 622, according to the era of 
Gaza, in the tenth year of the indiction, 56!-562. Another Greek inscription, 
in nine lines, in the western section, is almost completely obliterated. There is 
a strong similarity between this pavement and that in the synagogue at 
Ma'on (q.v.), which is located not far from Sheila!. The Sheila! mosaic 
pavement is now in the War Memorial in Canberra, Australia. 
SUI;IMATA. Sul).mata (present-day J:losen) is located about 18 km (11 mi.) 
east ofNahariya (map reference 178:267). N. Makhouly and Avi-Yonah 
excavated the site on behalf of the Mandatory Department of Antiquities in 
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1932. They cleared a sixth-century basilica with a round external apse (with a 
radiusof3.5m). Thenarthex(2.5 by 10m) hasamosaicfloordecorated with 
geometric patterns, including a central circle, lozenges, and semicircles. 
Three doorways in the eastern wall of the narthex led into the hall, which 
had been divided into a nave and two aisles by two rows of four columns. A 
fragment of a mosaic floor was discovered in the north side of the nave. It is 
decorated with garlands in diagonal bands; squares formed by sprigs were 
scattered among them. A Greek inscription, divided into three columns, was 
found in front of the bema. The middle column, of five lines set in a tabula 
ansata, is well preserved. It mentions" John the archbishop and Cyriacus, the 
chorepiscopus," together with the names of other individuals in whose time 
the floor was laid (possible date, August 555). The mosaic floor in the north
ern aisle (2.35 m wide), whose outer wall was completely cleared, is preserved 
in its entirety. It is laid in a continuous pattern of circles and ellipses with an 
amphora near the entrance to the aisle. A vine trellis emerges from the 
amphora, which is flanked by two peacocks. The mosaic's intercolumnar 
spaces are paved in geometric designs, with the exception of the second space, 
which is decorated at its four corners with branches of pomegranates and 
with birds. 
UMM ER-RUS. Umm er-Rus is located 20 km (12.5 mi.) southwest of 
Jerusalem, near the village of Avi'ezer (map reference 152.121). In 1898, 
a basilica dating to the fifth to the sixth centuries was excavated here. The 
apse was external. The mosaic floor is decorated with geometric patterns in 
colored tesserae. In the center of the floor is a large cross, with small crosses 
set in squares at the end of each arm. Another cross appears in the pavement 
in front of the altar; west of it, intertwining vine tendrils emerge from a goblet. 
It is flanked on the right by a Greek inscription, "Saint John's," and on the 
left by an Aramaic inscription, mara YofJana, Yona Kohen (SaintJohn, Jonas 
Priest). A word that appears to be written in Hebrew can be distinguished to 
the left of the cross. Many ashlars and a fragment of a tombstone bearing a 
Greek inscription were found among the rubble. A stone bearing traces of a 
Greek inscription and a carving of a human figure was also found. 
EL-YADUDA. El-Yaduda is located 12 km (7.5 mi.) south of 'Amman, 
Jordan (map reference 236.139). Only the church's apse and part of its 
entrance remain. The length of the church was 16m. On the mosaic floor 
in the nave, in front of the doorway, an eight-line Greek dedicatory inscrip
tion was found, stating that the church was erected in the time of the bishop 
Theodosius, in the year 665 of the Pompeian era of Philadelphia-Amman 
(502-503 CE). 
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See also Abila, Abu Ghosh, Ashkelon, 'Atlit, Khirbet el-Beiyudat, I:Iorvat 
Berakhot, Bethel, Beth Guvrin, Bethlehem, J:lorvat Beth Loya, Beth-Shean, 
Beth Y era!)., Caesarea, Capernaum, Deir Qerul)., Dibon, Elusa, Emmaus, 
J:lorvat 'Erav, Euthymius Monastery, Galilee, Gaza, Gerasa, Mount Ger
izim, J:lorvat Giv'it, Golan, I:Iaspin, Heptapegon, Herodium, Heshbon, 
Hippos, Hyrcania, Tel 'Ira, Jericho, Jerusalem, Tell Keisan, Khirbet el
Kilyeh, Kissufim, Kursi, Mamre, Mareshah, Mar Saba, Martyrius Mon
astery, Masada, Tel Masos, Medeba, Mi?:pe Shivta, Monasteries (see list of 
cross references) Nahariya, Nazareth, Mount Nebo, Nessana, Oboda, Os
trakine, Pella, Ramat Ral).el, Rel).ovot-in-the-Negev, Samaria (city), Samar
ia (region), Tel Sera', Shepherds' Field, Shiloh, Shiqmona, Sinai, Sobata, 
Tiberias, Tel Z:ippor. 

Sources: Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, Library 1-3, London 1890-1897; ltinera Hierosolymitana, 
Saeculi 3-8 (Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum 39), Vindobonae 1898; Cyrillus 
Scythopolitanus (ed. E. Schwartz), Leipzig 1939; D. Baldi, Enchiridion Locorum Sanctorum, 2d 
ed., Jerusalem 1955; Eusebius, The Ecclesiastical History !-2 (tr. K. Lake and J. E. L. Oulton; 
Loeb Classical Library), London 1964-1965. 
General: C. J. M. de Vogiie, Les Eglises de Ia Terre Sainte, Paris 1860; Vincent-Abel, Jerusalem Nouvelle 
1-3, Paris 1914-1926; A. E. Mader, Altchristliche Basiliken und Localtraditionen in Sudjudiia (Studien zur 
Geschichteund Kultur des Altertums 8/5-6), Paderborn 1918; H. C. Butler, Early Churches in Syria, 4th 
to 7th Centuries (ed. E. Baldwin Smith), Princeton 1929; Gerasa: City of the Decapolis (ed. C. H. 
Kraeling), New Haven 1938; J. W. Crowfoot, Early Churches in Palestine (Schweich Lectures of the 
British Academy 1937), London 1941; S. J. Saller and H. Schneider, The Memorial of Moses on Mt. Nebo 
1-3 (Studium Biblicum Franciscanum 1), Jerusalem 1941-1950; S. J. Saller and B. Bagatti, The Town of 
Nebo (Khirbet el-Mekhayyet} (Studium Biblicum Franciscanum 7), Jerusalem 1949; J. Lassns, Sanc
tuaires Chretiens de Syrie (Bibliotheque Archeologique et Historique42), Paris 1947; V. Corbo, Gli Scavi 
di Kh. Siyar el-Ghanam (Campo dei Pastori) e i Monasteri dei Dintorni (Studium Biblicum Franciscannm 
II), Jerusalem 1955; A. K. Orlandos, "H 3uMcnsyo<; BotmA.tKT'j n]<; MscroyEtotKT'j<; AEK<iUT]<; 1-2, Athens 
1952-1957; P. Testini, Archeologia Cristiano, Rome 1958; A. Ovadiah, Corpus of the Byzantine Churches 
in the Holy Land (Theophaneia 22), Bonn 1970; id. (and C. Gomez de Silva), Supplementum to the Corpus 
of the Byzantine Churches in the Holy Land(repr. from Levant 13 [1981]; 14[1982]; 16[1984]), Colchester
London 1984; id., PEQ 109 (1977), 123-124; R. Krautheimer, Early Christian and Byzantine Architecture 
(The Pelican History of Art), 3d ed., Harmondsworth 1979; B. Bagatti, The Church from the Gentiles in 
Palestine: History and Archaeology, Jerusalem 1971; A. Negev, RB 81 (1974), 403-422; id., LA 39 (1989), 
129-142; R. Rosenthal-Heginbottom, Die Kirchen von Sobota und die Dreiapsiden Kirchen des Nahen 
Ostens(Gottinger Orientforschungen II/7), Wiesbaden 1982; S. Margalit, PEQ 119 (1987), 106-121; id., 
LA 39 (1989), 143-164; R. and A. Ovadiah, Mosaic Pavements in Israel: Hellenistic, Roman and Early 
Byzantine (Bibliotheca Archaeologica 6), Rome 1987; R. Birnbaum aud A. Ovadiah, IEJ 40 (1990), 182-
191; Christian Archaeology in the Holy Land: New Discoveries (V. C. Corbo Fest.), Jerusalem 1990. 
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CYPROS 
IDENTIFICATION 
Cypros is situated on the summit of Tell el- 'Aqaba, south of Wadi Qelt, near 
the point where the latter empties into the Jericho Valley (map reference 
1904.1392). The site was first identified by A. Alt in 1925. 

EXCAVATIONS 
The site was excavated late in 1974, on behalf of the staff officer for archae-

Cypros: plan of the site. 

-

ology in Judea and Samaria and the Institute of Archaeology at the Hebrew 
University ofJerusalem, under the direction of E. Netzer and E. Damati. The 
excavations revealed numerous remains, both on the summit of Tell el
'Aqaba, about 15m above sea level, and in the fiat area, covering almost 
one acre, southeast of and some 30m below the summit. Most of the remains 
exposed were Herodian, with the exception of a few Hasmonean remains 
beneath them. 
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Plan of the lower bathhouse. 
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Bathhouse at the mound's summit: remains of an opus sec tile floor, marble washing basin, and bathtub, Roman period. 
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Remains of the lower bathhouse, Roman 
period. 

REMAINS FROM THE EARLY RO
MAN PERIOD ON THE SUMMIT. 
The remains cleared on the summit 
of Tell el-'Aqaba extend over an area 
of some 30 by 35 m, but the original 
Herodian building was probably lar
ger (c. 40 by 45 m). The outer rooms 
originally surrounding the building 
had collapsed and eroded and were 
strewn along the slopes. A particular
ly notable find was a relatively well
preserved Roman bathhouse that 
was entered through a courtyard or 
hall (c. 10 by 10m). A large concen
tration of wooden beams found here 
(some particularly well preserved be
cause of the arid climate) indicated 
that the area had been roofed; alter
natively, there might have been a court 
on the upper story. Adjoining the hall 
was a room containing a stepped pool 
(similar to the pool adjoining the 
courtyard of the large bathhouse at 
Masada). The hall led into the tepidar
ium (c. 4 by 5 m), which was paved 
with white mosaic. Traces of frescoes 
were still visible on the walls. In one 
corner was a bathtub, lined with gray 
plaster, that had been added to the 
room at a later time. The tepidarium 
led to the caldarium on one side and to 
the frigidarium on the other. The cal
darium (4.2 by 6.2 m) was flanked by 
two niches, one of which was circular. 
Despite the destruction, many details 
of the hypocaust and the opus sectile 
floor are preserved, as are a large fragment of a marble washbasin and a 
complete stone-carved bathtub that stood in the niche in the southern part of 
the room. The frigidarium was small (1.5 by 3.5 m) and contained a stepped 
immersion pool, as in most of Herod's bathhouses. Remains of frescoes were 
found on the wall; those found in the debris suggest that the building had a 
second story. Cisterns were found beneath some of the rooms. Worthy of 
note among the finds is a griffin's foot sculpted in stone~perhaps part of a 
throne. 
REMAINS FROM THE EARLY ROMAN PERIOD ON THE LOWER 
LEVEL. Herodian remains were found mainly at the outer edges of the lower 

Decorated floor in the lower bathhouse. 

level, although there is no doubt that at the time the entire area was built up. 
The remains included walls, some decorated with frescoes, and, in the north
east corner, columns with Corinthian capitals and numerous stucco dec
orations found in the debris. The original building may have been a luxurious 
hall, surrounded by porticoes; this theory accords with the location of this 
corner, overlooking the Jericho Valley. 

An almost complete Roman-type bathhouse, most of its rooms arranged 
in one row, was exposed at the northern edge of the area. The apodyterium 
(6.2 by 6.2m) is paved with a mosaic featuring acentralcarpetwith geometric 
patterns. East and west of the apodyterium were two tepidaria. The eastern 
tepidarium (3.4 by 6.2 m) led into the caldarium (5 by 6.2 m), as well as to a 
second, circular tepidarium (diameter, 3.2 m), that was added at a later stage 
and was apparently used as a sweating room (laconicum). The western 
tepidarium has not yet been cleared. However, two frigidaria with stepped 
pools have been excavated: one was accessible from the apodyterium, the 
other from the tepidarium to the west of the latter. 
HASMONEAN REMAINS. Hasmonean remains came to light both on the 
summit and on the lower level. Those on the summit were mainly beneath the 
floors on the northwestern slope of the hill. Among the remains were a cistern 
with an adjoining stepped pool (mikveh?) discovered beneath the floor of the 
tepidarium in the bathhouse. Among the more notable finds were two frag
ments of capitals in the style typical of the Hasmonean period. A similar 
capital was discovered in Jason's Tomb in Jerusalem. 

Only one Hasmonean element was identified on the lower level, at the 
southeast corner: the foundations of a round tower (diameter, 14m) with the 
foundations of a partition wall built across its center. This tower was prob
ably a combination of columbarium and watchtower, similar to the colum
barium towers at Masada and to the west of the winter palaces at Jericho. 

In the middle of the lower area, remains from the Byzantine period were 
found. Here a square structure (c. 20 by 20m) was surveyed and examined. In 
its center was a room facing east, perhaps a chapel. On one side of the room 
was a small, pear-shaped cistern. The building may have housed one or two 
hermits or even a small group of monks. 
WATER-SUPPLY SYSTEM. Between 1971 and 1974, Z. Meshel and 
D. Amit also surveyed and examined the water-supply system, including the 
remains of an ancient system of aqueducts that collected runoff from the 
nearby hills. They also surveyed a sophisticated system, dated to the Her
odian period, that had brought water from the upper springs ofWadi Qelt to 
the lowest reaches of the summit, through an aqueduct 14 km (9 mi.) long; 



Fragment of molded 
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incorporated in that system were several bridges and tunnels. On the north
ern slope of the summit were four cisterns that had stored the water from the 
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aqueducts. The Herodian aqueduct continued on from there to south of the 
Jericho Valley. 

SUMMARY 
The excavations at Cypros showed that the site had been a fortified strong
hold, with a few palatial rooms, as early as the Hasmonean period. It was 
probably destroyed by Pompey in 63 BCE, and was one of the two towers, 
Threx and Taurus, he destroyed (as related by Strabo ). At this time only the 
summit of the hill was settled. The round tower was probably designed to 
defend the lower level, which, until fortified, was a weak point in the defense 
of the summit. The site was rebuilt by Herod, who in fact enlarged the area of 
the summit by means of packed earth fills supported by retaining walls; he 
also built up the whole of the lower level. The finds indicate that the site was 
used not only as a fortress, but also as a luxurious palace, in agreement with 
Josephus' account. 

The traces of conflagration and destruction, found mainly on the summit, 
should probably be associated with the destruction of the site by the Jews at 
the beginning of the First Revolt, as reported by Josephus. The last evidence 
of occupation at the site dates to the Byzantine period, when the lower level 
was probably inhabited by a group of monks. 

G. Harder, ZDPV78 (1962), 49-54; E. Netzer, MdB 17 (1981), 32-34; G. GarbrechtandJ. Pe1eg, Antike 
Welt 20/2 (1989), 2-20. 
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DABIYYE 
IDENTIFICATION 
The village of Dabiyye in the Golan, which is located about 3.3 km (2 mi.) 
northeast ofQa~rin (map reference 2184.2684), was surveyed several times 
between 1981 and 1987byS.Gutman,D. Urman,andZ.Ma'oz. The remains 
of a synagogue were identified by the survey, and in 1982 a salvage excava
tion, headed by Z. Ma'oz, was conducted at the site, on behalf of the Israel 
Department of Antiquities. 

EXCAVATIONS 
The southern and western parts oft he synagogue in Dabiyye were unearthed, 
and its foundations were examined by trial soundings against the outer walls. 
Three strata could be distinguished: 
Stratum 1: Modern Period. The ruined synagogue was inhabited in the mod
ern period. To this end, the walls were rebuilt and other walls, arches, and 
rooms were added. The ancient pavement and column footing were partially 
destroyed. 
Stratum II: Byzantine Period. The synagogue was erected in the Byzantine 
period. It was paved with dressed basalt slabs. When some of them were 
removed, a hoard of coins (more than five hundred) mostly from the fourth to 
fifth centuries CE was discovered, including a gold coin of Gratianus, from 
about 400 CE. The coins and pottery date the construction of the synagogue 
to the late fifth or early sixth century. 
Stratum III: Late Roman Period. A series of small rectangular rooms sep
arated by a paved alley were uncovered from the Late Roman period. The 
walls of the rooms are carefully built of roughly cut stones. Many of the walls 
served as the synagogue's foundations. There were traces of ash on the floor 
in one of the rooms. Potsherds and coins from the Late Roman period (third 
to fourth centuries) were found on the floors. 
THE SYNAGOGUE. The walls of the synagogue are well preserved. The 
facade on the south is built of ashlars, while the other walls (1 m wide) are 
built of roughly squared stones. The synagogue is rectangular (external 
measurements, 13.35 by 15.05 m). The two column stylobates that survived 

Interior of the synagogue at Dabiyye, looking south. 

in the western row indicate that the hall was divided into a nave (5.25 m) and 
two aisles (3.15 m each). The main entrance (width, 1.43 m) was in its south 
wall; its carved doorjambs are preserved to a height of two courses. Its 
location, somewhat to the east of the central axis, suggests that the Ark 
of the Law was placed in the space between the entrance and the western 
row of columns. No remains of the ark were found; it was probably made of 
wood and stood on the fine basalt-slab pavement (preserved mainly in the 
west aisle). The pavement does not reach the walls; the unpaved 0.8- to-1-m
wide strip indicates that there were benches along three of the walls of the 
prayer hall (except for the southern, facade wall); however, they have not 
survived. Another entrance was exposed in the west wall (width, 0.8 m); it had 
a threshold 0.6 m higher than the pavement and doorjambs decorated with 
carved pilasters. This entrance led to an annex room, which has not survived. 
Several architectural elements from the synagogue were reused in stratum I, 
including Attic column bases, column drums (diameter, 0.4 m), Doric cap
itals, an engaged half-column (window decoration), and building stones 
decorated with carved or incised designs, including Hercules' knots, a 
disk, a wreath, and zigzag lines. Of special interest is a stone bearing two 
incised, seven-branched menorahs. Two fragments of a Greek inscription 
within a tabula ansata were found: "Y eshua Shiloh, fifty years old." How
ever, this inscription may not belong to the synagogue. 

This synagogue at Dabiyye seems to have been a plain, rustic building. The 
absence of a pediment and columns for an upper story indicates that it was 
single-storied. A certain similarity between the carved doorjambs oft he main 
doorway and the synagogue at Qa~rin (q.v.), together with the numismatic 
and ceramic evidence, suggest that it was built in the late fifth to early sixth 
centuries CE. 

Z. Ma'oz, ESI 2 (1983), 21; id., 'Atiqot 20 (1991), 49-65; D. T. Ariel, ibid., 74-80; A. Killebrew, ibid., 
66-73. 
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Main entrance in the southern wall of the synagogue. 

DALIT, TEL 
IDENTIFICATION AND EXPWRATION 
Tel Dalit (Khirbet Ras ed-Daliyya) is located approximately 1 km (0.6 mi.) 
east ofMoshav Bet Nel,J.emya and 7 km (4.5 mi.) southeast of Ben-Gurion 
Airport (map reference 1427.1538). The mound, which covers an area of 10 
a., rises above the north Judean Shephelah to a height of 164m above sea 
level. It is one of a chain of Early Bronze Age settlements situated on the hills 
east of the alluvial plain of the Ayalon Valley Basin, between Aphek to the 

north and Gezer to the south. No freshwater springs exist in the area, and the 
inhabitants who populated these hills in the Early Bronze Age relied on 
cisterns hewn into natural pockets in the region's soft, impermeable lime
stone. 

Following a survey conducted by R. Gophna in 1975, three short seasons 
ofexcavationswerecarriedoutatTelDalitbetween 1978and 1980, under the 
auspices of the Institute of Archaeology at Tel Aviv University and Baylor 



Area B: the postern, square building, and 
excavated stone heap, looking north. 

University, directed by R. Gophna 
and B. Cresson. The survey had al
ready shown that Tel Dalit contained 
the remains of a fortified Early Bronze 
Age settlement that extended over the 
hilltop and to some terraces east and 
north of it. An ancient approach road 
west of the site led to the settlement's 
main entrance. Much of the site was 
covered by large heaps of stones, a 
feature known from other Early 
Bronze Age sites excavated in the cen
tral hill country, such as Ai and Jar
muth. This supported the assumption 
that Tel Dalit, with its similar stone 
heaps, also dated to this period. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
The excavations at Tel Da!it focused 
on two main areas: area A, in the 
northwestern part of the site, and 
area B, in the south. In addition, two 
trial pits were dug on the terraces in the 
eastern part of the site (area C). Early 
Bronze Age building remains were 
found just below the surface in the entire area excavated, which covered 
about a quarter of an acre. The remains in area B were better preserved 
than those in area A, which had been damaged by erosion. The five archi
tectural strata uncovered in area B serve as a chronological guideline for the 
relative dating of the remains in areas A and C, where no complete strati
graphical sequence was found. 
STRATUM V: EARLY BRONZE AGE I. In area A, part of a round structure 
built on fill laid on bedrock (and under the city wall) was uncovered. In area 
B, part of a stonewall built on bedrock was also uncovered. Early Bronze Age 
IB pottery was found under and within these remains, as well as in pockets of 
debris in the bedrock of area A and in the fills in area B (on which the city wall 
was built). Characteristic of this assemblage were hole-mouth jars with red, 
brown, and black slip and "line group" painted decoration. The scanty 
remains from stratum V indicate that the first settlement at Tel Dalit was 
an unfortified village. 
STRATUM IV: EARLY BRONZE AGE II. The city wall, sections of which 
were exposed in areas A and B, is attributed to stratum IV. It was built of 
stones roughly dressed on both faces, with a fieldstone fill. No data are 
available for determining whether the superstructure of the wall was built 
of stone or mud brick. In area B, a 1O-m-long stretch of the south wall was 
uncovered, built partly on the steep slope of the mound and partly on a fill 
consisting of the leveled remains of the unfortified village (stratum V). In this 
area, the wall was 4 m wide, and its inner face was preserved to a height of2 m. 
Its outer face, built of heavy boulders, served as a retaining wall. Inside the 
city, wall fragments were uncovered of structures built next to the city wall on 
the ruins of stratum V. A postern (0.5 m wide) in the wall is similar to those at 
Ai and Arad. Approximately 10 m of the city wall were exposed in the 
northern part of the site in area A; here, too, the wall rested on building 
remains from stratum V. The collapse of the outer face at this point makes it 
impossible to determine the original width of the wall in area A (its preserved 
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width is 3 m). 
STRATUM III: EARLY BRONZE AGE II. The south wall of a large structure 
(1 0 by 10.6 m) in stratum III was built as an apsidal niche facing the city wall. 
A narrow alley ran between the city wall and the structure. An opening led 
from the apse to the postern in the city wall. 
STRATUM II: EARLY BRONZE AGE II. The remains of stratum II prob
ably represent the last stage of the fortified town at Tel Dalit during the Early 
Bronze Age. The stratum's characteristic structure is the broadhouse. In area 
B, the curvilinear wall ofthe apsidal niche was replaced by a straight wall that 
turned the building into a rectangular broadhouse ( 10. 5 by 10m) and created 
an alley separating it from the city wall. Two building phases could be 
distinguished in this structure, whose floor was somewhat lower than 
ground level. Stone bases for the wooden columns that had carried the 
roof were found on the floor. Storage compartments in the corners of the 
rooms were excavated, as well as an installation built of flat standing stones 
and various cooking facilities. One of those facilities contained the almost 
complete horns of a fallow deer. The pottery on the floors included hole
mouth jars, storage jars, pithoi, and bowls, indicating the structure's do
mestic character. 

In area A, parts of houses attributable to stratum II were also uncovered. 
One was a sunken broadhouse, with benches along its walls. In the north
western part of the mound, the area that probably contained the main 
entrance to the village was excavated. Due to massive erosion, only scanty 
remains of two buildings located opposite each other were exposed, both 
attributed to stratum II. These represent the last building phase of the gate 
house, on the same spot as in previous stages of the town's existence. The 
preserved walls of these buildings were 0.75 m wide, with a 2.5-m-wide 
passage running between them. Probes in area C yielded additional archi
tectural remains of stratum II. A rich assemblage of pottery was found here, 
indicating a possible storeroom in one of the dwellings. 
STRATUM 1: EARLY BRONZE AGE II. Stratum I represents the last set
tlement from the Early Bronze Age at Tel Dalit. The remains of this un
fortified village were identified while excavating part of a large stone heap 
(no. 2), north of the structures excavated in area B. Well-built stone walls 
were uncovered underneath the stone heap that belonged to a building 
constructed on top of a massive fill laid on bedrock. Potsherds from the 
Early Bronze Age II were found inside this building, and sherds dating 
to the end of the Early Bronze Age II were recovered among the stones 
of its collapsed walls. The walls were preserved to a height of 1.25 m, a 
greater preserved height than any other building remains excavated at Tel 
Dalit. 
THE FINDS. The pottery found at Tel Dalitis a typical domestic assemblage, 
well known from other Early Bronze Age sites. Especially noteworthy is the 
large quantity of delicate, burnished (unslipped) bowls; the majority were 
carinated, but a few rounded bowls were also found. All the bowls had tiny, 
piercedlughandles.Asmoothed,round basalt stone found in area B was part 
of a potter's wheel. Other finds include a fragment of a ceramic model bed, 
copper awls, cylindrical bone beads decorated with incisions, and zoo
morphic ceramic figurines. 
ECONOMY. The many burnt olive pits and remains of olive-wood beams 
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found in the building complex in area B suggest that groves of olive trees 
existed in the rocky hills surrounding the mound. The rich alluvial land at the 
mouths of the nearby riverbeds was also cultivated. Gazelle and fallow deer 
bones found at the site indicate that hunting still played an important role in 
the Early Bronze Age economy, in addition to raising sheep, cattle, and pigs, 
whose bones were also found in large quantities. 

B. Cresson and R. Gophna. IEJ29 (1979). 122-123; R. Gophna and B. Cresson. RB 86 (1979). 459-460; 
R. Gophna, L'Urbanisation de Ia Palestine d !"Age du Bronze Ancien (Actes du Colloque d'Emmaiis, 1986; 
BAR/IS 527, ed. P. de Miroschedji), Oxford 1989, 97-107; S. Hellwig and R. Gophna, TA II (1984), 48-
59; Weippert 1988, 147, 156f. 
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DALIYEH, WADI ED-
IDENTIFICATION 
Wadi ed-Daliyeh is situated about 5 km (3 mi.) east ofKhirbet Fasayil in the 
Jordan Valley, 15 km(9mi.) northofJericho. The village ofMughayir, amid 
cultivated tableland, lies about 4 km (2.5 mi.) to the west. Sheer cliffs, 30m 
high or more on both sides of the wadi, are honeycombed with caves. In the 
winters of 1963 and 1964, the American School of Oriental Research in 
Jerusalem, under the direction of P. W. Lapp, undertook the clearance 
of the caves in Wadi ed-Daliyeh. Fourth-century BCE papyri, which were 
reported to have come from Wadi ed-Daliyeh, had been purchased from 
Bedouin the preceding fall. Mugharet Abu-Shinjeh (map reference 
1889.1556), or Cave of the Father of the Dagger, from which the manu
scripts purportedly came, is on the south bank of the wadi, just below a 
prominent cascade dividing the wadi into upper and lower portions. 'Araq 
en-Na 'saneh (Cave of the Sleepy Ones) is just above the cascade on the north 
side. 

The Samaria papyri, as the manuscripts came to be known, were first 
purchased from Ta'amireh Bedouin, the discoverers of the Dead Sea 
Scrolls, in November 1962. The original group of fourth-century BCE papyri 
consisted of many papyrus fragments, some two hundred small rolls of 
papyrus, several dozen clay bullae bearing Persian and Greek motifs, and 
a few coins. A second small lot purchased from Ta'amireh tribesmen on 
August 7, 1963, consisted of small fragments and clay bullae. About twenty 
pieces are worthy of being numbered as papyri, and there are hundreds of 
small fragments. The original deposit may have been in excess of a hundred 
documents. None are now complete; even the largest and best preserved has a 
substantial part missing. The primary destructive agent was worms, which 
left lacy patterned fragments. A papyrologist was able to undertake some 
reconstruction by analysis of the fiber and study of the destruction patterns. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Clearing and excavation were undertaken in Wadi ed-Daliyeh soon afterthe 
purchase of the documents, to confirm the findspot, to find an explanation 
for their presence in the cave, and to recover any fragments the Bedouin 
might have missed. Two campaigns took place, one in January 1963, and the 
other in February 1964. 
MUGHARET ABU-SHINJEH. The manuscript cave, Mugharet Abu-Shin
jeh, extended south into the cliff about 65 m, to the area where the Bedouin 
claimed to have found the manu
scripts. The debris had been thor
oughly mixed and sifted by the 
treasure seekers. The excavators again 
sifted through several meters of a mix
ture of bat guano, roof fall, sticks, and 
sterile earth from the bottom of the 
cave. Recovered from the jumbled 
debris were skulls and bones, broken 
pottery, cloth, leather, wood, a few 
pieces of jewelry and toilet articles, 
nut and fruit pits and a few uneaten 
dates, several papyri fragments, clay 
bullae, and a scarab. The largest 
papyrus fragment had six lines of 
writing; the various fragments were 
enough to confirm the findspot. A nar
row passage leading from the manu
script area to the southeast indicated 
that the cave continued, but beyond 
the entrance the debris was sterile and 
a metal detector was unable to locate 
any presence of metal. 

In addition to clearing the manu
script area, the excavators dug a 

Wadi ed-Daliyeh: general view of the area of 
the caves. 

Plan of Mughdret Abu-Shinjeh. 

trench from the mouth of the cave inward, to determine the site's occupa
tional history in undisturbed debris and to reveal any openings or recesses in 
the rock that the treasure seekers might not have noticed. The trench was 1m 
wide and in some places reached a depth ofl.6 m before hitting bedrock. Two 
undisturbed alcoves were investigated, and the occupational history of the 
cave was confirmed: fourth century BCE (Late Persian), with an indication of 
light Early Roman use above it. A few Iron Age II sherds had been found near 
the entrance to the cave. 

Farther back in the cave, large rooms, which became known as the Bat 



Entrance to Mughdret Abu-Shinjeh. 

Dome and Hot Room, could be 
reached both from the main passage
way and the manuscript area. These 
had been thoroughly investigated by 
the Bedouin, but beside the usual Late 
Persian sherds, cloth, wood, and 
bones, there were a few more very 
small papyrus fragments (without 
writing), a tiny silver coin, ornamen
tal artifacts, and food remains. 

The following account of the dispo
sition of the manuscripts is drawn 
from the content of the papyri, the 
finds from the cave, and evidence 
from Ta'iimireh Bedouin. The lead
ers of Samaria had taken part in re
bellious acts against Alexander the 
Great (Josephus, Antiq. XI, 297-
345; 0. Curtus Rufus, Hist. Alex. 
IV, 8, 9-10), perhaps culminating 
in burning alive Andromachus, Alex
ander's prefect in Syria. Alexander 
returned in haste from Egypt to take 
vengeance on the murderers. The 
leaders in Samaria who were implica
ted fled, upon hearing of Alexander's 
march toward the city. They probably 
escaped through Wadi Far'ah, into the wilderness, hoping for temporary 
refuge in the Wadi ed-Daliyeh caves. A large number hid there, perhaps as 
many as one hundred leaders and members of their families (but undoubt
edly not three hundred, as reported by the Ta'amireh Bedouin). They were 
supplied with food and brought with them large storage and cooking vessels. 
The origin and status of the leaders are well attested by the bullae and legal 
documents, as well as by the small finds found in the excavations. Their 
hiding place was discovered by the Macedonians, either by a determined 

Mughdret Abu-Shinjeh: 
(left) papyrus fragment in 
Aramaic script, 4th century 
BCE; (below) bulla showing a 
Persian king fighting a griffin, 
4th century BCE. 
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search or information from those inhabitants who had remained in Samaria. 
They may have suffocated when Alexander's troops built a fire at the mouth 
of the cave. Two independent reports from the Ta'iimireh state that some of 
the skeletons were originally covered by mats, not lying on them. The evi
dence points to a catastrophe in which a large number of refugees perished in 
the cave simultaneously. 
THE FINDS. The content of all the documents is legal and administrative. 
Whenever opening and closing formulae are preserved, they record that the 
contract was written in the province and/or the city of Samaria, and that it 
was executed before the governor or prefect. There is an unusually high 
number of slave documents. The largest fragment records the sale of a 
slave, Yehol).anan, for thirty-five pieces of silver. There are also contracts 
relating to loans, the sale of property, and marriage. The earliest dated piece 
belongs to between the thirtieth and fortieth years of Artaxerxes II~between 
375 and 365 BCE. Several are from the early reign of Artaxerxes III (358-338 
BCE). The largest and best-preserved papyrus was written on March 19,335 
BCE. The range thus extends from about 375 to 335 BCE. 

The names that appear most often are Yahwistic, but there is also a sizable 
number of foreign names, reflecting the mixed Samaritan population. The 
name Sanballat appears, and he is indicated as governor on one of the bullae. 
This must be Sanballat III, a descendant of the Sanballat ofNehemiah's day. 
The name Nehemiah is also present; he is a slave belonging to a certain 
Yehonur, a noble in Samaria. The script on the Daliyeh papyri provides 

the first set of absolute dates for the fourth-century 
Aramaic cursive. The papyri will aid in giving new 
precision to the corpus of undated ostraca from 
Palestine and Egypt as well as the undated papyri 
from Egypt from this period. Historical gleanings 
can be made from the content of the texts concern
ing the history of the Jews and Samaritans in the 
postexilic period. Once the manuscripts are pub
lished, a wealth of historical, social, legal, and lin
guistic information will be available for this period. 

One hundred and twenty-eight bullae were recov
ered, including those found in the excavation. The 
best-preserved papyrus roll was sealed with seven 
bullae, and two others had four each. About seventy 
are in a good state of preservation. Two were inscri
bed in Paleo-Hebrew, including the one indicating 
Sanballat as governor of Samaria. Usually, the bul
lae carry Attic motifs in the contemporary Greek 
style or Persian mythic and royal motifs. 

Except for the surface Early Roman sherds, the 
Iron Age II fragments found at the cave entrance, 
and a very few Middle Bronze Age sherds, the pot
tery all belonged to a homogeneous Late Persian 
group. The vessels showed clean, fresh breaks and 
undoubtedly were broken by the Ta'iimireh in their 
search for manuscripts and small finds. Reconstruc-
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Mughdret Abu-Shinjeh: bulla with seal impression, "Sanballat governor of 
Samaria," 4th century BCE. 

tion of the vessels indicates that their number and the repertoire of types were 
very limited. It is possible to estimate with some certainty the number of 
vessels the refugees must have had. There were probably fifteen or sixteen 
storage jars, three smaller jars, no more than four jugs, seven or eight juglets, 
one mortarium, and two cooking pots. Approximately thirty-five vessels are 
indicated. The pottery group is closely dated by the papyri, coins, and 
historical circumstances. The Daliyeh ceramic material provides absolute 
dates for comparable pottery from other sites for the Late Persian-Early 
Hellenistic sequence. 

Coins purchased from the Bedouin or found in the excavation all date to 
shortly before Alexander's conquest in 332 BCE. A scarab with well-known 
Egyptian and Persian elements easily dates to the third quarter of the fourth 
century BCE. The textiles, leather, basketry, and wood fragments are of 
particular interest because they can be closely dated. The cranial and faunal 
material have added to the anthropological data for the period. 
'ARAQ EN-NA'SANEH. In the course of clearing Mughiiret Abu-Shinjeh 
several other caves were investigated for manuscripts and other finds. Mugh
aret ed-Daliyeh, about a mile west of Abu-Shinjeh, at the head of Wadi ed
Daliyeh, and Mugharet Sh'b el-Qubur, a little to the northeast of it, revealed 
nothing of importance. Only the 'Araq en-Na'saneh cave yielded ancient 
material. 'Araq en-Na'sanehis a little to the west ofMugharetAbu-Shinjeh 
and on the other side of the wadi. The upper cave had a large mouth but a 
narrow passage, which was widened in the course of excavation. The passage 
opened into a large room and additional labyrinthine passages leading deep 

into the cavernous hillside. Several "rooms" were investigated, 600 m or 
more back into the cave. Although there was considerable surface distur
bance as a result of the Ta'amireh's investigation, significant finds, parti
cularly from the Middle Bronze Age I and the period of the Bar-Kokhba 
Revolt were recovered. 

Most of the Middle Bronze Age I material came from the first large room. 
Ofthe twenty-one vessels found in situ, eighteen were from this room. Except 
for a single four-spouted Middle Bronze Age I lamp found at the entrance to 
the room, the vessels were either large ovoid storage jars or globular cooking 
pots. Other types of pottery represented were lug-handled amphoriskoi and 
cups and beakers in varying sizes. Although over one hundred vessels are 
represented, the repertory of types is limited. There are known affinities with 
Middle Bronze Age I pottery from the Jordan Valley and southern Palestine. 
Some of the complete vessels from the cave make particular contributions to 
the knowledge of the pottery from this period. The Daliyeh cooking pots 
were the first intact or reconstructed examples of the Middle Bronze Age I 
hole-mouth type, indicating that they had a rounded bottom, not the flat 
bottom of Early Bronze Age pots. The storage jars with thumb-impressed 
bands of decoration were also the first complete vessels of that type pub
lished. 

The types of vessels and the discovery of a number of them in situ point to 
domestic occupation~a cave used as a dwelling---during that period. The 
large storage jars found, some with traces of a scum line from their contents, 
and cooking pots indicate domestic use. Cooking pots and some of the cups 
and jars that were recovered are almost never found in tombs; bones, which 
would be found in tombs, and certain types of amphoriskoi, which are ubi
quitous in burials in this region, are also absent. Cave dwellings are common 
in the Middle Bronze Age I (at Megiddo, Tell Beit Mirsim, and Lachish, 
among others), buthouseremainsarerare. The Wadied-Daliyehoccupation 
is significant, however, because there are few Middle Bronze Age I settle
ments in the central hill country. 

A narrow passage led to another large room in' Araq en-N a 'saneh, which 
became known as the Second Revolt Room. Three more Middle Bronze Age 
I vessels were found in situ here, as well as Middle Bronze Age I sherds, but it 
was the second-century CE Roman finds that were of particular significance. 
Here it was possible to investigate the stratigraphy of the cave in undisturbed 
areas. The sequence indicated the cave floor with natural residue; a Middle 
Bronze Age I occupation and floor; a powdery layer with some Middle 
Bronze Age I sherds, but mainly Roman material showing ancient and 
modern disturbance; and the surface layer of bat excrement. The depth 
of the deposit was about 1.25 m. 

The grim devastation during the Bar-Kokhba Revolt in 135 CE is recorded 
by Dio Cassius (Rom. Hist. XIX, 14.1.2). The archaeological evidence of 
those who fled has been found in the caves of Wadi Murabba'at and other 
wadis and gorges in the Judean Desert to the south (q.v. Judean Desert 
Caves). The finds at 'Araq en-Na'saneh were the first evidence of a 
Bar-Kokhba Revolt hideout to the north of this desert. The cave's occu
pants had probably fled from the Jordan Valley or from the interior of 
Samaria, much as the earlier refugees fled to Mughiiret Abu-Shinjeh. They 
brought with them their weapons and tools, pottery and glass vessels, per
sonal effects, and even keys to some of their buildings. The pottery~one 
complete storage jar and many other partial jars, jugs and juglets, bowls, 

Plan of the 'Ardq en-Na'sdneh cave. 



cooking pots, and lamps--closely parallels pottery of the revolt published 
from the southern sites. It is a very homogeneous group, so that its con
tribution to the corpus from the period of the revolt is significant. 

The small finds from this occupation not only form a closely dated group, 
but include a variety of personal items the refugees brought with them. 
Confirming the second-century date of the occupation was a well-known 
coin from the Bar-Kokhba Revolt. A cache of objects in the Second Revolt 
Room included a knife blade set in a wooden handle and fastened by rivets 
and a metal collar, a bronze jug handle with features resembling those on the 
bronze jugs found in the Cave of the Letters in Nal;lal I:Iever, and eight 
wooden handles for keys. The handles were of two types: lathe-turned and 
carved; both types are known from the Cave of the Letters. Another cache 
contained ninety beads. Wooden bowls and lids and a comb have parallels 
from the Judean Desert caves. Of considerable importance are the glass 
fragments because there are few dated Palestinian groups. Many offer par
allels to the southern Judean caves. 
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'Anlq en-N a 'saneh' s underground passages and caverns were explored for 
2 km or more. Additional evidence of refugees from the Bar-Kokhba Revolt 
and of modern Bedouin having been there was found. 
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NANCY L. LAPP 

DAN 
IDENTIFICATION AND HISTORY 
Tel Dan is situated at the foot of Mount Hermon, in the heart of a rich and 
fertile region (mapreference2112.2949). Itisalargesite, some 50 a. in area, at 
the junction of the country's ancient north-south and east-west caravan 
routes. The springs flowing in and around the mound are one of the three 
sources of the Jordan River. The mound is shaped like a rounded rectangle 
(W. F. Albright, in 1935, suggested that it might be one ofthe Hyksos cities, 
which are distinguished by sloping ramparts). Its outer edges rise some 20m 
above the surrounding plain, but the ground sinks toward the interior, 
forming a crater-shaped area. The difference in height between the top 

of the embankment surrounding the "crater" and the latter's lowest point 
is about 10 m. 

The identification of Dan with Tel Dan (the Hebrew name given to Tell el
Qadi, "the judge's mound," by the Israel Government Names Committee in 
1955) was first proposed by E. Robinson in 1838. Potsherds collected at the 
site over the years provided archaeological supportfor Robinson's proposal, 
and it was accepted by the scholarly world. The inscription "To the god who 
is in Dan," discovered in the excavations in 1976, put the final stamp of 
confirmation on the identification of the site with Dan-Laish. 

Dan is mentioned repeatedly in the Bible, in particular as the northern-

Dan: general view of the mound. 
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Dan: plan of the mound, excavation areas, and principal remains. 

most point of ancient Israel. The first reference to Dan is in Genesis 14: 14, but 
its original name was Laish or Leshem (Jos. 19:47; Jg. 18:29). Laish is men
tioned in the eighteenth century BCE in the late Egyptian Execration texts and 
in the Mari documents. Pharaoh Thutmose III captured Laish in the mid
fifteenth century BCE. After the tribe of Dan had occupied the city, they 
renamed it Dan "after the name of Dan their father," and it was known 
as such at least until the fourth century CE, when Eusebius refers to it as "a 
village four miles from Panias." Dan was a cultic center of the Danites "until 
the day of the captivity of the land" (Jg. 18:30). Under Samuel, David, and 
Solomon, Dan marked the northern border of the country. Jeroboam I set a 
golden calf there, made a "house of high places" and appointed priests who 
were not of the sons of Levi (1 Kg. 12:29-31). During the reign ofBa'asha 
(beginning of the ninth century BCE), Ben-Hadad of Damascus smote Dan 
andotherGalileancities(1 Kg. 15:20; 2 Chr. 16:4). In Jehu's reign, the golden 
calf ofDan was still standing (2 Kg. 1 0:29), and there is little doubt that Ahab, 
who obtained trading rights for Damascus (1 Kg. 20:34), and Jeroboam II, 
who "restored the coast oflsrael from the entrance ofHamath unto the sea of 
the plain" (2 Kg. 14:25) and who "recovered Damascus" (2 Kg. 14:28), 
assigned this northern outpost of Israel an important administrative and 
military role. Judging from Amos (8: 14), Dan was still a cultic center in the 
eighth century BCE. It may be assumed-although the Bible in 2 Kings 15:29 
does not say so explicitly-that Tiglath-pileser III of Assyria conquered Dan 
along with the other cities ofthe Galilee, though he may not have destroyed it. 
Hezekiah issued a "proclamation throughout all Israel, from Beersheba even 
to Dan, that they should come to keep the Passover to the Lord" (2 Chr. 30:5). 
In Jeremiah's time, the Babylonian army passed through Dan on its way to 
sack Jerusalem (Jer. 4:15, 8:16). 

EXCAVATIONS 
Late in 1963, Z. Yeivinconducted a brief exploratory excavation on behalf of 
the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums and uncovered remains 
from the Early Bronze Age II, the Middle Bronze Age II, and the Iron Age. 
Salvage excavations were carried out in 1966 and 1967 and have continued 
every year since, under the direction of A. Biran, first under the auspices of 
the Department of Antiquities and Museums and after 1974 on behalf of the 
Nelson Glueck School of Biblical Archaeology of Hebrew Union College
Jewish Institute of Religion in Jerusalem. The excavated areas were as fol
lows: area A, on the site's southern slopes; areas Band H in the south; area T 
in the site's northwestern corner; area Y on its eastern side; area K at its 
southeastern corner; and area M at the center of the mound. 
EARLY BRONZE AGE. Remains dating to the Neolithic and Chalco lithic 
periods were discovered in area B, near bedrock. The abundance of Early 
Bronze Age sherds found here indicated, even in the earliest seasons of the 
excavation, that Dan-Laish was a large, prosperous city at the end of the 
Early Bronze Age II and in the Early Bronze Age III; it may already have 
existed at the beginning of the Early Bronze Age II. Four squares in areas A, 
B, Y, and C yielded occupation levels from the Early Bronze Age; among the 
finds were complete storage jars and a decorated bone handle. The numerous 
sherds found belong to combed storage jars and pithoi, combed bowls and 
kraters, large platters, and shallow bowls in a great variety of shapes. There 
also were a few sherds ofKhirbet Kerak ware and fragments of jugs with a 

thickened base and of Abydos jugs. Other finds included an axe, a few 
figurines, and approximately twenty cylinder seal impressions featuring 
geometric patterns and human and animal figurines. At least four occupa
tion levels from the Early Bronze Age have been discovered, and there may 
well be others, as the excavators have reached virgin soil only in a very small 
area. Laish, as an urban center, was founded some time early in the twenty
seventh century BCE. It was then a large, rich city, occupying a considerable 
area, that existed until the end of the twenty-fifth and beginning of the 
twenty-fourth centuries BCE. 

MIDDLE BRONZEAGE. Although no remains from the Middle Bronze Age 
I have come to light as yet in the excavations, fragments of jars from this 
period have been found in areas M andY; these fragments were similar to 
finds from the tombs at Ma'ayan Barukh, only a few km away. From the 
Middle Bronze Age IIA two or three occupation levels were identified in 
areas A and B. The remains in area A included a stone-built tomb (23) 
covered with stone slabs. Among the offerings in this tomb were a pottery 
bowl and fragments of other vessels attributable to the Middle Bronze Age 
IIA. The shape and cover of the tomb recall tombs from the same period at 
Aphek (Rosh ha-'Ayin). Another stone-built tomb (4244) was found in area 
B; it contained a burnished juglet placed there as a funerary offering to the 
deceased-a six-year-old child. This juglet also is typical of the Middle 
Bronze Age IIA. The level of the tomb in area B was approximately I 
m higher than that of the tomb in area A, an indication of the site's topog
raphy at that time. The numerous sherds from this period found in the 
various excavation areas attest to the large size of the settlement. 
The Rampart. Excavations in 1966 on the southern side of the mound re
vealed an earthen rampart with a stone core 6.5 m thick. The core is preserved 
to a height of 10.5 m but was originally higher. The rampart, which sloped 
both inward and outward at a 40-degree angle, was made of several layers of 
earth. The estimated widthofits base is approximately 50m. The outer layers 
of the rampart consisted of soil from the mound. It was mixed with bricks, 
bones, sherds, and pieces of masonry, indicating that the builders used the 
remains of earlier occupation layers. On the inside, the rampart was built of 
natural ~amra soil and material from earlier settlements. The surface of the 
rampart was sealed with a glacis of travertine soil, probably deposited there 
to prevent erosion. The glacis was anchored by means of prongs in the earth 
of the rampart. While almost no pottery was found in the ~amra, the soil 
taken from earlier strata yielded a considerable quantity of sherds, similar to 
those from the Early Bronze Age and Middle Bronze Age II in the settlement 
strata on the mound. These sherds include fragments of fine vessels decorated 
with geometric patterns. 

The technique used to construct the rampart in area A was also used in the 
other excavated areas, although details of the construction differ because of 
the different circumstances. Thus, in area Y the builders of the rampart found 
a stone structure sloping down toward the middle of the site; it was on this 
that they laid the layers of earth that make up the rampart. They enlarged the 
existing stone construction-probably in order to create a flat area for the 
top of the rampart-by adding another stone structure, 4 m wide. The outer 
earth layers of the rampart ran up to this structure. At the foot of the earth 
layers stone retaining walls were built to hold the rampart. 

In the inward-sloping stone structure two burial jars, a krater, a duckbill 
axe, beads, and sherds were found from the Middle Bronze Age IIA. It 
appears that here, too, as in area A, the rampart's layers of earth were 
deposited on top of the remains of earlier settlements. At the bottom of 
the stone structure was a tomb (1025), 3 by 1.5 m in area and 1 m 
high, built mainly of basalt. Its ceiling was made of flat stones, laid in such 
a way that the edge of each stone rested on the next. Access to the tomb was 
from the west, through a passage with stone-built sides. The construction of 
this tomb resembles that of the Aphek (Rosh ha-'Ayin) tombs. It contained 
four human skeletons, sheep bones, and thirty pottery vessels, including 
jugs, juglets, and bowls, as well as a bronze dagger with a stone handle. The 
assemblage dates from the end of the Middle Bronze Age IIA to the begin
ning of the Middle Bronze Age liB. 

There was no wall on top of the rampart at Dan-Laish. No evidence for a 

Section through the Iron Age fortifications on the mound's southern slope. 



Assemblage of MB liB vessels found in a tomb. 

wall was discovered in any of the areas excavated. Ten brick courses were 
found on top of the stone surface at the core of the rampart in area Y, but as 
the earth Ia yers of the rampart reached the top of those courses they cannot be 
considered a freestanding wall. Moreover, the eastern side of the brick 
structure was faced with flat stones. The bricks were apparently laid in 
order to increase the height of the stone core and thus create the slope 
necessary to construct the rampart. Brick courses were also found in area 
T, but here, too, the eastern rampart reached their top. 
The Gate. The city gate has been preserved to a height of 47 courses~prob
ably almost its original height. It measures 15.45 min width and 13.5 min 
length; the passageway through it is 10.5 m long. A central pier, 4 m high and 
1.7m thick, withanarchatitscenter,divides thegateintofourchambers, two 
on each side. Thegatehasfourtowers, onepairateachend. Thewidthofeach 
tower is 5.15 m~which is also the distance between the towers in each pair. 
The present height of the structure is approximately 7 m. It is built of sun
dried bricks on a stone base. Traces of the white plaster that once coated the 
walls were found on the bricks and in between the courses. The gate walls are 
about 1.8 m thick, and the towers are 3.5 m thick on the east and 3m on the 
west. The gate has three brick arches, 0.95 m high, each built of three radial 
courses. The outer (eastern) facade of the gateway is set 1.7 m back from the 
eastern walls of the towers. The entrance is about 3m high and 2.4 m wide. 
The gate was entered from the east, up several steps from the surrounding 
plain; four additional steps led into the gate itself. The floor of the gate is 
made of beaten earth overlaid with thick plaster. Beneath the floor is a stone 
construction. The western facade of the gateway is set 0.8 m back from the 
western walls of the towers. Here, too, the entrance, which is only 2.5 m high, 

MB II city gate. 
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is capped by anarch builtofthree brick courses. Just outside the en trance was 
an area 3m long, paved with flagstones, from which 20 stone steps led to the 
city's main street. The distance from the entrance to the street is 14.5 m. The 
street level is 3.25 m lower than that of the gate floor. To the east and west the 
excavators found stone structures, probably built as revetments to prevent 
earth falling from the rampart onto the steps of the gate. 

Tomb 387 (the "Mycenean" tomb), LB. 
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The ceramic finds date the gate to the transitional stage from the Middle 
Bronze Age IIA to the Middle Bronze Age liB. The gate and the rampart 
were built at the same time, as a single unit, with the rampart level reaching 
the top ofthe gate. The houses ofthe city, now defended by the rampart, were 
probably built at the foot of the rampart's inner slopes, in a kind of depres
sion some 30 a. in area. It should be noted that the massive fortifications 
defended a considerably smaller city than in the Early Bronze and Middle 
Bronze IIA periods. The gate was in use for a relatively short time---at most 
one or two generations, for it was soon deliberately blocked up and its steps 
covered with soil brought from the nearby plain and valleys. The pottery 
found in this soil may be dated to the time the gate was constructed or 
somewhat later. 
Tombs. Seven tombs were discovered on the inner slopes of the rampart, at 
the southern part of the mound. Five ofthe burials were in jars and two were 
in built tombs (one of which was a cist tomb). One burial jar was surrounded 
by a circle of field stones. The burial jars were aligned north-south, with their 
mouths pointing southward. In one of the stone-built tombs (187), the 
burials were oriented toward the south. There were additional burials above 
the ceiling in the stone tombs. Among the funerary offerings were pottery 
vessels, including large open bowls,jugs,juglets, carinated bowls of all sizes, 
juglets of the Tell el-Yahudiyeh type, two bone vessels, and two scarabs, all 
dating to the Middle Bronze Age liB. 

Only a few walls and floors have so far been unearthed from this level. In 
one square a thick layer of ash, evidence of the destruction of the settlement, 
contained kraters, cooking pots, and jugs from the end of the Middle Bronze 
Age liB-C. 
LATE BRONZE AGE. Remains of the Late Bronze Age were discovered in 
areas K, B, and M. Part of a large structure from the beginning of the period 
was exposed in area K; its walls were preserved to a height of more than 1m 
and its floor was of fiat stones. A clay female mask, of a type known from 
northern Syria and Mesopotamia, was found in the rubble. The building may 
have had some cultic function. In area Y, the excavators found a stirrup jar 
from the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries BCE and on the floor of another 
room a scarab from the time ofRamsesll. In area Bakraterwithfour handles 
was found, dating to the beginning of the Late Bronze Age; in two other 
squares, on the floors of rooms, decorated storage jars typical of the end of 
the period were found. 

An impression of the wealth of Laish in the fourteenth and thirteenth 
centuries BCE can be gained from tomb 387 (the so-called Mycenean 
tomb), which was dug into the naturall}amra soil. Measuring 2.4 m in 
length, 2.2 m in width, and approximately 2.4 m in height, the tomb is 
built of field stones and paved with fiat basalt stones. The side walls, built 
in the corbel technique, slope inward at an angle of32 degrees. In the tomb the 
remains of some forty men, women, and children were found in a state of 
disorder. The tomb had apparently been used for a generation or two . .J'he 
skeletons and funerary offerings had been pushed aside periodically to make 
room for additional offerings and interments. The tomb contained thirty
one imported vessels (twenty-eight Mycenean and three Cypriot), seventy-

Mycenean charioteer vase 
found in tomb 387, LB. 

Clay female head, 15th century BCE. 

seven local vessels, alabaster and bronze objects, weapons, numerous ivories, 
gold and silver jewelry, spindle whorls, beads, and basalt bowls. Noteworthy 
is a complete charioteer vase from the mid-fourteenth century BCE. As stated, 
the offerings were found in a state of disorder and no stratigraphic distinc
tions could be made. Toward the mid-thirteenth century BCE, the tomb went 
out of use. Above it an occupation level dated to the end of the Late Bronze 
Age was found. Remains of this level, stratum VII, were also found in other 
squares in areas B and T. This last Bronze Age level at Laish, which was 
poorer than the earlier levels, continued into the beginning of the twelfth 
century BCE, when the city was conquered by the tribe of Dan. The last 
inhabitants of Laish resided within the area surrounded by the ram
parts, just as the inhabitants of the Middle Bronze Age liB city had done. 
IRON AGE. The first Israelite level at Dan, stratum VI, dated to the first half 
of the twelfth century BCE, is represented mainly by pits used as silos. Here 
and there were also traces of walls and floors from this stratum. The pits were 
sunk into the Bronze Age strata. Some were lined with field stones. Most of 
the pits were found in area B, although others exist in areas T, Y, and M, as 
well. Almost all of them contained a variety of vessels, mostly storage vessels 
and cooking pots. Other types, such as bowls, kraters, jugs, flasks, and 
storage jars, were found in smaller quantities. The storage vessels were 
mainly two types of pithoi-the collared rim and the "Galilean." Except 
for the collared-rim pithoi, most of the pottery seems to continue the Bronze 
Age ceramic tradition. The collared-rim pithoi, however, appear for the first 
time at Dan in stratum VI and resemble the pithoi found at sites from the 

A crucible, copper slag, and fragments of clay bellows, Iron I. 
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early Iron Age in the hill country ofJudah and Ephraim. Remains of stratum 
VI were found also in area T, the area which became the main cultic area of 
Dan. It was presumably in this area, in stratum VI, that the Danites installed 
the idol, ephod, and teraphim they brought from the land of Benjamin. 

Stratum V, the next Iron Age level, was identified in almost all the ex
cavation areas. It is represented by stone houses with stone and plaster floors 
and plastered roofs, remains of which were found in area B. The abundant 
pottery from this level includes collared-rim and "Galilean" pithoi, cooking 
pots, jugs and juglets, kraters, lamps, and parts of crucibles and tuyeres, used 
in the manufacture of copper objects. Stratum V was destroyed in a violent 
conflagration, whichleftalayerof ashandrubble0.6 to 1.2m thick in areas B, 
T, and M. The finds in this layer date the destruction to the mid-eleventh 
century BCE. An echo of the date of the destruction may have been preserved 
in Judges 18:31. 

Despite the thorough destruction, the site was not abandoned; the inhab
itants of stratum IV continued to use the walls from the previous level. In fact 
the material culture ofthis level continues the tradition of stratum V. Stratum 
IV, in areas B andY, yielded many fragments of crucibles and tuyeres, 
evidence of a well-developed copper industry. Stratum IV is divided into 
two phases, both of which provide evidence of contacts with the Phoenician 
world and its influence on the material culture at Dan. The "Philistine" pit in 
area Y may be assigned to this period. At the end of stratum IV A, certain 
architectural changes, indicative of extensive, officially initiated construc
tion activities, took place at Dan. These activities may be associated with 
Jeroboam I's installation of the golden calf at Dan. 

In area T, at the end ofthetenthcentury BCE, the foundation was set for a 
cult center. It was subsequently expanded considerably. At the same time, in 
area A, foundations were laid for the fortifications whose imposing remains 
(ninth century BCE) were exposed in the excavation. 
The High Place. The masonry structure designated by the excavator as 
bamah (high place) A was probably built by Jeroboam. Its remains comprise 
two com:ses of large dressed stones that total 19 m in length. The original 
width of the structure is estimated at some 8 m.lt was destroyed in a violent 
conflagration, attested by charred stones, perhaps during Ben-hadad's at
tack on Dan. Evidence that the structure was part of a cult precinct (perhaps 
the one referred to in 1 Kg. 12:31) comes from three large pithoi bearing 

Pottery assemblage, Iron I. 
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Area T: room of altars, with an altar built of five stones and an earthen jar 
next to it. 

Area T: (above) horn of the horned altar, 9th-8th centuries BCE; 

(below) horned altar. 

Cult precinct in the northern part of the site (area T). 
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Flight of stairs in the area of the bamot in area T. 

writhing snakes in relief, a storage jar containing seven-mouthed lamps, 
incense stands decorated in relief and painted, faience statuettes, a plastered 
installation the excavator believes served in a water ritual, and a clay bathtub 
with a shelf. The abundant pottery, including storage jars, jugs, juglets, and 
bowls of assorted sizes, can be assigned to the end of the tenth and beginning 
of the ninth centuries BCE. 

The most prominent structure exposed in area T is a square stone struc
ture, 19m sq, designated bamah B by the excavator. The structure is sur
rounded on the south, east, and west by a floor of yellowish, beaten trav
ertine. Its sides are built of limestone ashlars with dressed margins laid in 
headers and stretchers; such masonry is typical of the Iron Age at Samaria, 
Megiddo, Ramat Rai).el, and other sites. Wooden beams were probably 
inserted between the ashlar courses, as suggested by a ledge cut into the 
stones of one course; also found here were the sockets in which the beams 
were fixed to the stones. The original height of the structure is unknown; as 
excavated, its height on the south is at least 3m above the surrounding floor. 
This floor functioned as a courtyard for bamah B and other buildings and 
installations. Among the objects found here were a horned altar, a flight of 
five ashlar steps, one horn from a large horned altar (a similar one was found 
at Megiddo ), and an Astarte figurine. The finds clearly indicate that this was 
an Iron Age cult precinct in the ninth century BCE; the excavator attributes its 
construction to Ahab, a conjecture corroborated by the pottery repertoire. 
The monumental steps found to the south of the structure overlie the yellow 
travertine floor and therefore postdate bamah B. 
The Fortifications. On the southern slopes of the mound, in area A, two 
phases of Iron Age fortifications were exposed. The first consists of part 
of a structure built oflarge basalt stones whose walls were covered with white 
plaster. Also attributed to this phase is a pavement of fiat stones laid on a 
gradient toward the summit of the mound. Judging from the ceramic evi
dence, these remains may belong to a fort or gate built at the end of the tenth 
century BCE-in stratum IV. Jeroboam I, who set up the golden calf at Dan, 
presumably wished to make the place not only a religious but also an admin
istrative and military center; the southern fortifications may be ascribable to 
him. 

The next phase of building in area A is dated to the mid-ninth century BCE. 
This phase, stratum III, comprises the gate complex, the wall, and the pave
ment running up to the summit of the mound, possibly as well as other 
remains of masonry and fortifications unearthed in area B. The gate, 
29.5 by 17.8 m, is built on basalt foundations. Preserved in one of the walls 
are remnants of the bricks originally laid on the stone foundations. The gate 
had two towers and four guard rooms, two on each side. The width of its 
passageway was approximately 4 m. In the northeastern guard room, by the 
eastern wall, was a bench made of undressed stones. The guard rooms were 
not paved, but their walls were plastered. Outside the northern gate tower, 
against the eastern wall, were a bench built of dressed stones and a unique 

installation of white limestone ashlars. A pillar on a decorated stone base 
originally stood at each of its four corners. Two of the bases were discovered 
in situ, and a third in the rubble near the installation. The pillars may have 
supported a canopy, an installation perhaps used to accommodate the king's 
throne, as in 2 Samuel19:9 ("the king arose, and sat in the gate"). Another 
possibility is that this was a platform for an idol, perhaps one of the "high 
places" thatJosiah smashed ("and broke down the high places of the gates," 
2 Kg. 23:8). 

In front of the gate was a square with fiat basalt flagstones, some 19 by 10m 
in area. It was in some such square that Hezekiah assembled his commanders 
(2 Chr. 32:6), as it was protected by the city walls and the outer gate. Of the 
outer gate, the threshold (3.7 m wide), two sockets, a stone doorstop, one 
ashlar-built northern pier, and a bench were discovered. Of the pavement, 
which continues to the east and south, 17 by 11 m have been exposed; the 
paved area appears to be much larger. If so these are the remains of a paved 
square just outside the outer gate. 

Base of a pillar that may have supported a canopy at the city gate, area A, Iron II. 
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Base of the "canopy structure" with a bench next to it at the entrance to the southern city gate, area A, Iron II. 

The wall is 4 m wide and is built oflarge basalt stones; the exposed length of 
the wall on the east runs 29m from the outer gate and 43 m from the main, or 
inner, gate. It has been preserved to a height of3.5 m;judging from the brick 
debris found at its foot, it must have been higher. In the west, a length of60 m 
of the wall has been exposed. Two buttresses, 12m apart, were uncovered in 
the gate area. The length of each buttress is 5 m and they project outward 
from the wall by approximately 2m. They were probably built to strengthen 
thegate'sdefense. Theheightofthewallprobablyreachedatleast 12m as the 
paved square was built 5 m above the 
level of the plain outside, and to this 
the height of the guard rooms should 
be added, for a total of 12m above the 
surrounding area. 

The pavement begins outside the 
outer gate and continues westward 
through the main, inner gate for 
about 20 more m. At this point, it 
turns northward and ascends for 
some 40 m along a 28-degree in
cline, toward the summit of the 
mound. The street, which is now 
some 10m wide, was bounded by two 
rows of stones. The paving stones are 
visibly worn down by passersby. We 
consider this road to have been a royal 
processional route also used for reli
gious processions. 

In the eighth century, considerable 
changes were introduced: a stone wall 
was built across the road halfway to 
the summit, forcing passersby to turn 
east to a paved square that led to the 
western entrance of an upper gate 
complex. A tower, bench, and thresh
old attest to this new gate complex. 

Area A: paved entrance of the southern city 
gate. Iron Age, looking west. 

The pavement turns north toward the summit. A tower and an upper gate 
were found in area B. The eastern chamber is 4.2 by 3.1 min size, the western 
one 4.8 by 3.1 m. The passageway between the chambers is 3.7 m wide. A 
stone socket, larger (0.3 min diameter) and better hewn than those in the 
lower gate, was found near the western pier. At least three phases of con
struction were distinguished in the pavement. The gates were destroyed in the 
second half of the eighth century BCE, probably during the Assyrian attack 
against Israel. 



Area T: fountainhouse from Roman period. 

Despite the destruction of the gate, 
Dan continued to be inhabited. A 
storeroom containing more than 
300 juglets, above which was a layer 
of debris of charred bricksabout0.6m 
thick, was excavated. Together with 
these were other sherds, including 
fragments of bowls and kraters. Also 
found was an ostracon bearing the 
Hebrew inscription l'm:f. In area B, 
remains of buildings were found 
whose walls had been 1.5 m thick and 
11 m long. Buildings of similar sizes 
were found in area H, as well. Area M 
contained structures built on top of a 
pavement, some 120sqminarea,care
fully built of fiat stones. To the west 
and east of the bamah in area T were 
remains of structures containing nu
merous rooms. At the present stage of 
the excavations, we can safely say that 
this activity attests to development 
and economic growth in the wake 
of the Assyrian occupation. 

An abundance of pottery, including 
decanters, storage jars, cooking pots, 
lamps, and an ostracon with the in
scription lb'l plt ([belonging to] 
Ba'al Pelet) indicate that Dan was in
habited right up to the Babylonian 
occupation-which left no layer of ash to testify to a conflagration. 
HELLENISTIC AND ROMAN PERIODS. Extensive building was carried 
out in the area of the cult precinct during the Hellenistic period, disturbing 
the earlier remains. At least two phases of construction from the Hellenistic 
period were discovered in area T, in the southern and eastern parts of which 
beaten earth and travertine floors were uncovered. A stone wall, with an 
ashlar-built doorway in its center, enclosed the cult precinct on the south. 
The top of the bamah was expanded by the addition of large ashlars. Also 
assigned to this period is a large basin, plastered inside and outside, built 
against the southern wall of the Iron Age cult precinct. The basin is 1.5 min 
diameter and 1.1 m deep and has walls 0.6 m thick. No installations to supply 

Pottery figurine of 
the god Bes, 
Hellenistic period. 
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the basin with water (or to empty it) were found, indicating that water was 
probably brought in containers. A depression in the eastern inner side of the 
basin facilitated pouringinanddrawingoffwater. Thewaterin the basin may 
have served some cultic function. Seven coins from the Hellenistic period 
(fourth to second centuries BCE) were found in area T -three of Ptolemy I, 
two of Ptolemy II, one of Antiochus III, and one minted under Demetrius. 
The most important Hellenistic find at Dan, indicating the cultic nature of 
the high place, is a bilingual dedicatory inscription in Greek and Aramaic, 
"To the god who is in Dan." 

On the western slope of area T, approximately 40 m north of the Dan 
spring, a fountainhouse was discovered. It is a rectangular building (3.5 by 
2.5 m) built of dressed travertine stones in secondary use. A stone wall, four 
courses high, stood on the southern side of the building; alongside were six 
steps with a plastered area at their foot. The northern part of the building 
contained a plastered pool divided in two by a stone wall. On top ofthe wall a 
channel enabled the flow of water between the two parts of the pool. A clay 
pipe, opening into the upper eastern rim of the pool, brought water from the 
spring. A second clay pipe, at the bottom, let water out by leading it into a 
stone channel, through which it flowed back to the spring. This fountain
house was probably built during the Early Roman period and continued in 
use until the third and fourth centuries CE. 

In area T, thirty coins from the Late Roman period were also found, most 
dating to the fourth century CE-the reigns of Constantine I and II. During 

Bilingual dedicatory inscription in Greek and Aramaic: "To the god who is in Dan," 
3rd-2nd centuries BCE. 
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the Late Roman period, area T contained a spacious courtyard. At its north 
end were stones and a beaten limestone floor. Also found were remains of 
walls and a doorway. An altar or another structure may have been erected 
here. Access to this area was from the south, by means of stone steps, eleven 
of which were exposed in the excavation. Hellenistic and Roman pottery 
were found on the three upper steps, while the lower steps yielded pottery 
from the Iron Age. It follows that the steps were in use at a late period, and 
that the upper steps were probably repaired or added at that time. 

During the Hellenistic period, in area B, the chambers of the upper gate 
were blocked. The pavement, however, was still used by people entering the 
city or making pilgrimages to the cult precinct in the north. During the 
Roman period, the entrance to the city was elsewhere, and the monumental 
stone pavement went out of use; this is clear from the fact that water resevoirs 
or cisterns, paved with mosaics, were built over it. Two such reservoirs or 
cisterns were excavated at the foot of the mound, where the gate of the Iron 
Age city had been. Clay channels that brought the water from the springs in 
the north were uncovered in area B, as were installations used to regulate the 
flow of water. Farther up the slope another reservoir was found and, nearby, 
two tombs from the Roman period. Evidence for occupation during the 
Roman period was also found on the western slope of the site. The site 
was apparantly abandoned in the fourth century CE, as only a few sherds 
and beads of the Early Arab period were found. 
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AVRAHAM BIRAN 

DAWWARA, KHIRBET ED-
IDENTIFICATION AND EXPLORATION 
Khirbet ed-Dawwara is a small, one-level site at the desert's edge in the 
territory of Benjamin (map reference 1778. I 415), approximately 1.5 km 
(1 mi.) southeast of the modern village of Mukhmas and 10 km (6 mi.) 
northeast of Jerusalem. The site was occupied for approximately one hun
dred years, from the second half of the eleventh to the end of the tenth 
centuries BCE; no evidence has been found for more than one building 
phase. The settlement was built on a limestone knoll at the tip of a 
spur, at an altitude of 600 m above sea level. The site was first examined 
by Z. Kallai as part of the Survey ofJudea, Samaria and the Golan (1968). A. 
Mazar, D. Amit, and Z. Ilan examined the site during a survey of the road 
from Mukhmas to Jericho and fixed the area of the ruins at slightly over 1 a., 

consisting of a circular enclosure surrounded by a stone fence. They defined it 
as typical of Israelite settlements in the hill region during the Iron Age I. 

Even before excavations began, various traces of occupation were visible 
on the surface, mainly a peripheral wall 1.1 to 1.2 m thick, delineating the top 
of the knoll. It was this wall that gave the site its oval shape, also inspiring the 
Arabic name, Khirbet ed-Dawwara (the enclosed, or circular, ruin). Above 
ground on the west of the site, not far from the enclosure wall, stood three 
rows of monolithic pillars, of the sort typical offour-room houses during the 
Iron Age. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Two seasons of excavations were carried out at the site in 1985 and 1986 

Khirbet ed-Dawwara: general view. 



under the direction of I. Finkelstein, on behalf ofBar-Ilan University. Three 
main areas were excavated along the perimeter wall, on the west, east, and 
north of the site. Approximately 1,000 sq m, constituting some 20 percent of 
the site, were cleared. 

The excavations revealed that the site was surrounded by a wall. Two 
segments of this wall were exposed on the western side of the site, one 
approximately 18m long and the other 5 m long. Another short segment 
was identified in a sounding carried out in the southern part of the site. The 
wall rested on bedrock and was built of large field stones, some of them 
exceptionally large~2 to 3 m thick. It has been preserved to a height of 
1.2 m (two or three courses). In the Late Roman or Byzantine period a 
terracelike boundary wall, about 1 m thick, was built on the debris of the 
old wall, the stones of which were reused. This wall, whose stones were laid 
rather carelessly, was probably intended to prevent soil erosion from the top 
of the hill and permit seasonal cultivation ofthe land. It was this wall that was 
visible on the surface before the excavations began. The gate of the (old) wall 
was presumably in the north of the site, in the direction of the spur. 

Wherever the excavators dug inside the wall they found remains of build
ings, mostly of the four-room house type. These buildings were particularly 
well preserved in the western part of the site, where it was possible to re
construct three four-room houses, two of them abutting each other, and 
perhaps a section of one more building. The length of the buildings is 11 to 
13.5mand their wid this 9to 11.5m. Their walls are built of one or two tiers of 
stones, preserved to a height of0.8 m. The monolithic pillars reach a height of 
1.15 m. In two of the three rows of pillars, low partitions between the pillars 
can be discerned. Wherever the rock surface was flat and smooth, it was used 
as the floor and cupmarks were made in it. Wherever the rock slopes down
ward, the floor was leveled by means of a fill oflight-colored chalky material. 
A few installations, including baking ovens (tabuns), were found on the 
floors. 

There are no signs anywhere in the excavated area of more than one level, 
and there is no evidence of any modifications in the plans of the buildings. 
Two of the buildings, 118 and 131, were built perpendicular to the wall, which 
thus served as the back wall of their broadrooms. The walls of the buildings 
and the peripheral wall are integrated, indicating that the buildings and the 
wall were constructed at the same time. The two other buildings, four-room 
house 103 and building 124, were built parallel to the wall about 15m away 
(the houses were entered from the direction of the center of the site, but that 
area has been completely eroded). The general plan of the settlement, as it 
emerges from the excavation in this major area, thus consists of a row of four
room houses, mostly attached to one another, and buildings parallel to the 
wall alternating with others perpendicular to it. This plan created a row of 
rooms inside the wall, somewhat resembling casemates. Some of these rooms 
are the broadrooms of the buildings perpendicular to the wall; the others are 
independent spaces. 

The structures in the two areas on the eastern part of the site were less well 
preserved than those on the west. Only in one place, in the northeast, was a 
house with monolithic columns built 
perpendicular to the wall. Here, too, 
there is no evidence for more than one 
building phase. The plan of the settle
ment in this area was probably the 
same as that described above. 

The central core of the site is, as 
already stated, completely eroded, 
with bedrock exposed on the sur
face. The openings of three cisterns 
are visible. In addition, another five 
or six cisterns were dug in the slope 
of the hill; these are still in use, serving 
shepherds from Mukhmas, who fre
quent them with their flocks. 

The site was abandoned in an order
ly fashion and there are no signs of 
conflagration or destruction. The 
finds in the buildings were rather 
poor: only a few vessels, but a large 
quantity of sherds. The oldest sherds 
are characteristic of the Iron Age I, but 
not too varied: a few cooking pots and 
collared-rim jars. Some of the col
lared-rim jars are more similar to pi
thoi from the tenth century BCE than 
to those from the Early Iron Age I. 
Neither were any other typical Early 

General view of the western excavation 
area. 

Plan of part of the western part of the 
excavation area. 
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Iron Age I sherds found at the site. 
In view of this information, the 
foundation of the site should be 
dated to the second half of the 
eleventh century BCE. At that time, 
vessels typical of the "Israelite 
settlement" period were still com
mon at parallel sites along the 
hillcrest, but their proportion in 
the pottery assemblages was in
creasingly small. 

Most of the pottery found at 
Khirbet ed-Dawwara has been as
signed to the tenth century BCE. 

The repertoire includes the charac
teristic kraters and cooking pots of 
the period, as well as jugs and cook
ing jugs. Particularly noteworthy 
are a few burnished potsherds. 
No pottery characteristic of later 
stages of the Iron Age II was 
found at the site. Hence, the aban
donment of the site should prob
ably be dated to the end ofthe tenth 
century BCE. 

SUMMARY 
The main significance of this site is 
its location at the desert fringe of 
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the territory ofBenjamin. This was a center of activity for the Israelites on the 
eve of and in the early phase of the period of the monarchy. Its architectural 
features are also unique. Particularly significant is the early date of the 
fortification. The fortifications at Khirbet ed-Dawwara are possibly the 
earliest Iron Age I fortifications discovered in the hill country. They herald 
the construction of the great stone fortifications of the tenth century BCE at 
such sites as Gezer and Mizpah (Tell en-Na~beh). It may be assumed that at 
this early stage the two types of Iron Age II walls~solid walls and casemate 
walls~were not yet clearly distinguishable. On the one hand, Khirbet ed
Dawwara exhibits a row of four-room houses along the periphery of the 
settlement, as at nearby Ai and Tellen-Na~behin the Iron Agel. Atthosetwo 
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sites, however, all the buildings are aligned at right angles to the external wall 
and their broadrooms form casemates of sorts. The buildings at Khirbet ed
Dawwara, on the other hand, are alternately perpendicular and parallel to 
the slope, and they are reinforced by a solid wall, which is actually part of 
them, as if the external walls of the perpendicularly aligned four-room houses 
had been thickened. This created a combination of a solid wall with case
mate-like structures inside it. In a slightly later period, it was again common 
to find a plan offour-room houses abutting one another and at right angles to 
the slope, but at that stage the broadrooms functioned as casemates proper. 
Thus, the plan of the buildings at Khirbet ed-Dawwara constitutes a phase of 
architectural (not necessarily chronological) transition in the development 
of town/village planning during the Iron Age. 

Khirbet ed-Dawwara is the only small Iron Age I site in the highlands 
(slightly more than 1 a.) surrounded by a massive wall. Moreover, it is the 

only site of this period east of the line of permanent settlements along the 
desert border. While it is true that this may have been a settlement based on 
animal husbandry and the cultivation of grain on small plots of land in the 
nearby valleys, excavation has not yielded finds typical of hill country sites, 
in particular of sites in grain-growing areas-storage pits, grindstones, and 
sickle blades-to testify to everyday agricultural activity. 

The historical circumstances that motivated the foundation of a settle
ment of this particular shape at this unusual location, or those that provoked 
its abandonment one century later, have not been clarified by the excava
tions; neither has any progress been made in identifying the site. 

I. Finkelstein, ES! 4 (1985), 20; 6 (1987-1988), 48; id., TA 17 (1990), 163-209. 
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DEIR, KHIRBET ED-
IDENTIFICATION AND EXPWRATION 
Khirbet ed-Deir (the Monastery Ruin) is in the Judean Desert, in the central 
part ofNal).al 'Arugot (map reference 1739.1038). Remains of a Byzantine 
monastery from the sixth to seventh centuries CE were found on the ridge of 
the wadi (nal).al), or dry river bed, and in the gorge south of it. The gorge (c. 
100m long and 20-30 m wide) is surrounded on three sides by steep, 12-m
high rock faces. The identification of the monastery is as yet unclear, but it 
was one of several Byzantine monasteries in the J udean Desert, a product of 
the monastic movement that had arisen in the region at the time. The set
tlement that supported the monks ofKhirbet ed-Deir was probably Capar
baricha, identified with the Arab village of Bani Na'im, about 8 km (5 mi.) 
west of the site. Ancient paths led to the monastery from Bani Na'im and 
from Tekoa. 

The site was discovered in 1873 by the surveyors of the Palestine Explora
tion Fund. It was first identified as a Byzantine monastery by M. Marcoff and 
D. J. Chitty in the 1920s. In 1982-1987, systematic excavations were carried 
out here under the direction ofY. Hirschfeld and R. Birger. The excavations 
revealed that the monastery had been built in the early sixth century CE and 
abandoned in the mid-seventh century, probably in the wake of the Arab 
conquest. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE RUINS 
The monastery builders, in exploiting the area's unique topography, con
structed two separate enclaves: the residential quarters on the top of the ridge 
and the communal buildings-the church complex and the refectory-in the 
gorge below. A paved path linked the two parts. 
THE CHURCH COMPLEX. The church complex comprises a church builtin 
a cave, a baptistery, and a burial alcove. 
Church Cave. The church cave measures 10 by 25 m. Its ceiling reaches a 
height of approximately 5 m. The cave's wide opening was blocked by a wall 
23m long and 1.2 to 1.6 m thick, with an entryway in its center. The cave's 
interior walls were plastered, and parts were shaped to give the cavity well
defined contours. The floor was paved with mosaics. 

The nave of the church was almost square (1 0 by 11m). At its eastern end, 
the position ofthealtarcan be seen in thecenterofthedais (5 by7m). Parts of 
the altar were discovered in one of the church's auxiliary rooms. A small 
niche, probably for housing sacred utensils, was carved into the wall at the 
eastern end of the dais. To the south was another semicircular rock-hewn 
niche; a small depression in its base supported a small chest or reliquary for 
sacred relics. 

The nave's central mosaic is adorned with flowers surrounded by a geo-

Khirbet ed-Deir: general view. 
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metric, interlaced pattern bearing a sequence of alternating square and 
round medallions. At the center of each medallion various types of 
fruit, baskets of fruit, a scythe, a parasol, and other images are depic
ted. At the eastern end of the mosaic, a three-line Greek inscription in 
a tabula ansata, taken from the Septuagint version of Psalm 106:4-5 
reads: "Remember us, 0 Lord, with the favour thou hast to this peo
ple; visit us with thy salvation that we may behold the good of thine 
elect." The segment of the mosaic next to the reliquary was executed in 
particularly rich colors. In producing the mosaic-a medallion with a star 
at its center-the craftsman made use of a wide spectrum of colors: black, 
gray, green, red, brown, yellow, and beige. In the western part of the church 
cave, three interconnecting rooms were set aside for the needs ofthe clergy. A 
pile of marble fragments originally from the area of the dais was found in a 
corner of the middle room (4.5 by 6.5 m). 
Baptistery. The baptistery (3 by 7.5 m) is situated outside the church. A small 
font was uncovered in one corner. The basin lies near the mouth of a large 
cistern that has another opening inside the church. 
Burial Alcove. West of the church there is a burial alcove in a natural niche in 
the rock. Leading into the niche is a small room (1.9 by 3 m) with a mosaic 
floor adorned with two crosses and a nine-line inscription in Greek. The 
inscription is a passage from 1 Corinthians 15:52-53, with the verses placed in 
reverse order: "This perishable nature must put on the imperishable, and this 
mortal nature must put on immortality. For the trumpet will sound, and the 
dead will be raised." It is evident from this inscription, with its theme of 
resurrection, and the two crosses adjacent to it that the niche was used as a 
burial place. This is probably the tomb of the monastery's founder. It is 

Church cave: the bema area, looking east. 
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The church complex: (above) plan; (below) isometric reconstruction. 

reminiscent of the tomb of St. Sabas, which provides the focal point for 
the Mar Saba monastery, also in the Judean Desert (q.v.). 
DINING HALL COMPLEX. The dining hall complex was built around a 
small inner courtyard. The refectory was a two-story structure: the ground 
floor served as the kitchen, but the monks gathered for their communal meals 
in the story above. This elongated structure has an interior width of about 5 m 
and a length of25 m. The pieces of mosaic found on the ground-level stone 
floor suggest the existence of an upper story, from which they would have 
fallen. Some well-preserved facilities on the ground floor indicate that the 
area was used for cooking and baking. Most notable is a round brick oven 
(interior diameter, 2.4 m) for baking bread. This oven probably supported a 
domed baked-brick roof, like the sixth-century oven found intact at Saint 
Catherine's monastery in the Sinai Desert. Other facilities on the ground 

The altar table. 
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Khirbet ed-Deir: the monastery refectory, looking southwest. 

floor included a double sink, a cooking stove, a granary, an olive press, and 
next to it, a stone for crushing olives. The existence of a refectory complex 
with these components is proof of the monastery's cenobitic character. 
RESIDENTIAL QUARTERS. The residential quarters were adapted to the 
topography of the long, narrow ridge. Four walls were constructed parallel 
to its longitudinal axis. Each wall was 55 m long, and the distance between the 
first and the last wall was approximately 35 m. The walls served as the 
foundations for the terraced building platforms on which the monks' cells 
were built. 

Along the sides of the ridge are the remains of two towers. The upper tower 
was built on top of the hill, at the site's highest point. The lower tower, built 
above the church cave, was a square structure (5 m on each side). It was 
probably as high as a two- or three-story building. 
THE BURIAL CHAPEL. The remains of a small chapel paved with mosaics 
were found abutting the church wall. The mosaics bear geometric patterns 
and an inscription in Greek: "Holy presbyters, intercede for peace for this 
place and for our souls." The chapel encloses the opening to a cave that 
measures about 5 by 6 m. Inside, the cave is divided by shallow walls into a 

number ofburial chambers. Apparently, the chapel and cave served as tombs 
for priests and monks distinguished for their piety. 
THE MONASTERY GARDEN. In the lower part of the gorge, cultivated 
plots and terraces were developed in an area of about half an acre. Because of 
the region's aridity, every drop of water was carefully exploited to irrigate the 
garden. Flash floodwaters rushing through the channel bed were diverted by 
means of two aqueducts into two of the monastery's cisterns. The overflow 
was collected in a reservoir that could hold some 450 cum of water. This pool 
was created by a massive dam (2.5 m high) that spans the width of the gorge. 
Another source of water was rainfall, whose runoff from the monastery's 
roofs and courtyards was channeled into the garden area by means of gutters 
and canals. 
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DEIR 'AIN 'ABATA 
IDENTIFICATION AND EXPWRATION 
The site ofDeir 'Ain 'Abata is precariously positioned on a steep mountain 
cliff overlooking the southeast end of the Dead Sea and the modern town of 
Safi (ancient Zoar) in Jordan (map reference 1979.0527). At its base lies a 
freshwater spring, perhaps its most significant natural feature. The rest of the 
terrain is rugged and generally unsuitable for settlement. Deir 'Ain 'Abata is 
identified as the MonasteryofSaint Lot, depicted on the Medebamap. This is 
not only apparent from its geographic position, but also by the discovery of a 
cave associated with the traditional story of Lot and by an inscription men
tioning Lot himself. 

Although Deir 'Ain 'Abata was known by the local inhabitants ofSafi, it 
was only first reported officially by B. MacDonald in 1986 during his survey 
of the area. The following year K. D. Politis began a systematic survey of the 
site and, in 1988, an excavation project sponsored by the British Museum. 
Field seasons were also conducted in 1990, 1991, and 1992. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
The earliest occupation at Deir 'Ain 'Abatais represented by pottery and flint 
scatters belonging to the Late Chalcolithic to Early Bronze Age. A large 
rectangular structure is also attributed to this period. Nineteen late Middle 
Bronze Age II cairn tombs, mostly robbed, were found around the north of 
the main site. One has a double chamber and is situated above the others, 
which may signify some superior social status. 

The ancient occupation nearest to the spring is Nabatean and includes an 
enclosed cemetery. 
THE MONASTERY. The most substantial buildings found at Deir 'Ain 
'Abata belong to the Byzantine to Early Abbasid periods (c. fifth-eighth 
centuries). These were the focus of the excavations. They revealed a monastic 
complex comprising a three-apse basilica church built around a cave, a large 
arched reservoir with a water-catchment system, domestic and kitchen areas, 
and terraced fields surrounding the settlement. Three mosaic floors were 
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uncovered that were adorned with geometric, floral, and animal designs. 
Each had a Byzantine-Greek inscription. The first had the words TEAOL 
KAAON (good end) within a cross just below the altar. This wish is unique 
among church inscriptions. A second, six-line inscription in front of the 
chancel lists names of officials associated with the church and ends with 
a construction date, May 691. The last inscription is in front of the entrance 
to the cave in the north aisle. Enclosed by a tabula ansata, it is four lines long 
and names the bishop and abbot atthattime and the date, April606. The cave 
itself has a plain mosaic floor followed by two flights of steps leading into a 
simple room paved with marble slabs. 
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Above: cave and basilica church of St. Lot at Deir 'A in 'Aba(a; below: entrance to the 
cave. 

Overview from the east of the basilica church of St. Lot at Deir 'Ain 'Aba(a. 
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Deir 'A in 'Abata: plan of the basilica. 
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The pottery repertoire is largely representative of the Byzantine period, 
with some evidence of Roman-Nabatean and Abbasid wares. The most 
interesting pottery finds are several hundred green and brown "soda 
wood-ash" glazed sherds, for which no parallel can be found. 

The date of construction of the church is placed in the seventh century by 
the two mosaic inscriptions. On the evidence of Abbasid pottery and glass 
found on the mosaic floors, it is postulated that the church ceased functioning 
in the late eighth century. The earlier pottery, belonging to the fifth and sixth 
centuries, was only found below the mosaic floor. This, along with a number 
of reused, inscribed architectural stones, indicates the existence of an earlier 
church on the spot. The reservoir was also rebuilt in the seventh century and 
used for several centuries, perhaps even after the church stopped functioning 
as a religious institution. 

For most of the other structures in the monastic settlement there is no 
evidence of occupation later than the sixth century. It is possible to conclude, 
therefore, that the monastery stopped functioning at the end ofthe Byzantine 
period and that only the cave and the church, with its adjacent reservoir, were 
used into the Abbasid period. 

R. G. Khouri, The Antiquities of the Jordan Rift Valley, Amman 1988, 108; B. MacDonald (eta!.), 
BASOR 272 (1988), 23-45; id. (and K. D. Politis), LA 38 (1988), 287-296; id., Southern Ghors Northern 
Araba Survey (Univ. of Sheffield Monograph Series 3), Sheffield 1991; K. D. Politis, LA 38 (1988), 461-
462; 40 (1990), 467-476; 41 (1991), 517-518; id., ADAJ 33 (1989), 227-233; 34 (1990), 377-387. 
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IDENTIFICATION 
Tell Deir 'Alia is located in the eastern Jordan Valley, in an area called Ghor 
Abu Obeideh, close to where the Zerqa (Jabbok) River enters the Jordan 
Valley. The distance to the Jordan River is 5 km (3 mi.) and to the Zerqa 1.5 
km (1 mi.). The tell is located near the eastern edge of the valley terrace. The 
valley's delta-shaped extension, up to 2 km (1.2 mi.) farther east along the 
Zerqa River, gives the site both a prominent position in the area and a 
considerable amount of surrounding agricultural land. The fertile soil in 
this steppe region is relatively easily irrigated with water from the Zer
qa, the traditional source before the East Ghor canal came into use in 
1960. Tell Deir 'Alia is a medium-sized mound or tell, oblong in shape 
in an east-west direction, whose maximum measurement at its base is 
250 by 200 m and its summit is 130 by 40 m. It rises 28 m above the 
plain; at its western part, it is 6 m lower than that. The summit is 201 
m below sea level. 

The region in which Tell Deir 'Alia is located is referred to in ancient 
sources, including Shishak l's victory stela at Karnak, erected after his 
military expedition in the region. It is men
tioned in the Bible in the context of such place 
names as Adam(ah), Penuel, Succoth, and 
Zarethan. According to 1 Kings 7:46, Phoe-

Tell Deir 'Alia: (above) map of the mound and 
excavation areas; (right) aerial view. 

nician craftsmen in the region cast bronzes for Solomon's temple in Je
rusalem. 

The site's name means "monastery situated high up." It has been identified 
mainly with two historical places, Succoth and Penuel. S. Merrill was the first 
to suggest Succoth, mainly because the Jerusalem Talmud identifies Succoth 
with Tar'ala, or Dar'ala, which may very well have been Tell Deir 'Alia. 
Identification with Penuel was proposed by A. Lemaire, based mainly on the 
existence of a large sanctuary at Deir 'Alia in the Late Bronze Age. Archae
ological research has not yet offered certain identification ofthe site with any 
of the places named in the written sources, which are often characterized 
contradictorily. 

EXPlORATION 
Early topographical descriptions were given by Merrill and C. Steuernagel. 
Extensive surface explorations of the site were carried out by Glueck until 
1942, in which he identified surface pottery sherds as originating in the 
Middle Bronze Age II, the Late Bronze Age II, and the Iron Age I-11. 



Inscription on a clay tablet in alphabetic script, c. 1200 BCE. 

The first archaeological excavations at Tell Deir 'Alla were conducted 
along the northern slope. In 1960, a team from the Netherlands, directed 
by H. J. Franken of the University ofLeiden, opened a 30-m-wide stepped 
trench. In four seasons (1960-1964), the main goal-to collect a corpus of 
well-stratified, commonly used pottery from the Late Bronze Age and Early 
Iron Age-was reached. Franken's approach to the site was to emulate the 
detailed stratigraphical analysis practiced by K. M. Kenyon at Tell es-Sul
tan. In the course of the work, a Late Bronze Age sanctuary was discovered. 
In 1967, a new series of excavations was initiated to extend the excavation 
area to the east and southeast, in order to unearth the sanctuary complex. In 
addition, a sounding was made at the medieval tell (Tell Abu Gourdan), 
about 50 m to the northeast of Tell Deir 'Alla. 

Excavations were resumed in 1976 that were continued in 1978, 1979, 
1982, 1984, and 1987 by a joint expedition from the University of Lei
den, the Department of Antiquities ofJordan, and, since 1980, the Yarmouk 
University in Irbid. The expedition was codirected by M. M. Ibrahim (DAJ 
and Yarmouk University), Franken (1976 and 1978) and G. van der Kooij 
(since 1979) from Leiden. The format for their research, a diachronic set
tlement study, was to excavate extensions of the previously excavated areas 
to the east and southeast (partly prompted by questions concerning the 
context of the Balaam inscription discovered in 1967). To date, Iron Age 
II strata have been excavated in the area under study, and some Middle 
Bronze Age rescue work has been done at the southeastern foot of the 
mound. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
The cultural history of the site is beginning to emerge, but some periods 
(especially the Middle Bronze and Iron Age I) have only been excavated in a 
small area. Chalcolithic sherds were found on the site, but they probably 
originated elsewhere. It is likely that they were embedded in the clay collected 
for mud bricks and terracing, from a nearby area to the northeast, where 
many Chalcolithic remains can be found on the surface. 
MIDDLE BRONZE AGE II. Middle Bronze Age remains were found in an 

Faience vase 
with the name of 
the Egyptian 
queen Tawesret, 
from the LB 
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area of nearly 100 sq mat the southeastern foot of the mound. Bulldozer cuts 
farther east revealed that the settlement was built on top of a small natural hill 
of banded clay that rises a few meters above the plain. Several habitation 
phases were revealed, but the remains of the earliest one are the best pre
served and are to be connected with the Middle Bronze Age II. Heavy mud
brick walls were still standing up to 2.5 m high, preserving two complete 
doorways. There are possible traces of a clay glacis against a related wall. 
Portions of several rooms were excavated, but there was little pottery. Inside 
one room, two bent bronze tools were found at the bottom of a squarish 
stone-lined pit, apparently discarded. One is a three-pronged fork, 80 em 
long and 10.5 em wide at the fork. It is comparable to large forks found at 
Middle Bronze Age Byblos and Gezer. How the rooms were used is not 
certain. 
LATE BRONZE AGE. The surface of the natural hill, with its Middle Bronze 
Age ruins, was extended toward the north with clay (with Middle Bronze and 
Late Bronze Age sherds in it), soon after the beginning of the Late Bronze 
Age. This was revealed by a bulldozer cut at the eastern and northeastern foot 
of the mound, as well as by a sounding in the central part of the northern 
slope. At this spot, the terrace (c. 7 m above the plain) was used for building 
the earliest phase of the Late Bronze Age sanctuary. 

Late Bronze Age remains had been excavated in the 1960s on the northern 
slope of the mound. Four phases were distinguished, but most of the data 
concern the last phase (E), of which some 300 sq m were unearthed. The 
destruction of phase E has been dated by carbon-14 (charred wood from a 
roofbeam, GrN-4553) as 3130 ± 60 BP, concurring with the carbon-14 age of 
material from the following period. However, a faience vase of the queen 
Tawesret (1205-1194 BCE) from the same phase points to a later date. 

The earlier Late Bronze phases have been reached only in a few small 
soundings. Those reveal that the "cella" of phase E was originally built 
on the artificial terrace, or platform, but was renewed regularly in the fol
lowing centuries by adding a thick layer of fresh clay to the floor and a disk
shaped stone to the pillar bases. The walls and roof were raised to keep them 
above the surrounding buildings. Phase E was brought to an end by an 
earthquake and attendant fire. 

The cella was constructed with exceptionally thick walls ( 4 to 5 bricks 
wide) and had two pillar bases on its oblong axis, running north-south, 15m 
of which have been unearthed. Its southern end has not been excavated, but it 
probably provided access to the room. Among the artifacts found inside this 
room are the Tawesret faience vase mentioned above, as well as sherds of two 
"window pots," examples of which were also found in adjacent rooms and 
may have to be identified as pottery shrines. Storerooms were uncovered to 
the west of this cella; to its east, parts of several rooms, including one with a 
collection of twelve rectangular clay tablets, were excavated. Three of the 
tablets were incised with a script not yet satisfactorily deciphered; the others 
were incised with seven or so small holes (dots) only. Other objects recovered 
include cylinder seals, scarabs, faience beads, Mycenean pottery, and small 
bronze armor plates. 

The foreign items indicate a more than local use of the sanctuary which 
originally must have been a conspicuous building in the region. Further
more, mineralogical analyses of the pottery from the building complex show 

Pottery "shrine" from the LB sanctuary, c. 1200 BCE. 

Goblet from the early phase of the LB 
sanctuary. 
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the use of a type of temper not locally available. This indicates that a con
siderable percentage of the vessels was not produced locally, but in the 
adjacent mountains and plateau. According to Franken, all this points 
to the use of the site as a trading center between the mountains of Gilead 
and Egypt, with the sanctuary as a sanctioning institution connected with 
this trade. 

After the destruction of the phase E complex, attempts to rebuild the 
sanctuary were unsuccessful, and the site remained a ruin. 
IRON AGE. The earlier Iron Age strata include phases A to L (twelfth-tenth 
centuries BCE). They were excavated in the stepped trench on the northern 
slope from 1960 to 1962 and slightly in 1976, and farther east in later seasons. 
They will be dealt with below under Iron Age I. The later Iron Age strata were 
excavated at the northeastern part ofthe top of the tell in 1967 and from 1976 
to 1987. A preliminary Roman numerical system was adopted for these 
strata, starting with I at the top. The two strata systems overlap, but a 
definite correlation has not yet been established, except that phase IX equals 
phase M from 1967. 
Iron Age I. Twelve phases were exposed in an area of between 150 and 300 sq 
m. They are clustered into two periods. 

PHASES A-D. The carbon-14date (GrN-4749) of charred grain coming from 
the end of this range is 3140 ± 35 years BP. 

After the destruction of the Late Bronze Age temple complex, bronze
smiths used the area of the ruinsfortheircraftforabouthalfacentury. There 
are indications that this population, at least in part, lived in tents, staying 
there in the winter and spring only. Agriculture was practiced, as was sheep
herding. A large furnace (burned and rebuilt a few times) and a tuyere were 
found. The area was suitable for bronze smelting and casting because clay 
was available near the site for molds and wood for fuel came from the nearby 
Ajlun slopes. Some Philistine pottery was found in phases A-C, but this does 
not necessarily indicate any direct influence by a Philistine population. Many 
pear-shaped pits were dug in these phases, but their use is not clear. Traces of 
some walls were also found, but no complete rooms. Phase C ended with an 
earthquake. PhaseD had some rebuilding and ended in a severe fire involving 
stored fuel wood. 

PHASES E-L. The second Iron Age I range is dated to the eleventh and tenth 
centuries BCE. A carbon-14 analysis of charcoal from an ash layer in phase J 
gives a date of3000 ± 40 years BP. A different settlement character appears in 
phase E, as there were many more buildings. However, they were generally of 
light construction, often with walls only one brick wide. A number of the 
walls were built on a foundation of reed layers. Some ofthe walls were used in 
several phases, being raised slightly together with their associated floors. 

Jug from Iron Age, 
phase A. 

However, a few thick wall fragments were recovered, beginning in phase E, 
and part of a substantial building with such walls, of uncertain use, was found 
in phase H. Phase K had a round mud-brick tower (c. 7 min diameter, only 
partially excavated), as well as a thick east -west wall against it. Together they 
may have formed a town wall with a gate. 

Excavations at a few locations in the northeastern part of the summit may 
have reached this period as well (in 1984 and 1987); phases X and XI may 
equal phase L of the earlier excavations, but no physical stratigraphic con
nection has been made yet. A storeroom was found with twelve storage jars, 
closed with clay stoppers, that originally held a liquid, not yet identified. One 
of the jars held thousands of calcified ants (and some wood lice and milli
pedes). 
Iron Age II. The Iron II period includes phases IX to VI, excavated in the 
northeasternquarterofthe site(areaB), near the summit, mainly in 1967 and 
since 1976. The phases, often badly preserved, were exposed in an area of700 
to 1,000 sq m. 

PHASE IX(= M) is to be dated to about 800 BCE. The carbon-14 analyses of 
grainandleafmaterial(GrN-14260: 2630 ± 50BP)werecalibrated to around 

Pottery vessels from phase IX of the Iron Age. 



800 BCE. Pottery studies point to the same period. Some scholars dealing with 
the Balaam inscription (see below) are inclined to relate the destructive 
earthquake of this phase to the one mentioned in the Bible (Am. 1:1), 
to be dated to about 760 BCE. 

The settlement in this phase was destroyed by an earthquake, and partly by 
fire, leaving the contents of the rooms in situ as they were during use. The 
excavated part (about one-third of the preserved part ofthe remains) shows a 
conglomerate of small rooms, many roofed, some unroofed, and a few alleys. 
The walls are mostly one brick wide; they were laid on a layer of reeds, 
without stones at their base. Many of the walls had been rebuilt. In pla
ces, floors were paved with cobblestones and limeyclayplaster. Several of the 
rooms have very thin partition walls and clay bins, or basins, that are cy
lindrical or square in shape and often filled with grain or linseed. Some rooms 
have well-made brick-lined pits. Many groups of 15 to 30 loom weights were 
found in different rooms, almost all doughnut-shaped; at least one group was 
used for weaving with hemp threads. Most of the rooms also had a large 
amount and variety of pottery (kraters, bowls,jars,jugs, cups), often with the 
carbonized remains of their original contents-barley, wheat, lentils, bitter 
vetch, grapes, olives, black cumin, sesame, and even garden cress. Clearly, 
the fields around the site were intensively cultivated and, at least in part, were 
irrigated. There are indications, however, that herbs were also imported. The 
animal remains, apart from a large amount of dung (stored as fuel in a 
number of the rooms), include five complete antlers of the Mesopotamian 
fallow deer. 

Several ofthewallshad been partly covered with a 5- to 7-mm thicklayerof 
lime plaster, all of which was recovered from wall collapse. In one case, this 
plaster was used for writing and drawing purposes. A lengthy inscription, 
found in 1967, written with black and red ink, probably as one column at least 
one meter high, was framed with red lines. Outside the frame there are 
drawings, of a sphinx, for example. The preserved fragments of the text 
(now on display in the 'Amman Museum in Jordan) deal with the "seer 
of the gods, Balaam, son of Beor," to be identified with the Balaam in 
Numbers 22 to 24, and his vision, prophecy, and curses. The script and 
language may be taken as a local variety of Aramaic. The small room with 
this inscription, originally at its western end, had rough benches on two or 
three sides opposite the inscription. Inscriptions found in other rooms in
clude a short text on a round, unworked stone (diameter, c. 15 em): "stone of 
sr"." The stone's smooth surface indicates frequent handling. Close to it, an 
exceptional goblet and a jug were found inscribed with the same last word. A 
religious use has been suggested for the stone, particularly in combination 
with the goblet, but its use as a weight is also possible. 

Although the plaster inscription, and perhaps the stone, suggest a religious 
context, the building remains show no indications of cultic use. On the other 
hand, the quarters excavated do have a domestic and an industrial and 
commercial character. Several of the objects recovered can be considered 
luxury or special goods-the Phoenician red-polished jugs with herbs, de
corated bone inlay, an incised bone kohl tube, and a high-footed basalt bowl, 
which remained in use even after it was broken. 

PHASES VIII AND vn. Following the destruction of phase IX, some leveling 
was carried out and a few buildings were constructed. However, they were 
hardly used (phase VIII) and were de-
stroyed again, but without signs of 
fire. After some time, more leveling, 
a little building, and some courtyard 
accumulation occurred (phase VII). 

PHASE VI. In phase VI, the next ma
jor building phase, a great deal of le
veling ofthe preceding ruins and ofthe 
gentle slope took place. Carbon-14 
analysis (GrN-9175) gives a date of 
2540 ± 25 BP, calibrated to about 
750 BCE. To the north, a mud-brick 
wall (1.4 m thick) running east to west 
was built, of which more than 20 m 
have been recovered. Farther north 
was a badly preserved parallel wall, 
with living spaces with cylindrical 
clay bins between them. South of this 
possible defense system, a few build
ings with relatively heavy walls were 
constructed, on stone foundations 
this time. Little of the rooms re
mained following their destruction 
by fire and as a result of large-scale 
pit digging by later inhabitants. The 
domestic character of the settlement is 

Storage jars in situ from phase X, Iron II. 
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suggested by the pottery assemblages, as well as by some tannur areas. 
Carrot-shaped bottles (the short type) characterize the pottery assembla
ges. The large east-west wall was repaired where necessary, and a few new 
buildings were again constructed to the south of it, such as a storeroom for 
fodder. Much courtyard accumulation occurred. The oldest ostracon found 
so far at the site comes from the wash debris from this phase. 

By the end of phase VI (phase V /VI in the preliminary reports), buildings 
were no longer being constructed in the excavated area. Some large pits were, 
however. In diameter they are about 5 m (less at the bottom), with a preserved 
depth of2 m, and they are lined with boulders at the bottom, with mud bricks 
on top of them. Their use is uncertain. Some use of the excavated part of the 
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Painted female figurine head 
from the Iron Age, phase VI. 

site is indicated after these pits were dug. It produced courtyard accumula
tions and many pear-shaped pits, mainly filled with leaf material (fodder?). 
These accumulations can be dated to around 600 BCE, based on pottery and 
the script on an ostracon. 
PERSIAN PERIOD (Phases V-II) 
PHASES V-IV. When the small pits went out of use they were covered by eroded 
soil and courtyard accumulations. Many walls were constructed from ex
ceptional square-shaped bricks that measured 40 by 40 em. Several rooms, 
badly preserved, have been found with courtyards in between that have pear
shaped storage pits about 1m deep and domestic bread ovens. Here and there 
walls had collapsed and been rebuilt. Characteristic of this phase, as well as of 
phase IV, are Irano-Scythian arrowheads, fibulae ofbronze andiron (or with 
a bronze bow and an iron pin), and some Greek pottery. The phase is dated to 
about 500, or the fifth century BCE. The destruction of phase V was gradual; 
many of the walls clearly collapsed because they were sinking into the under
lying pits. 

The courtyard accumulations, rich in plant material, continued and 
spread over the ruins, to a preserved maximum height of 1.5 m. This accu
mulation in phase IV probably mainly consisted of animal dung and fodder. 
The animals, like cattle today, were kept on the top of the tell when they were 
not being herded. There they profited from cooling breezes and the com
parative lack of flies. No building remains have been found in the excavated 
area, but among the courtyard accumulations there were both animal bones 
and quite a bit of cultural material-bronze objects and pottery (including 
the long carrot-shaped bottles). 

PHASE III. Phase III consists of the stone foundations of a few heavy walls, 
and probably a number of pits. In one of the pits was a Greek black-slipped 
"fish plate," making plausible a date of around 400 BCE. At least one of the 
walls collapsed by sinking into the soft phase IV accumulations. This, in fact, 
made building here unattractive and may have caused a definitive abandon
ment. However, little is known about the last use ofthe site. No remains have 
been found that ought unequivocally to be connected with Hellenistic times. 

PHASE 11. A curious feature in phase II is an enormous irregular pit, with a 
diameter of at least 10m and a depth of3 m. It was dug at the highest point on 
the tell, possibly to make use of the fertile soil. It was again used as a dump and 
was filled with all kinds of material, including mud-brick debris. Following 
this use of the site, a long period of erosion took place. 

PHASE I. In the Islamic period (mainly Mameluke ), the site was a graveyard, 
used by the inhabitants of the village of Tell Abu Gourdan,just northeast of 
the main tell, and perhaps by those from neighboring villages as well. In some 
of the graves, large sherds of sugar pots were used, and occasionally also 
small square mud bricks. Quite a few of the dead wore ornaments such as 
bronze earrings, bangles, anklets, and glass hair rings. A small sounding was 
made on the small tell of Abu Gourdan. An accumulation of 6.5 m had 
occurred during a number of phases (represented mainly by courtyard ac
cumulation), all dating from the Early Arab period to about 1500 CE. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Tell Deir 'Alia has been excavated only in the middle parts of its northern 
slope and on its summit on the east; small soundings were made elsewhere. 
The site shows an occupational history starting in the Middle Bronze Age II 
and probably ending before the Hellenistic period. Typically, for places at the 
edge of a semiarid zone, irrigation agriculture and connected habitation 
alternated and partly coexisted with seminomadic use. The importance 
of the Late Bronze Age sanctuary must have gone beyond the site it
self; the religious aspects of its use also became visible in around 800 
BCE and can be recognized in the site's modern name. A generally accepted 
identification with a biblical site has not been made, although the site must 
have been significant in that period. In this connection mention should be 
made of the relatively abundant epigraphic material: Late Bronze Age ta
blets, other as yet undeciphered short inscriptions from the Iron Age, texts 
from phase IX (M), and several short inscriptions on pottery and on a 
number of ostraca from phases VI-III. 

Several cultural elements show a local or Transjordanian character, but 
international relations are indicated by many finds, such as the Late Bronze 
Age Egyptian and Mycenean objects. In the Iron Age, some Egyptian arti
facts were used. Before and during the Persian period, the results of wide
spread trade can be seen, judging, for example, from some Greek pottery, the 
international Assyrian-Babylonian pottery, and the cast bronze Irano
Scythian arrowheads. Hellenistic culture is probably not represented at the 
site. 
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DEIR EL-BALAH 

IDENTIFICATION AND EXPWRATION 
ThetownofDeirel-Balal:;tis 1.5km(1 mi.)from theGazacoast, about 13 km 
(8 mi.) southwest of modern Gaza (map reference 0915.0875). Fifteen sea
sons of excavations were carried out at the site between 1972 and 1982, on 
behalf ofthe Institute of Archaeology at the Hebrew University ofJerusalem 
and the Israel Exploration Society, directed by T. Dothan. A multileveled 
settlement was uncovered, with strata from the Late Bronze Age to the 
Byzantine period, including a Late Bronze Age cemetery. The Late Bronze 
Age strata were the most significant, and accordingly served as the focus of 
the excavation. The finds and architectural remains from these strata are 
primarily Egyptian in character. The Iron Age and Byzantine remains, 
although not so rich, have contributed much to understanding the site's 
history. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
Defining the exact nature of the Late Bronze Age settlement was not easy 
because of the difficulty in identifying the unbaked mud brick walls, which 
had no stone foundations. The bricks, which were manufactured from the 
local light-colored sand, could only be discerned by the mortar lines separ
ating them-and only at the moment they were uncovered. As the work day 
progressed and the temperature rose, the mortar lines virtually disappeared. 
The team developed special techniques to overcome this difficulty. The 
following are the main strata identified at the settlement, almost all of which 
contain several subphases: 

Stratum 9: late fourteenth century BCE (el-Amarna period); 
Stratum 8: end of fourteenth century BCE; 
Stratum 7: early thirteenth century BCE (reign of Seti I); 
Strata 6-4: late thirteenth century BCE (reign of Ramses II); 
Stratum 3: Iron Age I (twelfth--eleventh centuries BCE); Philistine pottery; 
Stratum 2: Iron Age II (tenth-ninth centuries BCE); 
Stratum 1: Byzantine period. 

STRATUM 9. The buildings in stratum 9 were founded on virgin soil and 
represent the earliest settlement at the site. The excavation uncovered a large 
residential complex built around an artificial lake (c. 20 by 20m), similar in 
plan to architectural complexes known from the el-Amarna period in Egypt. 
This attests to the Egyptian background of the settlement's builders. 

The boundaries of the lake were only partly exposed on all four sides; its 
sides were dug at a sharp angle into the clay soil, to a depth of 5 m. (Both 
archaeological and geological analyses prove that this depression was dug.) 
As most ofthemud bricks used at the siteweremadeofthe same clay as that in 
the depression, it is probable that the lake served (at least initially) as the 

Deir el-Balal}: regional map. 

. 
source for the bricks. After the clay was extracted, the depression created 
served as a reservoir (strata 9-7). This function was confirmed both in 
hydrological tests and by architectural models from the contemporary 
el-Amarna period, which include building complexes next to a lake or 
pool. The reservoir was later filled with refuse-many layers of earth and 
mud were mixed with generous quantities of potsherds and small finds. The 
large number of animal bones found aided the excavators in determining the 
character of the fill and added to what is known about animal species do
mesticated in the Late Bronze Age. 

The residential complex in this stratum, which dates to the el-Amarna 
period, wascomposedofthreemud-brick units builtin an L-shape (two were 
oriented north-south and one, perpendicular to them, was aligned east
west). The overall length of the north-south units is approximately 50 
m; they contain about fifteen rooms. The east-west unit is about 20 m 
long and contains at least four or five rooms. These units border the lake 
on its eastern and southern sides. The northern and western walls of the 
residential building are not yet excavated and are hidden under the sand 
dunes. The entire complex may be part of a larger settlement. 

The western wall of the units located east of the lake (those aligned north
south) is the thickest (1.1 m wide) in the residency. The walls of the rooms in 
the east-west unit are shallower, even though the mud bricks in all the walls 
are uniform (12 by 20 by 40 em). 

Several of the rooms had beaten-earth floors and contained large quan
tities oflocal pottery of mainly Egyptian and some Canaanite types. Sherds 
of Cypriot white-slip "milk bowls" and Mycenean pottery were also found. 
Among the imported Egyptian vessels were those decorated with "Amarna 
blue," a pigment associated with Tell el-Amarna itself. Several of the Egyp
tian vessels found in loci attributed to this stratum, such as a chalice and a 
smaii tear-shaped vessel, have exact parallels at el-Amarna. Because the 
chronological range of Egyptian pottery is wide, it is difficult to place the 
various finds within the framework of a short, well-defined period of time. 
The special finds that have aided in dating the residency and, consequently, 
the entire settlement to the el-Amarna period include the following: 

1. Afavissa, found in an open area running along the western side of the 
residential building, contained a pottery stand and a clay bulla bearing four 
hieroglyphic signs: two wedjet and two nefer. The closest parallel to this seal 
impression is from el-Amarna, proof of the date of this locus and the struc
tures in stratum 9. The bulla also attests to a possible exchange ofletters 
between Deir el-Balal:;t and el-Amarna because clay bullae like this were used 
to seal papyrus documents. 

2. One of the assemblages contained Egyptian pottery and four square 

General plan of the excavations. 
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kurkar bases (each 13 by 13 em) with sloping sides and a slight depression on 
top. These bases are a link between Deir el-Balal;l and el-Amarna: identical 
bases were found at the latter site in a bedroom niche, where they were used to 
support the legs of a bed. While many well-preserved wooden beds have been 
discovered in Egypt, stone bases supporting a bed are unique to el-Amarna. 

3. Scattered on one of the floors were approximately ten cylinders pierced 
with square perforations and made of carnelian and a vitreous blue material 
and bearing traces of gold. The size of these cylinders, as well as the shape of 
the perforations, indicates that these were not beads but belonged to a scepter 
or flail, similar to those found in Tutankhamun's tomb. These carnelian and 
blue glass cylinders would have been mounted alternately on a wooden rod 
(since rotted away). The size and beauty ofthese objects are further evidence 
of the special Egyptian character of the site, as well as its high standard of 
material culture, and are another link to el-Amarna. The similar flail from 
Tutankhamun's tomb has cylinder links identical in shape to these; they bear 
the cartouche ofTutankhaten and not Tutankhamun, an indication that the 
flail was made in the pharaoh's youth, at the end of the el-Amarna period. 
STRATUM 8. A single building, floors, and pits from stratum 8lay between 
the foundations of the residency and the monumental fortress of stratum 7 
(see below). It appears that, following the destruction of stratum 9, a small 
settlement occupied the site that left behind few remains. 
STRATUM 7. Stratum 7 is well defined and coherent. Its most prominent 
feature is an almost square monumental structure, probably a fortress or a 
tower. The building was partly erected on top of the remains of the stratum 9 
complex, also covering the few remains of stratum 8. It was constructed near 
the artificial lake, which continued to be used. This grouping of a fortress and 
a reservoir is depicted on the map ofSeti I's campaigns in Asia, in relief on the 
northern wall of the hypostyle hall in the Temple of Amon at Karnak. The 
map shows fortresses with reservoirs along the King's Highway, from the 
delta area to the garrison town ofGaza. The fortress and lake at Deir el-Balal;l 
fit in with the map's depiction of military installations along the ancient 
Egyptian route connecting the two regions. 

The fortress (20 by 20m) contained fourteen rooms, with a tower in each of 
its four corners. The thick mud-brick walls (1 m high) served as the founda
tion for a structure that was at least 
two stories high. The outer walls were 
2.4 m thick and the mud bricks mea
sured 55 by 27 by 13 em. A building 
found close to the western side of the 
fortress appears to have been associ
ated with it. 

The depictions on the map ofSeti I's 
campaigns and the appearance of a 
layer of sand at the bottom of the 
foundation trenches attest to the con
struction of the fortress by Egyptians. 
It is difficult to determine how long 
this structure was in use, as no floors 
were found in the building itself. 
STRATA 6-4. The nature of the site 
underwent radical change in strata 6-
4: an artisans' quarter and an indus
trial area replaced the residential com
plex and fortress. At least two building 
phases could be distinguished, which 
included structures and installations 
from the thirteenth century BCE. 

These were constructed on top of the 
artificial lake, which was filled in by 
then. The excavations revealed resi
dential buildings, as well an indus
trial quarter containing a water instal
lation and kilns; also uncovered were 
thick layers of ash containing associ
ated finds. The houses, built of un
baked mud bricks, were probably 
used by the artisans. Typical kitchen 
installations, such as clay baking 
ovens and cooking pots, were found 
inside. One ofthehouses was large and 
well-planned: it contained a room 
with a water installation that might 
have been related to preparing clay 
for the manufacture of the anthro
poid coffins found in cemetery 300 

General view of the excavation area, looking 
west. 

(see below). This installation is composed of large blocks of worked 
kurkar and is lined with plaster mixed with shells. The use of stone is rare 
at this site. 

Three kilns wereuncoveredin the northern partofthe excavated area. Two 
of them (1.8 by 1m and 2.6 by 1.3 m) were partly subterranean-to a depth of 
approximately 0.5 to 1m. The kilns were built of mud bricks of varying sizes. 
Although very little of the kilns was preserved above ground, it can be 
conjectured that they were vertical, and characteristic of this period. No 
remains of a platform that could have served as a separate firing room 
were identified; however, one of the kilns had a round hole that may have 
contained a pole or column that could have supported such a platform. This 
kiln contained the base of a clay coffin with holes, of the type found in 
cemetery 300. Not far from this kiln fragments of coffin lids were 
found, including one shaped like a human nose-evidence that the kilns 
were used to fire the anthropoid coffins, or at least their lids. The third 
kiln (2.6 by 1 m) differed from the others because it is bottle shaped. It 
is very similar to a kiln excavated at nearby Tell Jemmeh. Several coffin 
fragments were found among the collapsed bricks inside this kiln. The frag
ments may have been reused in constructing the kiln's mud-brick super
structure or they may indicate that the kiln was related to the manufacture 
of the coffins. 

The pits in which the coffins were fired forrp the link between the thick 
layers of ash that filled the artificial lake and the industrial kilns; it appears 
that only thecoffinlids were fired in the kilns. Neutron activation analysis has 
shown that the clay used to make the coffins was local-proof that the coffins 
were manufactured at the site. The excavations yielded several coffin bases 
whose bottom part was made by the coil technique and many lid fragments. 
In addition to the clear evidence of a local coffin industry, several finds from 
the settlement indicate that many of the burial offerings were also manu
factured at the site, where a thriving artisans' quarter existed. This quarter 
yielded examples of all the types of offerings found in the cemetery, including 
stone-carved items, such as a reclining, nude female figurine. This is a typical 
figurine found in Egyptian tombs. Buried as a "divine concubine," it was 
meant to accompany the deceased and to make his afterlife pleasant. Ushabti 
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Tomb 118: anthropoid coffin lid. 

(servant) figurines, whose function it was to serve the deceased in his afterlife, 
were also discovered in the artisans' quarter. Exact parallels to these were 
found in the cemetery. Also uncovered were chunks of ocher, used to paint 
the coffins, figurines and other objects, and stone bowls in which the ocher 
was ground. Two identical figurine molds were discovered, as well as a 
fragment of a figurine that fitted them exactly. Piles of clay that appear 
to have been used in forming the figurines were also found near the molds. 

Numerous Egyptian-style spinning bowls, widely used throughout Ca
naan, were found. These might be related to the manufacture of the textiles 
whose remains were found on bronze objects placed in the coffins. A pile of 
bronze slag was also found, possibly related to the manufacture of the many 
bronze vessels and artifacts found in the cemetery. Special significance is 
attached to a seal bearing the engraved figure of the god Ptah. Ptah, among 
his other functions, was also the god of artisans. The use of this seal is still 
unclear; it has been suggested that it relates to the manufacture of faience 
tablets. 

Strata 6-4 have been dated to the reign of Ramses II and represent the 
main part of the Nineteenth Dynasty; two scarabs found in the settlement 
corroborate this date. This period of time parallels, for the most part, the use 
of the cemetery. 
STRATUM 3. In this stratum, four pits containing Philistine pottery were 
dug into the Late Bronze Age remains. No structural remains related to the 
pits were discovered. Large quantities ofPhilistine pottery were recovered in 
the valley where Byzantine remains were found. This indicates that there was 
a substantial Philistine settlement at the site, presently covered by the dunes 
to the southwest of the excavated area. The pits mainly contained sherds of 
Philistine bowls, chalices, and beer jugs. Most common in this assemblage 
are vessels with white slip and bichrome decoration in a motif of vertical wavy 
lines and spirals. Egyptian bowls and sherds of Egyptian beer bottles were 
found with the Philistine pottery, indicating the preservation of the site's 
Egyptian character after the infiltration of Philistine elements. A similar 
phenomenon was noted at Tell el-Far'ah (South). 

The settlement of the Philistines in Egyptian fortresses represents one of 
the characteristic settlement patterns of these peoples in Palestine. The 
ceramic evidence of the Philistine presence at Deir el-Balal;l does not, how
ever, indicate an early presence at the site; the simple decoration on the vessels 
found indicates that they arrived here at a late stage (the second half of the 
twelfth to the beginning of the eleventh centuries BCE). 
STRATUM 2. Two small pits dug into the Late Bronze Age settlement strata 
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contained pottery sherds from the Iron Age, mostly fragments of red-slipped 
bowls with irregular hand burnish. More sherds from this period were dis
covered in the valley in the Byzantine settlement-additional evidence of an 
Iron Age settlement hidden under the dunes southwest of the excavated area. 
No structural remains were discovered associated with these Iron Age 
sherds, whose date can be assigned to the tenth and perhaps even the ninth 
centuries BCE. 

STRATUM 1. After a gap lasting fourteen hundred years, the site was once 
again occupied in the Byzantine period. Large quantities of Byzantine pot
tery were found in the valley above the Late Bronze Age depression. His
torical sources point to the existence of a monastery in this region, although 
no definite evidence of settlement remains from this period was discovered. 
Geological testing and the historical sources indicate that the sand dunes 
were created during the Byzantine period, covering settlements. 
THE CEMETERY. A cemetery rich in coffins and offerings was discovered to 
the west of the settlement. It appears to have been used from the fourteenth 
century BCE until the final phase of the Late Bronze Age. This chronology is 
reinforced by the discovery of a seal of Ramses II and scarabs from the 
Ramesside period (thirteenth century BCE) found in situ during the excava
tion of the cemetery. While the finds reflect the cosmopolitan nature of the 
era, the dominant element is Egyptian; this is shown by the use of anthropoid 
coffins, grave monuments (stelae), and funerary offerings. 

The excavation of the cemetery at Deir el-Balal;l was initiated when coffins 
and related finds began to appear on the antiquities market-the result of 
illicit digging in a Late Bronze Age cemetery. An effort was made to register, 
photograph, and classify the material that found its way to private collec
tions and museums; however, because the finds had been haphazardly ex
cavated at best, it was impossible to relate them to defined burials. After the 
identification of the cemetery beneath the sand dunes, a salvage excavation 
and survey were conducted to determine its dimensions, character, burial 
customs, and offerings. During the final seasons of excavation, probes were 
made in the dunes to the northwest, southwest, and southeast of the cemetery 
to determine its limits. However, the cemetery continued beneath the dunes 
in all these directions, so that its boundaries are still unknown. 
The Burials. The coffins were found in groups of three or more, with a 
distance of 3 to 4 m between them. Simple inhumation burials were inter
spersed between the anthropoid coffins. Both the simple and the anthropoid 
burials had a storage jar placed at the deceased's head. For some unknown 
reason, each anthropoid coffin contained more than one individual. The 
coffins were placed in tombs cut out of the kurkar or red clay (!;amra), 
and almost all were oriented west-to the Mediterranean. The tombs are 
rectangular and slope inward; they have a slightly rounded head, which 
follows the coffin's contour. 
The Coffins. The excavations at Deir el-Balal;l yielded the largest group of 
anthropoid coffins yet uncovered in Palestine. A total of fifty were found, 
four of which were in situ, along with their related burial offerings. The 
coffins range in length from 1.6 to 2 m; their circumference at the widest 
point is 1.7 to 2.2 m. The coffins taper toward the base, which was either 
rounded or square; several bases were fitted with a straight protrusion for the 

13th-century BCE mold of a nude female, and its (modern) cast, from the 
industrial area. 
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Tomb 114: anthropoid coffin and funerary offerings in situ. 

feet. The coffin was closed with a removable lid that measured, on average, 40 
to 90 em in length and 50 to 80 em in width. The lid was designed in high relief; 
it depicts the face of the deceased with a wig, arms, and hands. The lid does 
not continue to the base of the coffin (as it does in anthropoid prototypes 

made of stone and wood, or in later clay coffins). 
The coffins were manufactured with the coil technique, which was also 

used for large pottery vessels. The lid was cut from the coffin at the stage when 
it was leather-hard, before firing, and thus fits the opening exactly. Several 

Group of anthropoid coffins from the cemetery. 



Pottery assemblage from the cemetery. 

coffins had a row of small round perforations along the back, as well as a hole 
in the base, that functioned as drains for body fluids. All of the coffins are 
extremely large and fragile, making them difficult to transport; the sugges
tion that they were manufactured at the site was borne out by I. Perlman's 
chemical analyses of their clay composition. The coffins were fired at a low 
temperature in an open fire, which accounts for their fragility and uneven 
color. More effort was invested in the firing and workmanship of the lids, 
many of which were fired separately at a higher temperature. In several 
instances, traces of paint could be discerned on the coffins. 

The lids differ from each other in style, technique, shape, and workman
ship. The group of coffins excavated (tombs 114, 116, 118, and 301) shows 
that the different lids are probably more or less contemporary, so the di
versity of types is not necessarily a result of different periods of manufacture. 
Iconographically, scholars differentiate between two main styles in the facial 
features on the lids: the naturalistic style and the grotesque style. The nat
uralistic style is the dominant one for the coffin lids at Deir el-Balai).. 

Several of the coffins are virtually identical and were probably manufac
tured in the same workshop, perhaps by the same artisan. Others are unique 
in that the high quality of their design surpasses any of the other anthropoid 
coffins found in Canaan or even in Egypt, the country of origin of this burial 
tradition. 
Burial Offerings. The cemetery included the following objects and vessels: 

1. Four Egyptian kurkar funerary monuments (one of which was found in 
situ), bearing hieroglyphic inscriptions and figures ofMut and Osiris. These 
are parallels of the funerary monuments dated to the Nineteenth Dynasty at 
Deir el-Medina in Egypt. 

2. Carnelian and gold jewelry modeled on Egyptian shapes, such as a lotus 
bud, a Horus eye, and the god Bes. 

3. An extremely large group of scarabs, including royal scarabs of the 
Nineteenth and Twentieth dynasties. 

4. Alabaster vessels, including cosmetic palettes, perfume vials, and large 
and elaborate vessels. 

5. Pottery vessels include plain, coarse local ware and a large variety of 
imported vessels: Mycenean IIIA-B stirrup jugs, pyxides, and large pyriform 
jugs; Cypriot milk bowls, base-ring jugs and white-shaved juglets; New 
Kingdom Egyptian pottery, including handleless, bag-shaped jugs, 
white-slipped jugs, "flower pots," and tall-necked jugs and bottles. 

6. Bronze objects include a wine set consisting of a small jar, strainer, and 
bowl; razors; and cast knives. 

These objects comprise one of the most magnificent and diverse assem
blages of burial offerings ever found in Canaan. 

Main publication: T. Dothan, Excavations at the Cemetery of Deir el-Balah (Qedem 10), Jerusalem 1979. 
Other studies: T. Dothan, IEJ22 (1972), 65-72; 23 (1973), 129-146; 28 (1978), 266-267; 31 (1981), 126-

Tomb 118: cosmetics spoon in the 
shape of a girl swimming. 
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Tomb 118: carnelian and gold necklace. 

Carnelian seal from tomb 116: obverse, the gods Min, Horus and Amon and the name 
Ramses II; reverse, the king of Egypt in his chariot. 
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DEIRQERU!j 
IDENTIFICATION 
The deserted village of Deir Qerul)., located about 0.8 km (0.5 mi.) east of 
Gamala (map reference 220 1.2569), was partly built on an area of ruins from 
the Byzantine period, covering about 4 a. The ancient settlement was es
tablished on theedgeofa basaltplateauin the central Golan; it is bounded on 
two sides by the cliffs of Nal).al Daliyyot. At the north end of the ruins is a 
monastery (25 by 60 m) that includes the Church of Saint Gregory, preserved 
almost to its original height (5 m). In 1982, excavations were carried out in the 
church complex, under the direction of Z. Ma'oz, on behalf of the Israel 
Department of Antiquities and Museums. 

STRATIGRAPHY 
In the excavation of the church and in the soundings to its south, the follow
ing strata were uncovered: 

Stratum VI, Early Roman period (first century CE): ceramic finds in the 
fills; 

Deir Qerulr plan of the monastery. 

Stratum V, Late Roman to Early Byzantine periods (fourth century CE): 
large stone foundations of buildings to the south of the church; 

Stratum IV, Middle Byzantine period (fifth century CE): ashlar-built struc
tures (unexcavated) in the eastern part of the church, whose outer walls 
supported the church complex; 

Stratum IliA, Late Byzantine period (sixth century CE): construction of 
the church complex and probably of the monastery; 

Stratum IIIB, Late Byzantine period (seventh century CE): replacement of 
the rows of columns in the nave with enormous arches; changes in the apse; 
the addition of a bench in the corner of the nave; the covering of the stone 
pavement in the nave with a plaster floor; and repairs to the pavements in the 
chapel and courtyard; 

Stratum II, Mameluke period (thirteenth-fourteenth centuries CE): sec
ondary use of the church complex; 

Stratum I (modern period): secondary use of the church complex. 

CHURCH OF SAINT GREGORY 
The church complex, most of which was exposed in the excavation, is located 
at the southern end of the monastery. The church (10.1 by 16.2 m) includes a 
narthex, nave, apse, and two pastophoria. To the north of the church is an 
adjoining chapel; to the northwest, a courtyard is entered through an alley 
from the outer wall of the monastery. The church complex was built of well
dressed basalt stones that were carefully fitted without mortar. Parts of the 
walls and all the entrances and windows were built of smooth ashlars. Most 
of the doorways are preserved intact up to their lintels, as are several win
dows. 

The church was entered through an opening (1.1 m wide) in the mon
astery's western wall. The opening faced a large square, to which several of 
the village lanes had led. An alley (2.8 by 9.5 m), whose pavement is not 
preserved, continued from this opening. To the south a doorway (0.9 m 
wide), on whose jamb a cross was engraved within a circle, was found leading 
to a building (7.5 by 10 m) that is as yet unexcavated. 
THE COURTYARD AND NARTHEX. The courtyard (5.5 by 8.2m)is north
west of the church. Another alley (3.5 by 9 m) runs south from the courtyard 
along the western wall of the church. It was enclosed by walls in stratum II. 
Several doorways, which are preserved up to their lintels, were found in the 
courtyard: an entrance to the monastery complex in the north; an entrance to 

Greek inscription engraved on the lintel of the chapel entrance. 



Interior of the monastery, looking west. 

the narthex in the south; and an en
trance to the chapel in the east. 
Crosses in circles are engraved on the 
doorjambs, sometimes on the front 
and back. On the lintel of the chapel's 
entrance is a finely carved Greek in
scription that reads: "The God of 
Saint Gregory, save and have mercy 
on those who believe in You, Amen." 
The church courtyard is paved with 
large ashlar slabs (0.6 by 0.8 m), on 
which repairs and additions from 
later periods are visible. The narthex 
(2.1 by 5.5 m) was entered from its 
northern, narrow side, through a 
wide opening (1.1 m). It was paved 
with narrow ashlar slabs; its ceiling, 
which is not preserved, was made 
of basalt beams resting on brackets 
protruding from the wall at a height 
of 3.4 m above the floor. 
THE NAVE. The nave (7 .6 m long and 
8.5 m wide) was entered from thenar
thex through a wide, high opening (1.1 
by I. 7 m). Another small, low opening 
(0.7 by 0.7 m) connects the nave with 
the chapel (B) adjoining it on the 
north. Two building phases for the 
nave can be distinguished. In the first 
phase (IliA), the floor was paved with narrow, carefully aligned basalt slabs. 
Several slabs sunk in the pavement apparently served as stylobates for two 
rows of three columns each, dividing the hall into a nave (4m wide) and two 
aisles (2.15 m wide). The rows of columns apparently bore small arches, 
which supported the ceiling. In phase IIIB, the rows of arches above the 
columns were replaced by two enormous parallel arches; these were sup
ported by two pairs of rectangular piers adjoining the nave's eastern and 
western walls. The arches have a span of 5.7 m and are 4.5 m high. The piers, 
built on the pavement of stratum IliA, are 1.7 m high and have base and 
crown moldings. 
THE APSE. The apse of the Church of Saint Gregory is rectangular (3.45 by 
4.2 m); it is approximately 0.9 m higher than the nave floor. It is reached by 
two limestone steps, on the lower of which are mortices and grooves to hold 
the chancel posts and screens. The floor and walls of the apse are coated with 
hard grayish plaster. Sunk in the center of the apse is a pair oflong dressed 
stones withfoursquareholes (0. 75 byO. 75 m), which may have held the legs of 
the altar table. 
THE PASTOPHORIA. Flanking the apse are two rectangular rooms (1.8 by 
3.2 m) entered through doorways from the nave. The frames of their en
trances are made of ashlars and are preserved in their entirety (0.8 by 1.5 m 
and 0.9 by 1.45 m). In the southern room the ceiling brackets, built as a 
continuous corbel at a height of 2.5 m, are preserved, although the ceiling 
itself was rebuilt in stratum II. In the northern room a new, extremely high 
stone ceiling was built (in stratum I). A 0.65-m-wide entrance connects the 
northern room with the apse. The two pastophoria contain three plaster 
pavements, one laid above the other; probes under the pavements revealed 
sherds from the sixth century CE. 
THE CHAPEL. The chapel was entered through a doorway whose lintel 
bears the inscription to Saint Gregory. Another smaller entrance connects 
it with the nave. The chapel is rectangular (3.4 by 5.7 m) and is paved with 
ashlar slabs. 
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THE FINDS. The finds from the excavation come mainly from stratum II, 
with some material from strata III and V. In stratum II, sherds from dozens of 
glazed and painted pottery vessels are characteristic of the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries. From stratum III (the church), there are several frag
ments oflimestone chancel screens and posts. On one of the screens is a relief 
of a Maltese cross within a circle. Three whole pottery oil lamps from the 
seventh century CE were found at the southwest corner of the nave floor, and a 
few fragments of storage jars characteristic of the sixth century (Beth -Shean 
jars) were found under the plaster floors of the pastophoria. 

SUMMARY 
The Church of Saint Gregory and the monastery complex attached to it seem 
to have been founded in the sixth century, as an addition to the Christian 
village that had been established in the fourth to fifth centuries. The plan of 
the church and the style of its construction are characteristic of churches in 
southern Syria in the Byzantine period: enormous arches on rectangular 
piers supporting stone ceilings generally cross the church breadthwise 
(at Deir el-Khaf and Umm el-Jimal), but also lengthwise (at Phaedra, 
491-492 CE). A square apse is particularly characteristic of churches in 
monasteries (at Darkita, el-'Uber, Qa~r el-Mudakhakhin, and 'Uyun). 
There is great similarity between the plan, dimensions, and internal orga
nizationofthechurchatDeirQerul;t and those at the church barrack at Umm 
el-Jimal. The church at Deir Qerul;t apparently fell into disuse in the first half 
of the seventh century, during the Persian wars or the Arab conquest. The 
place was deserted for several hundred years before being resettled in the 
thirteenth to sixteenth centuries, and again, after a settlement gap, in the 
twentieth century. 

G. Schumacher, The Jaulan, London 1888; Z. Ma'oz, ESI 2 (1983), 23-25. 
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DHOBAI, WADI 
EXCAVATIONS 
In Wadi Dhobai, situated about 60 km (37 mi.) east of 'Amman (Jordan), 
A. Kirkbride discovered two prehistoric sites, and following him L. Harding 
found another two. An expedition subsequently organized on behalf of the 
BritishSchoolofArchaeologyinJerusalem, underthedirectionofJ. Waech
ter and V. M. Seton-Williams, worked here for about four months in 1937-
1938, discovering six additional sites and excavating two of them. 

The culture of five of these sites (A-D and E 1) was called Dhobainian and 
that of the other three sites (E2, I, and K), Aurignacian. (On the validity of 
these terms, however, see below.) The finds at the remaining two sites ( G and 
L) were too few for a clear definition. 

Of the two sites excavated, one (B) was defined as Dhobainian and the 
other (K) as Aurignacian. 
SITE B. At the first site, signs of a round stone structure were discerned on the 
surface; the excavation was carried out by cutting a short, narrow trench (3 
by 1 m) across the structure at its southern end. Three layers were uncovered, 
the lowest of which is of white earth of varying thickness, not exceeding 0.15 
m, that directly overlay bedrock. The middle layer is of fine gray sand 0.3 m 
thick, and the uppermost layer is light sand 0.1 m thick. The stones of the 
building stand upon the lowest layer or-where that is missing-directly on 
the bedrock. Three holes cut into the rock---certainly the sockets ofthe posts 
that supported the ceiling-are filled with the gray sand of the middle layer. 
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Two fireplaces full of ashes were also found cut into the surface of the middle 
layer down to bedrock. Thus the building would have been erected during the 
occupation of the second, or middle, layer. 

Implements were discovered in all three layers, forming a homogeneous 
assemblage. Most are burins and scrapers, and a smaller number are arrow
heads, points, and blades. Quantitative proportions vary between layers, but 
the composition remains essentially the same, except for the lowest layer. 

Layer Number of Bur ins Scrapers Arrowheads, Blades 
implements points 

Upper !55 61% 32.0% 6.5% 0.5% 
Middle 60 43% 18.0% 35.0% 4.0% 
Lowest 69 35% 8.0% 10.5% 46.0% 

This assemblage is very similar to the "Early Neolithic" industry in Jericho 
(q.v.). Therefore, the term Dhobainian, suggesting a separate culture, is 
unnecessary. 

SITEK. SiteK consists of three hillocks covered with flints. A short, narrow 
trench (3 by I m) was dug between the two eastern hillocks, where five layers 
were uncovered without reaching virgin soil. In all layers--except for the 
lowest, nearly sterile layer-flint tools and animal bones were discovered. In 
the second layer from the top, remains of fireplaces and a human tooth were 
found. In the third layer, a floor of pounded earth 5 em thick was cleared. The 
material is homogeneous throughout the layers. The tools are small and 
sometimes even miniature. All of them are scrapers and bladelets, with 
retouch, and obliquely truncated. The number of scrapers always exceeds 
that of the bladelets. 

This complex is similar to those found at many open-air stations, as well as 
in some caves in western Israel, that have been defined as belonging to the 
Kebaran culture in Israel and Syria. The importance of this site lies in the 
evidence it provides for the wide dispersal of the Kebaran culture. 

J. Waechter, JPOS 18 (1938), 173-185; L. Picard, ibid., 186; D. M.A. Bate, ibid., 292-296; N. Glueck, 
AASOR 25-28 (1951), 49-53. 

EFRAT YEIVIN 

DIBON 
IDENTIFICATION 
Dibon, a city in Moab first settled in the Early Bronze Age, was the capital of 
the Moabite kingdom in the Iron Age and an important center in the Na
batean and later periods. The site ofbiblical Dibon is adjacent to the modern 
village ofDhiban (map reference224.1 01 ), 64 km(39.5 mi.) south of'Amman 
on the road to Kir Moab(Kerak)and4km(2.5mi.)northoftheArnon River. 
Of the two natural hills lying to the west of the highway, the southern is 
occupied by the modern village and the northern is the site of the ancient city. 
The northern hill (200 by !50 m), which is by far the more defensible of the 
two, is protected on the west, north, and northeast by deep ravines. On the 
south and southeast today, however, there is a broad saddle joining the 
mound proper with the hill of modern Dhiban. Excavations have indicated 
that this is largely artificial, a result of wash, and does not reflect the original 

Dibon: general plan of the excavation areas. 

contours. There is every indication that the original city site (Early Bronze 
Age, probably, and certainly Iron Age I) and the enlarged, later Moabite site 
(Iron Age II) were well protected on their southern flanks by natural ravines 
or depressions. 

The location of the site of ancient Dibon was first established by its si
milarity to the name of the modern Arab village. Its identity was subse
quently confirmed in 1868 by the discovery on the site of the Mesha Stela. 

HISTORY 
The chief sources for the history of Dibon are the Bible and the stela of 
Mesha, king of Moab. In general, the city's fortunes were directly linked 
with those of Moab, especially with that part of the kingdom lying north of 
the Arnon River. It was an important Moabite city, possibly as early as the 
thirteenth century BCE. It is referred to in Numbers 21:30 as one of the cities 
seized from Moab by Sihon, king of the Amorites. When the invading 
Israelites defeated Sihon, they took Dibon. Tradition assigned the territory 
to the tribes of Gad (Num. 32:34) and Reuben (Jos. 13: 15-17), but it prob
ably had stronger ties with Gad, because it is also called Dibon-Gad (Num. 
33:45-46). 

Dibon was Mesha's birthplace (stela, lines 1-2) and apparently also his 
father's capital. It is thus not surprising that Mesha made it his capital and 
erected monumental buildings there. The details of his building activities in 
Qarl:wh (probably the city's royal citadel) are described in lines 2, 21-26 of the 
stela. Biblical references to Dibon (Is. 15 :2; J er. 48: 18) indicate that it was the 
chief Moabite city at the time when Moab had achieved some limited in
dependence from Assyria and Babylonia. Dibon is again mentioned in the 
fourth century CE, in the Onomasticon ofEusebius, where it is described as "a 
large town near the Arnon" (76:18). The latest reference to Dibon is to be 
found in the writings of the Arab geographer Yaqut (1179-1229 CE), who 
speaks of the village Dhiban. 

EXPWRATION 
Excavations were carried out in Dibon by the American School of Oriental 
Research in Jerusalem, beginning in 1950. There were several campaigns: 
1950-1951 under the direction of F. V. Winnett; 1952 under W. L. Reed; 
1952-1953 under A. D. Tushingham; and in 1955, 1956, and 1965 under 
W. H. Morton. The firstthree campaigns were limited to the southeast corner 
of the mound. The other campaigns investigated the northwest, the north
east, and the summit and center of the mound. 

EXCAVATIONS 
EARLY BRONZE TO IRON AGES. There is evidence for an Early Bronze 
Age occupation of the mound. At the southeast corner, a few sherds of this 
period (mostly from the Early Bronze Age III) have been found. These are 
mixed with later Iron Age sherds and apparently are not associated with any 
structures. Farther to the north, however, pure Early Bronze Age levels 
resting on bedrock have been reported and, in the northeast, a section 
of a curved and sloping wall and possibly a gate dated to this period. 

After an apparent gap in occupation, there is important evidence for 
Moabite occupation (possibly as early as Iron Age I) on the summit of 
the mound. A major structure there seems to have been a palace, and with 
it was associated a sanctuary in which a terra-cotta incense stand of the Iron 
Age I Beth-Shean type was found. In the northeast area, an Iron Age II gate 



General view of the southeast corner and the 
gate area. 

was found. Outside it were two circu
lar stone silos of the same period. 

It is from the southeast corner, how
ever, that most of the evidence for the 
Moabite period comes. It is all Iron 
Age II, from about the mid-ninth cen
tury BCE down to the destruction of 
the city by Nebuchadnezzar in 582 
BCE. We must assume from the archi
tectural and stratigraphic evidence 
(interpreted in the light of literary 
sources) that this area was a royal 
quarter, presumably built by King 
Mesha, outside the earlier southern 
wall of the city. It had been separated 
from the older town site by a branch 
valley (or valleys) running up from the 
deep ravine to the east. 

The royal quarter is characterized 
on the eastern and southern sides 
by a great battered stone wall, leaning 
against and supporting an artificial fill 
of varying depth, reaching at least 10m above bedrock in places. The process 
by which this great podium was built is in part revealed by an apparently free
standing rectangular stone tower with two chambers. This was built as a 
support for the flimsy vertical walls that served as temporary retaining 
supports for the fill while the sloping wall was built. No trace of the original 
occupation level of the podium was found, but the threshold of the tower
about 11 m above bedrock-and a later floor from which was sunk a pit 
(found cut by a Byzantine floor) containing pottery of the eighthcenturyBCE, 
allow us to estimate where the original floor of the Mesha period ran. 

Mesha's buildings, described in the stela in lines 3, 21-26, rested on this 
podium. Few traces of these have been identified, but five hundred years of 
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abandonment and erosion, followed by the construction of the major build
ings of the Nabatean period, no doubt account for this. 
NABATEAN TO BYZANTINE PERIODS. In theN abatean period, a temple 
was constructed at the southeast corner overlying the remains of the Moabite 
period just described. Approached from the north by a monumental stair
way, the temple itself consisted of a broad pronaos and an equally broad 
naos, behind which was a tripartite adytum. In plan, and in many details, it 
resembles the larger and better-preserved temple at Petra, the Qa~r Bint 
Far'un. The temple was surrounded by a paved, elevated platform that 
was retained at the east and south by strong walls. These were not defensive 
walls, however, for a broad, open staircase ascended from the south to give 
access to the platform. 

No evidence of other structures of the period, either public or domestic, 
has been found in this area. It therefore appears that the temple was a shrine 
to which pilgrimages were made and was not part of a larger urban complex. 
On the basis of the distinction of two periods in the staircase and of a 
rebuilding of the retaining walls, the following chronology has been pro
posed for the temple: construction about 10 CE; damage (from earthquake?) 
in perhaps the third quarter of the first century, followed by a reconstruction; 
and then final abandonment, probably in 106 CE, when the Nabatean king
dom was absorbed into the Roman Empire. Excavations on top of the tell 
identified a Nabatean north gate, overlying the Moabite gate, and traces of a 
roadway leading up to it. 

That there was a Roman occupation of the site appears clear from the 
discovery of two imperial inscriptions in Greek (one probably of c. 201 CE 
and the other of 245-246 CE) (IGLS Jordanie 2, nos. 178-179) and coins. 
However, in the southeast corner of the mound, where most of the excava
tions have taken place, there is very little (if any) structural or stratigraphic 
evidence. Exceptions may be a bath complex, a small portion of which was 
excavated in 1950-1951, and a stretch of a defense wall. It seems probable 
that, at best, the Roman presence was merely a small fort with a garrison to 
protect the north-south road. 

In the time of Eusebius, Dhiban was a small, unwalled town, but its 
fortunes improved in the fifth century, with the general prosperity of the 
whole country. Two churches (probably of the sixth century) and other 
structures have been excavated, but later robbing has destroyed much 
of the evidence. They were not elaborate, however. The Byzantine period 
at Dhiban seems to have come to an end at about the time of the Arab 
conquest. 
EARLY ARAB TO MAMELUKE PERIODS. The next evidence is of an 
Umayyad occupation. The churches and other earlier structures were rob
bed to obtain stone for new buildings. The major structure, west of the 
Nabatean temple, has been interpreted as a fortified manor house. Morton 
also identified "two very sturdy domed Umayyad buildings" on top of the 
tell. By the early ninth century, the site was again abandoned. Finally, in the 
Ayyubid-Mameluke period, there was a reoccupation of the manor house 
and some other minor building, but the Arab village had moved to the 
southern mound, where the modern town now stands. 
THE CEMETERY. Tombs of the later Moabite and the Byzantine periods 
were found at Dibon. Of the former, only one was intact, the remainder 
having been more or less seriously looted. The best-preserved Byzantine 
tombs were those inserted into the podium of the Nabatean temple, but 
many of those had also been robbed. Some Greek epitaphs were also dis-
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Dibon: the Mesha Stela. 

covered (IGLS, Jordanie 2, nos. 180-184). Despite active exploration, no 
Nabatean cemetery has been found. 

SUMMARY 
The meager literary evidence for the history ofDibon has been supplemented 
by archaeological evidence. Dibon's beginnings go back to the Early Bronze 
Age. With some apparent gaps-the most obvious being the Middle Bronze 
and Late Bronze ages-it has continued to exist in some form to the present 
day. The evidence of walls, tombs, and pottery of the later Moabite period
ninth century BCE to the destruction by the Babylonians in the sixth-in
dicates a highly developed civilization. Although in many respects this civ
ilization has parallels to that of Israel and the other kingdoms east of the 
Jordan River, it retained its native character. If we may judge from the 
pottery on the mound and in the tombs, Assyrian influence in Dibon was 
much weaker than in the Ammonite kingdom to the north and east. 

The Nabatean shrine casts some additional light on the culture and history 
of the Nabatean kingdom. The Byzantine churches are a footnote to what is 
already known of the comparatively prosperous times of the sixth and 
seventh centuries CE. 

Main publications: F. V. Winnett and W. L. Reed, The Excavations at Dibon ( Dhiban) in Moab (AASOR 
36-37), New Haven 1964; A. D. Tushingham, The Excavations at Dibon ( Dhiban) in Moab 1952-1953 
(AASOR 40), Cambridge 1972; W. H. Morton, Studies in the Mesha Inscription and Moab (ed. 
A. Dearman), Atlanta 1989, 239-246. 
Other studies: N. Glueck, Exploration in Eastern Palestine 3 (AASOR 18-19), New Haven 1937-1938. 
115, 242f.; S. J. Saller, Rivista di Archeologia Cristiano 15 (1938), 160-162; F. V. Winnett, BASOR 125 
(1952), 7-20; W. L. Reed, ibid. 128 (1952), 7; 146 (1957), 6-10; Winnett-Reed (Reviews), ZDPV 86 
(1970), 99-100.- Qadmoniot 23-24 (1973), 132-133 (Hebrew).- ADAJ20 (1975). 103-109.- IEJ 25 
(1975), 179-181; G. L. Harding, ADAJ2 (1953), 86-87; A. D. Tushingham, BASOR 133 (1954), 6-26; 
138 (1955), 29-33, id., Studies of the Ancient Palestinian World(F. V. Winnett Fest.), Toronto 1971,29-
33; id., ADAJ34 (1990), 183-191; W. H. Morton, BASOR 140(1955), 5-6; A. H. Van Zyl, The Moabites, 
Leiden 1960, 77-80 passim; G. R. H. Wright, BASOR 163 (1961), 26-30; S. Ahituv, JEJ22 (1972), 141-
142, G. Rinaldi, Bibbiae Oriente 15 (1973), 215-220;J. A. Sauer, BA 42(1979), 72; American Archaeology 
in the Mideast, 124-125; P.-L. Gatier, Inscriptions de Ia Jordanie 2: Region Centrale (Bibliotheque 
Archeologique et Historique 114), Paris 1986, 196-200; Weippert 1988 (Ortsregister); Akkadica 
Supplementum 7-8 (1989), 206-210; U. Hubner, ZDPV 106 (1990), 177-179. 

A. D. TUSHINGHAM 

DOLMENS 
IDENTIFICATION 
Dolmens (from Old Breton dol= table and men = stone) are burial cham
bers constructed with megalithic masonry-large, unworked stone slabs. 
Two or more upright slabs form the walls, and one or more horizontal 
slabs-the capstones-form the roof. The basic shape resembles a massive 
stone table, hence its name. This structure was always covered with a tu
mulus, a heap of stones or earth that is often found eroded, exposing the 
burial chamber, and surrounded by one or more stone rings. 
ARCHITECTURAL TYPOLOGY. Megalithic tombs in the Levant show a 
limited repertoire of types, indicating that they belong basically to the same 
architectural tradition. 

TYPE A, the trilithon, is the simplest form of construction. It consists of two 
upright stone slabs and a capstone, sometimes closed by one or two upright 
slabs to form a closed space. Its low chamber is generally less than I m high 
(but sometimes attains a height of2 m), no longer than 2 or 3m, and I m wide. 
The floor can be another large slab, a pavement of smaller stones, or the 
cleared bedrock. In some cases, the floor is sunk into the ground, which 
represents the transition to a cist chamber. 

TYPE B is a more elaborate chamber, built with four or more upright slabs 
that form a closed rectangular or subrectangular room with one or more 
capstones. This type of dolmen is larger than type A and may have a clear 
space of 10 by 4 m. The position of the entries, or openings, can vary. The 
dolmen is often approached via a dromos, or passage, leading to the long side 
of the chamber, usually on the north. When the entrance is on the short side, 
the chamber can reach the edge of the tumulus, resembling the allees 
couvertes of Western Europe. The floors are generally covered with an ir
regular pavement. 

TYPE cis similar to type B, but instead of uprights, the walls of the chamber 
are formed by recumbent stones that rise in step like tiers and are topped by 
flat or corbelled ceilings resembling towering roofs. This type is locally 
known as a tank dolmen. It is generally large and may, in exceptional 
cases, reach the size of type B. 

TYPE o is a variation of type A and is formed by three vertical slabs and one 
large capstone, creating two parallel rooms. This is a local variation found 
near Irbid (see below, Geographical Distribution) and is mostly erected on a 
built podium. 

TYPE E also has two chambers, but one on top of the other. They are formed 
by inserting a separation plate into the side walls by means of notches or 
variously built side walls. 

TYPE F is a pseudodolmen and consists oflarge boulders that are hollowed 
out from the top and have portholes. An example was found at ed-Damiyah, 
mixed with the other built dolmens and covered by a capstone. It can be 
assumed to be the work of the same people. It is a local variation at ed
Damiyah (see below), which is clearly due to the softness of the local sand
stone. 

Type A dolmens are the most widespread and can be found almost every
where, sometimes alone, but for the most part concentrated in clusters, the 
so-called dolmen fields. The other types are local variations-D. E, and F, 
are as far as we know, restricted to a single site. The same applies to the 
porthole openings in the front slabs of certain dolmens, which were found 
only at ed-Damiyah. 

In nearly all observed examples, circles of stones surround the tumulus. 
The innermost ring invariably represents the base of the tumulus itself. 
Others are small rings indicating a restricted or sacred area around the 
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tomb, like a temenos surrounding a temple. Their size varies from very 
modest to monumental. 

Orientation to the cardinal points also varies and no consistency has been 
observed in any cemetery. A study in the Golan shows that out of thirty-six 
excavated dolmens, twenty-one have their entrance facing east (eleven due 
east, eight northeast, and two southeast), five toward the west, and eleven on 
a more or less exact north-south axis. The other cemeteries that were in
vestigated, ed-Damiyah and el-'Adeimeh, show a slight preference for that 
same orientation. 

The environmental disposition ofthe dolmen fields is characteristic. They 
occupy land with little agricultural value but high grazing potential. Their 
predominant position is on a slope, which facilitates their construction 
because the boulders could be slid into position without lifting them or 
pushing them up ramps. This may explain why they are rarely found 
on mountaintops but do occur on flat ground or on low ridges. 

Another manifestation of the megalithic phenomenon is the menhirs 
(from Breton men = stone and hir = large), or smaller stelae. Their relation 
to the dolmen fields is unclear; the overall distribution of the menhirs is 
similar to that of the dolmens but they rarely occur together. There are 
relatively few menhirs in this country. Where they are found they are sacred 
objects in their own right and indicate cult sites. 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION. The geographical distribution of dol
mens shows a distinctive pattern. Dolmen fields are found in a narrow strip 
on both sides of the Syro-African Rift Valley, from Aleppo in the north to the 
southern end of the Dead Sea. Concentrations are known from the Ghab of 
the Orontes, especially around Freike and ancient Apamea, farther south 
around Horns and I:Iama, from the Nahr el-Kebir area in northern Lebanon, 
and from Wadi Boura, Ras Baalbek, Hermel, and Wadi el-Joz in the Le
banese Beqa'a. Farther south, at Hijaneh, in southern Syria, a megalithic 
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cemetery with 430 medium-sized structures-including stone circles, tumuli, 
dolmens, cists, and variously shaped buildings resembling long barrows
was explored and partially excavated. 

Archaeological exploration over the last hundred years, on both sides of 
the Jordan, has brought in a rich harvest of dolmen sites. In the Galilee, small 
groups oflimestone dolmens are reported near the Lebanese border-from 
Mount Meiron, Kibbutz Shamir, 'Alma, Kefar ha-Nasi, and Kibbutz 
'Ammi'ad. Concentrations of dolmens, tumuli, and stone circles are found 
particularly in a central area around the Sea of Galilee, from Chorazin to the 
southern Golan. This area is covered with many basalt flows, and thousands 
of dolmens were built with this material. Types A and Bare most commonly 
found, whereas type Cis restricted to an area to the northeast of the Sea of 
Galilee, near the village of Yahudiyeh. 

The dolmens in the Golan continue south of the Yarmuk River in ancient 
Gilead (today within Jordan), around the town oflrbid, at Kafr Yuba, el
I:Iu~n, Kafkafa, Umm I:Jaruba, Kafr Abil, and Najah. The difference lies in 
the use of limestone slabs in Gilead, which is the preferred building material 
even when basalt is available. Some dolmens are built on podiums ofthree to 
four rows of stone, in addition to the more common practice of erecting them 
on a flat surface directly on the rock. The few type D dolmens with two 
chambers are restricted to the Gilead. 

Farther south and along the Jordan Valley, on a large outcrop of sand
stone, is the site of ed-Damiyah. The first dolmens were discovered here by 
C. L. Irby and J. Mangles in 1817. Since then the site has attracted the 
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Trilithon (type A) near Gamala. 

attention of all scholars who study 
megalithic constructions. Extensive 
excavations took place in 1942-
1943, directed by M. Steke1is, who 
called the site by the now abandoned 
name 'Ala-Safat. In addition to the 
167 type A trilithons and a few type 
B variations, two double-story type E 
dolmens and three type F pseudodol
mens, fourteen cists, and twelve tumu
li covering up to four dolmens were 
investigated. However, the front 
slabs with portholes and the three 
type F pseudodolmens found here in
dicate the use of metal tools on the 
sandstone. At ed-Damiyah many dol
mens were erected on flattened surfa
ces and often even sunk into the 
ground. The latter dolmens had to 
be approached by a dromos built with 
smaller stones. Fourteen stone circles 
were also observed in the same area. 
Since then the site has been investiga
ted sporadically, with important re
sults (see below, Dating). 

Farther east and up the mountains 
of ancient Ammon and Moab, dol
mens occur singly or in small to medium-sized concentrations around 
Mount Nebo and 'Amman. These dolmens are very closely related to the 
large megalithic cemeteries near the northeastern shore of the Dead Sea, 
where el-'Adeimeh, near Tuleilat el-Ghassul, represents the type site. It was 
first investigated by R. Neuville in 1930 and then excavated by Stekelis in 
1932. The most common type oftombis the smallcist tomb (c. 1.5 by0.5 m), 
168 of which were excavated. Some still contained a single inhumation burial 
in the fetal position. Several of these cists were covered by a tumulus. The 
dolmens belong basically to type A, and very often the distinction between 
dolmen and cist is blurred. Nearby, several stone circles were observed. 
Heshbon, Qalu'a, Wadi Jedeid, Umm Quttein, Swameh, and el-Matabe 
form the southernmost province of dolmens in Moab, south of which the 
dolmens become extremely rare. The southernmost dolmen in this country 
was found near Ma'an. 

From the arid west of the Jordan, the hill country of Ephraim, the area 
around Jerusalem, and the Judean Hills down to the foothills near Yatta, 
only a few megalithic tombs were reported early in the twentieth century. 
Many have since disappeared. It is possible that many of them were only the 
remains of recent agricultural watchtowers. The Qubur Bani Isra'il near 
I:Iizmeh, northeast of Jerusalem, is an unusual group of monuments. There 
are five rectangular buildings (c. 20 by 6 m), two of which are in good 
condition. Their age is uncertain, but they are built with huge boulders 
and as such are the only megalithic structures in the country that resemble 
the long barrows found in Western Europe. Their relationship to the tombs 
under discussion is doubtful. In the Shephelah, one dolmenlike structure is 

Type B dolmen near Qa1rin. 

reported from Beth Guvrin, and a single dolmen was found in the Negev 
Hills. 

None of these dolmen fields can be related to any contemporary settlement 
in either their immediate or distant surroundings. The only significant fact 
emerging from their geographical distribution is that the most important and 
largest concentrations of dolmens are found near important passes over 
valleys: Nahr el-Kebir in Lebanon, Wadi Boura and Ras Baalbek in the 
Beqa'a, Jisr er-Ruqqad in the eastern Golan, the Gilead dolmens on the 
Darb el-Hawarna, ed-Damiyah on the road from Samaria to Ammon, and 
el-'Adeimeh and the others on the road from ancient Judea to Moab. Also, 
the smaller dolmen field in Transjordan shows a relationship to the King's 
Highway that crosses Transjordan from north to south. 

It has been suggested that the erection of megalithic tombs is a question of 
geology, as many dolmen fields are situated in basaltic areas. Undoubtedly, 
the locally available building material was important for the technical ex
ecution of the dolmens. However, this does not explain why dolmens are 
practically unknown in the Syrian desert, the Negev, and the Sinai peninsula, 
where there is an abundant supply of boulders, including basalt blocks of 
suitable dimensions. Therefore, the construction of megalithic tombs must 
be primarily a cultural trait and only secondarily a question oflocal geology. 
DATING. The date of the dolmens and the other megalithic tombs has 
engendered considerable discussion. The tombs are conspicuous and have 
been vulnerable to looting since antiquity. They were repeatedly reused by 
subsequent generations who cleaned out the earlier material. The removal of 
the original contents of these tombs, which has been the rule at most known 
dolmens, has often made it impossible to date them. Only in a few exceptional 
cases have assemblages been found that appeared undisturbed. In most 
cases, a mixture of different periods has been found, the earliest of which 
was assumed to represent the age of the site. According to such finds, the 
construction dates of Levantine megalithic tombs seem to span several 
millennia. There is evidence for a late Chalcolithic date for some of the 
dolmens at el-'Adeimeh. This can be disputed, as the sherds published were 
not found in the dolmens but scattered within the circular stone walls sur
rounding some of them. It appears, however, that many of the cists can be 
dated to the Chalco lithic period. As such, they would be the prototype for the 
somewhat later dolmens. 

The ensuing Early Bronze Age I definitely saw the erection of dolmens at 
ed-Damiyah. El- 'Adeimeh also gives the impression that most of the earliest 
material found in and around the dolmens dates to this period. For the 
following periods, the Early Bronze Age II and III, there is very little evi
dence, which suggests a reuse of the dolmens built in earlier periods. From 
what is known at present, it appears that the Early Bronze Age IV-Middle 
Bronze Age I represents the high-water mark for the use of megalithic tombs 
in the Levant. The majority of existing dolmens, stone circles, menhirs, and 
other megalithic buildings were probably built during this period and per
haps the ensuing Middle Bronze Age IIA. In the Golan, several dolmens lie 
immediately over the walls of abandoned Chalco lithic houses, and invari
ably the oldest material collected in them is dated to the Middle Bronze Age I. 
However, studies in basaltic regions are hampered by the high acidity in the 
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"Tank dolmen" (type C) near Yahudiyeh. 

soil, which destroys bone very quickly and makes the low-fired pottery from 
early periods so fragile that it crumbles during excavation. Any attempt at 
dating, therefore, has to be carefully evaluated and other, especially earlier, 
dates cannot be ruled out. 

The question of the later Middle Bronze, the Late Bronze, and the Iron 

ages remains open. It is still not possible to state whether any megalithic 
structures were built in these later periods or whether the sometimes abun
dant Iron Age pottery found in dolmens in the southern Levant indicates the 
reuse of older structures. Similar difficulties exist for the internal typological 
chronology of the dolmens. The double dolmen excavated by K. Yassine in 

Pseudodolmen (type F) near ed-Damiyah. 
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Two type A dolmens near Gamala. 

1985 showed that a simple trilithon was later built over and covered by a 
larger dolmen. The lower burial was undisturbed, and the unusually large 
amount of pottery is clearly Early Bronze Age I. This one example is not 
sufficient to draw additional conclusions, but it may be an indication that the 
trilithons are earlier (Early Bronze Age 1?), and that the larger and more 
elaborate structures are later (Early Bronze Age IV-Middle Bronze Age 1?). 
ORIGINS. The origin of the dolmens can be placed squarely into the frame
work of local archaeology, confirming the theory that they represent a 
variation oflocal funerary traditions. Examples from Syro-Palestine show
ing transitional types~for example, the megalithic cists and underground 
dolmen at Kibbutz Degania and Tell el-'Ajjul and similar structures at 
Aleppo and Baghouz, near Mari~support this contention. Geographical 
isolation and chronology exclude the possibility of direct cultural links with 
the nearest known dolmens in Europe-such as in the Caucasus and Bal
kans~and North Africa, which are all Ia ter in date than the Syro-Palestinian 
dolmens. The superficial similarities with megalithic phenomena in Med
iterranean countries and western Europe are not due to cultural links but are 
a convergence of similar socioecological circumstances. 
SOCIETIES AND BURIAL RITES. Any consideration of funerary practices 
must be made in the context of a people's socioeconomic background. 
Because most dolmens have been found empty, it has been assumed that 
they were places for primary burials by a nomadic society and that the bodies 
(and the grave goods) were removed for final burial elsewhere. However, 
recent excavations have shown that the dolmens were the final resting place 
for the deceased. The commonly held supposition that the dolmens represent 
a "nomadic version" ofthe chamber and shaft tombs found in other regions 
in the Levant must also be refined. Because the dolmen is the materialization 
of the idea of a "house for eternity" as 
such it would have been alien to the 
nomadic or seminomadic pastoralist 
of the ancient Near East who did not 
need a house during his lifetime and 
probably did not after his death. His 
idea of burial was the simple tumulus 
found in all the arid and semiarid re
gionsoftheNear EastandNorthAfri
ca, where no megalithic structures 
have been found. The symbolic rela
tionship between the round huts and 
windbreaks of pastoral societies and 
the tumuli and stone circles around 
burials cannot be overlooked. How
ever, the dolmens covered by their 
tumuli point to the conceptual and 
material fusion of two different archi
tectural tomb traditions: one rooted in 
theworldofthemobilepastoralistand 
the other of the sedentary agricultur
ist. This meeting and merging of dif
ferent traditions is supported by the 
geographical distribution of dolmens 

Type E dolmen with entrance to each 
chamber, near ed-Damiyah. 

and other megalithic tombs in exactly those regions where the two ways oflife 
came into contact. 

Megalithic cemeteries, like other megalithic structures throughout the 
world, subsequently became social centers for the enactment of rites, annual 
meetings, and the exchange of commodities and information. Rogem in the 
Golan undoubtedly represents the most important example of such a center. 
This would explain why the majority ofthe dolmen cemeteries are found near 
important crossroads. 

Assuming that each tomb initially represented a single inhumation, it is 
clear that only a restricted number of people was eligible to be buried in them, 
which points to an elitist society. If, indeed, the assumption thatmegalithism 
is an expression of pastoral nomad-agriculturist interaction is correct, the 
megalithic tombs in the Levant belong to a pastoral elite who assumed 
dominance over the agricultural population of the Syro-African Rift Valley 
and other parts of Syria-Palestine. This would explain why the construction 
of megalithic tombs was apparently restricted to the so-called transitional 
periods~the Early Bronze Age I, Middle Bronze Age I, and perhaps even the 
Iron Age I. It also suggests that urbanism and megalithic cemeteries are 
mutually exclusive. The pronounced idiosyncracies in the architecture 
of these cemeteries support the idea that tribalism typified the social order 
during these periods. 

See also Golan. 
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DOR 
IDENTIFICATION AND HISTORY 
Biblical Dor, known as ~&pa (Dora) in most Hellenistic sources, is identified 
with Khirbet el-Burj (map reference 142.224) on the Carmel coast, west of 
Kibbutz Nal}.sholim, c. 21 km (14 mi.) south of Haifa. According to Greek 
and Latin sources, Dor was situated between the Carmel range and Straton' s 
Tower (Caesarea). The Tabula Peutingeriana places Dor 8 miles north of 
Caesarea, while Eusebius gives the distance l}S 9 miles ( Onom. 9, 78; 16, 136). 
On the basis of these two sources, the location of ancient Dor can almost 
certainly be established at the site of Khirbet el-Burj. 

The city is apparently mentioned in an inscription dating to the reign of 
Ramses II (thirteenth century BCE) found in Nubia. It contains a list of cities 
on the Via Maris and on its western branch, between the Sharon and the A ceo 
plains. 

Doris first mentioned in the Bible in connection with the Israelite conquest 
of Canaan. Joshua defeated the king ofDor (Jos. 12:23), one of the allies of 
Jabin, king ofHazor (Jos. 11: 1-2). Canaanite Dor, located in the territory of 
the tribe of Manasseh, was not conquered by the Israelites until the reign of 
king David (tenth century BCE). 

In Wen-Amon's account of his journey to By bios (c. 1100 BCE), he men
tions Dor and its ruler, Beder, king of the Sikil, one of the Sea Peoples who 
invaded the eastern Mediterranean in the twelfth century BCE. During So
lomon's reign, Dor was the capital of the fourth administrative district, 
whose governor was Ben-Abinadab, Solomon's son-in-law (I Kg. 4: II). 

The city was conquered by Tiglath-pileser III in 732 BCE, along with the 
entire coastal region of the Israelite kingdom. It became the capital of an 
Assyrian province extending from the Carmel Range to Jaffa. According to 
the inscription on the coffin of king Eshmunazar, of Sidon, Dor was ruled by 
the Sidonians in the Persian period. In the Hellenistic period, it was a par
ticularly powerful fortress. Josephus described it as "a fortress hard to be 
taken" (Antiq. XIII, 7, 20), and Polybius (Hist. V, 66) related that Antioch us 
III Me gas laid siege to it in 219 BCE but was unable to conquer it. Some eighty 
years later, history repeated itself. Literary sources (I Mace. 9-14, 25-27; 
Josephus, Antiq. XIII, 7, 2 and War I, 2, 2) record that the Seleucid com
mander Tryphon (142-139 BCE), who murdered Jonathan the Hasmonean, 
took refuge at Dor when fleeing from Antioch us VII Sidetes. With the help of 
Jonathan's brother Simon, Antiochus laid siege unsuccessfully to the city 

both from the land and the sea. Thus, neither Antioch us III nor Antioch us 
VII was able to breach its walls. 

Both Dor and Straton's Tower (later Caesarea) were ruled by the tyrant 
Zoilus up to the late second century BCE, when Alexander Jannaeus con
quered these two fortified cities. The Hasmoneans ruled Dor until it was 

Tel Dor: plan of the mound and excavation areas. 

Aerial view of Tel Dor, looking north. 
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Temenos in the western part of the mound 
during Garstang's excavations. 

taken, in 63 BCE, by Pompey, who 
granted the city autonomy and the 
right to mint coins; this event also 
marks the beginning of the era ofDor 
from which it dated its history. 

The coins of Dor indicate that its 
inhabitants worshiped Zeus (or 
Dorus) and Astarte. The existence 
of a Jewish community and synago
gue during the reign of Agrippa I is 
mentioned in literary sources. Saint 
Jerome (late fourth century CE) descri
bed the city as being in ruins and aban
doned. On the other hand, it is known 
that bishops resided in the city up to 
the seventh century CE. Dor remained 
desolate from that time until the Cru
saders built the fortress of Merle here. 

EXPWRATION 
The British School of Archaeology in 
Jerusalem excavated at Dorin 1923 
and 1924. The first season's dig was 
carried out by J. Garstang; in the sec
ond season, he expanded his excava
tion with the participation of other 
archaeologists. J. Leibowitz, on be
half of the Israel Department of Antiquities, excavated north of the mound 
in 1950 and again in 1952. 

The 1923-1924 excavations were undertaken at a time when archaeology 
in Palestine was still in its infancy. Garstang's reports are incomplete and not 
always useful. The trenches revealed settlement strata dating from the Late 
Bronze Age to the Roman period. In 1924, remains of large structures were 
uncovered on the southwest side of the mound. The archaeologists inter
preted them as temples erected on a podium surrounded by a temenos (sacred 
precinct), similar to Roman temples dedicated to Poseidon known in Syria. 
They dated the entire complex to the Hellenistic period. Their report deals 
only with the northern part of the mound, which seems to have been a self
contained complex; the only reference to the southern part is a diagram 
unaccompanied by any text. 

The Department of Antiquities' excavations in 1950 uncovered several 
sections of a Roman theater, approximately 60 min diameter, situated north 
of the mound. These included the diazoma and the eastern vomitorium at 
scaena level. A small section of the scaena and the orchestra were cleared, 
revealing a plaster floor and a limestone foundation. The limited area ex
cavated and the meager finds make it difficult to date the theater precisely, but 
it seems that it was built in the second or third century CE. 

In 1952, a Byzantine church was discovered to the east of the mound and 
partially excavated by Leibowitz. It was completely exposed by C. Dauphin 
on behalf of the Department of Antiquities and Museums between 1979 and 
1983 (see below). 

RECENT EXCAVATIONS 
Excavations were resumed on a large scale in 1980, under the auspices of the 
Institute of Archaeology at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and the 
Israel Exploration Society, led by E. Stern, in cooperation with groups 

Hebrew seal with the inscription 1N1 1m 1>1:J[t7] ([belonging to] Zkryw, 
priest of Dor), Iron II. 

of archaeologists from overseas universities. To date (1991), seven main 
areas have been excavated in the course of ten seasons. Three areas~C, 
A, and B, from north to south~are at the eastern fringe of the mound; 
area D is on the south slope, above the south bay and flanking Garstang's 
trench; areas F and E are on the western slope of the mound; and area G is in 
the center. The excavations indicate that the site was first inhabited at the 
beginning of the Middle Bronze Age IIA, and that the city continued to exist 
almost continuously until the third century BCE. Dor began to decline and 
was gradually abandoned after Herod built the harbor at Caesarea. The 
following is a survey of the excavation results by period, from the beginning 
of settlement at Dor up to its abandonment. 
THE MIDDLE AND LATE BRONZE AGES. Remains from the Middle 
Bronze Age have so far been found in the western part of the mound, where 
the sea's incursions have eroded the mound to bedrock, partially destroying 
the western section of the city. In the excavation square closest to the shore, a 
level with some building remains, probably dating from the Middle Bronze 
Age liB to IIC, was uncovered. Soundings next to the shore close to the 
bedrock have shown that Middle Bronze Age IIA remains reached the 
water's edge. Numerous fragments of local and imported pottery from 
this period have been recovered. The latter included Cypriot pottery of 
all the types known in Israel. Fragments of Egyptian faience vessels, scar
abs, and fibulae were also uncovered. The exact location of the eastern 
boundary of the Middle Bronze Age city is as yet unknown. No building 
remains from the Late Bronze Age have been identified yet either, but both 
the early and recent excavations yielded scarabs and pottery from this 
period, although not in situ. These included fragments of bichrome ware 
and of imported Cypriot wares ofthe base-ringandmilk-bowl type, as well as 
a few Mycenean sherds. 
THE IRON AGE. The earliest Iron Age remains were found in area Bl (the 
northern part of area B). In the earliest stratum uncovered in area Bl, a 
massive wall (c. 2.5 m wide) came to light that ran from north to south and 
protected the city from the east. The wall was built of mud brick on a solid 
stone foundation about 3 m high. On the outside, the wall was further 
reinforced by a sand rampart. On the inner (west) side of the wall part 
of two rooms was excavated with several vessels in situ, including storage 
jars, a large decorated pilgrim flask, and a pithos. The pithos was of special 
interest: it is decorated with wavy bands in relief, similar to pithoi found at 
Dan and at other sites in Upper Galilee, along the Syro-Phoenician coast, 
and in Cyprus. These rooms were destroyed by a heavy conflagration and 
were covered by a heavy ash layer. Stones and mud bricks were burned. 
Following this destruction the massive wall went out of use. This stratum 
should probably be dated to the second half ofthe twelfth and the first half of 
the eleventh centuries BCE and should be interpreted as a settlement of the 
Sikil, one of the tribes of the Sea Peoples. Some "Philistine" (Sea Peoples) 
type pottery fragments have been recovered from this and other areas at Dor, 
but most have been found out of context. A rhyton fragment in the form of a 
lioness, of the type found at most Philistine sites, was found in area E. The 
massive wall, if further excavations confirm its provisional dating, will re-



present one of the strongest and most impressive fortifications erected by the 
Sea Peoples thus far known in Israel. 

Above this stratum, remains of several settlement phases, dating from the 
second half of the eleventh century BCE, have been uncovered. The settle
ment's Phoenician character is attested by the Phoenician bichrome pottery 
prominent in the ceramic assemblage from the first phase onward. Area B 1, 
which extends to the north of the city gate, apparently was a residential 
district at that time. A row of rooms that may have abutted the city wall 
(not yet uncovered) was excavated on the east side of the area. A street ran 
from north to south along their front, parallel to the conjectured line of the 
city wall. On the other side of the street, remains of other structures were 
exposed, built of mud brick on stone foundations. A large structure extends 
over most of the area west of the street, but only part of it was within the 
excavated area. A number of superimposed floors were identified in this 
structure. 

Cypriot white-painted I and bichrome I pottery, attributed to the late 
eleventh century BCE, were found in this structure. This is the largest group 
of vessels of this rare type found in Israel. The other pottery vessels were 
typical of the period. An interesting item found in this stratum is a thin ivory 
plaque incised with a bull butting a lotus flower-a motif of Mycenean or 
Cypriot origin. 

In area D, in the southern part of the mound, the top of a monumental 
(retaining?) wall running parallel to the slope of the mound was uncovered. 
The floors found above the top of this wall date to the Iron Age II. However, 
the base of the wall was excavated by A. Raban, who attributed it to the 
beginning ofthe Iron Age (see Maritime Dor ). Building remains dating to the 
eleventh century BCE were also found in area G, in the center of the mound, 
and in area E, to the west. 

The next stratum should probably be dated to the tenth century BCE. Its 
main feature is a broad mud-brick city wall, sections of which have been 
found in all the areas in the eastern part of the mound (see below). In area B 1, 
two rows of buildings have been exposed on both sides of a street running 

1. Four-chambered gate; 2. Two-chambered gate; 3. lOth-century dwellings; 
4. Paved street leading from two-chambered gate; 5. Hellenistic buildings and 
transverse street; 6. Hellenistic city wall; 7. Massive wall from Iron Age; 
8. Street from Roman period; 9. Building with courtyard from Roman period; 
10. Aqueduct from Roman period; 11. Drainage channels from Roman period; 
12. Building with facade of pillared portico 
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Limestone relief depicting the head of a Phoenician nobleman, Iron Age. 

Area B: aerial view, looking west. 
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Impression of a horn 
seal, lOth century 
BCE. 

north to south, parallel to the wall. Some ofthese structures were built of mud 
brick on stone foundations, while others were built of stone. Remains of this 
stratum were also uncovered under the four-chambered city gate in area B 
(see below); in areaE, in the west; and in area G, in thecenterofthemound. Of 
special interest among the finds in this stratum are the numerous early 
Cypriot pottery vessels, some Phoenician bichrome ware, some black
on-red vessels and local pottery. Some seals were also recovered, the most 
interesting being a stamp seal made of animal horn that depicts two deer or 
ibexes standing on mountain peaks. The workmanship is of the highest 
quality. 

All that remains in area B of the upper Iron Age strata is a number of 
installations, pits (some of which have damaged the four-chambered gate; 
see below), and sections of pavement that do not form a coherent plan. Fine 
Samaria ware was found, which was still made in the final stages of the Iron 
Age. Some of the finds can be attributed directly to the period of Assyrian 
rule, such as the numerous bowls of Assyrian type, an amphoriskos that is an 
obvious imitation of an Assyrian prototype, and an Assyrian cylinder seal, 
which may have belonged to one of the officials in the province. An Assyrian 
stamp seal was discovered out of context in area B2. Another find of interest 
was a limestone shekel weight from Judah, uncovered in one of the pits. 

Areas G, F, D, C, and A yielded only a few finds, mainly pottery from the 
eighth and seventh centuries BCE. They, and the meager building remains 

Group of clay figurine heads of warriors, Persian period. 



uncovered in these areas, are insufficient for determining the nature of the 
settlement in this period. An Egyptian scarab of the Twenty-sixth Dynasty 
was found in area A. Of special interest among the finds from this period are 
an ivory Negroid head that had served as the knob on the lid of an ivory box 
and the handle of a vessel in the shape of a lioness. A fine limestone relief of a 
Phoenician noble's head was also recovered. These objects are typical of the 
arts and crafts of Dor's Phoenician inhabitants. 

Relatively few cult objects have been found from the pre-Persian periods. 
They include a stone seal from the Late Assyrian or Babylonian period, 
depicting three altars standing in a row, and typical Canaanite-Phoenician 
Astarte figurines in the form of a nude woman with her hands on her breasts. 
An unexpected find was a pottery mold for casting Phoenician Astarte 
figurines. Fragments of typical Phoenician pottery masks were also 
found. A small, handmade, crudely fashioned figurine (female) from area 
Gmayhave stood on therimofa bowl, similar to thefiguresfoundon the rims 
of deep bowls (lekanai) throughout the Aegean world. Several heads of male 
gods, probably ofBa'al, were also found. Mention should also be made of a 
seal that was published by N. Avigad. The inscription on the seal mentions a 
person referred to as "the priest of Dor." According to Avigad, this was a 
priest who served at Dorin the Israelite period, in a sanctuary similar to those 
at Dan, Shiloh, and Beersheba. 
THE PERSIAN PERIOD. Remains from the Persian period were discovered 
in two main strata. During this period, the entire eastern part of the mound 
was a residential district, laid out meticulously according to the Hippodamic 
plan. The closest parallels to the town plan ofDor in the Persian period are 
Olynthus in Greece and Monte Sirai in Sardinia. This type of orthogonal 
planning probably originated in the sixth century BCE and continued almost 
unchanged until the Early Roman period. In it, residential quarters are 
divided into long narrow blocks (insulae), approximately 15m wide, sepa
rated by streets intersecting at right angles. The city's two eastern blocks and 
its two easternmost streets, running from north to south, parallel to the wall, 
were excavated in area C. 

The continuation of these insulae and of the easternmost street was ex
posed in areas A and B, and the residential buildings probably extended to 
the vicinity of the city gate. In area B, the lengthwise street is intersected by an 
east to west street running from the city gate piazza to the city's public 
buildings and down to the harbor. Additional transverse streets probably 
exist beyond the excavated area. Some of the walls are preserved to a con
siderable height, mainly in the western part of area C, where they still stand 3 
m high. Internal walls divided the insulae into residential units consisting 
mainly of long, narrow rooms. Both the internal and external walls of the 
buildings are constructed in what is termed the Phoenician method: alternate 
ashlar pillars and a fill of field stones; some walls are entirely built of ashlars. 
The local kurkar was quarried for building. The standard of workmanship in 
the buildings of the insulae was higher in the Persian period than in the 
Hellenistic period. This was especially noticeable in the facades of the build
ings facing the streets. 

Buildings whose remains were uncovered in area D2, on the southern slope 
ofthe mound, had partitions that divided them into long, narrow rooms. The 
long walls of one of these buildings were built in the characteristic Phoenician 
style, while the short walls were built of field stones. Numerous storage jars 
were recovered in these rooms, some of which may have served as store
houses for the commercial activities carried out in Dor's southern harbor. 
Recent excavations have revealed that in this area, too, the buildings from the 
Persian period followed the orthogonal plan. Evidence uncovered in area 
D-hearths full of ashes, bronze and iron slag, and perhaps glass waste
indicates the existence of an extensive industrial quarter. A more monu
mental structure, which contained what may have been a tower with a 
staircase, was excavated in the western part of area Dl. The distinctive 
technique used to construct its walls consisted of sections of field-stone 
masonry separated at regular intervals by roughly dressed monolithic pil
lars. This building technique is closely connected with the method called a 
telaio, commonly found in Phoenician colonies in the West. This is one of the 
few examples of the existence of the technique in the East. 

To the south of this structure, an installation related to the purple dye 
manufacturing process was excavated. It consists of two pits--one is stone
lined and was full of crushed shells of the murex snail, which produces the 
dye; a lime-plastered channelled to the second pit (not plastered), which 
contained a large quantity of purple dye residue mixed with ashes. 

Remains from the Persian period were also found in areas E, F, and G. 
They included several pits with additional evidence of purple dye manu
facturing. The pits contained many pottery storage jars, both Greek and 
Phoenician, as well as heaps of crushed murex shells. In area G, monumental 
walls were uncovered that reflect a number of ashlar construction methods. 

In the Persian period strata, large quantities of both local and imported 
pottery were found, especially Attic ware, including many fragments of 
painted vessels and East Greek and Corinthian pottery. Hundreds of vessels 
have been recorded, perhaps the largest assemblage of Greek pottery found 
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to date on any site in Israel; some are rare types. Of special interest are types of 
large wine amphoras not previously found in Israel's coastal region. In 
addition to pottery vessels there were scores of figurines and statuettes and 
a relatively large number of seals, some recovered in situ. Mention should be 
made of a conical glass seal carved with the figure of a Phoenician sphinx. The 
majority of the seals are scarab-shaped. Two glass scaraboids are outstand
ing: on one, the king ofPersia is depicted in his chariot; on the other, he fights 
two griffins or lions. Undoubtedly these seals, whose motifs often appear on 
Sidonian and Tyrian coins, belonged to local officials. In addition, many 
coins of all the known types-Greek, Phoenician, and local-have been 
recovered. 

Several ostraca found in the recent excavations were written in Phoe
nician, in ink (one was incised). They have been deciphered by J. Naveh. 
Other ostraca bear incised inscriptions, in Greek, and are the first Greek 
inscriptions to have been found in Israel in strata from the Persian period. 

Many cult objects from the Persian period have been recovered. These 
mainly include pottery figurines, stone statuettes, and faience amulets, which 
reflect the Phoenician cult, both official and popular, and the various foreign 
influences it absorbed. Two bronze censers, also used in cult and ritual, have 
been found. Some of the seals may have had acultic function, as well. Most of 
the figurines were discovered in two large groups in favissae, one in area Band 
the other in area C. These pits were probably situated close to temples, of 
which no trace survives. Objects of a similar nature were scattered through
out the other excavated areas. 

Four kinds of cult objects were found in the area Bfavissa: (l)clayfigurines 
in the Eastern style; (2) clay figurines in the Western, mainly Greek, style; 
(3) limestone statuettes from Cyprus; and ( 4) a necklace of faience beads. The 
first three categories represent the official Phoenician cult of Baal, Astarte, 
and their son. It was customary at the time that the iconography ofthe figures 
of the deities was either Phoenician or assumed the form of deities already 
worshiped in the region-Egyptian, Persian, and even Western. The faience 
beads, also found in other areas, were similarly connected with popular 
beliefs and were used mainly as amulets to protect their wearer. The necklace 
consisted of three pairs of Horus eyes and the head of Bes, a god who was 
originally Egyptian but whose main function in the Phoenician popular cult 
was to stave off evil spirits and bad luck. Necklaces such as these were worn by 
young girls. Sometimes the necklaces included grotesque heads made of 
colored glass or faience. The clay masks (see above) also belonged to the 
sphere of the Phoenician popular cult; fragments of one or two such masks 
dating from this period were uncovered in the excavations. 
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The nature of the objects found in thefavissa excavated in area C differs 
considerably from that of the objects in the area B favissa. In fact, the 
assemblage in this favissa differs from that in all other favissae known 
so far in Israel. All the figurines recovered were fashioned in unmistakable 
archaic Greek style, and so far constitute the only example of this style found 
in Israel. Most of the sherds found are also Greek, either Attic or East Greek. 
These are probably the remains of a Greek temple that can be dated precisely 
to the second half of the fourth century BCE. It may well be that this was the 
temple used by the Greek inhabitants of this Phoenician city, who may even 
have had their own residential quarter. This evidence corresponds to the 
many discoveries, both past and recent, at sites along the Mediterranean 
coast. 
THE HELLENISTIC PERIOD. The walls of the houses built in the Helle
nistic period rested directly on the residential insulae of the Persian period. 
The facades of the houses followed the same alignment; only the partitions 
were changed. The building style was still Phoenician-ashlar piers with 
rubble fill. Some of the facades lining the street were built of ashlars only. It 
can be assumed that the walls exposed in the excavation belong to the ground 
floors and that the buildings were at least two stories high. In some of the 
houses, there was evidence of cellars. 

The houses from the Hellenistic period existed from the fourth to the first 
centuries BCE. In the course of those centuries, they underwent repairs and 
changes: entrances were blocked, floors were raised, and the internal division 
of the rooms was changed. At times, the function of the various auxiliary 
units also changed. In area C, for example, two plastered pools were added in 
one of the phases. However, the location of the buildings' facades remained 
unchanged. One of the rooms in area B, which contained several storage jars 
and pithoi, was probably a storeroom. 

Urban planning is especially evident at the eastern margin of the mound. 
Adjacent to the city wall, where previously the "casemates" associated with 
the intermediate Persian/Hellenistic phase (see below, The Fortifications) 

Hoard of silver coins from the Ptolemaic period. 

were located, a long row of shops and workshops was erected facing the 
eastern lengthwise street. In one of the workshops, a deep layer of crushed 
murex shells was found. However, the town plan basically remained un
changed. Excavation has revealed a well-planned city, built on an ortho
gonal plan-that is, a city whose streets intersect at right angles and whose 
lengthwise streets run parallel to the city wall. A row of shops and workshops 

Selection of pottery vessels from the Hellenistic period. 
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abutting the city wall line the easternmost Head of a clay figurine of Aphrodite, Hellenistic 
north-south street. The city's main transverse period. 

Oil lamp in the form of a satyr dressed in a lion's pelt, 
Hellenistic-Early Roman period. 

street, running from east to west, led (as in the 
previous period) from the eastern gate in area B 
(see below) to the public buildings on the west 
of the mound. Long, well-built, Phoenician
style walls were uncovered on both sides of 
this street. 

Hellenistic buildings and streets were also 
exposed in area D in the southern part of the 
mound. Here, too, the intersection of a length
wise and a transverse street was discovered. 
The town plan in this area resembles that in 
the eastern part of the mound. In the western 
part of the mound (area F), remains were un
covered of some of the largest temples known 
in the country so far; they were probably built 
in the Hellenistic period but were used into the 
Roman period as well. These buildings, which 
are located near the seashore, were excavated 
in the 1920s by Garstang (see above). During 
the Hebrew University excavations, the outer, 
eastern side of these monumental structures 
was excavated and a row of rooms-built 
in Phoenician style and extending north
southeast of the temples-was exposed. The 
rooms apparently lined a street (as yet unex
cavated) that in this period ran along the wes
tern margin of the mound and was the main 
access road to the temples. 

In area G (the center of the mound), excava
tions of a large ashlar-built public building 
have begun. Although its plan and function , 
have not yet been identified, it seems to have 
been connected with some sort of administrative-commercial activity in the 
area where the Roman forum was later built (see below). 

The Hellenistic strata yielded an abundance of finds. The numerous 
coins-hoards of silver coins from the reigns ofPtolemy I and Ptolemy II and 
coins of several Seleucid rulers, as well as of Tryphon, who was besieged in 
Do r-and the stamped amphora handles, mainly from Rhodes and Cnidus, 
make it possible to date the various Hellenistic strata. 

The large and varied assemblage of local pottery vessels-storage jars, 
bottles, jugs, juglets, pilgrim flasks, and censers-is the key to the ceramic 
typology of the Hellenistic period in Palestine. There is a rich collection of 
lamps that not only include nearly all the known types found in Israel, but 
somethatare rare and even unique. Large quantities of imported vessels have 
also been recovered: wine amphorae from the Greek islands and domestic 
ware of almost all the types from the period known in the eastern Medi
terranean-West Slope ware, "Megarian" bowls, and terra sigillata ware. 
Other objects of interest are mold-made glass vessels and fragments of 
pottery braziers decorated with satyr heads, thunderbolts, and flowers. 
Some of these bear the name of the artisan Hecataios. A group of miniature 

Lead weight decorated with a boat pattern and inscribed with the name of the city Dor 
(in Greek), Hellenistic period. 

pottery vessels, some of which have the names of medicines stamped on them, 
may have belonged to a physician's office. 

Among other objects used in daily life were a number of lead weights 
inscribed with the amount of the weight and the name of the official who 
certified their accuracy. The largest of these weights, which was found out of 
context, also bears the city's name and a depiction of a ship's prow, one ofthe 
symbols that appear on the city's coins. Beautifully polished stone bowls of 
colored marble or red and gray granite were also found. The numerous loom 
weights and spindle whorls made of clay, stone, or lead uncovered in some of 
the rooms indicate that the women of the city spun and wove cloth in their 
homes. It can therefore be assumed that workshops existed in this harbor 
city-whose population in the Hellenistic period was mainly Phoenician
for the dyeing of textiles, a craft at which the Phoenicians excelled. 

Bone cosmetic utensils, as well as silver and gold jewelry (mainly earrings 
and rings), were also recovered. In the second season, several faience and 
bone pendants in Egypto-Phoenician style were found in one of the rooms. 
The pendants depict various deities; the finest is a small bone pendant in the 
form of the god Bes. A tiny clay bulla that bears a representation of a phalanx 
of Greek hoplites, or infantry, was also found. 

During the Hellenistic and Roman periods, Dor was already a completely 
pagan Greek city. Among the figurines and statues from these periods are a 
marble head of Hermes, the head of a clay figurine (probably of Aphrodite), 
and a "temple-boy" clay figurine; the latter was recovered from the Helle
nistic fill in area D. A number of marble fragments found west of the east gate 
bore large carved Greek letters and a few words. Also worthy of mention is 
the large collection of ballista stones of various sizes, of which five bore 
incised letters (IE, IH, KB, A, and M), indicating their weight. This area 
may have been the city arsenal. 
THE ROMAN PERIOD. Remains from the Roman period have been found 
in two main strata. In the earlier stratum the city's main street, which issued 
from the east gate, was uncovered in area B. A spacious piazza was exposed at 
the intersection of this street and a long north-south street. The piazza was 
paved with large, dressed stone slabs on a bed of mortar and had a well sunk 
in its center. Fragments of black granite columns and a statue base found on 
the pavement had embellished the entrance to the city. When fortifications 
were erected on this site in 1948, during Israel's War oflndependence, a large 
base of a monument or statue was uncovered that bears a long dedicatory 
inscription by an unknown Roman governor of Syria. Two phases of a 
drainage system were found under the pavement of the street and the piaz
za: a main drain runs east to west, and auxiliary channels join the main 
channel from the north and the south. The main channel, which passed 
under the gate and carried the flow outside the city, was built of ashlars 
and had a vaulted roof. 

In this period, the gate piazza was surrounded by large public buildings. 
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Storage jars from the Hellenistic-Early 
Roman period, found sealed under a street 
from the Roman period. 

Two such buildings were excavated, 
situated to the east and west of the 
street that runs south from the piaz
za. An imposing structure, whose di
mensions have not yet been estab
lished, stood west of this street. Only 
a portico oflarge limestone pillars has 
survived from its south facade. Its 
walls (1.5 to 2m wide) were construc
ted from a solid mixture of cement and 
stone. East of the street is another 
large structure. It contains a row of 
rooms parallel and adjacent to the 
street; the rooms open onto an inner 
courtyard, part of which has been ex
posed. Only one room-the struc
ture's entrance hall-also opens onto 
the street. The grooved tracks made by 
carts and chariot wheels are visible on 
the room's pavement, as well as on the 
street pavement. This building consis
ted of an internal courtyard surroun
ded by rows of rooms and may have 
been a storehouse, a khan, or even a 
barrack. 

The city gate of this period is not 
preserved, as its foundations were close to the surface even before excava
tions began. Outside the gate, however, on the east side of area B2, four large 
piers, square in section, were uncovered, with a paved path running between 
them. On one of the piers, the beginnings of an arch can be discerned. This is 
the western end of the Roman aqueduct that brought water to Dor from 
springs in the Carmel Range. 

To the east of the wall of the sacred enclosure in the western part of the 
mound (area F), a broad, stone-paved street was uncovered that ran north
south on the same line as the above-mentioned Hellenistic street. A stairway 
on a line parallel to the street (originally excavated by Gars tang) led from this 
street to the sacred precinct which was located on a lower level. In the Late 
Roman period, the street was no longer used. It was blocked by a massive 
retaining wall whose orientation was only slightly different from the street's. 
The orientation of the remains of the sacred precinct known to us so far 
conforms to that of the later retaining wall, rather than to that of the street. 
This indicates that at least these remains should be dated to the Late Roman 
period. Moreover, a trial sounding dug along the temenos wall yielded 
Roman sherds that probably belong to the foundation trench of the wall. 

In area G, a large paved street or piazza was uncovered. North of it two 
massive, broad, and deep cement foundations extending east and west from 
the edge of the piazza were exposed. These foundations probably carried a 
portico, perhaps the one that surrounded the forum of the Roman city. Two 
more structures from this period were 
uncovered in area E. One, which was 
only partially excavated, was roofed 
with a barrel vault. The other was a 
bath, in which two rooms were exca
vated; these contained hypocaust col
umns that may have supported the 
caldarium or tepidarium. 

Remains of the earlier Roman stra
tum have also been found in the other 
areas. In area C, remains of spacious 
buildings were uncovered, in a well
planned residential quarter with inter
secting streets. The drains in this quar
ter could be traced in areas C and A as 
well. This quarter was completely de
stroyed down to its foundations, too. 
Remains of a large ashlar structure on 
a thick cement foundation were un
covered at the foot of the mound, east 
of area C--evidence that the buildings 
of the Roman city extended beyond 
the boundaries of the mound. 

east-west channels. Here, too, the drainage channels indicate the location 
of the streets in the Roman period. A room excavated south of the transverse 
east-west channel undoubtedly formed part of a spacious house. It had 
ashlar walls and a floor paved with colored mosaics in geometric pat
terns. North of the channel another large building had a paved internal 
courtyard and rows of rooms along three or four of its sides. The base 
of a stairway found in its courtyard led to the roof, or to an additional 
story. This area, located near the south harbor, probably became a resi
dential quarter after the harbor was no longer in use. 

In the later Roman stratum, primarily industrial installations have sur
vived, such as reservoirs, cisterns, and channels. These were uncovered in the 
southern part of area B. A stone sarcophagus, reused as a basin, was found 
next to one of the reservoirs. The structures in this stratum are poorly 
preserved. Building remains from this stratum were also found in areas 
C and D, but there, too, few are preserved because of their proximity 
to the surface. 

Small finds from the Roman period included fragments of stone tables and 
measuring cups of the type known from the Jewish Quarter in Jerusalem 
found in a room in area B. Other finds of interest are a complete bronze bowl 
with three decorated feet, a mold-made cup in the shape of a Negroid head, 
zoomorphic vessels in the form of a ram and a dog, and a large assemblage of 
stone and glass vessels. Local and imported pottery vessels were found, 

A system of drainage channels was 
exposed in area D, which included the 
intersection of the north-south and Molded drinking vessels in the shape of a Negroid head (left), and a dog (right), Roman period. 



including a representative collection of lamps of most of the known types 
from sites in Israel and heavy mortaria with seal impressions. In addition, 
many Roman coins were found, including imperial coins, Jewish coins min
ted by the Herodian kings, and even coins of the First War of the Jews against 
the Romans. Of special importance is the large collection of city coins ofDor 
from this period, some of which are new types. Gems carved with various 
designs, fibulae, bone hairpins, and silver and gold jewelry-including a gold 
ring set with a gem and a glass ring--complement the finds. Also worthy of 
mention are pottery and faience figurines, stone and marble statues, bone 
game pieces, and a fine alabaster kohl pot still containing a yellow powder. 
THE FORTIFICATIONS. A massive wall (2. 5 m wide) was uncovered in area 
B, at a depth of approximately 7 m, together with its stone base and its outer 
sand rampart. This fortification wall dates to the beginning of the Iron Age 
and should probably be associated with the Sikil city (and see below). As for 
the Iron Age II fortifications (from the tenth century BCE onward), the 
excavations showed that in that period the city spread east of the earlier 
fortification line and covered a slightly larger area. Thus, on the east side of 
the site (and probably on the entire mound), the later walls were constructed 5 
to 6 m beyond that line, one above the other and almost on the same line. 

In area C, at the foot ofthe site, a mud-brick city wall has been uncovered, 
as well as part of a plaster glacis covering its base. In area B, a stretch of a 
fortification wall consisting of a mud-brick superstructure on stone founda
tions has been exposed. This wall is probably the continuation of the wall in 
area C; it runs under the four-chambered gate here and must therefore be 
earlier(see below). The gate associated with this wall has not yet been located. 
This fortification system can be attributed to the tenth century BCE. 

The four-chambered gate is dated with certainty because a tenth-century 
BCE layer was uncovered beneath it and a two-chambered gate, built in the 
Assyrian period (see below), was exposed above it. It follows that the four
chambered gate was erected in the ninth to eighth centuries BCE, during the 
period of the Divided Monarchy. At that time, Dor was probably the main 
harbor of the kingdom oflsrael, while Jaffa was the harbor of the kingdom of 
Judah. The fortification's massive construction suggests that the four-cham
bered gate was built during the reign of the Omrid dynasty, probably in 
Ahab's reign. It would be in keeping with the great building projects carried 
out by these kings, of which remains have been found so far at Samaria, 
Megiddo, Beth-Shean, Hazor, and Dan. 

The gate has only been partially excavated, but it is obvious that its plan 
resembles that of the contemporary four-chambered gate at Megiddo. Its 
western pier, which has been fully exposed, is about 2. 5 m wide and was built 
of huge limestone boulders probably quarried on the Carmel Range. The 
west side of the pier, toward the city, was faced with well-dressed orthostats. 
The broad foundation walls separating the chambers and the gateway may 
have been intended to reinforce the structure's stability. The gate's stone 
walls probably supported a mud-brick superstructure. A small stone basin 
was placed in each of the eastern gate chambers. This gate was apparently 
connected with an outer gate, whose plan has not yet been identified. Al
though the gate's plan resembles the one at Megiddo, there is a striking 
difference: the gate at Dor is more 
massive and monumental; especially 
impressive is the size of the stone 
blocks at its base. This was essentially 
a monumental Phoenician structure, 
like the structures they built at Tyre 
and Sidon. Presumably during this 
period, the majority ofDor's popula
tion was Phoenician, even though the 
government was Israelite. 

This gate was associated with an 
offset-inset wall traced along the en
tire eastern line of areas A, C, and B. 
The wall's limestone foundations are 
about one meter high. Some of its 
parts had a stone superstructure, 
while in others it was mud brick. 
Structurally, it is similar to the off
set-inset wall in strata IVA to III at 
Megiddo. The combination of stone 
and brick components in its super
structure is also found in the outer 
wall and the enclosure wall in stratum 
IV at Lachish. In some sections, its 
outer line consists of large ashlars; 
the corners are reinforced in a char
acteristic manner with the longest 

Area B2: the southwestern chamber of the 
four-chambered gate. looking south. 
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Plan of the two-chambered and four-chambered gates. 
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stones. In one of the corners, a mason's mark, typically found in this Is
raelite-Phoenician style, was exposed; it is similar to the numerous marks 
found at Megiddo. The four-chambered gate was destroyed by the Assyrians 
in the late eighth century BCE. On its floor, in addition to local pottery, a 
fragment of a Greek skyphos was found, decorated in the Late Geometric 
style and dating to the second half of the eighth century BCE. 

After the destruction of the four-chambered gate, a two-chambered gate 
was erected in association with the same wall. This gate was also similar in 
structure and dimensions to the two-chambered gate at Megiddo. (At Me
giddo, too, both the four-chambered and the two-chambered gates are 
connected to the same offset-inset wall.) The gate was connected to an 
outer, as yet unlocated, gate. However, extensive stretches of the field
stone-paved road that ran along the city wall from the outer gate to the 
two-chambered inner gate have been uncovered. 

The two-chambered gate was erected shortly after the earlier gate was 
destroyed. The offset-inset wall was repaired and modified, mainly to adapt it 
to the new gate's dimensions. Those repairs were probably made at the 
beginning of Assyrian rule, when Dor became the capital of the province 
of the same name. This assumption is supported by the general stratigraphic 
data, as well as by the remarkable state of preservation not only of the two
chambered gate, but also of the stone pavement of the entrance piazza, the 
ashlar pavement of the central gateway between the two chambers, and even 
of the paved road that led into the city. At the south side of the gatehouse 
facade, the base of the doorjamb and the threshold were exposed. In the 
corner was a door socket whose lower part is basalt, rounded and smoothed 
by prolonged use, with a horse-shoe shaped limestone cover. Stone covers of 
this type, both in Israel and in other countries, are found only in structures 
built by the Assyrians. Thus, it appears that the two-chambered gate was 
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Assyrian cylinder seal impression, 7th century BCE. 

built in the late eighth century BCE, or shortly afterward. 
This complex fortification system was probably destroyed in the mid

fourth century BCE. Pottery from that period covered the gate pavement 
and the road that led into the city. It is likely that these were the vessels used at 
the end of this stratum's existence. The destruction of this system may have 
occurred at the time of the Sidonian revolt against the Persians in 348 BCE. 
This revolt ended in the destruction of many Phoenician cities along the coast 
of Phoenicia and northern Palestine, probably including Dor, which at that 
time was ruled by Sidon. 

According to the archaeological evidence, which is supported by historical 
records, Sidon and its territories in Palestine recovered in a short time, 
probably with Persian assistance. The recent excavations have shown that 
during this period a new fortification system was erected. This is of interest 
because of the building method employed-it faithfully follows Phoenician 
building techniques, despite it being of a later date-and because of its 
connection with the town plan. A long stretch of this fortification has been 
uncovered in areas A and C, as well as in area B, where parts of the gateway 
were also found. 

The outer line of this fortification rested almost directly on the earlier 
offset-inset wall, but it ran in a nearly straight line, with the exception 
of some small projections (see below). Thus, at times, it climbed over 
an offset and at others it descended from it to the plaster glacis that ran 
up to the offset-inset wall and stopped a short distance from the inset. At first 
sight, the wall looks like a casemate wall, and it may indeed have served this 
purpose. However, it is more likely that the "casemates" were in fact the 
eastern ends of rooms in structures that reached the inner north-south street 
running parallel to the outer line of the fortifications at a distance of6 to 7 m 
from it. (The street still existed in the Hellenistic and Roman periods.) These 
rooms form part of a row of typical contiguous structures extending from the 
inner street to the outer line of the wall. Their western end has not been 
exposed, but it is clear that their outer walls, more than one meter wide, 
formed part of the city's fortification system. 

In the fourth century BCE, the city fortifications evidently were still being 
built according to Phoenician tradition. Both their outer wall and partitions 
were constructed with ashlar pillars with a field-stone fill, the style found in 
the coastal cities ofPhoenicia and in Israel, from the tenth and ninth centuries 
BCE (at Megiddo and Tyre) to the third 
century BCE (at Dor and Jaffa). The 
same building method had been used 
earlier, for public buildings and for
tifications in the kingdoms of Israel 
and Judah. The fortifications at Dor 
and at other Phoenician coastal 
towns, however, were built of local 
kurkar and not of the more common
ly used limestone. 

The outer face of the fourth century 
BCE city wall, built of alternating ash
lar and field-stone masonry, has a 
number of piers; on the outside of one 
pier, the typical Israelite-Phoenician 
style of marginal drafting is preserved 
on some large stones. This stone dres
sing is also known from many sites 
that date to the period of the Israelite 
monarchy-Tyre, Dan, Megiddo, 
Hazor, Beth-Shean, Samaria, Ramat 
Ral,J.el, and nearby Tel Mevorakh. 

Plan of the eastern part of the city and the 
fortifications in the Hellenistic period. 

10 20 m 

In the third century BCE, probably 
when this fourth century BCE "Phoe
nician" wall and its adjacent buildings 
were still standing, a new fortification 
system was built. The new wall was 
erected in the entirely different Greek 
style. So far, this style has only been 
found at a few sites in Israel, mainly 
Samaria and Acco (Acre)---cities that 
became Hellenized at the beginning 
of the Macedonian conquest. The 
builders of the new wall followed a 
straight line above the earlier struc
tures. The eastern part of these struc
tures projects from the new wall, the 
central part lies below the wall, and the 
western part is inside the town. The new 
wall is a mighty structure built entirely Assyrian seal impression, 7th century 
of stone. Some 2m wide, its foundations seE. 
cut across all the walls to the east, which 
remained almost entirely covered by the earthen rampart protecting their 
foundations. The wall was built oflarge, thick, rectangular kurkar blocks, 
approximately one meter long. They were generally laid with their narrow 
side on the exterior (headers). Certain sections of this wall were built in the 
"compartment method": two faces of alternating groups of short stretchers 
and a longer header with a field-stone fill between them. 

Square towers, built in a similar style, project from the wall at a distance of 
about 40 m from each other. So far, two have been excavated-one in area A 
and the other in area C-along with the stretch of wall between them. Some 
additional sections of the wall, and another tower associated with the gate, 
were uncovered in area B. The inner part of the north tower is poorly pre
served, but its outer contour is clear enough. The foundations of the tower 
south of it (in area A) are preserved in their entirety. This is one of the most 
impressive fortifications from the beginning of the Hellenistic period in 
Israel. The tower's stone building blocks (c. I m long and 0.5 m wide) are 
always laid as headers. The ability ofthe sandstone (kurkar) to sustain blows 
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Areas A (left) and C (right): aerial view, looking west. 

without cracking enabled it to withstand a siege by the improved battering 
rams of the period. Sections of this wall are intact up to a height of 3 m and 
more. 

The central column of the southern tower has survived. It probably sup
ported a wooden staircase that ascended around it to the roof. This seems to 
be the earliest example of such a tower in Israel. The new wall features many 
innovations in building methods in general and in tower construction in 
particular; it should almost certainly be considered a typical Greek forti
fication. 

The excavations have shown that the wall was not erected at the beginning 
ofthe Hellenistic period: there is a layer dating to the Early Hellenistic period 
under it. The finds in this layer included a coin of Ptolemy II Philadelphus 
(285-246 BCE). It appears, therefore, that the wall was built toward the end of 
that king's reign or very soon after it, because, according to historical sour
ces, in 219 BCE the wall was already standing. It probably continued to exist, 
with a few repairs and additions, until the Early Roman period. In the Late 
Roman period, the city was not fortified. 

THE BYZANTINE CHURCH 
The remains from the Byzantine period on the mound are scant, but a large 
episcopal church was excavated east of the mound (map reference 
1426.2246) from 1979 to 1983 by C. Dauphin, on behalf of the Israel De
partment of Antiquities. Dauphin believes that the site may have been a cult 
place as early as the Hellenistic period, and perhaps even earlier. She un
covered a rock -cut structure that may subsequently have served as the holy of 
holies (adytum) in the Greek temple. The church was later built on the 
remains of the walls of the temple. The temple (25 by 45 m), of which only 
a few walls have survived, consisted of a stoa, a central hall (cella), and the 
adytum. In the church itself, two periods of construction were discovered. 
PERIOD II (FOURTH OR FIFTH-8EVENTH CENTURIES CE). In this 
period, the church complex covered an area of approximately 1,000 sq m. In 
the center stood a large basilica! church (14.5 by 25m) that had three aisles 
and an apse at the east end of the central nave. The walls were built of ashlars 
(in some places laid in headers and stretchers) and plastered. The floors of all 

three aisles were paved with mosaics. Two more aisles were built to the north 
and south of the church. The additional aisle in the north was divided into 
four rooms. The westernmost room served as a narthex and the next as a 
plastered pool (piscina); the two other rooms were paved with mosaics. In 
one room the upper (later) mosaic had a design of rosebuds in a chalice and a 
tabula ansata at its east end. In the second room, the upper mosaic was 
decorated with a geometric pattern of octagons and rhomboids. A step, 
bordered by marble screens, led to a raised area, where the altar may have 
stood. 

At the eastern end ofthe southern aisle, the tomb of a saint, whose identity 
is unknown, was uncovered. A hole had been drilled in the stone slab cover
ing the tomb, through which oil could be poured. The oil, which was sanc
tified when it came into contact with the saint's remains, drained into a 
plastered basin next to the tomb. The two external aisles probably served as 
an ambulatorium. After undergoing a period of incubatio (fasting and pray
er), those making a pilgrimage to the saint's tomb could gather here without 
disturbing the activities in the church. 

In the western part of the church, a stone-paved atrium was exposed that 
was enclosed by a rectangular peristyle (some of the peristyle columns were 
found scattered in the area). The peristyle was probably roofed, while the 
central area was open to the sky. A large plastered cistern was uncovered 
beneath it. During the first phase of this church, the cistern seems to have had 
a wooden roof; later, it was roofed with a barrel vault. The cistern floor was 
paved with coarse white mosaics. Water flowed into it through three plas
tered channels, and a shaft dug next to it was linked to it by an opening. The 
remains of two structures (c. 3 by 6 m) were uncovered flanking the atrium on 
the west. These may have been towers protecting the church, which at that 
time stood isolated from any settlement. The base of a staircase was un
covered in one of the towers. 
PERIOD I (FOURTH CENTURY CE). Earlier floors and mosaic pavements 
dating to the first stages of the church's existence were found throughout the 
basilica under the upper mosaic pavement and the upper floors. A coin of 
Constantine II (337-361 CE) was found on one of the lower floors, providing 
a terminus ad quem for the construction of the first stage. This early church 
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Area CJ: Hellenistic broad wall (in foreground) cutting through "casemate" fortifications from the intermediate phase of the Persian-Hellenistic period. 

was probably destroyed in the late fourth or early fifth century CE; the new 
church, rebuilt on the same plan, was destroyed in the seventh century CE and 
never rebuilt. 

Following the destruction of the church, the surrounding area was oc
cupied once more, but when, why, and by whom are unknown (period III). 
During period IV (eighth-fourteenth centuries CE), the area was used as a 
cemetery for the local Arab population. 
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EPHRAIM STERN 

MARITIME DOR 

IDENTIFICATION 
The waters surrounding the ancient city ofDor, situated 13 km (8 mi.) north 
of Caesarea on the Mediterranean Sea, formed the southernmost harbor 
along the Coastal Plain of Asher in antiquity. Offshore reefs and small 
islands~rocky kurkar outcrops of the eastern Carmel Range~functioned 
as breakwater barriers at Dor, subduing the full force of the sea and leaving 
an ideal anchorage on the shore side, a rare phenomenon along the unin
dented coast of Israel. It was an inviting anchorage to merchant vessels 
seeking refuge or attempting to conduct trade. 

Toward themid-tenthmillennium BCE, the level ofthe Mediterranean rose 
and flooded the dry depressions where the city's bays now lie, creating the 
beginnings of a natural haven. Ever since, the underwater terrain has been 
covered by thick, constantly shifting sand dunes, up to 6 m deep. The sand is 
transported to the region from the Nile Delta at a rate of about 80,000 cum 
per year. The oxygen-free environment beneath the sand blanket is the key 
factor in the excellent preservation of metals and organic material at Mar
itime Dor. The instability of this sand blanket is the cause ofthe intermittent 
exposure of artifacts on the seabed. 

The port is best understood as three zones. The first, to the north of the 
mound, is a 250-m-long bay that was used as a secondary harbor throughout 

most of the site's long history. It is sheltered by a reef and is entered from the 
north. South of the city was the relatively unprotected main bay, the second 
zone. Before the present encroachment of sand, it was connected to the 
southern, and third, zone of offshore islands. For 4,000 years, ships an
chored behind those islands, along a 750-m stretch of sea, before approach
ing the city or transferring merchandise to small freighters. 

HISTORY 
Dor was mentioned in Greek legend, which recorded that the city had been 
founded by Doros, son of Poseidon. As a major local deity, his portrait on 
coinage persisted into the Roman period as late as 210-211 CE. However, 
historical allusions to the site demonstrate that its topographical advantages 
were appreciated much earlier, at least by the thirteenth century BCE. The 
harbors at Dor are considered to have been the only ones along the coast of 
Canaan that survived the tremors of political upheaval in the Late Bronze 
Age. The experience of the Egyptian priest Wen-Amon with the Sea Peoples 
at Dorin about 1100 BCE indicates the existence of a flourishing port, suffi
ciently well equipped to be able to dispatch a fleet of eleven ships to Byblos to 
pursue him. 

Later in antiquity, in a passage explaining the motives behind the con-
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struction of Sebastos (Caesarea's harbor) in about 22 BCE, Josephus men
tions both Jaffa and Dor as "small towns on the seashore which are poor 
harbors because the southwest wind beats on them and always dredges up 
sand from the sea upon the shore and thus does not permit a smooth landing. 
Instead, it is usually necessary for merchants to ride unsteadily at anchor 
offshore" (Antiq. XV, 333). Many scholars interpret this reference to mean 
that Dor's maritime potential was dramatically reduced in the Herodian 
period. This view is further confirmed in Saint Jerome's translation of Eu
sebius' Onomasticon (78, 9), in which the city is described as deserted by 390 
CE. An image of continuous decline is evoked, well into the Byzantine period. 
The archaeological record from the sea, however, leaves little doubt that 
both these texts conceal an alternative scenario within a shroud of ambi
guity. While the abandonment of Tel Dorin the Late Roman period appears 
to represent a concluding chapter in its long history ofhabitation, the stream 
of shipping drawn to Dorcontinued to ebb and flow until as late as the end of 
the nineteenth century CE, when watermelons were its principal export. 

HISTORY OF EXPWRATION 
Attempts to locate the harbor re
quired both geomorphological re
search and the reconstruction of the 
paleotopography in various periods. 
Masonry-built walls in the sea, abra
sion platforms several meters higher 
than the sea level, and installations 
constructed to hold seawater-today 
found above or below their original 
level-all attest to the changes that 
took place on the coastline and to the 
land-sea relationship in the periods 
when the site was occupied. 

Since 1960, many seabed surveys 
have been conducted around Dor 
by the Underwater Exploration Socie
ty of Israel. In 1964, an attempt was 
made to locate underwater structural 
remains, and the installations along 
the coastline were mapped for the 
first time. In 1968, a cargo of rifles, 
cannons, and mortars was partially 
uncovered on the seabed, outside the 
southern end of the Tantura anchor
age. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, 

Well at the southern edge of the mound, 
Early Iron Age. 
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Plan of the quays at the southern edge of the mound, LB-Iron I periods. 

many stone anchors dating from the second millennium BCE, as well as lead 
anchors and storage jars from later periods, were found on the seabed south 
of the mound. Since 1972, surveys and research have been conducted by the 
Center for Maritime Studies and the Department of Maritime Civilizations 
at Haifa University. In 197 5, all exposed building remains and rock cuttings 
along the coastline were mapped, and an attempt was made to determine the 
location of the coastline and the level of the sea in various historical periods. 
Later, this research was complemented by a series of probes, mapping, and 
geomorphological sample drillings within the framework of a study con
ducted by Y. Sneh. Since 1980, the Center for Maritime Studies has carried 
out a series of probes along the mound's coastline and in the adjacent seabed, 
as part of the excavation project carried out by the Institute of Archaeology 
atthe Hebrew University of Jerusalem, under the direction of E. Stern. Since 
1976, the Dor Museum and the Center of Nautical and Regional Archae
ology (CONRAD) at Kibbutz Nal).sholim have carried out seabed surveys in 
the area of the Tantura anchorage south of the mound (see below). 

THE SETTLEMENT AND THE HARBOR 
The earliest remains found so far are located near the coastline, along the 
northern half of the mound's western margin. These structures were erected 
directly on the kurkar bedrock and date to a late phase of the Middle Bronze 
Age IIA (nineteenth century BCE). They include a massive wall built oflarge, 
roughly dressed kurkar blocks that runs north to south along the eastern 
shore of the bay, indenting the middle of the mound's shoreline. The wall is 
over 2m wide; the foundation course is laid as headers on bedrock that today 
lies 1.6 m above sea level. No remains dating from this period have been 
found at the southern end of the mound; the earliest structures in that area 
date to a late phase of the Late Bronze Age. These structures rested on a base 
of sand-without any potsherds or shell fragments-deposited by the wind 
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Pottery storage jars recovered from the sea in the southern bay: (left to right) from the LB, Persian, and Byzantine periods. 

at a time when the coastline ran slightly farther west. Underneath the sand 
layer, approximately 1.2 to 1.3 m below sea level, is a "crust," or layer, of 
marshy clay that fills all the low-lying areas between the kurkar ridges. 

Potsherds from the Chalco lithic period were found in this layer, indicating 
that at that time the scattered occupation along the coast extended north
ward from the Nal,J.al Daliyya estuary up to the periphery of Tel Dor. North 
of the mound, the top of the clay layer is more than one meter higher. This 
attests to the tectonic changes that took place after the deposition of the 
marshy accumulation, which is dated to the fifth millennium BCE. During the 
Bronze Age, the area of the mound was probably a rocky peninsula, still 
joined in the south to the series of shoals that enclose the Tantura anchorage. 
At that time, a lagoon existed east of the coastal kurkar ridge, which was 
connected to the sheltered waters to the south. During the first half of the 
second millennium BCE, the harbor may have been located to the east of the 
settlement. 

Toward the end of the Late Bronze Age, harbor facilities were first built 
along the southern margin of the mound, in the lee of the coastal ridge; at that 
time, the present-day bay was blocked by a rocky shoal in the west but was 
open toward the water channel in the south. An ashlar pavement associated 
with this harbor was uncovered that extended eastward from the southeast 
cornerofthecoastalkurkarridgeforapproximately40m. Thiswasaquay,or 
landing stage, bordered by huge structures built of crude ashlars (up to 1 by 1 
by 2.5 min size) laid as headers. 

At the back of this quay, on its west side, a square well was exposed, whose 
lower part had been hewn into the rocky abrasion platform to a depth of 
about 0.5 m below sea level. The masonry part of the well was lined with 
neatly dressed ashlar slabs. The height of the well had been raised at least 
twice; it went out of use in the late eleventh century BCE. Next to the well on 
the east, the end of a drainage channel built oflarge stone slabs was exposed 
that was covered by a floor dating to the late twelfth century BCE. The quay 
was built of elongated ashlar slabs laid as headers that totaled almost 10m in 
width. At some time after its construction, the sea level rose and the blocked 
opening of the bay to the west was breached (by human intervention?). This 
let in the sea waves, creating the circulation necessary to prevent the clogging 
of the anchorage with sand. Thus, new quays were built on top of the original 
quay. Excavations uncovered two such phases; both were built of ashlars, 
some of which were reused from earlier quays. The raised quays are dated to 
the twelfth century BCE; toward the end of the century, the sea level probably 
began to drop. This would explain how late eleventh-century BCE land 
structures came to be built on top of the quays. Later, perhaps early in 
the tenth century BCE, a massive east-west ashlar wall was built along the 
coast, on the margins of the highest quay. Several large walls, over 2m wide 
and built of heavy field stones (limestone, not kurkar), abut this massive wall 
and extend southward, in the direction of an area presently flooded by the 
sea. Later in the tenth century BCE, these structures were repaired and the 
entire area ceased to be used as a harbor. No maritime installations have been 
identified along the coast that could be attributed to the period ofthe Israelite 
monarchy. 

In the Persian period, maritime activities probably shifted to the northwest 

side of the mound, where two bays were partly sheltered from the waves by 
shoals and rocky islands. As mentioned above, the southernmost bay is 
located at the heart of the mound, north of the huge retaining structure 
protecting the temples. The bay is bordered on the south by a 3-m-high 
abrasion platform. Three surfaces were cut into the abrasion platform slop
ing northward, toward the sea, at an angle of 5 degrees (less than 3 percent). 
They served as slipways, or dry docks. The width ofthese slipways varies (3 .4 
min the east, 4.3 min the center, and 4.8 min the west); each is a little more 
than 30m long. Ships up to 25m long could probably be built or repaired in 
these slipways. The rocky partition between the slipways had drilled holes, 
probably to hold wooden posts to support a roof. 

A square pool (2.3 by4.1 m; over 1.5 mdeep) was hewn next to the eastern 
edge of this installation. It was probably used for soaking the wooden beams 
used to construct or repair ships, to give the wood the necessary flexibility for 
bending it to shape. (There is a similar pool on the west side, as well, but wave 
action has distorted its shape.) At the edge of the eastern surface, the founda
tions of a square room were uncovered that opened onto the slipway. This 
may have been the location of the capstan, which raised the boats from the sea 
onto a towed wooden cradle. At a later stage, this room was extended into the 
rock-cut area by the addition of a wall. Beneath this wall, pottery from the 
fourth century BCE was found. The dockyard should probably be dated to a 
slightly earlier period. The builders of the dockyard penetrated a series of 
Middle Bronze Age II floors. It is likely that the dockyard was located at the 
edge of the main harbor pool of Dor at that time. 

The many rock cuttings found along the western edge of the coastal kurkar 
ridge can also be attributed to this period. These include two very wide 
channels with sides over 2m high. One had been hewn at the western margin 
ofthe acropolis (the high hill at the southwest ofthe mound), and the other on 
the western part of the rocky promontory on which the northern part of the 
sacred enclosure was located. Both channels, in addition to being a source for 
building stones, probably served as wave traps that absorbed the heavy 
breakers that crashed against waterfront buildings during storms. These 
traps also prevented the waves from reaching the top of the slope and dama
ging the temples and other structures on the acropolis. The west side of the 
rocky outcrops north of the dockyard bay was preserved by the hollows cut 
into them almost down to sea level. The hollows also served as breakwaters, 
protecting the lower, dry land at their back. 

The north bay, because it was so shallow that only small seacraft could 
enter, accommodated limited maritime activity. It may have served as an 
anchorage for fishing boats and for boats used to collect murex shells for 
manufacturing purple dye. At the southern edge of this bay, east of the 
coastal kurkar ridge, west of the Roman theater and the north end of the 
settlement on the mound, an anchoring pool (35 by 45 m) was excavated. A 
30-m-long ashlar wall bordered it on the east. This wall was built in a founda
tion trench dug into the marshy mud; its base lies more than one meter below 
sea level. A solution notch, today 0.4 m below sea level, indicates the water 
level when the anchorage was functioning. 

A channel over 3m wide and more than 70 m long was hewn in the leveled 
rocky surface west of this pool, running up to the western limits of the 



abrasion platform. The breakers provided the channel with a steady supply 
of flowing water that served to flush the anchorage pool to prevent its 
clogging. During the first and second centuries CE, the sea level rose, con
tinuously flooding this surface and thus rendering it ineffective for flushing 
purposes (and for preventing the accumulation of wave-carried sand) in the 
anchorage pool. In the fifth century CE, building stones were dumped on the 
surface and into the channel, creating a dam of sorts against the waves. A new 
channel, on a levell.6 m higher than the previous one, was built farther south, 
along the margins of the surface. This channel was built on top of an earlier 
quay, which was built of ashlars laid in headers, and had bordered the 
anchorage pool on the south. The channel walls, which were masonry-built 
and plastered, were 1.5 m high, 2.5 to 4 m wide, and over 70 m long. This 
flushing channel made possible the renewed use of the anchorage up to the 
time of the destruction of the Byzantine town at the site. 

On the rocky surface that separates the anchorage pool from the bay at the 
center ofthe mound (south of the pool), as well as on the low area to the east, a 
complex of maritime installations was erected: rock-cut, masonry-built, and 
plastered pools; aqueducts bringing fresh water from the main aqueduct at 
Nal:_lal Daliyya; and rock-cut channels supplying sea water. This complex 
was periodically repaired, rebuilt, and raised (in accordance with the changes 
in sea level), between the first century CE and the Byzantine period (with a 
possible gap in the second to fourth centuries CE?). The entire complex 
measured 40 by 40 m, and a freshwater aqueduct reached its northeast 
corner. The complex consists mainly of paved areas between rock-cut and 
masonry-built pools lined with impermeable plaster. In the middle of the 
eastern part of the complex, a structure with a pale purple stain on one of its 
floors was uncovered, perhaps a trace of the purple dye manufactured at the 
site. 

On the southwest periphery of the acropolis hill, close to the water's edge, 
are a pair of rock-cut pools (piscinae, or fish ponds). These pools are also 
evidence of the rising sea level; in their second phase, their walls were raised 
by building masonry walls on top of their rock -cut sides, as well as by raising 
the level of the channel, to provide them with a continuously controlled 
supply of sea water. Another fish pool, composed of an inner rock-cut 
pool (4.2 by 9.6 m) and a smaller forward pool that channeled sea water 
to the inner pool, was located on the seaward side of one of the rocky islands 
enclosing the Tantura lagoon. This may indicate that the lagoon was dry 
during this period, or filled with sand, and was not an anchorage for fishing 
boats. The few pottery sherds recovered and a comparison with ancient fish 
pools found in Italy, Greece, and Cyprus point to a first- to second-century 
CE date for this pool's construction. 
SUMMARY. The available archaeological, historical, and geomorphologi
cal evidence presents the following sequence. The Dor area was first occupied 
in the fourth millennium BCE, when scattered rural settlements were estab
lished on the higher, eastern side of the previously marshy area that sloped 
gently westward to the sea. At thattime, the sea level was several meters lower 
than it is today. If this settlement had engaged in any maritime activities, its 
harbor would probably have been located southwest of Tel Dor. 

The first urban settlement at Dor was a harbor city, one of a series of such 
towns along the country's Mediterranean coast first established in the Mid
dle Bronze Age IIA. The harbor at that time was probably in the north
western part of the mound and may already have contained sea walls and 

Greek war helmet. late 
5th century BCE. 
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even stone-built quays. Another harbor may also have existed on the 
mound's leeward side, on the southeast, in a lagoon that at that time was 
connected to the southern bay. Quays built of ashlars in the headers method, 
previously attributed to Phoenician technology of the first millennium BCE, 
were built at Dorin the late fourteenth or the thirteenth century BCE. At the 
same time, buildings with ashlars appeared at other coastal cities in the 
eastern Mediterranean, such as Ugarit and Ras Ibn I:Iani in Syria and Ki
tion, Hala Sultan Tekke, and Paleokastro-Maa in Cyprus. Certain elements 
in the pottery repertoire at these sites suggest a possible link between the new 
maritime and architectural technology and migrants from one of the groups 
of the Sea Peoples. 

So far, no maritime installations from the First Temple period have been 
found at Dor. Harbor activities were resumed in the Persian and Hellenistic 
periods, as documented by the finds. At that time, maritime activities were 
probably concentrated around the two northern bays and included fishing 
and purple-dye manufacture. Maritime activities at Dor continued until the 
seventh century CE, although there may have been periods when the set
tlement declined and was even temporarily abandoned. 

AVNERRABAN 

UNDERWATER SURVEYS 
The Artifact Deposition Survey project has been examining the underwater 
vestiges in Dor's harbors for the last fifteen years. Its systematic surveys have 
closely followed episodes of extreme sand movement. Between 1975 and 
1985, the site was examined by S. Wachsmann and K. Raveh, on behalf 
of the Israel Department of Antiquities. Since then it has been studied by 
these authors, who are based at the Center of Nautical and Regional Ar
chaeology, Dor (CONRAD). 
PRE-ROMAN PERIODS. The earliest traces of settlement in the environs of 
Dor exist 1.5 km (1 mi.) south of the mound and 200m inland. The site's 
Chalco lithic inhabitants were the first to use the waters south of the mound. 
They deposited several items offshore, including a basalt mortar and a violin
shaped goddess oflow-grade marble identical to an example from the Gilat 
shrine in Israel's Negev desert. It is unlikely that this involved anything other 
than the exploitation of local resources for local consumption. 

External contacts with other city-states in the eastern Mediterranean 
began in the Middle Bronze Age IIA. Both local and Cypriot pottery from 
that period have been found in the south bay, which was, in the opinion of 
these writers, the favored point of anchorage throughout the site's extensive 
life. Of the 140 stone anchors examined on the seabed in all three bays at Dor, 
dating from 1900 BCE to the sixth century BCE, several correspond to ex
amples from Late Bronze Age sites at Cyprus, U garit, and Byblos. While the 
majority of the anchors weighed between 20 and 80 kg, several from the Late 
Bronze Age exceeded 110 kg and would have been dropped by large, inter
national merchant vessels. 

Based on pottery analyses, a particularly active period of harbor usage 
occurred between the sixth and fourth centuries BCE: complete Persian 
basket handle jars and fiat-shouldered amphoras have been removed from 
southern Dor; parts of the former type litter the seabed in abundance in all 
three bays. A concentration ofthis amphora form in the southern zone points 
to the spot where part of a cargo was lost on the seabed. 

A second Persian wreck, in slightly deeper waters, yielded a complete war 
helmet (294 mm high, 235 mm wide, and 1.5 mm thick) from the late fifth 
century BCE. It is ovoid in shape and fashioned from a single bronze sheet. 
Although undecorated, two cheek protectors, which were hinged to the 
everted rim, bear sculpted thick lips, a downward-sweeping mustache, and 
exaggerated cheek bones. Comparable examples from votive contexts at 
Dodona and Olympia indicate that the helmet is of Greek origin. 

By 600 BCE, the all-stone anchor was replaced at Dor by one that combined 
wood for the arms and main shank with a stone stock bar. It was used until 
about 350 BCE. Simultaneously, a similar anchor, which exchanged the stone 
stock bar for a wood-covered lead stock, emerged around 415 BCE. It proved 
to be more durable than the previous forms. 
ROMAN-BYZANTINE PERIOD. Contrary to the implications in ancient 
literary sources, the underwater enquiry at Dor has discovered that, in the 
second half ofthefirstcenturyBCE, the city's harbors had not been reduced to 
a secondary role at all. In fact, the total quantity of material retrieved from 
the sea from the Herodian period through the mid-seventh century CE 
exceeds that recorded from earlier periods. Concentrated around the south
ernmost two islands at Dor, fifteen Byzantine iron anchors have been docu
mented, suitable for use on ships up to at least 12m long. Twelve distinct 
classes of amphorae, dating from 380 to 626 CE, suggest that the city estab
lished a wide trade network stretching from Egypt to the Black Sea to the 
south of France. 

Based on recent evidence, the main merchants at Dor, three of whose ships 
were wrecked while navigating the southern island chain, appear to have 
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Maritime Dar: iron anchors 
recovered from the sea near 
the mound, from the Early 
Roman period (left) and 
Late Roman period (right). 

been Christians. In the spill surrounding one wreck site from the sixth or 
seventh century CE, a couple of bronze steelyards were recovered; both are 
inscribed with crosses and one with the words, in Greek, "Jesus Christ the 
Savior." The evident Byzantine prosperity at Dor revolved partly around the 
influx of pilgrims who could be accommodated at the Dor basilica. It was, 
however, more significantly a result of the circulation of wine in locally 
produced bag-shaped amphorae-the most prominent class of artifact en
countered in Artifact Deposition Surveys. 
ARAB AND CRUSADER PERIODS. Following the mid-seventh century, 
the scale of trade at Dor was curtailed dramatically. The few Arab iron 
anchors and pottery found from the ninth to eleventh centuries CE underline 
how sporadic contact beyond the region became. The impressive swords that 
have been found in the waters of Dor probably belonged to its Crusader 
inhabitants, who established a stronghold referred to as Merle on the summit 
of the mound. Dor's natural harbors meant it was always an available option 
for passing ships, such as the Greek vessel that headed fori ts protected waters 
in 1664. According to the Chevalier d'Arvieux-a French consul at Sidon 
visiting Dor when it was called Tantura-the ship was wrecked carrying a 
cargo of Cypriot wine and cheese. Surveys in the southern bay have validated 
this description: they have discovered the well-preserved hull of that ship, 
complete with crushed barrels of white cheese. The anchorage was still 
sufficiently known more recently: Napoleon Bonaparte adopted it as a naval 
supply base. Thus, on May 21, 1799, his army awaited the arrival of the 
French fleet on the beaches ofDor/Tantura after retreating from its defeat at 
Acre. French cannons, rifles, daggers, and other military ordnance, discar-

ded to ease the enforced march to Egypt once the fleet failed to arrive, have 
been examined on the seabed onto which they were jettisoned. 

UNDERWATER EXCAVATIONS 
The exposure of a wooden hull in the southern bay, after a winter storm in 
1983, resulted in a trial excavation two years later. The hull was from a 
Byzantine ship that had been carrying a cargo of round, bag-shaped am
phoras carefully packed with rope and straw between them to prevent 
breakage. Although carbon-14 tests dated them to 410 ± 110 CE, the asso
ciated pottery suggests a likely date of wreckage between 520 and the first 
quarter of the seventh century CE-by then, the vessel would have been in 
service for a lengthy time. The ship's cargo-bag-shaped jars manufactured 
at centers in the Galilee and nearby, in the vicinity ofCaesarea-suggests that 
the vessel was oflocal origin. However, analysis of its wooden hull (c. 18m · 
long)-whose inner frames were constructed of birch-leaves little doubt 
that the craft was built in the Mediterranean, in Europe or Turkey. Traces of 
burning on the cypress-wood interior ceiling planking provides a possible 
cause of the ship's loss. 
SUMMARY. From about 1900 BCE to the end of the Byzantine period, the 
natural harbors at Dor retained a reliability that continually attracted a 
healthy level of shipping. The instability of the underwater sand dunes 
at the port's main entrance in the south demanded caution while navigating 
an approach, to avoid running aground. Nine sounding weights lowered 
from ships, to ascertain the depth and nature of the seabed, have been 
retrieved in surveys of this region. Although merchant vessels principally 
lay at anchor in Dor's three bays-from which merchandise could be moved 
from ship to shore by light craft-limited mooring facilities were available. 

The wealth of archaeological remains under the sea at Dor classifies it as 
one of the most prosperous harbor complexes in the Mediterranean. The 
final fate of the settlement at Tel Doris etched on the seabed in the form of 
concentrations of objects the citizenry no longer wanted and of masonry 
removed from the tell to be transported for secondary use at other settle
ments along the coast. 

KURT RAVEH, SEAN A. KINGSLEY 
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DOTHAN 
IDENTIFICATION 
The biblical city of Dothan is identified with Tel Dothan, situated in a broad 
valley 22 km (13.5 mi.) north of Shechem (map reference 173.202). Tel 
Dothan rises some 60 m above the valley. The area at the top of the mound 
is about 10 a., and that of the slopes is 15 a. The settled area thus consisted of 
some 25 a. One of the most important highways leading from the Samaria 
hills to the Jezreel Valley passed along the foot of the mound. Eusebius 
located Dothan in the territory ofSebaste, 12 Roman miles north of Samaria 
(Onom. 76:13). In the fourteenth century, Estori ha-Parl:,J.i accurately descri-

Tel Dothan: general view, looking east. 

bed the site as being a four-hour's walk north from Samaria. In 1851, it was 
reidentified by C. W. H. van de Velde. 

HISTORY 
In the Bible, Dothan is first mentioned in the story of Joseph and his brothers. 
Joseph follows his brothers, who had wandered from Shechem in the direc
tion of Dothan, and "found them in Dothan" (Gen. 37: 17). According to the 
narrative, there were extensive pasture lands in Dothan, and caravans passed 
through it on their way to Egypt. Dothan is not mentioned in any other 
written sources. G. Maspero attempted to identify it with the city of t-t-y-n, 
listed ninth among the cities conquered by Thutmose III. This identification, 
however, is not plausible, for t-t-y-n appears in one context with the cities of 
Syria. In the period of the Israelite monarchy, Dothan is described in the 
Bible as a walled city. The king of Aram dispatched an army here to bring out 
the prophet Elisha (2 Kg. 6: 13-14). Dothan is mentioned three times in the 
Book of Judith (3 :9, 4:6, 7:3), in connection with the campaign ofHolofernes. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Excavations were carried out at Dothan from 1953 until the mid-1960s, 
under the direction of J. P. Free of Wheaton College, Illinois. To date, 
preliminary reports of seven seasons of excavations have been published 
(1953-1955, 1957-1960). Because they are incomplete and lack a general 
summary, information about the site is still fragmentary. Work was carried 
out in five areas. Areas D and K on the slope of the mound contained strata 
from the early periods of settlement down to virgin soil. In these areas, 
situated at the edge of the occupied area of the mound, are remains of 
the city's fortifications. The three other areas-A, T, and L-were exca
vated on the summit, where buildings from later periods were uncovered. 
CHALCOLITHIC PERIOD. Settlement at Dothan began at the end of the 
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Dothan: plan of the 
excavations. 

Chalcolithic period. No building remains were found, but Chalcolithic 
sherds-bases of cornets and handles-appeared in the lowest levels of 
area D. 
EARLY BRONZE AGE. In the Early Bronze Age, Dothan was a large set
tlement surrounded by a wall, like other cities in Canaan. Early Bronze Age 
remains were found on the slopes of the mound in areas D and K. Seven levels 
of occupation and at least one system offortifications were uncovered in area 
D from the Early Bronze Age I-III. A wall built of undressed stone was found 
preserved to a height of about 5 m. Its outer face was vertical and its inner face 
sloped. The width at the base of the wall reached 3.25 m. A flight of steps was 
excavated on the slope leading up to the wall. Their beginning and end were 
not traced, but the excavators assume they led to the city gate. 

In area K, two Bronze Age city walls of undressed stone were cleared. One 
wall (4 m thick) is preserved to a height of2 m. According to the excavators, 
there was a gate in the second wall. From the meager information in the 
published reports, however, it is difficult to ascertain either the plan of the 
gate and the second wall or their relationship to the first wall. It is also 
impossible to determine whether a connection existed between the fortifica
tions in areas K and D, both of which 
are assigned to the Early Bronze Age. 
MIDDLE BRONZE AGE liB. The 
Middle Bronze Age liB is the next 
period represented on the site. Re
mains were found on the slope in 
areas D and K. Two levels of settle
ment were uncovered in area D. In 
one, there was an infant burial. The 
city wall was discovered in area K 
with occupation remains of the peri
od adjoining it. 
LATE BRONZE AGE TO IRON AGE 
I. Few remains were found from the 
Late Bronze and Iron ages. According 
to the excavators, the settlers contin
ued to use the Middle Bronze Age 
wall. There were remains of occupa
tion on the summit and on the slopes 
of the mound. A small pottery vessel 
was found containing pieces of metal, 
mostly silver, including a ring and jew
elry that might have been used as cur
rency. The city's prosperity is evident 
in a large tomb dug into the slope (see 
below, the Western Cemetery); it was 
in use in the second half of the second 
millennium. The tomb held about one 
hundred bodies and one thousand 
complete vessels. 

One of the burial phases in tomb 1 at Tel 
Dothan, containing vessels from the 
transitional period between the LB and 
Iron I. 
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IRON AGE II. The main finds at Dothan are from the Iron Age II. Occupa
tion levels from this period were reportedly found on the slopes (areas D and 
K), but onlythefindsinareasL and A on the summit are described. In area A 
there were several levels with remains of buildings. Streets were cleared 
between the buildings; one street was more than 30m long. Inside the houses 
were storage rooms, as well as ovens and pottery and other common house
hold articles. One of these settlements was destroyed by fire, apparently in the 
ninth century BCE. A carbon-14 test of a piece of charred wood from this level 
dated its destruction to 804 ( ± 80) BCE. 

Four Iron Age II levels were excavated in areaL. In the lowest level ( 4), a 
large public building was found whose main walls were thick and solid, 
indicating that it may have had several stories. Finds among its ruins and 
on its plaster and stone floors indicated that it was a public building, perhaps 
administrative. Some rooms contained ovens, complete vessels, and charred 
grains of wheat. In one room were about one hundred storage bins identical 
in shape and volume. Scores of similar bins were discovered in other rooms. 
The building was apparently in use in the tenth and ninth centuries BCE. It was 
destroyed by fire, possibly during the Aramean invasion. The excavators did 
not state whether there was a connection between this destruction and that 
noted in area A. 

The building was restored (level3) and more storerooms were added at the 
end of the ninth century BCE. It was in use until the beginning of the eighth 
century BCE. The following settlement (level2) contained remains from the 
eighth century BCE. It was destroyed either in the Assyrian conquest under 
Tiglath-pileser III in 732 or with the fall of the Israelite kingdom in 721 BCE. 

The settlement was rebuilt (level I) under Assyrian rule and existed only a 
short time, from the end of the eighth to the beginning of the seventh centuries 
BCE. The ceramic finds included carinated bowls of Assyrian origin from the 
eighth century BCE. Similar bowls were found at Calah in Assyria, at Tell el
Far'ah, and at Samaria. An eighth-century BCE ostracon was found with 
cursive Aramaic script, which was read by Albright as rsb. In Ievell, a clay 
coffin containing human bones and skulls was found, probably dating to the 
Assyrian domination period. 
HELLENISTIC, ROMAN, AND MAMELUKE PERIODS. Dothan was not 
resettled until the Hellenistic period, when a small settlement was built on the 
summit of the mound. Several levels of Hellenistic occupation were found in 
area A. Among the finds were stamped Rhodianjar handles and coins. Only a 
few sherds were found from the Roman period. In area T, on the summit, a 
large Mameluke building was partially excavated. From what is visible on 
the surface, it consisted of about six courtyards and 150 rooms. One court
yard and twenty-five rooms around it were cleared. 

DAVID USSISHKIN 
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THE WESTERN CEMETERY 
Toward theendofthe 1959seasonatTelDothan, the excavators uncovered a 
circular, stone-lined pit in area K (on the western side of the mound) that 
narrowed until it funnelled into a square-cut shaft in the bedrock. About one 
meter down the shaft, a stone slab was uncovered, leaning against a vertical, 
rock-cut doorway. Thus began the excavation of one of the site's most 
notable discoveries, the so-called Western Cemetery. Work on this initial 
burial context (tomb 1) was resumed in April 1960, the beginning of the 
seventh season. Between 1960 and 1964, three tombs (tombs 1-3) were 
discovered and completely excavated, under the direction of R. E. Cool
ey. The best preserved and most significant of the three was tomb 1, which 
yielded more than 3,400 objects, including kraters, flasks, biconical jars, 
stirrup jars, pyxides, chalices, lamps, juglets, bowls, beads, jewelry, bronze 
weaponry, scarabs, bone-carved objects, an abundance of skeletal remains, 
and several unique artifacts of singular importance. Very little of this rich 
tomb has been published to date. 

Tomb 1 consists of three architectural components: a vertical shaft, a 
stepped entryway, and the main tomb chamber, in which eight loculi were 
located. Access to the stepped entryway and the main chamber was through 
the well-cut vertical shaft (1.75 by I m wide and 1.51 m deep) on the western 
side of the tomb, which created a west-east orientation. Of the seven steps 
that lead to the tomb chamber, three are within the shaft. The remaining four 
are within the tomb chamber. The doorway to the chamber was blocked by a 
stone slab (l by 1.1 m and 0.12 m thick). 

The tomb chamber is irregularly shaped, although basically rectangular 
with rounded corners. It contained eight loculi, of which six were cut into the 
rock (A, C, D, F, and H); two were constructed at a later time (Bin the 
northwestern corner of the tomb and G at the extreme eastern end). The 
crypts range in width from 0.79 to 1.2m and in lengthfrom2.2 to 2.8 m. A tits 
largest points, the chamber measures 10.65 m west-east and 6.9 m north
south, including the loculi. Excluding the loculi, the chamber measures 8.3 m 
west-east and 5 m north-south. 

Although quite atypical for successive multiple-burial tombs, tomb 1 was 
stratified in five distinct levels. The uppermost level ( 1) was completely sealed 
by debris from the tomb ceiling, which had collapsed. The five burial levels 
were clearly and completely separated from one another by limestone and/or 
earthen fills that ranged between 0.05 and 0.4 min thickness. Theearliestlevel 
of burials (5) was separated from the tomb's bedrock floor by a layer of 
limestone and earthen fill that was 0.4 m thick. The excavators tentatively 
dated levels 5 and 4 to the Late Bronze Age IIA; level3 to the Late Bronze Age 
liB; level2 as the transitional level between the Late Bronze Age liB and the 
Early Iron Age I; and the uppermost level to the twelfth century BCE. 

The burial practices in this tomb can be characterized as multiple, suc
cessive burials. Although skulls were generally well preserved in levels 5-3, 
the skeletal remains in all levels were very fragmentary and in a state-of 
complete disorder, often fused to the limestone. The poorer state of pre
servation of the skeletal remains in levels 1 and 2 may be explained by the 
damage incurred when the tomb's ceiling collapsed. A total of288 skulls was 
uncovered in the tomb's five levels: seventy-four in the uppermost level; 
ninety-two in level 2; sixty-five in level 3; forty-seven in level 4; and ten 
in level 5. Based on these data and the other skeletal remains excavated 
in each level, the total number of burials has been calculated to be between 
three- and five hundred. It would appear from the positioning of the skeletal 
remains that the common burial position was full length. No evidence for 
flexed burials was found. The concentration of skeletal remains was usually 
toward the walls in each level, suggesting that bones were removed from the 

Eastern half of a rock-cut tomb, mostly from the LB and Iron I periods, after the 
removal of about 100 skeletons and 1,000 pottery vessels. 

center of the chamber in order to accommodate subsequent burials. Nu
merous burials were documented in which skeletal remains were covered 
with the body sherds of large storage jars. 

SUMMARY 
Tomb 1 was evidently a family tomb that was used over a period of between 
two- and three hundred years, embracing much of the Late Bronze Age and 
the beginning of the Iron Age. It was the largest and most significant of the 
three tombs discovered. Tombs 2 and 3 were not as rich or well preserved 
(neither was stratified), but they appear to represent similar chronological 
horizons. A few particulars for tomb 3 are noteworthy, however. This burial 
context was discovered in the 1964 season in area K, some 35m west-south
west of tomb 1, in the area originally used for cisterns. Three intact cisterns 
(A-C) were completely excavated in the 1964 season and another (D) was 
partially cleared. When cistern B, which is bell-shaped with a rounded bot
tom, no longer functioned in that capacity, the chamber was utilized as a 
tomb. Unfortunately, the tomb is not well preserved. The soft limestone into 
which the cistern/tomb had been cut was quarried at a later time, resulting in 
serious damage to the chamber and its contents. Most of the pottery was 
broken and widely scattered over the tomb area. The skeletal remains were in 
similar disarray. Only one level of burials was present. 

ROBERT E. COOLEY, GARY D. PRATICO 
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EBAL, MOUNT 
IDENTIFICATION AND EXPWRATION 
In 1980, during the survey of the hill country ofManasseh, a site dating from 
the period of the Israelite settlement (Iron Age I) was discovered on the 
northeastern slope of Mount Ebal. The site, known in Arabic as el-Bur
nat, lies on an elongated mountain ridge, 800 m above sea level, in almost 
inaccessible terrain, far from any road (map reference 1773.1829). It com
mands a fine view of eastern Samaria and Nal;tal Tiq:ah (Wadi Far'ah), but 
Tell Baliitah (ancient Shechem), situated at the foot Mount Ebal, is not 
visible from the site. 

In the course of the survey of the Manasseh hill country, twelve sites were 
discovered on Mount Ebal. Of these, onlyel-Burnat dates from the Iron Age. 
From 1982 to 1989, eight seasons of excavations were carried out on the site 
under the direction of A. Zertal, on behalf of Haifa University and the Israel 
Exploration Society. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
The site consists of a double enclosure surrounded by a stone wall. The outer 
enclosure, about 250m long and covering an area of 3.5 a., is shaped like a 
large triangle with its base in the north. The entrance to it was probably 
located at the point opposite the base of the triangle, in the south. 

No building remains were found inside this area. In the northern, higher 
part of this enclosure was an inner enclosure, about 7 5 m long and extending 
over an area of about one acre. It was shaped like the figure 8 and was built in 
part against the outer enclosure wall. In its southern half were found the only 
stratum 1 B building remains on the site; apart from these there were no other 
traces of construction in the inner enclosure. Between the two enclosures was 
a wide, stone-built entranceway (see below). 

The site ofMount Ebal belongs in its entirety to the beginning of the period 
of the Israelite settlement in the hill country. Two continuous, short-lived 
strata were distinguished in the excavations. No signs of destruction or fire 
separated these strata, nor was there any evidence that the final abandon
ment of the site had been the result of a conflagration. On the basis of the 
finds-two scarabs, a seal, and the pottery-the two strata were dated as 
follows: stratum 2, 1240 to 1200 BCE; and stratum 1, 1200 to 1140 BCE. 
STRATUM 2. In this stratum the main building complex (area A) and a court 
to its west (area B) were excavated. When the site was founded (stratum 2), a 

architecture known from the period. The house, 16 by 9 m, consisted of 
three long, parallel rooms, oriented northwest-southeast. On its south 
side, the house was bounded by a thick wall. Its inner walls were one stone 
wide and the doorjambs were constructed of stone slabs, as was usual in 
buildings of the period. Two doorways connected the central long room with 
the side rooms. The long room on the east side contained a silo in which a 
complete storage jar was found in situ. The jar had been carefully laid on its 
side during the filling and paving that had taken place in stratum lB. 

The floor ofthehouse was made of thin, gray, well-packed earth, similar to 
that found in the upper building, but here lacking ash and animal bones. On 
the floor lay pottery, including an oil lamp, storage jars, bowls, and a col
lared-rim pithos that stood in a depression in the floor. In the 1988-1989 
seasons, a group of collared-rim pithoi was found in the center of area B, 
south of the four-room house. This area was partitioned into small com-
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structure, considered by the excavators to be cultic in nature, was erected on Mount Ebal: general plan of . 
bedrock on the upper point of the mountain ridge. Part of its floor has the enclosure. 
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survived. It was divided into small 
compartments and extended up to 
the wall. On the east side in its cen
ter, in a depression in the floor, was 
a circular stone repository, 2m india
meter. In it, and over the entire 
floor, was a layer of ash mixed with a 
large amount of animal bones, most 
of them charred. A depression in 
the rock nearby, which had served as a 
favissa, contained hammerstones and 
a decorated chalice, made of porous, 
volcanic rock. In a trial sounding 
made outside the building, an area 
dotted with simple hearths, a large 
amount of ash, potsherds, and ani
mal bones was uncovered on bed
rock. In the opinion of the excava
tors, feasts or ceremonies were held 
in this area. 

Some 25 m southwest of the build
ing (area B), a retaining wall oflarge 
boulders was built along the edge of 
the stone terrace. Adjoining it was a 
building of the four-room type, one of 
the earliest examples of this type of 

Aerial view of the site. looking west. 
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Main structure, looking northeast. 

partments, in which at least eight pi
thoi stood, arranged in pairs. It pre
sents an interesting parallel with area 
C at Shiloh, which also contained an 
assemblage of pithoi. 
STRATUM lB. Far-reaching changes 
took place in this phase, in which a 
wholly new architectural conception 
can be distinguished on the site. 
Area A. An elaborate complex was 
erected in area A above the earlier 
building. This complex consisted of 
the following elements: 

1. A main structure (9 by 7 m) of 
large, unhewn stones constructed 3 
m above bedrock. The walls were 
1.4 m wide. Two inner walls faced one 
another in its interior. The walls of the 
structure are accurately oriented to 
the four points of the compass. The 
stone installation of stratum 2 stood 
in the exact center of the structure, 
attesting to meticulous planning and indicating that the design of the build
ing closely followed the lines of its predecessor. Four carefully laid layers of 
fill were noted in the stratum lB building. Two layers consisted of earth and 
stones; the other two were a mixture of ash, potsherds, and animal bones. The 
fill was sealed by a floor reaching the tops of the walls. 

The orderly placement of the fill layers and the absence of restorable 
pottery vessels indicate that they were laid in the same period and that 
the sherds in the fill were collected from the immediate surroundings. The 
pottery in the fill is somewhat earlier than stratum 1-97 percent belong to 
the beginning of the Iron Age I and 3 percent represent earlier, Late Bronze 
pottery, characteristic of the thirteenth century BCE. 

A scarab and a seal were also uncovered in the fill. The seal was ascribed to 
stratum 2 and apparently also originated in the earth-fill material gathered in 
the surroundings. The above structure was a solid, paved bamah (high place), 
on which ritual ceremonies took place. 

2. An outer wall. A walll-2 m wide and 0.5 m below the structure sur
rounded the structure on three sides and was connected to it. 

3. Two stone-paved courts, southwest of the structure, 48 and 30 sq min 
area, and 2.5 m lower than the structure. In the courts eleven installations 
were found built into the stone pavement; they contained ash and animal 
bones or pottery vessels. Access to the northern court was by means of a 
staircase consisting of two steps. 

4. A double sloping stone wall between the two courts. This sloping wall 
was a double ramp. The main sloping wall (1.2 m wide) rose to the top of the 
main structure at a 22-degree gradient. Attached to this wall on its north side 
was another sloping wall, 0.6 m wide. Trial trenches and soundings revealed 
that this entire complex was built at the same time (stratum lB). 

5. About one hundred stone installations of varied sizes to the north, east, 
and south of the complex. About half of the stone installations contained 
pottery vessels in situ, both domestic-storage jars, bowls, and pithoi-and 
votive vessels. No parallels for the votive vessels-a small bowl and a juglet 
with a pointed base, both handmade-have been found at other sites. Offer
ings were placed in these installations, which were built for that express 
purpose. Two layers were noted in the installations. Apart from the pot
tery, bronze objects and jewelry, including a scarab and a gold earring, were 
found here. 
Area B. Extensive changes can be observed in stratum lB in area B, as well. 
The room extending along the retaining wall was blocked with large stones, 

Scarab from the reign of Ramses II, 13th 
century BCE. 

increasing the depth of the wall to 2.5 m, and enabling it to bear the weight of 
the structure and the courts. The rooms were filled with earth and stones and 
raised about 1 m, and the entire area of the former four-room house was 
paved with medium-sized stones. As a result of these changes, a paved court, 
about 10m wide and 50 m long, was created in front of the main complex. 
Bones, stone installations, and pottery found in the court throw light on the 
activities that took place here. In this phase, an entranceway was built in the 
form of a staircase, about 7. 5 m wide and containing three stone-lined steps. 
Its immense width and method of construction indicate that it served as a 
ceremonial entryway. 
Area C. Soundings made in the northern part of the enclosure wall in area C 
revealed that it should be assigned to stratum lB. Another circular paved 
court was uncovered in the corner at the point where the inner enclosure wall 
diverged from the outer wall. Its purpose is unknown. 
STRATUM lA. With the abandonment of the site, most of the complex, 
including the paved court (area B), was buried under a layer of stones. It 
seems that this was a deliberate act carried out to prevent the desecration of 
the site. 
THE SCARABS, SEAL, AND ANIMAL BONES. The two scarabs uncovered 
in stratum 2 are ascribed by B. Brandl to the latter half of the reign ofRamses 
II (second half ofthe thirteenth century BCE). This date is corroborated by the 
hexagonal stone seal with geometric incisions that was assigned (on the basis 
of parallels from Israel and Transjordan) to the same period. This external 
evidence is of great importance in establishing the date of the beginning of 
Israelite settlement in the Shechem area. 

The large bone assemblage (a total of some three thousand bones was 
uncovered) was examined by L. Horwitz. About 96 percent are of domestic 
animals--cattle, sheep, and goats-and the rest include one fallow deer. The 
bulk ofthe bones, especially the burnt and butchered remains, came from the 
main structure. This is a unique collection of animal bones that is marked by 
the absence of ass and dog bones, which are commonly found at all set
tlements of the period. 

Storage jar handle in the shape of a 
hull's head. 



SUMMARY 
A small cult site for offering sacrifices was established here in stratum 2. As 
evidence, the excavator cites the finds uncovered beneath the main stratum 
IB structure and the burnt areas, which contained animal bones. A four
room house adjoining the cult center was apparently the residence of its 
attendants. Because of the small size of the site in this stratum, it is assumed 
that it served as a family or tribal cult site. The excavator similarly interprets 
the stratum IB remains as a main cult site of the Israelite settlers. Confirma
tion of this view is provided by the absence of dwellings, the presence of stone 
installations containing offerings, the singular architectural plan, and the 
ashes mixed with animal bones. The large double enclosure and the finely 
built main structure are in this stratum. The latter was apparently intended to 
serve as the focal point of ceremonies for a large assembly. The enclosure and 
the main building were abandoned after several decades of use and covered 
with a layer of stones (stratum lA). This was probably done deliberately, to 
bury the site. 

This interpretation of the site has aroused a great deal of controversy 
among scholars. Whereas the excavator viewed the main building as a large 
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sacrificial altar, N. Na'aman identified the area as Shechem's main cult site in 
the Iron Age 1-namely, as the "Tower of Shechem," and interpreted the 
central enclosure as the "house of El-berith" (J g. 9:46). Some scholars (A. 
Mazar, M.D. Coogan, I. Finkelstein) agree that the site has a cultic nature 
but do not interpret it as an altar; others (A. Kempinski, A. F. Rainey) reject 
cultic interpretation of the Mount Ebal remains and tend to view the struc
ture as a fortified tower. 

C. W. Wilson, PEQ 5 (1873), 66-71; Abel, GP I, 360-370; S. Bulow, ZDPV 73 (1957), 100-107; 
H. See bass, Bib lie a 63 (1982), 22-31; A. Zerta1, ES/2 (1983), 72; 3 (1984), 82-86; 5 (1986), 77-78; 6 (1987-
1988), 82-; 9 (1989-90), 45; id., IEJ34 (1984), 55; id., BAR 11/1 (1985), 26-; 12/1 (1986), 43, 49-53; 17/5 
(1991), 28-49; id., Xlle Congress of the International Organization for the Study of the 
Old Testament: Program and Abstracts, Jerusalem 1986, 146; id., TA 13-14 (1986-1987), 105-165; id., A 
Cultic Center from Iron Age I on Mt. Ebal, Tel-Aviv 1987; ASOR Newsletter 35/4 (1984), 15; Buried 
History 20/2 (1984), 27-30; A. Kempinski, BAR 12/1 (1986), 42,44-48, 64-65; B. Brandl, TA 13-14 
(1986-1987), 166-172; L. Kolska-Horwitz, ibid., 173-189; N. Liphschitz, ibid., 190-191; M.D. Coogan, 
PEQ 119 (1987), 2; H. Shanks, BAR 14/1 (1988), 48-52; Weippert 1988 (Ortsregister); H. Brodsky, Bible 
Review 5/1 (1989), 38-44. 
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'EIN EL-JARBA 
IDENTIFICATION 
The Chalco lithic site of'Ein el-Jarbaislocatedin the southwestern part of the 
Jezreel Valley on the lands of Kibbutz Ha-Zorea', about 100m north of the 
Jokneam-Megiddo road (map reference 162.227). This area, rich in springs 
whose waters flow into the Kishon River, contains many prehistoric sites. In 
1955, during the digging of a drainage channel near 'Ein el-Jarba, fragments 
of pottery, stone vessels, and flints belonging to the Wadi Rabah culture 
appeared. The finds in the channel included fragments of a hole-mouth jar 
that was decorated on two sides with reliefs of two human figures masked like 
rams and dancing with their hands upraised. 

In July 1966, excavations directed by J. Kaplan on behalf of the Tel Aviv
Jaffa Museum of Antiquities were carried out in the drainage channel, at the 
spot where the hole-mouth jar was found. Four strata of settlement were 
distinguished, all belonging to the Wadi Rabah culture. In stratum I, which 
was closest to the surface, no buildings had survived, only scattered stones. In 
strata II and III, parts of structures were uncovered. The plan of these 
structures was of a rectangular room with an adjacent enclosed court
yard. In stratum IV, which was found on virgin soil, two sections of thin 
walls were discovered. Near one wall was a secondary burial, containing, 
inter alia, parts of five human skulls and fragments of a large jar. The hole
mouth jar mentioned above, whose base was found in situ, apparently had 
also been deposited as one of the funerary offerings. A hearth and seven 
shallow pits dug in the virgin soil were also found. In all four strata small, 
elliptical, plastered floors were uncovered. These floors were probably used 
(after they were heated) for baking bread out of thin sheets of dough. The 
existence of these floors in all four strata suggests that the strata were formed 
over a short time. 
THE FINDS. The pottery finds included all types of vessels and decoration 
already known from excavations at other sites belonging to the Wadi Rabah 
culture. It also included new types of vessels and decoration hitherto un
known in this culture. The black burnish typical ofthe Wadi Rabah culture is 
common on bowls and large vessels. Among the various pottery types found 
were jars, hole-mouth jars, pithoi, bowls, lids, incense stands, cornets, and 
cups, as well as fragments of a jar with a bow rim and the carinated bowls 
typical of the Wadi Rabah culture. These were also found in stratum VIII at 
Jericho. The two vessels found in stratum IV at 'Ein el-Jarba probably served 
as funerary offerings. The hole-mouth jar with the dancing figures and the 
vessel found near the burial with the skulls are distinctive in form. 

Most of the stone finds at 'Ein el-Jarba are made of flint and some of hard 
stone. Obsidian chips and fragments of blades were also discovered. Among 
the various implements were chopping tools (adzes, axes, and picks) and 
cutting tools (scrapers, various awls, borers, and sickle blades). Hard-stone 
chopping tools have many parallels in Syria, Mesopotamia, and Anatolia. 
Other stone objects are the weapons-mace heads and oval sling 
stones-found in all four strata, especially in stratum IV. There are also 
bone tools and spindle whorls made of rounded and perforated pottery 
fragments. 
DATING. A carbon-14 sample from stratum IV indicates a date of3740 BCE 

± 140 years. Even assuming that 'Ein el-Jarba is not the oldest of the Wadi 
Rabah settlements, it is hard to conceive that other sites ofthis culture will be 
found from before 4000 BCE. 

CONCLUSION 
The excavations at 'Ein el-Jarba have added to our knowledge of the Wadi 
Rabah culture in the country. The parallels between the Wadi Rabah and the 
Halafian cultures indicate a strong affinity, especially in the pottery forms. 
The parallels between the Wadi Rabah finds and those from stratum VIII in 
Jericho also indicate a close affinity. In Jericho VIII, however, the black 
burnish and certain forms of decoration are missing. Jericho VIII is, 
hence, a later development of this culture, before the Ghassulian infiltration 
of the country. The Ghassulian entry, which occurred around 3500 BCE, 

introduced new pottery elements into the country. However, many ceramic 
elements of the Wadi Rabah culture continued to exist in the Ghassulian 
civilization either in form or in decoration. 

J. Kaplan, IEJ8 (1958), 149-160; id., BASOR 194 (1969), 2-38; B. Arensburg, ibid. 197 (1970), 49-52; 
E. Meyerhof and I. Mozel, Bollettino del Centro Camano di Studi Preistorici 18 (1981), 114-116; 
E. Meyerhof, ESI I (1982), 25. 
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'Ein el-Jarba: hole-mouth jar with applied relief decoration, Chalcolithic period. 
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'EIN SAMIYA 
and 

DHAHR MIRZBANEH 
IDENTIFICATION 
On the border of the hill region and the Jordan Valley to the east of Kafr 
Malik, an extensive necropolis stretches over an area of about 3 km (2 mi.) 
between Dhahr Mirzbaneh in the north and Khirbet Samiya in the south, 
about 15 km (9 mi.) northeast ofRamallah. The necropolis lies for the most 
part on the slopes of the Wadis Samiya and Ku]:leila. 

The cemetery contains thousands of burials, most of them dating to the 
Middle Bronze Age I, with some from the Early Bronze Age and Roman
Byzantine period and a smaller number from the Iron Age I~II and the 
Hellenistic period. The burials from the Early Bronze Age, Iron Age, Hel
lenistic, and Roman-Byzantine periods appear to have belonged to a set
tlement whose remains are located at Khirbet Marjameh (q.v.), between 
Dhahr Mirzbaneh and Khirbet Samiya. To the west of the latter is the 
spring of 'Ein Samiya, which still supplies water to nearby Kafr Malik. 

EXPWRATION 
The site was first investigated in 1907 by B. G. Lyon, then director of the 
American Schools of Oriental Research. In 1963, P. W. Lapp excavated in 
three areas (cemeteries A, B, C). In 1968, Y. Meshorer again explored the 
cemetery. In 1970, a group of tombs was cleared in a salvage excavation 
under the direction of Z. Yeivin, then archaeological officer for Judea and 
Samaria, under the auspices of the Israel Department of Antiquities and 
Museums. In all, some 150 tombs have been examined. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
Of the tombs excavated, by far the greatest number belong to the Middle 
Bronze Age I. The burials were made in similarly constructed shaft tombs. A 
circular shaft was hewn in the rock to a depth that, in some cases, reached 7 m, 
and cuts were made in the shaft to facilitate the descent. At the base of the 
shaft were one or two burial caves. The mouths of the caves were blocked by 
flat stones. This type of tomb was common in all parts of the country. 

The tombs served for more than one burial. The bodies were laid on their 
backs with no special orientation for the head. Offerings, including pottery, 
weapons, beads, and other objects were placed alongside the bodies. 

The tombs can also be differentiated by their accompanying ob
jects-mainly the pottery. Some of the tombs contained only small 
amphoriskoi, while others had a somewhat richer, although limited, assort
ment of pottery: hole-mouth jars with folded ledge handles, amphoriskoi,jars 
with lug handles, juglets, lamps of the four-pinch type, and "teapots." The 
majority of the finds can be assigned to family C, according to the classifica
tion of R. Amiran. 

The weapons found in the tombs are also essentially alike and of a limited 
range of types. They include daggers with a midrib attached to the hilt by 
means of rivets, spear butts with prominent midribs and curled tangs, and 
spearheads with metal strips for binding the blade to the shaft. The weapons 
are copper and were common throughout the country in the Middle Bronze 
Age I. This cemetery resembles the contemporary burial ground at Bab edh
Dhra' (q.v.) in Transjordan. The latter, too, apparently belonged to the 
nomadic tribes that had put an end to the urban civilization of the 
Early Bronze Age but did not establish large permanent settlements 
for themselves. 

In one ofthe tombs (204-A), excavated in 1970, a unique goblet was 
found. It is made of silver sheeting and decorated in repousse with fine 
pointed tools. It apparently portrays two scenes ofthe creation epic of 
Mesopotamia (Eniima Elis). One scene depicts two figures, dressed in 
fringed skirts (one of the figures is almost completely missing). The 
figures stand facing each other and hold a band of some kind in one 
hand (seen in the preserved figure). The other hand is held to the breast. 
Above the band is a kind of sun disk divided into twelve segments, with 
a human face in the center. Below the band, between the figures, is a 
twisting serpent. The second scene depicts a mythological figure with 
outstretched arms. The upper torso is in the form of a Janus-faced 
human. The lower part of the body consists of the two hind parts of 

beasts, probably oxen. The figure holds a plant in each hand. Facing the plant 
is a dragon standing on its tail (the dragon on the left is missing). Between the 
legs of the mythological figure is another disk divided into eight segments. 
The scenes have been interpreted by Y. Yadin as depicting the victory of 
Marduk over Tiamat. 

In addition to the Middle Bronze Age I tombs, which make up the bulk of 
the necropolis, there were also, as stated above, tombs from later periods. 
The Roman-Byzantine tombs were cut into and disturbed the earlier graves. 
The latter tombs consisted of single burials in rectangular graves hewn in the 
rock and tombs with loculi and arcosolia. 

Main publication: P. W. Lapp. The Dhahr Mirzbaneh Tombs, New Haven 1966. 
Other studies: D. G. Lyon, AJA II (1907), Supplement42-49; 12 (1908), 66-67; id., Harvard Theological 
Review I (1908), 70-96; W. F. Albright, AASOR 4 (1922), 124-133; P. W. Lapp, The Dhahr Mirzbaneh 
Tombs (Reviews), AJA 72 (1968), 177-178.- Bibliotheca Orienta/is 26 (1969), 227-228; B. Shantur and 
Y. Labadi, IEJ21 (1971), 73-77; Y. Yadin, ibid., 82-85; Z. Yeivin, ibid., 78-81; id., RB 78 (1971), 424; 
W. G. Dever, IEJ22 (1972), 95-112; id., BASOR 217 (1975), 23-36; R. Grafman, IEJ22 (1972), 47-49; 
M. F. Kaplan, ibid. 26 (1976), 174-177; S. S. Weinberg, ibid. 29 (1979), 143-147; M. Zohar, I£130 (1980), 
219-220; M.-H. Carre-Oates, AJA 86 (1982), 265; id., Levant 18 (1986), 75-81; Weippert 1988, 192f., 215, 
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'Ein Samiya: (above) silver goblet from tomb 204a; (below) drawing of the scene 
depicted on the goblet. 
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ELUSA 
IDENTIFICATION 
Elusa, a town in the Negev desert about 20 km (12.4 mi.) southwest of 
Beersheba (map reference 117.056),was founded in the Hellenistic period 
and existed until the beginning ofthe Arab period.lts ancient name has been 
retained in the Arabic name el-Khalasa. In his Geography (V, 16, 10), Ptol
emy mentions "EA.oucr!X as one of the settlements in Idumea west of the 
Jordan River. The city appears on the Tabula Peutingeriana 71 Roman miles 
from Jerusalem, 53 Roman miles from Thamaro, and 24 Roman miles from 
Oboda. On the Medeba map it is shown as a large settlement east of<Pro6ts 
and south of 'Ic6op. It is shown on the map as a site defended by towers, 
above which rise several buildings with red roofs, possibly the city's main 
churches. According to Stephan us of Byzantium it was a city in Palaestina 
Tertia, once in Arabia. It is also mentioned by later Byzantine sources. Elusa 
is frequently mentioned as a district capital in the Nessana papyri, and in the 
Greek-Arabic papyri in the form of el-Khalus. The Hebrew name I:Ialu~a is 
found in Genesis 16:7 in the Jerusalem Targum, where it is appended to the 
name Shur as an explanation or description. The Arabic name el-Khalus is 
still used in a fifteenth-century document. The name probably originates in 
the Nabatean personal name lfl:rt. 

EXPLORATION 
The site was discovered and identified by E. Robinson in 1838, during the 
courseofhisinvestigationsofthearea. In 1897, A. Musil visitedElusaforthe 
first time. In his following visits, Musil noted the destruction of a large public 
building, possibly the East Church (see below). An expedition organized in 
1905 by the Ecole Biblique et Archeologique Fran<;aise in Jerusalem, in 
which A. Jaussen, R. Savignac, and L. H. Vincent took part, explored Elusa 
and uncovered some Byzantine and pre-Byzantine tombstones. The first 
attempts to prepare a plan of the city's remains were made in 1914 by 
C. L. Woolley and T. E. Lawrence. They also discovered and published 
an early Nabatean inscription and a great number of Greek inscrip
tions. In 1917, Elusa was surveyed by the German scholars W. Bach
mann, C. Watzinger, and T. Wiegand. In 1921, A. Alt published the Greek 
inscriptions found up to that time. J. H. Iliffe, inspecting the site in 1933, was 
the first to find Nabatean and Hellenistic black-glazed pottery. The first 
exploratory excavation was organized in 1938 by the Colt expedition, under 
the direction of J. T. Colin Baly. Under the direction of A. Negev, an ex
tensive survey of the site was undertaken in 1973, on behalf of the Hebrew 
University ofJerusalem, and exploratory excavations were made in 1979, on 
behalf ofthe Hebrew University and Ben-Gurion University ofthe Negev. In 
1980, systematic excavations were conducted by the Hebrew University and 
Mississippi State University, and in 1990, an aerial survey was carried out for 
the Hebrew University, both under the direction of A. Negev. 

HISTORY 
Evidence that Elusa was one of the settlements founded in the Negev in the 
third century BCE by the Nabateans is provided by the Rhodianjar handles 
and Hellenistic pottery found there, which are similar to examples uncovered 
at other Nabatean cities in the area: Petra, Nessana, and Oboda. A pottery 
lamp (as yet unpublished), now at the Rockefeller Museum in Jerusalem, has 
also been assigned to this period. It bears an inscription some scholars once 
regarded as Hebrew. In the opinion of G. E. Kirk, it attests to commercial 
relations between Elusa and the Hasmonean kingdom. It seems that during 
that period Elusa was a station on the main caravan route from Petra by way 
of Oboda and Elusa to Gaza. 

The archaic Nabatean inscription, which mentions the name of Aretas, 
"king ofNbtw" (Nabatu), and was assumed by the publisher of the inscrip
tion to refer to Aretas II (c. 106 BCE), is now believed to refer to Aretas I (c. 168 
BCE). It discloses that a Nabatean settlement existed at Elusa in about 168 
BCE. The Nabatean pottery found at Elusa indicates that a Nabatean set
tlement also existed here in the days of Aretas IV (9 BCE-40 CE). 

Ptolemy lists Elusa ( Geog. V, 16, I 0) among the settlements ofldumea west 
of the Jordan. Elusa enjoyed its greatest prosperity in the Late Nabatean and 
Late Roman periods and became the chief city in the Byzantine Negev. The 
earliest testimony to this effect is two letters, from the years 356 and 359, 
written by Libanius, the famous rhetor, an inhabitant of Antioch (Epistolae 
101 and 536). Its importance in this period is attested also by the Tabula 
Peutingeriana. Other sources attest to the existence at Elusa in the late fourth 
and early fifth centuries of a community of idol worshippers and a small 
community of Christians, dwelling side by side. In his Life of Hilarion ( ch. 25, 
P L 23, col. 41 ), Jerome relates that a shrine to Venus was located at Elusa in 
the mid-fourth century; Hilarion visited the town with a following of monks 
and converted the first of the population to Christianity. The presence of a 
pagan majority and a Christian community in the early fifth century is 
attested also in Nilus' Narrations (VI, PG 79, cols. 673, 676). However, 
an official Greek inscription from 454-455 CE, found in the theater at Elu
sa, bears no Christian symbols. Tombstones from this period, one dated 426, 
provide no evidence of Christian burials at Elusa. The earliest dated Chris
tian epitaph wasinscribedin 519 CE, orpossiblyevenlater(seeAlt, GIPT, no. 
59, and I. no. 57). The bishops of the city who took part in the councils of 
Ephesus (431) and Chalcedon (451) bore Nabatean-Arab names. 

The pilgrim Theodosius, who visited the country in about 530, related that 
Elusa was three stations from Jerusalem and seven stations from Aila. An
toninus of Placentia described Elua (also written in several variants), which 
seems to be Elusa, as situated "at the beginning of the desert that stretched to 
Sinai" and in this connection mentions the bishop who held this seat. In many 
of theN essana papyri, especially in the military papyri of the period between 

Elusa: general plan of the city. 
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Byzantine lintel. 

about 500 and 596 (papyri 14-30), Elusa is referred to as the capital of the 
region of the village of Nessana. A papyrus from the church archives (pa
pyrus 46, dated 605), also mentions Elusa as the capital of the district. A 
document from the military archive (papyrus 39) tentatively dated to the 
mid-sixth century, possibly listing payments of annona militaris, records 
Elusa as receiving 792 solidi only, as against 1,356 to 1,414 received by 
Nessana, Oboda, and Mampsis. This writer believes that the reason for 
this inequality of payments is that Elusa, housing the military command 
of the region, was situated in the better-protected interior of the district and 
thus required the protection of a smaller military force. 

Elusa retained its status as a district city in the Arab period. Among the 
Nessana papyri are the archives of Georgi us, son of Patricius of Nessana, 
which contain bilingual documents written in Greek and Arabic, from the 
years 674 to 689 (papyri 60-67). In their superscription, a recurrent notation 
occurs: "To the men ofNestan [Nessana], in the district ofel-Khalus [Elusa], 
in the province of Gaza." 

SURVEYS AND EXCAVATIONS 
It was once believed that Elusa was despoiled of its stones in the nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries for the construction of modern Gaza and 
Beersheba. The survey and excavations of 1973 and the following years 
proved that this was not the case. Most of Elusa lies covered under 
wind-blown sand and dust. The plan of the site made by Woolley and 
Lawrence furnished little information beyond the fact that the city was 
surrounded by an irregular wall with three gates on the north and one 
on the east. A well was found in the southwestern part of the city, near 
the edge of the valley. Their survey also located the site of the cemetery 
from the Hellenistic period and uncovered a number of tomb
stones-the earliest are dated to 426 and the latest to 565, or possibly 
599 (Alt, GIPT, nos. 49, 57, 59). Colt's expedition confined itself to a limited 
inspection of the area and the dumps around it. The excavators were able to 
distinguish pottery vessels from the Hellenistic to the Early Arab periods. 
Further investigation ofthe rubble proved that the city reached the height of 
its prosperity in the third and fourth centuries. 
THE SURVEY OF 1973. The aims of the 1973 survey were to test the as
sumption of the despoliation ofElusa, to locate the various suburbs of the 
city, and to direct limited-scale trial excavations. At first one of the city 
dumps was excavated, one of many-as already noted by Lawrence and 
Woolley and the Colt expedition--dominating the northwestern part of 
the city. The dumps, however, were unusual because they contained mostly 
sand and dust and very little pottery and other artifacts. They were most 

Pillar capital 
from the 
Byzantine house. 

probably formed in the Late Roman period, when wind-blown sand and dust 
were removed from the city's streets and courts. The main body of the city is 
elliptical in shape; it is delimited by Nal;l.al Besor, which runs southeast
northwest, and by Nal;lal Atadim, its tributary, which runs in the same 
direction and joins the main wadi northwest of the city. Hellenistic pottery 
was found mainly at the northwestern part of the site, later occupied in the 
Byzantine period. The Nabatean towns of the Middle and Late Nabatean 
periods flourished in the eastern third of the site. The other two-thirds of the 
site hold remains from the Late Roman and Byzantine periods. At the 
beginning of the Late Roman period, the network of streets was laid. The 
main, very wide streets run parallel to the wadis and are intersected by streets 
running from northeast to southwest. 

Elusa was never surrounded by a wall, but as was the case at Oboda and 
Mampsis in the pre-Diocletianic period, it was defended by a series oftowers 
that faced the wadis. One such tower in the western part of the city, facing 
Nal;l.al Atadim, was partly excavated. It is ofthe Nabatean type of defensive 
tower(c.lOby lOrn), with four rooms. The tower was excavated to the level of 
its narrow slot windows. The tower still rises to a height of more than one 
story. 

Except for the well already mentioned, and many others that were dis
covered, the western city was supplied with water by means of a chain of 
rectangular reservoirs, filled manually from the wells along the main wadi. 
One such reservoir, partly excavated, is 10 by 5 m and 2m deep. Lead and clay 
pipes supplied water to a bathhouse and private dwellings along the street. 
Above the northern bank of Nal;lal Besor the outline of two very large 
churches was traced, one at the western and the other at the eastern part 
of the town. 

On the eastern third of the site the outline of a theater; the ruins of a large 
public building, perhaps a temple; and a residential quarter were observed, 
all from the Nabatean period. One house in the northeastern quarter was 
partially excavated and was found preserved to the full height of its ground 
floor. Throughout the site numerous decorated architectural elements were 
collected, in great part Nabatean capitals. These display the full development 
of the Nabatean capital: from the purely plain classical type to its culmina
tion in the Nabatean-Byzantine type, in which the Nabatean projecting boss 
and horns were replaced by palmettes and a cross as its crowning element. 
South of the city, above the bank of Nal;lal Besor, the remains of kilns in 
potters'workshopswerefound.Theremainsofwhatprobablywasastadium 
were found southeast of the town; to the north, on the flat ground above 
Nal;l.al Atadim, is the outline of a hippodrome. Above the steep northern 
bank ofNal)al Atadim cemeteries were discovered from Nabatean and Late 
Roman times. 
THE EXCAVATIONS OF 1979 AND 1980. The 1979 season of excavations 
was dedicated to trial digs at the theater, situated in the southeastern quarter, 
which proved to be Nabatean. More work on the theater was done in 1980. It 
was built on flat ground. The cavea is approximately 35m in diameter. On its 
eastern side is a semicircular structure, consisting of two parallel, thick walls 
(the outer wall is 1. 7 m wide and the distance between the walls is 2.97 m). This 
corridor regularly houses the vomitoria in a Roman theater, but at Elusa it 
was made to contain an artificial fill of earth to support the cavea, which leans 
against it on the west. The fill contained numerous potsherds and glass from 
the Middle Nabatean-Early Roman period, but no later than the middle of 
the first century CE. The seats of the cavea, made of blocks oflimestone, lean 
against the western side of the inner wall. Most of the stones were robbed, 
leaving only traces in the foundation, made of gray concrete mixed with 
stones; one of the sloping gangways is preserved, however. In the middle 
of the lower part of the cavea there is a box seat (2.8 by 2.9 m) surrounded by 
walls, for nobility or priests. At the bott-om of the cavea is a nicely paved 
orchestra. In the orchestra, in front of the box, is a small podium that may 
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have held a statue. The orchestra is 13m in diameter; its length to the pulpitum 
is 19.4m. It is paved with large limestone slabs. At a later period, a fence, built 
of paving stones laid on their sides, left a space 1.5 m wide between it and the 
cavea. The purpose of the fence is unknown. At both ends of the cavea are 
vaulted corridors, the parodoi, that served as entrances. The western part of 
the structure is taken by the scaenafrons.lt consists of two side towers (the 
northern tower measures 4.4 by 5.2 m), above which stairs led to the upper 
tiers of seats. In the scaenafrons (1.42 m wide) are three portals (the middle 
portal is 1.8 m wide, and the northern portal measures 1.57 m) that lead to a 
shallow, paved space (1.8 m wide in front ofthe middle portal, and 5 m wide in 
front ofthe northern portal). Stairs on either side lead down to the orchestra. 
In the debris of the northern portal an inscribed lintel was found, dated to 
454-455 CE, that refers to thelayingofanewfloor. At thecentralportal two 
classical Nabatean capitals were found. The pottery in the fill of the circular 
corridor and below the layer of ash found in the northern parodos dates the 
construction to the first half of the first century CE. The orchestra's use in the 
Byzantine period is dated by the cooking ware found on its floor. In the 
debris, the lower part of a white marble life-sized statue of a man was found, 
which is probably from the Middle Nabatean period. 

The theater at Elusa, like similar ones at other Nabatean sites, was con
nected with a cult, either practiced at a temple, as at Sahrin the Ledja, or with 
funerary rites, as was probably the case in the large theater at Petra. A 
mausoleum was found at a short distance to the east of the theater. The 
nearby East Church was probably built on the site of a Nabatean temple. 

West of the theater, a large building from the Byzantine period was par
tially excavated. It apparently housed shops. This building had a small 
courtyard with a cylindrical cistern; two rooms south of the courtyard also 
were unearthed. On its west side the building leans on a thick wall built of field 
stones; the wall is 3 m high. The wall was apparently built before the con
struction of the Byzantine building, but its relationship to the theater is not 
yet clear. 
THE EAST CHURCH. Although during surveys several churches were lo
cated, the East Church was chosen for partial excavations because of the 
short distance (36 m) between it and the theater. It was hoped that a Na
batean temple would be found underneath it. Its unusually large atrium, 
similar to the theater in some Nabatean temples, pointed in this direction. 

Due to its unusually large size (29.6 by77.4m), the church wasexcavatedin 
a series of sections at specific crucial points. The spacious atrium (28 by 32m) 
had colonnades on four sides of eight or nine columns. The eastern portico 
( 6.12 m wide) was paved, like the rest of the church, with large slabs of 
Proconessian marble. It is wider, and higher by three steps, than the other 
three porticoes. The roof of the portico rested on eight massive limestone 
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Greek inscription from the scaena frons area giving an account of the repaving of the 
theater in 454-455 CE. 

columns. The middle of the three entrances leading from the portico to the 
basilica is almost 3m wide. The basilica ( 17.7 by 39.45 m, external measure
ments) has two rows often marble columns to a row. The large Corinthian 
capitals and their matching Attic bases were all made ofProconessian mar
ble. Thenaveis 7.27 m wide, and theaislesareofunequal width-4.35 and4.5 
m; the wider one is in the southern aisle. The T -shaped sanctuary is extremely 
large, and the bema is 2.5 column spaces deep.lthas two steps facing the nave 
and one facing each aisle. The nave and aisles end in apses. The central apse is 
5.65 m wide and 2.47 m deep. The northern apse is 3.58 m wide and 2.26 m 
deep. The southern apse is larger, being 3.82 m wide and 2.32 m deep. Most of 
the space within the central apse is occupied by a seven-step structure (2.4 7 by 
!.39m) that was originally faced with marble and by a bronze balustrade. 
This was probably the base of the bishop's throne, which identifies this 
church as the local cathedral. The presence of the throne prescribed the 
location of the 2-by-2.55-m altar well beyond the chord of the apse. The 
hexagonal marble ambo is in the northwestern corner of the bema, as in all 
other churches in the central Negev. The small marble capital that supported 
the wooden ambo was found in the debris. It was decorated with red paint 
and gold leaf and has an open-winged eagle on one of its sides. Fragments of 
chancel screens were found, that were decorated with crosses and wreaths. 
The chancel posts were typical of those found elsewhere in the Negev. 

Evidence of a cult of martyrs was found in the debris of the southern apse. 
The floor of the apse was decorated with an eight-pointed star, made of a disc 
of marble and of variegated opus sectile sections. A small one-legged altar 
table, which may have held a reliquary, stood in front of the apse, behind the 
main chancel, in a small subsidiary chancel. 

Sections cut in the area behind the three apses revealed that they dated to a 
late phase in the history of the church. The side apses were originally two 
rectangular rooms. The central apse they flank was itself originally wider and 
deeper; its size was reduced when it was faced with a shell one building stone 
wide. Both the original and the later central apse were faced with marble. No 
material was found to date the two phases, but their features are comparable 
with other churches in the Negev that date to about 350 CE and 450 CE. 

There were chapels along the southern flank of the building. One of them 

Fragment of a marble statue from the theater, 1st century CE. 
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East Church: general plan. 
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was decorated with small multicolored stone and gilded-glass wall mosaics. 
The nave was paved with marble. There were balconies above the aisles 
whose floors were covered with a white mosaic pavement; their balustrades 
had the same kind of wall mosaics. 
CEMETERIES. In 1979 and 1980, surveys were conducted to locate burial 
grounds in addition to the cemeteries 
observed by previous researchers 
along the southern bank of NaQ.al 
Atadim. New cemeteries from the 
Late Roman-Byzantine periods were 
located on the sandy hillocks to the 
east of the town. Farther east, a cem
etery from the Nabatean period was 
discovered in which a tomb was exca
vated. The tomb was enclosed by a 
thick wall. Its ashlar-built monument 
was found below ground. Close by, at 
a depth of about 2 m, a secondary 
burial in a stone-lined grave under 
coverstones was discovered. A skull 
and a vertebra above it had been 
placed in the middle of the grave and 
the other bones were placed at its wes
tern side. In the vicinity of the tomb 
were tables for funerary meals. At the 
edge ofthe cemetery was a small struc
ture in which food had been prepared 
and cooked. The pottery around the 
tables and in the kitchen was dated to 
the Middle Nabatean period. 
WINEPRESSES. During road con
struction between Revivim and 
Ze'elim an elaborate winepress typi
cal of the Negev was found. It is situ
ated 1 km (0.6 mi.) north of Elusa, 
pertaining to its agricultural hinter
land. It was excavated in 1973-1974 
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by G. Mazor under the supervision of this writer. It was built on three 
levels. On the upper level are compartments for storing baskets of grapes 
prior to pressing. On the middle level a paved pressing ground is surrounded 
by ashlar walls. In the middle of the pressing ground are two openings, one 
leading to an underground channel, and the other to a funnel in the outer wall 
of the installation. On the lowest level a rectangular paved space is surroun
ded by low walls. The pressed wine went through the funnel into a small 
rectangular receptacle and from it, by means of outlets, into circular vats. A 
large cistern on the upper level supplied water for the winepress. This is the 
most elaborate installation of its kind found in the central Negev. 
NABATEAN ENCAMPMENT. In the 1973 survey, in the area one kilometer 
to the east ofElusa, traces were found of what was identified as a Nabatean 
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Elusa: Corinthian capital from the East Church. 

encampment. In a sandy environment with very little vegetation, areas of 
hard-packed loess revealed Middle Nabatean-Early Roman pottery and 
blackened stones from campfires. The Nabateans apparently pitched their 
tents there. 
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Beth Alpha: part of the synagogue's mosaic floor depicting the zodiac, the four seasons, and Helios in his chariot. 



Beth Alpha: Offering of Isaac mosaic in the synagogue. 

Beth-Shean: view of the 1980s-1990s excavation area on the mound. 



Caesarea: view of the Promontory Palace, looking west. 
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Cypros: bathhouse on the summit with remains of opus sec tile floor, marble washing basin, and bathtub, Roman period. 

Cypros: fragment of opus sectile floor from the bathhouse on the summit, Roman period. 



Dor: (aboYe) two pottery figurine heads in Greek Archaic style, Persian period; (below left) limestone head of Tyche, Hellenistic period; {below 
right) marble head of Hermes(?), Hellenistic period. 



Dar: Late Roman drinking vessels. 
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